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Preface

The International Conference on Deep Mixing – Best Practice and Recent Advances (Deep Mixing ´05) was organised
by the Swedish Deep Stabilization Centre. Particular emphasis was placed on the exchange of practical experience from
the application of dry and wet mixing methods. The aim of
the conference was to enhance the exchange of knowledge
and to facilitate the interaction between researchers, consultants, constructors, equipment manufactures and clients from
all over the world.
As a landmark event, Deep Mixing´05 was organised to document major developments of deep mixing methods, including
recent technical and equipment development, experience from
case histories in different parts of the world as well as standardisation efforts in Europe and elsewhere. An effort was made
to bring together representatives of the deep mixing industry
from different parts of the world and to facilitate information
exchange and discussions.
The papers submitted to the conference were reviewed by a
scientific committee, which helped to assure a high technical
and scientific level. The conference organisers wish to thank
the authors for their excellent contributions.

discussed important topics, covering field and laboratory testing, design aspects and solidification of contaminated soils.
In one session, the results of case histories were presented.
During the conference, a Technical Exhibition was held, where
equipment manufacturers, consultants and contractors as well
as material suppliers informed about their products and services. An Internet Exhibition was also available at the conference Web site, presenting the worldwide deep mixing society.
Following the conference, a Technical site visit with field demonstrations was organised.
An important aspect of the conference was to facilitate communication on the Internet, using an interactive Web platform.
All abstracts were published on the conference Web Site.
Registered conference participants were able read papers in
advance of the conference and to discuss interesting topics as
part of an Internet Poster Session and also exchange ideas on
deep mixing at a Discussion Forum.
The successful planning and implementation of the conference would not have been possible without the hard work and
competence of many individuals, as well as the support of
many organisations and companies. Their support and contribution is gratefully acknowledged.

The Technical Programme comprised Regional Reports, Stateof-Practice Reports and Keynote Lectures by eminent international experts in the area of deep mixing. Invited panellists
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Readers guide to Proceedings

The proceedings contain the written contributions to the International Conference on Deep Mixing. Best Practice and
Recent Advances (Deep Mixing’05). The proceedings were
published in electronic form on two CDs as well as in printed
format.
An important aspect of Deep Mixing ´05 was to establish advance contact and interaction between authors of papers and
conference participants, thereby facilitating the exchange of
ideas during the conference. For that reason, a communication tool within the Internet has been established.
Technical and Scientific Documents
The Proceedings of Deep Mixing ´05 include Regional Reports, State of Practice Reports, Keynote Lectures and Technical Papers.
Regional Reports have been prepared by leading experts from
three regions where deep mixing methods are used extensively:
Europe, Far East and North America. These reports are intended to give an overview of the use of dry and wet deep
mixing methods and their applications within a specific region. The Reports address the main topics of the conference
and a summary of methods and applications, organisations
within the region, the state of the industry, present and future
markets, and the development of standards/manuals/best practice guidance documents. Development trends and future needs
of improvement with regard to design, equipment, materials,
quality control and standardisation are also outlined.
State of Practice Reports give an overview of current best
practice and recent advances of dry and wet mixing methods,
covering the themes of the technical sessions. The Reports
summarise best practice, based on the author’s experience,
including relevant papers submitted to Deep Mixing‘05, but
also on recent developments, which were presented at other
conferences and the geotechnical literature. The advantages
and the limitations (technical, economic, traditions etc.) of
deep mixing methods are described. Future needs of improvement with regard to the session themes are presented.
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Keynote Lectures by invited experts focus on specific topic,
chosen by the lecturer within the scope of the technical sessions.
Technical Papers were accepted based on submitted abstracts.
The draft papers were reviewed by a scientific committee.
Based on the main topic addressed in the respective papers,
these were assigned to the most appropriate session.
Contents of Proceedings
The conference is documented in proceedings consisting of
two volumes:
Volume 1: Recent Advances
Regional Reports
Technical Papers
Keynote Lectures
Volume 2: Best Practice
State of Practice Reports
Welcome and Closing Addresses
List of Participants
List of Partners and Exhibitors
Volume 2 will also include Technical Papers received after
the deadline of submission.
The two volumes include a Table of Contents and an Author
Index. The Technical Papers in Volume 1 are grouped in the
session topics. The papers are listed in alphabetical order, based
on the name of the first author.
Publisher
The proceedings are published by the Swedish Deep
Stabilization Research Centre (SD) in the SD Report series.
References to proceedings
When using material from these Proceedings full credit shall
be given to the conference and the author(s).
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Lime/Cement Column Stabilised Soil
- A New Model for Settlement Calculation
Alén, C.
Chalmers University of Technology, Department of Geo Engineering, SE-412 96 Göteborg, Sweden
Claes.Alen@chalmers.se
Baker, S.
Skanska Teknik, Geotechnical Engineering, SE-169 83 Solna, Sweden
Sadek.Baker@teknik.skanska.se
Bengtsson, P-E.
Swedish Geotechnical Institute, SE-581 93 Linköping, Sweden
Per-Evert.Bengtsson@swedgeo.se
Sällfors, G.
Chalmers University of Technology, Department of Geo Engineering, SE-412 96 Göteborg, Sweden
Goran.Sallfors@geo.chalmers.se
ABSTRACT: A new model for calculation of settlements for an embankment on lime/cement stabilised clay is presented.
The model can be regarded as a development of the current Swedish practice, which is based upon a simplified model,
adopted in the computer program Limeset. The goal has been to incorporate recent years experience and research in a
qualitative and realistic way.
The model is based on the assumption that the deformation properties of the natural as well as the stabilised clay can be
modelled in a conventional way. Hence, the development is to give a realistic description of the interaction between these
two parts of the soil. A notable feature of this is to describe the stress distribution in the soil in a simple, yet relevant way.

1
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important uses of lime/cement stabilised
clay is to reduce settlements under embankments on soft
clay. Current practice for prediction of settlements of
lime/cement stabilised soft clay is normally based on a
simplified calculation model presented in the 1980:s, see
Broms (1984) and Åhnberg and Holm (1986). This model
has been implemented in a computer program Limeset
(Carlsten, 1989). However, the experience from the use of
lime/cement columns (LCC) since then has called for a
development of the design practice. This is especially vital
when it comes to floating LCC, i.e. columns not reaching
down to a firm base. In this paper such a new model for
calculation of settlements is presented. The development of
the model has been undertaken in conjunction with a field
test project of LCC stabilised embankments in the Göta
River valley reported elsewhere at the conference (Alén et
al, 2005).
The new model can be regarded as an improvement of
the Limeset model. The goal with the work has been to
incorporate recent year’s experience and research in a realistic way. Differences between observed and calculated
settlements have been reported especially regarding the
three following aspects; 1) the stress distribution in the clay
below the stabilised soil as well as in the stabilised block,
2) the consolidation rate of the stabilised block and 3) the
deformation properties of the upper part of the LC-columns,
see Ignat (2002) and Al-Hashimi and Österberg (2004). The
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model is based on the assumption that the deformation
properties of both the natural and the stabilised soil can be
modelled in a conventional way. Hence, the development is
to give a realistic description of the interaction between
these two parts of the soil. A notable feature of this is to
describe the stress distribution in the soil in a simple, yet
relevant way. Furthermore, a simplified way of considering
the creep properties of the clay is also outlined and
discussed in the paper.

AA

BB

C
C
Figure 1: Conceptual zones of LCC stabilised
embankment
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2
OUTLINE OF THE CALCULATION MODEL
For the calculation three different zones of the soil profile
are considered, A) a transition zone between the embankment and the LCC-block, B) the LCC-stabilised block and
C) the unstabilised soil, see Figure 1.
In developing the model, a main goal has been to find
a balance between the following matters; 1) a simple yet
realistic description of the situation, 2) improvement of the
accuracy of current practice, 3) recognition by professionals, 4) acceptance /adaptation to clients/codes and 5)
possibility of further improvements. A summary of the
model is as follows:
•
The overall stress distribution in the soil profile is
based on Boussinesq’s solution for an infinite half
sphere. Influence of the depth to the firm base beneath
the soil is considered as well as the stress concentration caused by the stabilised soil.
•
The lime/cement columns and the clay in between are
treated as a composite material.
•
The clay underneath the stabilised block is not
influenced by the installation of the LCC. Hence, a
conventional settlement calculation can be adopted for
this part.
2.1
Lime-Cement Columns - LCC
The material behaviour of LCC can be regarded as similar
to a highly over consolidated clay or maybe a very lowstrength concrete. Both descriptions highlight that it is the
drained strength properties that governs the behaviour of
the LCC. For the compression strength of the columns, an
analogy with active triaxial testing is adopted. Changes of
effective horizontal stresses on the column surface due to
the vertical stress increment are considered. The compression strength can then be written, with Mohr-Coulomb
failure criteria, as:
'
f LCC
=

(1 + sin φ ') ⋅ σ '
2 ⋅ cos φ '
⋅ c'+
(1 − sin φ ') (1 − sin φ ') h

(2.1)

Normally it is assumed that the installation does not affect
the stress situation, which gives the horizontal stress in the
equation above:

σ 'h = σ 'h, 0 + ∆σ 'hsoil = σ 'h, 0 + k ⋅ ∆σ 'vsoil

(2.2)

with k=0,5 as a reasonable value. Long term effects on the
columns strength should be possible to incorporate in a
settlement calculation. This can be done with a correction
factor µ, parallel to the ‘creep’ reduction factor in current
practice. For an effective stress analysis the factor µ should
be in the interval 0,9-1,0, compared to the commonly used
value 0,65 used in total stress analysis.
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Thus the long term compression strength can be written:
'
'
f LCC
,∞ = µ ⋅ f LCC

(2.3)

and the maximum increase of the stress in the column:
'
∆σ LCC = f LCC
, ∞ − σ 'v , 0

(2.4)

For the stress-strain relation of LCC a bi-linear model will
in most cases be satisfactory. Typical values of the
stress/strain-relation are given in Figure. 2. Note that the
secant modulus, given by the dotted line, is only 50% of the
modulus for stresses up to 80% of maximum stresses.
However, reported values of LCC deformation properties
often show a large scatter, why the secant value might be a
cautious alternative. Furthermore, the figure is based on
short time loading. To account for long time effects, a
reduction of the design modulus might have to be done, see
further discussion in section 5. Finally, the figure is not
representative for all sorts of stabilised clay. For a clay with
organic contents for example, a softer behaviour can be
expected.
The LCC consist of a porous material. Hence, at
loading pore pressure is induced in the columns and which
dissipates only slowly with time. When calculating the
time-dependent settlements the hydraulic conductivity of
the columns then has to be described. In another paper at
this conference full-scale in-situ tests are described (Baker
et al, 2005). These resulted in a hydraulic conductivity 5 to
50 times that of the undisturbed clay. These numbers are
considerably lower than the values recommended in current
practice, (Carlsten, 2000), but in agreement with test results
reported by Baker (2000). See also further discussion in
section 5.
σ

fLCC
0,8fLCC

ε
0,8%

2%

Figure 2: Schematic stress/strain-curve for a
Lime/Cement-column.
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3
STRESS DISTRIBUTION WITH DEPTH
In calculation of the stress distribution for a LCC- stabilised
profile, numerical modelling using FEM is very useful. The
simplified model, presented in this paper, is the outcome of
comparisons with the results from an extensive number of
such analyses.
The stress distribution is based on Boussinesq’s solution for an infinite half-sphere of a perfectly elastic
material. For a long embankment, with the width B, the
intensity of the distribution can be written (Alén (1997):

3.1
Influence of firm base
The stress distribution given in previous section is valid for
an infinite soil profile. A firm base at a moderate depth H
will cause a stress concentration. A simple way to account
for this is to calculate the stresses at a reduced depth.
Hence, with a depth reduction factor µz, Equation 3.2 is
replaced by:

σ Fb (q, B, x, z ) = σ (q, B, x, µ z ( B, H ) ⋅ z )
The equivalent for Equation 3.3 becomes:


B + 2x
 B + 2x  
+ atan
2z ⋅ 2
 +
2
1 
(
)
+
+
z
B
x
4
2
 2 z   (3.1)

I ( B , x, z ) = ⋅
B − 2x
 B − 2 x 
π + 2 z ⋅
+ atan

2
2

4 z + (B − 2 x )
 2 z  


σ Fb,3 D (q, B, L, x, y, z ) = q ⋅ I [B, x, µ z (B, H ) ⋅ z ]⋅
⋅ I [L, y, µ z (L, H ) ⋅ z ]

(3.2)

µ z (B, H ) = 1 − 0,4 ⋅ B H ; ≤ 1

For an embankment of limited length L, a good approximation is:

σ 3 D (q, B, L, x, y, z ) = q ⋅ I ( B, x, z ) ⋅ I ( L, y, z )

(3.6)

(3.3)

.

FEM-analysis

(3.5)

In Figure 3 a comparison is made between the proposed
model and FEM-analyses for a perfectly elastic material.
The Poisson’s ratio, which has little influence on the result,
is chosen to 0,33 and the depth reduction factor is here
given as:

where x and z is a horizontal and vertical coordinate
respectively. Hence for a surcharge q, the vertical stress
distribution becomes.

σ ( q , B, x, z ) = q ⋅ I ( B , x, z )

(3.4)

Equation (3.4)
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Figure 3: Influence of a firm base on the stress distribution. Comparison of FEM-analyses with Equation 3.4
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3.2
Influence of LCC-block
In the Limeset-model, no stress distribution with depth is
applied within the stabilised block. For columns which
extend down to the firm base, this is a reasonable approximation. On the other hand, for floating columns it is a too
conservative assumption. A precise model should account
for a continuous load spreading along the block sides. Here
a simplified load split model is proposed. One part of the
load, ηLC, is transferred unreduced down to the bottom of
the LCC-block at the depth D, while the rest of the load
spreads from the surface, see Figure 4. Combining the
stress distribution given above and the load split model in
Figure 4 gives for a long embankment on LCC-stabilised
clay:

∆σ LC ( x, z ) = (1 − η LC ) ⋅ σ (q, x, µ z ⋅ z ) +

B

(1-ηLC) q
x
z

H

ηLC· q

(3.7)

; z < D
η LC ⋅ q
+

η LC ⋅ σ (q, x, µ z ⋅ ( z − D )) ; z > D 

Comparisons with the results of FEM-analyses give that the
load split factor with reasonably accuracy can be written as:
1

 D   M block M 0 ,1 − M soil M 0 ,1

soil 
block 

H 

(3.8)

η LC = 

where Mblock is a deformation modulus of the stabilised
block regarded as a composite material, see section 5, and
Msoil is the compression modulus of the unstabilised clay
within the block. These values can be chosen as average
values of the block.

Figure 4: Load split model

In Figure 5 typical result of the load split model is given
and in Figure 6 the resulting stress distributions. For comparisons, in the latter figure, the stress distribution in the
Limeset-model is also given. The load split model is
obviously an approximation of a complex reality, but it
offers a simple engineering tool for assessment of the stress
distribution in situations when the Limeset-model is
regarded as too conservative. For complex situations, e.g.
with soil layers of very different stiffness, the load split
model should be regarded as a complement to numerical
modelling.
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Figure 5: Example of the proposed load split model.
Equation 3.8, Mblock/Msoil=5
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Figure 6: Comparison between stress distributions for
a stabilised and an unstabilised soil profile.

D/H=0,5, B/H=1/3, Mblock/Msoil=5 and L/H=1 in the
3D-case
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4

TRANSITION ZONE BETWEEN THE
EMBANKMENT AND THE LCC-BLOCK
Large deformations might occur in the transition zone
between the embankment and the stabilised block.
Furthermore there are differential deformations between the
columns and the clay in this part of the block. Hence there
are reasons to treat this zone separately. The extent of this
zone with depth depends mainly on three factors; 1) the
load distribution from the bank to the block, 2) the compression strength of the columns in their upper parts and 3)
any defections of the columns due to the installation
process. In Figure 7 the load distribution is outlined in
principle. The load distribution is governed by arching in
the embankment why, as can be seen from the figure, the
maximum, theoretical spacing of the columns increases
with the height of the bank.
On the contrary to what is said above, the column load,
and consequently the spacing, is limited by the compression
strength. Finally, experiences have shown that the column
quality often, but far from always, is very poor to a depth of
about two meters. This is especially serious in a situation
when there is no dry crust which can counteract poor
column heads.
As a summary, the properties of the transition zone are
very uncertain and will be possible to treat in a calculation
only in a schematic way. Possible ways to improve and
control the quality of the columns should be considered
carefully. Use of reinforcement of geotextiles will reduce
the extent of the zone for the first factor mentioned above
but will not affect the other two factors. Finally, and
fortunately, settlements in the transition zone will probably
occur at a rather early stage after loading.

5

LCC-STABILISED BLOCK

5.1
Stress increments
As mentioned above the lime/cement columns and the clay
between are proposed to be treated as a composite material.
That gives as an approximation the composite deformation
modulus as:

M block = α ⋅ Ecol + (1 − α ) ⋅ M soil

where α is the area part of columns, Ecol the modulus of
elasticity for the columns and Msoil the compression
modulus of the soil. The equation is an approximation of a
more detailed formulation given by Sadek (2000). Based on
the assumption of equal strain of the columns and the
surrounding soil the stress increment of the columns and the
soil can then be calculated as:
∆σ ' col ( x, z ) =

Ecol
⋅ ∆σ ' LC ( x, z )
M block

(5.2)

M soil
⋅ ∆σ ' LC ( x, z )
M block

(5.3)

and
∆σ ' soil ( x, z ) =

where ∆σ'LC(x,z) is given by Equation 3.7 or its equivalent
in a 3D-case
5.2
Long term deformations
The stress increments given by Equations 5.2 and 5.3 are
the long term increments, i.e. effective stresses after dissipation of excessive pore pressure. Hence long term
elastic/plastic deformations can be calculated, by integrating the strains over the depth of the block, as:
s = ∫ ε dz = ∫ ∆σ col /Ecol dz or
'

Q1

Q1

(5.1)

D

D

∫ ∆σ

'
soil

/M soil dz

(5.4)

D

To these deformations long term creep deformations have
to be added. For the columns there is a lack of knowledge
of the creep properties. A simple model might be to asses
the creep strains to be of the same magnitude as the
elastic/plastic strains. This is in accordance with the often
used practice for concrete structures in ground, (Östlund,
1990). Note, the term creep as used here should not be
confused with the same term used in short term load tests.
Transition
zone

Figure 7: Load distribution from the embankment in
principle
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5.3
Time dependent deformations
In the Limeset model development of consolidation settlements with time are calculated with a model originally
developed for vertical drains, i.e. the columns are treated as
drains. However, for vertical drains the stiffness of the
drains is of insignificant importance, while the opposite
situation is at hand in the use of LCC. Hence, if the excessive pore pressure before the consolidation begins is
given as equal to the final effective stress increment, i.e. by
Equation 5.3 in principle, the pore pressure (and the strain
rate) is highly underestimated. To adjust for this a highly
overestimated hydraulic conductivity of the columns are
recommended (Carlsten 2000). The recommendation is
based on observations of settlements and show good
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agreement up to 80-90% of the calculated settlements.
However, for many reasons it would be advantageous with
a calculation model based on more realistic material properties and in which the deformation modulus of the LCC
are taken in account. For such an alternative, the composite
concept can be used in modelling the consolidation phase as
well, i.e. the hydraulic conductivity for the block is calculated in the same manner as for the modulus, c.f.
Equation 5.1.
kblock = α ⋅ kcol + (1 - α ) ⋅ k soil

(5.5)

The consolidation of the stabilised block can then, with the
composite block parameters, be calculated in accordance
with classical theory. In Figure 8 a comparison between the
two concepts are illustrated for a given example. The material parameters in the chosen example can be seen as rather
typical for a design in which the stress increments in the
clay are kept below the preconsolidation pressure. This
implies the assumption that the properties of the clay
between the columns, e.g. overconsolidation, are not influenced by the installation process. Experiences from the test
embankments, which are constructed in conjunction with
the development of the calculation model (Alén et al,
2005), verify this. However, if a design heavily relies on
such an assumption, it ought to be controlled by testing of
the soil after installation.
For the Limeset model the results of two different
calculations are shown, one with the hydraulic conductivity
taken as a “true” value 50 times that of the soil and another
with a fictitious value of the hydraulic conductivity 500
times that for the soil. This latter value is in accordance
with the recommendation mentioned above. As can be seen
from the figure, it is a good agreement between the

kcol=50 ksoil, LCC φ 600 and spacing=1,5 m,
Ldrain=20 m
composite model and the recommended practice. On the
other hand, the Limeset calculation with “true” hydraulic
conductivity results, as could be expected, in a much to
slow consolidation rate. For all three calculations it is
assumed that we have free drainage only upwards. This
might be a relevant description of a situation when there is
an unstabilised soil beneath the block, with a considerably
slower rate of consolidation.
The composite model, as applied in the example with
material parameters determined by Equations 5.1 and 5.5,
might be regarded as a over-simplified concept. Physically
it means that resistance to horizontal flow of pore water is
neglected. This is quite opposite to the Limeset model in
which the horizontal hydraulic conductivity to a great
extent governs the result Nevertheless, the two concepts
can, as is seen above, give very similar and realistic results.
To the deformations caused by the pore water consolidation creep deformations have to be added. This applies to
both the clay and the columns. For the LCC very few
results of long time creep properties are reported. If the
concrete parallel, as mentioned earlier, is applied, the
development of creep deformations with time might be
given by the simple equation (Bygg 2, 1968):

ε cr =

t

(5.6)

t50% + t

where t50% is the time when half of the creep deformations
have occurred. Figure 9 illustrates a representative example
of creep deformations of concrete. A complication when
considering creep effects is that they will result in a fictitious decrease of the modulus of the materials involved, i.e.
a delayed degree of consolidation.
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Figure 9: Example of creep of concrete.
t50%= 3 months
.

Figure 8: Degree of consolidation for a composite
model compared to a vertical drain model.
-9
Msoil=2 MPa, Ecol=150 MPa, ksoil=10 m/s,
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In Figure 11 an example of a settlement calculation as outlined above is given. The example is chosen to be representative for the test embankments mentioned earlier. As
can be seen from the figure the major part of the deformations is creep deformations. It can also be noted that they
develop almost linearly with time, and not linearly with
logarithmic time as might be expected. This is due to the
fact the creep strains are constrained and governed by the
low hydraulic conductivity in the deep soil profile, which
results in a low outflow of pore water. Both the attained
results are in agreement with results obtained by Edstam
(2005) in a preliminary evaluation of one of the test
embankments.
7
CONCLUSIONS
The proposal of a new calculation model for settlements of
LCC stabilised embankments is aimed as a tool in preliminary and final design. A major aim in the development has
been to formulate a rather simple, yet realistic, model which
for example can be easily incorporated in a spread sheet
program. It is meant to be a complement and not a substitute to numerical modelling with finite elements or finite
differences.
A useful advantage with the model is that it is fairly
easy to account for inevitable uncertainties by means of
sensitivity analyses. For example, in a spread sheet program
a Monte Carlo simulation can easily be performed.
Preliminary results of the model have shown good
agreement with observed results from test embankments.
However, the test period has been very short compared to
the life-time of an embankment. Hence the model as outlined above can be regarded as a “Beta-version”. Further
testing and evaluating of the method has to be done before
it will find its final version.
0

Settlements [m]

6
UNSTABILISED CLAY
As mentioned earlier in the outline of the model, the clay
underneath the stabilised block is in principle assumed not
to be influenced by the installation of LCC. Hence the
deformation of this part of the soil profile can be seen as a
traditional settlement calculation of clay. The stress increments in the soil can be determined by the model
described in section 3 and material properties assessed from
results of conventional field and laboratory tests. However,
a complication is that an optimal design probably will result
in effective stresses below or in the vicinity of the preconsolidation pressure. This means that it is more important
than usually to make a good description of the soil properties in this stress range. This is illustrated in Figure 10
which shows material properties as a function of the
effective stress (Janbu, 1989). From the figure it can be
seen that a typical behaviour of the clay at first is
decreasing properties with increasing effective stress.
Furthermore, a calculation of settlements should
incorporate both elastic/plastic strains and creep strains. As
a summary, a basically simple situation tends to result in a
highly complex computation. At the same time, deformations of the soil beneath the stabilised block, normally
are levelled out along the embankment and consequently of
less importance in most cases.
From what is said above, a simplified calculation
model ought to be sufficient. It is suggested that material
properties is chosen as average values in the stress range at
hand. To account for creep deformations an analytical
model described in Alén (1999) might be utilised. In this
model, the long term behaviour of the clay, is sufficiently
described with two dimensionless parameters, the time
factor in classical consolidation theory and a strain rate
factor, Ψ=M/(r·q). Here M is the compression modulus, r a
number describing the resistance to creep and q the
consolidation pressure, i.e. the excessive pore pressure
initially of the consolidation process. The creep number can
be replaced by the coefficient of secondary consolidation
αs, as r = ln10/αs. A feature of the model is that the height
of the soil profile and the length of the drainage ways are
separated in the calculation. Hence, in the present case, the
influence of the stabilised block on the consolidation
process can easily be modelled by an extended drainage
way.
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Figure 10: Examples of material properties as a
function of effective stress. a) compression
modulus, b) coefficient of consolidation, c)
creep resistance number.
From (Janbu, 1989)
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Total incl creep
Plastic

Figure 11: Example of calculated settlements of
unstabilised clay beneath LCC-block.

Height of soil profile = 35 m, LCCblock = 20 m.
Ldrain=10 m, Double-sided drainage, Surcharge
-9
45 kPa, Msoil=2 MPa, rcreep=400, ksoil=10 m/s,
Block properties, see Figure 8
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ABSTRACT: In a large expansion of the infrastructure in Western Sweden a divided highway and a double railroad track
for high-speed trains are being planned in the Eastern part of the Göta river valley. Lime/cement columns were considered
an attractive method for foundation in many of the cases. In order to improve the accuracy of the settlement calculations,
which was considered crucial in the project, four test embankments were constructed. The results from these test
embankments are reported in this paper. The embankments, which were constructed in two lifts, about a year and a half
apart, were monitored in terms of settlement at the surface as well as at different depths. Measurements were taken in the
columns as well as in the clay in between the columns and also below the stabilized soil. A number of piezometers were
installed and also a couple of inclinometers. In the paper the overall behaviour of the stabilized soil is analysed and
comparison with generally accepted assumptions is made. The results comprise an important base for another paper where a
new approach to settlement calculations for lime/cement stabilized soil is presented.
1 INTRODUCTION
The infrastructure in terms of roads and railroads will be
greatly improved and expanded in the coming decade in
Sweden. As an example the Nord Link, consisting of a four
lane divided highway and double railroad tracks for high
speed trains between Göteborg and Trollhättan are being
planned. In its final stage it will include more than 80 km of
roads and railroads.
The new infrastructure will be located in the Göta
River valley, where the geology is known for its deep
deposits of soft, mostly normally consolidated, clays. The
geotechnical problems of stability and settlements are large
and great care must be taken in the design to avoid high
costs for maintenance.
In the early stages of the design, lime/cement columns
were found to be an attractive alternative for foundation,
but only if the settlement could be estimated with a fair
degree of accuracy, better than what is usually the case.
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In order to get a better base for the design, it was
decided to create four test embankments and carefully
monitor these in terms of settlement, pore pressure and
horizontal deformation. They were going to be loaded in
two steps, the first approximately representing the working
load.
However, this was a great opportunity to also increase
and expand the monitoring system and do some research
oriented investigations as well. A major task was that of
improving methods for settlement calculations for
lime/cement stabilized soft clay, which is reported in
another paper to this conference. Research grants were
obtained from the Swedish National Railway
Administration, the Swedish National Road Administration
and the Swedish Deep Stabilization Research Centre. Also,
the Swedish Geotechnical Institute and Chalmers
University, who were going to carry out the research,
contributed. Thereby, the monitoring program was
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expanded and some test columns were installed, so that the
deformation and hydraulic properties of the columns could
be tested in full scale in the field. These test results are
reported in an adjacent paper to this conference. This paper
presents the results from some of the test embankments and
pinpoints the major findings.

2 GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES
The geology in the area is characterized by outcropping
bedrock with deep deposits of soft clay in between, which
in turn generally rests upon a couple of meters of frictional
material. The clay is a glacial and post glacial clay, mostly
lightly overconsolidated with a shear strength of 12 to 15
kPa down to 10 m below the ground surface, then
increasing with 1 to 1.3 kPa/m. The water content is
typically 70 to 80 % and the liquid limit of the same order
of magnitude. The clay content is in most cases above 50
%.
Altogether, four test embankments were constructed
and more details about the soil profile are given as the test
embankments are described.

3 TEST EMBANKMENTS
Four test embankments were built (Figure 1); however,
only three of the embankments are discussed here, as the
fourth embankment was part of an older fill. Some more
information can be found in Ignat (2002) and Al-Hashimi et
al (2004).

Figure 1. Photo showing the test embankment after
the second lift at Stora Viken North. The placing of
some of the instrumentation can be seen as the
protection rods. The total height of the embankment is
close to 3 m.
The pore pressures were measured from September 2001
until the Spring of 2005. Piezometers were placed in the
clay between the columns, in the columns and in the clay
layer below the columns. A reference station was also
installed. Apart from the seasonal variation, comparatively
small pore pressure increases were measured. The increase
in the clay between the columns was less than 5 kPa during
the first lift and up to about 10 kPa in the second lift.
Settlements [mm]
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56 days
96 days
137 days
201 days
256 days
349 days

350
300
250
200

Stora Viken North
The soil profile consists of 15 m slightly overconsolidated
soft clay followed by a layer of about 2 m thick
cohesionless material, which is fairly stiff. Under the
cohesionless material another clay layer of about 20 m can
be found.
Lime/cement columns were installed down through the
first clay layer, and thus had a length of about 16 m with
the tip resting on the cohesionless material. The column
diameter was 0.6 m and they were placed in a quadratic
patter at a distance of 1.5 m. The instrumentation consisted
of settlement gauges, bellow hose settlement device for
measurement of settlements at different depths, settlement
hose for monitoring of settlement across the fill and
piezometers. The bellow hoses were installed in the clay
between the columns as well as within the columns
The embankment, 12 m wide and 25 m long, was
constructed in two lifts, where the first lift, applied in
September 2001, corresponded to the working load for the
future embankment, about 18 kPa. A second load was
added almost two years later, resulting in a total load of 40
kPa, resulting in a load close to the estimated creep load
capacity of the columns. Typical results are given in Figure
2 a-f.
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Figure 2a. Results from measurements of settlements
of the ground surface, under the embankment, during
the first lift at Stora Viken North.
There is a lot of information in Figure 2 a-c and below
some general observations are summarized. It is quite
obvious that the upper 1.5 to 2 m of the columns is of a
lesser quality and that, in spite of the columns, substantial
settlements occur there. After that, one can note a zone
where the load gradually is transmitted to the columns and
from about 3 to 4 m of depth the deformation in the
columns is the same as in the surrounding clay. The
assumption of full interaction between the clay and the
columns is thus justified. The horizontal monitoring
settlement system confirms the large settlements in the
upper two meters. It can also be concluded that the
settlement in the deep clay layer is very limited.
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Figure 2d. Results from measurements of settlements
of the ground surface under the embankment, during
the second lift at Stora Viken North.
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Figure 2b. Results from measurements of settlements
in the clay under the embankment, during the first lift
at Stora Viken North.
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Figure 2c. Results from measurements of settlements
in a lime/cement column, during the first lift at Stora
Viken North.
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Figure 2e. Results from measurements of settlements
in the clay under the embankment, during the second
lift at Stora Viken North.
In Figure 2 d-f results from the second load increment are
given and the overall type of the results is similar.
However, the magnitude of the settlement is larger, about
twice as large. Note that the settlement given in Figure 2 de are those recorded only during the second increment and
does not include those from the first increment. Again, the
upper 2 m obviously settles a lot and 2/3 of the settlement
occur at least in the upper 3 m. During the second
increment, it is also obvious that the settlement is
substantial down to about 6 m and for greater depths they
are less than 1 to 2 cm. If they will increase with time at
greater depths will be obvious as the monitoring continues.
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The larger settlements in the upper 6 m could be caused
either by creep deformation, primarily in the clay, or by the
fact that the creep load in the column is reached, so that the
clay in between gradually consolidates.
Measurements with an inclinometer confirm that the
horizontal displacements are comparatively small,
maximum about 6 cm for the two load increments, which
roughly corresponds to an average settlement for the
embankment of about 4 cm.
During the first increment, practically no settlement
occur in the clay below the layer of cohesionless material,
while one can see an indication that some settlement is
starting to develop during the second increment. Although
these settlements do not affect the lime/cement stabilized
clay, they are of great interest for the final design of the
railroad.
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Figure 3a. Results from measurements of settlements
in both the clay under the embankment (SbsCl37) and
the lime/cement columns (SbsCp18, SbsCNp28 and
SbsCVp28), during the first lift at Surte (540 days).

Figure 2f. Results from measurements of settlements
in the clay, under the embankment, plotted versus
time, during the second lift at Stora Viken North.
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Surte is situated a few kilometres south of Stora Viken and
the soil at this test site location consists of a similar clay,
down to about 30 m. However, there is no trace of any
frictional material in the center of the layer, as was the case
for Stora Viken North. Lime/cement columns were installed
in a quadratic pattern covering an area of 25 by 12 m2. Half
of the columns were 20 m long and the other half 12 m
long. Measurements of settlements and pore pressures
during and after construction of the embankment were
measured in the columns, as well as in the clay in between.
The embankment was also constructed in two lifts. Typical
results are given in Figure 3 a-c.
At this site the settlements are larger in the clay
compared to the columns down to about 6 m during the first
increment as well as during the second increment. The
settlements are comparatively small even if, also here, the
upper two meters seems to be of a somewhat lesser quality
than the rest.
The generated pore pressures were very small and the
rate of settlement was down to about 5 mm/year for the
whole clay layer at the end of the measuring period.
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Figure 3b. Results from measurements of settlements
in both the clay under the embankment (SbsCl37) and
the lime/cement columns (SbsCp18, SbsCNp28 and
SbsCVp28), during the second lift at Surte (394 days).
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Figure 3c. Results from measurements of settlements
in the clay, under the embankment, during the second
lift at Surte.
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Figure 4a. Results from measurements of settlements
in the clay, under the embankment, during the first lift
at Nödinge.
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At Nödinge, the test site is located further north, the soil has
slightly higher shear strength and it is somewhat more
overconsolidated, an OCR of about 1.3. At Nödinge, as in
Surte, columns were placed in a quadratic patter with every
other column being 12 m and the others 20 m long. The
first load increment was allowed to act for a year and a half
and was approximately 25 kPa. The second load increment,
which was supposed to bring the load up to or slightly
above the creep load in the columns, was an additional 18
kPa, resulting in a total load of 43 kPa. Typical results are
given in Figure 4 a-f.
From Figure 4 a-f it can be clearly seen that the upper
12 m, apart from the uppermost 2 m, settle comparatively
little, while the settlement are larger in the lower 8 m. In the
upper 12 m there is one column per 2.25 m2, and in the
lower 8 m there is one column per 4.5 m2. In the first load
increment the upper 12 m settle about 1 to 1.5 mm/m
during a year and a half, while the corresponding number
for the lower 8 m is around 3 mm/m. For the second load
increment the corresponding numbers are about the same or
possibly somewhat higher. The settlement of the clay layer
below the stabilized soil is still small, about 5 to 10 mm for
the first load increment and marginally higher for the
second increment.
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Figure 4b. Results from measurements of settlements
in both the clay under the embankment (NbsCl37) and
the lime/cement columns (NbsCp18 and NbsCNp18),
during the first lift at Nödinge (519 days).
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second lift at Nödinge (379 days).
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4 DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
It is obvious that the comparatively large settlement in the
upper two meters of the profile indicate that the quality of
the columns in this layer is inferior to the rest of the
columns. This was also confirmed when load tests were
made on single columns and the columns were examined a
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little closer, as reported in an adjacent paper to this
conference (Baker et.al., 2005). The bulk of the columns,
from 2 m and down, are however of a very good quality.
Load tests and hydraulic conductivity tests on single
columns indicated very high moduli for the columns, much
higher than recommended by Swedish practice and these
moduli are basically confirmed by the embankment tests. A
more thorough analysis will be made as the new method for
settlement calculations, also reported to this conference
(Alén et.al., 2005) will be tested and evaluated. It is
obvious that the method for settlement calculations,
according to Swedish practice, would result in far too large
settlements, compared to what was obtained for the test
embankments at Stora Viken North, Surte and Nödinge.
The reason for this is primarily due to the assumption
concerning load distribution, but also that much lower
modulus for the column is recommended.
The settlement measurements justifies the assumption
of equal strain in the clay and the columns, as from 2 m and
downwards the bellow hose settlement give almost identical
settlements. For Surte equal strain theory seems to be valid
from 6 m and down. Furthermore, the measurements
indicate that the creep load was not exceeded at Nödinge,
more than perhaps for the upper 2 m. If the large
settlements in the upper 2 m are caused by that the creep
load in the columns are exceeded, or simply by poor quality
of the columns, will be further investigated.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The test embankments were designed and performed in
order to improve the accuracy of the final design of the new
highway and high speed railroad track. It was a part of a
contract between the Swedish National Road
Administration,
the
Swedish
National
Railway
Administration and the Consultant Group. The information
rendered by the measurements and the analysis of
settlements will be of great value for the future work, and
no doubt, it will greatly influence the design. Furthermore,
the instrumentation was expanded as part of a research
project and the results form an important base for the
development of a new method for settlement calculations of
lime/cement stabilized soil.
It can be concluded that the columns have a very high
stiffness after a couple of years. The clay and the columns
interact as expected and the assumption of equal strain is
justified, compare Broms (1984) and Carlsten (2000).
However, for the upper 2 m the columns are of an inferior
quality and this layer settle substantially more compared to
the rest of the stabilized soil. This phenomenon needs
further attention and modifications in the production, such
as the use of a protection layer of up to half a meter, should
be considered.
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ABSTRACT: The effects of mixing water and cement contents on the compression and shearing behaviours of cementadmixed clay were investigated in the laboratory. The after-curing void ratio (eot) and cement content (Aw) were proven to
be fundamental parameters. The ratio of after-curing void ratio to cement content, eot/Aw, yielded unique relationship of
unconfined compression strength, qu, of both laboratory and field specimens. Significantly, the ratio eot/Aw has also
successfully characterized not only the undrained triaxial compression behaviour but also the consolidation behaviour of
cement-admixed clay over a wide range of stress ratios during anisotropic consolidation.
1
INTRODUCTION
Ground improvement by cement stabilization can be
broadly divided into shallow stabilization and deep
stabilization. Shallow stabilization, which includes
stabilization of subgrade for roadways and airfields and
other similar structures, normally employs “low water
content” mixing. The deep stabilization, on the other hand,
includes deep mixing method (DMM) using either slurries
or powder of cement to form columns of improved soil in
the ground. The improved column of soil is considered to
act as reinforcement or as a pile, transferring the load to the
skin and to the bottom-end of the improved column of soil.
The methods of mixing are broadly divided in to two: either
mechanical mixing or high pressure jet mixing (Kamon and
Bergado, 1991; Porbaha, 1998). In the mechanical mixing
the chemical admixtures are mixed into the soil by mixing
blades, while in the jet mixing the chemical admixtures are
mixed into the soil through jet of water or slurries of
admixtures. The slurry deep mixing and jet mixing methods
would normally produce high water content cementadmixed clay; besides, the soft clay deposit normally has
high water content. High water content cement-admixed is
hereinafter defined as those clay-cement mixtures having
total mixing water content (inclusive of water from the
cement slurry) of at least the liquid limit of the base clay.
Laboratory investigations on the effects of cement
content as well as mixing clay water content on the
compression behaviour of cement-admixed clay were
conducted. The test programs comprised of simple physical,
unconfined compression, oedometer, consolidatedundrained triaxial as well as constant stress ratio (CSR)
tests. A new approach of characterizing the strength and
compressibility behavior of cement-admixed clay which
essentially considers the effect of total clay water content,
cement content as well as curing time has been developed
recently by Lorenzo and Bergado (2004). It was proven that
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the fundamental parameters such as after-curing void ratio
(eot) and cement content (Aw) are sufficient to characterize
the strength and compression behavior of cement-admixed
clay at high water contents.

2

LABORATORY INVESTIGATION

2.1 The base clay
The base clay utilized in this study is the typical soft
Bangkok clay. The soil stratification at the sampling site,
which is at the campus of Asian Institute of Technology
(AIT), Klong Luang, Pathumthani, Thailand, consists of 2
m thick weathered clay, about 6 m soft clay, and about 5 m
thick first stiff clay. Beyond the first stiff clay the
stratification consist of alternating layers of stiff clay and
dense sand with gravel down to 500 m depth (Bergado et
al., 1996). Sampling was performed only from 4 to 5 m
depth. The liquid limit is about 103% and the natural water
content varies from 76% to 84%. The specific gravity, Gs,
and the initial void ratio, eo, are 2.68 and 2.31, respectively.
The undrained shear strength, Su, as obtained from UC
tests, ranges from 16 to 17 kPa.
2.2 Method of cement-admixed clay preparation
The method of cement-admixed clay preparation has been
discussed by Lorenzo and Bergado (2004). The clay
samples utilized in both unconfined compression test and
oedometer test were remolded to water contents ranging
from the liquid limit up to twice the liquid limit, and they
were mixed with cement slurry with water-cement ratio
(W/C) of 0.6. Type I Portland cement was utilized. The
remolding water content (ω*) is hereinafter defined as the
water content of the remolded clay prior to the addition of
cement slurry. The purpose of varying the remolding water
contents is to simulate the actual condition of soil-cement
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2.3 Specimen preparation and testing
Due to high workability of the clay-water-cement paste,
each specimen for unconfined compression (UC) test and
consolidated-undrained (CU) triaxial test was made by
pushing the paste into the 50mm diameter by 100mm height
PVC mold. Pushing was done to remove air bubbles. The
molded paste was allowed to protrude out from the other
end of the mold for checking the occurrence of
“honeycomb” structure. Pushing was continued until the
surface of the protruding specimen was uniform and
smooth. The density of each specimen with the same
mixing condition was monitored and kept constant. The
mold together with the specimen was waxed to prevent
moisture loss and, then, was placed for curing inside the
humidity room having a maintained ambient temperature of
25 °C and humidity of 97%. The unconfined compression
tests utilized three curing periods, namely, 7, 14 and 28
days, while the consolidated-undrained test utilized only 28
days curing period. Moreover, there were three pre-shear
consolidation pressure utilized in CU test, namely, 50, 100
and 200 kPa. After curing the specimen was removed from
its mold and, then, was subjected to testing following the
procedures given in ASTM D 2166-85 and ASTM D 476788 for UC test and CU test, respectively.
3
UNCONFINED COMPRESSION BEHAVIOR
The unconfined compressive strength, qu, increases with
increasing cement content and curing time for certain
remolding water content. However, for certain cement
content, the strength decreases with increasing remolding
water content, but only for the range of water contents used
in this study, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, the
remolding water, cement content and curing time affected
interdependently the strength development of cementstabilized clay (Lorenzo and Bergado, 2004). To include
the water from the slurry of cement, a general term called
‘total clay water content, Cw,’ is adapted to account for all
water (by mass) present in the clay-cement paste, be it dry
or slurry mixed. The idea is similar to the concept derived
from concrete technology as discussed by Miura et al.
(2001). For slurry mixed soil-cement, the total clay water
content, Cw, (in percent) can be approximated by the
relation:
Cw = w* + W/C (Aw)

(1)

where: Cw is the total clay water content (in %) reckoned
only from dry weight of soil just after the addition of
cementing agents; w* is the remolding water content (in
%) of clay just before the addition of cementing agents;
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W/C is the water-cement ratio of the cement slurry; and Aw
is the cement content (in %). The above relation, however,
disregards the amount of water lost in the hydration of
cement during slurry preparation for such amount is
deemed to be practically minimal.
The plot of unconfined compression strength, qu,
against ratio of total clay water content to cement content
(Cw/Aw) is shown in Figure 2 where qu reasonably follows a
function of Cw/Aw at certain curing time, even though the
data scatter is quite high. The parameter Cw/Aw has been
demonstrated previously to generalize the strength
development at certain curing period, type of cement, etc.
of cement-admixed clay. This plot conforms to the
hypothesis of Miura et al. (2001). However, the effect of
varying curing time is not reflected on the Cw/Aw
parameter, as demonstrated further in Figure 2. This is
expected because both Cw and Aw are initial conditions of
mixing, not after-curing conditions of the cured treated soil.
The after-curing void ratio, eot, which takes into account,
primarily, the effect of total clay water content and,
secondarily, the effects of cement content and curing time,
was proposed by Lorenzo and Bergado (2004) to
replace the Cw parameter. Since the initial state which
reflects the failure strength at a certain shearing process of
cured cement-admixed clay is dependent on curing time as
well as on cement content and total clay water content
present in the clay-water-cement paste, it is logical to
utilize a parameter that combines together the effects of
these factors. Besides, the eot parameter is essentially
required in defining the initial state of the cured treated soil
prior to any loading application. Furthermore, for field
coring samples, it is easy to determine eot through
measurement of after-curing water content, specific gravity
and total unit weight than to determine Cw due to the
difficulty of assessing the actually injected Aw and amount
of water or total mixing water content (Cw) during deep
mixing. The after-curing void ratio, eot, can be expressed:

e ot =

Unconfined compressive strength, qu(kPa)

column installation using deep mixing method (DMM) with
slurry of cement (e.g. Yang, 1997). Prior to the introduction
of cement slurry, the natural soil is subjected to remolding
and mixing with the associated addition of water, which
increased the water content of the natural soil. The
remolded clay samples were mixed with slurry of cement so
as to obtain cement contents of 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%.
Mixing was done using a portable mechanical mixer until a
homogeneous clay-water-cement paste was attained.
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Figure 1 Stress-strain curves (28 days curing)
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The above relationship of after-curing void ratio, eot,
reflects the essential conditions of soil-cement stabilization,
such as specific gravity of the base clay, mixing clay water
content, cement content and curing time. Figure 3
demonstrated that the predicted after-curing void ratios (eot)
using Eq. (3) yielded reasonable agreement with the
measured ones.
The effects of total clay water content, cement
content, curing time and curing stress on the unconfined
compression strength can be lumped together by the ratio,
eot/Aw. The values of eot/Aw of each sample shown in
Figure 2 were calculated using Eq. (3) with known Aw, and
with measured values of ωt, Gst and γt, and plotted against
qu, as shown in Figure 4. Also plotted in Figure 4 are data
from field coring samples, which are deemed to reflect the
effect of curing stress from overburden pressure, obtained
in the core of full-scale deep mixing method (DMM) soilcement piles installed in Ladkrabang - Bang Phli in the east
of Bangkok metropolis, Thailand for the construction of
Highway No. 3256 (AIT, 1998). Although the sites of the
field coring samples are different from that of the base clay
utilized in laboratory test, the clay deposit at these sites is
basically the same, i.e., the soft Bangkok clay. The
effectiveness of eot/Aw ratio is further proven in Figure 4
where the unconfined compression strengths of both field
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Figure 3 Predicted versus measured after-curing void
ratio
Laboratory samples:
7 days curing
14 days curing
28 days curing
Field samples:
28 days curing

10000
Unconfined compressive strength, qu(kPa)

where ωt is the after-curing water content (in decimal) of
treated soil after ‘t‘ curing time; Gst is the after-curing
specific gravity of the treated soil (dimensionless); γt is the
after-curing unit weight of the treated soil (kN/m3); and γw
is the unit weight of water (kN/m3). Moreover, an empirical
method of predicting eot with input parameters measurable
in the laboratory has been proposed by Lorenzo and
Bergado (2004) as follows:
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Figure 2 Unconfined compression strength qu versus
Cw/Aw ratio
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and laboratory samples reasonably follow a unique
relationship with eot/Aw ratio. Therefore, even though the
experimental and field data are limited and based only from
a single clay deposit (soft Bangkok clay), the following
relationship has been derived to describe the unconfined
compression strength of any cement-admixed clay (Lorenzo
and Bergado, 2004):

q u = Ap a

e
B ot
A
e  w






(4)

where A and B are dimensionless constants, and pa is the
atmospheric pressure with the same unit as qu. For soft
Bangkok clay mixed with Type I Portland cement, the
constants are: A=10.33 and B= -0.046. Since the void ratio
of soil cannot be zero, the only possibility that eot/Aw ratio
will be zero is only when Aw is infinity, which can only
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5.5

happen if the clay-cement paste is comprised of cement
grout only. Hence, the constant A is affected by and
dependent on the type of admixture (or type of cement),
while the constant B, which is basically the slope of the
mean function in Figure 4, is affected by and dependent on
the type and mineralogy of the base clay.
Furthermore, since in Figure 4 the unconfined
compression strengths of field and laboratory samples
reasonably follow a unique relationship with eot/Aw ratio,
the effect of curing pressure of field samples on the
development of strength of cement-treated clay was also
effectively reflected in the parameter eot/Aw ratio. This is
because the after-curing void ratio obviously reflected not
only the clay water content, cement content and curing
time, but also the curing pressure of the treated soil.
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Figure 5 One-dimensional compression curves of 10%
cement content specimen
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4
ONE-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSION
The results of one-dimensional compression test have been
discussed by Lorenzo and Bergado (2004). For guidance to
the
subsequent
discussion,
the
one-dimensional
compression curves of 10% cement content specimens as
obtained from oedometer tests are presented and shown in
Figure 5. The remolding water contents range from 100%
to 200%. The undisturbed and the intrinsic compression
curves of the base clay, which serve as reference bench
marks for proper assessment of the improvement of clay
due to cement treatment, are also shown in Figure 5.
Lorenzo and Bergado (2004) drew the following
conclusions: Firstly, for certain cement content, the postyield compression lines of specimens with different
remolding water contents fall almost to one line as shown
in Figure 5. Results from other cement contents also
confirmed this observation. This pertinent observation is
consistent with Critical State Soil Mechanics’ assumptions
and hypotheses. The shifting of the post-yield compression
lines to higher stresses, therefore, is governed mainly by the
cement content, regardless of the amount of remolding
water. The solid line in Figure 5 is predicted post-yield
compression line corresponding to 10% cement content,
which was predicted using the method proposed by
Bergado and Lorenzo (2002). Secondly, the effect of
increasing the remolding water content is to raise the aftercuring void ratio, eot, of the treated sample and, eventually,
to decrease its one-dimensional vertical yield stress,σ’v,y.
Thirdly, the effect of increasing the cement content is not
only to yield the sample favorably to higher effective
vertical stress but also to increase the compression index at
post-yield state. Although the compression index is high,
the clay will not yield until a very high stress level is
imposed. The higher compression index of higher cement
content specimen is attributed to the subsequent excessive
yielding of the soil following abrupt break-up of the
cementation bonds after reaching a very high yield stress.
The role of eot and Aw on the one-dimensional compression
of cement-admixed clay is shown schematically in Figure 6.
Each post-yield compression curve describes the limiting
state of cement-admixed clay for particular cement content,
Aw. Any state of the treated soil that is on the left side of its
corresponding post-yield compression line is elastic. Thus,

σ' v 1
y,

5.0

eot,1

4.5

eot,2

σ' v 2
y,

4.0
3.5
3.0

Post-yield compression
line for particular cement
content

2.5
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1.0
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10000

Effective stress, σv' (kPa)

Figure 6 Schematic diagram of one-dimensional
compression curve of cement-admixed clay

a treated soil, with known void ratio after curing and loaded
one-dimensionally, would change its state by following a
path that has approximately the same slope with its swelling
or unloading line until it would touch the yield curve. The
stress at this point of the yield curve corresponded to the
vertical yield stress of the treated sample (Figure 6).
Beyond this yield point, the corresponding post-yield
compression line describes any subsequent states of the
treated soil. Furthermore, two similar methods of predicting
the post-yield compression line of cement admixed clay has
been proposed in the literature (Bergado and Lorenzo,
2002; Horpibulsuk et al., 2004).

5

CONSOLIDATED-UNDRAINED TRIAXIAL
COMPRESSION

5.1 Deviator stress-strain relationship
Figure 7a shows the relationships between deviator stresses
and shear strains obtained during consolidated-undrained
(CU) triaxial compression shearing of specimens having
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5.2 Excess pore water pressure development
Figure 7b shows the relationships between the excess pore
water pressure and the shear strains obtained during
consolidated-undrained (CU) triaxial compression shearing
of specimens having pre-shear consolidation pressure (p’c)
of 100 kPa. Generally, the excess pore water pressure
develops to a higher value (positive), and then decreases
afterwards with further straining. The highest positive value
of excess pore water pressure corresponds closely to the
peak deviator stress (Figure 7b). The excess pore water
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(a) Deviator stress – strain relationship
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pre-shear consolidation pressure (p’c) of 100 kPa. The
tested specimens had ratio of total clay water content to
cement content, Cw/Aw, fixed at 5, 10, 15 and 20. Each of
these Cw/Aw ratios was in combination with remolding
water contents (ω*) of 100%, 130% and 160%, except for
Cw/Aw of 5 which only utilized remolding water content of
100%. The results presented in Figure 7a were plotted with
increasing values of eot/Aw ratio, i.e., from 9 to 50. Figure
7a demonstrated that the peak deviator stress decreases as
the eot/Aw ratio increases, which is consistent to the findings
from unconfined compression test. Also, the stress-strain
response indicated that the cement treated clay becomes
less brittle as the eot/Aw ratio increases. Consequently, for
higher values of eot/Aw ratio, the strain-softening becomes
less pronounced, confirming the poor cementation due to
the presence of too much water and, thus, the effects of less
cement in the mixture.
The peak deviator strength of cement-admixed clay is
certainly dictated by the bond strength between the
cemented clusters of soil particles. For certain cement
content, the eot/Aw ratio is dependent only on the value of
eot; and if curing time is not varied, eot decreases due
primarily to the decrease of mixing clay water content. For
high water content cement-admixed clay, the closer the clay
water content of the mixture to the liquid limit water
content of the base clay, the higher the chance of the
cementing agents to bond clusters of clay particles and,
thus, the stronger the resulting treated clay (Lorenzo and
Bergado, 2004).
Moreover, the post-peak strengths of all cementadmixed specimens are all above the corresponding critical
state strength of the base clay. Since the strength after
failure is mostly governed by the frictional resistance of the
soil particles at the plane of failure, this phenomenon
implies that the friction angles of cement-admixed clay
specimens are higher than that of the base clay for all
practical values of mixing clay water content and cement
content. The increase in internal friction angle of cement
treated clay is attributed to the transformation of clay
particles into larger grains of cemented clusters of clay
particles as a result of cementation produced by the
formation of primary cementing products as well as
pozzolanic products. Significantly, since the cementadmixed specimens with lower eot/Aw are those with either
lower after-curing void ratio (eot) or higher cement content
(Aw), so these specimens must have coarser soil particles,
as confirmed by the higher post-peak strength of cementadmixed specimens with lower eot/Aw ratio (Figures 7a).

CU triaxial compression (p'c= 100 kPa)
28 days curing
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(b) Excess pore water pressure development
Figure 7a,b Deviator stress and pore water pressure –
strain relationships from CU test (pc’=100 kPa)

pressure response is, depending on the mixing condition,
similar to that of either lightly-overconsolidated clay or
heavily-overconsolidated clay where negative excess pore
water pressure tends to develop at post-peak straining.
For specimens with low eot/Aw, i.e., those having
higher peak stresses and pronounced strain-softening at
post-peak, they tend to develop higher negative excess pore
water pressures at post-peak. Due to the strong cementation
attained by the specimen with low eot/Aw, high peak stress
could be developed at failure. Just after failure, the bond
strength is released and, then, only the available frictional
resistance of the specimen resists the imposed loading.
Surely, the available frictional resistance could be relatively
small to balance such stress that has caused the failure.
Since for consolidated-undrained test the volume of the
specimen was kept constant over the shearing process, to
satisfy the energy conservation, the negative excess pore
water pressure must develop in order to increase the
frictional resistance on the failure plane as a result of the
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5.3 Stress paths
The stress paths during undrained sharing for the specimens
with Cw/Aw of 10 are shown in Figure 8. The specimens
with pre-shear consolidation pressures of 50 and 200 kPa
are shown in this figure. For any value of Cw/Aw, the stress
path of specimen with 200 kPa pre-shear consolidation
pressure generally behaves in a manner in which the mean
effective stress, pc’, remains unchanged or tends to have
slight decrease with increasing deviator stress. The stress
path of specimen with 50 kPa pre-shear consolidation
pressure, however, behaves in a manner in which pc’ tends
to increase with increasing deviator stress. These behaviors
confirmed that those specimens sheared with higher preshear consolidation pressure tend to generate positive
excess pore water pressure, and those specimens sheared
with lower pre-shear consolidation pressure tend to
generate negative excess pore water pressure at post-peak
straining.
Significantly, for ratio of total clay water content to
cement content, Cw/Aw, of 10, the values of the ratio of
after-curing void ratio to cement content (eot/Aw)
corresponding to remolding water contents (ω*) of 160%,
130% and 100% are 20, 22 and 23, which are obviously not
the same, as shown in Figure 8. For the same Cw/Aw ratio,
the variation of the stress paths for the remolding water
contents being used are effectively described by the
corresponding eot/Aw ratio. The eot/Aw ratio has effectively
characterized the variation of stress paths (i.e., shape and
magnitude peak deviator stress). For example, the stress
paths of specimens with pre-shear consolidation pressure of
200 kPa and having eot/Aw of 20, 22 and 23 clearly
demonstrated that the specimen with eot/Aw of 20 (the
smallest among the three) has the highest deviator stress
and the least excess pore water pressure at peak. Hence, the
highest effect of apparent overconsolidation compared to
the other two specimens. In contrast, the specimen with
eot/Aw of 23 (the biggest among the three) has the lowest
deviator stress and the highest excess pore water pressure at
peak. Hence, the lowest effect of overconsolidation
compared to the other two specimens. Therefore, Figure 8
has demonstrated that the lower eot/Aw ratio, the stronger
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subsequent increase in the effective stress. This increase in
the frictional resistance on the failure plane eventually tries
to balance the higher external stress at peak stage that
gradually dissipates with further undrained straining.
However, for specimens with higher eot/Aw ratio and
thus lower peak stresses, the development of negative
excess pore water pressure at post-peak straining is very
unlikely to happen, as demonstrated by the specimens with
eot/Aw of 46 to 50 in Figure 7b. Furthermore, it was also
found in the results that the peak stress of cement-admixed
clay is not so dependent on pre-shear consolidation pressure
(pc’) ranging from 50 to 200 kPa. Thus, for higher pc’ the
development of negative excess pore water pressure is more
unlikely to happen compared to those specimens with lower
pc’. The higher effective stress induced by the application
of higher pc’ could generate higher frictional resistance
enough to balance the peak deviator stress.
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Figure 8 Stress paths showing the advantage of eot/Aw
parameter over Cw/Aw for specimens with Cw/Aw of 10

the soil, and the more pronounced is the overconsolidation
effect at the same pre-shear consolidation pressure.
Therefore, the parameter, ratio of after-curing void
ratio to cement content, eot/Aw, has been proven to be more
fundamental compared to the ratio of total clay water
content to cement content, Cw/Aw. In addition, the
conditions from which these parameters are derived could
further justify the effectiveness of the former. Firstly, the
ratio Cw/Aw is reckoned from the initial condition during
the mixing of cement slurry and the clay, while the ratio
eot/Aw is reckoned from the after-curing condition of the
specimen which corresponded to the initial state of the
specimen before it is subjected to loading. Secondly, the
after-curing void ratio (eot) is not only dependent on the
total clay water content (Cw) but also dependent on the
cement content, curing time and even curing pressure.
Thirdly, the cementation process is complex and dependent
both on the total clay water content, cement content, curing
time and curing stress. Thus, the mixtures with Cw of 100%
and cement content (Aw) of 10%, Cw of 150% and Aw of
15%, and Cw of 200% and Aw of 20%, although they have
the same Cw/Aw of 10, do not necessarily attain the same
effect of improvement, as demonstrated in the foregoing
discussions.
5.4 Failure envelop
The stress paths for pre-shear consolidation pressures of
100 kPa, 200 kPa, respectively, are plotted together in
Figures 9a,b. For the range of pre-shear consolidation
pressures tested (i.e., actually from 50, 100 and 200 kPa) a
linear failure envelop in q~p axes is obtained, with a slope
of 2.85, which is almost 3 times that of the base clay. The
tremendous increase in internal friction angle of cement
treated clay is attributed to the transformation of clay
particles into larger grains of cemented clusters of clay
particles as a result of cementation produced by the
formation of primary cementing products as well as
pozzolanic products. However, the previous findings of
Uddin (1997) demonstrated that for pre-shear consolidation
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Figure 9a,b Stress paths corresponding to pc’ of 50,
100 and 200 kPa at different values of eot/Aw

pressure higher than 200 kPa, the peak failure envelop
tends to decrease its slope with increasing pre-shear
consolidation pressures. Hence, the linear failure envelop
shown in Figures 9a,b is deemed to be true, for the
meantime, only for the range of pre-shear consolidation
pressures being utilized in this test, i.e., 50 to 200 kPa,
which is normally encountered in most DMM application.

6 ANISOTROPIC CONSOLIDATION BEHAVIOR
6.1 Strain Paths and Stress Ratio – Strain
Increment Ratio Relationships
The typical strain paths followed during the constant stress
ratio tests is plotted in Figure 10 corresponding to 100%
total clay water content with 10% cement content. As
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shown in the figure, the strain paths consist of two straight
lines for any particular stress ratio. The shear strain (εs)
versus volumetric strain (εv) relationships from the constant
stress ratio tests in this study shows the bi-linear
relationships for all series of tests. The intersection of these
two straight lines is a transition point and represents a point
which corresponds to the boundary that separates larger
shear strain from smaller shear strains. Considering the bilinear characteristics of the strain paths, the strain increment
ratio during constant stress ratio tests has to be considered
in two parts. The first one corresponds to the state prior to
the transition points or inside yield loci in the strain paths
and the other corresponds to the state after the transition
points or out side yield loci. The relationships between
strain increment ratio and stress ratio both inside and
outside the yield loci are illustrated in Figure 11. The figure
show that the strain increment ratio, dεv/dεs, before the
transition point is greater than the corresponding values
after the transition point. The strain increment ratio and
stress ratio relationships inside the boundary are applicable
for all stress states corresponding to the overconsolidated
state of the cement treated clay. This overconsolidation is
evidently due to cementation of hardening agent with clay
particles (Balasubramaniam et al., 1999).
Figure 11 further shows that higher stress ratio render
smaller values of strain increment ratio, dεv/dεs, at both
inside and outside the transition points. Therefore, at the
higher stress ratio, the compression behavior of cement
treated clay specimens are governed by distortion. The
specimen tends to yield at lower mean yield stress due to
the application of higher distortional stress (or deviator
stress). However, at lower stress ratio the value of strain
increment ratio, dεv/dεs, tends to be higher both inside and
outside the transition points, so the compression of the
specimen is governed by the volumetric behavior. Thus, at
lower stress ratio, the cement treated clay tends to compress
and fail at higher mean effective stress.
6.2 Normalized Plot and Effect of Ratio of AfterCuring Void Ratio and Cement Content (eot/Aw)
on Stress Ratio (η) - Strain Increment Ratio
(dεv/dεs) Relationship
From the previous study of Lorenzo and Bergado (2004) on
the fundamental parameters of cement-treated clay, the ratio
of after-curing void ratio with cement content (eot/Aw) has
been proven to combine together the influences of total clay
water content, cement content and curing time as well as
curing pressure on the strength characteristic of cement
treated clay. It was also found that the strength is increasing
with decreasing value of eot/Aw. The Constant Stress Ratio
(CSR) test confirmed further that the behavior of the strain
increment ratio, dεv/dεs, of cement-treated clay can be
described by the eot/Aw. Figure 12 indicated that cement
treated clay at lower value of the eot/Aw ratio has higher
strain increment ratio, dεv/dεs, when compared with cement
treated clay at higher values of the eot/Aw ratio at same stress
ratio. Thus, the strain increment ratio, dεv/dεs, increases with
decreasing eot/Aw ratio. At any stress ratio, η, the lower the
eot/Aw ratio, the stronger the treated soil to resist distortional
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Figure 11 Stress ratio strain increment ratio relationships for Cw = 100% and Aw = 10%

or shear strain. When the incremental shear strain (dεs) is
small, the strain increment ratio (dεv/dεs) becomes bigger
for the same incremental volumetric strain (dεv).
Moreover, from the relationship of strain increment
ratio (dεv/dεs) with stress ratio (η), all curves have the same
trend as shown in Figure 12. Therefore, these curves can be
normalized to a unique line , as shown in Figure 13 , by
using the strain increment ratio at stress ratio equal to 0.00,
(dεv/dεs) at η=0.00, as normalizing parameter. From Figure
13, the unique line can be expressed by the following
empirical equation:
 dε v

 dε s

0.4

Figure 13 Normalized plots of stress ratio versus
strain increment ratio relationships

1



= −0.1393η 3 + 0.6879η 2 − 1.1691η + 1.0005
 norm .

where: (dεv/dεs)norm = (dεv/dεs)/(dεv/dεs) η = 0.00;
η = stress ratio = q/p’;
q = deviator stress;
p’ = mean stress.
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Figure 12 Effect of value of (eot/Aw) on stress ratio
versus strain increment ratio relationships

Normalized Strain Increment Ratio (dεv /dεs)
(dεv /dεs)η=0.00

Figure 10 Bi-linear relationships of strain paths for Cw =
100% and Aw = 10%

0

(5)

The empirical relationships of strain increment ratio
inside yield locus at stress ratio equal to 0.00, (dεv/dεs) at η
= 0.00, and eot/Aw for cement-treated soft Bangkok is
presented in Figure 14 and the corresponding empirical
equation is given as follows:

 dε v

 dε s


e

= −0.1713 ot
 atη= 0.00,inside
 Aw


 + 13.688


(6)

where : eot is the after-curing void ratio of cement-admixed
clay; and Aw is the cement content (in decimal).
Furthermore, the strain increment ratios (dεv/dεs) both
inside and outside the yield loci can be related to the ratio
of (dεv/dεs)at η = 0.00 at outside yield locus divided by
(dεv/dεs) at η = 0.00 at inside yield locus. The ratio will be
called hereinafter “dilatancy ratio” (α ). The relationship
between the dilatancy ratio and eot/Aw is plotted in Figure
15. The fitted empirical equation for the dilatancy ratio and
eot/Aw can be expressed as:
α = −0.0046

eo
+ 0.7171
Aw

(7)
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 dε v 


d
ε
 s  η=0.00,outside
where: α= Dilatancy ratio =
 dε v 


 dε s  η=0.00,inside
According to Eqs. (5) to (7), the functions of stress ratio (η)
-strain increment ratio (dεv/dεs) for cement-treated soft
Bangkok clay both at inside yield locus and outside yield
locus can be predicted using the fundamental parameter,
eot/Aw, which was recently proposed by Lorenzo and
Bergado (2004).
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7
CONCLUSIONS
The fundamental parameters such as after-curing void ratio
(eot) and cement content (Aw) are sufficient to characterize
the strength and compressibility of high water content
cement-admixed clay in deep mixing. The ratio of aftercuring void ratio to cement content, eot/Aw, yielded unique
relationship of unconfined compression strength, qu, of both
laboratory and field specimens; thus, it has combined
together the influences of clay water content, cement
content and curing time as well as curing pressure.
Moreover, the cement content (Aw) governs the position
and slope of the post-yield compression line, while the
after-curing void ratio (eot) determines the magnitude of the
one-dimensional yield stress at particular Aw.
The results of consolidated-undrained triaxial
compression test demonstrated that the peak deviator stress
decreases as the eot/Aw ratio increases, which agreed to the
findings from unconfined compression test. Consequently,
for higher values of eot/Aw ratio, the strain-softening
becomes less pronounced with positive excess pore water
pressure at post-peak, confirming the poor cementation.
Conversely, the peak strength is higher at lower eot/Aw
ratio, but with pronounced strain-softening and negative
excess pore water pressure at post-peak. In addition, the
mixing of cement into the base clay has effected a
tremendous improvement in the strength of the treated clay,
as demonstrated by the significant increase of the slope of
the peak failure envelop of the treated clay of almost three
times that of the base clay. While the untreated base clay
has slope of critical state line in p’~q axes of only 0.95, the
peak failure envelop of cement-admixed specimens yielded
slope of 2.85. Since the strength after failure is mostly
governed by the frictional resistance of the soil particles at
the plane of failure, this phenomenon obviously implies that
the friction angles of cement-admixed clay specimens are
higher than that of the base clay for all practical values of
mixing clay water content and cement content. The increase
in internal friction angle of cement treated clay is attributed
to the transformation of clay particles into larger grains of
cemented clusters of clay particles as a result of
cementation produced by the formation of primary
cementing products as well as pozzolanic products.
From the results of Constant Stress Ratio (CSR) test
and the subsequent analyses performed, the following
conclusions were drawn. From εv-log p’ and εs-log p’
relationships, the application of higher stress ratio caused
greater in shear strain but the effect on volumetric strain is
not significant. The compressibility and shear strain are
affected by the eot/Aw. The cement treated clay specimens
with lower values of eot/Aw exhibit lower compressibility
and shear strain at the same stress ratio. The volumetric
strain–shear strain paths showed bi-linear characteristics,
corresponding to pre-yield (inside yield locus) and postyield (outside yield locus) conditions. The strain increment
ratios (dεv/dεs) of both at pre-yield and post-yield
conditions are affected by the stress ratio and eot/Aw. The
higher the stress ratio, the lower strain increment ratio
(dεv/dεs). Moreover, it is found that at higher cement
content and lower total clay water content or lower value of
(eot/Aw), higher values of strain increment ratio, (dεv/dεs), at
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both inside and outside the yield locus were obtained. The
strain increment ratio (dεv/dεs) were normalized by using
strain increment ratio at η = 0.00, (dεv/dεs) at η=0.00, as a
normalizing parameter. The normalized data follow a
unique function with eot/Aw ratio. Consequently, an
empirical relationship of stress ratio (η)-strain increment
ratio (dεv/dεs) was obtained, which is useful in settlement
analysis using the incremental stress-strain theory.
Therefore, eot/Aw has been confirmed to combine the
influences of Cw and Aw on the yielding behavior of cement
treated clay.
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ABSTRACT: Deep-seated failure of embankments commonly results from weak foundations. Deep mixed (DM) columns
can be used to stabilize the foundations. Centrifugal model tests conducted by Kitazume and Terashi (1991) showed that
DM columns under an embankment could fail due to bending or rotating. A 2D finite difference method and Bishop’s
simplified method were adopted in this study to investigate the factors influencing the factors of safety (FS) against deepseated failure of embankments over DM columns and soft soil. The comparative study shows that the FS values obtained
by Bishop’s method are generally higher than those by the numerical method.

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem statement
Slope instability is one of the challenges geotechnical
engineers may face when designing embankments over soft
soils. The slope instability of embankments may develop
locally, near the facing, within the embankment, or through
the foundation soil as local, surficial, general, or deepseated failure. The deep-seated slope failure is also referred
as a global slope failure, mainly induced by a weak
foundation existing under the embankment. A number of
techniques have been successfully adopted to prevent deepseated slope failure, such as ground improvement
techniques and use of geosynthetics or piles. One ground
improvement technique, deep mixed (DM) columns, has
been commonly used as an alternative to solve deep-seated
slope stability problems. Terashi (2002) indicated that
“nearly 60% of on-land application in Japan and perhaps
roughly 85% of Nordic applications are for the settlement
reduction and improvement of stability of embankment by
means of group of treated soil columns”.
Limit equilibrium methods have been commonly
adopted for analyzing slope stability of embankments over
deep mixed foundations. Bishop’s simplified method
(Bishop, 1955) with a circular slip surface is probably the
most commonly used limit equilibrium method. Bishop’s
simplified method only accounts for the shear strengths of
the soil and the DM columns along the slip surface for this
specific application. However, the centrifuge model tests
done by Kitazume and Terashi (1991) indicated that the
DM columns failed by bending if the column strength is
low or rotating if the column strength is high, under a
combination of vertical and horizontal forces. Broms
(1999) illustrated the possible failure modes of columns
under the embankment as shown in Figure 1. There exist
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flexural and tension failure depending on the locations of
the columns. Broms (1999) also indicated that horizontal
forces from the embankment would reduce the bearing
capacity of DM columns. In summary, DM columns under
embankments can fail due to shearing, bending, rotating, or
tension or a combination of these modes.
O
Radius R

Embankment

134O
Berm

Displacement

S

-3

-2

-1

Tension failure

0

1

2

3

4 Columns

Flexural failure

Figure 1. Possible Failure Modes of Columns (Broms,
1999)
Since the bending strengths of the DM columns are
much lower than their shear strengths, Kitazume et al.
(1997) was concerned about the possibility of
overestimation using Bishop’s slip circle analysis in the
current design. An investigation of a simple case with three
DM columns under one side slope of an embankment
indicated that Bishop’s simplified method yielded higher
factors of safety than those predicted by the numerical
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method when the column strength increased (Han et al.,
2004a). However, this study was limited to a specific
embankment configuration. Another study conducted by
Han et al. (2004b) investigated the factors that influence the
stability of embankments over DM columns using a
numerical method. In this second study, however, the
factor of safety of the embankment was limited by the
failure of the slope above the foundation when the strengths
of the foundation soil and/or the columns are relatively
high. In other words, the failure of the embankment was
not necessarily deep-seated.
The study presented in this paper focuses on the
investigation of influence factors on the deep-seated failure
of the embankments over DM columns.
A finite
difference method incorporated in the software – FLAC2D
Version 4.0 (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua,
developed by Itasca Consulting Group, Inc.) and Bishop’s
simplified method included in the software – ReSSA
Version 2.0 (developed by ADAMA Engineering, Inc.)
were adopted for this investigation. The possible failure of
slopes above the foundation soil is prevented by using a
high-strength surficial layer near the slope face.

structures (such as footings, tunnels, etc.) and/or structural
elements (such as beams, cables, etc.) and interfaces can be
included; and (6) kinematics is satisfied. Barriers to the use
of numerical methods include more knowledge and
experience on the part of the user, significant computation
time for complicated and large problems, numerical
instability issues when structural elements and interfaces
are included, and difficulty identifying the specific slip
surface when it is needed. In addition, it can be tricky to
identify the controlling failure mechanism when more than
one failure mode may be present.
In the finite difference program, a shear strength
reduction technique was adopted to solve for the FS value
of slope stability. Dawson et al. (1999) exhibited the use of
the shear strength reduction technique in this finite
difference program. In this technique, a series of trial FS
values are used to adjust the cohesion, c and the friction
angle, φ, of soil as follows:

1.2 Numerical method for slope stability analysis
In recent years, numerical methods have been increasingly
used for analyzing slope stability including the computation
of its factor of safety (FS). Dawson et al. (1999) indicated
that the FS value of unreinforced slopes obtained using the
finite difference method in the FLAC software was in good
agreement with those using the limit equilibrium method
with a log-spiral slip surface. Han et al. (2002) used the
same finite difference software (FLAC) to obtain the
identical corresponding FS values of unreinforced and
geosynthetic-reinforced slopes as the Bishop’s simplified
method.
Furthermore, Han and Leshchinsky (2004)
obtained similar results for mechanically stabilized earth
(MSE) walls using the finite difference method and
Bishop’s simplified method.
These analyses were
conducted based on soil layers with or without cable
elements (representing geosynthetic reinforcement). The
cable elements do not have any shear and bending
resistance. However, DM columns in soft soil have very
different strength and stiffness from the soft soil. The DM
columns may fail due to bending, rotating, or tension rather
than shearing. Any methods based on soil shear resistance
(for example, Bishop’s method) may not be suitable for
such an analysis.
Krahn (2003) indicated that limit
equilibrium methods were developed only to satisfy
equations of statics rather than consider strain and
displacement compatibility, therefore equilibrium methods
should be used with caution to solve the problems where
stress concentrations exist as a result of the shape of slip
surface and soil-structure interaction. As compared with
limit equilibrium methods, numerical methods have the
following advantages for calculating the factor of safety of
slope stability (Cundall, 2002): (1) no pre-defined slip
surface is needed; (2) the slip surface can be any shape; (3)
no assumptions are needed for functions of inter-slice force
angles; (4) multiple failure surfaces are possible; (5)

Adjusted cohesion and friction angle of soil layers are used
in the model for equilibrium analysis. The factor of safety
is determined by adjusting the cohesion and friction angle
to make the slope become unstable from a verge stable
condition or verge stable from an unstable condition.
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ctrial = c / FS trial

(1)

φtrial = arctan(tan φ / FS trial )

(2)

2 NUMERICAL MODELING
The geometry and material properties of the baseline case
used in this study are shown in Figure 2. A 1m thick
surficial layer is used to prevent possible surficial failure
near the facing of the slope and the failure above the
foundation soil. Deep mixed columns are modelled as
continuous walls in the 2D analyses. Mohr-Coulomb
failure criteria are used for embankment fill, soft soil, firm
soil, and deep mixed walls. The DM columns have a tensile
strength equal to 20% of their undrained shear strength.
One property is deviated from the baseline case at one time
for investigating the influence of that specific factor on the
factor of safety of the embankment. Although the elastic
moduli are included in the model for all the materials, they
do not have any influence on the results of factor of safety
since the factor of safety is sought at the verge of failure.
For comparison purposes, Bishop’s simplified method is
used to analyze all the same cases as the numerical method.
In the limit equilibrium analysis using Bishop’s method, the
DM walls are treated as vertical soil layers having the shear
strength value of the DM walls. Any portion of DM walls
cut through by the slip surface would fully mobilize its
shear strength based on Bishop’s assumption. A typical
traffic surcharge of 12kPa is applied on the top of the
embankment.
The possible effect of side boundary conditions on the
computed FS was examined. The horizontal dimensions
presented in Figure 2 are large enough to eliminate the
boundary effect on the computed FS values.
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Surficial soil, γ=18kN/m3,
c=10,000kPa, φ=300, E=30MPa
DM column walls, γ=18kN/m3,
c=100kPa, φ=00, E=20MPa
p= 12kPa
Soft clay, γ=18kN/m3,
c=10kPa, φ=00 , E=2MPa

5m

10m
Fill, γ=18kN/m3,
1 c=0kPa, φ=300,
E=30MPa
2

front of and behind the DM walls. The development of the
higher shear strain rates in front and behind the DM walls
imply the rotation of the DM walls. The rotation of DM
walls becomes more obvious when the strength of DM
walls is even higher.

2.5m

10m

(5.0-7.5)x10-8

(5.0-7.5)x10-8

1m
(2.5-5.0)x10-8

1m

2m

>1.25x10-7

Firm soil, γ=18kN/m3, c=500kPa, φ=00, E=100MPa
20m
20m

Figure 2. Numerical Analysis Model of the Baseline
Case
3 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
A number of factors influencing factors of safety against
deep-seated failure of embankments over DM columns
were investigated in this study including the strength,
spacing and size of DM columns, cohesion and thickness of
soft soil, and friction angle and height of embankment fill.
The influence of each factor on the FS is presented below.
The results from the finite difference (numerical) method
and Bishop’s simplified method are compared.
3.1 Shear Strain Rate
The potential failure of embankments over DM columns
can be evaluated based on the contours of shear strain rate
from the FLAC analysis. The high shear strain rate
contours imply the potential failure zone. Figure 3 presents
the contours of shear strain rate for the embankment over
soft soil without DM columns, which clearly show a
circular slip surface as assumed by Bishop’s method. The
depth of the slip surface is limited by the existence of the
firm soil.

(0.5–1)x10-7
Soft soil

(1–1.5)x10-7
<5x10-8

Firm soil

> 1.5x10-7

Figure 3. Contours of Shear Strain Rate for the
Embankment over Soft Soil without DM Walls
The contours of shear strain rate for the embankment over
soft soil with DM walls are shown in Figure 4. No
continuous slip zone is developed for this case as a result of
the existence of DM walls. Apparently, the DM walls
prevent the shearing through the walls and the formation of
a continuous slip surface or zone. The higher shear strain
rates exist near the centreline of the embankment, and in
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(2.5-5.0)x10-8

<2.5x10-8
(2.5-5.0)x10-8

Figure 4. Contours of Shear Strain Rate for the
Embankment over Soft Soil with DM Walls Having
Cohesion of 100kPa
3.2 Strength of DM Columns
The strength of columns was modeled as undrained
cohesion. The influence of the undrained cohesion of
columns on the FS against the deep-seated failure of the
embankment on DM columns is presented in Figure 5.
When the cohesion of the columns is equal to 10 kPa, the
same as that of the soft soil, it represents an untreated
ground. The results from the numerical method and
Bishop’s simplified method both show that the factors of
safety increase with an increase of the cohesion of the DM
columns. When the cohesion of the DM columns is less
than 100kPa, the two methods yield similar FS results.
When the cohesion of the DM columns is greater than
100kPa, however, the FS values computed by the numerical
method are lower than those by the Bishop’s method. This
difference becomes greater when the strength of the DM
columns increases. This comparison may be explained by a
change in the dominant failure mode from shearing at a
lower strength of DM columns to bending or rotation as the
controlling mode at higher strengths. When shearing is the
dominating failure mode, the numerical and Bishop’s
methods should yield close results. However, based on the
numerical results in Figure 5, the FS value does not
increase much when the cohesion of the DM columns is
greater than 200kPa. This may imply that the DM columns
rotate at a high strength as found by Kitazume and Terashi
(1991) through their centrifugal tests. It is expected that
further increases of the strength of DM columns would not
provide any benefit to the resistance if rotation was the
controlling failure mode.
3.3 Spacing of DM Columns
The influence of the spacing of DM columns on FS values
is presented in Figure 6. It is shown from both the
numerical and Bishop’s methods that the increase of the
DM column spacing decreases the FS value. However, the
numerical method shows more significant decrease in the
FS value than Bishop’s method. This is because there is a
possible change of failure modes from shearing to bending
or rotation in the numerical analysis when the spacing of
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The influence of the undrained cohesion of the soft soil on
the factors of safety is presented in Figure 8. An increase
of the undrained cohesion of the soft soil increases the FS
value of the embankment over DM columns based on both
the numerical and Bishop’s methods. The numerical
analysis yields lower FS values than Bishop’s method.
Their difference becomes smaller when the cohesion of the
soft soil increases. This comparison can be explained as
rotation or bending is less likely to occur when the strength
of the surrounding soil is getting higher.

Cohesion of DM Walls (kPa)

Figure 5. Influence of Strength of DM Columns
1.8
Numerical

Bishop

1.6

Factor of Safety

Bishop

2
Factor of Safety

DM columns becomes larger.
This spacing range
represents an improvement ratio of 33% to 50%, which is
typically used in practice. The improvement ratio is
defined as the ratio of the area of DM columns to the total
area.
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Figure 6. Influence of Spacing of DM Columns
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0.4
1.2

0.8
Numerical

3.4 Size of DM Columns
The influence of the size (i.e., the thickness in 2-D) of DM
walls on the factor of safety is presented in Figure 7. It is
shown that an increase of the thickness of the DM walls
increases the FS value of the embankment system. The
thickness range of DM walls from 0.5m to 1.5m
corresponds to the improvement ratio of 20% to 60%. The
results from the numerical method have the similar trend as
those from Bishop’s method; however, the FS values
calculated by the numerical method are lower than those by
Bishop’s method. The difference in the calculated FS
values becomes greater when the thickness of the DM wall
increases. This difference may indicate that the columns
start to rotate instead of shearing when the thickness of the
columns increases.
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Figure 8. Influence of Cohesion of Soft Soil
3.6 Thickness of Soft Soil
Figure 9 presents the influence of the thickness of the soft
soil on the FS value of the embankment over DM columns.
The figure shows a decrease in the FS value when the
thickness of the soft soil increases from 5m to 20m. The
bottom boundary (such as bedrock) at a shallow depth
limits the potential slip surface going deep so that it makes
the failure more difficult and results in a higher FS value.
As shown in Figure 9, the computed FS values by the
numerical method are significantly lower than those by
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Bishop’s method especially when the bottom boundary is
shallow. It is more likely that the DM columns will fail by
rotation when the length of the DM columns is small.
2

Numerical

Factor of Safety

1.8

Bishop

1.6

correct that the factor of safety decreases with an increase
of the height of the embankment. The selection of the
heights of the embankments of 2.5m, 5.0m, and 10.0m was
based on the classification of embankments by Long et al.
(2003). Long et al. (2003) classified embankments into low
(<3m high), intermediate (3m to 8m high), and high
embankments (>8m high). The factors of safety computed
by the numerical method are lower than those by Bishop’s
method. At the high embankment (i.e., 10m), the computed
FS values by the numerical and Bishop’s methods are close,
which implies that shearing is the controlling failure mode.
3

1.4

2.5

1
0
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25

Thickness of the Soft Soil (m)

Figure 9. Influence of Thickness of Soft Soil
3.7 Friction Angle of Embankment Fill
The embankment fill was modelled as a cohesionless fill,
which only has a friction angle. The influence of the
friction angle of the embankment fill on the factor of safety
of the embankment over DM columns is presented in
Figure10.
The results show that a better quality
embankment fill yields a higher factor of safety for the
embankment system.
However, the benefit is not
significant since the portion of slip surface in the
embankment fill is relatively small as compared with the
total slip surface based on Bishop’s method for a deep slip
surface. In addition, the numerical method yields lower FS
values than Bishop’s method.
2

Factor of Safety

1.5

1

0.5
Numerical

Bishop

0
20

25
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35

40

Frictioni Angle of Embankment Fill (deg.)

Figure 10. Influence of Friction Angle of Embankment
Fill
3.8 Height of Embankment Fill
The influence of the height of the embankment on the
factor of safety is presented in Figure 11. It is intuitively
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Figure 11. Influence of Height of Embankment
4 CONCLUSIONS
Strength, column spacing, and size of deep mixed columns,
the cohesion and thickness of soft soil, and the friction
angle and height of embankment fill all affect the FS and
mode of deep-seated failure of embankments. A series of
comparisons demonstrate that the calculated factors of
safety using Bishop’s simplified method are higher than
those calculated using the numerical method. The modes of
failure for deep mixed columns include shearing, bending,
or rotation, tension failure, or a combination of these four
modes depending on soil conditions, column strength, and
design configurations.
The above conclusions are only applicable to the
configurations of the DM walls in soft soil as presented in
Figure 2. In practice, other configurations may be used,
such as: isolated DM columns, DM walls perpendicular to
the embankment, a combination of DM columns and walls.
Further research is needed for evaluating these
configurations.
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ABSTRACT: Innovative field tests were carried out to observe and analyse the dynamic soil-structure interaction of
railway lines on soft soil. The mean intention was to get information about the influence of the soil improvement layout for
one specific project and beyond this to develop a fundamental design tool for railway lines on soft soil. Therefore additional
numerical based investigations by means of the finite element method (FEM) are done. The paper deals with is the
presentation of the dynamic measurement results from the field tests and shows the results of the numerical back analysis by
dynamic 3D-FEM calculations.
1 EXITING AND RESONANCE FREQUENCY
During the train passage the ground below the track system
is set into damped oscillation. The introduced energy is
transmitted in the subsoil by compression and shear waves
and at the surface by rayleigh waves. The velocity of
propagation of these waves depends mainly on the shear
modulus G, the density ρ, the Poisson’s ratio ν and the
saturation of the ground. The amplitude of the oscillation is
significantly influenced by the ratio of the exiting
frequency fE to the natural (fundamental) frequency,
described in Kramer (1996). The exiting frequency fE could
be calculated based on by the speed V of the train and the
distance X of the wheel sets (Eq. 1). The natural frequency
fN of the two-dimensional linear elastic layer with shear
wave velocity VS and height H on a rigid base can by
estimated by Eq. 2 given by Wu (1994).

fE =

V
X

[Hz]

soil dynamic purposes the aim is to find a technical and
economical design for an effective reduction of the train
introduced vibrations.
To investigate the dynamic soil-structure interaction of
railway lines founded on soft soil with and without soil
improvement experimental field tests accompanied by
measurements are a proper and valuable method.
Natural frequency fN [Hz]

Exiting frequency fE [Hz]
Distance

Distance

Thickness

Thickness
H

[1]

VS
[Hz]
[2]
4H
If the exiting frequency fE is equal to the natural frequency
fN the amplitude for the undamped system becomes infinite.
This type of behaviour is commonly called the resonance
case. In a damped system like the natural soil that exhibits
geometrical and material (frictional) damping the amplitude
increases rapidly in the resonance case.
In Fig. 1 the exiting frequency fE and natural
frequency fN are pictured for different train speeds V and
velocities of the shear wave VS. The typical speed for
freight trains in Europe varies between V = 60 km/h and
130 km/h so the exiting frequency for characteristic wheel
distances of 6 m to 15 m is between fE = 1 Hz – 6 Hz. Fig. 1
reveals that this leads to resonance problems for low shear
wave velocities of about 18 m/s ≤ VS ≤ 95 m/s. Such low
velocities are normally achieved in soft organic clays.
Fig. 2 gives an outline of typical shear wave velocities in
different soils. One procedure to improve the dynamic
behaviour is to increase the dynamic stiffness of the ground
by partial or full soil replacement or soil improvement. For
fN =
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Train speed V [km/h]

Velocity of shear wave VS [m/s]

Fig. 1 Exiting and natural frequency.

soft organic clay
silt, soft clay
stiff clay
dense sand
gravel

370 m/s

Velocity of the shear wave VS [m/s]

Fig. 2 Velocity of shear waves for different soils.
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2 EXISTING EXPERIENCE
The Swedish National Rail Administration initiated a
research project to investigate the impact of a wall shaped
soil improvement by Lime-Cement Columns, described in
Holm et al. (2002). The subsoil profile below the track
system consists of a layer of very soft organic soil named
gyttja overlaying a soft clay stratum. The gyttja has a
maximum organic content of 20% and an average shear
resistance of cu = 20 kN/m². To observe the improving
effect of the Lime-Cement Columns on the dynamic
response of the ground numerous measurements were
performed before (May 2000) and after (December 2000)
the column installation. In Fig. 3 the amplitude of the
measured vertical particle velocities in [mm/s] for two
different test sections are presented, the first section with a
2 m and the second one with a 3 m thick layer of gyttja. The
measurements were performed by geophones at a distance
of 3 m from the track; the values in Fig. 3 are obtained from
the middle of the measurement results.

The column arrangement installed in the five different test
tracks TS0-TS4 is given in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows a photo of
the installation works with the mixing device and the tank
standing on a freight wagon.
TS0

TS1

TS2

TS3

TS4

Soft soil
Sand

Fig. 4 Column arrangement installed in the test field.

Fig. 3 Results of the field tests (Holm et al., 2002).

Without the soil improvement the amplitude of vertical
particle velocity increases nearly exponential with linear
increasing train speed. This trend is an indication for the
“high speed phenomenon”. The measured particle velocities
before and after the soil improvement clearly demonstrate
the strengthening effect of the wall shaped arrangement of
the Lime-Cement Columns as soil improvement system.
3

EXPERIMENTAL FIELD TESTS

3.1 Construction of Test Tracks TS0–TS4
To investigate the influence of the soil improvement layout
under a railway line on soft soil exposed to dynamic
loading four different geometrical configurations of ground
improvement patterns were installed in a 300 m long testing
area in northern Germany. The ground improvement was
constructed by Lime-Cement Columns with a column
diameter of 0.6 m. Based on the Design Guide for Soft Soil
Stabilisation (BRE, 2002) a dry mixture of 90 % cement
and 10 % lime was used, the amount of binder mixed in
was about 110 kg/m³.
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Fig. 5 Mixing device standing on the railway wagon.

To evaluate the shear strength and stiffness of the soil
improvement column material unconfined compression
tests were performed in the laboratory before the soil
improvement. These samples were obtained from test
columns mixed in the field alongside the test section and
from specimen mixed in the laboratory. The results of the
unconfined compression tests pictured in Fig. 6 reveal a
average value of about qu ∼ 400 kN/m² for the shear
strength and Eu ∼ 40 MN/m² for the stiffness of the mixed
material, which was adequate for the design.
Additional tests on column samples during the “real”
soil improvement works show an average shear strength of
about qu ∼ 600 kN/m² eight days after installation.
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Fig. 6 Unconfined compressive strength.
- 15 m

3.2 Ground Conditions in the Testing Area
The ground below the track system in the testing area
consists of a soft soil layer with a depth of about 10 m
overlaying a good bearing middle dense to dense sand
stratum. The average consistency index of the soft soil is
IC = 0.4, the water content varies with depth between
w = 0.6 and 1 and the average organic content was 11%.
The groundwater table is 1 m below the surface. The mean
mechanical parameters of the soft soil and the sand are
given in Tab. 1.

Fig. 7 Layout of the measurement devices in TS1.

Tab. 1 Mean mechanical parameters of the subsoil.

4

Parameter
Elastic modulus
Friction angle
Cohesion
Density

Symbol
E

Unit
MN/m2

ϕ’ / ϕu
c’ / cu

°
kN/m2
kN/m3

γ

Soft soil
≤3
25 / 0
5 / 40
14–17

Sand
30–100
30 / 0
0/0
18–19

3.3 Layout of the Measurement Program
Each test track was equipped with multiple measurement
devices pictured in Fig. 7 to observe the dynamic response
of the subsoil and the railway structure during operation.
To get information about the oscillation in the ground
triaxial accelerometers (BB in Fig. 7) were installed at 1 m,
3 m and 6 m depths below the railway structure. Further on
two triaxial accelerometers were fixed at the end of the
sleeper (BS) to record the oscillation of the structure.
Pore water pressure measurements (PW) were
performed at 3 m and 6 m depths and additional vertical
stress measurements (SD) 0.6 m below the railway
structure. To determine the axial loading two strain gauges
(DMS) were fixed to the bars and to observe the settlement
an extensometer (EX) with anchor points 5 m, 10 m and
15 m below the surface was installed. During the tests, the
testing area was passed for three month with different train
speeds of V1 = 30 km/h, V2 = 50 km/h, V3 = 70 km/h and
V4 = 90 km/h (V4 only for the passenger trains).
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SD

EX

BS

PW BB
DMS

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL FIELD
TESTS

4.1 Vertical Stress Measurements
In Fig. 8 the measured vertical stress for a passenger train
with V = 30 km/h in the upper part and a freight train with
V = 50 km/h below is shown.
Vertical Stress [kN/m²]

Time [s]

Vertical Stress [kN/m²]

Time [s]

Fig. 8 Vertical stress for passenger and freight train.
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Each crossing of a train axis leads to a single stress
amplitude. Due to the lower weight the stress amplitudes of
the passenger wagons are smaller compared to the freight
wagons. The spacing between two following wheels at a
double wheel set did not lead to a significant stress
amplitude.
In Fig. 9 the vertical stress measurements during the
crossing of a 320 m long freight train with a total weight of
about 1900 t is pictured. The train consists of 20 freight
wagons with 4 axes and one engine with 6 axes at the front.
The measurement results show that the vertical stress varies
between 50 kN/m² and 60 kN/m². The increase in train
speed from 29 km/h to 72 km/h gives no relevant increase
in vertical stress. The amplitude of vertical stress in Fig. 9
is more or less constant and thus independent of the train
speed. The frequency of the applied load is influenced by
the train speed and dominated by the distance of the axes.

columns due to the underlying design philosophy for deep
stabilization works. Within this philosophy the applied load
is partly carried by the columns and by the unstabilised soil
between the columns. Thus an intense load concentration is
not expected and desired.
4.2 Pore Water Measurements
In Fig. 10 the vertical stress and in Fig. 11 the
correspondent pore water pressure measurements in a depth
of 3 m and 6 m for a 640 m long freight train with a total
weight of 2250 t are pictured. The train consists of
31 freight wagons with 2 and 4 axes and the train speed is
32 km/h. At the top there is an engine with 6 axes.
The pore water pressure measurements in Fig. 11
reveal that only a small amount of the dynamic loading is
transferred to the fluid phase. For the test track
configuration TS0 without any soil improvement the
additional pore water pressure is p ≤ 3 kN/m². The
additional pore water pressure decreases with increasing
depth due to the load distribution.

Fig. 10 Vertical Stress in test track TS0.

Fig. 9 Vertical stress in test track TS0.

At constant depth the wagons with 2 axis, in Fig. 11 located
between the times 15 s and 25 s, cause half the additional
pore water pressure compared to the wagons with 4 axes
although the load amplitude in Fig. 10 is nearly constant.
The reason for this is the very close distance of the double
wheel sets at the 4 axes freight wagons.
In Fig. 12 and 13 the measured pore water pressure at
a depth of 3 m for test track TS2 and TS4 are pictured.
Compared with test track TS0 at a depth of 3 m the
measured pore water pressure in test track TS2 and TS4 is
lower due to the higher hydraulic permeability of the young
lime-cement matrix (Broms et al., 1977). Experiences made
by Brandl in 1999 confirm that the hydraulic permeability
of the young column matrix until the age of approximately
1 year is 400-1000 times higher than that of unstabilised
soil (SGF, 1997). The highest hydraulic permeability thus is
observed in test track TS4 were the columns are placed in
grids.

Although the columns in test track TS1-TS4 are different in
length there was no intense increase in stress observed over
the top at the columns head. The reason therefore is the
stiffness of the lime-cement column material of about
EU ∼ 40 MN/m². These columns are called soft to semi-hard
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because this frequency domain is relevant for the
deformations of the soil (Jones et al., 1996; Madshus et al.,
1996).
In Fig. 13 the international well-known RMS-Values
(Root Mean Square) according to Eq. 3 calculated from the
vertical oscillations at the sleepers are presented.
T

RMS =

Fig. 11 Pore water pressure in test track TS0.

1 2
x (t) dt
T ∫0

[3]

Also pictured for every test track are the best fitting
exponential function curves. The curve fitting was
determined by the Least Square Failure method.
The measurements demonstrate the speed-dependent
increase of the vertical oscillations at the end of the
sleepers. The poorest result was achieved in test track TS0
without any soil improvement. The measured values for the
test track with short Lime-Cement Columns, test tracks TS1
are obviously a little lower. The best results were measured
for test track TS4 with the maximum column quantity and
where the columns are placed in a grid. The decrease in the
dynamic response of the track system is caused by the
higher stiffness of the Lime-Cement Columns and the
associated higher stiffness of the layer below the railway
track.

Fig.12 Pore water pressure in test track TS2.

Fig. 14 RMS of the oscillations at the sleepers.

Fig. 13 Pore water pressure in test track TS4.
4.3 Oscillations of the Sleepers
To observe the oscillations of the track structure triaxial
accelerometers were fixed at the end of the sleeper (Fig. 7).
Fig. 14 shows the dynamic measurement results for freight
trains for different train speeds. Passenger trains are not
relevant for the assessment of vibrations of the sleepers and
the ground due to the lower weight of the passenger
wagons. The calculated velocities are filtered by f < 15 Hz
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4.4 Oscillations of the Ground
To get information about the oscillations of the ground
during the train passage triaxial acceleration measurements
were performed in a depth of z = 1 m, 3 m and 6 m below
the surface. The vertical accelerations are integrated into
velocities and converted into the RMS-value according to
Eq. 3. In Figure 15-17 the results for the freight trains for
different train speeds in test track TS0, TS1 and TS4 are
presented. To compare the results best fitting curves with
an exponential function according to Eq. 4 are added.

γ (z) = γ 0 × e − bz

[4]
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In Fig. 15 the RMS-Value decreases rapidly with
increasing depth, the greatest values are measured near the
surface. Beyond this it can be recognized especially for the
measurement point at a depth of 1 m that the RMS-Value in
test track TS0 (Fig. 15) increases more than linear with
every train speed increment.
Compared to test track TS1 and TS4 the RMS-Values
close to the surface are obviously smaller due to the higher
dynamic stiffness of the soil improvement under the
railway track and thus connected with a smaller rate of long
term deformation.
In Fig. 18 the measurement results for the device at a
depth of 3 m are plotted against the train speed for all
detected freight trains. Within this view test track TS4
brings out the best results but all variants with a soil
improvement lead to a clear decrease in the RMS-Value
and thus to a lower rate of long term deformations.
Fig. 15 RMS vs. depth for test track TS0.

Fig. 18 RMS for TS0-TS4 vs. train speed
Fig. 16 RMS vs. depth for test track TS1.
5 NUMERICAL BACK ANALYSIS
The first aim of the experimental field tests was to analyse
the dynamic soil-structure interaction of a railway line on
soft soil. The main intention was to get information about
the influence of different soil improvement layouts on the
dynamic response of the soil.
Beyond this the experience will be used to develop a
numerical-based design tool for different ground conditions
like deeper soil layers and varying stiffness parameters. The
back analysis was done by 3D-calculations using the Finite
Element Method (FEM).

Fig. 17 RMS vs. depth for test track TS4.
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5.1 Geometrical Input
The FE-model used is pictured in Fig. 19. The soil
improvement was modelled using an area with mixed
stiffness parameters below the railway track. In
Fig. 20 the cross section of the FE-model with and without
soil improvement is shown. In the first step only test track
TS0, TS1 and TS4 are computed.
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25 m

In Fig. 22 to 24 the measured values in the field and the
numerical results for test track TS0, TS1 and TS4 for train
speeds of 30, 60 and 90 km/h are represented.
The comparison gives a good agreement for the
fundamental dynamic behaviour of the used FE-model.
With soil improvement a lower RMS-value for constant
train speed is obtained. The numerically computed amount
of the vertical oscillations is within the same range as the
measurements but in the field the reduction due to the
different soil improvement layouts in test track TS1 and
TS4 is a little higher. The reason for this could be found for
instance in the assumption of a constant shear modulus with
depth in the numerical model. This first FE-model will be
developed with regard to the dynamic behaviour of the soft
soil and a progressive model will be used for future
calculations.

35 m

10 m

Soft Soil
Railway
track

Fig. 19 3D-Finite Element Model

Fig. 20 3D-Finite Element Model (cross section)

To investigate the speed-dependent dynamic response of
the track system and the influence of the soil improvement
layout a short freight train with three wagons pictured
in Fig. 21 was used with different train speeds of
V = 30, 60 and 90 km/h parallel to the field tests. The axial
load of each wheel set was 225 kN according to the present
maximum tolerated axial load on German railway lines.
The thickness of the soft soil layer was 10 m. The deeper
sand layer was not modelled. Due to the high stiffness of
this layer a vertically fixed boundary is implemented at the
bottom of the FE-model.

Fig. 22 RMS, measurement vs. FEM, TS0

Axial loading

10 m

5m

Distance

Fig. 21 Numerical calculated freight wagon
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Layer
thickness
10 m

Fig. 23 RMS, measurement vs. FEM, TS1
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Fig. 24 RMS, measurement vs. FEM, TS4
6 CONCLUSIONS
To investigate the speed-dependent dynamic response of
the track system and the influence of the soil improvement
layout experimental field tests combined and completed
with additional numerical calculations are a proper and
valuable method. The measurements and the results of the
FE-model demonstrate that the oscillations in the soft soil
and thus the rate of long term deformations of the railway
track can be clearly reduced by soil improvement.
The experiences will be utilised to develop a joint
(pre-)design tool for soil improvement under railway lines
on soft soil because a technical and economical solution
depends on the local project conditions and the tolerable
maximum vibrations in the soft soil. Therefore the analysis
and assessment of the international well known RMS-Value
is a practicable and useful index and should be used.
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ABSTRACT: A series of centrifuge model tests was performed to investigate the external stability of group column type
improved ground under embankment loading. The study revealed that the improved ground does not fail with a sliding failure pattern but rather with a collapse failure pattern where the columns tilt like dominos. A simple calculation incorporating
the collapse failure pattern gives reasonable estimation of the embankment pressure at ground failure. This paper describes
the external stability of the group column type improved ground as well as the model test procedure.

1 INTRODUCTION
Very soft clay deposits are often encountered in construction projects. A large number of soil improvement techniques have been developed in order to provide reinforcement, including the Deep Mixing Method (DMM), a deep
in-situ soil stabilization technique using cement and/or lime
as a binder, which was developed in Japan and the Nordic
countries, and has been often applied to improve these soft
soils (CDIT, 2002). Numerous research efforts have been
made to investigate various aspects of the DMM in these
countries. Terashi et al. (1979, 1980) and Kawasaki et al.
(1981) conducted extensive investigations on the fundamental mechanical properties of soil treated with cement or
lime and found that the compressive strength of cement
treated soil is much higher than that of soft soil; its elastic
modulus is also high and is usually of the order of several
thousands MN/m2; and the strain at failure is a very small
range. In contrast to the compressive strength, the bending
and tensile strengths are relatively small range.
The special deep mixing machine used to treat soft
soil in-situ is basically composed of several mixing shafts
and blades and a binder supplying system. In one operation
column-shaped treated soil is constructed in the ground.
Group column type improvement has been extensively
applied to improve the foundation ground of embankment
or lightweight structures. A design procedure of the column
type DMM ground has been established in Japan mainly for
reinforcement of embankment (Public Work Research Center, 1999). Two major failure patterns are assumed in the
design method as shown in Fig. 1: external and internal
stability. In the external stability, the possibility of sliding
failure is calculated, in which the treated soil columns and
the clay in between move horizontally on a stiff layer without any rearrangement of columns. In the internal stability
analysis, rupture breaking failure is calculated by slip circle
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analysis, in which shear failure of the treated soil columns
is assumed.

(a) external stability (sliding failure)

(b) internal stability (rupture breaking failure)
Figure 1. Assumed failure patterns of DMM improved
ground in the current design method.
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The behavior of the group column type DMM improved ground has been investigated experimentally by
Terashi and Tanaka (1983), Miyake et al. (1991) and
Hashizume et al. (1998), Kitazume et al. (1999), etc. These
studies, targeted at the rupture breaking failure pattern,
found that the DMM columns show various failure modes:
shear, bending and tensile failure, depending not only on
the ground and external loading conditions but also on the
location of each column. However, the current design does
not incorporate the effect of these failure modes, only the
shear failure mode. As the bending and tensile strengths of
treated soil are much lower than the compressive strength,
the current design method based on shear strength alone
might overestimate the internal stability. Recently, Kivelo
(1998) and Broms (2004) proposed a new design method
for the group column type improved ground, in which several failure modes of DM columns are taken into account.
For the external stability, Kitazume et al. (1991 and
2000) performed a series of centrifuge tests on the stability
of a breakwater on the column type DMM ground reaching
a stiff layer, and showed that a collapse failure pattern
could take place instead of a sliding failure when the column strength is relatively high. In this case, the columns tilt
like dominos about the bottom, as shown in Fig. 2. This
means that the collapse failure pattern is less stable than the
sliding failure pattern. The current design method, which
does not take into account this failure pattern, might also
overestimate the external stability.

Figure 2. Collapse failure pattern of DMM improved
ground.
Obviously, the improved ground can fail by any one
of various failure patterns depending on the ground and
loading conditions. Each failure pattern is characterized by
a particular failure envelope in a loading plane. It is reasonable that the ground should fail by one of the failure patterns that give a minimum capacity under certain conditions.
As mentioned above, the current design method does
not assume suitable failure pattern and failure mode that
can give the minimum capacity. Further research on failure
mechanism and evaluation of the stability of each failure
pattern and failure mode are necessary to brush up the current design method.
One of authors conducted a research project on the
failure mechanism and stability of column type DMM
ground in which a breakwater on the improved ground is
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modeled. In the project, a series of centrifuge model tests,
slip circle analyses and FEM analyses were carried out to
establish and describe the failure envelopes of each failure
pattern. Some of the test results have been presented (Kitazume et al., 1996, Karastanev et al., 1997, Kitazume et al.,
2000).
Authors extended the research project to the failure
mechanism and stability of column type DMM for embankment. The project to investigate the failure criteria of
two stability analyses and the failure pattern of group column type improved ground: collapse failure in the external
stability and breaking rupture failure in the internal stability.
This study targeted the former subject in which a series of
centrifuge model tests and numerical calculations were
carried out to investigate the effect of width and improvement area ratio of improved ground on the stability of embankment. In this study, improved ground deformation as
well as the columns was observed in detail. In the model
tests, the development of bending moment distribution in
the DM columns due to embankment loading was measured
in detail. In the present text, model test preparation and test
results are briefly described.

2

CENTRIFUGE MODEL TESTS

2.1 Apparatus
A series of model tests was carried out in the Mark II Geotechnical Centrifuges at the Port and Airport Research Institute. The centrifuge has a radius of 3.8 m, a maximum payload of 2.7 tons, a maximum acceleration of 113 g and a
maximum capacity of 300 g-tons. Details of the centrifuge
and the surrounding equipment are described by Kitazume
and Miyajima (1995).
All tests were performed in a strong specimen box
with inside dimensions of 70 cm in length, 20 cm in width
and 60 cm in depth. One side of the specimen box is made
of glass to allow photographic measurements during the
flight. All model tests were carried out under plane strain
conditions.
2.2 Model Ground Preparation
Figure 3 schematically shows a typical example of the
model ground setup, in which normally consolidated clay
ground of 20 cm thickness is modeled. The embankment
was constructed on the model ground by means of an inflight sand raining device in a 50 g acceleration field.
The model ground for all tests was prepared by the
following procedure. A drainage layer of Toyoura sand was
placed at the bottom of the specimen box. This is fine uniform sand with a uniformity coefficient Uc of 1.38 and an
effective grain size D10 of 0.13 mm. Clay used in the tests is
Kaolin clay, the major engineering properties of which are
summarized in Table 1. The Kaolin powder was mixed with
water in a vacuum mixer to produce uniform slurry with
water content of 120 %. The clay slurry was poured into the
specimen box, and then pre-consolidated one-dimensionally
by vertical pressure of 9.8 kN/m2 on the laboratory floor to
make 22 cm thick clay ground. After completing the pre-
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liminary consolidation, the model clay ground was subjected to high centrifugal acceleration of 50 g to allow to
consolidate by the enhanced self-weight.

Case 5

in-flight
sand hopper

0
5
Depth (cm)

Case 3

0

Undrained shear strength, c u (kN/m2)
5
10
15
20

c u =1.14×Z

10
15

case 1
case 2
case 3
case 4
case 5

20

embankment

20 cm

20 cm

clay ground

DM columns
(1) (3) (5)
(2) (4)
40 cm
sandy ground

Figure 3. Model ground setup.
Table 1. Engineering properties of Kaolin clay.
Property
Value
Specific gravity (g/cm3)
2.721
Liquid limit (%)
59.3
Plastic limit (%)
26.3
Plasticity index
33.0
Coefficient of compression,
0.49
0.15
Coefficient of consolidation (cm2/min)
0.314
Strength increment ratio, cu/p
Due to pre-consolidation in the laboratory and selfweight consolidation in the centrifuge, the model ground
had a thin layer of over-consolidated clay underlain by the
thick normally consolidated clay. The undrained shear
strength profile of the normally consolidated layer of the
clay ground was directly measured by an in-flight vane
apparatus at a 50 g field, and was cu = 1.14 * z (kN/m2)
where cu and z are the undrained shear strength and the
depth, respectively (see Figure 4).
After the self-weight consolidation, the centrifuge was
stopped once for preparation of improved ground on the
laboratory floor. A thin-walled tube with a 20 mm outer
diameter was penetrated into the clay ground. The clay
inside the tube was then carefully removed using a tiny
auger to make holes, and a model DM column was inserted
into it. This procedure was repeated to make improved
ground in a square pattern with an interval of 33 mm, or in
an equilateral triangular pattern with an interval of 23 mm,
as shown in Fig. 3. The improvement area ratio, as, is 0.28
and 0.56 for the former and latter case, respectively.
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Figure 4. Undrained shear strength distribution with
depth.
In this study, an acrylic pipe was used as a DM column instead of cement treated soil to avoid rupture breaking failure of the DM columns before external failure, and
to measure the bending moment distribution of the columns
with depth. The acrylic pipe has an inner and outer diameter
of 1.6 cm and 1.9 cm, respectively, and a length of 20 cm.
The flexural rigidity of the pipe, EI, was measured by loading test as a simple beam and was obtained as about 9.3
Nm2, which corresponds to the unconfined compressive
strength of a treated column of about 2 MN/m2. Five sets of
two strain gauges were installed on the outer surface of
some of the columns to measure the bending moment distribution (see Fig. 5). Fine cables connected to the strain
gauges were passed through the pipe so as not to disturb the
pipe surface. The outer surface of all pipes was treated to
rough conditions by sand blasting. The self-weight of the
pipe was controlled to 1.43 gf/cm3 by putting a small steel
rod and chemical silicone in the pipe, which corresponds to
almost the same order as cement treated soil.
After completing the soil improvement work, the front
glass window of the specimen box was disassembled and
target markers were placed on the side surface of the clay
ground in a square pattern of 2 cm intervals for photographic measurement. The coordinates of the target markers
were digitized to obtain the ground deformation.

Figure 5. Model column made of acrylic pipe.
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Table 2. Test conditions and major test results
Improvement condition
Embankment
NumWidth
Improvement pressure at
ber of
failure
area ratio
rows
(cm)
(kN/m2)
case 1 0
10.8
case 2 8.6
3
0.28
26.5
case 3 15.2
5
0.28
42.2
case 4 21.8
7
0.28
50.0
case 5 15.2
5
0.56
39.2

embankment pressure. In the improved grounds (cases 2
through 4), however, the horizontal displacement increases
with increasing the embankment pressure, but the amount
of displacement is small compared to that in the unimproved ground. The magnitude of horizontal displacement
becomes smaller when the width of improvement increases.
Figure 6(b) shows the effect of the improvement area
ratio on the relation of embankment pressure and horizontal
displacement. The embankment pressure and horizontal
displacement curves for cases 3 and 5 almost coincide with
each other, which indicate that there is no significant difference in the improvement area ratio of 0.28 and 0.56 in the
case of the improvement width of 15.2 cm.

Embankment pressure,
pe (kN/m2)

100
(+)

80

(-)

60
40
case 1
case 2
case 3
case 4

20
0
0

10
20
30
40
Horizontal displacement (mm)

50

(a) effect of improvement width
100
Embankment pressure,
pe (kN/m2)

2.3 Loading Procedure
The model ground thus constructed was brought up to a 50
g acceleration field, which corresponds to a 10 m thick soft
clay layer improved by DMM columns of 1 m diameter in a
prototype scale. The model ground was subjected to a 50 g
field and allowed to consolidate again by enhanced selfweight to minimize the soil disturbance effect that might be
induced during preparation of the model ground. After, the
model embankment was constructed stepwise under almost
undrained conditions by the in-flight sand hopper: about 1
cm in height per 30 second interval until the ground failed
with a large ground deformation. During embankment construction, the earth pressure increments at the ground surface and the bending moment distribution of the model DM
columns were measured, and deformation of the model
ground was photographed. From the series of photographs,
the displacement vector loci were determined based on the
coordinates of the markers. After the loading test, the
specimen box was disassembled and deformation of the
model ground was observed directly.
Five model tests were performed under various numbers of columns together with unimproved ground. The test
conditions and the test results are summarized in Table 2. In
the test series, the row of columns changes to 3, 5 and 7
rows. In the cases 2 through 4, the number of columns
changes while the improvement area ratio remains constant
at 0.28. In the case 5, the improvement area ratio is 0.56 for
the columns of 5 rows. The width of the improved ground
is defined as the distance of the outer surfaces of the frontmost and rearmost columns in this study.

(+)

80

(-)

60
40
case 1
case 3
case 5

20
0
0

3

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Embankment pressure - displacement
The measured embankment pressure and displacement
curves are shown in Fig. 6(a) for the improved ground with
as of 0.28 together with the unimproved ground. In the
figure, the vertical axis shows the embankment pressure
measured at the ground surface and the horizontal axis
shows the horizontal displacement at the toe of the embankment slope.
In the unimproved ground (case 1), a relatively small
horizontal displacement takes place as long as the embankment load remains at a very low level, but the displacement increases very rapidly with further increase of
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10
20
30
40
Horizontal displacement (mm)

50

(b) effect of improvement area ratio
Figure 6. Embankment pressure and horizontal displacement curves.
3.2 Ground failure and improvement width
As neither a clear peak nor maximum value can be seen in
the embankment pressure and displacement curves, the
measured relations were re-plotted in semi-logarithmic
scale to detect ground failure. After curve fitting the initial
and latter parts of the curve by two straight lines, the embankment pressure at failure was defined as the pressure at
the intersection of the two straight lines, and summarized in
Table. 2. The relationship between the embankment pres-
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sure at ground failure and the width of improvement is
plotted in Fig. 7 for all test cases. It can be seen that the
embankment pressure at failure increases gradually with
increasing the width of improved area. However, the increasing ratio gradually becomes lower with the increase of
improvement width. As mentioned above, the failure pressure in the improved ground with improvement area ratio of
0.56 is almost the same as that with the improvement area
ratio of 0.28.

embankment

(b) improved ground (case 2)

embankment

(c) improved ground (case 3)

Figure 7. Relationship between embankment pressure
at ground failure and width of improved area.
3.3 Ground Deformation
The ground deformation obtained after embankment loading is shown in Fig. 8 for the unimproved ground and the
improved ground with as of 0.28. In the case of unimproved ground, a sort of slip circle deformation can be
clearly seen at a shallow depth close to the slope of the
embankment. After the ground failure, a large horizontal
ground displacement is typically observed for further embankment loading.
In the case of the improved ground with an improvement width of 8.6 cm (case 2), a relatively large ground
deformation can be seen in the shallow and middle depths
of the ground. For embankment loading, the ground displacement increases but no slip circle failure takes place.
The ground deformation observed in cases 3 and 4 (Figs.
8(c) and 8(d)), are very similar to that of case 2, where no
slip circle is observed.

embankment

(c) 杭５本の破壊後(盛土圧力
(d) improved ground (case 4)
Figure 8. Ground deformation.
3.4 Column Displacement
The DM columns after embankment loading in the case 3
are shown in Fig. 9. All of the DM columns tilt like dominos about the toe. The inclination angle is the same
throughout the columns, indicating that the improved area

embankment

(a) unimproved ground (case 1)
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Figure 9. Column displacement in the case 3.
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deforms uniformly as a simple shear failure, a phenomenon
observed throughout the improved ground irrespective of
the width and improvement area ratio of the improved area.
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3.5 Horizontal Displacement Distribution
In order to investigate the ground deformation in detail, the
horizontal displacement distribution with depth measured at
the toe of the embankment slope is shown in Fig. 10 for the
unimproved and improved ground, in which the displacement measured at various loading stages is plotted.
It can be seen in the unimproved ground (Fig. 10(a)),
that a relatively small displacement takes place at a shallow
depth at ground failure (pe = 10.8 kN/m2). After ground
failure, an extremely large horizontal deformation takes
place with further filling especially at a shallow depth of
the ground, while a small displacement takes place at a
deep layer. These differences in magnitude of the horizontal
displacement indicate that the ground failed with a slip
circle failure pattern passing through the shallow layer.
In the case of the improved ground, however, a horizontal displacement at the toe of the embankment slope,
corresponding to the frontmost column, develops with embankment height but the distribution is almost linear with
depth throughout the embankment loading. This phenomenon can also be seen at the vertical line of the rearmost
column. Negligible horizontal displacement can be seen at
the bottom of all the DM columns. These observations
indicate that the improved area does not fail with a sliding
failure pattern but rather with a collapse failure pattern, a
sort of domino failure, irrespective of the width and improvement area ratio of the improved area. A similar phenomenon has been observed in the group column type improved ground subjected to vertical and horizontal loads
(Kitazume et al., 2000).
It can be concluded from Figs. 9 and 10 that the DM
column has the effect of changing the ground failure mode
from slip circle failure to collapse failure. And, the collapse
failure pattern is less stable than the sliding failure pattern
in the group column type improved ground, irrespective of
the loading conditions. This failure pattern is not considered
in the current design method.
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(d) improved ground (case 4)
Figure 10. Horizontal displacement distribution with
depth.

(a) unimproved ground (case 1)
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3.6 Evaluation of stability
for unimproved ground
The stability of the unimproved ground (case 1) is evaluated by slip circle analysis. The ultimate embankment pressure is calculated by changing the embankment height until
the safety factor becomes unity and is obtained as 15.7
kN/m2. The calculated value is reasonable compared to the
experiment results of pe = 10.8 kN/m2.
for improved grounds
The external stability of the improved ground is evaluated
by the current design method first, in which sliding failure
is assumed, as shown in Fig. 11. The formulation of the
sliding failure is shown in Eq. (1), which is based on the
load equilibrium of the active and passive earth pressures
and the shear strength at the bottom of the improved ground.
In the calculation, the ultimate embankment pressure is
obtained by changing the embankment height until the
safety factor becomes unity. The internal friction angle of
the bottom sand layer is assumed as 35 degree. As the stress
concentration ratio, n, influences the stability calculation
but is not measured in this study, the calculations are carried out with n = 3 and 10 to investigate their effect on the
ultimate embankment pressure. The calculated pressure is
plotted as a broken or chain line along the width of the
improvement area in Fig. 7.
Figure 7 reveals that the calculated embankment pressure increases with increasing the width of improved portion, and its increase ratio is more dominant for the higher
stress concentration ratio, n. In comparison with the experiments, the calculated embankment pressures are about
two times higher. The current design method overestimates
the experiment, because a more stable failure pattern (sliding failure) is assumed.
Fs =

Pps + Fr
Pae + Pas

where
Fr
Fs
Pas
Pae
Pps

(1)

: shear strength at ground bottom (kN/m2)
: safety factor
: active earth pressure of clay ground (kN/m2)
: active earth pressure of embankment (kN/m2)
: passive earth pressure of clay ground (kN/m2)

Figure 11. Sliding failure analysis in the current design.
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According to the failure pattern observed in the experiments (collapse failure), a simple stability calculation is
carried out. In the calculation, the improved area is assumed
to deform as a simple shear due to the unbalanced pressure
of active and passive earth pressures. The driving and resistant moment are formulated as Eqs. (2a) and (2b). In the
resistant moment, the shear strength of clay between treated
columns, adhesion of side surface of treated column, weight
of treated column and embankment pressure acting on
treated column are taken into account. The safety factor for
the collapse failure pattern can be calculated as Eq. (2c).
M d = Pae ⋅ y ae + Pas ⋅ y as

M r = Pps ⋅ y ps + L2 ⋅ (1 − as ) ⋅ cu + D 2 ⋅ H ⋅ cu
+
M
Fs = r
Md

where
as
B
cu
D
H
Fs
pe
yas
yae
yps
γ

π
4

⋅ D3 ⋅ H ⋅γ +

π
4

⋅ D 3 ⋅ Pe

(2a)

(2b)
(2c)

: improvement area ratio
: width of improved area (m)
: undrained shear strength (kN/m2)
: diameter of treated column (m)
: thickness of improved ground (m)
: safety factor
: embankment pressure on treated column (kN/m2)
: vertical distance of Pas from ground bottom (m)
: vertical distance of Pae from ground bottom (m)
: vertical distance of Pps from ground bottom (m)
: density of treated column (kN/m3)

The calculation results are plotted as a solid line in Fig.
7 together with the experiment. The calculated embankment
pressure increases linearly with the width of improved area.
The calculation still overestimates the experiment. However,
the proposed calculation gives a more reasonable estimation
of the experiment rather than the calculation based on the
sliding failure pattern. Although the proposed calculation is
based on very simple assumptions, it has relatively high
applicability for evaluating the external stability of the
group column type improved ground. This demonstrates the
importance of simulating failure patterns similar to the
actual behavior.
3.7 Moment distribution of DM columns
Effect of improvement width
The development of the bending moment in the DM columns is not considered in the external stability analysis.
However, in order to investigate the internal stability of the
improved ground more precisely, even though it is not the
target of this study but rather for further study, the development of moment distribution is measured during embankment loading, and some of the results are shown in Fig.
12 for all test cases.
In the case 2, three rows of DM columns, the moment
distribution is measured at two lines. The measured data is
plotted in Fig. 12(a). The moment distribution measured in
the two lines of columns almost coincide with each other,
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which means that the two dimensional condition is satisfied
in the measurement of moment.
It is found that moment distribution before ground
failure (Fig. 12(a)(i)) increases gradually with depth. The
magnitude of the moment is highest in the frontmost column and decreases with the columns toward the back. For
increasing the embankment pressure, the magnitude of
moment increases as shown in Figs. 12(a) (ii) and (iii) especially at the deep portion. At ground failure (ii), the mo-
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ment distribution increases with depth and shows the
maximum value at a depth of -14 cm irrespective of the
position of the columns. It is of interest to note that the
moment in the rearmost column increases so much, but
does not increase very much in the front most column,
which is probably due to no increase in embankment pressure at that spot. After ground failure, the moment distribution of the rearmost column decreases so much as to reach a
negative value at the shallow portion.
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Figure 12. Bending moment distribution with depth.
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The maximum negative moment is found at a depth of -6
cm, which means that the column is subjected to deformation toward the embankment side.
In the case of the improved ground with columns of 5
rows (Fig. 12(b)), the moment distribution before ground
failure (i) shows that a comparatively large moment takes
place in the two front columns, while a comparatively small
moment develops in the two rear columns. At ground failure (ii), the moment distribution is of almost the same order
in all columns except the rearmost column. The maximum
moment is measured at a depth of -14 cm irrespective of the
position of columns. It is of interest to note that the negative moment takes place at the shallow portion in the rearmost column. After ground failure (iii), the moment distribution is varied for each column: the moment in the middle
three columns is almost the same shape, in which the maximum moment can be seen at a depth of -14 cm, but a very
different distribution can be seen in the front- and rearmost
columns. In the rearmost column, a large negative moment
takes place at a shallow depth.
In the case of the improved ground with columns of 7
rows, a large moment distribution takes place in the three
front columns before ground failure (i), while almost no
moment takes place in the other columns. At ground failure
(ii), the moment distribution is quite typical: the moment in
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Figure 13. Relationship between maximum bending
moment and vertical displacement.
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Effect of improvement area ratio
Figure 14 shows the bending moment distribution for cases
3 and 5, in which there is the same width of improved area
but a different improvement area ratio. In the figure, the
moments in the frontmost, middle and rearmost columns
measured at ground failure are plotted.
In the front most column (1), the moment distribution
shows a large magnitude in the ground with a low ratio
(case 3) but an almost zero moment in the ground with a
high ratio (case 5). The moment distribution in the middle
column, (3), is almost the same distribution but the magnitude is larger in the low area ratio (case 3) than in the high
ratio (case 5), while the moment increases with depth to a
maximum at a depth of –14 cm. In the rearmost column (5),
a negative moment value can be seen in the shallow depth,
but a positive value can be seen in the deeper area.
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the three front columns increase with depth to the maximum value at a depth of -14 cm. However, the moment in
the rearmost column is a negative value at a shallow depth.
The moment of the other columns is in the middle. After
ground failure, (iii), the maximum moment value is measured in the rearmost column at a depth of –6 cm.
As the DM column used in this study is an acrylic
pipe, no failure takes place even being subjected to relatively large bending moment. However, the treated soil
column with relatively low strength can fail by shear or
bending before the improved ground fails by the collapse
failure. The internal stability of improved ground will be
discussed in near future.
Figure 13 shows the relationship between the maximum bending moment measured in the rearmost column
and the vertical displacement just to the rear of the column.
The vertical displacement of the ground remains within a
small magnitude before the ground failure, but rapidly increases after the failure. The maximum moment decreases
to negative almost linearly with increasing vertical displacement. This figure indicates that the column located at
the rear side of the improved area is subjected to clockwise
force due to the vertical displacement, and the moment
becomes a negative value.
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Figure 14. Bending moment distribution with depth ((i) in the column (1), the front most column, (ii) in the column
(3), the middle column, and (iii) in the column (5), the rearmost column).
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The magnitude of the moment is larger in the low area
ratio (case 3) than in the high ratio (case 5). These figures
show that the moment distribution is quite similar irrespective of the improvement area ratio except in the front most
column. However, the magnitude of the moment is small in
the high improvement ratio. This means that according to
the test results in this study, the improvement area ratio has
a negligible effect on the external stability but a significant
effect on the internal stability of the columns.
4 CONCLUSIONS
Failure patterns of the column type DMM improved ground
were investigated by a series of centrifuge model tests and
simple calculation, in which the model ground is subjected
to embankment loading. The major conclusions derived in
this study are as follows:
1) The embankment pressure at ground failure increases
gradually with increasing width of the improved area.
However, the failure pressure in the improved ground
with an improvement area ratio of 0.56 is almost the
same as that with an improvement area ratio of 0.28.
2) The DM column has the effect of changing the ground
failure mode from slip circle failure to collapse failure.
The collapse failure pattern rather than the sliding failure pattern is observed in the improved ground.
3) The current design method overestimates the external
stability obtained in the experiment, because a sliding
failure pattern is assumed. A simple calculation based
on the collapse failure pattern has relatively high applicability for evaluating the external stability of the group
column type improved ground.
4) The bending moment distribution is quite varied in
magnitude and shape for each column and loading step.
This indicates that the DM columns fail one by one and
at different points depending on the location and
strength of the column.
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Physical and numerical simulation of deep mixed foundation
Part 1: Bearing capacity of treated soil resting on a rigid layer
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ABSTRACT: A series of bearing capacity tests on block type improved ground was carried out by centrifuge model test and
numerical analysis to investigate the bearing capacity and the failure mechanism of treated soil by deep mixing. Comparing
the results of numerical simulation with the physical simulation, the analysis method used in this study was confirmed to be
able to simulate the loading behavior of the treated soil. Further study by means of the developed numerical tool would
provide a rigorous design procedure for the block type improvement.
1 INTRODUCTION
The wet method of deep mixing in Japan has been
frequently applied to coastal construction projects in soft
ground for increasing bearing capacity and stability of the
huge superstructure, such as revetment and breakwater. The
basic concept of the current design method for this type of
application was established in the mid-1970’s along with
the first application of deep mixing for the foundation
improvement of a revetment construction in Yokohama Port.
In these early days, the major concern for the construction
aspect was to improve the uniformity of soil-binder mixture
to realize the reliable treated soil mass in situ. The search
for the uniformity and reliability resulted in the excessive
high strength of the treated soil of the order exceeding 1
MPa in terms of unconfined compressive strength. Due to
the extraordinary difference in stiffness of treated soil mass
and the surrounding native soft soil, the treated soil mass
behaves like a structural member which functions to
transfer the external loads to the reliable deeper layer.
Most common revetment in Japan is composed of an
upright section (concrete caisson) and a rubble mound. The
revetment rests often on the improved ground. Therefore in
the design of the revetment various modes of failures
should be examined (CDIT ed., 2002). Taking the
characteristics of treated soil into account, the adopted
design procedure for block type improvement consists of
four stages. The first stage is a stability analysis of the
superstructure on the improved ground. The second stage is
an external stability analysis, in which sliding and
overturning of a treated soil block and the bearing capacity
of the foundation soil underlying a treated soil block are
evaluated. The third stage is an internal stability analysis of
the treated soil block, in which the induced stress within the
treated soil block due to the external forces are confirmed
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to be lower than the allowable strength of the treated soil.
The forth stage is an examination of the displacement of the
treated soil block. The allowable strength approach in the
third stage is due to the lack of information on the failure
mechanism of the treated soil block under various boundary
conditions. In determining the allowable strength of treated
soil, various unknowns of the in-situ treated soils are
compensated by large factor of safety. The current approach
of the internal stability is thus quite conservative.
The Electric Power Development Company (J-Power)
developed a new binder named FGC for the wet method of
deep mixing and paid research efforts to use the utmost
benefit of this new binder. FGC is a compound of coal fly
ash, gypsum and cement (Asano et al., 1996). Fly ash and
gypsum are both the byproduct of thermal power plant of
J-Power. FGC enables an uniform soil-binder mixture by
the equipment and execution procedure of the ordinary wet
method and also enables a lower strength in the order of
100 kPa. When a construction involves excavation of
improved ground, or when a construction involves pile or
sheet pile driving into the improved ground, the low
strength improvement is far superior to the ordinary high
strength improvement.
The FGC-DM method was first applied to excavation
as a temporary work, such as self-retaining treated soil wall
surrounding the excavation area or improvement at the
excavation bottom (Azuma et al., 1999 & 2002).
The application of low strength improvement to a
foundation of superstructure is now being investigated. As
the strength of the treated soil becomes lower, the current
allowable strength design approach becomes ineffective. It
is necessary to develop a rational design procedure that can
take account of the failure mechanism of treated soil mass.
Although many research works on DMM-improved
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2.2 Model preparation and apparatus
The model tests were carried out in the NNGI geotechnical
centrifuge. The radius of the centrifuge is 3 m measured to
the platform surface. The maximum acceleration and the
maximum capacity are 200 G and 100 G-ton, respectively.
The model tests were performed in the strong box with
inside dimensions of 600 mm deep, 200 mm wide and 750
mm long. One side of the strong box was made of glass to
allow the observation by video image. The vertical load was
applied by the motor jack with strain-control.
The model grounds were prepared by the following

Load cell
Footing

B = 50mm (5m)
Treated soil
350mm ( 35 m )

350mm ( 35 m )
750mm (75m)
Cement mortar: rigid layer

a) L = infinite
Model scale: 1/100
( ): Prototype scale

Loading device

CENTRIFUGE MODEL TESTS

2.1 Test conditions and definitions
The model ground was designed so that a failure of the
treated soil block (internal instability) would govern the
bearing capacity of the improved ground. The model setup
for centrifuge tests is schematically shown in Figure 1. All
the model tests were conducted under the acceleration of
100 g using a 1/100-scale model. The boundary conditions
of the ground were two cases as shown in Figure 1a) and b).
In both cases the treated soil block is resting on a rigid layer.
The distance between the footing and the periphery of
treated soil mass, L, was assumed infinite in the condition
shown in Figure 1a). Under the boundary condition shown
in Figure 1b), L was 1/2 of the footing width, B, and the
model ground was combined with the treated soil mass and
the clay layer.
Four model tests were conducted under the
combinations of two boundary conditions and two different
strengths of the treated soil, 200 kPa and 1000 kPa in terms
of unconfined compressive strength qu. The four test
conditions are summarized in Table 1. qu and tensile
strength σt of the treated soil were determined by
unconfined compression tests and Brazilian tests on the
treated soil specimens, which were made of the same
soil-binder mixture to prepare the model ground for each
case. qu of the clay was determined by unconfined
compression tests on the samples retrieved from the clay
layer.
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Laser disp.

Laser disp.

Hinge

Load cell

Horizontal bearing
Footing

200mm (20m)

2

Model scale: 1/100
( ): Prototype scale

Loading device

200mm (20m)

ground have been carried out so far, there are a few
researches on a failure mechanism of a treated soil block in
the improved ground. Terashi et al. (1984) showed, based
on centrifuge model tests, that many cracks developed in
the treated soil beneath the footing and that the occurrence
of cracks (or tensile failure) might be one of the governing
factors to characterize the loading behavior of the improved
ground. However, the failure mechanism of a treated soil
block is not made clear yet.
The purpose of the present study is to investigate the
failure mechanism and to develop the numerical tool, which
can simulate the loading behavior of the treated soil. A
series of vertical bearing capacity tests by centrifuge is
performed and elasto-plastic analyses by the FDM program
“FLAC”, which include a tensile failure mode, are
conducted to simulate the centrifuge model tests.

B = 50mm
(5m)

L = B/2

Treated soil

Clay layer
396mm (39.6m)

354mm (35.4m)
750mm (75m)

Cement mortar: rigid layer

b) L = B/2
Figure 1. Layout of centrifuge model
Table 1. Model test conditions
Test No.

L

Treated soil
qu (kPa)

σt (kPa)

Clay layer
qu (kPa)

Case1R

infinite

238

48

Case2R

infinite

1143

203

Case3R

B/2

216

50

32.3

Case4R

B/2

1009

219

21.7

procedure.
A rigid layer that made of cement mortar was placed at
the bottom of the strong box.
For “L = infinite” condition tests (Figure 1a)), the
treated soil mass was prepared in the strong box. The
treated soil was made by Tokyo Bay clay. The major index
parameters of this clay are shown in Table 2. Ordinary
Portland cement and fly ash were used as binder. Cement
factors for the strengths qu (200 and 1000 kPa) were
determined by mixing tests under the following common
condition; initial water content of the clay of 127 %,
cement/fly ash ratio of 3/5, water/binder (cement and fly
ash) ratio of 80 %, curing time of 7days. Cement factor was
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Soil particle gravity
ρs (g/cm3)

Liquid limit
wL (%)

Plastic limit
wP (%)

Tokyo Bay clay

2.689

106.4

41.0

Kyushu clay

2.654

49.3

33.3

8.5 % for the strength of 200 kPa, 19 % for 1000 kPa,
where the cement factor is defined as the ratio of the dry
weight of cement introduced to the dry weight of the soil.
The soil-binder mixture was poured on the rigid layer up to
200 mm thick and cured for 7 days.
For “L = B/2” condition tests (Figure 1b)), the clay
layer underlain by the rigid layer was prepared first in the
strong box. The material of the clay layer was Kyushu clay
with the major index parameters shown in Table 2. Kyushu
clay slurry with water content of 75 % was gently poured
on the rigid layer in the strong box. The slurry was
preconsolidated by increasing the consolidation pressure
step by step. The final consolidation pressure was 50 kPa to
obtain qu of 30 kPa. After completion of the consolidation,
a part of the clay layer 200 mm thick and 354 mm wide was
trimmed off to make the space for the treated soil mass.
Then the treated soil was prepared by the same process as
“L = infinite” condition.
A 50 mm wide aluminum block was used as a footing.
The footing was rigidly connected to a loading shaft of the
loading device under “L = infinite” condition. In the case of
“L = B/2” condition, because the footing was expected to
incline toward the clay layer, a loading shaft with a hinge
and a bearing was used to enable the free rotation and free
horizontal movement of the footing. The self-weight of the
footing was supported by the loading shaft. The initial
position of the footing base was about 10 mm above the top
surface of the treated soil mass.
A load cell and laser displacement transducers were
placed as shown in Figure 1a) and b). Three laser
displacement transducers were used in “L = B/2” condition
to obtain the footing settlement, rotation and horizontal
displacement.
2.3 Test procedure
The model ground was brought up to 100 G acceleration
field. Vertical load was applied with a constant speed of
about 5 mm/min so that the model tests were conducted
under the undrained condition. Video image was taken to
observe the development of the cracks in the treated soil
mass. After the completion of the model test, the cracks and
deformation of the model ground was observed directly.
3

NUMERICAL MODEL AND CALICULATION
PROCEDURE
The large-strain elasto-plastic analysis with FDM (Finite
Difference Method) proposed by Cundall and Board (1988)
was used for simulating the tests on the improved ground.
The large-strain analysis was conducted by the Updated
Lagrangian method. The total stress analysis was used for
the calculation because the model tests were conducted
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under undrained condition to observe the short-term
stability.
In a numerical simulation, it is necessary to choose the
constitutive model that approximates a stress - strain
relation of the treated soil well.
In the present centrifuge model tests, qu of the treated
soils was 200 and 1000 kPa, and the effective confining
stress acting on the treated soil was expected to be less than
100 kPa. A series of isotropically consolidated undrained
triaxial compression tests (CU tests) as shown in Table 3
was carried out to investigate the stress - strain
characteristics of the treated soil. There were twenty test
conditions by the combinations of the strength of the treated
soil in terms of qu and the effective confining pressure σc’
for CU tests. The axial strain rate was 0.1 %/min. The
following characteristics were obtained from the series of
CU tests.
– The maximum principal stress difference (σ1 - σ3)max
was almost equal to qu when σc’ was lower than 0.75qu.
– The ratio of the residual strength to (σ1 - σ3)max was
about 0.85 in all the test cases.
– The axial strain at failure decreased with an increase in
qu of the treated soil.
The constitutive models for the treated soil were
developed from the CU test results for qu = 200 kPa (σc’ =
100 kPa) and qu = 1000 kPa (σc’ = 200 kPa) as shown in
Figure 2. In the figure, the principal stress difference is
normalized by its maximum value. By comparing the
curves, the following characteristics were found.
– For the treated soil with qu of 200kPa, the initial
portion of the curve was non-linear and the slope was
smaller in comparison with those obtained for the
treated soil with 1000 kPa. After the initial portion, the
principal stress difference did not show the clear peak
but kept almost constant up to the axial strain of 3 %.
– For the treated soil with qu of 1000kPa, the slope of the
initial portion was steeper than those for 200 kPa. Just
after the peak, the principal stress difference suddenly
Table 3. Test condition for CU tests
qu (kPa)
σc’ (kPa)

200

400

600

100, 200, 400, 800

800

1000

200, 600, 800, 1000

1.2
(σ 1 - σ 3 )/( σ 1 - σ 3 ) max

Table 2. Index properties of clay materials

1.0
0.8
0.6
q u = 1000 kPa
(σ c ' = 200 kPa)

0.4

q u = 200 kPa
(σ c ' = 100 kPa)

0.2
0.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

axial strain (%)

Figure 2. Stress - strain curves of treated soils for
triaxial compression tests
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1.0
0.8

0.85
q u = 200 kPa

0.6
0.4

q u = 1000 kPa

0.2
0.0

axial strain

Figure 3. Stress - strain curves used in numerical
analysis
decreased to about 85% of the maximum value and
reached a constant residual value.
The stress - strain curves of the constitutive model are
schematically shown in Figure 3. The treated soil with qu of
200kPa was regarded as an elastic-perfectly plastic material
with the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. The treated soil
with qu of 1000kPa was also modelled as elastic-perfectly
plastic but was modified so that strain softening could be
simulated. Thus, when the stress condition reached the yield
point, the shear strength was reduced to 85% and then the
soil was regarded as a perfectly plastic material.
The undrained shear strength of treated soil was
determined as qu/2 because (σ1 - σ3)max = qu in the range of
σc’ expected in the model tests. The actual value of qu used
in the simulation of each test case is shown in Table 1. The
Young's modulus of the treated soils was determined by the
back analysis so that the slope of the load - settlement curve
in the initial loading process obtained by calculation agreed
with that obtained by the model test.
The clay layer was also modelled as an
elastic-perfectly plastic material with the Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion. The undrained shear strength of the clay
was taken as qu/2, see Table 1. Both the friction angle and
the dilation angle were 0. The Young's modulus E was
given by E50 obtained from unconfined compression tests.
Tensile failure was taken into account for both the
Width of footing = 5 m

treated soil and the clay. When the induced tensile stress
exceeded the tensile strength σt of the material, a zone in
the finite difference grid was thought to have failed in
tension. The tensile strength of the zone was then reduced
to zero, and the tensile stress of the grid was redistributed to
the other zones. Even after the tensile failure, the failed
zones could transfer the principal stress in compression.
The values of σt of the treated soil are shown in Table 1.
The clay had σt of zero, assuming the clay as a no tension
material.
Figure 4 a) and b) show the two finite difference grids
used in the calculation. The grid shown in Figure 4 a) was
applied to case1R and case2R under “L = infinite”
condition. This was a half-symmetry model. The grid
shown in Figure 4 b) was applied to case 3R and case 4R
under “L = B/2” condition. This was a full model, and the
footing was also modelled. The left and right boundaries of
the both finite difference grids are fixed in x-direction, and
the bottom is fixed in both x-direction and y-direction.
In the case of “L = infinite” condition, a downward
displacement was gradually applied to the grid points
corresponding to the footing until the ground failed. The
increment of the displacement was sufficiently small so that
the footing pressure might not be overestimated. The
footing pressure was calculated as the total of the reaction
forces divided by the footing area in the perpendicular
direction to the footing at the grid points.
In the case of “L = B/2” condition, because the footing
Displacement
Half width of footing = 2.5 m

Depth
20m

40@0.25m

1.0

Treated soil

20@0.5m

(σ 1 - σ 3 )/( σ 1 - σ 3 ) max

1.2

50@0.5m = 25m

50@0.25m = 12.5m

a) L = infinite

Load
39.6m

35.4m

20@0.5m =10m

Depth
20m

Treated soil

Clay layer
10@1.0m =10m

17@1.02m
=17.4m

62@0.5m
=31.0m

27@0.98m
=26.6m

b) L = B/2
Figure 4. Finite difference grids
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4.1 Load - settlement relationship
The load - settlement relations of the four model tests are
shown in Figure 5. Vertical axis shows the normalized load
intensity q/(qu/2), which is the load, normalized by the area
of the footing and the undrained shear strength qu/2 of the
treated soil. Settlement of the footing S is normalized by the
footing width B. When the loading started, the load rapidly
increased with the increase of settlement and the initial
portion of the load - settlement curves were almost linear in
all the test cases. In this initial loading stage, the treated soil
showed an elastic behavior. After the initial loading stage,
the rate of the load increment to the increase of settlement
became gradually smaller, and it was considered that the
yield of the treated soil mass occurred in this stage. In this
paper, the yield point of the treated soil was defined as the
end of the initial linear stage of the load - settlement curve
as shown later in Figure 7. After the yield of treated soil
mass, the load - settlement curve of the Case4R exhibited a
clear peak and the treated soil mass indicated a brittle
failure. On the contrary, the load intensity increased with
the increase of the settlement in the other test cases and the
treated soil mass showed a ductile characteristic. Although
it is well known that the cement treated soil possesses
brittle characteristics, it is suggested that the loading
behavior of the block type treated soil mass is not always
brittle. The load settlement after the yield may depend on
various conditions such as geometry of the treated soil
block, the strength ratio between treated and untreated soils,
and loading conditions.
Comparing the model tests of the same geometry but
with different strengths, the normalized load intensity of the
treated soil mass with high strength (Case2R and Case4R)
were smaller than those with low strength (Case1R and
Case3R). Comparing the model tests of the same strength
condition but with different geometry, the normalized load
intensity of “L = B/2” cases (Case3R and Case4R) were
smaller than those of corresponding “L = infinite” cases
(Case1R and Case2R).
Figure 6a) and b) compares the load - settlement
relationship of the model tests and the numerical analyses
under the “L = infinite” (Case1R and Case2R) and the “L =
B/2” (Case3R and Case4R) conditions, respectively.
Although not shown in this paper, by the preliminary
calculations, it was confirmed that the Young’s modulus of
the treated soil had little influence on the magnitude of the
yield load. Furthermore, the displacement of the footing in
the model tests up to the yield load that correspond to the
end of the initial linear portion of the curve was less than 1
mm in model scale. It was difficult to compare the initial
slope angle between the model test and the numerical
simulation taking the accuracy of the model ground
preparation into account. Thus, as mentioned earlier, the
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Normalized load intensity, q /(q u /2)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

12
Case1R

10

Case2R

8
6

Case3R

4
Case4R

2
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Settlement / Footing w idth, S /B

Figure 5. Load - settlement curves by model tests
Normalized load intensity, q /(q u /2)

4

Young's modulus of the treated soils was determined by the
back analysis
Regarding the magnitude of the yield load, the results
of the numerical analyses coincide well with the model tests
for all the test cases. For Case 1R and Case2R, the good
coincidence was confirmed for the load - settlement curves
even after the yield. The FDM analysis used in this study

7
6
5
4
Model test
Case1R
Case2R
FDM analysis
Case1R
Case2R

3
2
1
0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

Settlement / Footing w idth, S /B

a) “L = infinite” condition
Normalized load intensity, q /(q u /2)

was allowed free rotation and free horizontal movement, a
downward force was applied at the center of the footing.
The force increment was also given sufficiently small.

Model test
Case3R
Case4R
FDM analysis
Case3R
Case4R

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

Settlement / Footing w idth, S /B

b) “L = B/2” condition
Figure 6. Comparison of model tests and numerical
simulations
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could simulate the ductile behavior of the treated soil mass.
In cases of “L = B/2” condition, the results of the FDM
analysis were almost the same as the model tests up to the
yield point of the load - settlement curves. Although the
FDM analysis slightly underestimated the load intensity of
the model test after yield in Case3R, it could simulate the
overall behavior of the physical model sufficiently. In
case4R, the FDM analysis provided a good coincidence
with the model test result up to the yield load, but could not
simulate the peak load and the overall brittle behavior.
Instead, the numerical simulation provided an
elastic-perfectly plastic behavior. This may be a limitation
of the present constitutive model adopted.
Table 4 summarizes the normalized load intensity,
qy/(qu/2) and the normalized settlement, Sy/B at the yield
load obtained both by physical and numerical modellings.
As mentioned before, the yield is defined as the end of the
initial linear stage of the load - settlement curve.
Hereinafter, qy/(qu/2) is termed “yield bearing capacity
factor”. Both of qy/(qu/2) and Sy/B by the numerical
simulations were in good agreement with the model tests in
all the cases. The FDM analysis used in this study can
simulate not only the load - settlement behavior but also the
yield bearing capacity. The values of qy/(qu/2) ranged from
2.1 to 2.7 in the centrifuge model tests, from 2.5 to 3.0 in
the numerical simulations. It indicates that the bearing
capacity before the yield is not very much influenced by the
geometric condition of the treated soil mass but is governed
by the strength of the treated soil.
In order to further investigate the load - settlement
behavior obtained by the physical modelling, both the load
intensity and the settlement were normalized by the
Table 4 Bearing capacity and settlement at yield
Test No.

qy/(qu/2) | Sy/B
Numerical simulation

Case1R

2.7 | 0.010

3.0 | 0.012

Case2R

2.4 | 0.015

2.7 | 0.018

Case3R

2.5 | 0.015

2.7 | 0.018

Case4R

2.1 | 0.022

2.5 | 0.028

Load intensity normalized by q y

Centrifuge model test

3

case1R
case3R

2.5

case2R
case4R

No influence Influence of ground conditions

2
1.5
1
0.5

Yield point

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Settlement normalized by S y

Figure 7. Load - settlement curves normalized by the
yield values
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corresponding value at the yield load. The normalized load
- settlement curves, q/qy - S/Sy relationships, of four model
tests are shown in Figure 7. In this figure, the point at q/qy
of 1 and S/Sy of 1 is the yield point of the curves which
indicates the yield of the treated soil mass. The normalized
load - settlement curves of four model tests nearly
coincided within the range of q/qy from 0 to about 1.5
irrespective of the conditions of the treated soil mass. At the
stage with q/qy exceeding 1.5, although Case1R and
Case2R indicated the same ductile behavior, Case3R
showed moderate increase of q/qy as compared with
Case1R and 2R, and Case4R showed a brittle behavior. The
geometric and strength conditions of the treated soil mass is
beginning to influence the load - settlement behavior when
the load intensity exceeds 1.5 times the yield bearing
capacity.
4.2 Deformation and failure pattern
The deformation patterns and cracks of the ground
observed after the test are shown in Figure 8. In all cases, it
was confirmed that a sort of wedge formed beneath the
footing and the wedge penetrated into the treated soil mass.
Many radial cracks from the footing and outwards were
observed beneath and around the footing in Case1R and
Case2R of “L = infinite” cases.
On the other hand, in Case3R and Case4R of “L =
B/2” cases, vertical cracks and linear slip surface were
observed under the footing. The development of cracks
during the loading is mentioned in the next paragraph. The
boundary surface between treated soil and clay layer was
displaced towards the clay layer. Judging from this
deformation pattern and the normalized load - settlement
relations of Figure 7, it is considered that a part of the
bearing capacity after the yield or failure of the treated soil
mass is sustained by the clay layer. The deformation
patterns of Case3R and Case4R were similar but load settlement relations differ between these two cases, the
former indicates strain hardening and the latter indicates
strain softening. Because the absolute value of the load
intensity at residual stage in Case4R with high strength of
the treated soil was much higher than that in Case3R with
low strength, it is considered that the clay layer could not
resist the load and a brittle failure occurred in Case4R.
Therefore, the strength ratio between the treated and
untreated soils may be one of the factors that caused the
different behavior in the residual stage of Case3R and
Case4R.
The development of cracks in the treated soil mass
during the loading test was observed by means of recorded
video image. No single crack continues to extend with
loading. Rather, the cracks occurred one after another in the
treated soil mass. Checking the timing of occurrences of the
cracks with the characteristics of the load - settlement
curves, there found no particular relation such as the
occurrences of the cracks caused the change of the loading
behavior of the treated soil. Therefore, the loading behavior
and the bearing capacity of the treated soil mass are
considered to be governed by the formation of a wedge
beneath the footing and the shear plane as the extension of a
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wedge shown in Figure 8 rather than by the occurrences of
the cracks. Several researches have also pointed out that the
formation and penetration of the wedge beneath the footing
caused the progress of failure of the treated soil (Terashi et
al., 1984, Nishimura et al., 1995, Yokota et al., 2002).
The development of the shear and tensile failure region
for each case in the numerical simulation was investigated
in order to confirm the influence of the formation of a
wedge on the bearing capacity. Figure 9 shows the
distributions of the shear and tensile failure zone obtained
by the numerical simulations when a wedge was formed
beneath the footing. The wedges were formed at settlement
S/B of 0.012 for Case1R, 0.022 for Case2R, 0.018 for
Case3R and 0.028 for Case4R. These values of settlement
were in good agreement with the yield points defined as the
end of the initial linear stage of the load - settlement curves
by the numerical simulation. The development of the wedge
by the shear failure zone beneath the footing might have
caused the yield of the treated soil mass.
Although not shown in this paper, numerical
simulations were also conducted as analyses that did not
take the tensile failure into account. The result was that the
load - settlement curves had no marked difference whether
the tensile failure was taken into account or not. This result
also suggested that the tensile failure was not the governing
factor for the bearing capacity of the treated soil at least
under the present geometric and strength conditions used in
the present study.
For the group column type improvement, the bearing
capacity of the improved ground may, in a certain situation,
be governed by the bending failure (tensile failure) of the
treated soil columns (Kitazume et al., 2000). Similarly the
tensile failure may dominate the overall behavior of the
block type improvement if the block is slender or thin in
comparison with the width of the footing. On the contrary,
it may be possible that the bearing capacity is determined
regardless of the geometric and strength conditions of the
improved ground, if the conditions are similar to those of
the present study. Further investigation using the numerical
tool developed here, by changing geometric and strength
conditions, would enhance the understanding of the
behavior of the treated soil block and lead to the
development of a rigorous design procedure for the block
type improvement in general.

Footing

Treated soil

a) Case1R

Footing

Treated soil

b) Case2R

Footing

Clay layer

Treated soil

c) Case3R

Footing

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
A series of centrifuge model tests and elasto-plastic
analyses were conducted to investigate the bearing capacity
and failure mechanism of treated soil, and to establish a
numerical tool which can simulate the load - settlement
relationship for the treated soil. The major conclusions
obtained in this study are as follows.
1) The elasto-plastic analysis can simulate the centrifuge
model tests in terms of the “yield bearing capacity" and
load - settlement relationship. In the analysis method in this
study, an elasto-perfectly plastic constitutive model was
applied to the stress - strain curves of the treated soil with
qu of 200 kPa. On the contrary, for the treated soil with qu
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Treated soil

Clay layer

d) Case4R
Figure 8. Deformation of the ground after the tests
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of 1000 kPa, an elasto-perfectly plastic constitutive model
with strain softening was used.
2) The yield load of treated soil mass is considered to be
closely related with the generation of a wedge beneath the
footing. The loading behavior of the treated soil is
considered to be governed by the development of a
wedge-shaped yield region beneath the footing and shear
plane rather than by the occurrence of the cracks.
3) The magnitude of the yield bearing capacity factors
qy/(qu/2) are similar in the cases in this study. The geometric
and strength conditions of treated soil may have not
affected qy/(qu/2).

Footing

Shear failure

Treated soil

a) Case1R: S/B = 0.012

The proposed numerical approach could simulate the
physical model event at least under the present geometric
condition. Further investigation using the developed
numerical tool, by changing geometric and strength
conditions, would be promising for providing the rigorous
design procedure for the block type improvement in
general.
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Tensile failure
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Figure 9. Distribution of shear and tensile failure
regions by the numerical simulation
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ABSTRACT: Three-Dimensional effective stress finite element analyses were conducted to investigate the response of
lattice-shaped ground improvements by cement-treatment during a large earthquake. The improved ground was modelled
by an elasto-plastic model which can express a post-peak stress softening behaviour. From numerical analysis results, it was
confirmed that the improved ground can be effective against liquefaction of unimproved ground, even after it was partly
failed during the earthquake. Such an effect could be more rationally simulated by using the elasto-plastic model.

1 INTRODUCTION
Lattice-shaped ground improvement has been developed for
a remediation method against liquefaction. An application
example of this method is shown in Figure 1. The building
is located on a wharf in Kobe city. The cement-treated soil
walls were constructed in the lattice shape in reclaimed
sand deposits below the building. This building experienced
the 1995 Hyogoken Nanbu earthquake. During the
earthquake, lateral spreading due to liquefaction occurred in
the unimproved soil deposits that were located at the side of
the building, while liquefaction did not occur in the sand
deposits surrounded by the cement-treated soil wall
(Tokimatsu et al, 1996). These results demonstrated that the
lattice-shaped ground improvement is an effective method
against liquefaction. Thus this method has recently become
popular in Japan.

The lattice-shaped ground improvement prevents
liquefaction by restraining the shear deformation in the soil
during an earthquake. On the other hand, the inertia force of
the surrounded soil mass transmits to the improved ground
walls and the dynamic earth pressures of the surrounding
ground apply to the improved ground walls. These external
forces cause tensile and shear stresses in the improved
ground. Thus it is necessary for a design of a suitable
improved ground to evaluate its internal stability in which
the stresses are induced by the external forces. In particular,
during a large earthquake, the induced stresses may exceed
the strength of the improved ground. Therefore, it is
important to investigate whether the improved ground can
prevent liquefaction even after being damaged partly during
the earthquake.
In this paper, we present a simulation analysis which
was conducted to investigate the behavior of lattice-shaped
ground improvement during a large earthquake. An elastoplastic model which can express the post-peak strength
behavior of cement-treated soil was used in this analysis.
The simulation results provide an understanding of the
behavior of improved ground partly damaged during an
earthquake and its potential for preventing liquefaction.

2 CONSTITUTIVE MODEL FOR
Lattice-shaped
CEMENT-TREATED SOIL
ground improvement
Based on laboratory test results (Mihira et al, 2003)
(Namikawa et al, 2004) (Koseki et al, 2005), an elastoplastic model was developed for simulating the mechanical
behavior of cement-treated soil. This model can describe
the strain softening behavior after a peak stress state. It can
Figure 1 Example of application of lattice-shaped
be also deal with the tensile failure of the cement-treated
ground improvement
soil as well as its shear failure. The outline of the model is
summarized as follows. Here all stresses are effective
stresses and positive in compression.
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2.1 General formulation
It is first postulated that a total strain increment ε& ij is a sum
of elastic component ε& ije and plastic component ε& ijp .
Thus
(1)

The elastic strain increment is linearly related to effective
stress increment σ& ij as
−1
ε& ije = E ijkl
σ& kl

∂Q
∂σij

(3)

in which Λ is a loading function.
The plastic strain occurs only when the stresses
exceed some state at which a yield or a failure starts. Such a
state is defined by a yield/failure function F as
F=0

(4)

Employing a hardening/softening rule and a consistency
condition in Eq.(3) yields the following for the plastic strain
increment
∂F
σ& kl
∂Q
∂
σkl
p
ε& ij =
H
∂σij

∂F
E mnopε& op
∂Q
∂σmn
σ& ij = Eijklε& kl −
E
∂F
∂Q ijkl ∂σkl
H+
E qrst
∂σqr
∂σst

(6)

This equation requires the potential function Q, the
yield/failure function F and the plastic modulus H for
obtaining the stress-strain relationship. These functions and
modulus are explained as follows.
2.2 Form of failure surface and yield surface
Figure 2 shows Mohr circles at failure obtained from
triaxial tests of a cement-treated sand. These results suggest
two envelop lines of Mohr circles at failure. In the
compression region, the shear strength increases linearly
with the normal effective stress. On the other hand, the
tensile strength depends on the minor principal effective
stress. Therefore, in this model, two different failure
surfaces are defined in a stress domain to describe a tensile
failure and a shear failure. A yield surface is also assumed
inside the failure surfaces to describe a strain hardening
behavior before the failure.
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 c

J 2 − Γ (θ ) f + p  k f = 0
 tan φ

6 sin φ

(7)

3(3 − sin φ)

Γ (θ ) =

2ξ

(1 + ξ ) − (1 − ξ )sin 3θ

ξ=

3 − sin φ
π
π
− ≤θ≤
3 + sin φ
6
6

where J2 is a second invariant of the deviatoric stress, p is a
mean effective stress, θ is Lode angle, φ is a friction angle
and cf is a internal variable denoting a cohesion for the
shear failure. The projection shape of this surface on the Πplane is similar to that proposed by Gudehus (Gudehus
1977). The tensile failure function Ft is described as

(

)

Ft σij , Tf =

2 J2  
2 
sin  θ + π   − p − Tf = 0
3 
3  

(8)

where Tf is an internal variable denoting a tensile strength.
Here it is postulated that the tensile failure occurs when a
minimum principal stress reaches the tensile strength.
The yield surface is here used in a form similar to the
failure function for the shear. Then the yield function fs is
described as

(

)

f s σ ij , k y =

(5)

in which H is a plastic modulus. Finally, substituting
Eqs.(2) and (5) into Eq. (1) gives the following expression
for the inversion of the stress-strain relation:

)

kf =

(2)

in which Eijkl is a matrix of elastic constant.
Using the theory of plasticity, the plastic strain increment is
defined with a plastic potential Q as
ε& ijp = Λ

(

Fs σ ij , c f =

 cy

+ p  k y = 0
J 2 − Γ ( θ)
 tan φ


(9)

where ky is a internal variable and cy is a cohesion for the
yield.
In a space of two stress invariants, i.e., mean effective
stress p and equivalent deviator stress J 2 , these surfaces
are shown in Figure 3. On a loading process, the behavior
of the model consists of three states, elastic state, yield state
and failure state. Otherwise, when an unloading occurs, the
behavior is elastic at any stress state. A loading criterion
used here follows Hill (Hill 1958) and an isotropic
hardening/softening rule is used here. At the elastic state at
which the stress is inside the yield surface, the relationship
between stress and strain increments is linear.
Shear failure line
2000

Shear stress τ (kPa)

ε& ij = ε& ije + ε& ijp

For a general stress state the failure function for the
shear Fs is taken as

1000 Tensile
failure line
0
-1000

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

Normal effective stress σN (kPa)
Figure 2 Mohr circles at failure obtained from triaxial
tests (Mihira et al. 2003)
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Equivalent stress √ J2

Shear failure
surface Fs

Tensile failure
surface Ft

(

Yield surface fs

Elastic region
Mean effective stress p

Figure 3 Failure and yield surface of proposed model
2.3 Hardening/softening rules and plastic modulus
(1) Yield state
At yield state, the stress lies on the yield surface fs
expanding with the loading. Then Eq.(4) becomes

(

)

F = f s σij , k y = 0

(10)

Here the internal variable ky in Eq.(10) is assumed to be a
following function of an equivalent plastic strain e p.

dk y
de

p

=

(

kf kf − ky

(

)2

e r k y 2k f − k y

)

ep =

1 p p
e e
2 ij ij

(11)

Here eijp is a deviator plastic strain tensor, er is a material
parameter.
The consistency condition is expressed as
∂f
∂f
∂f
∂f ∂ k y & p
e =0
df s = s σ& ij + s k& y = s σ& ij + s
∂σ ij
∂k y
∂σ ij
∂k y ∂ e p

(12)

Here it is assumed that plastic volumetric strain does not
occur. Then the derivative of plastic potential function is
given by

Λ = 2 e& p

(14)

Substituting Eqs.(3), (11), (12) and (14) into Eq.(5) gives
the following expression for the plastic modulus H on the
yield state

(

(

)2

2e r k y 2k f − k y

)

 cy

Γ(θ)
+ p 
 tan φ


(15)

(2) Shear failure state
After the stress reaches the shear failure surface Fs, the
shear failure surface Fs on which the stress lies is assumed
to shrink with the deformation. Then Eq.(4) becomes
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On this state, the stress-strain relationship shows a strain
softening behavior. This strain softening behavior is
defined by the decrease of the internal variable cf. The
internal variable cf is assumed to be a liner function of the
equivalent plastic strain developing during the strain
softening process.
dc f
= Bs c f ≥ R s cf 0
(17)
de p
dc f
=0
cf = R scf 0
de p
Bs is the inclination of the relationship between the internal
variable cf and the equivalent plastic strain e p, cf0 is an initial
cohesion for the shear failure, Rs is a ratio of a residual
cohesion to cf0.
The consistency condition is expressed as
df s =

∂Fs
∂F
∂Fs
∂F ∂c f & p
σ& ij + s c& f =
σ& ij + s
e =0
∂σ ij
∂c f
∂σ ij
∂c f ∂ e p

(18)

Similarly to the yield state, it is assumed that plastic
volumetric strain does not occur during the shear failure
process. Thus the derivative of plastic potential function is
given by Eq.(13). Then substituting Eqs.(3),(14), (17) and
(18) into Eq(5) gives the following expression for the
plastic modulus H on the shear failure state

H=

Γ(θ)k f Bs
2 tan φ

c f ≥ R s cf 0

H=0

(19)

cf = R scf 0

(3) Tensile failure state
After the stress reaches the tensile failure surface Ft, Eq.(4)
becomes

(

(13)

Substituting Eq.(13) into Eq.(3) yields the following
expression for the loading function

kf kf − k y

(16)

)

F = Ft σij , Tf = 0

∂Q ∂ J 2
=
∂σ ij
∂σ ij

H=

)

F = Fs σij , cf = 0

(20)

The strain softening behavior after the tensile failure is
determined by the internal variable Tf. After the stress
reaches the tensile strength, the internal variable Tf which
initially corresponds to the tensile strength Tf0 decreases
monotonically. The internal variable Tf is here assumed to
be a liner function of a minor principal plastic strain ε3p
developing during the strain softening process.

dTf
dε 3p
dTf
dε 3p

= Bt

Tf ≥ R s Tf 0

=0

Tf = R s Tf 0

(21)

Bt is the inclination of the relationship between the internal
variable and the minor principal plastic strain.
The consistency condition is expressed as
dFt =

∂Ft
∂ Ft &
∂Ft
∂ Ft ∂Tf p
σ& ij +
Tf =
σ& ij +
ε& = 0 (22)
∂σ ij
∂ Tf
∂ σ ij
∂ Tf ∂ε 3p 3
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During the tensile failure process, the plastic tensile strain
is considered to occur in the same direction of the minor
principal stress. Thus the increment vector of the plastic
strain is assumed to be normal to the tensile failure surface
Ft. Namely an associated plastic flow rule is used for the
tensile failure.

Q = Ft

(23)

Substituting the derivative of Eq. (8) into Eq. (3) yields the
following expression for the loading function
Λ = ε& 3p

(24)

Then substituting Eqs.(3), (21), (22) and (24) into Eq.(5)
gives the following expression for the plastic modulus H on
the tensile failure state
H = Bt

Tf ≥ R sTf 0

H=0

Tf = R sTf 0

(25)

3

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF
LATTICE-SHAPED IMPROVED GROUND
In order to survey the behavior of the lattice-shaped
improved ground during a large earthquake, threedimensional FE analyses were performed using the
dynamic effective stress analysis code (Shiomi et al.,
1993)7). Two phase formulation (u-U formulation) was used
to compute the generation and mitigation of excess pore
water pressures in the unimproved ground. Calculated cases
are listed in Table 1. Two models, the elastic model and the
elasto-plastic model, were used for the behavior of the
ground improved by cement. In addition, the free field
response without ground improvement was computed to
compare with the above results from three dimensional
analyses with the improved ground. Based on these

numerical results, we discuss the stress distributions, the
failure regions and the liquefaction remediation potential of
the improved ground.
3.1 Mesh
The improved ground consisting of two grids in a line was
simulated here as shown in Figure 4. The finite element
mesh is shown in Figure 5. The half of one section was
modeled in the analysis. The depth to groundwater is 2 m
and there is a liquefiable sand layer at the depths between
2 m and 8 m. The improved ground grid was embedded to
the clay layer below the liquefiable sand layer by 1 m. The
span of each grid is 8 m and the improved ground wall is
0.8 m thick.
Boundary conditions for the three dimensional
analyses are shown in Figure 6. The side boundary is
modeled by a cyclic boundary and the bottom boundary is
modeled by a viscous boundary. The pore fluid behavior
was not considered in the layers except for the liquefiable
sand layer. Thus the undrained boundary is assumed below
the liquefiable sand layer.
The response of the free field was simulated using the
mesh as shown in Figure 7. Two dimensional plane strain
elements were used here and the side boundary was

4m

76m
Liquefied
sand layer
13m

Detail of mesh of
improved ground

Excitation
8m

7m

Table 1 Calculated cases

Case
CASE 1
3D
CASE 2
Free field

Model for improved ground
Elastic model
Elasto-plastic model
-

0.8m

Figure 5 Three-dimensional finite element mesh

Tied
∇ GL-2m

Selected region for
numerical analysis

Viscous boundary Undrained boundary
Liquefiable sand
deposit
Lattice-shaped
improved ground

Figure 4 Geometry of analysed ground with two grids
improved ground in a line
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Symmetry plane

Symmetry plane

Figure 6 Boundary conditions for three-dimensional
analyses
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column.Initial stresses were estimated from the densities in
Table 2 and a coefficient of earth pressure at rest K0=0.5.

Tied

(2) Improved ground
The properties of ground improved by cement are listed in
Table 3. In CASE 1, the behavior of the improved ground

∇ GL-2m

No.
1

Undrained
boundary
Viscous boundary
Excitation
Figure 7 Finite element mesh for free field response
analysis

modeled by a cyclic boundary to represent the infinite
lateral extent.

2
3
4
5
6

Phase
-2m

(26)

with G0 = 40900 kPa and p0 = 49 kPa.
The surface layer and the clay layer were described using
an elastic perfectly-plastic model based on the MohrCoulomb criterion. The gravel layer was assumed to be
linear.
Since these models do not express damping
mechanism for the elastic region of stress path, Rayleigh
damping was used for solid phase. The Rayleigh damping
parameters were chosen to satisfy the condition that the
damping corresponds to the assumed damping factor h in
Table 2 at the lowest dominant frequency of the soil
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Model
Mohr-Coulomb

Densification

-8m
Clay

7

One

Mohr-Coulomb

-11m
8

-13m

Gravel One

Elasticity
Viscous dumper
Vs=400m/sec

Base

(1) Soil
Soil profiles and models used in the analysis are shown in
Figure 8. The saturated sand layer consists of two phase
elements and other layers consist of one phase elements.
These soil properties are listed in Table 2. The behavior of
the saturated sand layer was described by the densification
model based on the Mohr-Coulomb’s yield criterion
(Shiomi et al, 1993). In this model, excess pore pressure is
estimated by an endochronic dilatancy model which is
based the empirical relationship between the accumulated
strain and the built–up excess pore pressure. A, B and γ in
Table 2 are the parameters of the densification model.
These parameters were determined based on the prescribed
liquefaction resistance (τdl/σ0)20 denoting the cyclic stress
ratio required to cause liquefaction in 20 cycles. Moreover,
the dependence of the shear modulus upon the effective
mean stress is accounted for by referring the modulus to a
reference mean stress p0, as
0.5

One

Saturated
Two
sand

3.2 Material properties

 p 
G = G 0  
 p0 

Dry
sand

Vs=400m/sec

Figure 8 Soil profiles and models used in analysis
Table 2 Material parameters for soil

(a) Parameters
numbers)
ρ
No.
(t/m3)
1
1.80
2
3
1.95
4
5
6
7
1.60
8
2.00

for soil material (refer to Figure 8 for layer
ν

G
(kPa)
9000

0.33

c
(kPa)
0.01

Eq.(26)

0.33

0.0

26000
48400

0.33
0.33

49.0
-

φ
(deg)
36
30
30
33
35
40
20
-

h
0.05

0.02

0.10
0.05

ρ : Density, G : Shear modulus, ν : Poisson’s ratio
c : Cohesion, φ : Friction angle, h : Damping factor
(b) Parameters for saturated sand layers (used in
densification model)
k (m/s)
No. (τdl/σ0)20
A
B
γ
2
0.18
0.035
3
0.20
0.030
10
0.01
1.0E-5
4
0.23
0.025
5
0.27
0.020
6
0.33
0.015
(τdl/σ0)20: Liquefaction resistance, , k : Permeability,
γ, A and B : Parameters for densification model
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ρ

CASE
1
2

1
2

h

cf0

cy

0.01

650

750

(MPa)

1.95

CASE

ν

G

(t/m3)

1500

0.167

Acceleration
(cm/sec)

Table 3 Material parameters for improved ground

6.0sec

400
200
0
-200
-400
0

φ

Tf0

(deg)

(kPa)

30

450

er
3E-4

Bs

Bt

(MPa)

(MPa)

-200

-3000

Rs

5 5.6sec 10
Time (sec)

15

20

Figure 10 Input motion; Kobe JMA N-S component
(1995) with maximum acceleration scaled to 300
2
cm/sec

0.05

Elastic behavior
Elasto-plastic behavior Unloading

1000

Axial stress (kPa

800

(1) Distribution of excess pore pressures
The distribution of excess pore pressures in the liquefiable
sand layer at t=20 sec is shown in Figure 11. The excess
pore pressures in the unimproved sand deposits surrounded
by the improved ground are significantly lower than those
in the unimproved sand deposits that are located outside of
the improved ground. This shows the potential of the
lattice-shaped ground improvement for the remedy against
liquefaction.

400
200
0

Residual
stress state

- 200
- 400
- 600
- 0.04

Strain
softening

Strain
hardening

Failure
- 0.02
0
0.02
Axial strain (%)

0.04

Figure 9 Unconfined stress-strain relationship of
elasto-plastic model for improved ground

was assumed to be elastic. In CASE 2, the improved ground
was modeled by the elasto-plastic model explained
previously. These parameters were determined by assuming
that the unconfined compression strength and the tensile
strength of the improved ground were 2250 kPa and 450
kPa respectively. The stress-strain relationship estimated
with these parameters is shown in Figure 9. This stressstrain relationship shows the behavior subjected to a cyclic
loading under an unconfined condition. As shown in Figure
9, the tensile softening parameter Bt was selected for
representing a sudden stress drop after the tensile failure.
3.3 Input motion
The N-S component of the recorded earthquake at Kobe
JMA 1995 with the maximum acceleration scaled to 300
cm/sec2 was used as base input acceleration (Figure 10).
The input motion was laterally applied in the x direction.
The duration of the input motion was 20 sec.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 CASE 1: Elastic modelling for improved
ground

Strain
hardening

600

4

(2) Distribution of stresses in improved ground
Figure 12 shows the distribution of shear stress τxy in the
improved ground at t=5.6 sec when the input acceleration
becomes nearly the maximum value (Figure 10). The large
shear stress occurred at the center of the improved ground
wall parallel to the excitation. However, the shear stress did
not reach the assumed cohesion of the improved ground
(650 kPa), indicating no shear failure of the improved
ground.
Figure 13 shows the distribution of minor principal
stress in the improved ground at t=5.6 sec. It is seen that the
stress exceeded the assumed tensile strength (450 kPa) at
the corner of the improved ground. This large tensile stress
is caused by the bending moments due to the external
forces. During the earthquake, since the improved ground
restricts the deformation of the liquefiable sand deposit, the
external forces, i.e., the inertia force of the soil deposit and
the dynamic earth pressure, are applied to the improved
ground wall normal to the excitation. Figure 13 600
indicates

0
kPa
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Figure 11 Distribution of excess pore pressure at 20
sec in CASE1

zones extended further and passed through the improved
ground wall at the corner of the grid. These results suggest
that, although the failure of the improved ground starts at

650
600

-50

kPa

Point B

0

kPa

Element A
Displacement is enlarged 100 times
Figure 12 Distribution of shear stress τxy in improved
ground at 5.6 sec in CASE1
0 or more

Figure 14 Distribution of excess pore pressure at 20
sec in CASE2

the corner of the grid, the improved ground grid does not
collapse suddenly, but fails gradually during the earthquake.

4.3 Comparison of numerical results
(1) Time histories of stress in improved ground
-1000 kPa The time histories of the stress σ at point C (refer to Figure
z
or less
16 for its location) are shown in Figure 17. In CASE 1, the
stress considerably exceeded the tensile strength during the
earthquake because the improved ground was modeled as
the elastic material. Conversely, in CASE 2, the stress
became almost equal to 0 after the stress reached the tensile
Displacement is enlarged 100 times
strength. This shows that the proposed elasto-plastic model
could properly represent the tensile failure behavior of the
improved ground in the three-dimensional dynamic finite
Figure 13 Distribution of minor principal stress in
element analysis.
improved ground at 5.6 sec in CASE1

that the improved ground partly failed during the
earthquake. Because effects such failure of the improved
ground are not considered in the elastic model, this case is
considered to be inappropriate and less conservative for its
use in practice.
4.2 CASE 2: Ealsto-plastic modelling for
improved ground
(1) Distribution of excess pore pressures
The distribution of excess pore pressures in the liquefiable
sand layer at t=20 sec is shown in Figure 14. Similarly to
the case with CASE 1, the excess pore pressure in the sand
deposit within the improved ground grids was clearly
reduced by the existence of the improved ground.
(2) Tensile failure zones in improved ground
The tensile failure zones in the improved ground during the
earthquake are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. At t=6
sec, the failure occurred at the bottom and the upper corner
of the improved ground grid. Moreover, the horizontal
failure zone existed in the improved wall normal to the
excitation. However, at this time, the failure zones did not
pass through the improved ground wall. Thereafter, at t=10
sec when the strong shaking almost finished, the failure
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(2) Time histories of excess pore pressure
Figure 18 shows the excess pore pressure time histories in
the unimproved sand deposit surrounded by the improved
ground in both cases at element A (Figure 14). The time
history of the excess pore pressure in the free field at the
same depth is also shown for comparison. The excess pore
pressure in CASE 2 was almost identical to that in CASE 1
during the early stage of earthquake shaking up to t=5 sec.
Thereafter, the excess pore pressure in CASE 2 became
larger than that in CAES 1 because the improved ground
was damaged gradually as shown in Figure 15.Nevertheless,
the excess pore pressure in CASE 2 did not reach the initial
effective overburden pressure during the earthquake.
Conversely, the excess pore pressure in the free field
increased rapidly and exceeded the initial effective
overburden pressure, indicating the occurrence of
liquefaction. These results suggest that there is a possibility
that the partially-damaged improved ground can still
prevent the unimproved sand deposits from liquefaction.
(3) Profiles of maximum excess pore pressure
ratios
The profiles of the maximum excess pore pressure ratios
(calculated by dividing the maximum excess pore pressure
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σz (kPa)

by the initial vertical effective stress) at point B (Figure 14)
are shown in Figure 19. The excess pore pressure ratio at
the free field reached 1.0 at the depth of 4 m. Conversely, in
the sand deposit surrounded by the improved ground, the
excess pore pressure ratio was less than 1.0 at every depth.

1000
500
0
-500
-1000
-1500

CASE1

Tensile
strength

σz (kPa)

0
1000
500
0
-500
-1000
-1500

5

10
Time (sec)

15

20

CASE2

Tensile
strength
0

5

10
Time (sec)

15

20

Figure 17 σz in improved ground (at point C in Figure
16)
σv0:Initial vertical effective stress
σvo
Free field

E.P.P. (kPa)

60

CASE2
CASE1

40
20
0
0

Figure 15 Failure zones in improved ground at 6.0
sec in CASE2

Point C

Figure 16 Failure zones in improved ground at 20 sec
in CASE2
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5

10
Time (sec)

15

20

Figure 18 Excess pore pressures (E.P.P.) in sand
deposit within improved ground grid (at element A in
Figure 14) and free field at the same depth

Although the failure occurred at the top and the bottom
parts of the improved ground, the difference in the excess
pore pressure ratios between CASE 1 and CASE 2 does not
vary considerably with the depth. This suggests that the
location of failure dose not have a great influence on the
profile of the excess pore pressure.
(4) Profiles of maximum displacements of soil
deposits
The ground displacement is important for design of piles
supporting a structure. The profiles of the maximum ground
displacements at the center of the improved ground grid at
point B (Figure 14) are shown in Figure 20. That of the free
field is also shown in this figure. At the free field, the large
displacement was induced at the layer in which liquefaction
occurred during the earthquake. In the ground surrounded
by the improved ground, on the other hand, any marked
change is not seen in the displacement profiles. Moreover,
there was not a considerable difference in the maximum
displacements between CASE 1 and CASE 2. These
suggest that if the improved ground prevents liquefaction,
its partial failure does not have a great influence on the
ground displacement.
The depth at which the lager displacement occurred at
the free field corresponds to the depth at which the
improved ground wall normal to the excitation failed
horizontally as shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. The
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0

CASE1
CASE2
Free field

-1
-2
Depth (m)

-3
-4

pressure in the unimproved sand deposit. This implies that
such partial failure of the improved ground can be allowed
in the lattice-shaped ground improvement method for the
remedy of liquefaction. The numerical analysis method
with the presented elasto-plastic model provides an
adequate solution for the design of the lattice-shaped
ground improvement.
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Figure 19 Profiles of maximum excess pore pressure
ratios at point B (Figure 14) and at free field

0
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Figure 20 Maximum displacement profiles at point B
( Figure 14) and at free field

Bending moment around z axis induced by the large
displacement of the surrounding unimproved ground is
considered to cause the damage of the improved ground
wall.
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5 CONCLUSION
Three-dimensional finite element analysis was performed to
investigate the behaviour of lattice-shaped ground
improvements during a large earthquake. In this study, the
elasto-plastic formulation which can express the post-peak
strain softening response and tensile failure was used to
model the behaviour of cement-treated soil. The simulation
results show that, although the tensile failure occurs
progressively at the corner of the improved ground grid, the
improved ground can reduce the build up of the excess pore
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ABSTRACT: When an embankment is built on soft ground, 2-3 rows of wall-type DJM (dry jet mixing) columns are often used as
countermeasure to minimize settlement of surrounding ground. To examine appropriate design methods, results of centrifuge model
tests performed to investigate the displacement-reducing mechanism of DJM are discussed. To supplement this, case studies where
in-situ monitoring was performed are also presented.

1 INTRODUCTION
When a low embankment (height less than 4 m) is built on top
of soft ground, settlement due to embankment loading often
occurs. To minimize settlement of the surrounding ground, Dry
Jet Mixing (DJM) method, in which two or three rows of
wall-type columns are installed at the toe of embankment either
in contacting or overlapping manner, is often employed.
However, since the design method for DJM wall is not
well-established yet, the engineer has to design each DJM wall
individually, according to site conditions.
This paper reports the results of centrifuge model tests and
examples of case studies where in-stu monitoring was
performed. The centrifuge tests were conducted to investigate
the settlement-reducing mechanism of DJM and to confirm the
validity of DJM wall design method.

2 OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENT
2.1 Model Ground
Assuming that a 4 m high embankment is constructed on top of
clayey prototype ground, large-sized centrifuge testing
equipment (50G centrifugal acceleration) was employed, and
model tests on countermeasures involving 2 rows of in-contact
columns (toe improvement) were performed (Mori et al, 2002;
Nozu et al, 2002; OTRI, 2002). In model tests, 26 cm thick clay
ground (real-size scale of 13m) was constructed inside the
experimental box (interior dimension: 80 cm long, 20 cm wide
and 50 cm high), and consolidation test considering the weight
of embankment was performed. The model ground is shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Schematic view of model ground and locations of transducers
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Table 1

Main characteristics of clay

Density of soil particles (g/cm3)
Plastic limit (%)
Liquid limit (%)
Plasticity Index
Coefficient of Consolidation

ρs
ωP
ωL
IP
Cc

2.649
18.8
28.9
10.1
0.18

Table 2 Mix proportion of column and unconfined
compression test results
Mix quantity
of binder
Unconfined
compression
strength

Normal Portland
Cement

140 kg/m3

Curing time: 7 days

182 kN/m2

Curing time: 8 days

189 kN/m2

holes with an injector, and allowed to gain strength for 7 days.
The target unconfined compression strength of the column was
200 kN/m2, which is almost the same as that used in real
practice. Table 2 shows the mix proportion of the column and
unconfined compression test results.

Fig. 2 Grain size characteristics
2.2 Transducers
Displacement meters were installed in the model ground to
measure ground settlements as well as lateral displacement at
the slope toe. To monitor variations in effective stress near the
center of the clay layer, pore pressure meters were set-up.
Finally, sub-surface displacement meters were installed to
monitor lateral displacement distribution inside the ground at the
toe of the embankment. (refer to Fig. 1)
Acryl plates were installed on the side of the ground, and
displacement-monitoring markers (6 mm diameter) were fixed.
Using a CCD camera displacement sensor placed about 90 cm
in front of the model box, the trace of displacement was
continuously monitored during the test. Considering the screen
setting condition of the CCD camera, the measurement accuracy
is about 0.05 mm.
2.3 Materials
Clay material used in model experiment was the commercially
available kaolin-type clay (Tochi clay), while the embankment
was made of sand from Kinugawa. The properties of clay are
given in Table 1, while the grain size distribution curves are
shown in Fig. 2.
2.4 Ground preparation procedure
The water content of the clay (Kaolin clay) shown in Table 1
was adjusted to 43%, which corresponds to 1.5 times of the
liquid limit, after which self-weight consolidation was
performed for 6 hours under a centrifugal acceleration of 50G.
After consolidation by self-weight, the centrifuge was stopped
temporarily and 8 cm high embankment was constructed.
The placement method for the stabilizing columns is as
follows. First, an outer pipe (with 20mm inside diameter) was
inserted into the ground, followed by an inner pipe (with 18 mm
outside diameter) in the inner side. Then, by retrieving the inner
pipe and outer pipe in that order without disturbing the ground,
2 rows of in-contact circular holes were excavated for the wall
columns. Slurry-form cement binder was next poured into the
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2.5 Centrifugal loading
By increasing the centrifugal acceleration, the apparent height of
embankment also increases. Since an acceleration of 50G was
reached in about 10 minutes, which is equivalent to 17 days in
real ground, the speed of embankment placement was about
23.5 cm/day.
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Case 1 refers to unimproved ground, while in Case 2, two rows
of columns were installed at the toe of the embankment (Mori et
al, 2002; Nozu et al, 2002; OTRI, 2002).
3.1 Settlement
Fig. 3 shows the distribution of ground settlement at each level
of centrifuge acceleration, as monitored by laser displacement
sensor and image sensor targeting the clayey ground below the
crown of the embankment. In case of unimproved ground (Case
1), ground adjacent to the toe of embankment was observed to
subside, associated with the settlement of the embankment as
the centrifuge acceleration was increasing. On the other hand, in
case where columns were installed (Case 2), settlement was
hardly observed at the vicinity of the toe.
From the results of Fig. 3, the settlement-reduction effects
were compared both at the end of embankment construction
(time when 50G was reached) and at the end of consolidation.
Fig. 4 shows the distribution of ground surface settlement.
Comparing the two cases, it can be observed that, considering
both “end of embankment construction” stage and “end of
consolidation” stage, settlement near the toe was hardly
observed due to the presence of the wall-type columns,
confirming their stress shut-off effect, i.e., the region outside the
embankment is shut-off from the one under it.
3.2 Lateral displacement
The traces of displacement during centrifuge testing are shown
in Fig. 5. In Case 1 with no improvement, as the level of
centrifugal acceleration rose, settlement of the ground near the
slope toe also increased as it was pulled down by the subsiding
embankment. In case where column wall was installed at the toe
(Case 2), negligible settlement was observed at the right side of
the column wall, reflecting the stress shut-off effect of the wall.
Based on the wall displacements at the slope toe as
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Fig. 3 Distribution of surface settlement for each case

Fig. 4 Settlement-reduction effect of DJM (at the end of consolidation stage, rebound cancellation component due to
self-weight was considered)
monitored by the image sensor, a plot of lateral displacement
distribution along vertical direction is shown in Fig. 6. In case of
no improvement (Case 1), maximum displacement occurred at
depth near 5 cm, and the ground appeared to undergo circular
sliding. With improvement (Case 2), the column wall translated
laterally and almost uniformly during the application of
centrifugal acceleration, and it began to incline forward slightly
together with the progress of consolidation. The whole column
wall responded as a rigid body.
Based on the above, in the case where the countermeasure
was applied, the column wall was laterally translated and tilted
at the beginning. The embankment then slumped into the
opening produced by the movement. As a result, the adjacent
ground was not pulled down by the embankment, and
settlement of the outside ground was not generated.
3.3 Visual observation
Fig. 7 shows the column wall excavated after the test. Large
residual deformation and cracks were not observed by visual
observation. Thus, aside from confirming the reducing effect on
settlement associated with embankment loading, the fact that the
columns remained intact was also verified.
From the above results, even during short-term
embankment construction or long-term consolidation process,
the stress shut-off effect on the ground induced by the DJM
column is verified. Therefore, its effectiveness as
countermeasure to prevent ground deformation from affecting
nearby structures during embankment construction can be
expected.
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Fig. 5 Traces of displacement within the clay layer
during centrifuge testing

Fig. 6 Lateral displacement distribution at the slope
toe
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4.1 Difference in displacement control based on
number of rows and arrangements (two rows of
separated wall columns and three rows of
in-contact columns) – the Fujishiro Bypass
embankment

Fig. 7 Complete view of wall columns

4

CASE STUDIES (EXAMPLES OF IN-SITU
OBSERVATION)
In order to supplement the centrifugal model experiments, case
studies of in-situ observations of countermeasures against
embankment settlement are described based on a literature
review and measured data. The available literature and
measured data presented herein are as follows.
(1) Difference in displacement control based on number of
rows and arrangements (two rows of separated wall
columns and three rows of in-contact columns) (Shioi et al,
1988; Sasaki et al, 1989)
(2) Difference in displacement control based on mounting type
(floating type and end-bearing type) (Ohkubo et al, 1993).
(3) Difference in displacement control based on number of
rows (one row of overlapping and two rows of in-contact
columns) and column length (They are measured in K-Park
Town site.)

4.1.1 Outline
The foundation ground at the location of Fujishiro Bypass
embankment is formed by sedimentation of alluvium in the
lowland section of plateaus of Quaternary diluvium period. The
upper 26 m is composed of Yurakucho Formation, while the
lower layer consists of 14 m thick No. 7 Formation (see Fig.8,
Shioi et al, 1988; Sasaki et al, 1989). The upper portions of the
Yurakucho Formation are continental sediments made up of
humic soil (Apt) and fine sand layer (As2). The As2 layer is
about 5 m thick and is well-distributed. The lower part of
Yurakucho Formation consists of thickly-deposited soft marine
clay (Ac2) with SPT N-value close to zero. In the design, the
planned embankment is 40 m wide and 4.5 m high. At one toe
of the embankment, 3 rows of in-contact DJM columns were
placed while on the other toe, 2 rows of DJM columns separated
by 1 m distance were installed. The column strength was set at
400 kN/m2.
4.1.2 Field observation results
(1) Settlement
The settlement adjacent to the columns is shown in Fig. 9.
The settlement-reducing effect is remarkable; the settlement for
the 3 row DJM in-contact columns is about 1/8 of that in
untreated ground, while for the 2 row DJM separated columns,
it is 1/3. Thus, the settlement-reducing effect of the 3 row DJM
in-contact columns is higher.

Fig. 8 Standard section
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Fig. 9 Settlement curves

Fig. 10 Displacement condition

Fig. 11 Outline of test embankment and transducer arrangement
(2) Lateral displacement
The lateral displacements of columns are shown in Fig. 10.
Although there are differences in placement location of in-place
borehole inclinometer and in thickness of the upper sandy layer,
the subsoil was pushed out in spindle-shape near the center of
the marine clay layer (Ac2) for both two rows of separated
columns and three rows of in-contact columns. The lateral
displacements at the column tops are almost negligible.
4.2 Difference in displacement control based on
mounting type (floating type and end-bearing
type) – Rokkakugawa
4.2.1 Outline
In the vicinity of Rokkakugawa located in Ariake coastal area in
Saga plain, highly sensitive soft Ariake clay is widely distributed
(Ohkubo et al, 1993). Two test constructions to compare the
displacement-reducing effect were performed: using
floating-type (column length of 12.5 m) and end-bearing type
(column length of 16.0 m). After constructing the embankment
to a height of 2 m at a pace of about 20 cm/day, it was allowed
to consolidate for about 100-300 days. Then, 2 m more of
landfill was added, producing a 4 m high embankment.
Three rows of columns were used. The column length for
the floating type was set such that a factor of safety against
circular slip failure greater than 1.3 was obtained. Improvement
ratio was set at 50% (1.2 m x 1.3 m alternate arrangement) and
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design strength was 400 kN/m2.
4.2.2 Field observation results
Fig. 11 shows the arrangement of the observation transducers.
The subsurface lateral displacement is shown in Fig. 12. For the
untreated ground (factor of safety against sliding of 1.0), large
deformations occur at deep locations. For the improved cases,
however, reduction in lateral displacement was confirmed. In
the floating type, the clay layer below the column was also
displaced.
Vertical displacement of the ground surface is shown in
Fig. 13. The magnitude of settlement decreases in the following
order: no improvement, floating type, and end-bearing type.
Thus, the effect of mounting type is clarified.
4.3 Difference in displacement control based on
number of rows (one row of overlapping and
two rows of in-contact columns) and column
length – K Park Town
4.3.1 Outline
This site has 5-20 m thick of alluvium with 5-6 m thick humic
soil layer widely distributed in the upper portion. The
embankment, with a height of about 3-4m, was built. First, the
constructing with a height of 2 m was executed with considering
the increase in strength due to consolidation settlement
(generally after reaching 60% degree of consolidation), the then
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Fig. 12 Subsurface lateral displacement (borehole
inclinometer)

Fig. 13 Vertical displacement of ground surface

Fig. 14 Standard arrangement
second embankment was constructed.
The magnitude of pulled-in settlement accompanying the
landfilling process was about 0.4-0.7 m at the boundary section,
and countermeasures against lateral movement in the vicinity
were necessary. For this purpose, one row of overlapping and
two rows of in-contact columns were implemented through the
soft layer and embankment height. The design strength of the
column was 90-480 kN/m2. The standard arrangement is shown
in Fig. 14.
4.3.2 Field observation results
In-place borehole inclinometer was installed within the column
and field monitoring of lateral displacement of ground was
performed. Fig. 15 shows the results of measurement. For
borehole inclinometer No. 1 (2 row in-contact), the distance
from the sand mat to the top of embankment was about 2 m,
while for No. 2 (1 row overlapping) it was about 1.5 m.
Considering lateral displacements, both types lean outward as
the embankment construction progressed, with the maximum
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Fig. 15
Measured results based on borehole
inclinometer
displacement occurring near the ground surface. These results
are similar to those discussed earlier and those obtained in
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centrifuge tests. For No. 2 case (1 row overlapping) with
shorter column length, there was tendency for large
displacement to occur at the lower end.
5 SUMMARY
From the centrifuge model experiments and case studies
presented herein, it has been confirmed that the stress shut-off
effect of columns in relation to toe settlement is very high.
Depending on ground and operating conditions (landfilling rate
and embankment height), the lateral displacement of the ground
surface may be larger when the number of rows is less.
Based on the above, the required conditions for deep
mixing method as wall-type countermeasure are as follows:
(1) Installing columns up to the bearing stratum should be
performed.
(2) Columns must possess a specified strength and stiffness
(3) A wall consisting of 2-3 rows is suitable
To minimize lateral displacement, increasing the number
of column rows and slow land filling (such as by method
promoting consolidation, gradual loading, etc.) in conjunction
with field monitoring are necessary. Although FEM analysis is
being used in design of DJM wall, examination of the design
method based on the results presented is henceforth
recommended.
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ABSTRACT: Physical modelling by centrifuge tests, elasto-plastic analyses by FDM and calculations by the upper bound
theorem were conducted to investigate the stability of a revetment on a deep mixed treated soil block underlain by a sandy
layer. The purpose of the study is to improve the current design procedure. A model ground with low strength improvement,
which was evaluated as unstable by the current design method, was confirmed to be stable by the physical model test.
Bearing capacity estimated by centrifuge test was in good agreement with those by FDM and upper bound solution.
1 INTRODUCTION
Treated soils by the wet method of deep mixing generally
have high strength in the order of 1 MPa in terms of
unconfined compressive strength. In order to improve a
foundation ground for a huge structure such as a revetment,
a block- or wall-type improvement by a high strength
deep-mixed treated soil has been common practice. The
current design procedure adopted in Japan for these
applications are described into details by CDIT (2002) and
will be summarized in the following chapter.
The needs of applying the deep mixing to excavation
works and of driving piles or sheet piles into the improved
ground enhanced the recent development of a new binder
that would enable the low-strength improvement. In this
context, the low strength improvement means the strength
of treated soil in the order of 100 kPa (Azuma, et al., 1999
and 2002). When the low strength improvement by deep
mixing is applied to the foundation of the superstructure, a
limitation of the current design method becomes apparent,
especially in the examination of the internal stability of
treated soil mass. In order to develop a rigorous internal
stability analysis, it is necessary to understand the
deformation and failure mode of the treated soil mass. In
the companion paper to this conference by Kurisaki et al.
(2005), a series of bearing capacity tests by centrifuge and
large-strain elasto-plastic analysis based on finite difference
program ”FLAC" (Cundall and Board, 1988) was
conducted for a model ground having a very simple
boundary condition. The elasto-plastic analysis was
confirmed to be useful to simulate the behavior of the
treated soil.
Placing the final target as the development of a
rigorous design procedure for examining the internal
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stability of a treated soil block, the purpose of the present
study is to investigate the deformation and failure mode of
a more realistic situation of a revetment construction. The
model is a revetment resting on a treated soil block
underlain by a sandy layer. Two model cases with the same
geometric condition but with different treated soil strengths
were investigated. The shape and size of the treated soil
block were determined by the current design method so that
the external stability was satisfied for both cases but the
internal stability was not satisfied in the case with low
strength improvement. Centrifuge tests were conducted to
exemplify the limitation of the current design method and
to investigate the bearing capacity and failure mechanism
of treated soil. The model test results were then evaluated
by an elasto-plastic analysis and by an upper bound
solution.
2 OUTLINE OF CURRENT DESIGN METHOD
The current design method for deep mixing was established
in 1979 by the Ministry of Transport and has been revised
in 1989 and 1999 (Ministry of Transport, 1989 and 1999).
The basic design concept for block type improvement is
that the treated soil mass is considered to be a rigid
structure due to its sufficient high strength. This concept is
similar to that for a gravity-type structure such as a concrete
retaining structure. The examinations of stability in the
current design procedure for block-type improvement
follow the four steps;
1st: External stability analysis of superstructure to ensure
that the superstructure and the improved ground can
behave as a whole.
2nd: External stability analysis of treated soil block by
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Where
P: earth pressure, pore water pressure
W: mass force
HK: seismic inertia force due to earthquake
R: shear strength acting on the bottom of the improved ground
T: reaction pressure at bottom

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of design loads (Ministry
of transport, 1989)
examining the following failure modes;
a) Sliding failure and overturning failure of the
treated soil block.
b) Bearing capacity of the ground underlying the
improved ground.
3rd: Internal stability analysis of the treated soil block to
confirm that the induced stresses within the treated
soil become lower than the allowable strengths.
4th: Stability and displacement analyses of the whole
structure including the superstructure and the
improved ground, e.g. by slip circle analysis for the
stability and consolidation settlement analysis of the
layer beneath the treated soil block.
The major factors governing the dimension and the
strength of treated soil block are external and internal
stabilities in most cases. Especially, the dimension of the
treated soil block is often determined by the external
stability alone because the treated soil with high strength by
the ordinary deep mixing has high safety factors for the
internal stability, in general.
Design loads used for the external and internal stability
analyses are schematically shown in Figure 1. In this figure,
right (rear) and left (front) sides of the improved ground
indicate the active and passive side, respectively.
In the external stability analysis, the sliding and
overturning stabilities are calculated by the equilibrium of
horizontal forces and moment of external forces
respectively, using P, W, HK and R shown in Figure 1. The
required safety factors against sliding and overturning
failure are more than 1.2 for a static condition, while it is
more than 1.0 and 1.1 for a seismic condition, respectively.
To evaluate the bearing capacity of the layer beneath the
treated soil, the induced pressure distribution on the bottom
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of the treated soil block, which is indicated as reaction
pressure T in Figure 1, is calculated by the equilibrium of
vertical forces and moment of external forces. The
maximum reaction pressure T1, which is generated at the
front edge of the treated soil block, is confirmed to be lower
than the bearing capacity of the ground beneath the treated
soil.
In the internal stability analysis, it is recommended
that the induced stresses should be evaluated by the elastic
analysis because the treated soils with high strength has
sufficient margin of safety. For simplicity in the routine
design practice, however, the toe pressure and the average
shear stress acting on the vertical plane in the treated soil
block beneath the front edge of the superstructure are
examined. The toe pressure is calculated by the same
manner as the reaction pressure at the bottom of the treated
soil block in the external stability analysis. The maximum
toe pressure T1 has to be lower than the allowable
compressive strength σca of the treated soil. The vertical
shear stress Sl has to be lower than the allowable shear
strength τa (= σca/2) of the treated soil. The allowable
strength is determined on the basis of unconfined
compressive strength qu of the treated soil, taking account
of various safety factors to compensate unknown
characteristics of in-situ treated soils such as the safety
factor of a material, effective width of a treated soil column,
reliability of overlapping and the correlation factor for
scattered strength. σca often results in between 1/6 and 1/10
of the average qu measured on in-situ treated soil.
3

CENTRIFUGE MODEL TESTS

3.1 Design of the model ground
The cross section of the improved ground for the present
study is shown in prototype scale in Figure 2. Only the
width of the treated soil mass, BT, was left unknown in this
basic model. The width of the treated soil block was
determined by the current design method so that the treated
soil mass had large safety factors against external stabilities
but the internal stability was not satisfied in the case with
low strength improvement with qu of 200 kPa. The
B = 10 m

Water level
8m

Caisson
(γ = 21.2 kN/m3) Loose sand back fill 10 m
L=5m
(Toyoura sand, Dr = 60%)
BT

DT =15 m

Sl

T1

Treated soil
qu = 200 kPa
γt = 13.7 kN/m3

Clay layer
qu = 30 kPa
γt = 17.6 kN/m3
T2

Stiff sandy layer (Toyoura sand, Dr = 90%)

Figure 2. Basic cross section for the model test
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Loading device

1.2

Load cell

1.0
0.8

Toe pressure

0.4

Shear stress

0.2
0.0

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
Width of improved ground, B T (m)

80mm (8m)

Loading plate
L = B/2

examination of stabilities was conducted only for static
condition because the static load was applied in the bearing
capacity test.
First, the external stabilities of the treated soil mass
were evaluated under the condition with BT of 20 m. The
reaction pressure, T1 and T2, at the bottom of the treated soil
was confirmed to be lower than the allowable bearing
capacity of the stiff sandy layer. The safety factors against
sliding and overturning failure were 1.60 and 3.28,
respectively. As the external stabilities became higher with
increase of the width BT, the model ground was evaluated
as sufficiently stable if the width of the treated soil mass
was more than 20 m.
After confirmation of external stability, the safety
factors for toe pressure T1 and average shear stress Sl were
calculated changing BT as a parameter. In the internal
stability analysis to determine the model specification, all
safety factors to calculate the allowable strength were
assumed to be 1.0. The allowable strength of the treated soil
with qu of 200 kPa was 200 kPa in the allowable
compressive strength (σca = qu), and 100 kPa in the
allowable shear strength (τa = σca/2).
As to the earth pressures acting on the treated soil
block, the active and passive earth pressures were generally
used in the external stability analysis and also in the
internal stability. Terashi et al. (1988) conducted centrifuge
model tests, and proposed the use of earth pressure at rest in
the internal stability analysis as long as the safety factor for
external stability was sufficiently large. Therefore, the
pressure at rest was applied to the internal stability analysis
in this study. Figure 3 shows the relationships between BT
and safety factor Sf against the toe pressure and the shear
stress for the treated soil block with qu of 200 kPa. The
safety factors are defined as σca/T1 and τa/Sl, respectively.
The width of the treated soil mass BT was finally
determined so that the model ground was evaluated as
stable for the shear stress, but as unstable for the toe
pressure. BT of 25 m was decided for the model test
condition in this study. The treated soil with qu of 200 kPa
in this model had Sf of 1.29 against the shear stress and Sf
of 0.75 against the toe pressure, as shown Figure 3. For this
model ground it was estimated that the failure would occur

Caisson

Back fill (sand)

B = 100mm (10m)
Clay layer

Treated soil

330mm
(33m)

Figure 3. Internal stability of the improved ground with
qu of 200 kPa by the current design method
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Horizontal bearing

Water level

S f = 0.75

0.6

Hinge

Laser disp.

S f = 1.29

150mm (15m)

Safety factor, S f

1.4

100mm (10m)

Model test condition

1.6

250mm
(25m)

150mm (15m)

1.8

170mm
(17m)

Sand layer
Model scale: 1/100 (Prototype scale)

Figure 4. Layout of centrifuge model
Table 1. Index properties of material used
Toyoura sand Tokyo Bay clay Kyushu clay
Soil particle density

2.652 g/cm3

2.689 g/cm3

2.654 g/cm3

Max. dry density

1.645 g/cm3

-

-

Min. dry density

1.335 g/cm3

-

-

Liquid limit

-

106.4%

41.0%

Plastic limit

-

49.3%

33.3%

at the toe of the treated soil in the prototype scale by the
current design method.
3.2 Model preparation and apparatus
The model setup for the centrifuge tests is schematically
shown in Figure 4. The model ground was prepared at
1/100 scale in the strong box with inside dimensions of 600
mm deep, 200 mm wide and 750 mm long. Two model tests
were conducted under the different strength conditions of
the treated soil, namely 200 kPa and 1000 kPa in
unconfined compressive strength. The major index
properties of the materials used in the model tests are
shown in Table 1. Toyoura sand was used for the sand layer
and the back fill, Tokyo Bay clay for the treated soil and
Kyushu clay for the clay layer. The model grounds were
prepared by the following procedure.
The layer of Toyoura sand underlying the treated soil
and the clay layer was prepared by means of multiple sieve
method of sand raining. The relative density of the sand
layer was controlled to 90 %.
The layer of Kyushu clay was prepared before the
preparation of treated soil block. Kyushu clay slurry with a
water content of 75 % was gently poured into the box. The
slurry was then pre-consolidated one-dimensionally by
increasing the consolidation pressure step by step. The final
consolidation pressure was 50 kPa to obtain the qu of 30
kPa. After completion of the consolidation, the clay layer
was leveled to a thickness of 150 mm, and a part of the clay
layer was trimmed off to make the space of the treated soil
mass.
The treated soil was made by Tokyo Bay clay, using
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Table 2. Test conditions
Test No.

Treated soil Clay layer

Stability at prototype scale
by the current design

qu (kPa)

qu (kPa)

External

Internal

Case1S

224

27.4

OK

NG for
toe pressure

Case2S

1042

30.3

OK

OK
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4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Results of centrifuge model test
During the G-increase stage up to 100 G, there was no sign
of deformation leading to failure of the treated soil block in
both the cases. Because the initial load - settlement
relations obtained by the additional loading were linear as
described later, the treated soil was interpreted to be stable
even in Case1S with the low strength treated soil.
Figure 5 shows the load - settlement relations in the
additional loading stage. The load intensity q indicates the
pressure acting at the bottom of the caisson defined as
(self-weight of the caisson + the additional load)/the area of
the caisson. The initial value of the load intensity in the
figure, q = 133.6 kPa, is the induced pressure by the
self-weight of the caisson. Therefore this pressure was
reached during the G-increase stage. The settlement S is the
vertical displacement of the caisson at the central portion of
the top surface. Although the load intensity in Case2S was
higher than that in Case1S in relation to qu of the treated
soil, the loading behaviors in both the cases showed a
similar characteristic. The load - settlement relations were
linear at the initial stage of the additional loading and the
treated soil block showed an elastic behavior. After this
stage, because the slope of the load - settlement curves
became gradually small, it was considered that the treated
soil block reached the yield point. In this paper, the yield
point of the treated soil block was defined as the end of the
initial linear portion of the load - settlement curve. After the
yield of the treated soil block, the load intensity had no
peak value but increased gradually with the increase of
settlement throughout the additional loading. The improved
ground showed a ductile behavior under the condition in
this study.
Although the treated soil block in Case1S was
evaluated as unstable by the current design approach of the
1000

2000

Case2S

800

1500

600

Case1S

1000

400
500

200

133.6 kPa: Case1S
133.6 kPa: Case2S

0
0

1

2

0
3

Load intensity, q (kPa) for Case2S

3.3 Test procedure
Two test conditions are summarized in Table 2. The model
grounds in both the cases were evaluated as stable in the
external stability analysis by the current design method. In
the internal stability analysis, Case2S was evaluated as
stable, while Case1S was evaluated as unstable because the
safety factor against toe pressure was not satisfied in 100 G
acceleration field (prototype scale).
The test procedure of centrifuge model tests consisted
of two stages; the first was the G-increase stage and the
second was the additional loading stage. In the G-increase
stage, the model ground was brought up to 100 G
acceleration field, increasing the acceleration gradually, and
the stability of the model ground was examined. If the
model ground was confirmed to be stable even in 100 G
acceleration field, the bearing capacity test was conducted
by the additional loading (the additional loading stage). The
additional load was applied on the model caisson with a
constant speed of about 5 mm/min so that the model tests
were conducted under the undrained condition. Video

image was taken to observe the behavior of the model
ground during the tests. After the completion of the test, the
deformation and cracks of the model ground was observed
directly.

Load intensity, q (kPa) for Case1S

Ordinary Portland cement and fly ash as binders. Cement
factors (the ratio of the dry weight of cement introduced to
the dry weight of the soil) for the strength qu (200 or 1000
kPa) were determined by mixing tests under the following
common condition; initial water content of the clay of
127 %, cement/fly ash ratio of 3/5, water/binder (cement
and fly ash) ratio of 80 %, curing time of 7days. Cement
factor was 8.5 % for the strength of 200 kPa, 19 % for 1000
kPa. The soil-binder mixture was poured into the space
between clay blocks to a 150 mm thickness and then cured
for 7 days.
The model caisson was made of a 100 mm wide and
100 mm thick aluminum. The weight of the aluminum
block was adjusted by cutting holes inside to control the
unit weight γ of the model caisson to that of a ordinary
prototype caisson, γ= 21.2 kN/m3. The model caisson was
placed on the treated soil at a distance of 50 mm (= B/2)
from the front edge of the treated soil mass.
The back fill of Toyoura sand was prepared by means
of multiple sieve method of sand raining. The relative
density of the back fill sand was controlled to 60 %.
The motor jack was mounted on the strong box for the
additional loading on the caisson. The loading shaft with a
hinge and a bearing were used to allow free rotation and
free horizontal movement of the caisson. A load cell and
displacement transducers were placed as shown in Figure 4.
Three laser displacement transducers were used to obtain
settlement, rotation and horizontal displacement of the
caisson during the additional loading mentioned later.

Settlement, S (m)

Figure 5. Load - settlement curves for the additional
loading
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Back fill

Caisson

Treated soil

Noodles used as marks

Back fill

Caisson

Clay layer

Treated soil

a) Case1S

Clay layer

b) Case2S

Figure 6. Deformation of the ground after the test
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internal stability and the bearing capacity of the treated soil
were considered to be governed by a kind of shear failure
characterized by the wedge beneath the caisson and sliding
surface.
4.2 Comparison with numerical simulation
As reported in the companion paper by Kurisaki et al.
(2005), the large-strain elasto-plastic analysis by FDM,
FLAC, was confirmed to be useful to simulate the loading
behavior of the treated soil at least for a very simple
boundary condition. In this paper, the same analytical
method was applied to the model tests for Case1S and
Case2S in order to confirm the applicability of the method
to a more practical situation.
4.2.1 Numerical model
The large-strain elasto-plastic analysis with FDM proposed
by Cundall and Board (1988) was used for simulating the
centrifuge model tests. The large-strain analysis was

10cm 10cm

5cm
8cm

Clay layer

Caisson

Treated soil

15cm

Back fill

Clay layer

Sand layer

35@1cm

40@0.5cm

15@1cm 10@1cm

Loading plate

15cm

internal stability, the improved ground was confirmed to be
stable at its prototype scale at the end of G-increase stage.
Furthermore, the treated soil block behaved elastically at
least until the yield point of load settlement relation during
the additional loading stage. The current design method was
seemed to underestimate the internal stability of the
improved ground. The safety factor against the toe pressure
by the current approach was 0.75 at the load intensity of
133.6 kPa. The load intensity at the yield point, qy, was
about 280 kPa for Case1S. Comparing the estimation by the
current approach with qy for Case1S, it was considered that
the improved ground had a safety factor, concerning the
internal stability, being 2.8 times higher than that according
to the current design method.
The deformation and failure patterns of the model
ground observed after the end of the additional loading
stage are shown in Figure 6 a) and b) by photographs and
sketches. The sand layers are not shown in these sketches
because no deformation was observed there. Failure modes
of Case1S and Case2S were quite similar. A wedge was
formed by cracks and/or sliding surfaces beneath the
caisson. From the observation of recorded video image, the
wedge formed beneath the caisson was confirmed to behave
like a rigid body. The wedge was penetrated into the treated
soil and slid down toward the clay layer with the loading
progress. The boundary surface between the treated soil and
the clay was pushed out toward the clay layer according to
the displacement of the caisson and the wedge. Judging
from the deformation of the noodles placed in the clay layer
and the heave of the top surface of the clay as shown in
Figure 6 b), it can be seen that sliding failure took place in
the clay layer. Although the internal stability of the treated
soil in Case1S was not satisfied for toe pressure by the
current design method, failure at the front edge of the
bottom of the treated soil block was not observed. The

20@1cm

Figure 7 Finite difference grids
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Table 3. Properties of materials used in calculation
Density
(g/cm3)

Young modulus
(kPa)

Poisson ratio

Treated soil

1.40

58,000

0.45

112

0

0

Clay

1.79

1,100

0.45

13.7

0

0

Treated soil

1.40

271,000

0.45

521

0

0

1.79

1,200

0.45

15.2

0

0

2.01
1.94
2.16

40,300
8,100
1,000,000

0.3
0.3
0.3

0
0
-

42
38
-

0
0
-

Case1S
Case2S

Clay
Sand layer
Back fill
Caisson

conducted by the Updated Lagrangian method. The total
stress analysis was used for the calculation because the
model tests were conducted under undrained condition to
observe the short-term stability.
In the numerical analysis, tensile failure was taken into
account for all the materials except for the caisson. When
the induced tensile stress exceeded the tensile strength σt of
the materials, a zone in the finite difference grid was
thought to have failed in tension. The tensile strength of the
zone was then reduced to zero, and the tensile stress of the
grid was redistributed to the other zones. Even after the
tensile failure, the failed zones could transfer the principal
stress in compression.
Figure 7 shows the finite difference grid used in the
calculation. The left and right boundaries are fixed in
x-direction, the bottom is fixed in both x-direction and
y-direction.
The constitutive models for the treated soil and the
clay were the same model used in Kurisaki et al. (2005).
The treated soil with qu of 200 kPa and the clay layer were
regarded as an elastic-perfectly plastic material with the
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. The treated soil with qu of
1000 kPa was also modelled as the elastic-perfectly plastic
but was modified so that strain softening could be simulated.
Thus, when the stress condition reached the yield point, the
shear strength was reduced to 85% of the peak strength and
then the soil was regarded as a perfectly plastic material.
The sand layer and the back fill were also modelled as
elastic-perfectly plastic materials with a Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion. The caisson was regarded as the elastic
body.
The material parameters are shown in Table 3. The
cohesions (undrained shear strength) of the treated soil and
the clay were determined to be qu/2, and the values of qu are
shown in Table 2. The values of the Young's modulus E for
the treated soil and the clay were defined as E = 260qu and
E = 40qu, respectively. The E/qu ratio for both materials
were determined on the basis of the results of unconfined
compression tests conducted in this and the companion
paper (Kurisaki et al., 2005). The values of σt of the treated
soil were calculated by means of the equation σt = 0.23qu,
and the σt/qu ratio was determined from the Brazilian test
results by Kurisaki et al. (2005). The clay had a σt of zero,
assuming the clay as a no tension material. The parameters
for the sand layer and the backfill were obtained by a series
of consolidated drained triaxial compression tests.
The calculation is composed of two stages. The first
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Cohesion
(kPa)

Friction angle Dilation angle
(degree)
(degree)

4.5
Normalized load intensity, q /(q u /2)

Material

4
3.5
3
2.5
Model test
Case1S
Case2S
FDM analysis
Case1S
Case2S

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Settlement / Caisson w idth, S /B

Figure 8. Comparison of model tests and numerical
simulations
stage is the simulation of the G-increase process up to 100G
acceleration field in the centrifuge model tests. The model
shown in Figure 7 was subjected to the gravity acceleration
with the 10G increment in the calculation. If the model did
not fail in the first stage, the calculation of the second stage
was conducted to simulate the process of the bearing
capacity test. In this stage, the loading plate, which did not
exist during the first stage, was added to the model and the
additional load was applied on the caisson gradually. The
load increments were given by 12 kPa for Case1S and 60
kPa for Case2S, respectively.
4.2.2 Load - settlement relationship
The load - settlement relations in the additional loading
stage obtained from the centrifuge tests were compared
with the results of the numerical analysis as shown in
Figure 8. In the figure, the load intensity q is normalized by
undrained shear strength qu/2 of the treated soil. Settlement
S is normalized by the caisson width B. The load settlement curves simulated by the numerical analysis were
in good agreement with the results of the centrifuge model
tests in both the cases. As mentioned before, the yield point
of the load - settlement curve was defined as the end of the
initial linear portion of the curve. Hereafter, the normalized
load intensity at the yield, qy/(qu/2), is termed “yield
bearing capacity factor”. The values of qy/(qu/2) for Case1S
and Case2S were 2.4 and 1.9 by the model tests,
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q
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Figure 9. Assumed failure mechanism for calculation
by upper bound theory

Load intensity, q (kPa)
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Upper bound solution for case2S: cu = qu/2
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Model test for case1S
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Settlement, S (m)

Figure 10. Comparison of model tests and upper
bound solutions
respectively. They were 2.4 and 2.0 by numerical
simulations, respectively. Thus, qy/(qu/2) from the model
test and the numerical analysis were almost the same in
both cases. It was confirmed that the numerical method
used in this study was also useful to simulate the loading
behavior of the treated soil, such as the yield bearing
capacity and the behavior after the yield, not only for the
simple boundary condition but also for more practical
modelling condition.
4.3 Comparison of experimental data and calculated
bearing capacity by upper bound theorem
In order to ascertain the validity of evaluating the bearing
capacity by the upper bound theorem for such a situation as
the model ground in this study, the upper bound solutions
were compared with the centrifuge test results. Figure 9
shows the failure mechanism for the upper bound solution,
which was assumed on the basis of the observed failure
patterns shown earlier in Figure 6. The values of wet unit
weight of the treated soil and the clay were 13.7 kN/m3 and
17.6 kN/m3, respectively. The undrained shear strengths cu
(= qu/2) of the treated soil and the clay were calculated from
the value of qu shown in Table 2. The assumed failure mode
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was composed of linear and circular slip lines. There were
two parameters for calculation in this model. One is the
angle of the slip circle in the clay layer, θ, and the other is
the depth of a failure zone, Dslip. Because θ always takes π/4
to obtain the minimum value of the load q in this model, the
upper bound of the bearing capacity was determined by
changing only the value of Dslip.
The upper bound solutions for both the cases were
plotted with the load - settlement curves obtained by the
model test in Figure 10. In this figure, the solid lines
indicate the upper bound solutions calculated by using qu/2
as the undrained shear strength. The broken line is an upper
bound solution for Case2S, where cu of the treated soil was
reduced to 85 % (0.85* qu/2). The dotted line for Case2S
was obtained by reducing cu to 75 %. About 85 % of qu was
the residual strength from the results of consolidated
undrained triaxial compression tests on the treated soil
conducted by Kurisaki et al. (2005). In the elasto-plastic
analysis of the Case2S, the reduction of cu was necessary to
take the strain softening of the high strength treated soil
into account. When cu = qu/2, the upper bound of the
bearing capacity were obtained as 473 kPa for Case1S and
2305 kPa for Case2S. The upper bound solutions for
Case2S calculated by using 0.85* qu/2 and 0.75* qu/2 were
1955 kPa and 1722 kPa, respectively.
In Case1S with the low strength treated soil, the solid
line of the upper bound solution agreed with an asymptote
of the load - settlement curve, and it was considered that the
calculation by the upper bound theorem could estimate the
ultimate bearing capacity, qult, of the improved ground.
On the other hand, in Case2S with the high strength
treated soil, the upper bound solution calculated by using
qu/2 fairly overestimated the load - settlement relation.
When cu was reduced to the range from 75 % to 85 %, the
upper bound solution became closer to the ultimate bearing
capacity. It might be necessary for the estimation of qult of
the improved ground with relatively high strength to reduce
the undrained shear strength to a relevant value.
These results show the possibility of the upper bound
theorem to evaluate the bearing capacity of a block type
improved ground if, at least, the geometric and strength
conditions were similar to those of the present study. In
order to evaluate the internal stability of the treated soil
block on the basis of the upper bound theorem, however, it
is necessary to use a suitable safety factor and a reduction
ratio of cu of the treated soil taking account of the
characteristics of the loading behavior and the strength
condition. The loading behavior of the treated soil block,
whether it indicates a ductile or a brittle characteristic, may
be governed by the geometric and the strength conditions of
the improved ground. Further investigation including the
numerical simulations and the model tests under various
conditions is necessary to develop a rigorous design
procedure based either on a numerical tool or an upper
bound theorem.
5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In order to investigate the bearing capacity of the improved
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ground and a rational method for an internal stability
analysis of a treated soil block, bearing capacity tests on a
model ground with block type improvement were
conducted by centrifuge model tests and large-strain
elasto-plastic analyses by FDM. The calculated ultimate
bearing capacities, based on the upper bound theorem, were
also compared with the model test. The major conclusions
obtained in this study are as follows;
1) The block type improved ground was found stable
even when the internal stability by the current design
method was not satisfied.
2) The large-strain elasto-plastic analysis by FDM used
in this study could simulate the load - settlement
relationship of the model tests.
3) The upper bound solution was in good agreement with
the ultimate bearing capacity of the treated soil with
relatively low strength, qu = about 200kPa. In the case of
the treated soil with qu of 1 MPa, it was necessary to reduce
the undrained shear strength of the treated soil for the
calculation by the upper bound theorem in order to get a
good agreement.

harbor Facilities, (in Japanese).
Kurisaki, K., Sugiyama, H., Izutsu, T., Yamamoto, M.,
Takeuchi, G., Ohishi, K., Katagiri, M., Terashi, M. &
Ishii, T. 2005. Physical and numerical simulation of deep
mixed foundation; Part 1: Bearing capacity of treated
soil resting on a rigid layer. International Conference on
Deep Mixing Best Practice and Recent Advances, (to be
submitted).
Terashi, M., Kitazume, M. & Nakamura, T. 1988. External
forces acting on a stiff soil mass improved by DMM.
Report of the Port and Harbour Research Institute, 27(2):
147-184 (in Japanese).

When low strength improvement by deep mixing is
applied to the foundation of a superstructure, there may be
cases where the internal stability by the current design
procedure underestimates the actual bearing capacity of the
treated soil block. Even in such a case, it may be possible to
design the block type improvement by means of a yield
bearing capacity factor obtained by elasto-plastic analysis
or an upper bound solution. However, it is obvious that the
failure mechanism to be presumed before the calculation of
the upper bound solution highly depends upon the
geometric condition. In order to extend the findings of the
present study to the design of block type improvement with
arbitrary geometric and strength conditions, and to develop
a rational design method, it is necessary to continue the
model tests and numerical analyses under various geometric
and strength conditions.
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ABSTRACT: The very soft organic subsoil of 2 sections of the railway line Hamburg-Berlin was improved by installing
cement columns with the Mixed-in Place method, which can be characterized as a wet deep mixing technique, and by
reinforcing the embankment with geogrids. In this paper, firstly the soil conditions and the improvement measures are
described in general. Then a short discription of the theoretical bearing and deformation behaviour and the design and
calculation method is given. Furthermore the installation of the MIP columns and quality control measures are described.
Finally some results of settlement measurements are discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION
As part of the improvement of the existing railway line
Hamburg-Berlin, the section Büchen-Hamburg was upgraded
in 2003 by the German Rail company (Deutsche Bahn), to
allow a train speed of 230 km/h. Due to very soft organic soil
layers (peat and mud) and the insufficient bearing capacity of
the embankment, an improvement of the railway
embankment was necessary in two sections should be with a
total length of 625 m near the railway station Büchen.
As improvement method a reinforcement of the
embankment with geogrids over cement columns was
executed. The cement columns were installed with the
Mixed-in-Place method (MIP). During the improvement
works, a single track operation at 90 km/h should be
maintained.

2 SOIL CONDITIONS
The railway embankment consists of medium dense packed
silty and gravely sand with slag and organic admixtures.
Underneath the 3 to 5 m fill, very soft peat and mud layers,
with a total thickness of 0.5 to 2 m, are present.
The peat has a water content of 80 to 330% and an
organic content between 25 and 80%. Underneath these soft
layers, slightly silty sand layers with a thickness up to 8 m
are present, which are medium dense packed. At the base of
the sand layers, boulder clay is present, which has a soft to
stiff consistency and a water content of 10 to 20%.

3 IMPROVEMENT
The basic purpose of a reinforced embankment over
columns is to relieve the soft soils of the load by
distributing the loads through the columns to a bearing
layer (here: boulder clay).
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The cement columns (diameter 0.63 m) were installed in a
square 1.5 x 1.5 m grid using the MIP-technique, which can
be characterized as a wet deep mixing technique.
Using a single auger, a cement slurry is injected
continuously into the soil during the penetration as well as
during the retrieval of the auger. Due to the rotation of the
auger, the cement slurry is mixed with the soil. The MIPtechnique is free of vibrations and displacements and
therefore had no effect on the ongoing railway traffic on the
other track.
On top of the MIP-columns two layers of Fortrac®
PVA geogrid type M 400/30-30 were placed (fig. 1). To
obtain a uniform bearing platform for the ballast bed, 2.5 to
3% cement was added to the filling material. The top of this
cement stabilization was roughened to ensure a sufficient
friction with the upper protective layer. To avoid an
influence of hydrolysis of the cement, Polyvinylalcohol was
used as geogrid material.
The cover over the columns generally has a thickness
of 1.5 m, i.e. the requirements of the guideline DS 804
(Deutsche Bahn) are complied with.
Between the two improved sections, no MIP-columns
were installed. In this 75 m long part only a reinforcement
of the embankment with two Geogrids was executed. In the
transition zones, between the improved sections and nonimproved embankment, a geogrid reinforcement of the
embankment was carried out over a length of 10 to 20 m.
Since there existed no proved experience with the
improvement technique using Mixed-in-Place Columns for
railway tracks in Germany and up to then this technique
had only been applied in sandy soils with an organic
content of max. 3%, an ‘individual approval’ from the
German Federal Railways Office (Eisenbahn-Bundesamt
EBA) had to be obtained.
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Figure 1. Foundation system.
4

CALCULATION AND DESIGN

4.1 Theoretical Background
The stress relief from the soft soil results from an arching
effect in the reinforced embankment over the pile heads and
a membrane effect of the geosynthetic reinforcement, see
figure 2 (Kempfert et al., 2004a).

Due to the higher stiffness of the columns in relation to the
surrounding soft soil, the vertical stresses from the
embankment are concentrated on the piles, simultaneously
soil arching develops as a result of differential settlements
between the stiff column heads and the surrounding soft
soil.
The 3D-arches span the soft soil and the applied load
is transferred onto the piles down to the bearing stratum
The stress distribution can be modelled in various ways.
Figure 3 shows, for example, a system consisting of several
arching shells (Zeaske, 2001; Zaeske and Kempfert, 2002).
This model leads to a differential equation, which is a
function of the described vertical stresses σz [z] in the
arching system (Zaeske, 2001):

− σ o ⋅ dAu + ( σ z + dσ z ) ⋅ dA0 −
 δΦ 
4 ⋅ σ Φ ⋅ dAS ⋅ sin m  + γ ⋅ dV = 0
 2 

(1)

For the areas above the arches a load depending stress
distribution is assumed. The effective stress on the soft soil
stratum σzo results from the limiting value consideration z
→ 0 with t = height of the load depending arch, so equation
(2) can be formulated.
Figure 2. Mechanisms of load transfer and interaction.
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Simplified σzo can also be derived from dimensionless
diagrams (DGGT, 2003). In figure 4 analytically calculated
stresses are compared with those resulting from model tests
(Zaeske and Kempfert, 2002).
The loading of the reinforcement is expressed by the
differential equation (3) of the elastic supported cable. In
this equation the unknown variables are the vertical
displacement z and the horizontal force H, according to
figure 5 (Zeaske, 2001; Zaeske and Kempfert, 2002).
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Figure 3. Theoretical arching model.
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Figure 4. Stresses in bearing layer: theoretical vs. tests (height of the bearing layer h = 35 and 70 cm).
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Geogrid

A

reinforced earth structures, unifying approaches to loads
and methods of calculation and improve the profitability of
reinforced earth structures (DGGT 2003).
The recommendation “Chapter 6.9 – Reinforced soil
structures above point- or line shaped bearing elements” is
based on the described theoretical background and contains
e.g. dimensionless diagrams for calculation of the vertical
stresses and the tension forces in the geogrids. It was
released as a draft to the public in 2003. Chapter 6.9 will
soon be part of the new edition of the EBGEO. For further
information see Kempfert et al. (2004a and 2004b).
Using the Recommendations the required short-term
tensile strength in longitudinal direction was calculated to
400 kN/m.
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5.1 Installation
The MIP-columns were installed after the excavation of the
protective layer (fig. 6). Prior to the setting of the MIP
material, the columns generally were shortened to a level of
1.7 m below top of rail during the following excavation
stage (fig. 7).

s-b
s

Figure 5. Bearing system for membrane effect.
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Finally the loading of the reinforcement S can be calculated
directly as a function of the elongation ε (J = stiffness) of
the geosynthetic (for dimensionless diagrams, see DGGT,
2003):

S[x] = ε [x]/J = H ⋅ 1 + z' 2 [x]

(4)

A more detailed description of the theoretical background
and the calculation model (in English) is given in
(Kempfert et al. 2004a).

4.2 Design and German Recommendations
The design of this bearing system was done according to
German Recommendations for Reinforcements with
Geosynthetics EBGEO (DGGT 2003).
The aim of these Recommendations is to harmonize
and further develop the methods, according to which
reinforced earth structures are designed, calculated and
carried out. Since 1989 the Recommendations have been
drawn up by the working group for earth reinforcements of
the German Society for Geotechnical Engineering under the
name "EBGEO" and are similar to a set of standards. The
recommendations help in designing and calculating
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Figure 6. Installation of MIP-columns.

Figure 7. Shortening of the MIP-columns.
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The composition of the binder (water, cement and
bentonite) and the water/binder ratio (approx. 1.0) was
determined in laboratory tests on trial mixed samples.
During the 1st improvement stage (track Hamburg-Berlin),
approx. 800 l/m3 binder were mixed into the soil.
During the 2nd stage (track Berlin-Hamburg), the
binder was mixed into the soil to the extent where a
homogenous soil / binder mixture was obtained. This
resulted in a variable, soil dependant binder quantity.
The operated track was secured by sloping the ballast
bed, the protective layer and the embankment, according to
the requirements of the German railway guideline Ril 836.
This made possible the construction of the geogitter
reinforcement across the total embankment width.
The columns adjacent to the embankment axis,
however, couldn’t be shortened to 1.7 m below the rail
level, which resulted in a cover of less than 1.5 m on top of
the columns.
Nevertheless, this option was favoured over a sheet
pile wall, for instance, since the retracting of sheet piles
could lead to unexpected settlements.
The depth of the columns was determined on the basis
of cone penetration tests prior to column installation.. In
total, 3,260 MIP-columns of a length between 5 and 8 m
should be installed (in total 21,000 m).

5.2 Quality control
In order to prove that the MIP-columns can comply with
the design criteria also in very soft organic soils, a quality
plan was set up.
As part of this plan, installation parameters such as the
penetration depth, the penetration and retrieval speed, the
amount of binder etc. were continuously recorded and
controlled for each column.
To verify the homogeneity of the columns, core
samples were taken out of 11 test columns by the use of
liner samplers (fig. 8, 9 and 10).
The visual inspection of the core samples showed that
a homogenous soil-binder mixture, with only local small
peat enclosures could be produced. Some of the test
columns were partially excavated, to determine the
extension of these peat enclosures. For laboratory testing
purposes, wet grab samples were extracted from 4.5% of
the columns.
Per 500 m3 of treated soil, 6 unconfined compression
tests were carried out after 28 days, to determine the
unconfined compressive strength qu. The results of the
unconfined compression tests are presented in fig. 11.
According to the tests, unconfined compressive
strength after 28 days of all samples exceeded the design
criteria of qu ≥ 2.2 MN/m2 (this criteria was be specified for
the strength of the MIP-columns and has no influence on
the design of the geogrids). The differences between the
compressive strength of the individual samples are probably
due to different quantities of binder. A “scale factor”
between laboratory tests on trial mixed samples and in-situ
values of the compressive strength could not be determined.
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Figure 8. Installation of Liner.

Figure 9. Liner samples.

Figure 10. Column after liner extension.
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Figure 12. Placing of geogrids.
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6.2 Filling material
For filling material between and on top of the geogrids, a
gap graded gravel-sand mixture (soil group SI according to
the German Standard DIN 18196) with a coefficient of
uniformity ≥ 6 was used. The filling material was stabilized
with 2.5% to 3% cement by using a mixing plant.
The filling material was placed in layers of maximum
30 cm thickness in accordance to the Ril 836. Each layer was
compacted to a degree of compaction of at least DPr = 98%.

unconfined compressive strength qu [MN/m2]

Figure 11. Unconfined compressive strength.

6

REINFORCED EMBANKMENT

6.1 Geogrids
The 1st geogrid layer was placed in transverse direction
directly on top of the MIP-columns. This geogrid was
rolled up near the embankment axis during the
1st construction stage, and later laid across the whole
embankment in the 2nd stage. To avoid damage to the
geogrid, the MIP-columns were scraped off prior to the
setting of the treated soil. Near the embankment axis, the
excavation, the placing of the geogrids and the backfilling
took place in 6 m broad sections during periods of no rail
traffic. The 2nd geogrid layer was placed in longitudinal
direction. Fig. 12 shows the placing of the geogrids.
Since the geogrids are loaded in longitudinal direction
only, the short-term tensile strength in transverse direction
was put at only 30 kN/m, whereas the required short-term
tensile strength in longitudinal direction was put at 400
kN/m.
The short-term tensile strength in transverse direction
differs from the technical delivery conditions for geogrids
according to the German Railway Standard BN 918039
(Deutsche Bahn), which states that the short-term tensile
strength in transverse direction should be at least 20% of
the short-term tensile strength in longitudinal direction.
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7 MONITORING
In accordance with the clauses of the ‘individual approval’
from the Federal Railways Office, the settlement behaviour
of the tracks was monitored by means of geodetic
measurements of the outer rail of both tracks. The measurements were conducted in 3 measurement sections each 20
m in length, consisting of 5 measuring points with a spacing
of 5 m. These measurement sections were set up at
locations with unfavourable soil conditions.
The by now available measurements cover 6 months of
train operation on the Hamburg-Berlin track and 3 months
of train operation on the Berlin-Hamburg track, from the
time of their respective reopening. On both tracks the train
speed was up to 160 km/h. The results of the settlement
measurements are presented in fig. 13. The measurements
show, that the track Hamburg-Berlin has settled up to 7 mm
in a period of 6 months after reopening the track. This
settlement can be considered as small since usually a
settlement of 10 mm to 15 mm will occur, due to
compaction of the ballast bed, the protective layer and
embankment, even if the soil conditions are favourable.
Also, it has to be considered that the geogrids have to
deform slightly to become active.
The measurements also show in both improved
sections, that the settlement of the track Hamburg-Berlin,
are not greater than the settlement of the track in the section
in which no MIP-columns were installed.
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Figure 13. Settlement measurements

On the opposite track, Berlin-Hamburg, the settlements
after 3 months amount up to 10 mm, i.e. the settlements of
this track are approx. 3 mm greater than the settlements of
the track Hamburg-Berlin.
From the measurements, it can be recognized that the
measured settlements mainly are due to the compaction of
the ballast bed and the protective layer, and hardly no
settlements occur under rail traffic.
In general, it can be concluded that the effectiveness
and success of the executed improvement of the very soft
organic layers and embankment could be proved by means
of the settlement measurements (see also Raithel et al.
2004). Thus the measured settlements were some more
smaller than the prognosis values, which could be derived
only from the computed stretch of the geogrids.

8 CONCLUSIONS
To allow a train speed of 230 km/h, the very soft organic
soil (peat and mud) of two small sections of the railway line
Hamburg-Berlin was improved by installing cement
columns with the Mixed-in-Place method. Also the
embankment was reinforced with geogrids. In total, 3,260
MIP-columns of a length between 5 m and 8 m were
installed (in total 21,000 m). During the improvement
works, a single track operation at 90 km/h was maintained.
As part of the quality plan, several installation
parameters were recorded. Also liner samples of the treated
soil were taken out of some columns. By means of
laboratory tests on stabilized soil samples, it was verified
that the design criteria were met. The effectiveness of the
executed improvement measures was proved by means of
settlement measurements.
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ABSTRACT: Deep mixing has been used to remediate liquefaction potential of the sites with loose sand deposits. This
paper presents the results of a parametric study undertaken to investigate the influence of deep mixing (DM) on the
porewater pressure response in the vicinity of the treated columns. Using a two-dimensional effective stress program,
TARA-2M, the porewater pressure responses is estimated for earthquakes with magnitude M = 6.5 and 8. Computed
results clearly demonstrate the extent of the influence of the DM columns in reducing the excess porewater pressures.
1 INTRODUCTION
Many regions around the world, including the western part
of the US, are prone to strong ground motions due to
earthquake. The remedial solutions that meet design
requirements on poor quality ground are accomplished by
either improving the compressible soil found near the
surface or by installing deep foundations. In many cases,
where issues such as installation noise and bearing strata
found at much deeper location, foundation ground
improvement methods often become more attractive. One
such method of ground improvement is deep mixing (DM),
which is generally categorized as a solidification technique.
The DM methodology has been evolving over the last three
decades and extensive research has been undertaken to gain
insight into different aspects of DM. Many important
design issues such as appropriate construction methods and
their extent of applicability (e.g. soft saturated ground),
laboratory and field material characterization, laboratory
model testing, and full-scale field demonstration projects
have been undertaken. Many details on this technique,
including its historical developments, applicability, and
design have been well documented by Porbaha (1998),
Porbaha et al. (1998), Porbaha et al. (1999) and O’Rourke
and Goh (1997), among others.
Almost all major earthquake damage reports contain
accounts of movements or complete failure of foundations.
The most common reason for poor performance of
foundations has been the loss of strength and stiffness of
saturated foundation soil caused by liquefaction. It is a
phenomenon that is associated with the behavior of
saturated loose to medium dense cohesionless soils
subjected to repeated loading. Such soils give rise to
excess porewater pressures uex (in excess of static) and in
level ground when uex becomes equal to the initial vertical
effective stress, the soil losses all its strength (i.e.
liquefaction).
The DM treated soils provide higher
resistance relative to two important seismic soil
performance/response parameters, namely liquefaction and
settlement. These performance parameters have to be
evaluated for improved and unimproved (original) soil
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masses to ascertain the effectiveness of the improvement.
Simplified techniques to evaluate the extent of liquefaction
and amount of excess porewater pressure at level or gently
sloping ground (unimproved soil) have been recently
reformulated (Youd et al., 2001). Predecessors of this
technique have been routinely used by geotechnical
engineers with great success to study site response. Similar
procedures are needed to evaluate the effectiveness of DM
methodology.
The DM treatment generally involves a rectangular
grid (or lattice) pattern and the design dimensions such as
cell width (b), thickness of treatment (d), and length or
depth of treatment (L) need to be specified to achieve a
desired level of improvement (Fig. 1). The figure shows
the length of treatment extending to the top of a base layer
with thickness Hb, which in turn rests on firm ground or
bedrock. The design dimensions are often controlled by
many site-specific issues that include design level of
excitation, existing untreated soil layering and properties,
equipment to be used with DM, thickness of liquefiable
layers, lateral extent of treatment etc. A verified analytical
procedure that is flexible enough to accommodate these
variables is necessary to investigate many options before
arriving at a set of optimum design dimensions (e.g.
spacing, s; and thickness, d; treatment length, L etc.) for the
configuration of the DM treatment.
Recently, a parametric study was undertaken as a part
of the development of a simplified design procedure to aid
the designers in the selection of optimum DM treatment
plan (design dimensions).
The study utilized a twodimensional effective stress program (TARA-2M) to study
the behavior of soils adjacent to the DM treated soil
columns. The predictive capability of TARA-2M was
initially verified by using a well-documented centrifuge
database generated as a part of a NSF funded study Verification of Liquefaction Analysis by Centrifuge Studies
- VELACS (Arulanandan & Scott, 1993). Complete details
on the verification have been presented in Siddharthan et
al. (2003).
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Fig. 1: Typical configuration of deep mixing.
The comparison between measured and computed data
included responses such as acceleration, porewater pressure
and surface settlement of a uniform saturated loose dense
sand layer under liquefying conditions. Focus in this paper,
however, is given to the development of excess porewater
pressure in the presence of DM soil columns.
2 CENTRIFUGE TESTS ON DM TREATED SOIL
The stress dependent behavior of soils poses a problem
when small-scale shake table models are tested in the
laboratory under normal gravity field. The shake table
tests cannot represent the range of in-situ stresses
experienced in the foundation soils in typical field cases.
In a centrifuge, a model with length dimensions scaled by
1/N is subjected to an increased gravitational acceleration
of N times gravity. This results in the simulation of the
same in-situ (prototype) stress levels in the centrifuge
model. For application to full-scale design problems in
soils that exhibit stress-dependant nonlinear behavior, data
from centrifuge model tests are considered superior.
However, factors such as scale effects on particle size and
diffusion of porewater pressure are well known concerns
of centrifuge tests. Centrifuge testing technique has
gained a foothold in geotechnical engineering and has
been used extensively in important projects and in the
validation of geotechnical numerical procedures.
Centrifuge modeling laws are used to deduce prototype
response from model response. More details on the
principles of centrifuge modeling and its application to
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geotechnical problems can be found in Schofield and
Steedman (1995) and Kutter (1988), among others.
The influence of DM treated soils on improving
liquefaction resistance was investigated using a centrifuge
by Babasaki et al. (1991). These models represented the
foundation system of an office building in Kagoshima City
in western Japan. At this hotel site, cement was used as
the stabilizer to construct a lattice-type deep mixing
network extending to 13.5m in depth. The foundation soil
consists of loose saturated alluvial cohesionless soil
(Shirasu sand) of about 12.0m in thickness, overlying a
firm bearing stratum of dense sand.
Babasaki et al. (1991) conducted these tests at Chuo
University centrifuge facility.
Two models were
constructed one improved and one unimproved, at 1/100
the size of the actual foundation within a centrifuge
container measuring 40cm in length, 18cm in width and
27cm in height. The soil layer thickness in the centrifuge
model was 10cm, giving a prototype thickness of 10m at
the centrifuge acceleration of 100g. Three DM cells (or
grids) of different spacing were constructed. Different
spacings between walls were used since the study=s main
focus was to investigate the effects of different cell
spacings on the liquefaction response.
Porewater
pressures and accelerations were measured at many
locations, including within the cells.
To obtain a
comparable time scale relative to porewater pressure
dissipation between the model and the prototype, a
glycerin solution with a viscosity 100 times that of water
was used in the tests.
The centrifuge container was shaken by an
acceleration history with a maximum acceleration, amax =
0.2g. In contrast to ∆u/σ=vo = 1.0 (i.e. liquefaction)
obtained at the center of the unimproved ground, ∆u/σ=vo
ratio of the improved soil foundation was much lower,
around 0.5. This experiment clearly demonstrated the
effectiveness of grid configured improved soil foundation
in controlling liquefaction.
Another case of lattice-type DM stabilized ground was
also studied using the same geotechnical centrifuge
Babasaki et al. (1992).
This study revealed that the
porewater pressure response can be affected significantly
by the spacing used in the DM treatment configuration. In
tests with higher spacing, the untreated soil contained
within the cell readily liquefied.
3 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM TARA-2M
This approach is based on the plane strain finite element
method, and solutions to the dynamic equilibrium
equations are obtained in the time domain. It is basically
an extension of the method of nonlinear dynamic effective
stress analysis (DESRA2) developed by Finn et al. (1977)
for level ground conditions. The soil response is modeled
by combining the effects of shear and normal stresses. In
shear, the soil is treated exactly as in the level ground
analysis where it is considered as a nonlinear hysteretic
material exhibiting Masing behavior during unloading and
reloading (Masing, 1926). The shear stress-strain behavior
is characterized by a tangent shear modulus, which depends
on the shear strain, the state of effective stress, and the
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previous loading history. The shear model has been
described in detail by Finn et al (1977) and has been
verified in both laboratory simple shear and centrifuge tests
(Hushmand, 1987) and, to a limited extent, by field data
Finn et al (1982).
Before the computation of the dynamic response, a
static analysis is performed with TARA-2M to estimate the
in-situ static stresses. The procedures adopted are similar
to those outlined by Duncan and Chang (1970), in which a
hyperbolic relationship is used.
Layer by layer
construction can also be simulated. The procedures to
obtain the material parameters required to do this
evaluation can be easily estimated from static monotonic
drained triaxial test results (Duncan et al 1980).
The dynamic shear stress-strain equation adopted in the
program TARA-2M for initial loading is defined as,

G=

τ
=
γ

G max
n
γ
|
1+ |
γy

(1)

in which τ and γ are shear stress and strain; Gmax is the
shear modulus at very low strain level; γy is the reference
strain, defined as τmax/Gmax; and n is a constant. It may be
noted that in the original model (DESRA2), n was set to
equal unity. Studies by Nakagawa and Soga (1995) and Ni
et al. (1997) also proposed this type of variation based on a
large database of laboratory soil behavior. The subsequent
unloading and reloading are given by Masing stress-strain
curves (Masing 1926). For cohesionless soils, the Gmax
depends only on the relative density and it is given by,
1/2

G max = 218.8( K 2 )max ( σ m )
’

(2)

’

in which σ m is the effective mean normal stress; and
(K2)max is a constant that depends on the relative density
(Seed and Idriss, 1970). Here Gmax and σ’m are given in
kPa.
During the strong shaking, the effective stresses
decrease because of excess porewater pressure generation.
The increment in excess (or residual) porewater pressure,
∆uex, is evaluated using the porewater pressure model of
Martin et al. (1975), given by,
∆u ex = E r ∆ε vd
(3)
in which ∆εvd is the increment in volumetric compaction
strain (given in %), and Er is the one-dimensional rebound
modulus. The ∆εvd is a function of accumulated volumetric
strain εvd and shear strain γ. Martin et al. (1975) used four
coefficients to evaluate ∆εvd. Byrne (1991) provided a new,
much simpler relation,

∆ε vd

γ

= c1 exp (-c2 ε vd )

γ

(4)

in which c1, c2 are constants that depend on the relative
density of the sand. The rebound modulus Er is a function
of effective stress level σ’v, and the relation given by Byrne
(1991) can be written as,

Er =
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( σ ’v )1/2
Kr

(5)

in which Kr is an experimental constants for a given sand.
While extending the one-dimensional method to two
dimensions, an additional material parameter is necessary.
The tangent bulk modulus or Poisson's ratio can be selected
for this purpose. Soil behavior in relation to changes in
effective mean normal stresses may be taken to be
nonlinear and effective stress dependent, but essentially
elastic, compared to shear response.
These equations are solved numerically in conjunction
with the dynamic equations of motion using a step-by-step
integration procedure in the time domain. The computed
porewater pressures are used to evaluate the current
effective stresses, which in turn are used to modify the soil
properties that depend upon the effective stresses. More
details on the procedure may be found in Siddharthan and
Norris (1988, 1990) and Finn (1988).
Siddharthan (1984) reported the details of a validation
study that was carried out relative to TARA-2M using a
series of seismic tests on centrifuge models. These tests
were conducted at the Cambridge University Geotechnical
Centrifuge on embankments carrying surface loads. Finn
and Siddharthan (1985) showed that the recorded
acceleration response and the response computed by the
program TARA-2M were in good agreement.
The
agreement between the computed and the measured
residual porewater pressure has also been very good (Finn
and Siddharthan 1985).

4 SELECTION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR
TARA-2M
The material properties that are required for the
computation of the dynamic soil response are evaluated
using the procedures outlined below. Traditionally, the
nonlinear shear behavior of soil is defined by two straindependent soil parameters: normalized shear modulus ratio,
G/Gmax, and damping ratio, ζ (Seed and Idriss 1970). There
is a large database for these parameters for many types of
soil. However, a vast majority of these laboratory tests
used to estimate these parameters were obtained from tests
conducted at a confining pressure range of 100 to 200 kPa.
Therefore, the applicability of these parameters is limited to
shallow deposits of depth up to 10 to 20 m or so.
Recent studies have recommended the use of depth (or
stress-level) -dependent soil properties (G/Gmax and ζ) in
the evaluation of deep soil response (EPRI 1993; Darendeli
and Stokoe 2001). These recommendations were arrived at
based on many laboratory tests carried out under low and
high confining pressures. Fig. 2 shows the EPRI
recommendations for sand at two different stress levels as a
function of shear strain (EPRI 1993). It can be seen that as
the stress level increases, the values of G/Gmax and ζ for a
given strain level increases and decreases, respectively. In
other words, the soil elements under large confining
pressure have lower damping and do not exhibit a strong
nonlinear behavior.
The soil parameter γy and n in Eq. (1) have been
evaluated such that it provides a best fit to the EPRIrecommended G/Gmax and ζ variations given in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: EPRI Recommended material properties (a)
G/Gmax and (b) ζ.

The Masing criteria that define the unloading and
reloading gives the area enclosed by a strain cycle, which is
proportional to ζ. An optimization technique has been
utilized to estimate different sets of γy and n values for two
stress levels (or depths). The predicted G/Gmax and ζ
values along with optimum values of γy and n are also
provided in Fig. 2. It may be noted from Fig. 2 that there is
a certain damping ζo at the low (10-4%) strain level. This
damping amount is considered not to be due to hysteretic
soil behavior and therefore was subtracted from EPRI data
in the optimization. This damping, which is around 0.6%
to 1.5%, is quite small and is incorporated through the
damping matrix in the dynamic equilibrium equations [12].
The figure reveals that the predicted values provide a good
fit to EPRI data. These stress-dependant stress-strain
relationships were used to characterize the dynamic shear
stress-strain relationship.
The constant (K2)max interpreted from database
(see Eq. (2)) of sandy soils are 40.0 and 52.0 for sand of Dr
= 40% and 60%, respectively (Seed and Idriss 1970).
Other important model parameters are those that define
the volume change and porewater pressure generation
behavior. The volume change behavior (constants c1 and
c2) has been extensively studied by Byrne (1991) and he
recommended values as a function of the relative density of
soil.
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0
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(a)
30
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From Field Database
(Youd et al. 2001)

0.20

1

= (130-320 kPa)

10

σ'V <52 kPa

100

No. of Cycles to Liquefaction or 5% Strain

(b)
Fig. 3: Matching of liquefaction curves for (a) Dr =
40% and (b) Dr = 60%.
Recommended values for c1 and c2 are 0.75 and 0.53,
respectively, for a sand at a relative density Dr = 40% [22].
The corresponding values for Dr = 60% are 0.24 and 1.66,
respectively.
A convenient way of obtaining porewater pressure
model parameters is to match a specified liquefaction
potential curve with the one predicted by the porewater
pressure generation model used in the approach (Finn et al.
1982). In using the TARA-2M model, it is customary to
select model constant Kr (Eq. (5)) such that there is a close
match between the predicted and specified liquefaction
potential (or target) curves (Figs. 3a and 3b). The
liquefaction potential data for Dr = 40% (SPT N1 = 7.1) and
Dr = 60% (SPT N1 = 16) were deduced from the widelyused field liquefaction database provided by Youd et al.
(2001) in their state-of-practice report on liquefaction
evaluation for level ground. The properties of DM soil
columns are much stiffer (in excess of 10 times the soil)
and were obtained from data (Fig. 4) provided by Shibuya
et al. (1992) and Probaha et al. (1998). Table 1
summarizes the material constants used withTARA-2M.
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Lab. Data
after Shibuya et al. (1992);
Probaha et al. (2000)

0.4
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0.2
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0.0001
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Lab. Data
after Shibuya et al. (1992);
Probaha et al. (2000)
Soil Properties Model
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n = 0.62
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5
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(a)

0.001

0.01

0.1
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1
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Fig. 4: Properties of treated material (a) G/Gmax and (b) ζ.
TABLE 1: SOIL PARAMETERS USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF FIELD CASES
Parameter

Untreated soil

Treated soil

Fill and base layer

(Dr = 40%)

(i.e. DM soil)

(Dr = 60%)

Unit Weight of Soil, γ (kN/m )

18.0

18.5

18.5

(K2)max

40.0

454.0

52.0

Volume Change Constants

0.75, 0.53

0.0, 0.0

0.24, 1.66

0.04

----a

0.024

3

(c1 and c2)
Rebound Modulus Constant, Kr
a

No excess porewater pressure develops

5 APPLICATION TO DEEP MIXING FIELD
CASES
The aforementioned seismic response evaluation model
was used to generate a database of routinely used soil
responses under two different excitations. The selected
soil response for close examination is porewater
pressure as this is a widely-used engineering design
parameter. As pointed out earlier, the objective of this
study is to produce simple design guidelines that the
practicing engineers can readily use to evaluate the
effectiveness of various configurations of DM
treatments.
Assessment of liquefaction and porewater pressure
in a layered deposit was revisited recently by a panel of
researchers and practicing engineers. Recommendations
by the panel have been presented in a publication
assembled by Youd et al. (2001). These guidelines
have been developed by integrating the behavior of
soils in laboratory and in the field under variety of
shaking and soil conditions. On the other hand, the
evaluation of surface settlement was presented by
Tokimatsu and Seed (1987). These procedures are
well-suited for typical field conditions, which often
consist of soil layers of different thicknesses and
properties (e.g. SPT N values).
The responses
computed by above procedures are considered to be the
free-field responses i.e. responses at locations away
from the treated zone. Since such procedures are
routinely used by practicing engineers to study seismic
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response, it was decided to present the soil responses
computed in this study as ratios normalized with respect
to corresponding free-field responses at the same
horizontal level. This way of presentation was adopted
because these normalized ratios can be subsequently
used to obtain responses at any interior location, once
the free-field response has been evaluated.
Fig. 5 shows a typical DM field configuration in
which the treatment depth L to the base layer (Dr =
60%) is 10m; the base layer thickness is 2.5m; the
untreated soil has a Dr = 40%; the thickness of
treatment d = 0.9m; and the water table is at the top of
the DM treated soil. A fill (Dr = 60%) of height 3m is
provided at the top of the existing soil. In the
discussion of results presented below, only the response
of a representative field case in which cell width b =
5.1m has been reported.
The two base motions that are representative of
magnitudes M = 6.5 (Case 1) and M = 8 (Case 2) were
used in the study. For M = 6.5, a recording from 1983
Coalinga earthquake (M = 6.5), and for M = 8.0, a
recording from 1999 Chi Chi event were initially
selected. Each of these records was spectrally matched
to a target spectrum using the program RASCAL. Both
of these records had a recorded maximum acceleration
of about 0.6g and are designated as HPVY045 (M =
6.5) and TCU065 (M = 8) in the database maintained by
the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER)
Center. The target spectra for M = 6.5 and M = 8.0
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Fig. 5: DM Configuration considered in the case
study.
Maximum computed porewater pressures for both
cases (Case 1 and Case 2) along three vertical sections
located between the free-field and treated edge column
are presented in Figs. 6a and 6b. These sections are
placed (see Fig. 5) at d1 = d (Section P-P), d1 = 3d
(Section Q-Q) and d1 = 5d (Section R-R). As indicated
above, the computed porewater pressure responses
shown in the figures have been normalized by dividing
the responses by the corresponding computed porewater
pressure at the same horizontal level in the free-field.
For these cases with maximum input base acceleration
of amax = 0.4g, a substantial liquefaction was observed
in the free-field.
A closer examination of Figs. 6a and 6b reveals that
the vertical section closest to the edge column (Section
P-P) experienced the lowest amount of porewater
pressure response, while the Section R-R located the
farthest showed the highest.
This indicates the
effectiveness of the treated columns in reducing the
porewater pressure response at locations closer to DM
treated zone. It may be recalled that similar observers
ions were also made by Babasaki et al. (1991, 1992) in
their centrifuge tests. The effectiveness of treatment is
significant, especially near the surface. The lateral
extent of the effectiveness of treatment can be
interpreted from the magnitude of the porewater
pressure ratio. At Sections R-R and Q-Q (located at 5d
and 3d from the edge column, respectively) the
porewater pressure is as much as 90% of the free-field
in the bottom half of the treatment length. This
observation reveals that the lateral extent of the
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effectiveness may be limited to less than 3d from the
DM columns.

Depth Below DM Surface, z (m)

were selected based on Applied Technology Council
(ATC-32) recommendation for Type D conditions.
Following spectral matching, baseline correction and
filtering were performed. Cut-off frequencies for the M
= 6.5 record were 0.1 and 20 Hz, whereas for M = 8.0,
the corresponding values were 0.15 and 20Hz. A
slightly higher lower cut-off frequency was needed for
M = 8.0 excitation to achieve a satisfactory baseline
correction. Both motions were scaled to yield an amax of
0.4g, and were applied at the bottom of the base layer.
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Fig. 6: Computed porewater pressure ratios along
three vertical sections in two earthquakes (a) M =
6.5 and (b) M = 8.0.
The role of larger magnitude earthquake (Case 2) is
to decrease the effectiveness of the treatment at Section
(Q-Q) at deeper locations. Unlike with M = 6.5 (Case
1) when M = 8.0 (Case 2), the porewater pressure
responses at Sections Q-Q and R-R are similar. On the
other hand, the ratios at Section P-P are unaffected by
the earthquake magnitude.
The observations relative to porewater pressure
response between the treated columns are much more
complex (Figs. 7a and 7b). The vertical sections here
are equally spaced at b/4, as shown in Fig. 5. In
general, the following observations can be made: (1) the
porewater pressure within the treated zone is smaller
than those computed in the free-field, (2) the porewater
pressure response is consistently lower (Case 1 and
Case 2) along Section C-C, which is located closest to
the edge column, (3) highest porewater pressure
responses are computed near the middle of the DM
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Depth Below DM Surface, z (m)

columns, (4) the responses in the bottom half of the
treated length is similar between the sections located
closest to the DM columns (Sections A-A and C-C),
and (5) the ratios are not significantly affected by the
earthquake magnitude.
The reason for the third
observation above can be attributed to the fact that
unlike the soil elements near the DM columns, the
elements away from the columns are unaffected by the
presence of columns.
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Fig. 7: Computed porewater pressure ratios within
DM treated zone in two earthquakes (a) M = 6.5
and (b) M = 8.0.

6 CONCLUSIONS
A parametric study has been undertaken to investigate
the influence of DM treated soil columns on the
porewater pressure response in the vicinity of the
treatment.
The study utilized a two-dimensional
effective stress program, TARA-2M. The model
constants required to undertake TARA-2M runs were
obtained from laboratory and field databases of soil
properties. Porewater pressure responses have been
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provided for two base excitations resulting from two
earthquakes (M = 6.5 and 8). The excitation strength
was kept constant at amax = 0.4g. Computed results
clearly show the extent of the influence of the treated
columns in reducing the excess porewater pressures.
Though the effectiveness of DM treatment is more
pronounced near the surface, it is however, limited to a
lateral distance of about 3d from the edge of the DM
treated zone. This is especially true in deeper locations
under shaking from the larger earthquake. In locations
within the treated zone, the porewater pressure
responses near the treated columns are similar; but at
locations near the middle of the DM columns, the
porewater pressures are higher.
The results presented above are for a representative
field case. Investigations focusing on the relative
influence of other additional parameters such as
different base excitations, levels of excitations, depth of
treated columns, location of the specified base
excitations, stiffness values of treated columns etc. are
underway.
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ABSTRACT: A numerical parameter study was performed to identify the factors that have the greatest influence on load
transfer for embankments supported on deep-mixing-method (DMM) columns. Stress on top of DMM columns increases as
the embankment height increases, column modulus increases, embankment stiffness increases, thickness of an upper layer
of existing sand decreases, clay preloading decreases, and area replacement ratio decreases. Stress on top of DMM columns
is relatively unaffected by the thickness of the clay layer and the density of the lower sand layer.

1 INTRODUCTION
Deep mixing stabilization is increasingly being used in the
U.S. to support new embankments over deposits of soft
soil. The settlement and stability of such systems depend,
in part, on the portion of the embankment load that is
transferred to the columns.
Methods for estimating
embankment loads on columns or piles have been proposed
by Hewlett and Randolph (1988), BS8006 (1995), Russell
and Pierpoint (1997), and Rogbeck et al. (1998); however,
these methods generally take into account only a few of the
system variables, such as area replacement ratio of the
columns and embankment properties. Furthermore, very
simplified mechanics are assumed in some of these
methods.
To obtain a broader understanding, and to quantitatively
evaluate the factors that influence load transfer to columns
beneath embankments, a series of numerical parameter
studies were performed by varying the following: (1)
strength and modulus of the deep mixing method (DMM)
columns, (2) density of the embankment fill, (3)
embankment height, (4) thickness of an existing upper sand
layer, (5) density of a lower sand layer, (6) compressibility
and thickness of the soft soil, and (7) column diameter and
column spacing.
The analyses and results presented here are for the case
of embankments supported on columns without overlying
layers of geosynthetic reinforcement.
Geosyntheticreinforced embankments over DMM columns are the
subject of on-going studies.
This paper provides definitions of load transfer
terminology, description of the verification studies and
methods used in the numerical parametric analyses, and
results of the parameter study, including discussion of the
trends disclosed by the analyses.

2 DEFINITION OF TERMS
The ratio between the stress on the top of the column, σcol,
and the average applied embankment stress at the level of
the top of the column, σ, is referred to in this paper as the
“column stress ratio,” CSR:
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CSR =

σ col
σ

(1)

Low et al. (1994) use the phrase “competency ratio,”
and the symbol, C, to refer to the same quantity defined in
this paper as the column stress ratio, CSR.
Two other terms commonly used to express load
distribution beneath column-supported embankments are
the stress concentration ratio, n, and stress reduction ratio,
SRR. The stress concentration ratio, n, is defined as the
ratio of vertical stress at the top of the column to the
vertical stress at the top of the foundation soil, σsoil,
between the columns:
n=

σ col
σ soil

(2)

The stress reduction ratio, SRR, is defined as the ratio
of the stress applied to the foundation soil between the
columns to the average stress applied by the embankment
(Low et al. 1994, Russell and Pierpoint 1997):
σ
SRR = soil
σ

(3)

The area replacement ratio, as, is defined as the ratio of
the area of the column, Acol, to the total tributary area
associated with that column, Acol + Asoil, such that:
as =

A col
A col + A soil

(4)

The parameters CSR, SRR, n and as are related as
follows:
n=

CSR
SRR

(5)
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SRR =

1 − CSR ⋅ a s
1
=
1 + (n − 1) ⋅ a s
1− a s

(6)

CSR =

1 − SRR ⋅ (1 − a s )
n
=
1 + (n − 1) ⋅ a s
as

(7)

Arching in the embankment plays an important role in
the behavior of embankments supported on DMM columns.
For the condition of no soil arching, there is no reduction of
pressure on the foundation soil between the columns, and
the values of CSR, n, and SRR are all equal to one. For the
hypothetical condition of complete soil arching, the entire
applied embankment load would be carried by the columns
and no load would be carried by the soil between the
columns. For complete soil arching, CSR would equal the
inverse of as, n would approach infinity, and SRR would
equal zero. The conditions of no soil arching and complete
soil arching are limiting conditions, and for real
embankments supported on DMM columns, the degree of
arching lies between these limiting conditions. Thus, the
values of CSR must lie between 1 and 1/as in all cases for
which the columns are stiffer than the soft soil between
columns.
The column stress ratio, CSR, is used here to present
the results of FLAC numerical analyses. The vertical stress
above the column was evaluated by integrating the
calculated zone stresses across the column mesh. CSR is
used because it is a more direct way to represent the
normalized load transfer from embankment to columns than
is the stress concentration ratio, n. Knowing the value of
CSR, the stress on top of the column is obtained from σcol =
(CSR)(γ)(H), where γ = the unit weight of the embankment,
and H = the embankment height.

3

DESCRIPTION OF NUMERICAL ANALYSES

3.1 Verification Studies
Verification analyses were performed to gain an
understanding of the appropriate numerical modeling
procedures and required mesh refinement. The results of
verification analyses were compared with measurements
from an instrumented test embankment supported on deepmixed soil-cement columns installed by the dry method at
the interchange of US I-95 and Virginia State Route 1 in
Alexandria, Virginia.
The load transfer behavior of column-supported
embankments is a three-dimensional problem. As part of
the verification analyses, three-dimensional drained
analyses were performed using FLAC3D (Fast Lagrangian
Analysis of Continua in 3 Dimensions) (Itasca 2002a). The
results of the three-dimensional model produced good
agreement with the pressure cell data from the I-95/Route 1
test embankment. Two-dimensional, drained axisymmetric
analyses were also performed using FLAC (Fast
Lagrangian Analysis of Continua) (Itasca 2002b). The
results of the two-dimensional model provided a good
match to the pressure cell data and to the results of the
three-dimensional analyses. The details of the analyses for
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the I-95/Route 1 project, as well as the site subsurface
conditions, column construction, and embankment details
are described in Stewart et al. (2004) and Stewart and Filz
(2005).
The FLAC and FLAC3D analyses were all performed
under drained conditions. Consolidation analyses of the I95/Route 1 test embankment were also performed using the
finite element program SAGE (Static Analysis of
Geotechnical Engineering Problems) (Bentler et al. 1999).
The consolidation analyses performed using SAGE
produced a stress distribution above the columns that was
nearly identical to the results of the drained analyses
performed using FLAC3D and FLAC, and was also in good
agreement with the pressure cell data. Therefore, it was
concluded that the load transfer behavior of columnsupported embankments could be reasonably well modeled
using axisymmetric drained analyses.
An interesting characteristic of the pressure cell
readings at the I-95/Route 1 test embankment is that they
responded almost immediately to fill placement, which
occurred in about 10 days, and they did not change
appreciably after that, even though the test embankment
continued to settle for the approximately 13 months that the
embankment was in place. This indicates that the local
relative deformation pattern near the top of the columns
was established very quickly, perhaps due to rapid
consolidation of the soft soil near the top of the columns, as
would be expected near a drainage boundary. It appears in
this case that on-going consolidation of the soft soil at
depth did not appreciably affect stress distribution at the
level of the top of the columns.
3.2 Base Case for Parameter Studies
The approach adopted for the numerical parameter studies
relies on a base cases analysis, with systematic variation of
parameter values from the base case. The base case
geometry was chosen based on realistic values of column
diameter and spacing, and embankment height, for columnsupported embankments (Russell and Pierpoint 1997,
Kempton et al. 1998, Han and Gabr 2002). The base case
geometry and subsurface profile is shown in Figure 1,
where it can be seen that the DMM column is 0.8 m in
diameter and 9.6 m long. The subsurface profile consists of
an upper sand layer 0.6 m thick, which is underlain by soft
clay 8.4 m thick, which in turn is underlain by a layer of
lower sand. The ground water table is located 0.6 m below
the original ground surface.
The reason that the layer of upper sand was included in
the analyses was to represent a layer of stronger soil that
most often either exists or is placed to permit construction.
The upper layer of stronger soil could be existing site fill,
new site fill, or a desiccated crust. For simplicity, the upper
layer was represented as sand in the analyses.
The total embankment fill thickness shown in Figure 1
is 6.0 m. As discussed below, the embankment fill was
placed in lifts.
The material property values used for the base case
analysis are listed in Table 1.
The following parameters were systematically varied in
this parametric study: (1) strength and modulus of the
DMM column material, (2) density of embankment fill,
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Figure 1. Base Case Profile
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Figure 2. Alternative Strength Characterizations of
DMM Column Material.
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(3) embankment height, (4) thickness of upper sand
layer, (5) density of lower sand layer, (6) compressibility
and thickness of the clay, and (7) column diameter and
column spacing. In most cases, each parameter was varied
independently, except for the column strength and stiffness
and the column diameter and spacing, as discussed below.
The details of the parameter studies are described in the
following sections.
3.3 Column Strength and Modulus
A linear-elastic, perfectly-plastic model with a MohrCoulomb failure criterion was used for the DMM columns.
It was expected that the modulus and strength of the DMM
columns would be important factors in the development of
vertical stresses above the columns, and these values were
varied in the parameter studies.
The unconfined compressive strength, qu, is often the
only measure of column strength on a project. Very little
data exists in the literature regarding effective-stress based
strength parameter values for DMM columns. The two
approaches used in this study for representing the drained
strength of DMM materials are presented in Figure 2. In
Method A, which was used by McGinn and O’Rourke
(2003) in their analyses of the Central Artery Project in
Boston, the effective stress cohesion intercept was set equal
to 0.5 times qu, and the effective stress friction angle was
set equal to zero. In Method B, which is based on
recommendations by Kivelo (1998), EuroSoilStab (2002),
and Broms (2003), the effective stress cohesion intercept
was set equal to 0.289 times qu, and the effective stress
friction angle was set equal to 30˚. For the compressive
loading induced on the DMM material in the axisymmetric
geometry shown in Figure 1, Method A is a more
conservative representation of strength than Method B.
The base case analysis used a qu value of 1034 kPa and
Method A to represent the column strength. In the
parametric studies, four values of unconfined compressive
strength ranging from 207 to 4823 kPa were used, and for
each value, Methods A and B were both employed in
separate analyses to represent the drained strength of the
DMM material.
The modulus of elasticity, E, is typically assumed to
increase linearly with the unconfined compressive strength,
qu, for DMM materials. For columns installed by the dry
method, the ratio of E to qu ranges from 50 to 250 (Baker
2000, Broms 2003, Jacobson et al. 2003). For columns
installed by the wet method, the ratio of E to qu ranges from
about 150 to 1000 (Fang et al. 2001, CDIT 2002, McGinn
and O’Rourke 2003). Analysis of a large database from the
I-95/Route 1 project (Navin and Filz 2005) showed that an
E/qu ratio of about 300 is reasonable for cement-soil
mixtures without lime, whether they are created by the wet
or dry methods of deep mixing. For the base case, a ratio of
E/qu equal to 250 was used for the DMM columns. In the
parameter studies, E/qu ranged from 75 to 700. The
combinations of column strength and modulus that were
used in the parameter studies are listed in Table 2. The
base case values are in bold text.
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Table 1: Base case material property values

NC Soft
Clay
Modified
Cam Clay
1524
0.35
-

Upper Sand

Lower Sand

DMM
Column

Embankment

Model type (a)
LEPP-MC
LEPP-MC
LEPP-MC
LEPP-MC
Moist density, kg/m3
1825
= γsoil
1984
Sat. Density, kg/m3
1900
2222
= γsoil
Elastic Modulus, kPa
11,970
47,870
258,500
29,920
Poisson’s Ratio
0.33
0.26
0.35
0.30
Bulk Modulus, kPa
11,735
33,243
287,222
24,933
Shear Modulus, kPa
4,500
18,996
95,741
11,508
qu, kPa
0
0
1034
0
Friction Angle, deg.
30
40
0
35
Dilation Angle, deg.
0
10
0
5
Critical Shear Stress
1.1
Ratio, ηcrit
Lambda, λ
0.35
Kappa, κ
0.035
Specific Volume, vo
3.16
Pressure at vo, psf
100
(a) LEPP-MC indicates a linear-elastic, perfectly plastic soil model with a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion.
Table 2. Values of Column Strength and Modulus

Method A
c'
(kPa) φ'

Method B
c'
(kPa)
φ'

qu
(kPa)

E/qu

E
(kPa)

207

250

51,750

104

0

60

30

207

400

82,800

104

0

60

30

517

75

38,775

258

0

149

30

517

250

129,250

258

0

149

30

517

400

206,800

258

0

149

30

1034

75

77,550

517

0

299

30

1034

250

258,500

517

0

299

30

1034

700

723,800

517

0

299

30

4823

250

1,205,750

2412

0

1394

30

Table 3. Range of Material Property Values for
Embankment Fill and Lower Sand

Very
Med.
Dense(b)
Dense
Dense(a)
γmoist, kg/m3
1825
1984
2142
2300
Modulus, kPa
11,970 29,920 47,870 95,740
Poisson’s Ratio
0.33
0.30
0.26
0.23
Friction Angle
30
35
40
45
Dilation Angle
0
5
10
15
(a) Base case condition for embankment fill
(b) Base case condition for lower sand

Table 4. Embankment Placement

Embankment
height increment
(m)
0 – 1.2
1.2 – 3.6
3.6 - 6

Lift thickness
(m)
0.3
0.6
1.2

3.4 Embankment Fill
A linear-elastic, perfectly-plastic soil model with a MohrCoulomb failure criterion was used for the embankment fill.
For the base case, the embankment properties were selected
to represent a medium dense sand with a moist density of
1984 kg/m3, a friction angle of 35˚, a cohesion intercept of
0, and a dilation angle of 5˚. In the parameter studies, loose
and dense conditions of the embankment fill were evaluated
using the material property values given in Table 3.
The embankment was placed using a total of ten lifts to
reach a height of 6 m, as outlined in Table 4. The
advantage of applying the embankment in lifts is twofold:
(1) greater accuracy was achieved in the numerical analyses
and (2) it allowed for stresses to be recorded at intermediate
embankment heights of 1.2, 2.4, 4.8, and 6 m.

Loose
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3.5 Upper and Lower Sand Layers
A linear-elastic, perfectly-plastic soil model with a MohrCoulomb failure criterion was used for the upper layer of
sand. Recognizing that a high level of compaction would
not normally be achieved for a fill layer directly above soft
clay, the sand layer was represented as a loose material with
a friction angle of 30 degrees, a cohesion intercept of zero,
and a dilation angle of zero degrees. The thickness of the
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upper sand layer was 0.6 m for the base case, and this was
varied from 0.3 to 2.1 m in the parameter study. The total
thickness of the upper sand layer plus the soft clay layer
was held constant at 9 m while the thickness of the upper
sand layer was varied. Thus, the column length remained
constant in this part of the parameter study.
A linear-elastic, perfectly-plastic soil model with a
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion was used for the lower
layer of sand. For the base case, the lower sand was
represented as being in a dense condition, with a friction
angle of 40 degrees, a cohesion intercept of zero, and a
dilation angle of 10 degrees. In the parameter studies,
medium dense and very dense conditions of the lower sand
were evaluated using the material property values given in
Table 3.
3.6 Clay Compressibility and Thickness
The clay between the columns was represented using the
modified Cam Clay material model. According to the
correlation between compressibility and water content, wc,
of clay and silt deposits in Terzaghi et al. (1996), the value
of wc in percent is approximately equal to the compression
index, Cc, times 100. In Cam Clay, compressibility is
represented by the parameters lambda, λ, and kappa, κ.
The parameter λ is equal to Cc divided by 2.3, and it was
assumed in this study that κ is equal to 0.1 times λ. Based
on a range of values of wc and a specific gravity of solids
equal to 2.7, values of Cc, λ, κ, and saturated unit weight,
γsat, were calculated. For the base case analysis, the clay
was assumed to be normally consolidated, and the material
property values were based on a water content of 80%,
which produces Cc = 0.8, λ= 0.35, κ = 0.035, and γsat =
1524 kg/m3. To evaluate the effect of clay compressibility
in the parameter studies, the values of λ, κ, and γsat were
varied corresponding to natural water contents of 40, 120,
and 150%, as listed Table 5.
Another impact on clay compressibility is the degree of
overconsolidation of the clay. As part of the parameter
study, the clay layer was overconsolidated by applying
three different surcharge pressures (24, 48, and 72 kPa) to
the base case subsurface profile, prior to installing the
column and placing the embankment.
In addition to the compressibility of the clay, the effect
of varying the clay thickness, and thus the column length,
was evaluated. The base case clay thickness is 8.5 m, and
clay thicknesses of 5.5 m and 11.6 m were also evaluated.
These clay thicknesses correspond to column lengths of 9.8
m for the base case, and 6.7 m and 12.8 m for the thinner
and thicker clay layers, respectively.
Table 5. Clay Parameter Values

wc (%)
40
80
120
150
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Cc
0.4
0.8
1.2
1.5

λ
0.17
0.35
0.52
0.65

κ
0.017
0.035
0.052
0.065

γsat
(kg/m3)
1793
1524
1380
1317

Table 6. Column and Model Diameters

dcol (m) as = 10%
0.5
1.6
0.8
2.5
1.2
3.8

dmod (m)
as = 20% as = 30%
1.1
0.9
1.8
1.5
2.7
2.2

as = 40%
0.8
1.3
1.9

3.7 Column Diameter and Spacing
As shown in Figure 1, the base case column diameter is 0.8
m and the diameter of the axisymmetric model is 1.8 m.
These dimensions correspond to an area replacement ratio
of 20%, as defined in Equation 4. Four values of area
replacement were evaluated as part of the parameter study:
as = 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%. For each of the four values
of as, three column diameters were investigated: 0.5, 0.8,
and 1.2 m. In axisymmetric models, the total tributary area
associated with a column is represented by a circular area,
and the area replacement ratio is equal to the square of the
column diameter, dcol, divided by the square of the model
diameter, dmod. The values of column and model diameters
and the corresponding area replacement ratios that were
evaluated are given in Table 6.

4 RESULTS OF ANALYSES
The results of the parameter studies are discussed in this
section. As previously mentioned, each parameter was
varied independently, except for the column strength and
stiffness, and the column diameter and spacing.
The results are discussed below, and are plotted in
Figures 3 through 8, which provide CSR values as a
function of embankment height for each parameter
considered. In Figure 3 and Figures 5 through 8, the thick
black line with no symbols represents the results of the base
case analysis.
4.1 Column Modulus and Strength
The influence of column strength and modulus were
evaluated first, using parameter values listed in Table 2,
with other parameter values equal to the base case values in
Table 1 and the geometry as shown in Figure 1. The
analysis results for the cases in which column failure did
not occur are shown in Figure 3. Where no column failure
occurs, the use of Method A and Method B to represent
DMM material strength yield the same results. Column
failure did not occur for column strengths of 1034 and 4832
kPa for any embankment height analyzed, and for column
strengths of 517 kPa for embankment heights not exceeding
4.8 m. Figure 3 shows that the values of CSR increase as
the column modulus increases and as the embankment
height increases. The influence of column modulus on
CSR values is most significant when the column modulus is
low. As the embankment height and column stiffness
increase, the CSR values approach the upper limiting value
of 1/as, which is equal to 5 for the base case geometry with
as = 20%.
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6
5
Embankment Height (m)

The effect of embankment density on CSR values can be
seen in Figure 5. As the embankment stiffness and strength
increase, the embankment fill becomes a more effective
bridging layer, which means that more load is transferred
directly to the top of the columns. As a result, the CSR
values increase.

E = 38,775 kPa
E = 77,550 kPa
E = 129,250 kPa
E = 206,800 kPa
E = 258,500 kPa
E = 723,800 kPa
E = 1,205,750 kPa

4
3
2
1
0
2

2.5

3

CSR

3.5

4

4.5

Figure 3. Variation of CSR with Column Modulus
and Embankment Height (for columns that did not fail)

The analysis results for the cases in which column failure
did occur are shown in Figure 4. For low strength columns
(qu = 207 kPa), failure occurred at an embankment height of
about 2.4 m. For higher strength columns (qu = 517 kPa),
failure did not become evident until an embankment height
of about 6 m was reached. When embankment failure
occurs, the values of CSR decrease with increasing
embankment height because the embankment load
continues to increase while the column load is limited by
the column strength. It can also be seen in Figure 4 that
Method B for representing the column strength allows the
columns to sustain more load than does Method A.

4.3 Upper and Lower Sand Layers
The effect of thickness of the upper sand layer on CSR
values is shown in Figure 6. As the thickness of the upper
sand layer increases, the value of CSR calculated at the top
of the column decreases. This occurs because the upper
sand layer is less compressible than the soft clay, so more
load is carried by the soil and less embankment load is
carried by the columns at the elevation of the top of the
column.
However, the upper sand transfers load to the columns
through friction. For comparison purposes, the load
transfer to the columns at the bottom of the upper sand was
evaluated for two cases: (1) the base case thickness of 0.6
m and (2) the maximum thickness of 2.1 m. For both cases,
at the elevation at the bottom of the clay layer, the value of
CSR calculated based on the increase in stress in the
columns was close to 1/as. This indicates that almost 100%
of the embankment load is transferred to the columns at the
level of the bottom of the clay. For an embankment height
of 6 m, at the bottom of the 0.6-m and 2.1-m thick upper
sand layers, approximately 93% and 97%, respectively, of
the entire embankment load is transferred to the column
within the sand layer. At the bottom of the thicker sand
layer, there is more load in the column than at the same
depth for the case with a thinner upper sand layer.
Analyses showed that the relative density of the lower
sand layer, which was allowed to range from medium dense
to very dense, with property values as listed in Table 3, has
negligible impact on the load distribution at the elevation at
the top of the column.

6
E = 38,775 kPa, qu = 517 kPa, φ = 0

Embankment Height (m)

5

E = 38,775 kPa, qu = 517 kPa, φ = 30
E = 51,750 kPa, qu = 207 kPa, φ = 0
E = 51,750 kPa, qu = 207 kPa, φ = 30

4

E = 82,800 kPa, qu = 207 kPa, φ = 0
E = 82,800 kPa, qu = 207 kPa, φ = 30

3

E = 129,250 kPa, qu = 517 kPa, φ = 0
E = 129,250 kPa, qu = 517 kPa, φ = 30

2

E = 206,800 kPa, qu = 517 kPa, φ = 0
E = 206,800 kPa, qu = 517 kPa, φ = 30

1
0
2

2.5

3

CSR

3.5

4

4.5

4.2 Embankment Material
Figure 4. Variation of CSR with Column Modulus and Embankment Height (for columns that experienced failure)
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Figure 5. Effect of Embankment Fill on CSR
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0

4
3
2
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2
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3

4

5

Figure 6. Effect of Thickness of Upper Sand Layer
on CSR

4.4 Soft Clay Layer
4.4.1 Compressibility of Normally Consolidated
Clay
The analyses showed that the values of CSR increase as the
compressibility of the clay increases. However, the
increase in CSR values is only a few percent, even for the
approximately four-fold increase in λ from 0.17 to 0.65 that
was covered in the parameter study. For all these values of
λ, the normally consolidated clay is very compressible in
comparison to the column stiffness. For these high values
of clay compressibility, load transfer to the columns is
apparently controlled by the arching that occurs in the
upper sand layer and the embankment fill.
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Figure 7. Effect of Overconsolidation on CSR
4.4.2 Degree of Overconsolidation
The effect of overconsolidation of the clay is shown in
Figure 7, where it can be seen that the CSR values decrease
as the surcharge pressure increases.
The biggest
incremental drop in CSR values occurs for the first
increment of surcharge pressure from 0 to 24 kPa. The
reason this occurs is that a surcharge pressure of 24 kPa is
sufficient to put the clay in an overconsolidated state for
most of the embankment loading. For example, the value
of CSR at an embankment height of 6 m for the 24 kPa
surcharge pressure is 3.7, which corresponds to a value of
the stress reduction ratio, SRR, equal to 0.325 for as = 20%,
according to Eqn. (6). This implies that σsoil = (0.325)(120
kPa) = 39 kPa. Thus, the clay follows recompression,
which is controlled by κ = 0.035, for much of the
embankment loading.
Evidently, this drop in
compressibility is sufficient to reduce the clay compression
and thereby reduce the CSR value significantly.
As shown in Figure 7, the CSR value decreases
significantly when moving from the normally consolidated
case to the case in which a surcharge of 24 kPa was applied.
For the cases in which surcharges of 48 kPa and 72 kPa
were applied, the CSR value only drops a small additional
amount.
Overconsolidation of the clay in these analyses had a
greater effect on the load distribution than changing the
compressibility parameters of the normally consolidated
clay.
4.4.3 Clay Thickness
The analyses showed that changing the thickness of the clay
layer from 5.5 to 8.5 to 11.6 m had negligible effect on
CSR values. This result is consistent with the other results
reported here, in particular, that the relative density of the
lower sand was unimportant and that the thickness of the
upper sand was important. It appears that the geometry and
properties of materials near the top of the columns have the
biggest impacts on CSR values.
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0
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Figure 8. Variation of CSR with Column Diameter, Area Replacement Ratio, and Embankment Height

4.5 Geometry
The influence of column diameter and spacing on CSR
values is shown in Figure 8. First, it can be seen that CSR
values increase with increasing embankment height for all
cases except for the smallest area replacement ratio and the
greatest embankment height, for which column failure
occurred. Furthermore, Figure 8 shows that CSR values
increase as the value of the area replacement ratio, as,
decreases. Careful examination of the figure also shows
that, in every case, 1/as represents an upper bound on CSR
values.
The influence of the column diameter for a constant
value of as is more complex. When as = 10%, CSR values
decrease with increasing column diameter. When as = 40%,
CSR values increase with increasing column diameter.
However, when as = 20% and 30%, increasing the column
diameter has mixed effects on CSR values.
A possible explanation for these patterns is twofold.
For low fixed values of as (e.g., 10%), the clear span
between columns is relatively large for all column
diameters studied. When the clear span is relatively large,
the upper sand and clay cannot span between columns very
effectively, so the CSR value is determined primarily by the
interaction between the columns and the embankment. As
the column diameter increases, the clear span also increases
for a fixed value of as. As a result, for a fixed embankment
height, the volume proportion of the embankment material
under the arches between columns increases, and the
volume of the embankment supported per unit column area
decreases. Consequently, the CSR value decreases.
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On the other hand, for high fixed values of as (e.g.,
40%), the clear span between columns is small enough at
small column diameters that the upper sand and clay can
span between columns somewhat effectively.
This
provides support for the embankment between columns and
reduces the load on top of the columns, and thus reduces
the CSR value. As the column diameter increases, the
ability of the upper sand and clay to span between columns
decreases. As a result, less support is provided to the
embankment between columns, which increases the load on
top of the columns and thus increases the CSR.
As can be seen in Figure 8, for the cases of as = 10%,
column failure occurred at embankment heights of 4.8 m.
For these cases, additional analyses were performed using
Method B for characterizing the strength of the DMM
columns. Again it can be seen that the load capacity of the
columns is greater when the DMM strength is represented
by Method B than when it is represented by Method A.

5 LIMITATIONS
The results discussed in this paper are only for the
conditions investigated. Although column failure only
occurred for some of the analysis cases, when it did,
Methods A and B for characterizing the DMM material
produced different results, as expected. The question of
proper strength characterization for DMM materials should
receive additional study.
The analyses presented in this paper do not consider a
geosynthetic reinforced bridging layer above the columns.
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Pilot-scale experiments and additional numerical analyses
are underway to study the influences of column size,
column spacing, column compressibility, geosynthetic
characteristics,
embankment
fill
properties,
and
embankment fill thickness on SRR values that would be
appropriate for designing the geosynthetics.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A numerical parameter study was performed to identify and
quantitatively evaluate the factors that have the greatest
effect on the load transfer from embankments supported on
DMM columns. The parameter study was performed using
two-dimensional, drained axisymmetric analyses using the
computer program FLAC.
Results of the parameter study are expressed in terms
of the column stress ratio, CSR, which represents the
normalized stress on the columns subjected to embankment
loading, and is defined as the stress on top of the columns
divided by the average vertical stress from the
embankment. The value of CSR must lie between 1 and
1/as for columns that are stiffer than the clay between
columns.
Key findings from the analyses include:
• Where no column failure occurs, the use of Method A
(c’ = 0.5qu and φ' = 0˚) and Method B (c’ = 0.289qu and
φ' = 30˚) to represent DMM material strength yield the
same results. When column failure does occur, DMM
columns can sustain more load when their strength is
characterized by Method B than by Method A, and the
corresponding values of CSR are higher.
• Where there is no column failure, CSR values increase
with increasing column modulus and increasing
embankment height.
• Once column failure occurs, CSR values decrease with
increasing embankment height.
• As the embankment stiffness and strength increase,
CSR values increase.
• As the thickness of the upper sand layer increases, CSR
values calculated at the top of the column decrease.
• The thickness of the soft clay layer and the density of
the lower sand layer have negligible effects on the load
distribution at the top of the column.
• When the clay is normally consolidated, varying the
clay compressibility does not have a significant effect
on CSR values, because, even for the wide range of λ
values in the parametric study, the clay is very
compressible in comparison to the column stiffness. In
this case, load transfer to the columns is controlled
mostly by the arching response of the upper sand layer
and the embankment fill material. Therefore, varying
the compressibility of the normally consolidated clay
layer has a very small effect on the load distribution at
the top of the column. However, when clay is
preloaded, subsequent loading follows recompression,
which reduces the clay compressibility enough to
produce a significant difference in the load distribution
at the top of the column. As the surcharge pressure
increases, the values of CSR decrease.
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•
•

Values of CSR increase as the area replacement ratio,
as, decreases.
The influence of the column diameter for a constant
value of as is complex, with increasing values of
column diameter producing decreasing values of CSR
when the value of as is small, and with increasing
values of column diameter producing increasing values
of CSR when the value of as is large. As the clear span
between columns increases, the ability of the upper
sand and clay between columns to effectively span
between columns is reduced, which tends to increase
the stress on the top of the columns. However, the
ability of the embankment to span between columns is
also reduced as the clear span increases, and this tends
to decrease the stress on the top of the columns. These
counteracting effects produce the complex influence of
column diameter on CSR values for fixed values of as.
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Case Study: In-situ Solidification/Stabilization of Hazardous Acid Waste
Oil Sludge and Lessons Learned

Bates, E. R. & Malott, V.
Office of Research and Development Region VI
U.S. Environment Protection Agency U.S. Environment Protection Agency, Cincinnati, Ohio & Dallas, Texas
bates.edward@epa.gov & malott.vincent@epa.gov

ABSTRACT: The South 8th Street site contained a 2.5 acre oily sludge pit with very low pH waste produced by oil
recycling activities. This sludge was treated using in-situ solidification/stabilization technology applied by deep soil mixing
augers. The problems encountered, solutions developed, formula used, and costs are presented

1 Background
The South 8th Street Landfill Superfund Site (site) is an
unpermitted 16 acre landfill on the flood plain of the
Mississippi River in West Memphis, Arkansas. Frequent
flooding of the site between the months of November and
June restricted the time frames for equipment mobilization,
sampling, and remediation of the waste material.
Surrounding land usage on the flood plain includes two
adjoining barge terminals and a nearby seasonal
recreational vehicle park.
Aerial photographs indicate that the site was excavated
for gravel deposits resulting in a series of borrow pits that
were subsequently used for the disposal of industrial and
municipal wastes after 1957. One area of 8.1 acres is
predominately an industrial waste landfill with a large oily
sludge pit occupying 2.5 acres of the area. The oily sludge
pit was used between approximately 1960 and 1970 for the
disposal of waste sludge from an oil re-refining process.
The sludge in the pit has physical and chemical
properties similar to material typically identified at oil
reclamation facilities. The remediation of this oily sludge
pit using in-situ solidification/stabilization (S/S) is the
subject of this paper.
The site was listed on the U.S.EPA’s National
Priorities List (NPL) as the "South 8th Street Landfill site”
on October 14, 1992. The acid oily sludge consisted mostly
of petroleum hydrocarbons and sulfuric acid with high
levels of lead and traces of many other volatile, semivolatile, and non volatile organics and metals. One of the
primary contaminants of concern was lead which could
migrate to groundwater.
However, the low pH of the sludge also presented a
substantial contact hazard while the potential emission of
toxic gases, primarily sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide
presented inhalation risks. Table 1 presents some
characteristics of the untreated sludge.
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2 Remedy Selection
EPA selected a remedy in 1994 that included excavation,
stabilization, and off-site disposal of the oily waste material
exceeding the remedial action goals of 500 mg/kg lead, 10
mg/kg polychlorinated biphenyls, and 3 mg/kg polynuclear
aromatic hydrocarbons. The potentially responsible parties
(PRPs) agreed to perform the remedial design for the
remedy in 1996 and collect additional site data on the waste
characteristics.
Based on the additional data collected during the
remedial design, the PRPs proposed an alternative in-situ
solidification/stabilization treatment method that would
meet the existing remedial goals and allow for the longterm management of the waste at the site without impacting
the groundwater. EPA concurred on the alternative
treatment method and amended the remedy in 1998 with the
following major components:
In-situ stabilization/solidification of an estimated
9,000 cubic yards of sludge and 14,500 cubic yards of
ancillary soil and debris in the oily sludge pit area capable
of meeting the more stringent performance standards for inplace management of the treated material and protection of
the groundwater;
•
Installation of a 2-foot thick natural soil cover over the
treated oily sludge pit area;
•
Placement of deed notifications or other institutional
controls to ensure that any future landowners will be
notified that the land was a former Superfund site and
waste has been treated and is being managed at the
site.
The specific performance standards for the treated waste
were established to ensure that the oily sludge pit wastes
and ancillary soil and debris could be treated and managed
on-site without further degrading the groundwater quality at
the site. The Performance Standards are shown in Table 2.
Note that pH of the treated sludge was included as a
criterion because lead solubility increases sharply at both
low and high pH values. Volume expansion was also listed
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because the U.S.EPA does not approve of simply adding a
large volume of bulking agents to change a hazardous waste
characteristic, and because too much volume expansion
could create onsite disposal problems.
Lesson 1
Table 2 illustrates the use of a tolerance range in treatment
specifications for S/S as used by the U.S.EPA for several
years. It is recognized that due to substantial waste
variability and the very small sample size used for analysis,
a range of values can be expected in performance samples.
Re-treatment using S/S is very difficult to accomplish and
expensive. Since the desired protectiveness is a function of
the properties of the entire treated mass, protectiveness can
be achieved if the average of all treated performance
specimens equals the target criterion and no single
specimen is too far outside the target range.

3 Treatability Tests and Bidding
Following completion of the final design and performance
based bid package, bids were solicited by the PRP from
vendors with known capability for implementing in-situ S/S
remedial actions. Although the U.S.EPA recommended that
the PRPs conduct a bench scale treatability test to develop
effective S/S formulations, the PRPs declined to conduct
the treatability tests themselves, and instead invited
prospective vendors to conduct such tests at vendor
facilities and submit treated materials to the PRPs
contractor for tests. This was accomplished and the PRPs
awarded a contract to a vendor who had not conducted
treatability tests itself, but rather proposed to use a
treatment formula developed on the basis of testing
conducted by other vendors.

4 Mobilization and Pilot Scale Testing
The PRP’s remedial construction contractor (vendor) began
mobilization to the site in June 1999 and initiated the first
round of pilot tests in July 1999 to select a final reagent mix
design for the stabilization/solidification. Pilot tests on the
ancillary soils were completed in August 1999, without
serious problems. The ancillary soils consisted of municipal
trash mixed in with soil and only small amounts of the acid
tar. Mixing was accomplished in mix pits using an
excavator and Portland cement or cement and flyash
mixture.
However, when the contractor tried to inject cement
and flyash slurry into the acid oily sludge pit using a crane
and deep soil mixing auger, serious problems were
revealed. When the cement/flyash slurry was mixed into the
low pH sludge, steam went 40 feet into the air, the oily
sludge began to boil, and toxic sulfur dioxide gas swept
over the site at concentrations exceeding the 100 ppm
IDLH (instantly dangerous to life and health) levels. After
several days of trials, this approach was abandoned.
For the next several weeks EPA’s Office of Research
and Development worked closely with the construction
contractor to develop an alternative safe and effective
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approach. Through small scale five gallon bucket size field
trials an approach was developed using agricultural lime
(ground limestone, calcium carbonate) to pretreat the low
pH acid oily sludge to achieve a pH of about 4.5. Then the
cement/flyash mixture could be added without producing
steam, excessive heat, or sulfur dioxide gas. This was then
successfully employed full scale using the in-situ auger to
pretreat the entire acid oily sludge pit to a maximum depth
of about 20 feet. The calcium carbonate reacted slowly
with the sulfuric acid oily sludge avoiding the generation of
heat and released only carbon dioxide as a gas, rather than
the toxic sulfur dioxide produced by the reaction of the
calcium oxide in the cement with the sulfuric acid of the
sludge.
Lesson 2
It is always better for the responsible party, and/or, the
regulatory Agency to conduct the treatability tests
themselves. In this way any special mixing, waste handling,
or chemical reaction problems can be identified and
resolved before mobilization to the field.
Lesson 3
When treating a strong acid waste, such as low pH
waste oil recycling sludge, it is best to partially neutralize
the acid sludge with a slow reacting weak alkali, such as
calcium carbonate (agriculture lime). Mixing a strong
alkali, such as Portland cement or calcium oxide, even in a
slurry, with a strong acid, can produce disastrous results. In
retrospect this should be obvious, yet is often overlooked.

5 Remediation
Following pretreatment and neutralization of the oily sludge
wastes, stabilization of the oily sludge pit began in
December 1999 and was completed in April 2000. A total
of 19,376 cubic yards of oily sludge was neutralized and
treated with a crane and in-situ auger, representing an
increase of almost 100%, in volume compared with the
remedial design. The increase in volume resulted from an
increase in the depth of treatment necessary to meet the
remedial goals. Stabilization of the ancillary soils began in
September 1999 and was completed in May 2000. A total
of 20,372 cubic yards of ancillary soil was also treated with
a combination of excavators and a crane auger. The
increase in volume of ancillary soils resulted from an
increase in the depth and surface area of treatment
necessary to meet the remedial goals. It should be noted
that in accordance with common practice, the in-situ auger
columns were overlapped (about 40%) to achieve complete
treatment of the oily sludge. The formulation used to
successfully treat the acid oily sludge is presented in Table
3.
After treatment of the acid oily sludge, a geosynthetic
clay liner (GCL) was installed over the treated material
followed by two feet of clean soil. The volume of
groundwater and surface water encountered during the
stabilization/solidification, in excess of what could be
incorporated into the treatment process, totaled
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approximately 177,000 gallons. The State of Arkansas
granted approval for the discharge of the collected water to
the Mississippi River.
The sampling and analysis plan established a
verification sampling program to verify that all
contaminated media exceeding the remedial goals had been
addressed through treatment, a confirmatory sampling
program to confirm that the treated material achieved the
selected performance standards, and a characterization
sampling program to ensure that the soil material used for
the landfill cover met the requirements for clean soil. In
order to obtain samples of the treated sludge for
performance testing, a sleeve fitted with a releasable piston
was lowered to the desired sampling depth in the vertical
column of freshly treated material, the piston opened, and
the sleeve advanced to collect the sample. The sleeve and
sample were then withdrawn, the sample placed into a clean
bucket, and plastic molds were filled with the treated
material and cured in a humid atmosphere.

6 Summary of Remediation Costs
The PRPs prepared a cost estimate to implement the
remedial action during the remedial design and this cost
estimate was included in the 1998 Record of Decision.
Table 4 compares the cost estimate from the 1998 ROD, the
bid amount from the construction contractor, and the final
estimated construction costs. Specific capital cost items that
had significant changes between the ROD, bid, and final
estimated construction costs include the following:
Temporary Facilities: The expected time frame for
completion of the remedial action was from June 1999
through November 1999. Since treatment of the sludge pit
was not completed until May 2000, the costs for the
temporary facilities doubled that of the ROD Amendment
estimate.
Wastewater Treatment Systems: Potential wastewater
was expected to be generated during the dewatering of the
ancillary soil surrounding the oily sludge pit prior to the insitu stabilization/solidification process; from rainfall
entering the pit area; and wash water produced during the
decontamination process for personnel and equipment. Due
to a below normal river stage, the water table did not
interfere with the treatment process. The minimal volume
of groundwater and surface water encountered during the
treatment process, in excess of what could be incorporated
into the treatment process, was discharged to the
Mississippi River. As a result, the wastewater treatment
was reduced to sanitary waste disposal fees.
Solidification/Stabilization: The volume of ancillary
soil and oily sludge material requiring treatment doubled in
volume from the original estimate in the Remedial Design.
In addition, the low pH of the oily sludge and a portion of
the ancillary soils required a pretreatment step that was not
accounted for in the Remedial Design. As a result, the costs
for the in-situ stabilization/solidification increased by
100%.
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Lesson 4
Cost estimates in this business are not as accurate as some
people would project. Unexpected difficulties in
implementing a remedy and contaminated soil volumes that
differ substantially from what was projected can cause
substantial changes in cost.

7 Five Year Review and Future Use
While the groundwater monitoring data confirms that the
hazardous constituents were effectively immobilized by the
treatment process, the treated mass remaining on-site still
contains concentrations that prevents unlimited use or
unrestricted exposure. As a result, EPA is required to
perform a review of this site approximately five years after
the start of the remediation.
This review was completed in June 2004 and results
indicate that the remediation is meeting the cleanup
objectives. The ground water sampling and analysis
program included eight sampling events of the nine
monitoring wells surrounding the oily sludge pit to account
for the fluctuating water table and flow direction from the
adjacent Mississippi River.
The groundwater monitoring program demonstrated
that the combination of source area treatment and natural
attenuation processes were effective in achieving the
cleanup goals for the groundwater operable unit. Treatment
of the oily sludge pit has effectively reduced or eliminated
further leaching of lead into the groundwater. As a result of
the completed remedial action for the oily sludge pit, the
treated waste is no longer a source of the metals
contamination previously detected in the groundwater.
This site is privately owned and is currently
undergoing redevelopment as an all-weather barge terminal
operation on the Mississippi River. The redevelopment
effort has focused on the elevated mound area of the former
oily sludge pit. The surface of the mound is above the
expected 15 foot flood level and provides an effective
staging point for crushed rock brought in by barges for use
in building materials.
The site is uniquely suited for this use since there
would be no impact to the treated material or the soil cover.
Currently, clean fill is being placed on the area surrounding
the mound to further expand the amount of area above
normal flood levels and provide a level surface for reuse.
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Table 1. Untreated Sludge:
Pb Total
22,000 mg/kg
Pb TCLP1
3.9 mg/L
Pb SPLP2
3.7 mg/L
pH
<1.0
Action Levels:
Pb
500 mg/kg
PAHs as B (a)P3 equiv.)
3 mg/kg
4
PCBs
10 mg/kg
(1) Toxic Characteristic Leach Procedure, EPA SW846
MTD1311
(2) Synthetic Precipitation Leach Procedure, EPA SW846
MTD1312
(3) Polyaromatic hydrocarbons as benzo (a)
pyrenetoxicity equivalents
(4) Polychlorinated biphenyls

Table 2 Performance Standards for Solidification/Stabilization of Waste Material
(all values after 28 days cure time)
Test
Method
Design Criteria
Leachate Toxicity1,2
EPA SW846 1312
Pb <15 µg/L
As <50 µg/L
Ba <2,000 µg/L
Be <4 µg/L
Mn <4,088 µg/L
Average of all samples tested
pH

EPA SW846 9045

7.0 <pH <11.5

Unconfined Compressive Strength3

ASTMD2166

Average of all samples
345 kPa (50 psi) @ 28 days
Minimum of any sample
276 kPa (40 psi) @ 28 days
Average of all samples
172 kPa (25 psi) @ 3 days

Hydraulic Conductivity

ASTM D5084

1x10-6 cm/sec @ 28 days
Average of all samples
1x10-5 cm/sec @ 28 days
Maximum of any sample

Volume Expansion

Not to Exceed 65%

(1) Lead was the primary contaminant of concern. However, other metals and some organics present in the waste were
initially tracked to assure that they were not occurring in SPLP leachate in concentrations approaching drinking water
criteria.
(2) Allowance was included for 20% of samples to exceed these numbers by twice and for 10% of samples to exceed these
numbers by a factor of five, provided that the average of all samples tested met these numbers.
(3) psi - pounds per square inch.
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Table 3 Formula used for Treatment of the Acid Oily Sludge
Constituent
Relative Weight
Sludge
100
Ground Limestone
25 (Pretreatment)
Portland Cement
20
Fly Ash
10
Water
As needed to meet viscosity
requirements for pumping through
the in-situ auger

Table 4. Remedy Cost Comparison
Description of Capital Costs
Administrative Requirements
Health & Safety
(Includes air monitoring)
Temporary Facilities & Control
Execution Requirements
Wastewater Treatment Systems
Solidification & Stabilization
Site Preparation
Soil Cover-Placement & Compaction
Excavation – On-site Borrow Area
Soil Erosion & Sediment Control
Constructed Wetlands
Security Gate
Hydraulic Seeding
Sample Analyses
Contingency (25%)
Engineering (20%)
Total Capital Costs
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ROD Estimated Cost
$255,000
$130,020

Original Bid
$228,128
$72,492

Final Estimated Cost
$228,128
$129,085

$87,200
$63,900
$351,250
$1,420,000
$10,000
$70,000
$40,000
$4,000
$63,800
$1,250
$4,950
$420,000
$731,592
$585,274
$4,238,236

$95,260
$81,246
$5,370
$1,776,601
$12,836
$22,800
$27,240
$8,775
$73,839
$2,150
$9,000
NA
NA
NA
$2,415,737

$175,967
$81,246
$13,000
$3,121.529
$12,836
$68,350
$23,835
$2,010
$5,000
$2,150
$9,000
$200,000
NA
$875,000
$4,947,136
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The Use of Deep Soil Mixing as part of the Remediation Strategy for
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ABSTRACT: Deep soil mixing has been extensively employed and documented for the purposes of the improvement of
various types of ground. The use of deep soil mixing for environmental applications is less common and has not been
extensively documented. The paper describes a number of techniques for remediating contaminated sites involving deep soil
mixing including their advantages and disadvantages. Three case histories of work carried out in the UK are described to
illustrate how deep mixing can be applied effectively and economically.

1 INTRODUCTION
Deep soil mixing has been in existence for a considerable
time. In Japan, it is noted as commencing in 1974 (The Deep
Mixing Method, 2002) with research and development
commencing with Quick Lime in the 1960s and first
publicized in a technical publication of the Port and Harbour
Research Institute in 1968 (Yanase, 1968). In Scandinavia,
(Assarson et al, 1974) the first detailed description was
published in 1974.
In both Japan and Scandinavia, by far the majority of
soil mixing has been for the purpose of improving soft
ground, commonly clays and by 2001 the cumulative
estimated volume of treated ground in Japan had reached 70
million cubic metres (Terashi, 2003). However, the use of
soil mixing for environmental applications is less
documented. In the US, a significant amount of deep mixing
was carried out in the early 1990s as part of the
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Superfund
campaign to clean up contaminated sites. Because of the
impetus through the EPA, by far the most soil mixing for
contaminated sites has been carried out in the US. A number
of projects have been well documented (references) and also
the EPA funded a number of technical reports evaluating
techniques (References). Soil mixing was used in the US for
encapsulation, stabilisation and chemical reaction on a
number of successful projects. The lack of continuation of
Superfund resources generally halted significant growth in
environmental soil mixing and in 2004 there is insignificant
volume in the US.
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2 TYPES OF DEEP SOIL MIXING
Deep soil mixing is generally characterised as being either the
Wet method or the dry method.
The draft European standard TC288 WI 011 – Execution of
special geotechnical works – Deep Mixing defines the two
processes as follows:
Dry Mixing - A process consisting of mechanical
disaggregation of the soil in situ and its mixing with binders
with or without fillers and admixtures in dry powder form.
T

Wet Mixing - A process consisting of mechanical
disaggregation of the soil in situ and its mixing with a slurry
consisting of water, binders with or without fillers and
admixtures.
Clearly one method uses dry powders as binders such as
Quick Lime or Cement whereas the wet method requires the
premixing of the dry binder with water to form a stable slurry.
In general the dry method is most suitable for soft clays
or silts with high water contents whereas the wet method can
be used with most soils but is more applicable to granular
materials.
Traditionally dry soil mixing has been restricted to the
construction of columns up to 800mm in diameter using high
speed, low torque installation rigs whereas wet soil mix
column diameters can approach 3000mm in diameter due to
the use of low speed high torque equipment.
For environmental applications, the majority of projects
have been execute using the wet method although in principle
there should be no restriction to the use of the dry system
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given the relevant application.
3 TYPES OF REMEDIATION TECHNIQUE
Soil mixing for the remediation of contaminated sites can be
characterised into the following groups:
- Encapsulation
- Solidification
- Chemical fixing
- Chemical reacting
- Pathway Interception
3.1 Encapsulation
Encapsulation involves the mixing of the contaminated
ground with binder that subsequently sets around the
contaminated material and effectively isolates (hydraulically
with low K) the soil/contaminant mixture from groundwater
flow or surface drainage. This technique therefore by
definition requires the use of a low permeability binder of
good durability. Binder selection is therefore based on:
-Ability to create a low permeability mass
-Ability to resist environmental degradation
-Ability to resist potential chemical attack from the
contaminants encapsulated within the mass.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the
relative merits of various binders, suffice it to say that cement
based binders have proved effective for most situations.
Encapsulation techniques are based on creating a block
of ground by the construction of overlapping soil mix
columns. The design of the soil mix column layout is crucial
to the success of the scheme and is discussed below in more
detail. As an example the mixing of contaminated ground
with a cement based slurry would be regarded as
encapsulation if no chemical reaction is intended.
3.2 Solidification
Unlike encapsulation, solidification is effectively the
transmutation of non solid materials and contaminated ground
or waste waters from a liquid to a solid phase. As an example
the mixing of waste sludges with binders to form a solid mass
would be solidification

As an example the injection of Zero Valent Iron (ZVI) would
result in the degradation of certain organic compounds into
their simpler forms. Examples of compounds would be heavy
metals, halogenated organic compounds or carbon disulfide.
3.5 Pathway Interception
Soilmixing to provide pathway interception consists of
forming one or more rows of overlapped columns to prevent
the migration of contamination plumes or to act as funnels to
direct contaminated groundwater through reactive gates. As
an example, a soilmix wall could be used to intercept
contaminated groundwater and direct it through a Permeable
Reactive Barrier (PRB) system.
4 SOIL MIX DESIGN
It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss environmental
soil mix design in detail. The fundamental aspect of design is
column diameter and spacing and their relationship.
4.1 Effective Column Diameter
The correct implementation of soil mix design requires that
the soil is uniformly mixed to the design diameter. For dry
soil mix applications it is usual to inject the binder from the
stem. This implies that there must be a limit to the effective
diameter that can be achieved due to the ability of the binder
to be ejected to the extremity of the column. It is important to
carefully consider the practical aspects of soil mix design
when considering the overall design. Currently dry soil mix
column diameters are limited to 1000mm in diameter and this
must be considered the limit without recourse to system
modification that would allow binder injection to fully
penetrate to the column perimeter.
Wet soil mix system diameters can have larger diameter
columns and slurry injection can be implemented from a
number of ports. Figure 1 shows a typical arrangement.
Where a modified auger is used for soil mixing then care
must be taken to ensure that complete mixing takes place.

3.3 Chemical Fixing
Chemical fixing as the term implies is the injection of a
chemical into the ground or groundwater that results in a
reaction with the contamination present to form a less soluble
or toxic product that as a result is no longer available in its
original form. As an example, the introduction of oxidising
agent into ground contaminated with Chromates would result
in conversion to less soluble chromates through chemical
reaction or fixing.
3.4 Chemical Reacting
Chemical reacting as the term implies is the injection of a
chemical into the ground that either forms a reaction with the
contamination present or acts as a catalysis for the reaction or
degradation of chemical compounds or groundwater present.
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Figure 1 : Typical wet soil mix tool
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Injection of a low pressure slurry from the stem of a modified
auger will have a diameter limit due to the ability of the slurry
to penetrate to the column perimeter. Little work has been
done to validate slurry penetration centrally from augers.
4.2 Column Spacing
Above all, column spacing is the most critical element of soil
mix design as an incorrect spacing can lead to untreated zones
within blocks or flow paths through perimeter cut offs.
When considering the column spacing, two criteria are
important:
- Spacing relative to diameter
- Spacing relative to installation errors
The theoretical column spacing based on a triangular grid and
ensuring that all columns just meet can be calculated and is
S3 times the column radius (R). Figure 2 shows this spacing

3×R
Figure 2: Typical triangular grid spacing
This grid spacing shown in Figure 2 would not allow any
margin for error in terms of setting out or deviation positional
error.
If we assume that:
The position setting out error is S (m.)
The drilling deviation is d% of drill depth
Drill depth is D (m.)
Then to ensure that the columns always meet without any
gaps, the following theoretical equation should be adopted

therefore be 1.73x750/2-.1-10/75 or 416mm. This however
only allows for a verticality error of 1 in 75 and it is likely
that some columns could be installed at a lower verticality.
Figure 3 shows that movement of the columns of only
150mm creates a flow path
Verticality of soil mix columns is not frequently
measured because most soil mix operations are high
production thus the time taken to survey column verticality
would be prohibitably expensive. A number of companies
utilise electronic mast set up but it is unusual for this to be
monitored during column construction and so deviation
during construction is often unknown. When considering the
use of soil mix walls as barriers to contaminant flux Pearlman
(Pearlman,1999) indicates that column verticality is crucial
whereas Sawyer (1990) indicated that column deviation left
untreated gaps within a treated block. Therefore column
spacing should take account of a conservative view of
installation accuracies.
By far the most common use of the equipment is for the
installation of either contiguous or secant piled walls for
perimeter retention. In these cases, on excavation, leakages
can be located and repaired and generally small leakages are
tolerated on sites.
The issues for concern for an environmental application
are totally different. Leakage cannot be tolerated as it creates
flow paths for contaminants to leave the containment zone.
In these cases the spacing must be significantly more
conservative. If an average drilling deviation is 1 in 75 then
the spacing should be conservatively based on what the
contractor expects would be an upper bounder. This could be
1 in 50 or less.
The use of guide walls for soil mix column barriers is
also recommended. It is normal practice to use guide walls
for secant piled cut offs but not for soil mixing. Essentially
there is no difference, the equipment and tolerances are the
same, cutting into concrete is harder but the use of guide

Column spacing = 1.73 × R − S − d × D
Typically, a soil mix rig will achieve a verticality tolerance of
1 in 75 on average and a position tolerance of 100mm.
Considering a 10m deep cut off wall constructed using
750mm soil mix columns, then the column spacing must

Figure 3 : Effect of moving columns by 150mm creating a
flow path
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Figure 4 : Guide walls for soil mix wall
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walls would, in the authors opinion, significantly increase soil
mix wall integrity. Figure 4 shows a guide wall layout for a
soil mix wall in the US (Schematic courtesy of Raito inc.)
One solution to avoid this problem and greatly improve
barrier integrity would be the utilisation of a multi axis
system. With this system, two or more soil mix tools are
mounted on a single axis carrier. The wall is constructed by
advancing the multi axis tool along the line of the wall and
overlapping completely one or more of the column positions.
In this way wall continuity is almost completely guaranteed.
If a two axis head is overlapped by one column then the
number of insertions equals the number of insertions of a
single axis head. Therefore the economics are similar for the
multi axis head with greatly improved barrier impermeability.
Figure 5 shows a schematic of such a system (courtesy of
Raito Inc)

5.1 Widnes
As part of the clean up of a historically contaminated site at
Widnes, Keller stabilised a number of shallow zones of made
ground containing pesticides. Work had been carried out by
the site owner previously and had established that in the
presence of bentonite, the pesticide was adsorbed and was
only removable at high temperatures. The wet soil mixing
was therefore designed to introduce significant quantities of
bentonite with cement to ensure that on setting the treated
ground would support the future development.
The ground conditions consisted of made ground, mainly
ashy from previous railway use, overlying a relatively
impermeable clay at a depth of around 3m. Soil mixing was
carried out to stabilise a total volume of around 6000m3,
utilising approximately 10,000 soil mix columns with
diameters ranging from 0.3 to 1.5m. The level of free
contamination was reduced to between 1 and 10% of the
existing levels prior to remediation and was controlled by an
on site quick relatively crude indicator type test followed up
by laboratory chemical analysis on samples retrieved from
columns. The samples were retrieved from a series of double
tubes installed immediately after soil mixing by being pushed
to the base of the columns by the soil mix rig. Once the
column was set, the outer tube was removed with the
undisturbed sample held in place.
Figure 6 below shows the soil mixing in operation with
the top of a double tube in the foreground..

Figure 5 : Schematic of multi-axis soil
mix set up

5 CASE HISTORIES
The case histories described below demonstrate some of the
work carried out commercially in the UK. There are only a
few companies operating in the UK that are able to carry out
soil mixing and little work has been reported.
Bachy (Barker et al 1996) has described work to
encapsulate acidic waste at Ardeer, in Scotland where a multi
axis machine was used to inject a cement Pulverised Fuel Ash
(PFA) mix.
Al-Tabbaa (Al-Tabbaa et al (1999) has described the use
of activated clays to stabilise contaminated made ground. For
this project a cement based grout containing an activated clay
was used to stabilise made ground and gravels contaminated
with hydrocarbons. This work was funded by the DofE and is
the subject of ongoing research.
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Figure 6 : Soil Mix Rig at Widnes
5.2 Stretford, Manchester
As part of the remediation of a historically contaminated site,
a trial of the use of soil mixing to treat a DNAPL
contamination was carried out.
The trial was to demonstrate the reactivity of Zero
Valent Iron (ZVI) with the DNAPL present. Patented
research at the Queen's University Belfast, Environmental
Engineering Research Centre had shown that the DNAPL
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was effectively degraded by the ZVI and the trial was to
investigate whether soil mixing would provide an acceptable
delivery system.
Ground conditions consisted of a capping of made
ground about 1m thick overlying a gravely sand which in turn
rested on a relatively impermeable clay strata. The DNAPL
was present at the Sand/Clay interface and being 2m below
the water table would have been difficult to remove.
The trial was designed and carried out by Keller Ground
Engineering and Queen's University Belfast as shown on
Figure 7.
3 the rest
0 cells would
Three
that2were isolatedCELL
from
CELL 1be createdCELL
of the site by cement bentonite cut off walls, keyed into the
2
underlying
clay. An area of the site was chosen where
relatively high concentrations of the DNAPL were present.

and as there was insufficient time available to investigate this
effect in detail an alternative was required. A number of
options were considered but eventually a system of installing
the ZVI into small diameter drill holes was adopted as being
the most acceptable and economic. Figure 8 shows the layout
of drill holes which were 220 mm in diameter and spaced
such that two holes covered the area of the 900mm diameter
proposed soil mix column.
In addition to the holes to introduce the ZVI a number of
locations were selected for post soil mixing sampling to
validate the trial. Figure 10 shows the mixing rig in operation
and Figure 9 the results of sampling carried out after the trail
Cell 1:
Mixed columns with ZVI

4

Monitoring
Boreholes
9 in total

6
8
Cell 1 : ZVI infill in prebore holes in bottom 1m, sand above

One
10 cell was to be left untouched as control, one cell was to
Cell 2 : control cell – no treatment
be soil mixed without the ZVI present and the third cell
Cell 3 : sand infill in prebore holes full depth
12 be soil mixed with the ZVI.
would

5m

Figure 7 : Stretford ZVI test set up
In order to inject the ZVI, a delivery system had to be
designed. A binder consisting of the ZVI and a biodegradable
mud was considered however the effects of the
biodegradation process on the ZVI reactivity was unknown
Figure 8 : Detail of ZVI cell arrangement

Pre- Trial

Control Cell
no soil mix
ZVI
soil mixed
zone
Post-Trial

Figure 9: Soil Mix ZVI Trial Source Degradation of CS2
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5.3 INSTEP and SEREBAR Full-Scale Research &
Technology Demonstration

Figure 10 : View of soil mixing rig
T
The soil mixing was carried out in November 2003 and the
sampling and testing carried out in 2004 showed that the
DNAPL had been sufficiently degraded to prove the
application of ZVI soil mix technology as a potentially viable
source term remediation option.

A former coal gasification site in the Southwest of England
was was used for a combined source treatment / pathway
interception 'treatment train' approach to manage risks
associated with DNAPL and other contaminants. The site is
actively used for industrial activities, and it was therefore not
feasible to demolish and fully remediate this site at present.
Thus, the application of risk-management options was ideal to
ensure environmental impacts were mitigated.
The ground conditions can be summarised as consisting
of a thin mantle of made ground, overlying fluvial sands and
gravels which in turn rested on Mudstone bedrock. The depth
to the top of the weathered rock varied from about 8 to 12m.
The DNAPL was ponded on the top of rockhead. This site is
the worlds first full-scale research and combined
implementation of soil-mixing for enhanced natural
biodegradation of the DNAPL (source treatment) and biologic
permeable reactive barrier (pathway interception). The
project industrial team included Secondsite Property Holdings
Ltd. (SPH), Parson's Brinkerhoff (PB) and Keller Ground
Engineering (KGE) as contractors for the design of the
BBSRC / DTI Link funded SEREBAR project which
consisted of the following element (Kalin, 2004):
• The installation of a slurry wall cut off into the
underlying weathered rock
• The installation of a pumped permeable reactive
barrier consisting of a biologically active section and
an adsorbing section based on Activated carbon.

Figure 11 : General arrangement of PRB system at Serebar Site
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•
•

The installation of instrumentation to allow remote
monitoring of the PRB operation
The installation of monitoring boreholes to allow
monitoring of the PRB performance.

Keller Ground Engineering was the industrial research
partner with QUB on the design and implementation of the
trial soil mixing for accelerated natural attenuation of
DNAPL source terms. The trial was part of a EPSRC funded
FIRST FARADAY research project called INSTEP (In-situ
Source Treatment for Enhanced bioremediation Processes).
In essence the soil mixing would be used to introduce a
number of chemicals into the ground to assist with natural
attenuation of existing contaminants and hence enhance the
natural processes. The secondary advantage of the scheme
would be that the positioning of the columns would
significantly reduce the risk of DNAPL entering the PRB
directly in large quantities. Although the PRB was designed
to intercept native DNAPL, it was considered that significant
DNAPL migration into the PRB would be detrimental in the
long term.
Figure 11 shows the general arrangement of the
treatment-train. Based on the groundwater flow regime, QUB
designed a slurry cut off wall along two sides of the site with
a PRB positioned to collect the contaminated water.
Groundwater containing contaminants of concern flows into
the PRB and thereafter circulates under gravity and flows
through a series of six 2.5m diameter by 3m high cells
containing either a biologically activated sand or activated
carbon. The whole system is monitored remotely to allow
complete control of the system to be maintained. Remediated
groundwater is returned to the local hydrogeology via a pair
of recharge wells installed downstream of the cut off wall.
The INSTEP soil mix columns were positioned around
the perimeter of the PRB as shown on Figure 11 such that the
columns interlocked and created cells trapping groundwater.
The soil mixing was carried out using a wet mix process
utilizing a similar grout to that employed for the slurry cut off
wall with a cement content of around 150kg/m 3 (Figure 12).
Grout was added both during insertion and extraction which
was set at 50cm/min. Rotation was set at 20-25RPM.
• A Nitrogen based fertilizer
• A phosphate based fertilizer
• An oxygen release compound (ORC)
The aim of the soil mixing was to create the following
concentrations within the groundwater trapped within each
cell
Nitrate – 50mg/litre
Phosphate – 1mg/litre
ORC (oxygen release compound) – 4mg/litre
Various combinations of reactants were introduced into
the ground and are shown on Figure 12. Of the seven cells,
two were constructed without any additives as control.
The soil mixing was carried out using equipment similar
to that utilized at the Stretford ZVI trial and the columns were
toed a minimum of 500mm into the underlying weathered
P
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rock. The tops of the columns were terminated 500mm above
the expected maximum ground water level so that the only
groundwater flow would be via the soil mix interlocked
columns.
The physical requirements of the columns were designed
to achieve a permeability of less than 1 x 10 -8 m/s and an
Unconfined Compressive Strength of 250KPa at 28 days.
Following installation of the columns a piezometer was
installed within each cell to allow for long term groundwater
sampling. Figure 12 shows Gas Chromatography Mass
Spectrometry results undertaken at QUB of a sample
collected from a zone in this INSTEP trial where ORC and
Nitrogen enhanced biodegradation was expected. There are a
number of PAH parent compounds clearly identified in this
sample.
However, there are a significant number of
compounds that have been 'methylated' or have had Nitrogen
or Oxygen incorporation into the structure clearly indicating
that soil mixing has enhanced the natural biodegradative
processes.
This technique demonstrates a powerful remediation
technique whereby a contaminated plume can be isolated by a
network of soilmix columns which effectively prevent
contaminant migration and also accelerate contaminate
degradation. This technique should be a promising solution
for a number of sites where enhanced natural attenuation can
be employed with the increased security of contaminant
transportation.
P

P

6 CONCLUSIONS
The use of soil mixing as part of a remediation strategy can
provide significant benefits. In particular the concept of
creating a cellular treatment reduces cost and allow additives,
introduced during soil mixing, to enhance natural attenuation.
Soil mixing not only provides vertical barriers to groundwater
flow but also acts as a delivery method for the introduction of
contamination degradation accelerators. However, the correct
design of the soil mixing is vital for the planned solution. It
is especially important to consider the physical constraints of
the system in terms of its ability to deliver a column in the
correct position and the ability to deliver the prescribed
chemical / microbial response to achieve the risk management
target.
Failure to realise this could lead to unexpected flow paths and
unpredicted results.
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In situ Soil Treatment Using Deep Mixing for a Waterfront Site
Contaminated with VOC and PAH
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mfleri@wmsgrpintl.com
Porbaha, A.
California State University, Sacramento, 6000 J St., Sacramento, California, USA
porbaha@ecs.csus.edu
ABSTRACT This paper presents the challenging process to remediate a waterfront site contaminated with volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) using deep mixing technology. Cement was used as the
main binder to stabilize 80,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil to a maximum depth of 38 ft. The performance criteria,
details of treatment and treatability tests, excavation, site remediation and post treatment monitoring in the field are
discussed in detail.

1 INTRODUCTION
The project site was located in the central business district
of Columbus in Georgia, USA. The waterfront site,
bounded to the west by the Chattahoochee River, was
acquired by the City of Columbus as part of a downtown
waterfront revitalization and restoration plan. The land was
to be redeveloped by the City as a park and riverfront walk.
The schedule for remediation of the former Manufactured
Gas Plant (MGP) site was critical, as the park had to be
completed for the Columbus Day Festival in October.
The first MGP operations were conducted on the site
in the 1850s. Manufactured gas was produced initially by
distillation of wood, and later, by coal processing and a
carbureted water gas process.
The production of
manufactured gas ceased in 1931 when the site was
converted to a natural gas storage and metering facility.
The four-acre site had been filled extensively since the
1930s, especially along the west side to raise the riverbank.
The initial site investigation and assessments revealed
pockets of coal tar and oil in the fill. The primary MGPaffected soils, however, were encountered below the water
table in the alluvium underlying the fill. Analytical results
indicated the presence of chemical constituents
characteristic of MGP processes, including volatile organic
compounds
(VOCs)
and
polynuclear
aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs). The reported maximum total VOC
and PAH concentrations were 262,870 ppb (part per billion)
and 2,385,900 ppb, respectively. The concentrations of oil
and grease in the soil ranged up to 5,500 ppm (part per
million). In summary, the scope of the project included:
• Site preparation & overburden excavation
• In-Situ Solidification / Stabilization (ISS) 80,000
cubic yard of contaminated soil to maximum depth
of 38 ft.
• Site restoration
• Post construction monitoring
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Figure 1: A view of the site before remediation
2 FACTORS AFFECTING PERFORMANCE
Table 1 shows the key matrix characteristics to use deep
mixing technology for site treatment and the parameters
measured during site characterization.
3 TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY
3.1 General
The in situ stabilization process used a deep mixed machine
equipped with an auger system to drill into affected soils
and paddles to uniformly mix the soils with the binder. The
treatment equipment included an 8-foot diameter auger
advanced using a 100-ton drill rig capable of developing a
torque of 200,000 foot-pounds. A batch plant and additive
storage tank were set up in the southeast corner of the site.
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Cement was introduced through the hollow stem auger
to three exit ports in the bottom of the auger. The cement
grout was produced in a high-shear colloidal lightning
mixing plant. The 5-cubic yard mixer had the capability of
producing up to 500 gallons of cement grout per minute.
Water was obtained from a nearby fire hydrant and
pumped to the batch plant. The amount of water was
measured and controlled using a water meter to achieve the
required mix design. Following water addition, cement was
added from a silo mounted over the batch plant. The silo
was equipped with a dry reagent auger/feeder to allow for
measuring and metering the amount of cement added to the
water. Upon grout preparation, the weight of each grout
batch was checked using a mud balance to further ensure
compliance with the mix design.
Grout was then
transferred to the soil mixing rig.
The mix design specified 10 percent by weight
addition of Type I Portland cement and a 25 percent
addition for the western soil cement wall along the
Chattahoochee River. The depth of each auger hole was
projected, based on the extensive site assessment data, and
the shaft volume calculated. The required amount of
additive for each hole could then be determined and
regulated. The additive was mixed into a slurry at the batch
plant and pumped to the drill rig. The water cement (w:c)
ratio varied across the site, but was typically about 1½:1. It
was desirable to use the least amount of water that would
allow hydration of the cement.

Table 2: ISS performance criteria

PARAMETER

GENERAL
STABILIZA
TION
(10%
DESIGN
MIX)

UCS, 0 – 28
days (psi)
Permeability
(cm/sec)

SOIL/
CEMENT
WALL
(25%
DESIGN
MIX)

60

60

1 x 10-5

1 x 10-6

10

10

PAH Content
of TCLP
Extract (mg/l)

Table 1: Factors affecting performance
PARAMETER
Soil
Classification

Clay Content
and/or Particle
Size
Distribution
Moisture
Content
PAH Content
VOC Content
pH

VALUE
Clayey, silty fine micaceous
sands with occasional quartz
pebbles and traces of medium
to coarse-grained sand
10% silt
88.5% clay
1.5% gravel
10% to 30%
26,000 mg/kg
1,000 mg/kg
6.5

3.2 Treatability testing
A treatability study was performed to determine the
appropriate stabilization dosage of Type I Portland cement
additive. Test mixes were evaluated for their ability to
achieve design values of unconfined compressive strength,
permeability, and PAH content of TCLP extract (see Table
2). Based on the results of the study, a design mix of 10
percent by weight addition of cement was specified for the
stabilization, with a rich mix of 25 percent to be used for
the western soil cement wall.
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Figure 2: In situ soil treatment

4 FIELD OPERATIONS
4.1 Excavation
The excavation sequence was carefully coordinated on this
tightly confined site.
It was necessary to maintain
continued truck access for hauling and to accommodate the
simultaneous performance of in situ stabilization
operations. Excavation proceeded initially in strips across
the site from east to west as the surface was lowered in 2½foot lifts. When required, an aqueous film-forming foam
concentrate was sprayed on the uncovered soils to suppress
odors.
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The overburden fill soils were excavated from the
general site elevation of 234 to approximate elevations 224
and 212, a maximum of 22 feet. All excavation was
planned to be above groundwater level. After placement of
the west soil cement wall, the riverbank west of the wall
was further lowered to approximate elevation 193.
Williams implemented QA/QC measures during the
excavation to ensure continued protection of the river
environment. Georgia Power maintained the river level
below elevation 190 by manipulating upstream lock and
dam operations. A total of about 85,000 cubic yards of soil
was removed in the excavation phase.
It was imperative to segregate MGP-affected soils
from unaffected soils in this phase. Prior to excavation of
each lift, Williams visually inspected the fill surface. In
some cases, the soil could be identified as affected based on
odor or marked discoloration. In the absence of clear visual
indications, the site was divided into sections and grab
samples were taken from each section to form a composite
representative of each grid. The samples were analyzed for
TPH, PAH, and BTEX content.
The criteria for
classification of the fill as affected material are listed in
Table 3.
Table 3: Criteria for affected soils
Total PAH Content

> 200 mg/kg

Carcinogenic PAH
Content

> 100 mg/kg

BTEX Content

> 100 mg/kg

Total TPH Content

> 500 mg/kg

Obviously affected soils were removed to the on-site
staging/holding area for subsequent stabilization. Other
soils were hauled to an off-site storage area and segregated
by sections until analytical results became available.
Materials then determined to be affected were returned to
the site for stabilization with the in situ soils. The clean fill
was retained in the off-site storage area for future use as
backfill over the liner.
4.2 In situ stabilization
In situ stabilization operations were initiated along Bay
Avenue, the eastern site boundary. The rich mix soil cement
wall along the west side of the site was completed next to
enable the riverfront contractor to begin work. The wall
was approximately 375 feet long, with each overlapping 8foot diameter auger hole keyed 3 feet into the saprolite.
Once the wall was stabilized, affected soils west of the wall
(between the wall and the river) were excavated from
approximate elevation 212 to elevation 193 and placed on
the east side of the wall for subsequent stabilization with
the in situ soils. Shotcrete was sprayed on the lower portion
of the exposed river side of the wall to ensure sealing of the
saprolite/bedrock interface.
Stabilization then progressed across the site.
Treatment extended, in different site areas, from elevations
224 and 212 down to about elevation 190; the deepest auger
Deep Mixing´05

holes were about 38 feet. Georgia Power maintained the
river level below about elevation 200 during the in situ
stabilization operations. A total of 1,823 overlapping 8foot diameter auger holes were drilled and stabilized, with a
total stabilized soil volume of more than 80,000 cubic
yards. The production duration was 20 weeks.
Quality control testing of the stabilized shafts was
performed to verify compliance with the specified
performance criteria relative to unconfined compressive
strength (UCS), permeability, and PAH content of TCLP
extract (as listed in Table 2). A total of 333 shafts were
sampled; the shaft numbers and sample depths were
randomly selected.
Samples of stabilized soil were
collected from freshly mixed materials using a 10-inch
sampling tube device. All samples were subjected to UCS
testing; penetration resistance at one day provided an early
indication that the required 28-day strength of 60 psi would
be achieved. Permeability and leachable PAH analyses
were performed on 10 percent of the samples. All
analytical results met or exceeded design specifications.
4.3 Site restoration
Upon completion of the in situ stabilization, the stabilized
area was covered with one foot of unaffected soil, sloped to
drain to the north and south, and the subgrade compacted.
A 60-mil HDPE (High Density Polyethylene) liner was
then placed over the entire stabilized area.
Unaffected soils previously excavated and stored offsite were returned to the site for use as backfill. Backfill
was placed over the liner in lifts and compacted to 90
percent of the Standard Proctor maximum dry density. The
fill extended from the approximate excavated elevation of
212 to elevation 232, within two feet of planned park
grades. The City of Columbus completed the area fill with
topsoil to final grade. The remaining surplus of unaffected
soil was used as daily cover at the City's municipal landfill.
4.4 Post remediation monitoring
Georgia Power Company implemented a post-remediation
monitoring plan to confirm and document the effectiveness
of the remedial action and monitor for potential releases of
MGP-related constituents from the site. Eight monitoring
wells were installed around the site periphery. Seven of
these were screened in the water table aquifer above the
saprolite and the remaining well penetrated the underlying
bedrock.
The wells were sampled regularly and the groundwater
samples analyzed for VOCs, PAHs, and total cyanide. The
wells were also checked visually for the presence of
nonaqueous phase liquids.
The sampling occurred
quarterly for the first year and semiannually for the next
four years. No statistically significant levels of MGPrelated constituents were recorded during the five-year
period, and monitoring was discontinued.
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The regulatory requirements were achieved in accordance
with the project specifications. Prescreening in place soils
aided in increased productivity, operation efficiency, and
reduced maintenance and equipment breakdowns.
Table 4: Key parameters
PARAMETER
Additives
and
Dosage
Curing Time
Penetration Rate
Figure 3: A view of the waterfront project after site
remediation
5 CONCLUDING REMARK
This project required in situ stabilization of 80,000 cubic
yards of contaminated soils at the Columbus MGP site
using deep mixing technology. Table 4 shows the key
operating parameters at the Columbus MGP site that
affected cost or performance, and the strength and
permeability values.
The project’s regulatory requirements/cleanup goals
included:
• Achieving
a
minimum
soil
unconfined
compressive strength of 60 psi in 28 days.
• Treatment of soil “fluff or spoils” to meet TCLP
(Toxic Characteristic Leaching Procedure)
requirements for off-site disposal at a Subtitle D
landfill.
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Compressive
Strength
Volume Increase
Permeability
(cm/s)

VALUE
Portland Type 1:
10% to 25 %
28 days
1 – 4 feet per minute during
penetration and withdrawal
> 60 psi at 28 days
20%
1 x 10-6
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ABSTRACT: With regards to soil contamination countermeasures, vapor extraction method is one of the most
economical techniques for remediating areas contaminated by volatile organic compounds ( VOCs ). However, this method
is not suitable for cohesive soils because of low permeability and long-term treatment. To address this problem, new
remediation technology based on dry mixing (DJM) method using quicklime was developed. In this paper, in-situ field
tests and some remediation works on sites contaminated by VOCs are introduced.

1 INTRODUCTION
The pollution of soil and groundwater is getting increasingly
evident through the findings of various companies involved
in real estate business and environmental management. In
Japan, the Clean-up standards of contaminated soils were
established in 1994. Subsequently, The Soil Contamination
Countermeasure Law was approved in 2002 and came into
force in February 2003 to minimize risk to people’s health.
Thus, from the point of view of reducing health risk, it is
desirable to clean up contaminated soils and groundwater in
situ.
This report presents the whole aspect of remediation
technology of soil contaminated with VOCs (Volatile
Organic Compounds) by applying dry mixing (DJM)
method with quicklime as binder. The remediation principle
is based on evaporation through soil heating caused by the
exothermic energy associated with quicklime hydration.
In Japan, the number of cases where site pollution with
toxic substances has been confirmed is increasing on a
yearly basis, as shown in Fig. 1. Especially noticeable from
the figure is that the rate increases drastically from the year
1998 (Environmental Management Bureau, 2001). In recent
years, the leading pollutant has been changing from VOC to
heavy metals. One possible reason for this change is the new
regulations issued regarding long-term response from the
first time of VOC contamination discovery. It should be
considered, however, that VOC pollutes the ground surface
since after it is transformed into gas as a result of
vaporization, it again goes down into the soil because of its
high specific gravity. After some time has elapsed, VOC can
be discovered at deep locations within the soil and over
extensive areas, spreading to far distances away from the hot
spot because of groundwater flow. For these reasons,
remediation of soil contaminated with VOC is getting harder
compared with the situation a few years ago.
Approximately ten year ago, it was observed at an
existing work site that clean-up operation of contaminated
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Fig. 1 Transition in the number of confirmed soil
contamination cases detected annually in Japan
highly permeable sandy soil layer could not be finished after
more than one year of operation by soil venting system. The
ground consists of surface soil, overlying sandy soil, clayey
soil and gravel from the surface. Clean-up operation was
carried out first on the sandy soil layer according to plans,
but the standard condensation of VOC in the gravel layer
could not be achieved, although the layer has high
permeability. Further investigation showed that VOC in the
clay layer moved into the gravel layer since the samples
from the clay layer has high concentration of VOC (Higaki
et al, 1996a). Estimates of clean-up work period based on
theoretical calculations showed that it was impossible to
finish the work from the point of view of efficiency and
economy. However, the hot spot cannot be left unchanged
for a long period of time because of possible contaminant
spreading.
The remediation method presented in this paper is an
innovation of the judgment process and investigation. The
merits of using DJM for clean-up operation of soil
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contamination include its ability to supply and mix any
powder binders and its capability to improve the same point
at any time until clean-up work is finished. On the other
hand, DJM method is relatively expensive and the soil’s
alkalinity would increase.

Data Acquisition
Motor
Flow meter
Pressure Gauge

Valve

2 REMEDIATION PRINCIPLE AND RESULTS OF
EXPERIMENTS
Quicklime, which is chemically known as calcium oxide,
generates energy and raises the material temperature by
reacting with water to form calcium hydroxide, as shown by
Equation 1.

Mixing Blade

Gas Sampling
Point

Active Carbon Columb

Thermocopple
Cooling Vessel

Adiabatic Chamber
Buffer Vessel

CaO + H2O

Ca(OH) 2 65.4 kJ

(1)

In the above chemical equation, 1 mole of calcium
oxide reacts with 1 mole of water to form 1 mole of calcium
hydroxide and the resulting exothermic energy is 65.4 kJ.
The volume occupied by pore water in soil is about 40%.
Thus, 400 L of water corresponds to 22000 mol. Although
100 kg of calcium oxide corresponds to 1800 mol, the
temperature of mixed soil depends on the content of calcium
oxide, assuming that the whole amount of the content can
react with water. Proportional rate applies to other types of
soils at similar adiabatic condition. In-situ measurement of
the true soil temperature is very difficult because fresh
compressed air is supplied and passes through the same
point which has been mixed previously.
Fig.2 shows the temperature of soil mixed with
quicklime as measured in the adiabatic chamber, shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. The mixing rod with two-step blades is inside
the chamber, and fresh air is supplied from the outside at
constant flow rate into the chamber after the start of the
mixing process. The recovered hot air containing VOC is
cooled down at the first trap, and finally VOC as
contaminated gas is captured at the active carbon column.
Many equations for estimating the temperature of soil
mixed with quicklime were derived from laboratory
experiments and theoretical analysis. Fig. 2 shows that soil
temperature rises instantly after mixing with quicklime, and
after a few minutes, the maximum temperature is achieved.
After the maximum point, temperature goes down gradually.
80

Soil Temperature （℃）

Fig. 4 Experimental equipment for mixing soil and
quicklime

Under 100oC, the maximum temperature is proportional to
the quicklime content.
Essentially, it is clear that most of VOCs that are in the
soil voids will be vaporized below 100oC. It is known that
there are 4 types of existing states between soil and organic
substance, i.e., raw material, vapor, solubility in pore water
and adsorption, as shown in Fig. 5. Except adsorption, VOC
will be removed from the soil structure by the rising

3
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Fig. 2 Temperature curves of soil mixed with
quicklime (number means binder content; unit: kg
per cubic meter)
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Fig. 3
Experimental equipment for temperature
measurement during soil mixing with quicklime
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Fig. 5 Physico-chemical interaction between soil
and VOC
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temperature. Adsorption force between soil particle and
VOC constitutes the ignition loss of soil. Most alluvial
clayey soils have ignition loss of up to 10%, and it is
assumed not to have so much amount of adsorbed VOC.
The whole system of remediation sequence is shown in
Fig. 6 including the principles mentioned above and the
collection of VOC.
Powder quicklime injected into the soil, which is
disturbed by the mixing blade with compressed air, has
binder content of 50-120 kg per 1 m3 of soil, as obtained
from experimental results. The number of blade rotations
and penetration or retrieval speed are determined from the
binder content.
Normally, compressed air is injected alone during the
process of penetration, while binder is fed with compressed
air during retrieval. The remediation process collects very
high temperature gas, which contains VOC and pore water.
After cooling, VOC has to be separated from water because
the active carbon, which acts as adsorbent of VOC, does not
work well under humid condition. It is very important that
all hot gas which comes through the rod has to be collected
in the chamber set on the ground for withdrawing air.
Active carbon that adsorbed a great amount of VOC is
collected, and it can be re-used after desorption with hot
steam. VOC collected through this process is treated by
incineration process. During the experiment, recovered gas
is sampled at any point through-out the process in order to
search for material balance.

28.0 m x 9.25 m = 259 m2 and 12 m depth. Double shaft
DJM machine with mixing tool diameter of 1.0 m was used
in this site. The plan was decided so as to improve the whole
space by avoiding the unimproved area, and the
improvement rate was over 28%, as shown in Fig. 7.
Consequently, the job site required 367 columns for
improvement.
There were two problems encountered during this
operation:
(1) Quality control
Normally, soil samples from columns are examined to
check the VOC content every 500m3 of soil. However, this
method wastes a lot of time and money. Thus, it was
necessary to devise new method for a large remediation site
such as this.
(2) Achieving the environmental standards
The environmental standards of major pollutants at this
site were set as follows: trichloroethylene (TCE): 0.03 mg/L,
cis-1,2-dichloroethene (cis-1,2DCE): 0.04 mg/L and 1,1dichloroethene (1,1-DCE) 0.02mg/L, respectively. Based on
experience, it was difficult to achieve the standard for TCE,
although the reason for this was not clear.
Initially, quicklime content was determined based on
the laboratory experiment as mentioned before. Next, the
relationship between the VOC content in collected gas and
the VOC content in improved soil from pre-operation
experiment at the work site is determined. Fig. 8 was
obtained from such experiment, and quality control was
carried out to install the analysis equipment on the machine
to sample gas at the hood.

3 REMEDIATION SITE
Clean-up operation was carried out in an area measuring
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Table 1

Quick lime mixing test

After Mixing
Concentration (mg/L)
Water
Content
(kg/m3)
cis-1,2DCE 1,2-DCE
TCE
cis-1,2DCE 1,2-DCE
TCE
(%)
75
0.177
ND
0.153
45.9
ND
ND
0.039
100
0.177
ND
0.153
45.9
ND
ND
0.001
150
0.177
ND
0.153
45.9
ND
ND
ND
*Concentrations in soil of contaminants are mean value of three samples.
Content

Initial
Concentration (mg/L)

3.1 Soil condition and content of pollutants
Soil boring logs and contents of pollutants at the site were
made up using the data from three boreholes (Fig. 9). The
logs show the following stratification from the surface:
reclaimed soil composed of aggregates, alternating deposits
of silty clay and silty sand, with a low permeable soil layer
without silty sand located from GL-4.5 m to GL-5.5 m.
Ground water level is at GL-0.63 m, which seems to be
relatively high.
Cis-1,2DCE concentration was about 5.0-7.0 mg/L at
Borehole No. 5, but less amount at other borings. Relatively,
the soil at the site seems to be not so contaminated.
3.2 Outline and results
The specifications of operation are as follows.
Diameter: 1.0 m
Penetration speed: 0.4 m/min
Rotation speed: 30 rpm
Supplied compressed air: 2.2 m3/min (penetration),
5 m3/min (retrieval), 3 m3/min (re-stroke)
Table 1 shows the result of mixing examination in the
laboratory corresponding to the condition of rotation
speed=50 rpm and mixing period=5 min. Finally, binder
content was decided to be 120 kg per m3 of in-situ soil.
Before clean-up operation, test operation was carried
out to obtain the condition and contents of pollutants in
collected gas near Borehole No.5. From Table 2, three kinds
of VOCs were able to attain the standard after two strokes.
Furthermore, the relationship between concentration of
c-1,2DCE in collected gas and in soil was obtained as
shown in Fig. 8. The figure shows that concentration in gas
needs to be 20 ppm in order to attain the standard for the
soil.
Table 3 was obtained from the whole operation at this
site. Although only one column failed to obtain the standard
after 6 strokes, almost all of the columns passed in two
strokes. It was discovered during the execution process that
the reason for this is that the hot spot was located north of
center of the site.

4 CONCLUSION
Several results are presented here based on our investigation
and development for the last 10 years. The main conclusions
obtained are as follows.
(1) Good results were not obtained using many procedures
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Table 2

Water
Content
(%)
39.0
38.4
36.2

Concentration of VOC from pre-test

Depth
(GL –m)
0.8
1.6
2.4
3.2
4.0
4.8
5.6
6.4
7.2
8.0
8.8
9.6
10.4
11.2
12.0
Average
Regulation
standard

Table 3

TCE
0.007
0.024
0.002
0.001
0.012
0.025
0.004
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.003
0.001
0.001
0.006

Concentration (mg/L)
c-1,2DCE
1,1-DCE
0.002
ND
0.012
ND
0.002
ND
0.001
ND
0.010
ND
0.029
ND
0.005
ND
0.002
ND
0.001
ND
0.001
ND
0.002
ND
0.001
ND
0.003
ND
0.003
ND
0.005
ND

0.030

0.040

0.02

Results of quicklime mixing

Concentration of gas
(ppm)
0.7 - 16.3 (mean 7.4)
0.7 - 216.7 (mean 44.8)
1.4 - 145.6 (mean 69.4)
226.3

Number of
Stroke
(number)
1
2
3
6

Number of
Column
41
123
27
1

to clean-up contaminated clayey soil with VOC. As
shown in this paper, mixing procedure by DJM method
with quicklime can attain good results under similar
conditions.
(2) As mentioned above, the standard clean-up work needs
two strokes. It is necessary to check in laboratory
whether the examination required belongs to
contamination condition or soil condition.
(3) Quality control is most useful for job sites from the
point of view of cost reduction and real time control.
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On this paper as shown upward, the carbon
concentration equipment installed on the line of return
pipe, can detect the concentration of carbon in the air
and calculate the concentration of VOC in the soil at the
same time. Needless to say, it is necessary at the end to
check the VOC content of soil based on sampling from
improved soil.
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ABSTRACT: A preliminary study has been performed regarding the use of Deep Mixing technology for the
stabilisation/solidification of contaminated ground. By stabilisation and solidification the contaminants are chemically or
physically immobilised. The stabilisation of the ground by deep mixing additionally improves the strength and deformation
properties of the ground. The different steps when using stabilisation/solidification as well as the use of different binders are
discussed. Also experience from actual projects in UK, USA and Sweden are presented. Further the needs of research are
dealt with.
1

Introduction

1.1 General
In Sweden, the government has an overall environmental
political goal. One of the intermediate goals is that
contaminated areas shall be inspected and if necessary
taken care of. For remediation and decontamination of
contaminated soil the goal is that no later than 2005
polluted areas should be identified. Further should 100
contaminated areas be subjects for remediation and 50
contaminated areas should be taken care of.
So far the cost for remediation of contaminated soils in
Sweden has been about 1 billion Swedish crowns. The
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency has funds for
remediation of contaminated soils. This money should be
used for investigations and treatment of contaminated areas,
where there are no other responsible owners. The
contributions are handle by the county administrative board
and can be distributed to the local authorities.
1.2 Purpose
This preliminary study has been carried out in order to see
how the Swedish technology with deep mixing with limecement columns and masstabilisation can be used for
treatment of contaminated soil. Questions that has been
essential are
-What has been done in Sweden and other countries?
-What are the experiences?
-Which possibility does the Swedish deep mixing
technique have?
-How can this technique be developed in the future?
Remediation of contaminated soil involves a number of
steps.
- Future use of the area
- Investigations for the area
- Risk assessment
- Determination of remediation criteria
- Determination of treatment method
- Execution of the remediation
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-

Verification of the function
Long term surveillance of the area, to ensure that
the demands are fulfilled.
In this preliminary study, the stabilisation/solidification methods are studied with respect to the determination of
treatment method and execution of work.

2 Stabilisation/solidification
By using stabilisation/solidification (S/S) the contaminants
can either be tied physically or encapsulated in a stabilised
mass (solidification) or have their mobility reduced by
chemical reactions between the contaminants and the added
stabilisation binder (stabilisation).
The purpose with all S/S applications is to shut in or
immobilise the contaminants within the soil or waste
instead of removing the contaminants. The S/S technique
also results in better strength- and deformation properties of
the soil.
The stabilisation technique requires less energy and
work compared to the traditional way of excavate and
transport the contaminated soil to the landfill.

3

Basic principles, stabilisation binder and
technologies

3.1 General
The S/S technique is used for creating active or passive
barriers and also to create ground that can sustain the loads
from future buildings. An active barrier is a barrier that
contains substances that reacts with the contaminants,
which is transported to the barrier by the groundwater. In
this way the contaminants stays in the barrier.
In this paper a passive ractive barrier (PRB) stands for
a constructed barrier for sorption/deterioration of
contaminants, which functions in a long-time perspective
without any need of maintenance. This may be achieved by
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S/S technique where different types of binders are mixed
with the natural soil.

Figure 1
Active (A) and passive (B) barriers (AlTabbaa, Perera, 2002)
3.2 Contaminated ground
The S/S technique has mainly been used for inorganic
pollutants, heavy metals but lately also organic pollutants.
The contamination have been situated in many different
soils (natural soils, fills and also waste from industries) and
of varied groundwater conditions.
3.3 Stabilisation binder
During the past years the effects of different stabilisation
binders have been studied. In the USA, different criteria’s
for the stabilisation binder have been developed, when
using it for immobilising contaminations. The criteria’s are
(Al-Tabbaa et al, 2002)
- compression strength >350 kPa (at 28 days)
- pH 7-11 for the leachate
- acceptable value on lechate should be 100 times the
drinking water standard
- permeability <10-9m/s
- fulfil the demands on freeze-thaw and wet-dry
durability according to ASTM 1988
- acid
neutralisation
capacity
according
to
Environmental Canada test method
The binders for the Swedish deep mixing technique are
cement (standard Portland cement), granulated blast furnace
slag, lime or fly ash.
When cement is used, the contaminants are either
encapsulated in the cementmatrix or immobilised by a
reaction between the contaminants and the cement. Cement
based S/S is best suited for inorganic waste, especially if it
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contains heavy metals (Al-Tabbaa et al, 2002). Organic
pollutants can be more difficult since they disturb the
hydration process.
Fly ash can be suitable as binders for both inorganic
and organic pollutants. Lime and cement are necessary to
achieve the necessary reactions. When using fly ash in
combination with lime the S/S treatment will cause poorer
durability and a higher leakage compared to a S/S treatment
that contains fly ash and cement.
Lime is often used in S/S to achieve the pH-value
where the metals are least solvable. When several metals
are present the desired pH value has to be a compromise,
since different metals are dissolved for different pH-values.
Tests in Sweden have shown that granulated blast
furnace slag has a high capacity for absorbing heavy metals
(Lind 2002). The results show almost 100 percent
absorbtions of heavy metals except nickel of pH larger than
5. Leachage tests (NEN 7341) shows that the leachage from
granulated blast furnance slag is less than the leachage from
natural material, gravel and gneiss from Eskilstuna and
Nyköping. A possible area to use this slag is in active
barriers round contaminated areas and also for stabilisation
of soft soils containing heavy metals.
3.4 Technique
The stabilisation/solidification technique can be made
either ex-situ or in-situ. Ex-situ means that the soil is
treated at a central located plant. In-situ means that the soil
is mixed with a binder and the mixing is done either
mechanically or by applying a high pressure. However,
mixing with a high pressure has not been used
commercially since it is difficult to control the distribution
of the binder. Mechanical mixing is made by using a
mixing tool to form columns. These columns are
overlapped to ensure total treatment of the contaminated
area or to build a barrier around the contaminated area.
Some advantages with the in-situ process are low
costs, low noice and vibration levels and that it is suitable
close to buildings and structures. Some disadvantages are
that the soil needs to have sufficient bearing capacity to be
able to handle the heavy deep mixing machine. The method
is also sensitive for example boulders in the soil. One of the
advantages with the ex-situ method is that better control of
the binder addition and mixing can be obtained compared to
in-situ mixing. More material can also be treated at one
single plant. For large remediation projects to substantial
depth the method can be more expensive than the in-situ
method. Another disadvantage for the enivornment is that
material has to be excaveted and transported to the
treatment plant.
In a study (Larsson et al, 2002) for Banverket (the
Swedish Railroad Administration) SGI has made a survey
on how potential treatment techniques can be used for
contaminated areas. In a comparison between ex-situ and
in-situ treatment of soil and groundwater, the S/S method
has been graded as good (scale divided in good, average
and bad) for availability, reliable, time and total cost. The
method has been graded to use on inorganic and radioactive
substances, average for non-halogenated semi volatile
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hydrocarbons (e.g. PAH) and halogenated semi-volatile
hydrocarbons (e.e. PCP, PCB) and bad for fuel,
halogenated volatile hydrocarbons, non-halogenated
volatile hydrocarbon (e.g. BTEX) and explosives.
3.5 Selection of method
When selecting a method for remediation, several factors
need to be dealt with, for example the methods usefulness
in the specific area, the authority acceptance of the method
and also the cost of the method. Comparisons between
methods for in-situ treatment of contaminated soils have
been made, regarding the techniques and costs (Grubb ET
al, 1994). This comparison is not up to date but one can see
that stabilisation/solidification is an available method and
that the costs between different methods varies a lot.
3.6 By-products used as binders
Two by-products used in Sweden are Cefyll and Monofill.
Cefyll consist of cement and fly ash and has mainly been
used in roads and transportation areas but also as
impermeable layer. Cefyll has compression strength of 515MPa and a permeability of
10-9-10-10m/s.
Monofill is a system for solidification of hazardous
waste. Until now it has mainly been used for solidification
of fly ash from trash burning. Monofill has compression
strength of 10MPa and a permeability of 10-9-10-10m/s. The
material has been used for solidification of waste with high
mercury content in Karlskrona and several other places.
Cefyll and Monofill show that by adding binders to fly
ash and trash burning waste, one receives a material with a
high compression strength and low permeability.
4 Treatment of contaminated soils
In Sweden the common method for handling contaminated
soil is to excavate the contaminated soil and put it on a
landfill. So far there has been a limited use of the S/Stechnique in Sweden but the method has a great potential.
The Swedish EPA has a research program on
sustainable remediation. The aim of the program is to cover
the knowledge needs both in a short-term perspective as
well as in a long-term perspective and to see that relevant
research are carried out for the development of remediation.
For 2005 it has been suggested that methods for treatment
of contaminated soils should be a part of this research
program.
Treating contaminated areas with stabilisation/
solidification is a well-established method in the USA,
according to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
In 1995 the S/S technique was used in about 30% of all the
treated contaminated areas within the EPA Superfund
programme (US Government contaminated land clean-up
programme), figure 2. In the USA the S/S method is used
for both metals and some organic contaminants.
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Figure 2
Distribution (in percent) of methods for
treatment of contaminated soil within the Superfund
project, USA (US, EPA, 1997)
In USA, S/S is performed by drilling large rotating screws
into the contaminated soil while mixing a liquid cement
binder. Surveillance of the groundwater and leaking tests is
required during the installation phase so that people and the
surroundings are not influenced by the work.
5

Case studies

5.1 Hammarby Sjöstad, Stockholm
When planning for the foundation of a steamship pier near
the old Luma factory in Hammarby Sjöstad, Stockholm,
Sweden, it was discovered that the sediment was polluted
by mercury. The authorities demanded that the polluted
sediment should be removed and deposited. The dredging
and transportation of the polluted soil would cause a large
impact on the environment and instead in-situ stabilisation
was chosen. The contaminated soil was mostly gyttja with a
water content of 225%. Tests were carried out in the
laboratory, on sediment samples stabilised with both rapid
hardening Portland cement with and without Merit 5000.
Merit 5000 is fine grained slag commonly used together
with cement. Leaching tests was carried out on the sample
50/50 rapid hardening Portland cement and Merit, since
Merit is useful for binding contaminants. The compression
strength tests showed good results, 500kPa for 125kg/m²
binder and 300kPa for 75kg/m³ binder. The results from the
leaching test showed that the leaching could be compared to
the background values from the lake. It was decided to use
a mixture of Merit and rapid hardening Portland cement in
an amount of 125kg/m³.
Since sheet piling for other reasons locked in the
contaminated area, it was determined to stabilise the
pollution’s in-situ, see figure 3. The work was carried out
with an ordinary deep mixing equipment. After completion
of the work, leaching test were made on both laboratory
samples and field samples. In figure 4, results from the tests
are shown.
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Figure 3
Deep mixing of sediments in
Hammarby Sjöstad (Cementa, 2002)

5.3 Sörnäs Strand, Helsinki
Sörnäs strand in Helsinki, Finland is an old industry and
harbour area that has been re-developed to a residential
area. The shore area has been gradually developed, by
putting fills above the clay. To stabilise the shoreline an
embankment that reaches the firm bottom layer was built.
When planning to extend the shore even more one found
out that the soil from the bottom of the harbour, contained
heavy metals and PCB. The polluted soil could not be
placed further out in the sea, nor could they be deposited in
a landfill.
It was decided that the dredging masses should be
placed between a supporting embankment towards the sea
and the existing shoreline. Closest to the sea an
embankment of blasted rock was placed. Underlying
sediments and clay was dredged. The polluted dredging
masses were placed in the arisen basin on the polluted
bottom clay and were then stabilised, see figure 5, so that
the strength properties were improved and the pollution was
tied to the ground.
The contaminated stabilised soil was covered with 2 m
of till. With a temporary fill, the long-time settlements in
the stabilised soil and in the clay were reduced.

Embankment
Pack embankment
Overload

Mass stabilisation, h=3m

Figure 4
Leaching test on laboratory samples
(max and min) and field sample (bottom line)
(Cementa, 2002)
The leachage from the field sample is less than from the
laboratory mixed sample.
5.2 Örserumsviken, Västervik
By the Örserumsviken in Västervik, Sweden a paper factory
was previously located. The factory polluted the bay
sediments with mercury and PCB. It was decided to treat
the sediment ex-situ. First dredging of the sediments was
conducted. Then the sediments were sorted, drained and
placed in a plane silo where the polluted sediments were
mixed with cement. In order to put the sediment on the
deposit they had to have shear strength of 30 kPa. The
drained and stabilised sediment was transported to the
deposit area and laid out in layers of 1.5m thickness.
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Dredging masses
Embankment
of rock
masses

Sea bottom
Bottom mud/clay

Till/rock

Figur 5
Principle cross-section on the
stabilisation of Sörnäs strand, Helsinki (Rogbeck et al,
2003)
The stabilisation was made with rapid hardening
Portland cement, with an amount of binder of 110kg/m³.
The masstabilisation was controlled in the field by the vane
test one month after the installation. The shear strength
varied between 115-207 kPa. Soil samples were collected
1.5 year after completion and unconfined compression test
was performed. The shear strength varied between 25-143
kPa. The design strength was 50 kPa.
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Figure 6
Stabilisation of the Sörnäs strand area i
Helsinki. (Rogbeck et al, 2003)
Two years after completion of the work, leaching test were
performed on the collected samples. The results showed
that the amount of oil pollutions were lower than before the
stabilisation work was started. The amount of metals was
higher than the guidelines for clean soil but well below the
values for contaminated soil according to the Finnish
environmental authorities.
This project is further descriped in a separate article to
the Deep Mixing´05 conference by Mikko Leppänen and
Nenad Jelisic.
5.4 Third Street gasworks, Cambridge, Boston,
USA
In an area that previously had been used for a gasproducing facility, new offices and hotels were to be
established. The area was contaminated by coal tar and
diesel oil. In order to lock in the contamination,
stabilisation and solidification was used. Hollow-stemmed
augers were used to mix the cement slurry into the ground,
as overlapping columns in order to encase the
contamination. The columns were installed to the
underlying clay layer which had a low permeability. In this
case the S/S method was a cost-effective method for the
customer. This method also caused less influence on the
environment compared to the method of excavating the
contaminated soil and use re-fill. In figure 7 a plan of the
column installation is shown.

Figure 7
Hollow-stemmed auger was used to
create overlapping columns. (Al-Tabbaa et al, 1998)
5.5 West Drayton, UK
The first field-test in he UK with in-situ stabilisation was
conducted during 1994-1995. The soil at the site consisted
of 1.7 m of fill on 3-4 m naturally stratified sand and gravel
with a groundwater level at 2 m depth. The natural water
content of the soil was 10%. A mixture of heavy metals and
organic pollution’s contaminated the soil and groundwater.
The stabilisation was conducted with a screw down to
2.3 m depth with a variety of combinations of different
stabilisation mixtures (e.g. cement, fly ash, lime and
bentonite). Results after 2 month showed that the
compression strength was 990-1480 kPa, the permeability
0.6-2.6*10-9m/s, leakage of copper, zinc and lead was 0.130.31, <0.0005-0.23 and 10.1-10.9 mg/L respectively (AlTabbaa et al. 1998, 2002).
5.6 Ardeer Site, UK
Within this site, explosives and chemicals had been
manufactured for many years. A large number of heavy
metals was found, mainly concentrated to one part of the
site. To stabilise the contaminated soil, cement-based S/S
was used and was performed with Bachy-Soletanche´s
Colemix process with four screws. The binder used
consisted of a slurry of cement, lime and fly ash. By the
treatment, a lower permeability was received which reduces
the risk for leakage of the contaminants. Also the pH value
was increased to a value where heavy metals are
immobilised. Further, the compression strength of the soil
was increased, facilitat better use of the site.

6 OBSTACLES FOR THE S/S TECHNIQUE
As previously mentioned, S/S is a well-established method
in the USA. In the UK on the other hand the method has
only been used in a few projects. The main reason for the
limited use in the UK is that the authority and customers
lack confidence in the method, due to limited knowledge on
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long-time behaviour regarding leachate and strength as well
as limited knowledge on treatable contaminants.
Other reasons are the lack of basic knowledge in
mechanisms and reactions between the stabilisation solvent
and the contaminants, the cost compared to other methods
and lack of good practice guidance documents.

7 RESEARCH NEEDS
There is a need for methods to forecast the long-term
function of the strength and leakage for S/S treated soils.
Well-documented follow-ups of S/S treated areas are
essential, preferably in a database. An increased knowledge
on different stabilisation binder suitability for use in
contaminated soils is necessary. It is necessary to develop
stabilisation binders that can treat several types of
pollutants in different kinds of soils. Better knowledge
about the interaction between the pollutant and binder is
also needed.
The composition of the contaminated soil can vary a
lot including coarse material etc. Since S/S often is needed
in permeable soils, it is important that the S/S equipment is
fit to handle those soils and not only the soils normally used
for deep mixing. To use deep mixing technique for S/S
purposes also requires higher demands on the homogeneity
of the columns, especially for dry mixing.
It is important that a QA/QC system for the method is
developed.
Connection to existing laws and regulations is
essential in order to know which contamination levels that
are accepted by the authorities.

Cementa data sheet, 2002. Per-Lennart Svensson. A new
method for stabilising mercury contaminated dredging
masses.
Grubb and Sitar, University of California, 1994
Larsson, L., Nilsson, G.; (2002). Potential remediation
method for contaminated areas within the area of the
National Railroad Administration. SGI investigation 10632.
Lind, L. 2002. Sorption of Phosphorus and Heavy Metals
on Blast Furnace Slag. Proceedings of Conference
Recycling and waste treatment in mineral and metal
processing: technical and economic aspects
Rogbeck, Y., Leppänen, M., Skirstad,R., Svensson,P-L
(2003). Stabilisation/solidification of contaminated soil.
Examples of conducted projetcs in Scandinavia. SCC report
140414.
Senneset, K. (1996). In situ remediation of contaminated
soils. Norwegian University of Science and Technology,
Trondheim.Department of Geotechnical Engineering.
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data for remediation of wood preserving sites. EPA/625/R97/009.
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Environmental effects of deep mixing – laboratory analyses
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of the study was to investigate possible environmental effects of stabilisation. Laboratory
investigations of total concentrations and leaching were performed. The results showed that the total concentrations of trace
elements in the stabilised soils were below guideline values for sensitive land use. Leaching of elements was in general
lower than limiting values for acceptance at inert waste deposits.

1 INTRODUCTION
Deep mixing is performed in order to change the physical
properties of the soil. This is done by introducing binders to
the soil. They will react with water and other components
of the soil and change also the chemical properties of the
soil. By introducing binders of various origins, the total
content of harmful substances may increase in the soil. For
deep mixing it can, however, be argued that the most
important pathway for hazardous substances from the
stabilised soil to the environment is through leaching
leading to contamination of the ground water and possibly
further transport, to lakes and rivers. For contaminated soil
other uptake pathways have been defined including e.g.
direct ingestion, but none of those related to total content
seems to be relevant for deep mixing. If the soil at some
point should be regarded as a waste material, criteria of
acceptance will largely be set by risks related to
concentrations in the ground water (Council of the
European Union, 2003). In this paper, the environmental
effects are therefore presented mainly with respect to what
will become available in the water. This was studied by
using standard leaching tests.
The purpose of the study was to describe to what
extent leaching of materials could effect the surrounding
environment.

2 MATERIALS
Two soils with different origin were chosen. One soil
represents material deposited in alternating lake and
brackish sea water, Linköping, clay from the southeastern
part of Sweden (Lkpg). The other soil represents clay
deposited in salt water; Löftabro, clay from the southwest
of Sweden (Löfta). Both clays in the study were stabilised
with 100 kg of binders/m3 of soil. The binders used were a
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Portland-limestone cement (C), designated CEM II/A-LL
42.5 R (CEN, 2000), quicklime (L), CL90-Q (CEN 2001),
and ground granulated blast furnace slag (S), called Merit
5000. The proportions between mixtures of binders were
50/50. The following stabilised soils were investigated:
Lkpg CL, Lkpg CS, Löfta CL and Löfta SL.

3 METHODS
The methods were chosen based on the structure of the
material. If the material can be regarded as monolithic, then
leaching will be controlled by slow diffusion processes and
it will be dependent on the surface area of the material and
on time. If the stabilised soil is more permeable, then
equilibrium between water and material will be established
and leaching can be expressed as a function of L/S ratio
(liquid to solid). For stabilised soils the permeability tends
to fall in between those recommended for these two ways
of investigation, limited by a permeability of 10-8 m/s. In
the project tests adapted to granular material were chosen,
since standard methods are available and since these tests
tend to give an overestimation of leaching rather than an
underestimation. The chosen tests were analysis of total
contents, availability tests and two-step leaching tests.
The total content of elements was investigated by
digestion in a micro-wave oven with a mixture of acids
(HF, HNO3, HCl) and for some elements dissolution with
lithiumborate.
The availability test measures the amount that can be
leached in a very long time perspective. This means that
tests are performed in such a way that grain size, buffering
capacity, time, or concentration differences will not limit
the leaching. The test has been performed according to
Nordtest (NT ENVIR 003, 1996) which is a test where pH
is kept at two different values (first at pH 7 and then at pH
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4). The material is crushed to particle sizes <125µm. The
proportion between liquid and solid in the test is kept high
(L/S 200) in order to facilitate leaching. Availability test
was started on the natural Linköping soil, but was not
completed since separation of the solid and the soluble
phases was feasible neither with filtration nor with
centrifugation.
The two-step batch leaching test was performed
according to EN 12457-3. This is a test that is decided
(Council of the EU, 2002) to be used as a continuous
quality check of waste that is going to be directed to
different types of waste deposits. The method involves a
crushing of the material to a grain size <4 mm and leaching
at an L/S ratio of 2 followed by an extraction of the
leachant and an addition of another leaching volume to give
an accumulated leaching of L/S 10. The samples used for
the two-step leaching tests had been subjected to a storage
time of 2 years based on recommendations in De Grooth et
al. (1997).

Löftabro clay
1000
100
mg/kg

10
1

0,1
0,01
0,001
As Cd Co Cr Cu Hg Mo Ni Pb V Zn
Total concentration Available

Figure 1. Available leached amounts and total
concentrations of trace elements from the Löftabro
clay.
Löftabro CL trace elements

4 RESULTS
Measured total content of elements for the studied material
are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Total concentrations (in the solid phase) for
trace metals in the Linköping clay and the Löftabro
clay, prior to and after stabilisation (notations see
Materials, concentrations are given in mg/kg of dry
o
substance determined by drying at 105 C).

As
Cd
Co
Cr
Cu
Hg
Mo
Ni
Pb
S
Tl
V
Zn

Lkpg
clay
0.47
0.29
19.2
39.8
34.8
0.06
18
38
21.8
921
0.57
46.8
94.2

Lkpg Lkpg Löfta
CL CS
clay
5.99 5.84 5.08
0.24 0.25 0.32
16 16.1 15.3
61.5 66.7 42.9
23.9 24.4 34.9
0.04 0.04 0.05
6
6
21
31.9 30.9 33.7
24.8 24.3 18.4
1880 2670 4680
0.85
91.7 110 64.6
99.1 101 116

Löfta Löfta
C
CL SL
6.92 8.24 2.44
0.14 0.14 0.16
12.0
12 9.96
60.4 77.2 41.1
22.7 34.8 16.5
0.04 0.04 0.08
4
6
26.9
32 37.4
18.4 17.4 13.8
3980 7975 11080
0.041
99.5 118 62.9
96.7 86.1 381

S

L

0.069
0.02
3.11
36
17.8
0.05

0.646
0.20
8.36
8.58
6.3
<0.05

17.1
0.52
6074
<0.04
324
1

4.08
6.54
81
<0.04
9
51.1

1000
100
mg/kg

10
1

0,1
0,01
0,001
As Cd Co Cr Cu Hg Mo Ni Pb V Zn
Total concentration Available

Figure 2. Available leached amounts and total
concentrations of trace elements for the cement-lime
stabilised Löftabro clay.
Löftabro SL trace elements
1000
100
mg/kg

10
1

0,1

In many cases, the concentrations of elements in the
stabilised soil are higher than concentration in binders,
indicating that the soil itself contributes more to the
concentration than the binders. The exceptions are Cd, Hg,
S, Ni, V and Zn. The Cd-concentrations in the stabilised
soils from Löftabro are surprisingly low compared to the
concentrations in the natural soil. For mercury all
concentrations are close to detection limit and a detailed
interpretation cannot be made. The stabilisation increases
the concentrations of sulphur in the Linköping clay, but this
is not so evident for the Löftabro clay. Stabilisation with SL
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0,01
0,001
As Cd Co Cr Cu Hg Mo Ni Pb V Zn
Total concentration Available

Figure 3. Available leached amounts and total
concentrations of trace elements for the slag-lime
stabilised Löftabro clay.
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gives an unexpectedly higher concentration than
stabilisation with CL which might be caused by variations
in the content of sulphur in the soil.
For both Ni and Zn the possible contributions from the
binders to the stabilised soil are small. For V however the
contributions from binders seem to have an effect on total
concentrations in the soil.
In conclusion some binders thus seem to have a
noticeable effect on the total concentration of vanadium and
sulphur in the stabilised soils.
Only a small part of the total concentrations are
available for leaching even in a very long time perspective.
Above are shown the contents of trace elements leached in
the availability tests compared to total amounts in the
Löftabro clay (Figure 1), and in the cement-lime and slaglime stabilised clay from the same site (Figure 2 and Figure
3).
The contents of trace elements leached in the
availability tests from the stabilised Linköping clays are
shown below together with total contents in Figures 4 and
5.
Linköping CL trace elements

The two-step batch leaching procedure is a method that
uses distilled or de-ionized water as leachant. The water
therefore does not contain substances that will reduce
effects of changes i.e. it is not buffered. This means that the
clean water will rapidly adapt to pH-values set by the
dissolution of soil particles or stabilised soil particles. The
purpose of the long storage before this test was to simulate
a more realistic pH than the pH that will prevail
immediately after stabilisation. In spite of this, the pH of
the leachants were in general high (>11 for stabilised
Löftabro soil and from 9 to 11 for stabilised Linköping soil.
An example of leaching of sulphur in the batch test,
together with results from the availability tests and total
concentration is shown in Figure 6.

Concentrations of sulphur in
Löftabro SL

10000
mg/kg
1000

1000
100

100
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mg/kg 10
1
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Total conc.

Available

Batchtest

0,1

Figure 6. Total concentrations and leaching of sulphur
for the Löftabro clay stabilised with slag-lime.

0,01
0,001
As Cd Co Cr Cu Hg Mo Ni Pb V Zn
Total concentration Available

Figure 4. Available leached amounts and total
concentrations of trace elements for the cement-lime
stabilised Linköping clay.
Linköping CS trace elements
1000
100
mg/kg

10
1
0,1

4.1 Analytical uncertainties
The three tests presented (total content, availability tests
and two-step leaching tests) have been compared in a report
from RVF, (2002). The coefficient of variation for Cd, Cr,
Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn measured from six incineration plants in
Sweden was for total content on average 60 %, for
availability tests 85 % and for two-step leaching tests 120
%. In general, the variation was highest for elements with
low concentrations. In a study from the Netherlands (ECN,
2001) interlaboratory comparisons (11 laboratories) were
made for a one-step leaching test. The reproducibility limits
(comparing two measurements) for contaminated soil were
in increasing numbers Ni, Pb, Cd, Co and As between 50
and 95 %. The conclusion of the report was that
homogenous materials showed the best reproducibility.

0,01
0,001
As Cd Co Cr Cu Hg Mo Ni Pb V
Total concentration

Zn

Available

Figure 5. Available leached amounts and total
concentrations of trace elements for the cement-slag
stabilised Linköping clay.
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5 COMPARISONS
In studying environmental effects, some sort of reference
data or limiting values are needed. For a description of
environmental effects several factors may be incorporated,
e.g. issues concerning labour safety, quality of drinking
water etc. In this project the environmental effects were
focused on emissions to water and possible effects on
groundwater and surface water quality. At present no
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guideline values or limiting values exist for the use of
products for constructions in the soil in Sweden. For waste,
there exist a set of limiting values defining inert waste (or
more accurate if it can be deposited on an inert waste
deposit). These values can be considered to have some
relevance also for use of materials in the soil. For
contaminated land, criteria and tools exist which to some
extent also could be adapted in a risk evaluation of a
stabilised area.
Comparisons have been made between guideline
values and data from the two stabilised soils. However, the
guideline values cannot be regarded as the only criteria for
the use of the materials. At each site environmental
consequences should be described based on the
environmental conditions at that site.
In Figure 7, total concentrations for the natural and the
cement-lime and cement-slag stabilised Linköping clay, are
compared with data for background values in till taken from
the subsurface soil (mineral soil) (SEPA, 1997a), and with
guideline values for contaminated soil (SEPA, 1997b).
Guideline values for contaminated soil are defined in two
ways: KM which represents sensitive land use i.e. there is a
risk for ingestion of soil, uptake from vegetables or
drinking water, and MKM which represents less sensitive
uses with less exposure to humans, and without extraction
of groundwater for drinking purposes or irrigation.

Linköping soil (Clay) and CL and CS. Total
concentrations and guideline values

1000
100
mg/kg
10
1
0,1
0,01
Cd

Co

Background (till)

Cr

Cu

Clay

Hg
CL

Ni
CS

Pb
MKM

V

Zn
KM

Figure 7. Comparison of data from Linköping soil and
stabilised soil with guideline values for contaminated
soil and background values.
In Figure 8 below the same comparisons are made for the
Löftabro soil and the stabilised Löftabro soil.
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Figure 8. Comparison of data from Löftabro soil and
stabilised soil with guideline values for contaminated
soil and background values.
For availability tests information on natural materials are
scarce. However, some data has been gained by the
Swedish Geotechnical Institute (SGI) on natural materials
consisting of till, crushed rock, natural gravel and till clay,
altogether 14 samples representing the above materials. For
the cement-lime stabilised Linköping clay a few elements
(Cd and Co) have somewhat higher values then the
analysed natural materials. However, it should be kept in
mind that the variability between natural materials are
considerable and the data material is not very extensive.
Data of leaching from the batch tests have been compared
to limiting values, which are to be used to direct waste to
different categories of waste deposits. In Table 2 data from
the leaching tests are presented together with the limit
values of the recent Swedish regulation NFS 2004:10 that
will be enforced in July 2005.

10000

As

Löftabro soil (Clay) CL and SL. Total
concentrations and guideline values

Tabell 2. Leached amounts in mg/kg from batch test
(EN 12457-3) on stabilised soils at L/S 10 compared
to limit values for inert waste.
Lkpg CL Lkpg CS Löfta CL Löfta SL Inert
waste
(limit
values)
As
0.021
0.047
0.015
0.015
0.5
Ba
0.22
0.38
0.10
0.14
20
Cd
<0.0005 <0.0007 <0.0005 <0.0005 0.04
Co
0.60
0.10
0.058
0.021
Cr
0.24
0.028
0.051
0.013
0.5
Cu
1.66
0.48
0.49
0.32
2.0
Hg
<0.0002 <0.0002 <0.0002 <0.0002 0.01
Mn
0.0044
0.0045
0.0026
0.0020
Mo
0.84
0.13
0.39
0.33
0.5
Ni
0.16
0.38
0.21
0.14
0.4
Pb
0.0064 <0.002 0.0023 <0.002
0.5
S
530
993
497
1022 3381
V
0.03
1.02
0.14
0.66
Zn
0.05
<0.01
0.06
<0.06
4
1
recalculated from a sulphate value of 1000
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For sulphur an exception is made in the Swedish regulation
(NFS 2004) stating that a sulphate value of 6000 mg/kg can
be regarded to agree with criteria for inert waste if the
concentration in the initial leaching at a L/S of 0.1 (not
tested in the study) is below 1500 mg/l. A sulphate value of
6000 is comparable to a sulphur value of 2003 mg/kg. This
means that sulphur concentrations could be a limiting factor
if material would be deposited on a deposit for inert waste.
For one of the stabilised soils, the concentration of
molybdenum is higher than what is accepted for a deposit
of inert waste.

ECN (2001). Netherlands Energy Research Foundation.
Validation of CEN/TC 292 leaching tests and eluate
analysis methods prEN 12457-1 to 4, ENV 13370 and ENV
12506 in cooperation with CEN/TC308

6 CONCLUSIONS
The results of the study showed that the leaching of sulphur
from the examined stabilised clays was somewhat higher
than the limit values for inert waste. This is partly due to
the sulphur content of the soil and partly due to the binders
(cement, slag). The leaching of molybdenum was for one
stabilised material higher than the limit value for inert
waste concentrations.
The availability test showed that the potential leaching
in a very long time perspective were comparable to that of
natural materials (crushed rock, moraine).
The total concentrations of trace elements in the
stabilised soils were all lower than guideline values for
sensitive land use (KM).
Total concentrations in the soil after stabilisation are
only to a small extent affected by the content of elements in
the binders used in this study.

NT ENVIR 003 (1996). Solid waste. Granular inorganic
material: Availability test, Nordtest Esbo.

NFS (2004). NFS 2004:10. Naturvårdsverkets föreskrifter
om deponering, kriterier och förfaranden för mottagning av
avfall vid anläggningar för deponering av avfall.
Naturvårdsverkets författningssamling. Regulations of the
Swedish Environmental Protection agency regarding
deposition, criteria, and procedures for the acceptance of
waste at constructions for deposition of wast. In Swedish.

RVF (2002). Kvalitetssäkring av slaggrus från förbränning
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Reningsverksföreningen, Rapport 02:10 ISSN 1103-4092
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Remediation of contaminated land of Sörnäinen, Helsinki, by using the
mass stabilization
Jelisic, N.
Swedish National Road Administration, Region Mälardalen, P. O. Box 1140, S-631 80 Eskilstuna, Sweden
nenad.jelisic@vv.se
Leppänen, M.
Ramboll Finland Ltd, P.O. Box 3, FIN-02241 Espoo, Finland
mikko.leppanen@ramboll.fi
ABSTRACT: Remediation of contaminated land by using mass stabilization is described in this paper. The main purpose is
to present how contaminated land can be remedied by using mass stabilization. Results of environmental laboratory tests
performed before and after mass stabilization are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION
There are many areas in Scandinavia that are contaminated.
According to the Swedish National Environmental
Protection agency, there are 40 000 of those just in Sweden.
When encountering contaminated soils, the usual procedure
has been to excavate and transport them to dumps where
they are treated or stored. Different types of treatments
exist such as air sparging, steam extraction, verification,
electro-kinetics, thermal treatment and so on. The
mentioned treatments may be very expensive. The
contaminated soils often contain different types of
contaminants and therefore different types of treatments
have to be simultaneously used to attain the desired result.
The use of different types of treatments causes much higher
costs compared to that of using mass stabilization to
remediate the contaminated soils that contain different
types of contaminants.
Mass stabilization has been used in Scandinavia since
the beginning of the 1990. The main applications of mass
stabilization have been to increase stability and to reduce
settlements of road and railway embankments constructed
on peat. Mass stabilization has also been used for:
-

foundations of oil and gas pipelines
foundations of water pipelines and sewers
foundations of buildings
stabilization of excavated soils
stabilization of gyttja
stabilization of excavations for building foundations
soil improvement of ground adjacent to buildings.

The first use of mass stabilization to stabilize and
remediate contaminated soils took place in a former
industrial area of Sörnäinen in Helsinki, Finland 1999. On
the coast of Sörnäinen, a new park area 30 x 150 m2 was to
be constructed by dredging of gyttja and clay and replacing
them with blasted rock. The dredged gyttja and clay were
planned to be transported to Taulukari bay relocation area
outside of Helsinki. However, it appeared that about 1,5 m
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thick top layer of the gyttja was contaminated by heavy
metals, PCB and oil. Due to the contamination it was
decided not to transport it to Taulukari bay relocation area,
but to relocate it to a basin between the new edge
embankment and the previous shore line. In order to
remediate the gyttja and to improve its geotechnical
properties (shear strength and elasticity modulus), the gyttja
was mass stabilized.

2 MASS STABILIZATION
Mass stabilization is an environmentally friendly soil
improvement method where the stabilizer is mixed into
organic soil or soft clay. Mass stabilization is carried out with
a mixing tool mounted on an modified excavator arm, as
shown in Figs 1 and 3. Mixing in both the horizontal and
vertical directions is carried out so that a reinforced soil
block is formed through the effect of the stabilizer. The
thickness of the block varies between 1 and 5 m according
to the height of the embankment.
The equipment for mass stabilization consists of a
mass stabilization machine, see Figs 1 and 2, a stabilizer
tank (20 m3), scales, a compressor and a mixing tool, the
last mentioned installed on the modified excavator arm (see
Figs 1 and 3). The stabilizer is fed pneumatically and the
amount of stabilizer is measured by weighing. The diameter
of the mixing tool is normally 600 - 800 mm and the
rotation speed 80 - 100 rpm.

3

SÖRNÄINEN, HELSINKI

3.1 Geotechnical properties
The soil layer sequence consists of gyttja on top of clay,
followed by sand. The gyttja layer is about 0,5 - 2 m thick.
The thickness of the clay layer is approximately 4 - 7 m. The
water content in the gyttja varies between 80 and 140%.
The unreduced (has not been corrected with the factors
related to the liquid limit of the soil) shear strength of the
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gyttja varies between 5 and 15 kPa (vane test), i.e. the gyttja
has extremely low to very low shear strength. The water
content in the clay varies between 60 and 120%. The
unreduced shear strength of the clay varies between 10 and
20 kPa (vane test), i.e. the clay has very low shear strength.

Table 1

Results of the mixing tests (unconfined
compression tests)

Stabilizer
type/amount

Shear strength [kPa]
50 kg/m

80 kg/m3

110 kg/m3

14 days

14 days

14 days

Rapid cement

5

19

46

Finnstabi FTC

5

9

10

Ekomix 2

5

16

30

Stabilizer tank + scales Mass stabilization machine

3

Mixing tool
Mass stabilized organic
soil or soft clay

Organic soil or
soft clay

2 - 5m

Direction of
mass stabilization 3 - 5m
Preloading embankment
Geotextile
(h = 0.5 - 1.0m)
(reinforcement)

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Execution of mass stabilization

Mass stabilization machine

Mixing tool

3.2 Laboratory tests (mixing tests)
Eighteen mixing tests were carried out with different
stabilizers and different quantities of stabilizer to determine
the most suitable stabilizer and quantity. Two mixing tests
per stabilizer were carried out, with one quantity of
stabilizer and one loading time (curing time). For example,
a quantity of rapid cement stabilizer (50 kg/m3) and loading
time (14 days) represents two mixing tests. The shear
strengths were determined by unconfined compression tests
and were evaluated as half of the unconfined compressive
strength.
The results of mixing tests on gyttja are presented in
Table 1.
The chosen stabilizer, Rapid cement, with 110 kg/m3
of stabilizer gave the highest shear strengths after 14 days;
46 kPa.
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Finnstabi FTC is made from lime, cement and industrial
gypsum, while Ekomix 2 is made from cement and
industrial by-products such as fly ash.
3.3 Dredging and constructing of the
embankment
The dredging was performed in two stages. In stage 1, the
1,5 m thick contaminated layer of the gyttja was dredged
and placed in two barges. In stage 2, the uncontaminated
clay layer was dredged down to the sand layer, placed in
barges and transported to Taulukari bay relocation area.
The dredged area was filled with crushed rocks directly
after dredging was completed. The purpose of dredging and
filling with crushed stones was to construct an
embankment, see Figure 4. The embankment and the
previous shoreline formed a basin, which was used to
relocate the contaminated gyttja, see Figure 5. The basin
has a length of 80 m, a width of 17 m and its depth varies
between 4 and 5 m. To avoid spreading of contaminants
into the nearby sea area, a floating mobile protective mat
was used during the whole dredging phase.
3.4 Execution of mass stabilization
Due to a short construction time (about 7 months) and high
costs of required treatments (the contaminated gyttja
contains a few different types of contaminants, see Table
2), it was decided to mass stabilize the contaminated gyttja.
The mass stabilization was carried out by the Finnish
construction company YIT Construction Ltd with a
propeller-mixing tool (see Figure 3) to a depth of about
3 m.

Figure 4

Dredging and filling with crushed stones
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Figure 5

Basin cross-section

Figure 6 Mass stabilization, installation of geotextile
and laying out of h = 1 m preloading
embankment (crushed rocks)
The working schedule for mass stabilization was the
following:
-

the whole planned stabilization area was divided into
parts 3 x 5 m2 and the parts were marked with sticks
performance of mass stabilization
installation of geotextile, short - term tensile strength
50 kN/m (short - term demand for strain max 10 % on
tensile stress 20 kN/m)
laying out a preloading embankment of crushed rocks,
1 m in thickness (load = 18 kN/m2) immediately after
the mass stabilization was carried out; within 4 hours
30 days laying time (10 column penetration tests and 5
column vane tests were carried out to verify if the
designed (desired) shear strength was achieved)
laying out a 1 m surcharge load equal 18 kN/m2
120 days laying time of surcharge load.

3.5 Shear strengths according to field tests
Shear strength was determined by column penetration test
and column vane test (the so-called Finnish vane). The tests
were carried out 30 days after mass stabilization was
completed. SCC Viatek Ltd, Espoo, performed the tests.
The column vane tests were performed with a probe
equipped with four vanes. The overall dimensions are h =
85 mm, w = 132 mm and t = 3 to 6 mm. The diameter of
the steel probe is 32 mm. The vane was driven down
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through the mass stabilized gyttja to predetermined depths
(0.5, 1.0, 1.5m etc.) and then rotating to failure. When
rotating the vane to failure, a moment was read, which was
then converted to a strength value (in kPa). Crushed rocks
covered the mass stabilized gyttja. To avoid frictional
resistance along the drill rods during sounding, the crushed
rocks were removed from the mass stabilized area that was
to be tested. The frictional resistance forms part of the
reading, but in this case it was negligible. The
investigations show that there was no great difference in the
shear strength values between different column vane tests;
i.e. those that were carried out using protection tubes and
those that were carried out without protection tubes.
The column penetration test was performed as a
traditional column penetration test using a probe equipped
with two vanes. The size of the vanes was 400 x 20 mm.
The probe had a conical tip with a diameter of 50 mm. The
cross-sectional area of the column probe was 0.009 m2. Preboring was carried out with a 52 mm diameter tip. The
sounding was performed as the probe was driven down into
the mass stabilized gyttja. The total sounding resistance
(kN) was registered as a force during the sounding. The
sounding was completed in the following manner: initially,
the probe was pulled up and subsequently pushed down
while the force was registered. The registered force (1 kN)
at the bottom (sand) was used as an approximate value for
the frictional resistance. The undrained shear strength was
evaluated in the same way as for lime-cement columns, i.e.
as 0.10 x [(total sounding resistance - frictional resistance)
divided by the cross-sectional area of column probe].
The shear strength values for the mass stabilized gyttja
obtained by column penetration tests and column vane tests
varied between 115 and 207 kPa. This means that the
designed (desired) shear strength value of 30 kPa was
achieved by a wide margin.
3.6 Contaminants according to environmental
laboratory tests
Environmental laboratory tests were carried out 2 years
after mass stabilization was completed. Nine samples,
which were taken with piston sampler, were transported to
the laboratory, where they were tested. The samples were
taken from three different points and at three different
depths (0,5, 1,0 and 1,5 m) in the mass stabilized gyttja.
Three samples taken from the same point were mixed
together and they created one sample after mixing.
The samples were analysed by total leaching test (CEN
prEN 12457-3 test) and long-term leaching test (NEN 7343
column test). The metals (As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn)
were analysed by using ICP-MS/AES (Inductive Coupled
Plasma based on atomic emission spectrometry) and the
hydrocarbons by using GC/MS (Gas Chromatography/Mass
Spectrometry).
The results indicate (see Table 2) that the hydrocarbon
content (PAH) is much smaller than it was in 1998 (before
mass stabilization) and that the target value was achieved.
The metal contents (mg/kg) are higher than the target
values but clearly lower than the limited values. The results
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of the leaching tests show that the metal leaching is very
slight, see Table 3.
Table 2

Results from environmental laboratory
tests of contaminated gyttja (GTK,
Juvegroup Oy, Envitop Oy, SCC/Viatek Oy,
1998 and 2001)
Total content, Finnish
guidelines (SYKE 2000)

Total content in
1998 (before mass
stabilization)

Total content in
2001 (after mass
stabilization)

Targeted value

Limited value

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

1,4 - 8,9
<1 - 31
32 - 120
48 - 220
23 - 70
13 - 280
140 - 1200

6,1
0,6
44,9
25,5
24,7
20
97,6

4,0
0,2
37,0
18,0
19,0
15,0
23,0

60
10
500
400
300
300
700

Rec. arom. HCcompounds*

<50 - 5600

< 0,1

<0,1

<1

Rec. alif. or cyclic
HC-compounds**

<50 - 5600

< 0,1

<0,1

<1

As
Cd
Cr
Cu
Ni
Pb
Zn

* Recognized aromatic hydrocarbon compounds.
** Recognized aliphatic or cyclic hydrocarbon compounds.
Table 3

Results from leaching tests of mass
stabilized contaminated gyttja (GTK,
Juvegroup Oy, Envitop Oy, SCC/Viatek Oy,
1998 and 2001)

As
Cd
Cr
Cu
Ni
Pb
Zn

Leaching CENprEN
12457-3

Leaching
NEN 7343

Group 1*

Group 2**

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

0,020
0,0003
0,074
1,389
0,562
0,053
0,018

0,015
0,000
0,037
0,863
0,422
0,001
0,072

0,141
0,011
2
1,1
1,2
1
1,5

0,85
0,015
5,1
2
2,1
1,8
2,7

Rec. arom. HCcompounds

<0,1

Rec. alif. or cyclic
HC-compounds

<0,1

Leaching, Finnish guidelines
(Syke 2000)

-

-

-

the addition of rapid cement in a quantity of 110 kg/m3
rises pH value to 10 or 12. This changing of soil’s
chemistry leads to forming of “new” minerals i.e.
metals harmful to the environment and hydrocarbons
ties together.
mass stabilization, in combination with pre-loading,
reduces the permeability of the stabilized soil (Jelisic,
1999, 2004).
the samples from 1998 were taken from unstabilized
(unmixed) contaminated soil, whereas the samples
from 2001 were taken from mass stabilized (mixed)
contaminated soil. If one contaminated soil volume is
exposed to mixing (stabilizing) and another is not, the
metals (As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn) and the PAH in
the unmixed (stabilized) volume will be more
concentrated, whereas the metals and the PAH in the
mixed (stabilized) volume will be more evenly
distributed.

Table 3 shows that leaching of metals (As, Cd, Cr, Cu,
Ni, Pb and Zn) and hydrocarbon (PAH) are very low and
below the limited values.

5 REFERENCES
GTK, Juvegroup Oy, Envitop Oy, SCC/Viatek Oy, (1998).
Results from environmental tests of Sörnäinen.
GTK, Juvegroup Oy, Envitop Oy, SCC/Viatek Oy, (2001).
Results from environmental tests of Sörnäinen.
Jelisic, N., (1999). Mass stabilization. Licentiate Thesis,
Department of Soil Mechanics and Foundation
Engineering, Lund Institute of Technology, Lund (in
Swedish).
Jelisic, N., (2004). Mass stabilization, Stability and
Settlement in Mass Stabilized Peat. PhD Thesis, Lund
Institute of Technology, Lund.

* Group 1: no pavement required.
** Group 2: pavement required.

4 CONCLUSIONS
The mass stabilization can be used to stabilize the
contaminated soils.
Geotechnical properties of stabilized contaminated soil
are dependent on the physical properties of the natural soil
deposit and the properties of the stabilizer but they are not
dependent on the metal content (As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and
Zn) and PAH content. The most important geotechnical
properties of soil that affect stabilization are natural water
content, pH value, organic content and sulphate content.
Table 2 shows that some of the components, especially
the hydrocarbon content (PAH) are reduced. The causes of
these reductions are probably:
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Loss of bearing capacity caused by ettringite-induced damage
in cement-stabilized soil
Katzenbach, R. & Weidle, A.
Institute and Laboratory of Geotechnics, Technische Universität Darmstadt,
Petersenstraße 13, D-64287 Darmstadt, Germany
katzenbach@geotechnik.tu-darmstadt.de, weidle@geotechnik.tu-darmstadt.de

ABSTRACT: Delayed ettringite formation (DEF) in cement-stabilized tertiary soil resulted in swelling of the material. This
was the source of the tilting of a historic façade. The mechanism was identified by geotechnical and geodetic measurements
as well as by geotechnical and mineralogical laboratory testing. The bearing capacity of the soil-cement was at risk and so
most of the soil-cement material had to be excavated. Additional samples of soil-cement, containing the same components
as on site, were mixed and investigated in the laboratory to learn more about the phenomenon.

1

INTRODUCTION
A building, which is under monumental protection, was
completely cored for reconstruction. Bending resistant
frames were installed temporarily to stabilize the 5-storey
facades by a system of steel frames, each about 16 m in
height. The frames were tied positively with the façades. To
prevent the historic foundations and façades from damage
during construction works, the soil was strengthened by
cement-stabilized soil. The soil treatment was done by jet
grouting to underpin the historic structural elements (Fig.
1).
For the supporting system of the building pit that
reaches up to 10 m below street level and max. 5 m below
the strip footings, the cement-stabilized soil was used as
gravity wall serving both, as retaining wall and as abutments for the frameworks by carrying the vertical forces.
I

II

frame 1
historic façade

0m

5m

10 m

strip footing
PB 203
I
II
old abutment

pit bottom

street level

fillings,
quarternary
GW design
underpinning
cement-stabilized soil
(jet grouting)
tertiary

GW design

pit bottom

Cement-stabilized soil by
jet grouting (retaining wall,
gravity wall)
curtain
jet grouting

inclined anchors

vertical anchors

Fig. 1

Section of the retention system for the
historic façade, footings and the building
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Vertical loads were also carried by the improved strip
footings underneath the façades. The gravity walls were
fixed by two rows of anchors. To deflect horizontal forces
from the façades, e.g. induced by wind loads, inclined anchors were installed with a maximum inclination of 45°.
The installation of the gravity walls was done by underpinning the old structure before the demolition works started.
Previous to the end of excavation works, a dramatic tilting
of the façade towards the street was detected. The tilting
caused cracks, spallings and horizontal deformations at the
façade, which were most severe in the upper areas. To prevent further danger, the buildings in the neighbourhood
were evacuated temporarily.

2
GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES
The subsoil consists of fillings with a thickness of 3,5 m
maximum, corresponding ± to the level of the strip footings. The fillings overlay a layer of 0,5 m to 1,5 m of quaternary sandy gravel which in turn overlays the tertiary
soils. In general, the tertiary consists of silt and clay in the
upper horizons. In the area of the construction site, the top
of the tertiary soils consists of more or less cohesive soils,
mainly clay and silt with varying sand contents and a thickness of about 2 m. Beneath this, layers of silt and sand and
uniform graded fine to middle sand are alternating to 15 m
below street level. Cohesive soil layers (silt and clay) are
following down to the investigated depth of 63 m maximum.
Groundwater level on site reaches about 6 m below
street level, the design groundwater table was somewhat
higher. During the time period of construction works, it was
influenced by several groundwater lowering measures at
neighbouring construction sites. For the excavation of the
building pit and the installation of the new foundation,
additional groundwater lowering was provided.
Soil treatment was done by jet grouting technique. The
single fluid system was used for the installation of the
overlapping jet grouting columns which are mainly situated
in the tertiary soil. Based on the results of a preliminary in-
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situ trial, the grid for the columns was defined to 1,0 to 1,2
m.
3
RESULTS FROM GEOTECHNICAL AND
GEODETIC MEASUREMENTS ON SITE
Several months after installation of the underpinning elements and right after the demolition works of the old
building had been finished and the supporting system of the
façades was strained, tilting of the historic façade and the
frame in one part of the construction site was detected. It
came along with severe cracks in the historic masonry.
Figure 2 shows a schematic 3-D-view of the tilted
frame at the date of damage detection. The horizontal steel
elements on top of the frame had moved 5,5 cm to 11,6 cm
towards the street, which means a tangential deviation of
nearly 1:140 from the plumb line of the framework. Because of the stiff construction of the frame, the movement
was transferred directly to the façade. At the same time
measurements were done at the façade itself. They showed
a tangential deviation of about 1:200.

> 10 cm

differential vertical
deformation [mm]

approx.
16 m

40

1b

20

street level

1c
1d

10

1e
cement-stabilised
soil (gravity wall)

pit bottom

0

untreated
subsoil

initial position
of vertical
steel struts
situation
at the date
of detection

Horizontal deformation of the tilted frame at
the date of damage detection

A number of geotechnical and geodetic measurements
were initiated immediately
•
•
•

to identify the source and the dimension of damage,
to assure the save execution of the construction works
in face of the tilting stiffening system,
and to prevent further damages from the historic façades and the buildings in the neighbourhood.

The results of the geodetic surveying indicated, that
the tilting was caused by different vertical movements of
the frames´ abutments. Elements on top of the gravity walls
showed greater vertical movements (heave) than elements
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frame 1a
frame 1b
frame 1c
frame 1d
frame 1e

30

frame 1a

Fig. 2

bedding next to the (improved) footings under the façade
(see section I-I and II-II respectively in Fig. 1). Figure 3
shows the differential vertical deformation values between
the sections I-I and II-II over time. Beginning right after
damage detection, the frames were continuously observed
for a time period of 8 months.
The frames 1a to 1e show a similar behaviour of continuously increasing differential deformation. The sudden
reduction of differential deformation about 20 days after the
beginning of the measurement was caused by additional
ballast, which was placed on the frames to reduce tilting.
But this immediate protection measure was not able to stop
the heave and tilting process, the inclination of the slope
was hardly affected. The reduction of the inclination after
145 days of measurement maps the beginning of groundwater lowering on site. This resulted in a certain reduction
of water content in the cement-stabilized soil and the deceleration of the heave process. The measured total heave
values in section I-I showed a maximal vertical deformation
of 36 mm after 230 days of observation. After the same
time period, the total horizontal displacement at the top of
the frame reached a maximum of almost 20 cm from the
plumb line.

0

-10

20

40

60

80

100 120

140 160

180 200

220 240
time [d]

-20

Fig. 3

Geodetic measurement - results of differential
vertical deformation between section I-I and
section II-II

The results of the geotechnical measurements confirmed
the above mentioned observations. To localize the source of
the vertical movements, three dimensional deformation
measurements (system TRIVEC) were initiated in the cement-stabilized soil and in the subsoil below. It was found
that the vertical movements were caused only by deformations within the soil-cement body and not by deformations
in the subsoil. Figure 4 shows the vertical deformation
measurement which was observed during the period of
groundwater lowering. Results of four levels are plotted
over time. An almost uniform vertical expansion was detected within the area of soil-cement, reaching a maximal
vertical deformation at the top of the body with more than
10 mm during a time period of 150 days. For comparison,
the results of the geodetic measured deformations at the top
of the body are also included in Fig. 4.
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soil-cement was of unusual high amounts. High concentrations were especially found on fractured surfaces, in fissures and in pores.

vertical
deformation [mm]
12,00

level 4

±0,0 m

level 4

10,00

level 3
- 5,0 m

12

8,00

16

20

6,00

level 2

4,00

level 1
- 15,0 m

2,00
0,00

level 3
- 10,0 m

TRIVEC
boring

geodetic measurement
at level 4
level 2

level 1
0

0

20

20

-2,00

Fig. 4
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140

140

160

160

time [d]

Results of vertical deformation measurements
in relation to the initial height of the gravity
wall in and below the cement-stabilized soil

4.2 Review of theoretical background
The mineral ettringite is composed by calcium, sulphate,
aluminates and water components and is also referred to as
C3A · 3 CaSO4 · 32 H2O. It is a necessary product of cement
hydration, but also can be found in natural deposits.
In concrete technology, the presence of ettringite is
also a certain evidence for damages caused by expansion
when it forms in already hardened cement paste (Stark et
al., 1992). The reaction to form the crystal comes along
with a theoretical volume increase of up to 800 %.
The phenomenon is well-known as delayed ettringite
formation (DEF) or sulphate attack (Mehta, 1973; Mehta
1983; Mehta & Wang, 1982). Both mechanisms of ettringite formation are not well-defined and there is some confusion about in the literature (Fu & Beaudoin, 1996;
Mather, 1996; Benstedt & Munn, 1997).

Nevertheless, because of the constant slope of the
deformation curves, the end of deformation was not predictable. Both, the façades and the cement-stabilized soil as
well lost their serviceability. Caused by the severe angular
distortion, coming along with considerable cracking, structural damage of the historic façades was feared, too. So
bearing capacity was at risk.

4
ANALYSIS OF EXPANSION MECHANISM
Since the source of heave was identified to be located in the
cement-stabilized soil, a special program was set up to
investigate the phenomenon of the swelling process.
4.1 Visual preservation of evidence
Visual inspections were started parallel to the ongoing
excavation process of the building pit. For getting further
information about the behaviour of the material inside the
cement-stabilized body, 36 core drillings were carried out.
The length of undisturbed cores was found between some
centimetres and 1,0 m. A flashy high number of cracks,
fissures and joints were found in the hardened soil-cement,
coming along with white crystalline faces on the fractured
surfaces (Fig. 5). The same crystals were also found in the
pores and cracks, visible by the naked eye. Figure 6 shows
a typical surface of a core from the hardened soil-cement.
Clay minerals, which are known as source of swelling
in soil, were not found on site, neither in the upper levels of
the tertiary, where the soil treatment mainly was executed,
nor in the deeper levels. The swelling potential of the tertiary soil is negligible as stated by tested water absorption of
about 40 % according to DIN 18 132 (1995), meanwhile the
values of clay minerals with swelling potential usually
show values ≥ 60 %.
X-ray diffraction analysis of the soil-cement cores
identified the white crystals as ettringite. Its content in the
Deep Mixing´05

Fig. 5

Typical core samples from the soil-cement
material

1,6 mm

Fig. 6

Surface area of a core sample from soilcement material showing fissures partly filled
with white ettringite crystals (see arrows)
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The mechanism of ettringite formation caused by sulphate attack implies high sulphate levels in the groundwater
or soil. Case histories from damages with cement-stabilized
soil have been described by Sherwood (1962), Cordon
(1962), Ksaibati & Huntington (1999), Puppala et al.
(1999), Rollings & Rollings (2003) and others. To protect
the structure from damage, it is most effective to reduce the
C3A-content in the binder so that the alumina is no longer
available for reaction.
Sulphate attack was not found to be of any relevance
in this particular case because neither the sulphate content
of the soil (quarternary and tertiary) nor of the waters
(mixing water and groundwater) showed relevant sulphate
levels (Katzenbach et al., 2004).
The term of DEF, as it is understood by the authors,
defines the formation of ettringite in the hardened cement
matrix without high sulphate levels being present. In this
case, the phenomenon is much more complicated. In any
case, it is still a problem of available reactants for chemical
reaction. But, as stated by Mitchell & Dermatas (1992)
before, the sources are much more manifold and are provided within most cement-stabilized soils:
•
•
•
•

Sulphates: groundwater, soil (gypsum or anhydrite) or
the binder (cement or lime)
Alumina: soil (clay minerals, micas, chlorite or other
alumino-silicate-materials crystalline or amorphous in
nature), binder
Calcium: binder (cement or lime)
Water: groundwater, added water in slurry

The limitation of C3A-content is ineffective in this case
because the mixture itself provides the necessary alumina.
In the case described here, the amount of minerals to be
considered as potential source of alumina, is about 24 %
(mica and chlorite).
In addition to the substances, the mechanism is much
more complicated, coming along with extensive chemical
reactions within the cemented body, mainly depending on
external boundary conditions, such as moisture content,
permeability of the soil-cement body, temperature, structure
of pores and fissures, pH-level of water in the pores, transportation mechanisms in the matrix. Bollmann (2000) did
some research work about the influence of “pre-damaging”
of the structure, which is one of the most important factors
for DEF in concrete. Reasons for pre-damaging are:
•
•
•
•

heave [%]
1,4
P-M 1
P-M 2
P-M 3
P-M 7
P-M 4
P-M 5
P-W 1

1,2
1,0
0,8

High water-cement-ratio of the jet grouting slurry;
High temperature in the slurry as well as in the soilcement mixture during hydration;
Changes in water content in the hardened soil-cement;
Variation in temperature (e.g. freeze-thaw-cycles).

All these factors are supposed to increase the permeability of the soil-cement and therefore scale up the transportation of reactants and to provide optimized conditions
for ettringite formation within the matrix.
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4.3 Laboratory investigation of the cementstabilized soil
Extensive laboratory investigations were done at Technische Universität Darmstadt to investigate the properties of
the material and the swelling process. Core samples taken
from the cement-stabilized soil in the field have been
tested. In addition, soil-cement-mixtures have been produced in the laboratory. They are called laboratory samples
and were produced using the same water-cement-soil ratio
as on site. Soil was taken from the site and varied in alumina- as well as in calcite-content. For comparison, a number of 5 different cements were used for the preparation of
the laboratory samples: Two ordinary Portland cements and
three cements based on oil shale with varying sulphatecontents. As recommended by several authors (e.g. Petry &
Little, 1992), the time for testing procedures was extended
to investigate the long-term behaviour of the specimen.
Free swelling tests with core samples from the field
stored in groundwater showed the same phenomenon of
expansion which was observed before in the field by the
geotechnical and geodetic measurements. In general, the
expansion of the core samples tested in the laboratory was
about 5 times higher than the results from the field. Heave
values ranged between 0,2 and 1,1 % of the specimens´
height within a time period of 100 days (see Fig. 7 plotted
in a semi-logarithmic scale). It is for sure, that the reasons
for the higher amount of swelling in the laboratory are
manifold. Because the core samples were not completely
saturated at the beginning of the testing, the swelling process is influenced by some amount of physical swelling
caused by water adsorption. Unlike on site, the samples are
not loaded by any pressure.
Tests in the oedometer were carried out to maintain
vertical stresses induced by swelling with zero volume
change. Results of core samples stored in water showed
swelling pressures of more than 70 kN/m² within a time
period of about 300 days.
On the other hand, laboratory samples showed neither
any relevant heave values nor swelling pressures when
stored in groundwater. These results are independent from
used type of soil and cement.

0,6
0,4
0,2
0,0

0,1

Fig. 7

1

10

100

1000
time [d]

Results of the swelling tests of soil-cement
samples from the field stored in groundwater.
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As indicated before, the reason for the non-existing
swelling behaviour of the laboratory samples might be
stated in the good quality (no fissures and cracks) of the
laboratory samples compared to the core samples. So further, more detailed information about the material properties are needed. Concerning density, there was no significant difference between the samples.
A major influence on the swelling behaviour was
found in the physical expansion due to changes in water
content, so a number of laboratory testing was done. Both
types of samples were dried at 105 °C in the oven to constant mass before storage in water. The behaviour of the
samples immersed in water was determined over time. All
specimen showed increase in volume, in water content and
total mass respectively quickly after storage in water. The
increase in mass was caused by adsorption and it was finished after 2 hours approximately. This phenomenon of
high amounts in mass changes at the beginning of water
storage has been already observed with concrete specimen
by Altmann (1968). The term mass change describes the
mass after testing in relation to the initial mass. Volume
increase induced by physical water adsorption is a more
time intensive process and was finished after about 65
hours. The so called water value is introduced as a quantitative value for the porosity of the material. It is defined as
ratio between the volume of adsorbed water in the specimen
after a defined time of immersion and the volume of dry
specimen before water storage. Using the water value, both,
the effects of swelling in the material due to the polarity of
water molecules and the decrease of capillary pores to be
filled with water are taken into account (Krus & Künzel,
1995). So both, water value and mass change are indicators
for porosity and permeability of the soil-cement material,
its quality and therefore the degree of pre-damaging. Figure
8 and 9 show the correlations between the above mentioned
values and swelling behaviour.
mass change [%]
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Fig. 8

Correlation between water value and mass
change for core and laboratory samples after
24 hours of water storage
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All soil-cement samples show an almost linear correlation between the water value and the mass change of the
samples. The mean water value of the core samples with
50 % is somewhat higher than for the laboratory samples
with 46 %. This is the same for the mass change with 140 %
for the core samples and 133 % for the laboratory samples
respectively, so that it can be stated that the permeability of
the core samples is a little higher.
heave [%]
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laboratory samples - free swelling
core samples without lateral deformation
core samples - free swelling
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Fig. 9

Correlation between water value and heave
value for core and laboratory samples after 65
hours of water storage

Concerning the correlation between water value and
heave, there is a more complex picture. There is an almost
linear correlation in the semi-logarithmic scale between the
values for the core samples and for the laboratory samples
in the free swelling test. Compared to the results after 24
hours, the mean water value does not change significantly
after 65 hours of water storage. The mean heave value of
the core samples is about 20 times higher than for the laboratory samples. The result of swelling tests without lateral
deformation on core samples is similar to the results of free
swelling tests on laboratory samples. The outcome is, that
the reduced water value correlates very well with the physical swelling potential. So pre-damaging can be observed
best by free swelling tests which are essential for laboratory
samples which are usually of good quality.
The results of the additional laboratory tests indicate
that little increase in permeability has important influence
to the physical expansion behaviour. High permeability
mainly occurs, when the soil-cement suffers pre-damaging
as it was induced on the samples by drying process and this
may boost the formation of ettringite under the condition
that all relevant reactants are available in the cementstabilized soil. To learn more about the influence on the
chemical reactions and the correlated heave values caused
by DEF, extensive laboratory testing is done at the Institute
and Laboratory of Geotechnics at Technische Universität
Darmstadt. The results will be presented elsewhere in the
future.
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5
CONCLUSIONS
Caused by the above mentioned geotechnical and geodetic
measurements, the source of the tilting of the façades was
identified. It resulted from differential deformation values
caused by swelling within the cement-stabilized soil. The
heave phenomenon was caused by delayed ettringite formation. The serviceability of the soil-cement and of the
facades was no longer warranted and contingency measures
became necessary. Results of swelling tests in the laboratory assessed this conclusion.
Visual inspection added up that the bearing capacity of
the cement-stabilized soil seemed to be at risk. Taking into
account all above mentioned information, a decision was
made to handle the existing damage and to prevent future
reduction in serviceability at the new building. (Katzenbach
& Weidle, 2004). Finally most of the soil-cement body was
excavated and replaced by conventional concrete elements.
Investigations on samples of soil-cement, mixed in the
laboratory with the same components as on site, did not
show comparable swelling behaviour. The reason for this is
found in the good quality of the specimen, which considerable differs from the material properties in the field. Free
swelling tests as well as measurements of water value and
mass change showed that the laboratory samples are less
permeable, so that physical swelling does not lead to high
heave values when stored in water. But poor material quality, i.e. high permeability, pre-damaging and others, are
necessary to reproduce swelling behaviour by delayed ettringite formation (DEF) in the laboratory. Further research
is necessary and will be done to learn more about the interdepending mechanisms.
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Solidification/stabilization of a residual soil contaminated by diesel oil
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ABSTRACT: Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) and column leaching (ASTM D4874) tests were carried out to
evaluate the efficiency of remediation of a residual soil contaminated by diesel oil, through stabilization/solidification (S/S)
method by means of Portland cement addition. The results showed that UCS is dependent of cement and oil amounts and
time of cure. According to column test results, the S/S method showed to be efficient to immobilize diesel oil in the studied
soil just for small oil amounts. For high oil amounts, a major part of the leachate is released indistinctly of cement amount.

1 INTRODUCTION
The contamination of sites by hydrocarbons and heavy
metals are frequently announced around the world.
Problems like fuel spilling, seepage of petroleum
derivatives, disruption of tanks and ducts and mining are
examples of common contaminations in our times.
Crude petroleum and its derivatives represent a
complex mixture of hydrocarbons. Industry sources
estimate that 4 to 12% of the 5-8 million underground
storage tanks in North America that store petroleum
products and chemical substances are leaking and
contaminating subsurface soils and groundwater system
(PEI Associates Inc. 1988).
The methods of remediation of these contaminations
have evolved in last years, with the development of new
concepts and forms to become a contaminated area in a
place environmentally treated. In situ treatment and
technologies for mitigation of petroleum hydrocarbon
contamination from a contaminated site are either in
development stage or being tested. They involve physical,
chemical, and biological methods or its combinations. In
situ chemical treatments that attempt to immobilize the
petroleum contaminants in the soil substrate involve
precipitation and other chemical reactions of the
contaminated subsurface (Yong & Rao, 1991).
Basically, the techniques of remediation are divided in
three; first those that destroy the contaminant (bioremediation), which needs months to years; second those
that remove them (pump and treat) and third those that fix
the contaminant in the matrix of the soil by means of
additives (solidification/stabilization), which can be
executed in some days or weeks. These techniques can be
differentiated by the applicability, in situ or ex situ.
The solidification/stabilization (S/S) method is known
as the most popular technology for waste treatment and
destination. This technology, using cementitious materials,
has been used as a final treatment for chemical and
radioactive waste destination (Mayers & Eappi, 1992).
According with USACE (1995), the S/S method is
applied for the treatment of contaminated liquids and soils,
with the objective of improving the physical characteristics
of the contaminated material, reducing waste mass
superficial area and solubility.
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It is to owe of us researchers, to propose to the society
forms of remediation the impacts on the nature generated
due to our occupation. So being, this article intends to
collaborate in the researches on the employment of the
cement based solidification/stabilization method in polluted
places by hydrocarbons, corroborating for a larger
knowledge and reliability in the employment of this
method.
Thus, this present work analyzed the efficiency of the
stabilization/solidification method in the treatment in
laboratory of a residual soil from south of Brazil,
contaminated by hydrocarbons, through Portland cement
additions.

2 SOLIDIFICATION/STABILIZATION
Solidification/Stabilization is defined as an encapsulation of
a waste into a monolithic solid with high structural integrity
(USACE, 1995). The S/S with Portland cement or other
hydraulic cement is suggested as the best treatment for
waste that cannot be recycled or reduced. Blast furnace slag
like fly ash can be used in the mixture. (Stegemann &
Buenfeld, 2002).
According with USACE (1995), the final product of
this technique can transform a granular material into a
cohesive solid depending of the reagent content and the
treated contaminant.
According to Wiles (1987) and USACE (1995), the
S/S method aim to change a contamined soil in a
solidificated layer, reducing the contaminant solubility
when submitted to the contact with the leachate fluid. The
technique is based in physical and chemical alterations of
the waste.
In order to stabilization and solidification of the
particles occur, it is necessary the addition of cementitious
agents together with other materials used in the process
called reagents.
According to Wiles (1987), the reagents can be
organic or inorganic. Organic reagents are rarely used, and
inorganic, such as Portland cement and lime, are widely
employed. The materials considered as inorganic reagents
are those that contain SiO2, CaO, MgO, Al2O3 and Fe2O3.
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The stabilization changes the waste to a physically or
chemically more stable form, resulting in an environmental
better acceptation. The improvement of engineering
properties such as bearing capacity and permeability of the
stabilized waste is referred to as the physical stabilization.
The chemical stabilization is responsible for the waste
chemical form alteration where the leachability is
substantially reduced or eliminated (Mayers & Eappi,
1992).
The S/S process can be in situ or ex-situ. It will
depend on the technical treatment and economical viability.
The effectiveness of S/S method for organic
contaminants is uncertain due to the volatilization that can
occur during the encapsulation process. Biological and
thermal treatments together with encapsulation are
suggested.
The durability of the S/S treatment is directly related
with waste characteristics, such as degradation with time.
For the S/S remediation effectiveness analysis, EPA
(1991) and USACE (1995) recommend unconfined
compressive strength tests, column leaching tests, durability
and hydraulic conductivity tests.
The advantages of the S/S method are the fast
execution and the transformation of a contaminated soil in a
new material with considerable strength, turning possible
its use as bases and sub-bases of pavements, for example
(Caberlon et al (2004) and Knop (2004a)).
As disadvantages of the S/S technique are the
increasing of the final volume due to the reagent addiction,
the lack of homogeneity when in situ mixtures are
performed (it depends on the requirements and method
used), the loss of the efficiency with time due to the
degradation of the encapsulate matrix, as well as the high
cost of the additives (Knop et al, 2004).
According to Knop (2003), the water flow is the major
responsible for the degradation of the encapsulated matrix.
The author suggests protecting the encapsulated
contamined soil from the contact with water, using cover
liners and geosynthetics.

3 MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The soil used in the tests was a Botucatu residual soil
(BRS), derived from weathered sandstone and obtained
from the region of Porto Alegre, southern of Brazil. This
soil is composed by approximately 5% of clay, 38.9% of
silt, 47.3% of fine sand and 8.8% of medium sand, as
showed in the grain size distribution curve (Figure 1). The
Liquid Limit is 22%, Plasticity Limit = 19%, Plasticity
Index = 3%, the specific gravity of solids (G) is 26.7kN/m3,
effective diameter (D10) = 0.004mm, maximum dry density
(normal Proctor energy) = 17.6 kN/m3 and the optimum
water content (Normal Proctor Energy) is 14.2%.
The diesel oil is composed by 70 to 75% (vol.) of
saturated hydrocarbons, < 1% (vol.) of olefin hydrocarbons,
25 to 30% (vol.) of aromatic hydrocarbons and < 0.5%
(weight) of sulphur. Portland cement is composed by 95 to
100% of clinker and gypsum.
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Figure 1. Grain size distribution for Botucatu residual
soil (Thomé, 1999)
The soil was contaminated by diesel oil and
encapsulated with rapid hardening Portland cement.
The experimental program was carried out based on
UCS (unconfined compressive strength) and column
leaching tests. The UCS tests were carried out after 3 and 7
days of curing, with quantities up to 50% of Portland
cement in relation to the total weight of solids, and up to
100% of diesel oil in relation to total weight of liquids.
Leaching tests were carried out with quantities that
ranged from 0 to 20% of Portland cement in relation to total
weight of solids, and 10% and 40% of diesel oil in relation
to total weight of liquids, corresponding to the optimum
water content in compaction tests.
Figure 2 shows the column leaching apparatus
developed
at
ENVIRONGEO/UFRGS
laboratory,
following ASTM D 4874 (1995). This equipment was used
to evaluate the S/S efficiency by measuring the percentage
of contaminant retained in the cemented matrix for 0%,
10% and 20% of cement addiction.

Figure 2. Column leaching apparatus developed at
ENVIRONGEO/UFRGS laboratory (Knop, 2003).
Some requirements for column leaching tests
apparatus are detailed in the ASTM D4874 (1995). It is
suggested that the columns, connections, top and end caps
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were made of contaminant resistant materials, like glass,
PVC and steel. In the same way, the porous discs must be
resistant to the chemical action. One of the most important
points according to ASTM standard is the permanent
cleaning of the equipment: columns, connections, pipes,
porous discs and valves.

retardation or inhibition of the cementation due to the oil
present in the mixture.
It was observed that the unconfined compressive
strength of the soil contaminated by hydrocarbons is
directly dependent of three factors: the amount of cement
added, the amount of contaminant present in the ground and
the curing time.

4 RESULTS
In this chapter, the results obtained in the unconfined
compressive strength and leaching column tests will be
shown.

4.2 Column leaching tests
The column leaching test results for the studied diesel oil
addictions (10% and 40%) are shown in Table 1, in terms
of diesel oil leached from the contaminated soil, after
Portland cement addition.
It can be observed for both percentages of oil added to
the soil (10% and 40%), the amount of leached oil and total
volume of leached liquid is inversely proportional to the
amount of cement added to the contaminated soil, showing
that the S/S technique using Portland cement addiction is
effective to reduce the amount of oil leached to the
environment.
It also was observed that the higher the cement
amount added to the composite material, the higher was the
pH measured for all the tests.
Based on the total volume of liquid percolated in each
test, as well as the time period, it was possible to
determinate the variation of the hydraulic conductivity of
the encapsulated soil. Figure 5 shows the tendency of the
hydraulic conductivity versus the amount of diesel oil and
cement added in the soil.

4.1 Unconfined compressive strength tests
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the unconfined compressive
strength (UCS) variation versus the amount of diesel oil
added in the soil, for 3 and 7 days of curing respectively.
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Figure 3. UCS after three days of curing.
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Figure 4. UCS after seven days of curing.
The results had demonstrated that the unconfined
compressive strength is significantly reduced with the
increase of the contaminant amount in the soil. This
behavior can probably be explained by two basic reasons:
the first reason is that the oil could be acting like a lubricant
between the contact points of the soil particles, reducing the
strength of the composite. The second reason would be the
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Table 1. Column leaching tests results.
Test
Dosage
Diesel oil leached (%)*
0% cement
1
0,55
10% diesel oil
0% cement
2
48,63
40% diesel oil
10% cement
3
0,24
10% diesel oil
10% cement
4
31,66
40% diesel oil
20% cement
5
0,16
10% diesel oil
20% cement
6
16,20
40% diesel oil

It was observed a reduction of the hydraulic
conductivity of contaminated soil for increasing amounts of
cement. In the same way, a increase of the hydraulic
conductivity for higher levels of contamination present in
the soil could be noticed.
The results for the unconfined compression and
column leaching tests are presented together in Figure 6,
where a correlation between UCS, diesel oil and Portland
cement addiction is made. It is possible to see at the left of
the Figure 6, a correlation between UCS and % of cement
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added, for amount up to 50% of cement. For the amounts of
0, 10 and 20% of cement, leaching tests were carried out,
and the results can be observed at the right of the Figure 6,
where is possible to determine the % of the oil of the
sample, detected in the leachate. So, the right of the Figure
is valid only 0, 10 and 20% of cement, and 10 and 40% of
diesel oil.

Figure 5. Hydraulic conductivity tendency through
column leaching tests.
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The reduction of the hydraulic conductivity of the soil
after cement addition was expected due to the sample
hardening, as well as for the reduction of the void ratio.

5 CONCLUSIONS
A Based on the UCS tests and column leaching tests carried
out during this research program on a residual soil
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contaminated with oil and treated with Portland cement, it
was possible to summarize the following observations and
conclusions:
In the unconfined compressive strength tests, it was
possible to observe a strength reduction of the composite
after the oil addition.
As expected, an increase of the contaminated soil
strength was observed after addition of the Portland cement.
On the other hand, it was noticed that the higher the amount
contaminant added the lower was the effectiveness of the
cement addition to the contaminated soil.
In terms of reduction of the contaminant amount
detected in the leachate, the S/S technique showed to be
efficient. It provided a reduction of the mass of contaminant
leached in all the tests carried out.
As the amount of the contaminant present in the
leachate still is significant, new studies will be carried out
considering the incorporation of higher amounts of cement
and studying the effect of other cementitious materials like
lime, as well as the addition of fly ash in substitution of part
of cement, objectify a less amount of cement.
Studies about chemical reactions that explain the loss
of strength of the soil due to diesel oil contamination are
being
carried
out
at
the
laboratory
ENVIRONGEO/UFRGS.
Tests like Ray-X, electronic microscopy and Atterberg
limits will aim to analyze the structure and alterations of the
clay minerals of the soil.
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The Use of 'Polymineral Clays-Based Hydro-Insulating Solution' for
Making Hydro-Insulating Screens in the DSM Technology
Kuś, R. & Kuś, M
Przedsiębiorstwo Robót Geologiczno Wiertniczych G.Janik R.Kuś Sp. J.
41-260 Sławków, ul. 23 Stycznia 15, Poland
roman_k@prgw.com.pl mat_k@prgw.com.pl

ABSTRACT : A hydro-insulating material containing loamy minerals as a basic component is naturally ready for being
used for making durable, flexible hydro-insulating screens resistant to aggressive environment. The application of such a
material for making hydro-insulating screens in the Narew River embankment in Nowy Dwór Mazowiecki (Poland) is the
subject of this article. Below are the results of tests of the physical and anti-filtration properties of a hydro-insulating screen
made using DSM technology with the application of a material called “polymineral clays-based hydro-insulating solution”.

1. THE DESIGN
Within the framework of upgrading the Narew River
embankments at the longitude of Nowy Dwór Mazowiecki,
it has been proposed that a hydro-insulating screen, 12 m
deep, using DSM technology be used.
The screen has been made by a company known as G.
Janik R. Kuś PRGW Sp. J., with the use of a TR 04 drilling
machine (Trauma Raupe, 60 tonn, 16 m boom). For the first
time in Poland, material, under the commercial name
‘polymineral clays-based hydro-insulating solution’, was
used for constructing such a hydro-insulating screen. This
material was used previously for making hydro-insulating
screens with the use of injection technologies. It has a

number of very specific features that are characteristic only
to ultra-fine stable mineral binders, namely:
-

24 hour sedimentation = 0%
grains with d60 < 5µm
total neutrality to the national environment
coefficient of permeability k < 1x 10-9 m/s

Moreover, it behaves as a typical Bingham plastic (it
shows the flow limit τ’, below which the liquid behaves as
a solid body, whereas after exceeding the limit, flow
occurs) and in the general scope, it shows a thixotropy flow
which is characteristic for ‘false body’ liquids.

Figure 1. Structural section of a hydro-insulating screen in the Narew River
embankment in Nowy Dwór Mazowiecki
Figure 1. Structural section of a hydro-insulating screen in the Narew River embankment in Nowy Dwór
Mazowiecki
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Figure 2. Types of flowing of rheostable and rheo-instable liquids

2. FIELD INVESTIGATIONS
The field investigations were made by the Institute of Land
Improvement and Pastures, the State Geological Institute,
company GEOTEKO sp. z o.o., the Institute of
Meteorology and Water Management and PRGW
Sosnowiec
The tested material were samples representing a
hydro-insulating screen made of with the use of DSM
technology as a result of mixing the material making up the
embankment body and foundation with polymineral clays
based hydro-insulating solution having AT technical
approval. The sole manufacturer of the solution in Poland is
PRGW Sławków.
The field investigations included:
sampling
compression strength tests with a penetrometer (range
0 – 500 kPa), plasticity strength tests in conformity
with the Technical Approval AT
testing of filtration properties of the screen using the
flooding method
2.1 SITE INSPECTION
An embankment was exposed to the depth of 3m
2.2 FIELD INVESTIGATION RESULTS
Compression strength tests were made at the exposures by
means of a drive-in penetrometer used for testing the
resistance of a cylindrical end-piece driven into the ground
to a certain depth. According to the drive-in penetrometer
user’s manual prepared by the Research and Development
Centre for Geological Engineering (Warsaw 1978), the
penetrometer is used for measuring strength of cohesive
ground for uniaxial compression. Measurements made on
exposed walls of test excavations indicated strength
exceeding 500 kPa, i.e. above the instrument indication
range. Assuming that the screen is made of natural soil
mixed with modified loamy material, the examined matter
is a sealing material with properties of firm, cohesive soil
(Z. Wiłun – Zarys Geotechniki [An Outline of Geotechnical
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Engineering], Warsaw 1976 p. 398), which was proven by a
site inspection.

Figure 3. Photographs of exposures in the river
embankment at the site of the hydro-insulation
screen made using DSM technology
Plasticity strength tests were carried out on
samples collected from exposures and with the use of a
tester in the geoprobe system from the depth of 1.5 to 9m.
Plasticity strength of hydro-isolation solutions is
determined by measuring a plunging cone according to P.
A. Rebinder’s method. The cone plastometer method
distinguishes itself by its simplicity and high reliability. The
feasibility to change loadings and to use cones with
different opening angles at the end-piece allows one to
assess a structure’s strength in a very broad range of
strengths. Therefore the method can be used for testing
clay-based hydro-isolation solutions in all the cases when it
is necessary to monitor the correctness of their strength
changes as a time function.
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Figure 4. Execution of uniaxial penetrometer compression strength tests in a screen made using
DSM technology
The plasticity strength determined with the cone
plastometer method characterises conventional limit
shearing stress and proves to be an objective quantitative
criterion for assessing strength properties of a clay-based
hydro-isolation”.[ ]
The plasticity strength can be calculated with the following
formula:
Pm = Kα * F/h2
Where:

Pm – plasticity strength
Kα – coefficient depending on the cone angle
(for angle 30deg Kα = 1.11)
F – penetrator mass [g]
H – depth of cone penetration into a sample
[cm]

Figure 5. Results of filtration coefficient determination

In this sample group, the strength determined on the basis
of the cone penetrometer ranged from 430 kPa to 960 kPa.
The relatively large result diversity is caused by the fact
that the sampling method disturbs the tested material
structure.
To determine filtration properties, technical bored holes
were filled with water and the rate of water fall was
observed. This measurement method is known and widely
used in hydro-geological field tests. Methodical bases with
specified formulas have been developed by Forchheimer
and are known in literature as Forchheimer-Girinski
formulas. The measurement outline is presented in Figure 5
The measurement results indicate that DSM screen
coefficient of permeability as measured in field conditions
vary in a rather narrow range from 0.67 x 10-9 m/s to 1.14 x
10-9 m/s. This proves the uniformity of the material that
forms the screen, as well as very low filtration of the
screen.

3. LABORATORY TESTS
There are essential difficulties in collecting samples with
intact structure from a screen which is 12m deep and 0.3 0.6m wide. The subject of the tests was samples collected
from excavations by the Institute of Land Improvement and
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Figure 6. Outline of conditions for filtration ratios
and flow rate testing for the DSM screen within a
dam area
Pastures to steel cylinders as well as samples collected in
the “geoprobe” system in order to enable the State
Geological Institute and company GEOTEKO sp. z o.o. to
conduct the tests. In both cases, representative samples
were not collected without disturbing their structure. In case
of collecting samples from an excavation, an excavator
shovel was used to drive a cylinder into the screen ground,
which did not guarantee its axial displacement. In the
“geoprobe” system, vibration was used for collecting
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samples, which had to disturb the structure of collected
samples.
Physical and rheological properties of “polymineral
clays-based hydro-insulating solution” have been described
in a number of publications. The basic feature of the
product is its stability, resistance to aggressive
environment,
low anti-filtration parameters,
0%
sedimentation, Bingham body features. For carrying out
check tests of “polymineral clays-based hydro-insulating
solution”, a research method has been worked out as a
result of experience of the PRGW company.
The laboratory tests performed confirm the originality
of “polymineral clays-based hydro-insulating solution”, as
compared with widely used cement-based mixtures.
On the base of a grading curve obtained from grain size
analysis, the collected samples were classified as loamy
sands or partially to sandy clays. This is contradicted by
results of soaking tests. Loamy sands (Z. Wiłun - Zarys
Getechniki, Warsaw 1976 p. 83) become soaked within a
few minutes, whereas samples collected from the screen
when subjected to the soaking test did not become soaked
even after 72 hours’ duration. It follows from experiences
made by PRGW that samples do not become soaked even
after several days. It follows form uniaxial compression
strength tests at sample moisture content of 12.8-21.6% that
the tested samples should be assessed as having properties
of soft-plastic and plastic soils.
The moisture content according to Wiłun’s
classification (Z. Wiłun - Zarys Getechniki, Warsaw 1976
p.74) indicates that the examined material is cohesive soil
in a plastic state. Neither is there any connection between
the moisture content and weight by volume for typical
cohesive ground. The hydro-isolation screen forming the
core of the Narew River embankment in Nowy Dwór
Mazowiecki has properties that should not be assessed on
the basis of standard tests used for soil testing, or even
concrete testing.
The fundamental problem is the sampling method. The
above results come from samples collected from steel
cylinders. They have been collected in a way that may raise
essential doubts as regards the integrity of the samples inner
structure.
The basic parameters used for assessment of claycement mixtures are: density γ viscosity η, Bingham’s yield
point τo, static gel strength Θ and plasticity strength Pm.
In parallel, samples collected with the “geoprobe” system
were subjected to laboratory tests. That group of samples
was not properly collected, either, since it was necessary to
use the vibration method for obtaining the samples. The
tests were carried out in the TX 93 triaxial compression
apparatus. The consolidation tests results are presented in
Figure 7, 8, 9 and 10.
A hydro-insulation material added to the ground affects
to a greater extent the ground heterogeneity from the point
of view of stress conditions than from the point of view of
permeability. The laboratory assayed permeability ratio
value was 1.3 . 10-8 m/s.
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Figure 8. Consolidated undrained triaxial test, pore
pressure characteristic.

Figure 7. Consolidated undrained triaxial test,
principal effective stress ratio
Figure 9. Consolidated undrained triaxial tests,
effective stress paths and total stress paths

Figure 10. Compressibility modulus from tests with
a triaxial compression apparatus
The strength test results were related to both outflow and
non-outflow conditions. The test results clearly indicate that
the examined material behaves like a Coulomb-Mohr
material, i.e. it distinctly shows a higher strength with an
increase in effective stress. This is clearly visible on the
basis of non-outflow tests.
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The examined material is characterised by high strength
parameters in case of both outflow and non-outflow
conditions. They can be characterised as follows:
Full outflow conditions
inner friction angle
φ’ = 42o
cohesion
c’ = 0 kPa
- non-outflow conditions
inner friction angle
φ’ = 49o
cohesion
c’ = 0 kPa
- strength in non-outflow conditions
Strength in non-outflow conditions as standardised in
respect of vertical effective stress in non-outflow
conditions:
τfu/συ is 0.5
Compressibility moduli in the range of 10-2 %- 8% are
contained within the limits of 23- 250 Mpa.

4. SUMMARY
Materials made on the basis of raw materials built basically
of loamy minerals are suitable for making hydro-insulation
screens. The very low permeability of a composite made of
modified clays and non-cohesive soils makes it possible to
use the composite for isolating landfill sites, as well as for
making hydro-insulation screens in river embankments and
substrata.
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ABSTRACT: This paper describes the special challenges with dredging, stabilisation and disposal of contaminated
sediments in a CDF (Confined Disposal Facility) in Trondheim harbour.

1 INTRODUCTION
In 2002 the Norwegian Ministry of the Environment
launched a programme to gain experience with cleanup
operations in contaminated fjords and harbours. Four pilot
projects received contributions from the Government. One
of these was in Trondheim harbour where parts of the
contaminated seabed was removed by dredging and placed
in a CDF (Confined Disposal Facility). The dredged
material had very low stability and was therefore stabilised
with a specially designed mixing method (Laugesen et al,
2003).
The Pilot project in Trondheim Harbour is a
cooperation project between The Port of Trondheim,
Rambøll, Skanska and DNV Consulting.

2 LABORATORY TESTS
Before the stabilisation of the contaminated sediments
could start, thorough tests had to be done with respect to
type of binders, stability and leaching properties.
2.1 Binders
Initially the project focused on reuse of by-products from
the industry in addition to cement.
Several types and mixtures of binders were tested:
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•
•
•

Rapid Portland Cement
Micro Silica from the ferrosilicon industry
Filter ash (fly ash) from biomass energy
production
• Rapid Portland Cement and lime
Before the binders were used for stabilisation they
were analysed with respect to their content of pollutants
(Grini et al, 2003). The environmental authorities
prohibited binders with higher concentration of metals and
organic pollutants than in the contaminated sediments.
Analyses confirmed that the binders had lower
concentrations of pollutants than the sediments.
2.2 Stability testing
The contaminated sediments were mixed with cement, a
mixture of cement and micro silica or a mixture of cement
and filter ash. Standard laboratory axial compression tests
were done on different binder portions (Grini et al, 2003),
see Figure 1.
The CDF area will be used as a container terminal
after completion. Necessary axial compression strength of
the stabilised material was estimated to be 100 kPa. A
mixture of 80 kg cement and 40 kg filter ash was chosen
based on the axial compression test. The 80/40 mixture had
an axial compression strength of approximately 250 kPa,
giving a safety factor of 2.5.
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Figure 1. Results from laboratory axial compression tests
2.3 Leaching tests
Two types of leaching tests were performed to evaluate the
leaching of contaminants from the stabilised material:
1. Batch test where the stabilised material was
crushed to 4 mm particle size and shaken with
water (EN-test 12457). Leaching was conducted
for 24 hours with L/S = 10 (Liquid/Solid ratio).
2. Diffusion test where the stabilised sediments were
placed in a tray with contact to water along all
sides (NEN 7345). The water in the tray was
acidified to a pH of 4. The stabilised sediments
were standing in the tray for 9 weeks. 8 eluates
were taken out and analysed during this time.
None of the tests proved to be suitable for the purpose
(Grini et al, 2004). Crushing the stabilised material
overestimated the leaching and did not simulate the almost
monolithic structure which is created by the stabilisation.
The diffusion test was more suitable, but did not simulate
the influence of the tide inside the CDF. As expected the
batch test showed higher leaching of contaminants than the
diffusion test (Grini et al, 2004).
To be able to evaluate the different results from the
leaching tests, they were supplemented with permeability
tests test (Grini et al, 2004). The permeability tests showed
a substantial permeability reduction after stabilisation
(approximately a reduction by a factor of 1000). From the
permeability tests a reduced pore water displacement (i.e.
transport of contaminants) was calculated. Based on this it
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was concluded that stabilisation of the contaminated
sediments would substantially reduce the leaching of
contaminants from the CDF.
3 SPECIAL CHALLENGES
The project had many challenges, the most interesting were:
1. Construction of the confined disposal facility
(CDF)
2. Choosing an adequate dredging technology
3. Mixing of the contaminated sediments and the
binder
3.1 Construction of the confined disposal facility
(CDF)
The CDF with a storage capacity of 80 000 m3 was
constructed by creating a dike to enclose the necessary area
for the disposal, see Figure 2.
An important question was if the dike should be
watertight or not. The tidal range in Trondheim harbour can
be up to 3.2 m (between the lowest low tide and the highest
flood tide). It was decided to construct a water permeable
dike. The dike was constructed with a core of blasted rock
and a facing of large boulders towards the sea. The inner
side towards the disposal area consisted of well graded
gravel with minimum 1 m thickness covered by a geotextile
which was kept in place by an additional layer of gravel.
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Figure 2. Photo showing the CDF in Trondheim
harbour, ©Fjellanger Widerøe AS (25.10.02).

Figure 3. Enclosed bucket dredger used in Trondheim. Barge used for transport of dredged material is
to the left.

Visual observations showed that the water level inside the
CDF followed the tidal fluctuations. Having an 8 m deep
and water-filled CDF made it difficult to mix contaminated
sediments and binder directly in the CDF. The mixing was
therefore done separately before the material was placed in
the CDF; this is further described in 3.3.
As the CDF was filled with stabilised contaminated
sediments the dike became less permeable. This gradually
reduced the influence of the tide and the flow of water
through the dike. When the flow of water had stopped, the
mixing of contaminated sediments and binder could be
done in the CDF. This gave several advantages compared to
external mixing, see 3.3.
3.2 Choosing an adequate dredging technology
The water content in dredged sediments is essential for the
hardening of the mixture of binder and dredged material.
Ideally the dredged material should contain just as much
water as what is needed for the hardening process. If the
water content in the sediments is too high, some sort of
dewatering is necessary before the stabilisation. Dewatering
of contaminated sediments is relatively costly since the
surplus water has to be cleaned before it is returned to the
sea. A dredging technology which gives little surplus water
will be the most suitable for stabilisation. In Trondheim
harbour an enclosed bucket dredger was chosen, see Figure
3. The enclosed bucket dredger reduced the spill of
contaminated material during dredging compared to a
normal bucket dredger, and the dredged material had a
limited amount of surplus water.
The limited amounts of surplus water made dewatering
less costly. In case of surplus water, the water was first
pumped into the disposal facility. From the disposal facility
it could be pumped through a sand filter and back to the
sea, see Figure 4.
3.3 Mixing of the contaminated sediments and the
binder
There are different possibilities for mixing the
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Figure 4. Sand filter for surplus water.
contaminated sediments and the binder. They can either be
mixed in the transport barge, in a separate unit or in the
CDF. In the pilot project both mixing in a separate unit and
directly in the CDF was tested (Grini et al, 2004).
• Mixing in a separate unit was done by unloading
the barge and transporting the dredged material to
mixing basins. In the basins the binder was added
and mixed with the sediments using a specially
designed mixing unit, see Figure 5. The mixing
unit was equipped with a rotating mixer head
where also the binders were injected through a
nozzle into the contaminated sediments. After the
mixing and the initial hardening, the material was
excavated and transported to the nearby CDF. At
the disposal site the material was tipped and dozed
into the water-filled CDF.
• Before mixing directly in the CDF, water was
pumped out of the CDF via the sand filter, see
Figure 4. This enabled mixing in a “dry” environment. Mixing was performed with the same
equipment as used earlier in the basins.
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Samples were taken of the stabilised sediments from
the CDF for axial compression (UCS) tests. The tests
showed that the field samples had approximately the same
strength as the laboratory 28 days tests. This was
unexpected as results from compression tests done in the
laboratory normally will need to be reduced when going to
full scale stabilisation in the field due to factors like uneven
mixing. The results showed that the mixing of binder in the
field had been successful.
Most of the stabilisation was done during winter time,
and the hardening was satisfactory also during cold
temperatures. The stabilised material could hold the burden
of trucks and the mixing unit already 24 to 48 hours after
the material had been placed and stabilised.
Figure 5. Mixing sediments and binder in a separate
basin.
Comparing the two stabilising methods, mixing directly in
the CDF had several advantages:
• There was less transport and reloading. The
dredged material could go directly from the
barge to its final destination in the CDF.
• It gave better strength of the stabilised material.
The fact that the material could stay in place
without further removal after the binder had been
added was favourable to the strength.
• It was easier to work in a “dry” environment.
Using the first method the stabilised material
from the basin was placed in a water-filled CDF.
Placing the material in the water caused parts of
the binder to be washed out.

4 MONITORING AND FIELD TESTS
An extensive monitoring programme was performed during
the project (Møskeland et al, 2003). The monitoring outside
the CDF included sediment traps and DGT-samplers for
metals (DGT = Diffusion Gradients in Thin films) and
SPMD-samplers for organic contaminants (Semi Permeable
Membrane Devices). Additionally DGT and SPMD
samplers were placed in a monitoring well in the dike.
Compared with the background values no elevated
concentrations of metals or organic contaminants were
found outside the CDF.
In the monitoring well in the dike the concentrations of
metals and organic contaminants were higher. This
indicated that some contaminants from the dredged material
had been transported to the filter, but not further into the
sea.
Long term monitoring has also been done since 1987
on mussels and seaweed outside the CDF (Arff and Berge,
2003). The last sampling was done in 2003 about 10
months after dredged stabilised sediments had been placed
in the CDF. There were only low concentrations of metals
and organic contaminants in mussels and seaweeds.
Compared with earlier analyses there was no increase in
concentrations.
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5 COSTS
Based on the experiences from the pilot project a cost
estimate was done for stabilisation of >100 000 m3 of
contaminated sediments. It was estimated a cost of:
• 140 NOK/m3 for dredging and transport
• 150-200 NOK/m3 for stabilisation
This gives a total of 290 to 340 NOK/m3. For establishing
the disposal facility about 50-100 NOK/m3 has to be added.
(1 NOK = 0.12 € = 0.15 US$).
The numbers are based on data from the first phase of
the stabilisation where 11 000 m3 of sediments were
stabilised (Brånås et al, 2003). Direct stabilisation in the
CDF is more cost-efficient. A new cost-benefit analysis
will be performed before the project is finished.

6 CONCLUSION
The dredging, stabilisation and disposal of contaminated
sediments in Trondheim harbour has been successful.
The project has shown that:
• By stabilising the sediments with binders the leaching
potential for contaminants is reduced.
• By stabilising the dredged contaminated sediments
they can be used to expand the harbour instead of being
a waste product.
Special challenges with stabilising and disposing dredged
contaminated sediments can be solved at a reasonable cost.
However such a project needs careful planning and testing
before the dredging and stabilisation starts.
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ABSTRACT: The unique combination of chemical and physical properties of Blast Furnace (BF) slag, i.e. the ability of
sorbing heavy metals and the formation of cementous bindings, has been made full use of in several full scale applications.
Two examples, Hammarby Sjöstad in Stockholm, Sweden and Road 90 outside Sollefteå, Sweden, are described in detail.
From these tests it can be concluded that Blast Furnace slag is not a worthless waste, but a raw material for making
products, which are useful in several different applications like stabilization of contaminated gyttja or soil.

The slag showed in all experiments a very high (nearly
100%) capacity to sorb all metals investigated, except
nickel, at pH >5.
The ability to sorb heavy metals can be an advantage in a
wide range of applications, such as cleaning of industrial
leach water, final covering of landfills etc., but, in
combination with the formation of cementous bindings,
also in stabilisation/solidification of contaminated soil,
gyttja, ashes, etc.

leaching of Hg with time after the mud had been stabilised.
The values in the diagram are mean values from five
samples stabilised in lab and leached by using the standard
method NEN 7345. For each sample the leaching water was
changed and analysed eight times (i.e. after 1, 2, 4, 8, 16,
23, and 64 days).

Leached Hg
(ug/m2*h)

1 BACKGROUND
Several lab tests of sorption of heavy metals, i.e. Hg, Cd,
Cu, Pb, Ni, and Zn, have been performed, both as batch and
as column tests (Lind, 2002). Both crushed, crystalline slag
and GGBS (ground, granulated BF slag) was used for
removal of the metals from contaminated water. The water
used was either artificial or ”real” waste water from
industries or landfills. Variables such as contact time, pH,
initial metal ion concentration, presence of solved organic
matter etc. were included and discussed. The sorption
mechanisms have also been evaluated to some extent.

1
0,01
0,0001
2

4

8 16 32 64
Days

Figure 1.
Leaching of Hg from mud stabilised with GGBS and
cement, decreasing with time after stabilisation in lab
(from B.G., 2001).

2 APPLICATIONS
The unique combination of chemical and physical
properties of BF slag, i.e. the ability of sorbing heavy
metals and the formation of cementous bindings, has been
made full use of in several full scale applications. Two of
these are described in detail below.
2.1 Hammarby Sjöstad, Stockholm, Sweden
The first example comprises the construction of a quay in
Hammarby Sjöstad in Stockholm. In the area, a lamp
factory was earlier situated, a fact which was shown to have
caused the mud on the shore and in the water to be very Hg
contaminated. Before constructing the quay, the mud had to
be physically stabilised and the risk for Hg leaching had to
be eliminated. The problem was solved by using Merit
5000 (GGBS) and cement, 50:50 for mass stabilisation of
the mud. The combined effect of this was a stabile quay
from which almost no Hg is leaching (B.G., 2001). Figure 1
shows a diagram, in which can be seen the decreasing
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Figure 2
Mass stabilisation in Hammarby Sjöstad
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2.2 Road 90, Sollefteå, Sweden
The second example includes stabilisation of fly ash for
construction of a 120 m long test road (Mácsik, 2003 and
Thurdin, 2004).
The road consists of four different cells, 30 m each (See
Figure 3 below):
Cell 1 – ashes stabilized with 5% cement
Cell 2 – ashes stabilized with 2,5% cement + 2,5% Merit
Cell 3 – ashes stabilized with 2,5% cement + 2,5% lime
Cell 4 – reference, containing no ashes.
The stabilized ashes comprise in all cases a 40cm thick
subbase on top of sand, and under a 50cm subbase of
crushed rock covered by asphalt. The reference consists of
90 cm of crushed rock on top of the sand ground.
Before building the road, lab tests were performed by
preparing stabilized samples with the three types of binder
mixtures mentioned above. The samples were investigated
for strength, frost and frees-thaw resistance, and leaching.
The overall results from the lab tests indicated that:
• Ashes with cement gives the highest strength
• Ashes with cement + lime gives the highest frost
resistance
• Ashes with cement + Merit results in the lowest
leachability of a large number of metals.
Figure 4 shows the electrical conductivity of the leachate
from the lab tests. The conductivity is a measure of the total
amount of metal ions leached out from the test samples.
After building the road, pore water samples from the ash
layers, from the ground at different depths under the ash
layers, and from the ground at different depths in a ditch
next to the road were collected and analyzed for pH,
conductivity, dissolved organic carbon (DOC), metal
content etc. Water samples from the ground were collected
both before and three times after the road was constructed.
The results show very small differences in leachability of
metals from the ashes between the different cells. One
probable reason to this is that the stabilized ashes become
very compact with very low water permeability. When the
ash particles not come into contact with water, no metals
can be leached out.

Figure 4
Electrical conductivity of the leachate from the lab
tests
C/K= cement/lime, C/M= cement/Merit, L/S-kvot= liquid
to solid ratio(from Mácsik, 2001).

3 CONCLUSIONS
From the two full scale tests of mass stabilisation with
GGBS described here, it can be concluded that Blast
Furnace slag is not a non useable waste, as often considered
by authorities etc, but a raw material for making products,
which are useful in several different applications. Various
materials like mud, organic earth, peat etc can be solidified
to very compact bodies with low water permeability. By
making use of the combination of this binding property and
the ability of sorbing heavy metals, leaching can be almost
completely eliminated. This means that materials like ashes,
contaminated masses etc can be utilized for constructions
instead of being landfilled.

4 REFERENCES
B.G., ”Leaching of stabilized sediments from Sickla kaj”,
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Lind, “Sorption of Phosphorus and Heavy Metals on Blast
Furnace Slag”, Conference paper, TMS Fall Meeting
“recycling and Waste Treatment in Mineral and Metal
Processing: Technical and Economical Aspects”, 2002.
Mácsik, ”Ash mixtures in constructions”,
First part, Scandiaconsult Sverige AB, 2001 (in Swedish).
Mácsik, , ”Ash mixtures in constructions”,Final report,
Scandiaconsult Sverige AB, 2003 (in Swedish).
Thurdin, ”Environmental Impact of Bio Fuel Ash in a Road
Construction”, Licentiate Thesis, 2004.

Figure 3
Photo of the test road, showing the different cells
(from Thurdin, 2004).
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Environmental life cycle assessment (LCA) of soil stabilization
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ABSTRACT: By means of life cycle assessment methodology, the environmental impact associated with three different
cases of soil stabilization and relevant alternative methods have been investigated: road bed stabilization; mass stabilization;
and deep stabilization with lime-cement columns. In the assessed cases, soil stabilization showed environmental advantages
for the impact categories studied. A significant issue is the transported amounts of material and transport distance in each
case. Project-specific studies are therefore recommended, rather than generalising these results.
1

INTRODUCTION

1.1
Soil stabilization
Soil stabilization is a common term for several techniques
used to upgrade existing soils on sites for embankments of
road and railway construction, instead of excavation and
replacement of the loose soils with other more stable
materials, for example crushed stone. Current practice does
not include environmental considerations to any significant
extent when deciding whether or not to apply soil
stabilization, or replacement. Typically, these decisions are
based on economy, availability of equipment, (technical)
requirements in relevant norms (i.e. ATB VÄG, the General
Technical Description document of The Swedish Road
Administration) and previous experience about the use of
stabilization or replacement in similar cases.
This study has been undertaken in order to investigate
and declare environmental impacts, using life cycle
assessment (LCA) methodology, for selected soil
stabilization cases. Thereby also environmental aspects will
be more readily understood and thus possibly taken into
consideration in future construction cases.
The three studied stabilization cases are:
- road bed stabilization
- mass stabilization
- deep stabilization with lime-cement column
The binders studied are cement, lime and fine ground,
granulated, blast furnace slag.
There are earlier LCA studies covering adjacent areas
within road construction or covering parts of the scope of
this study, e.g. Gillberg et al, (1999), Stripple (1995),
Häkkinen and Mäkelä (1996) and Svingby and Båtelsson
(1999). These studies have provided some useful input to
parts of the present study, but the present study is more
comprehensive in relation to techniques covered.
1.2 Life Cycle Assessment
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is the calculation and
evaluation of the environmentally relevant inputs and
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outputs and the potential environmental impacts of the life
cycle of a product, material or service (ISO, 1997). Thanks
to the ISO standardisation, there is a framework to help
reach consistency, but the present ISO standards on LCA
still include considerable degrees of freedom.
There is a group of ISO standards for LCA (ISO
14040-14049), forming part of the ISO 14000 family of
standards in the area of Environmental management. In
short, according to this standard there are four phases in an
LCA (Figure 1):
- Planning phase (Goal and Scope): Define the
service (functional unit) and technical system to be
studied and the impacts of concern, typically in
relation to the purpose of the study.
- Inventory Analysis (LCI): Model the technical
system and collect the needed information about
the inputs to and outputs from the components
(processes and transports) in the system in relation
to the functional unit.
- Impact Assessment (LCIA): Model the potential
impacts associated with a life cycle’s inputs and
output (emissions and resource consumption data)
as calculated in the inventory analysis.
- Interpretation: Analyse the results in relation to the
goal and scope definition, to make sure there is
consistency
Life Cycle Assessment Framework
Direct Applications:
Goal
and Scope
Definition

Inventory
Analysis

Interpretation

•
•

Product Development
and Improvement

•

Strategic Planning

•

Public Policy Making

•

Marketing

•

Other

Impact
Assessment

Figure 1: Phases and applications of LCA (ISO,
1997)
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2
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The road object used as the common basis for all the
calculations in this study, and thus the functional unit of the
LCA is “a road of 1 km length with two lanes of each 11.25
m width, dimensioned for 9 millions equivalent standard
axles according to ATB VÄG including maintenance,
service and reconstruction during a service life of 40 years”
2.1
Road profile
A very schematic picture of the road profile is given in
Figure 2.
Surface layer
Asphalt-bound layer
Unbound layer
Reinforcement layer
Protection layer
Road bed

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the road profile
The different techniques for soil stabilization as described
in this report all deal with various ways of constructing this
road bed. The actual thickness etc of the different layers
will vary, depending on the strength of the road bed. Since
the road profile is dimensioned also with respect to slopes,
the width of each layer will also vary. The actual height and
width of each layer will be descriped under each technique
described.
2.2
Limitations and excluded aspects
The calculations have been carried out in a life cycle
perspective, i.e. they include activities from the extraction
of raw materials for binder production (when applicable),
production of crushed stone and bitumen, road construction,
service, maintenance and reconstruction, during 40 years.
No end-of-life scenario has been formulated. This can
be expressed in terms of saying that we have assumed that
the alternatives are functionally equal after 40 years,
meaning that no further activities are undertaken which are
different for the compared alternatives, and if the road is
taken out of use, it will be left where it is.
During its use, some parts of the surface layer of the
road will be worn off due to e.g. the use of nailed tyres. In
practice, this is an important aspect of road maintenance
(e.g. Andersson and Andersson, 2002). However, it cannot
be claimed to influence the comparison between
alternatives in this study, and has therefore not been
considered further.
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The compared alternatives will, when having different
influence on road maintenance and reconstruction, lead to
different traffic disturbances. This effect has not been
quantified and also not further considered in this study.
Cement based materials absorb and react with carbon
dioxide during use. In the cases studied in this report we
have chosen not to consider this effect, mainly because the
cement in the uses described in this study is lying deep
down in the ground and the carbon dioxide absorption is
considered to take place only very slowly. If cement based
materials are going to be recovered, and in particular
crushed and reused, the effect of carbon dioxide absorption
is worth including (Ölund and Rydberg, 1998).
For the cases with excavation and replacemet of loose
soils, there is also a need for landfilling of the excavated
masses. For the landfills, only the actual management of the
landfills have been included in the calculations. Potential
additional aspects include the land area occupied (and
potentially converted) and also the potential contamination
of ground through leaching of hazardous substances, but
these have not been included in the assessments.
2.3
Data and data quality
Each of the processes included in the calculations have
inputs and outputs contributing to the environmental
impact. These inputs and outputs are referred to as Life
cycle inventory data sets (short: LCI data). All production
of crushed rock has been approximated to have the same
LCI data, regardless of size of the crushed rocks.
Bitumen LCI data were taken from the report of
Stripple (1995). Alternative LCI data were found in
Häkkinen and Mäkelä (1996), but the lower emission data
from Stripple were used (45 % for CO2, 65 % for NOx, and
25 % for SO2). We have not investigated the reason for the
difference. The use of these lower emissions data in our
study mean that compared alternatives using bitumen will
be assigned less environmental impacts than they would
have been assigned using data from Häkkinen and Mäkelä.
The bitumen-bound layers have all been assumed to be
hot-asphalt. Two different types have been used in the
calculations, different in the ratio of bitumen in the mixture:
AG, containing 4.4 % bitumen; and ABT, containing 6.2 %
bitumen. These bitumen contents correspond to
approximate average bitumen content in accordance with
ATB VÄG.
For cement production, we used average LCI data for
Cementa’s production in Sweden, from the year 2000 for
energy input and CO2, SO2 and NOx emissions, and from
the year 1999 for other inputs and outputs. Compared to
other available data, e.g. Stripple (1995), the emissions of
CO2 are 15 % less, of SO2 about 65 % less and of NOx
about 40 % less, thanks to several major environmental
investments in the Swedish cement production in recent
years.
The data for lime, proprietary CIT data, collected from
lime producers, comprises extraction of limestone and
calcinations, including necessary transports in between.
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2.4
Environmental assessment
The following environmental impact categories were
studied in the project: Resource consumption (mainly
Energy resources), Climate change (as Global warming
potential, GWP), Photochemical oxidant formation (as
oxidant creation potential, POCP), emission of acidifying
substances (as acidification potential, AP), and emissions of
nutrient substances (as eutrophication potential, EP).
As mentioned in Section 2.2, there are other categories
that could in principle be interesting to discuss in this
context, but they were excluded as methodology and data
were not sufficient. Further work should strive to better
address the omitted impacts, such as toxicity and
ecotoxicity, land use, fresh water consumption and
availability, and impacts on biological diversity.
As presented here, the results from the calculations
have been normalised. This means that, for example, the
GWP resulting from calculation of one of the technology
options has been divided by the total GWP resulting from
Swedish society during one year. Normalisation is used to
improve understanding of LCA results.
3
DESCRIPTION OF STUDIED CASES
This section outlines briefly the different cases studied for
the different methodologies. Detailed indata descriptions
are available elsewhere (Rydberg and Andersson, 2003)
3.1
Road bed stabilization
The purpose for the calculations was to study a case where
loose soils are stabilised using cement as binder in
comparison with excavation and replacement of the same
amount of loose soil. For the stabilization, an amount of 3
% binder, relative to the soil, has been used. The depth of
stabilization or replacement is 30 cm over the whole road
bed width.
Two different scenarios were formulated in order to
highlight the influence of transports of unbound material.
The reference scenario assumes transport distances to be
40-50 km for crushed rock, 60 km for asphalt, 100 km for
bitumen and cement. The short transport scenario assumes
10 km for crushed rock, 20 km for bitumen and cement and
2.5 km for asphalt.
3.2
Mass stabilization
The calculated cases are based on a real life case. The
Swedish Road Administration built Road 601, Sundsvägen,
Råneå, using mass stabilization of the upper 2 m of the
underlying soil, a mixture of peat and slough, on top of
unstable sulphidic clay, as described by Jelisic (1999).
In our calculations, we assumed that the alternative,
replacement, solution comprises replacement of the 5 m
thick layer of unstable materials with crushed material. This
option was also discussed in the real case, but as said, the
mass stabilization technique was the actually used option.
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The binder applied in these calculations was a mixture
of 50 % cement and 50 % blast furnace slag. The total
applied amount was 150 kg/m3 soil, which is within the
normal span of 90-200 kg/m3.
3.3
Deep stabilization with lime-cement column
This technique is well established in Sweden (Edstam,
1997; Holm 1999). Stripple (1995) has previously
described the technique in a life cycle assessment context.
The binder used is a mixture of 50 % lime and 50 %
cement. The column length in the calculations is 10 m, the
diameter is 0.6 meters, and the distance between them (c/c)
is 1.5 meters. For each meter of column length, an amount
of 25 kg binder is used.
For the comparison between, on one hand, deep
stabilization with lime-cement columns, and, on the other,
light weight material embankment, data were collected
from a previous study by Svingby and Båtelsson (1999), in
which only light weight material options were studied.
In short, the foam plastic alternative comprises a 1.5 m
thick layer of expanded polystyrene (density 20 kg/m3), a
0.1 m thick slice of reinforced concrete, and the
surrounding sand for levelling etc. The expanded clay
alternative comprises a 2.1 meter thick layer of xpanded
clay granules, wrapped in geotextile, and the surrounding
fine chrushed rock for levelling etc. Detailed information
concerning embankment etc., can be found in Rydberg and
Andersson (2003)
4 RESULTS
The results are presented in separate sections for the three
stabilization cases: road bed stabilization, mass
stabilization, and deep stabilization with lime-cement
column.
4.1
Results – road bed stabilization
The results for the energy use for the cases excavation and
replacement of loose soils compared to the case of
stabilization is shown in Figure 3. The graph includes both
the reference transport scenario and the short transport
scenario.
60000
50000
GJ/km road

The blast furnace slag LCI data comprise the
collection of slag, transport, grinding and granulation. Data
were collected from one producer, Merox (Elofsson, 2001)

40000

Repaving & Reconstr.
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Embankm ent, unbound
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Replacem ent

Stabilization
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0
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Bed stabilization

Replacement,
short trp
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Figure 3. Total calculated energy use (as GJ per km
road) for different cases and distributed on different
activities in the production phase and the
maintenance (repaving and reconstruction). The
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technical standard is equal, since the only difference
is stabilization or replacement.
Figure 4 shows the same cases as in Figure 3, but instead of
energy resources, the results are shown for environmental
impacts from emissions.

Relative share within each category

2,50E-08

circumstances for the calculation, mass stabilization is
environmentally preferable.
An important observation is that the stabilization
process, and the amount of binder, give significant
contributions to the environmental impacts, and it is
reasonable to pay attention to the choice of binder for this
reason.
4.3

Replacement

2,00E-08

Results – deep stabilization with limecement column

Replacement, short trp
1,50E-08

Bed stabilization
Bed stabilization, short
trp

1,00E-08

5,00E-09

0,00E+00

Climate change

Acidification

Eutrophication

Oxidant formation

Figure 4. Comparison of replacement and
stabilization, for reference (normal) transports and for
short transports, with respect to climate change,
acidification, eutrophication, and oxidant formation.
The normalization reference is Swedish emissions
during one year (1990).

Figure 6 and 7 show the results for the comparison of
techniques deep stabilization with lime-cement column,
lightweight embankment with plastic foam and lightweight
embankment with heated expanded clay granules. Figure 6
shows the result with respect to energy use, and includes all
parts of the road construction. Figure 7 shows the result
with respect to emission related impact categories, and
includes only the parts which are different in the compared
options, i.e. the road embankment with unbound and
asphalt-bound layers are excluded.
Energy use
160000
140000

4.2

Results – mass stabilization

The results for the comparison between mass stabilization
and replacement technique for the chosen scenarios are
shown in figure 5. The chart shows results for the energy
use, but indicates clearly that with the selected
Energy use
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Figure 6 Comparison of lightweight material
embankment to deep stabilization with lime-cement
column, with respect to life cycle energy use.
1,20E-07
Relative contribution / km road

The results in Figure 3 and 4 are both calculated for the
case of road strength leading to standard procedure for
maintenance (repaving and reconstruction). As can be seen,
the maintenance is responsible for a significant part of the
energy use. Road bed stabilization with cement binder gives
some environmental benefits for the reference transport
case, but for global warming the difference is very small. In
the short transport scenarios, there is no significant
difference between the different techniques.
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Figure 5 Comparison of mass stabilization to
replacement, with respect to energy use over the road
life cycle.
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Figure 7 Comparison of lightweight material
embankment to deep stabilization with lime-cement
column, with respect to life cycle impacts for climate
change, acidification, eutrophication and oxidant
formation, normalized with 1990 Swedish national
emissions as reference.
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5
CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions are presented separately for the three cases of
soil stabilization studied in this work:
1) road bed stabilization using 100 % cement as
stabiliser
2) mass stabilization using 50 % cement and 50 %
blast furnace slag.
3) Deep stabilization with lime-cement columns
using 50 % lime and 50 % cement
5.1
Conclusions - Road bed stabilization
The main results indicated are that reinforcement of the
road bed is environmentally beneficial. This applies both if
the method is through soil stabilization as well as through
replacement (excavation of the loose soil and replacement
with crushed material). The main reason for this is the
reduced service, repair, and reconstruction, needed for a
stronger embankment. Another conclusion is that it is of
great environmental importance to keep the amount of
transport (amount of material and distances of transport) at
low levels.
The replacement and stabilization operations account
each for about 5-10 % of the total life cycle environmental
impact for the studied road in their respective cases. The
existing differences in environmental impacts between the
two techniques are therefore to be regarded as insignificant
in this life-cycle perspective.
When looking closer at the differences between
replacement and stabilization, in the case of normal
transport distances, the stabilization alternative is
environmentally advantageous. The environmental impact
for production and transport of binder, is more that
compensated for by the reduced need for transport of loose
materials in the replacement case.
In an alternative calculated case, with minimized
transports, the differences between stabilization and
replacement were negligible.
To conclude, it is evident that service, maintenance
and reconstruction activities should be included in the
assessment in order for the environmental impacts of a road
construction project to be considered properly.
5.2
Conclusions - Mass stabilization
The results, based on a real life road construction case
carried out by the Swedish Road Administration, show that
the stabilization (binder production and transport, and the
stabilization operation itself) accounts for a rather large part
of the total environmental impact.
Results are however largely depending on project
specific conditions, such as type and amount of binder,
stabilised volume, and transport amounts.
In the case of mass stabilization, it is therefore not
feasible to draw a general conclusion whether stabilization
or replacement is environmentally favourable. In this
particular case, a rather comprehensive replacement was
used as basis for the calculation. This choice was based on
discussion from the real life case, but should be seen as an
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illustration of the methodology. With the used conditions,
stabilization appears to be the environmentally significantly
better option.
Soils under discussion for mass stabilization
sometimes contain risk substances. This may be the case for
e.g. contaminated soils, sulphidic clays and sludge from
dredging. When such soils are stabilised, the risk
substances are at the same time immobilized. Other
methods than stabilization may thus lead to a need for
additional measures to take care of the risk substances. The
consequences of such additional aspects may be significant,
but in the present study, these aspects have not been
studied.
5.3

Conclusions - Deep stabilization with limecement columns
In the case of deep stabilization with lime-cement columns,
the results show that the stabilizing operation itself
accounts for a significant part of the total environmental
impact of the road life cycle.
Deep stabilization has also been compared to
alternative approaches including lightweight material for
embankment. The results here are clearly indicating the
lime-cement column method to be environmentally
beneficial for the conditions applied in the study, but some
care should be taken not to generalise the results.
5.4
General conclusions
The study does not include attempts to optimize the
environmental performance of the investigated alternatives.
For example, the technical solutions for construction
of a road may in a specific project look different from the
examples used in this study. This may for example concern
the thickness of embankment layers. Also, the types and
amounts of binder used in the calculations may be different
in any particular case, depending on e.g. soil properties. In
addition, the location of a certain road construction site may
influence the choice of binder, depending on the distance to
a suitable depot for a specific binder. However, the types
and amounts of binder used in the various cases are seen as
reasonable and fairly typically applicable.
The environmental impact relating to transports
contribute significantly in the studied systems. As a general
conclusion it is therefore of great importance to keep
transport distances as short as possible and transported
amounts as low as possible in any road construction project.
In the studied systems using binder or lightweight
materials, the production of binder and lightweight
materials (expanded polystyrene and heated expanded clay)
contribute significantly to the environmental impact of
these systems.
5.5
Further work
Some impact categories have not been studied in the
project. These are e.g.: Toxic impacts on humans and the
environment; land use (occupation/conversion), fresh water
consumption, and impact on biological diversity. Land
occupied by landfills is one such aspect.
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As mentioned in relation with mass stabilization, there
are sometimes risks connected with unwanted, hazardous
substances in soils to be stabilized or displaced. This
applies both to surface soils and sludge from dredging. It is
reasonable to believe that solidification, through
stabilization with a binder of a type as studied in this report,
immobilizes the hazardous substances. The further
treatment of unbound material to manage the mentioned
risks is worth studying further.

Ölund, G. och Rydberg T., Livscykelanalys av
marksten [Life Cycle Assessment of Concrete Block
Paver]. CIT Ekologik, 1998.
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents recent developments in the use of deep soil mixing technique in New Zealand road slip
repair works. A brief overview of New Zealand road maintenance history is presented, and the current role that deep soil
mixing is playing is described. Valuable experience has been gained through the design and construction of deep soil
mixing road remedial works. Key issues include composite behaviour and group effects of deep soil mixing of columns,
and identifying failure mechanisms. The benefits of deep soil mixing are illustrated through case studies.

1 INTRODUCTION
New Zealands’ geology generally comprises a range of
young and geotechnically challenging soils. As a result,
New Zealand roads have long suffered from over and under
slip settlements, many associated with increased porewater
pressure buildup and/or weak soil properties. A photograph
of a road underlip is shown in Figure 1.

slips repaired to date. A majority of the alternatives
comprise H-pile and gabion wall and drainage based
solutions.
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Figure 2: Alternative to deep soil mixing solutions

Figure 1: A recent New Zealand road underslip
The engineering methods and available technologies in
New Zealand for dealing with these soils have often been
limited to certain traditional techniques, with sometimes
inconsistent and often poor results. Figure 2 shows
alternative remedial work options which would have been
implemented if deep soil mixing was not used for the road
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In 2002, Hiway Stabilizers completed an evaluation of
the various soil mixing technologies available worldwide
which could be specifically applied to road maintenance
works. It was concluded that insitu deep mixing using the
“wet” process was the most suited to New Zealands’ soft
soil types. The Colmix soil mixing system was selected and
imported to New Zealand in late 2002 under a technology
transfer agreement. Colmix is now constructed in New
Zealand by Encore – a joint venture between Hiway
Stabilizers and Works Infrastructure.
Colmix is a proprietary method developed by
Soletanche Bachy, utilising multiple augers to achieve
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highly efficient mixing and resultant soil mixed columns. A
Colmix rig is shown in Figure 3. Binder slurry is mixed in
a batching plant and pumped through the hollow stemmed
augers where the grout is discharged at the drill head. The
batching, pumping and drilling is a computer controlled and
monitored process ensuring complete quality control
throughout the mixing and drilling process. Binder mix
designs are selected based on the soil characteristics and the
results from laboratory reactivity testing of site samples.
The auger arrangement comprises twin overlapping
discontinuous flight augers. Binder is injected during the
insertion phase to achieve soil homogenisation and
lubrication of the mixing tool. During the extraction phase,
the augers are reversed and along with an applied
downward thrust, compaction of the soil column is
achieved. Typical dimensions of column sections range
from 400 mm to 1000 mm.
This paper reports on progress achieved with deep soil
mixing over the last two years in New Zealand and
specifically design and construction issues. Several case
histories are presented to reach conclusions on the success
of this process.

Figure 3: Soil mixing rig

2 ROLE OF DEEP SOIL MIXING IN NZ
New Zealand has a low population, 4 million, spread across
a land mass approx 10% larger than Great Britain.
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The country’s early reliance on primary produce
export, coupled with the population characteristics, have
influenced the development of the roading network. The
necessity for transporting farm products in all weathers
required roads to be constructed as quickly and cheaply as
possible.
This has resulted in a staged development. As volumes
and loads increased, roads were progressively upgraded
from dirt tracks of the early 1900’s to today’s multi-lane
facilities. The approach to road construction was developed
in the 1920’s and 1930’s, an approach that still serves as the
basis for current construction and maintenance technology.
The rolling hilly topography meant that the first single
lane dirt tracks were constructed by hand, usually by
excavating into the slope and casting the cut material over
the side. The load bearing carriageway was on the cut
portion of the construction. Today’s engineers would cringe
at the lack of proper treatment of gulley crossings, soft
materials, etc. Fill materials were often spread directly onto
the soft materials. These roads were fit for the loads that
used them at the time of construction. As loads increased,
the pavements built over the soft gulley fills settled. The
deformed pavements were topped up to restore shape. As
volumes increased, the side cast cut material started to get
traffic as vehicles pulled over to pass. The continual
volume increase finally resulted in two lane roads, with the
outer wheel tracks of the outer lane founded on the
uncompacted sidecast material. Again, the treatment was
often to keep filling the resulting depressions with more
material.
The vast majority of the countries roads are built using
unbound crushed rock granular materials surfaced with
sprayed bituminous chipsealing. This relatively cheap
technology, by international standards, results in
maintenance costs that can be relatively high.
The 1980’s saw the introduction of economic
guidelines, which take into account road user costs, to
establish priorities for maintenance and construction works.
Amongst other things, this resulted in road managers
paying particular attention to road user costs attributable to
road roughness, and on sudden changes in road shape that
can influence user safety.
This focus leads to a significant part of the
maintenance funds being spent on smoothing roads. The
smoothing is often required because of
•
the settlement and consolidation of deep down layers
of soft material – material that would have been
removed if the road was being built today
•
or the rotational or translational movement of
oversteep or uncompacted weak materials
The best solution that the geotechnical engineer can
produce is one that will permanently restore a smooth road.
Solutions that arrest lateral movement, without addressing
settlement or consolidation, must be regarded as less than
ideal. Wherever there are soft materials being compressed
by the overlying pavement and traffic loadings, traditional
drainage and/or wall type solutions may only be addressing
half of the problem.
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3

GEOLOGY

3.1
Northland geology
To date, a vast majority of the slips that have been repaired
are in Northland, New Zealand. Much of the Northland
geology comprises the problematic Northland Allochthon
soils, which are prone to slope instability and creep
movements. This, in combination with a high rainfall (over
1200mm), results in the numerous road slips observed in
this region.
Many of the properties of this material originate from
the significant presence of sheared crush zones and sheared
fabric in combination with a distinct highly weathered zone.
The residual friction angle of this type of material is
generally very low, and could be as low as 8°, though the
softened friction angle is often around 20° to 26°. The
intact unweathered material is strictly an extremely weak to
weak rock. This provides for large contrasts in strength,
permeability and stiffness.
3.2
Implications on failure mechanisms
The typical geomorphology is characterised by numerous
shallow-seated failures within the slope. Such shallow
failures have been observed on gentle slopes of 5° to 15°
because of the low residual strength and creep movement.
Much of the Northland Allochthon soil is highly plastic and
has a high shrinkage swell potential, which exacerbates the
soil’s susceptibility to creep.
Rotation & Creep
Creep & Bearing Capacity
Rotation & Settlement
Rotation
Settlement & Rotation
Settlement
Creep
Block Movement
Bearing Capacity & Settlement
Bearing Capacity
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4
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Figure 4: Types of failure mechanisms repaired to
date
Topographically the area, even though of limited
height, is quite rugged. As a result of this, in combination
with the high rainfalls, there are many gullies present with
recent soft deposits. The road is particularly prone to slip
movement where it is built on such soft deposits without
proper cleanout of the gully floor first.
Because of the above characteristics of the Northland
Allochthon, several slip mechanisms are observed in
Northland, including rotational and translational slips,
settlement, bearing capacity failure and creep. Slips often
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result from a combination of multiple mechanisms.
Therefore sound assessment of the slip mechanisms is
important as appropriate remedial measures cannot be
implemented without identifying all of the mechanisms
taking place. Figure 4 summarises the primary and
secondary mechanisms of the road slips that have been
repaired using deep soil mixing remedial solutions.
Primary mechanisms are mentioned first, followed by
secondary mechanisms.

4

DESIGN ISSUES

4.1
Mechanism
Understanding the movement mechanism prior to carrying
out the design is crucial to the success of the final design.
This simple step is often not carried out, and leads to many
unsuccessful designs. It is often more complicated as many
sites have multiple mechanisms operative, making
traditional design approaches difficult.
4.2
Composite behaviour
In order to perform the desired design, one needs to
understand how the columns work and interact with the
surrounding soil. Initial approaches to the problem utilized
a composite approach, using a weighted average of soil and
column strength and stiffness. This weighted average
approach takes account of the theoretical column section
area and column spacings. Whilst this is an intuitive
approach, and demonstrated to work well in some areas, it
is clearly not sufficient for inclusions in soils.
The reason for this is not hard to determine. Soils
have both a frictional and cohesion component to their
strength. As result, the comparative behaviour of the soil
fraction and the column fraction is strongly influenced by
the amount of load that the column attracts. Whilst this is
in part determined by the relative stiffness of the two
fractions, it is also strongly influenced by the amount of
arching that may occur.
The net effect is that provided the columns are
sufficiently close to interact, it is more appropriate to
consider a block of treated soil rather than individual
columns. The issues on surrounding this are discussed in
the next sections. However, suggestions for design rules
are still in development.
4.3
Group effects
Field observations imply that the spacings and layout of
columns strongly affect the post construction performance
of the remedial work. Columns appear to behave like
individual piles when they are installed at spacings that are
larger than a threshold value. When the column spacings
are smaller than the threshold value, they behave more like
a pile group. Consideration of pile group loadings such as
those suggested by Poulos and Davis (1980) indicate that
the group behaviour at 2.5 m by 2.5 m spacing will be 10%
higher than the individual components will indicate.
The deep soil mixing remedial work, if spaced
together closely, creates a block of improved soil, which
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mitigates the vertical and circular horizontal slip movement.
The remedial work performs much better on a long term
when group behaviour develops. The columns remain
stable even if the surrounding soil creeps, and therefore
keeps the road pavement structure intact.
Minor post construction pavement deformation has
been observed at a road slip site where the slip has been
treated with columns with large spacings.
Field
observations to date suggest that the column spacings
should be limited to a maximum of 2.5 m for standard
columns (290 mm diameter twin augers), which is
consistent with the analytic observations above.
4.4
2D and 3D issues
Design of deep soil mixing remedial work has mostly been
carried out using a 2D finite element analyses to date.
Whilst the remedial works designed with 2D analyses have
generally performed satisfactorily to date, there are
behavioural issues that need to be addressed on a theoretical
basis. For example, the design at Portland (Case history
described further below) has clearly performed and appear
to have resolved long standing issues, yet the conventional
theory would raise many question marks due to the level of
lateral loads and settlement. Many of these issues are
adequately addressed by considerations of pile group theory,
yet this has yet to be applied in a systematic way to deep
soil mixing.
3D analyses have been carried out in a few cases as a
supplement to 2D analyses. Both 2D and 3D analyses
predicted the overall behaviour of deep soil mixing
remedial works in a consistent manner. 3D analyses
however have a definite advantage in that they simulate the
pile stresses and lateral loads in a more realistic manner.
Whilst 2D analyses may be adequate for simple slip
mechanisms, 3D analyses are desirable for more complex
slips where lateral loads and pile group interaction play a
major role in the slip mechanism.
4.5
Groundwater flow
The detailed analyses of the case histories indicated that
groundwater flow has significant impact on the stability of
the slip. This means that the conventional slope stability
analysis with phreatic groundwater pressure tends to
overestimate the factor of safety. In the case of Portland,
the calculated factors were 1.5 using phreatic pressure
analysis and 1.2 in analyses coupled with groundwater flow
calculations.
4.6
Remedial work design
In recognition of the issues discussed above, a methodology
for design has been developed.
The design approach developed usually comprises two
stages. Firstly, a preliminary design is carried out using a
composite soil strength approach. This approach assumes
that the shear strength of the column is averaged over the
whole reinforced soil block. Relative cross sectional areas
of columns and soil are used to calculate the averaged
composite strength. The composite strength block is
analysed using the conventional slope stability and
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settlement analysis. The preliminary design is used for the
purposes of cost estimation and feasibility study.
Most road slips are driven by complex and often
multiple mechanisms beyond the ability of conventional
slope stability programs to analyse. For the Portland and
Mountain Road slips, it was found necessary to use a more
sophisticated approach for the final design. Detailed design
was carried out via finite element analyses to model failure
mechanisms, and design layout for remedial measures.
The detailed design stage usually starts with
replicating the observed mode of failure in the pre-remedial
condition to back analyse and verify the soil properties and
ground conditions used in the model. This is followed by
modelling the behaviour of the columns, and optimising the
quantity and positions of the columns. 2D modelling has
been used in most cases.

5

CONSTRUCTION ISSUES

5.1
Traffic
All work has been on two lane, undivided roads. Traffic
management plans require keeping at least one lane open to
reduced speed traffic during the day, and both lanes opened
to reduced speed traffic during non-working hours. Where
designs position columns in traffic wheel paths, these
columns have to be drilled early enough during the day to
allow the binder to gain sufficient strength to allow them to
be trafficked at the end of the day.
5.2
Types of soil
All types of soils have been encountered during the course
of remedial works except for boulders and gravels. The
typical profile consists of the pavement layers (of variable
thickness and quality depending on history), a fill layer of
usually dubious quality and a completely weathered layer,
followed by intact rock.
5.3
Binder mixes
All sites have used cement as the binder. The cement has
been introduced in slurry form. Average cement usage has
been 30 % by dry weight of original material. This
“standard recipe” has been used in all of the slips repaired
to date.
5.4
Pavement layers
Existing pavement layers are slow to drill through and are
hard wearing on equipment. This is particularly the case in
situations where some of these layers may be bound with
cement or lime. It has been found to be more economic to
pre-drill these highly cemented layers and/or very thick
bituminous layers (created by ‘topping’ up the slip zone).
5.5
Working platform
Slips that are close to factor of safety of 1 at time of
construction need to be approached in a manner that will
minimise the risk of construction loading causing further
failure during construction.
This usually requires
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consideration of the column placement sequence with
regard to traffic management issues.
5.6
Seismic testing for QA/QC
Post construction seismic testing was recently carried out
on two columns. About 50% of the test records show stress
wave patterns that can be replicated using a simple finite
element model. The material properties of the column can
be back analysed by adjusting the model properties to
match the finite element model output with the seismic
wave records. The remainder of the test records, however,
show unexpected and irregular wave pattern. This could be
attributed to the presence of a grout cap at the top of the
column. In other words, there is a zone where the column
is solely made up of grout and the soil has been displaced.
Such zones reflect stress waves much more readily than the
soil-cement mixture, and result in irregular wave pattern.
At this stage, it is concluded that further research is
required to investigate the irregular test results and validate
the use of finite element analysis for comparison with
seismic testing records. It is hoped that seismic testing will
someday become a quick and useful QA/QC testing method
for checking the characteristics of columns and detecting
any defects.

6
6.1

CASE STUDIES
Edwards

Failure Mechanism
The Edwards slips comprise two road underslips affecting
30 m and 35 m lengths of the road. The primary mechanism
for these slips is rotational slip movement, with settlement
contributing as a secondary mechanism.

6.1.1

6.1.2 Subsurface Conditions
The subsurface conditions comprise 1.5 m thick
embankment fill overlying 3.5 m of soft to firm clay and 11.5 m of stiff to very stiff clay. The stiff clay is probably
weathered material derived from the underlying mudstone.
The ground conditions and column layout adopted for the
Edwards slips are shown in Figure 5.

5.7
Applicability of Deep Soil Mixing
Deep soil mixing has proven particularly effective and
applicable to New Zealand road maintenance applications
in the following conditions:
1. The failure zone is at a depth greater than 4 m. Some
of the conventional remedial measures can only address
shallower seated failures. The current soil mixing rig is
capable to installing columns up to 8.5 m depth.
2. The road slip has occurred in soils. Columns cannot
be installed in hard rocks as the drill are unable to penetrate
such material.
3. The primary slip mechanism is due to either settlement,
sliding, rotation or bearing capacity. Deep soil mixing is
not used where the failed area has dropped out, or
physically detached from the original pavement structure.
4. Columns have been successfully installed in clays, silts
and sands. Drills have been damaged in some cases where
gravel and boulders have been placed as a fill material
under the failed road section.
5. As a general rule of thumb, the length of the road to be
repaired needs to be at least 25 m for deep soil mixing to be
economically viable.
5.8
Performance to date
1230 linear metres of road spread over some 26 slips has
been repaired in 18 months. The average job is
approximately 50m long and typically takes 10 days to
construct the columns. Additional time is required to then
re-construct the road, which is performed by a different
company.
The slip repairs have been performed all year round
providing major advantages over other systems.
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Figure 5: Ground conditions and column layout at
Edwards (Finlan et al., 2004)
6.1.3 Remedial Works
The remedial works installed comprised 3 rows of deep soil
mixing columns over a 50 m road length. The columns
were spaced at 3 m in the longitudinal direction, and the
rows were spaced at 2.5 m centres. The columns were
generally installed to a maximum of 6 m depth although
early refusal was encountered in some places. The
remedial works was designed assuming 1.5 MPa
unconfined compressive strength (UCS) for the columns.
The design factors of safety adopted were 1.5 for normal
groundwater conditions, and 1.1 for the extreme
groundwater conditions. The construction of the remedial
works took 9 working days.
6.1.4 Economics
The deep soil mixing solution provided 12% saving on the
cost of traditional gabion wall solution, which was the
cheapest alternative. It should be noted that the gabion wall
is a higher risk solution that would not have dealt with the
settlement issues.
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6.1.5 QC Testing
Core samples were taken from 2 columns after the columns
had been cured 80 days. UCS testing was carried out on the
core samples. The measured UCS typically ranged from 3
to 9 MPa, which is well above the design strength of 1.5
MPa.
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Remedial Works
The Portland slip was repaired with 4 rows of columns over
a 45 m road length. The columns were spaced at 2.5 m
intervals, and staggered between adjacent rows. The four
rows of columns were constructed at 2.5 m spacings. The
columns were designed to be installed to a maximum depth
of 7 m below ground level. The Portland remedial works
was designed assuming 0.8 MPa UCS design strength. The
design factors of safety adopted were 1.5 and 1.1 for the
normal and extreme groundwater conditions, respectively.
The remedial works were completed in 18 working days. It
proved difficult to drill through the highly plastic clays, and
predrilling was therefore required in some places.

6.2.3

2.5

40

Subsurface Conditions
The slip site comprises a 1.5m deep embankment fill over
4.5m of soft to very soft clay layers. High groundwater
levels occur at the Portland site as the site is in close
proximity to a river subject to tidal actions. The ground
conditions at Portland are shown in Figure 7.

6.2.2

Figure 7: Ground conditions at Portland
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6.1.6 Post Construction Monitoring
Road deformation has been monitored at the Edwards slips
on a regular basis. The ongoing monitoring has shown
some presence of pavement deformation that looks like a
“telegraph wire”, that is, the deformation is characterised
with small continuous undulation with localised
depressions at several places. The maximum vertical
displacement of 40-50 mm has been observed as shown in
Figure 6. The relatively large displacements coincide with
areas where columns were terminated short of the bedrock.
Back analysis by finite element has indicated that the 3m
spacing is too great. Subsequent designs have limited
column and row spacings to no greater than 2.5m.

a result of the cumulative bearing failure induced
displacement.

(m)

Figure 6: Post construction road deformation at
Edwards

Economics
The deep soil mixing remedial option provided 39%
savings over a traditional 15m high, H-Pile wall with tie
backs and 4m deep counterfort drains. These options are
higher risk solution and do not address settlement issues.

6.2.4

6.2

Portland

6.2.1
Failure Mechanism
The site has at least a 50 year history of settlement.
Previous remedial attempts, which include filling and deep
well drainage, did not effectively address the slip
mechanism. While these solutions have slowed the slip
movement, they have never completely stopped the
settlement. The primary mechanism for the observed
settlement is likely to be bearing capacity failure of the soft
clay layer underlying the road embankment. As the
embankment is subjected to cyclic traffic loading, the soft
layer fails instantaneously, resulting in very small
incremental displacement. The observed slip movement is
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Post Construction Monitoring
Nails were installed on the pavement following the
completion of the columns. The movement of the nails was
monitored in three surveys over eight months. Insignificant
vertical and lateral movements were observed in the post
construction surveys, as shown in Figure 8. Small
settlement was observed immediately adjacent to the main
slip area where the slip movement is visible.

6.2.5
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Economics
The deep soil mixing option cost was 2% higher than a
traditional H-pile wall. The option, however, was the
preferred option as the H-pile wall option was a higher risk
option and does not address settlement.
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Figure 8: Post construction road deformation at
Portland
6.3

Post construction monitoring
Figure 10 shows the post construction road deformation
measured at Mountain Road Crawler Lane. The observed
deformation is generally within 10 mm, and could be partly
attributable to survey accuracy.
The uniform nature of the observed deformation
pattern is suggestive of shrink swell movement of the soil.
This type of materials are likely to have undergone
significant strain, and residual shear strength parameters
may be more appropriate for design purposes. The design
should also allow for shrink swell movement.
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Mountain Road Crawler Lane

Failure Mechanism
The Mountain Road Crawler Lane slip is a translational slip
that has affected a 30 m road length. The slip is located on
a very long slope, and creep movement of the residual
material on which the road was built is probably
contributing to the slip.
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Subsurface Conditions
The ground conditions of the Mountain Road Crawler Lane
slip comprise 2.5m embankment fill, 1.5m stiff to very stiff
clayey silt, 2m very soft to soft silty clay, 1.5m stiff silty
clay, overlying mudstone, see Figure 9.
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Figure 10: Post construction road deformation at
Mountain Road Crawler Lane slip
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Figure 9: Ground conditions at Mountain Road
Crawler Lane slip
Remedial Works
4 rows of columns were constructed at 2.0 m intervals over
a 50 m road length. The row spacing was also 2.0 m. The
columns were constructed to a depth of 7 m except where
bedrock was shallower than expected. The columns were
constructed in 7 working days.

Conclusions

7.1
Benefits of Deep Soil Mixing
Using the deep soil mixing solution provides a fast and
economical solution with enhanced road safety during all
phases of repair. In addition, it fixes multiple mechanisms,
and as a consequence of the methodology, ongoing
maintenance is not required. It is a relatively aesthetic
solution in that the more natural landforms are kept, and the
slip scars are able to be rehabilitated.
The economics of the method average 20% cost
savings on comparable solutions across all 26 slips
performed at time of writing, see Figure 11. Even in the
cases where there were no direct cost benefits, the
intangible benefits in terms of construction time and road
safety were considered to be sufficiently advantageous.
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7.2
Limitations of Deep Soil Mixing
The deep soil mixing option involves a relatively high
mobilisation cost, and therefore is often not economically
feasible for small size projects.
The current soil mixing rig is only capable of drilling
down to 8.5 m below ground level. It is unable to
effectively repair deeper seated slips.
7.3
Design of Deep Soil Mixing Columns
Perhaps one of the most critical design issues is the group
behaviour of columns. Remedial works should be designed
so that the treated ground behaves likes a block and
columns do not fail as individual piles. From this
perspective, it is recommended that columns spacings of
greater than 2.5 m be avoided as a general rule of thumb.
Analyses to date demonstrate the importance of
allowing for groundwater flow. Phreatic line approach may
overestimate the factor of safety in some cases.
Remedial works designed via 2D analysis have
generally performed satisfactorily to date. However, 3D
analysis is desirable particularly where column stresses and
3D deformation govern the design.
Whilst the current design approach uses a state-of-theart finite element analysis, further work is required to
establish a more sound theoretical design basis.
7.4
Construction of Deep Soil Mixing
Insitu wet process deep mixing has proven to be successful
im most New Zealand soil types, which are predominantly
of soft, clayey nature. Some drill damage has occurred in
gravels and boulders.
A ‘standard recipe’ binder mix has been used in all
slips repaired to date. Observations indicate that this binder
mix is applicable to New Zealand conditions.
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ABSTRACT: Recently, DMM is expected to adopt for disposal site to assure stability and imperviousness of foundation.
At such an environmental facility, the imperviousness of foundation should be assured to prevent leaching out of contaminant materials. In this study, a series of permeability tests was carried out in a triaxial cell to measure the hydraulic conductivity of cement treated sand and cohesive soils. This study clearly shows that the hydraulic conductivity of cement
treated soil decreases with increasing the amount of binder and high applicability of DMM to environmental facility.

1
INTRODUCTION
The Deep Mixing Method (DMM) using cement slurry as a
binder has been adopted for a long time as a stabilization
method for foundations of port and harbor facilities and
on-land structures. In recent years, it is also expected to
adopt for disposal site to assure stability and imperviousness of foundation. At such an environmental facility, the
imperviousness of foundation should be assured to prevent
leaching out of contaminant materials. In this study, a series
of permeability tests was carried out in a triaxial cell to
measure the hydraulic conductivity of cement treated sand
and cohesive soils. The sand and cohesive soil mixtures are

also prepared for the tests from considering expected DMM
applications to the improved ground by Sand Compaction
Pile Method. The tests were carried out to investigate the
effect of amount of binder and the curing period on the
permeability of the treated soil. The microscopic observations were also conducted on the treated soil to confirm the
test results qualitatively.
This report describes the test procedure and the test results to demonstrate the applicability of the DMM as a barrier of disposal site.

Table.1 Physical properties of soils
Soils
Chiba Sand
Mixture of Sand and
(78.6%)
Cohesive soils
(60.0%)
(percentage of Sand)
(39.3%)
Yokoyama Bay cohesive soil

Density of soil particle (g/cm3)
2.668
2.682
2.674
2.662
2.626

Water content (%)
25.0
32.3
37.8
47.7
74.7

Fine-grain fraction
under 75μ (%)
3.9
16.8
27.0
35.8
88.4

Wet unit weight
(gf/cm3)
2.000
1.906
1.825
1.734
1.562

Percentage finer

100
80
Chiba sand
Yokohama cohesive soil
soil mixture (39.3%)
soil mixture (60.0%)
soil mixture (78.6%)

60
40
20
0
0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

Grain size (mm)
Figure 1. Grain size distribution curves of soils.
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MATERIALS AND TESTING METHOD

2.1 Soil materials
Five kinds of soil materials were used for the permeability
test including sand from Chiba Prefecture, cohesive soil
from Yokohama Bay, and mixtures of the sand and the cohesive soil. The soil mixtures were prepared from considering
expected DMM applications to the improved ground by
Sand Compaction Pile Method with various improvement
area ratios. The physical properties and the grain size distribution of the soils are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1 respectively.
2.2 Testing method
The treated soils were prepared by mixing the soil and
cement slurry, and pored into a mold of 5cm in a diameter
and 10cm in a height, following the standardized testing
method (Japanese Geotechnical Society, 2000). The water
and cement ratio, W/C of the cement slurry was constant of
60% throughout the test series by considering a common
mixing condition at offshore execution (Coastal Development Institute of Technology, 1999). Binder content (the
weight of dry cement introduced per unit volume of soil to
be treated) was changed for the test cases, from 100kg/m3 to
250kg/m3. After removed from the mold, the treated soil was
cured at a constant temperature condition of 20 degrees and
relative humidity of 90% for 28 days or 91 days. After curing for the prescribed period, a series of permeability tests
was carried out on the specimen in a triaxial cell in which an
isotropic cell pressure of 137kN/m2 was applied. This pressure was correspondent with the pressure at 5m depth of an
improved ground laid by a subsoil layer with a thickness of
12m. After saturated as much as possible by percolating
water from the bottom of specimen, the specimen was subjected to a constant seepage pressure of 9.8～117.9 kN/m2 to
measure the permeability.
A series of the tests was carried out by changing the
amount of cement slurry mixed, the curing period and the
level of confined pressure to investigate their effect on the
permeability of the cement treated soil.

1000 times in hydraulic conductivity when the binder content of 200kg/m3 is mixed, but the Yokohama cohesive soil
reduces about 100 times.
In the figure, the measured hydraulic conductivity on
Chiba sand prepared in an unsaturated condition are also
plotted, in which water percolation was performed before
the permeability test. It is found that the measured hydraulic
conductivity also decreases with increasing the binder content as similar to the saturated Chiba sand. It should be paid
attention on the effect of preparation of specimen on the
permeability, where the permeability of the sand specimen
prepared in an unsaturated condition then saturated is lower
than that of specimens prepared in a saturated condition.
Further research efforts should be required to investigate this
phenomenon.

1.E-01

Chiba sand
Chiba sand (unsaturated)
Soil mixture (78.6%)
Soil mixture (60.0%)
Soil mixture (39.3%)
Yokohama cohesive soil

1.E-02
Hydraulic conductivity (㎝/s)

2

1.E-03
1.E-04
1.E-05
1.E-06
1.E-07
1.E-08
1.E-09
0

50

100

150

200

250

3

Binder content (weight of cement per m ) (kg/m3)

Figure2. relationship between the binder content and
hydraulic conductivity of treated soil.
3

TEST RESULTS AND DESCUSSIONS

3.1 Effect of amount of slurry
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the binder content
and the hydraulic conductivity of the treated soil, which
were measured on the specimen after cured 28 days. It is
clearly found that the hydraulic conductivity of the treated
soil is influenced by the soil particle distribution in which
the hydraulic conductivity of the cement treated soil with
more coarse soil particle is higher than that with less coarse
particle: the highest hydraulic conductivity for the treated
sand and the lowest for the treated clay. The figure also
shows that the hydraulic conductivity decreases almost linearly with increasing the binder content irrespective of the
soil type. But the reduction ratio of hydraulic conductivity is
dependent upon the soil type: the Chiba sand reduces about
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3.2 Effect of curing period
In the laboratory tests, the hydraulic conductivity was
measured on the specimen at the curing periods of 28 and
91 days. Figure 3 shows the effect of the curing period on
the hydraulic conductivity. The data plotted in the figure
are not measured on a same specimen but a specimen prepared by the same mixing condition and procedure. It is
found that the effect on the permeability of the treated sand
is dependent upon the soil type and the mixing condition.
For Chiba sand, the hydraulic conductivity is almost constant or slightly increases in the case where the binder content is less than 150kg/m3. But when the binder content
increases more than 200kg/m3, the permeability slightly
decreases with the curing period.
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Chiba sand (saturated, 100kg/m3)
Chiba sand (saturated, 150kg/m3)
Chiba sand (saturated, 200kg/m3)
Chiba sand (saturated, 250kg/m3)
Soil mixture (39.3％, 100kg/m3)
Soil mixture (39.3％, 150kg/m3)
Soil mixture (39.3％, 200kg/m3)

Hydraulic conductivity (cm/s)

1.E-01

Hydraulic conductivity (㎝/s)

1.E-03
1.E-04
1.E-05

Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement

1.E-02
1.E-03

of 100kg/m3
of 150kg/m3
of 200kg/m3
of 250kg/m3

1.E-04
1.E-05
1.E-06
1.E-07
1.E-08
1.E-09
1.E-10

1.E-06

0

1.E-07

20

40

60

80

100

Fine-grained fraction content (%)

1.E-08

Figure 4. Relationship between fine-grain fraction and
hydraulic conductivity of treated soils.

1.E-09
0

20

40

60

80

100

Curing period (days)

3.3 Effect of fine grain fraction and water content
It is well known that the permeability of soil is much influenced by its grain size distribution. A series of permeability
tests was carried out on the mixture of sand and cohesive
soils to investigate the effect of fine-grain fraction content
on the permeability of the treated soil, in which the soils
were prepared by artificially mixing the sand and cohesive
soil at prescribed ratio. The measured hydraulic conductivity
of the soils are plotted in Fig. 4 against the fine-grain fraction content in which the binder content was also changed. It
is found that the permeability of the cement treated soil decreases with increasing the fine-grain fraction content irrespective of the amount of cement slurry. However, the decreasing ratio on hydraulic conductivity is relatively larger
in the low fine-grain fraction content and is relatively
smaller in the high content. This figure indicates that the
fine-grain fraction content of soil influences the permeability of the cement treated soil as similar to the untreated soils.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the initial water
content of soil and the hydraulic conductivity of the cement
treated soil where the sand with various initial water contents was mixed with cement slurry. It is found that the hydraulic conductivity of the treated soil decreases considerably with increasing the initial water content.
These phenomena indicate that the hydraulic conductivity of sand can be decreased to the value ranging from
1×10-4cm/s to 1×10-7cm/s by the DMM improvement with
suitable amount of cement slurry.
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Cement of 100kg/m3
Cement of 150kg/m3
Cement of 200kg/m3
Cement of 250kg/m3

1.E-02
Hydraulic conductivity (cm/s)

Figure 3. Relationship between curing period and hydraulic conductivity of treated soils.

1.E-01
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1.E-05
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Initial water content (%)

Figure 5. Relationship between initial water content
and hydraulic conductivity of treated soils.

3.4 Effect of cement treatment
The relationship between the hydraulic conductivity of the
cement treated soil and that of the untreated (original) is
shown in Fig. 6 for various kinds of soil. In the figure, the
hydraulic conductivity ratio of the treated and the untreated
soil is plotted on the vertical axis, while the hydraulic conductivity of the untreated soil is plotted on the horizontal
axis. It is found that hydraulic conductivity ratio decreases
almost linearly with increasing the hydraulic conductivity
of the original soil. It is of interest that the hydraulic conductivity ratio is much dependent upon the hydraulic conductivity of the untreated soils, in which the untreated soil
having higher permeability decreases very much in permeability by the cement treatment. This phenomenon
means that the cement treatment is more efficient for sandy
soil.
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0.1

0.01

0.001

Cement of 100kg/m3
Cement of 150kg/m3
Cement of 200kg/m3
Cement of 250kg/m3

0.0001
1.E-06
1.E-05
1.E-04
1.E-03
1.E-02
Hydraulic conductivity before treatment (cm/s)

Figure 6. Relationship between hydraulic conductivity
before treatment and the hydraulic conductivity ratio
of the treated and the untreated soil.
3.5 Effect of the confined pressure
When the soil is improved by the Deep Mixing Method
in-situ, the treated soil is cured under an overburden pressure. Here the effect of the confined pressure during the
curing period on the hydraulic conductivity was investigated.
In the laboratory tests, two kinds of specimen were prepared
by the same mixing condition and procedure but were cured
either under unconfined pressure condition or confined
pressure condition. For the specimen cured under the later
case, the treated soil was poured in a mold and cured in a
laboratory (unconfined pressure condition) for 7 days at first
then cured in a triaxial cell (under confined pressure) for
another 21 days. During curing in the triaxial cell, the
specimen was subjected to an isotropic cell pressure of
137kN/m2. The unconfined compressive strength of the
treated soil cured under confined pressure is higher than that
under unconfined pressure.
Figure 7 shows the relationship between the hydraulic
conductivity ratio and the binder content , which was measured on two types of soil: Chiba sand and Yokohama cohesive soil mixture with 39.3% ratio. The hydraulic conductivity ratio on the vertical axis is defined as a ratio of the hydraulic conductivity of treated soil cured under confined
pressure and that cured under unconfined pressure. The figure shows that the hydraulic conductivity ratio is much dependent upon the soil type but increases very rapidly with
increasing the binder content. However, it is also found that
the hydraulic conductivity ratio is less than 1.0 except one
test case. The hydraulic conductivity ratio is quite small for
high fine-grain soil rather than the sand, in which the hydraulic conductivity ratio is ranging from 1/2 to 1/3 for the
treated sand and is higher than 1/10 for the sand/clay mixture and cohesive soil. This phenomenon can be explained
that the confined pressure during curing period functions to
make the specimen dense and to reduce spacing between the
soil particles.
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Hydraulic conductivity ratio

Hydraulic conductivity ratio of the treated
and the untreated soil

2.0

1

Chiba sand (unsaturated)
Chiba sand (saturated)
Soil mixture (39.3 ％)

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
50

100

150

200

250

Binder content (weight of cement per m3 ) (kg/m3)

Figure 7. Relationship between binder content(weight
3
of cement per m of soil)and hydraulic conductivity
ratio of treated soil cured under confined pressure
and that cured under unconfined pressure.

4
MICROSCOPIC OBSERVATION OF TREATED
SOILS
Four of the treated soils were observed by an electronic
scanning microscope photography to investigate qualitatively the structural change by the effect of cement slurry
mixing. The soil used for the observation was Chiba sand
and was prepared and cured according to the Japanese
Standard (Japanese Geotechnical Society, 2000). But the
binder content was changed from 100kg/m3 to 250kg/m3 to
investigate the effect on the structural change of treated soil.
After subjected to the permeability test, the cylindrical
specimen was sliced along its diameter for microscopic
observation.
Figures 8 (a), (b) and (c) show the treated soil prepared
by mixing with binder content of 150kg/m3 and cured for
14 days, which are taken under the microscope at 100,
2,000 and 10,000 power respectively. In the Fig. 8(a), at
100 power's microscope, it can be seen that many cement
hydrates are produced and are a very small size particle
compared to the sand particle. They exist within the sand
particles to reduce the spacing between the sand particles.
As increasing the microscopic power of 2,000 (Fig. 8(b))
and 10,000 (Fig. 8 (c)), it is found that the cement hydrates
are a needle shaped crystals not round shape. These figures
indicate that the cement hydrates produced and filled
within the sand particles reduce the sectional area of water
path and then reduce the permeability of the treated soil.
The amount of cement hydrates and its shape can influence
the permeability of the treated soil. And these observations
are quite important to investigate the mechanism of cement
treatment on permeability. However, as far as literature
review by the authors, these effects are not throughout investigated yet. Further research efforts are required to investigate these effects on the permeability.
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14days

28days

3

(a) at 100 power microscope.

(a) binder content of 100kg/m .

(b) at 2,000 power microscope.

(b) binder content of 150kg/m .

(c) at 10,000 power microscope.

3

3

(c) binder content of 200kg/m .

Figure 8. Microscopic photographs of treated sand
3
With binder content of 150kg/m .

3

(d) binder content of 250kg/m .
Figure 9. Microscopic photographs of treated sand
with various amount of cement mixed.
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In order to investigate the effect of the amount of cement
slurry on the treated soil structure, Figures 9 (a) through (d)
show microscopic photographs of the treated Chiba sand at
100 microscopic power, which were manufactured by mixing with various amount of cement ranging from 100 kg/m3
to 250kg/m3 and were cured for 28 days. It can be seen in
these photographs that as increasing the amount of cement
slurry, more cement hydrates are produced and filled between the sand particle. These clearly indicate that the permeability of the cement treated soil decreases with increasing the amount of cement mixed.
5
CONCLUSIONS
A series of laboratory permeability tests was carried out on
the cement treated soils with various soil, mixing conditions
and the curing conditions. The microscopic observations
were also performed to study the effect of cement hydration
qualitatively. Major conclusions derived in this study are
shown as follows.
(1) The hydraulic conductivity of the cement treated soils
decreases with increasing the amount of cement slurry.
(2) The hydraulic conductivity of the treated sands is almost
constant or more or less decrease with increasing the
curing period. But the hydraulic conductivity of the
treated clay decreases more rapidly with increasing the
curing period.
(3) The hydraulic conductivity of the cement treated soil
decreases almost linearly with increasing the fine- grain
fraction.
(4) The effect of cement hydration on the permeability of
treated soil is confirmed the microscopic observations
qualitatively.
(5) Deep Mixing Method has high applicability to construct
low hydraulic conductivity barrier at disposal site.

6
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ABSTRACT: The New Orleans District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is considering Deep Mixing to improve the
foundation beneath a planned earthen levee. Dry mix soil cement columns were selected as the ground improvement
technology best suited to the site conditions. Experimental full-scale columns were installed in Phase I of the test section
using data obtained from a bench-scale design mix study. Variables tested included lime and cement delivery rate, mixing
energy, column installation methods, and in-situ shear strength test methods. Data and conclusions from the bench scale
test, Phase I design mix evaluation, and design and construction of the Phase II test sections are presented in this paper.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The city of New Orleans, Louisiana is located along the
Mississippi River, approximately 100 miles from its mouth.
The city is surrounded on all sides by flood protection
levees and walls. To the south of the city’s downtown
business district is the Mississippi River, and to the north is
Lake Pontchartrain, which is open to the Gulf of Mexico
and to hurricane storm surge. To the west is the Bonnet
Carre Spillway, a flood control feature that discharges
Mississippi River floodwater into Lake Pontchartrain, and
to the east is the Inner Harbor Navigation Channel (IHNC),
which locks shipping from the Mississippi River to the
Mississippi River Gulf Outlet, a shortcut to the Gulf of
Mexico (Figure 1).
The IHNC is important to the economic vitality of the
Port of New Orleans, but the lock is nearly 100 years old
and is obsolete. Replacement of the IHNC Lock would
require that the tie-in flood protection be relocated and
raised 2.6 m from hurricane protection grade to the higher
mainline Mississippi River flood control grade.

Figure 1 Project Location
Navigation Channel Lock
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A replacement ship lock was authorized in 1956 and
has been in the planning stages for many years. Two
significant obstacles to its construction have been
inadequate funding and neighborhood opposition to the
project. Funding is becoming available and neighborhood
opposition could be partially overcome by raising the
replacement lock forebay flood protection, (Figure 2),
within the existing right-of-way using a more aesthetically
pleasing earthen levee rather than a concrete floodwall.
Because of low slope stability factors of safety and
tight right-of-way constraints, the tie-in protection would
ordinarily have to be constructed using a pile-supported
concrete wall. Alternatively, the factors of safety for the
earthen levee could be upgraded by improving the overall
foundation competency through deep mixing. All-earth
levees are preferred over structural options for flood control
levees that are susceptible to vessel allision. For the IHNC
Lock forebay levees, the risk of direct ship impact is slight,
but nonetheless requires design consideration. However, at
the IHNC site, slope stability concerns do not permit the

Harbor
Figure 2 New IHNC Lock Site
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construction of a conventional full earthen levee section
within the existing right of way. A solution to this problem
is to strengthen the foundation soil to yield the required
1.30 slope stability factor of safety for Mississippi River
levees.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN
To provide a factor of safety of 1.30 for the design levee,
the shear strength of the upper 26 feet* (8m) of the
foundation soil must be improved from an average value of
350 psf (17kPa) to 2,000 psf. This could be achieved by
replacement of 30% of the soil beneath the levee footprint
with columns having an average shear strength of 6,060 psf,
or 42.1 psi, as indicated in equation 1 (Broms, 1999).
csv = cns ( 1 – Ac ) + clc Ac

(1)

where csv is the shear strength of the total soil volume,
cns is the shear strength of the natural soil,
Ac is the part of the total shear surface covered by the
columns, and
clc is the shear strength of the columns
For a 30% replacement ratio,
2,000 psf = 260 psf (1 – 0.30) + clc (0.30)
clc = 6,060 psf = 42 psi = 290 kPa
As a next step toward evaluation of deep mixing as a
possible construction method for the project an objective
assessment of the applicability of deep mixing technologies
to the IHNC levee site was made. The provisional viability
was driven by the strength required and the elimination of
possibly contaminated spoil disposal. In reconnaissance
scope, it was recommended to install approximately 10,000
columns each 10 m deep beneath the 610 m long reach of
levee. The cost was estimated to be $3.2 million, including
mobilization and demobilization, installation of the
columns, and construction of the earthen levee, compared
to $6.2 million for a structural alternative. Ground
improvement would therefore be economically competitive
if design and QA/QC concerns could be satisfactorily
addressed.
A test section was a prerequisite for this type of
construction since the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has
never used deep mixing for such an application. The test
section was necessary to optimize the design (and cost)
based on the site-specific conditions, to demonstrate that
columns of the target design strength can be routinely
formed in these site conditions, to gain a better
understanding of the complex column-soil interaction for a
slope stability application, and to establish QA/QC
procedures for the construction contract. The site selected
was adjacent to the existing lock on U.S. Government
property.
*(Conversions: 1m=3.28 feet; 1 in = 2.54 cm; 1 psi = 6.9
kPa; 1 ton/sq. ft = 95.76 kPa, and 1pound/ cubic foot =
16.02 kg/cubic meter)
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SITE CHARACTERIZATION
The area consists mainly of fill and recent Holocene Age
soils consisting of swamp/marsh deposits, deltaic plain
deposits, beach ridge sand deposits, and near shore Gulf
deposits, to approximate El. –65 ft (-19.8m). The swamp
and organic deposits consist of interbedded very soft to
stiff, organic fat clay with occasional layers and lenses of
peat and silt and lenses of soft to medium lean clay. They
average 14 ft. (4.3m) thick and range from approximate El.
–5 (-1.5m) to approximate El. –18 (-5.5m). Intermediate
(Silt) and Interdistributary deposits underlie the swamp
deposits and consist of interbedded very soft to medium fat
clays with occasional layers and lenses of silt and soft lean
clays and lenses of silty sand. They average 34 ft. (10.4m)
thick and range from approximate El. –18 to approximate
El. –52 (-15.9m). Beach, nearshore gulf, and prodelta
deposits underlie the interdistributary deposits. Beach
deposits consist predominantly of interbedded sand and
silty sand with shell fragments and occasional layers and
lenses of stiff to medium fat clay and soft to medium lean
clay. Nearshore gulf deposits consist of interbedded sand,
silty sand, silt, with some shell fragments and occasional
lenses of very soft and soft, fat and lean clays. The prodelta
deposits consist of homogeneous soft to medium fat clay
with occasional lenses of soft lean clay. These types of
soils range from approximate El. –44 (-13.4m) to
approximate El. –65 (-19.8m). Pleistocene Age soils are
present from approximate El. –65 to the deepest boring
termination depth at approximate El. –140 (-42.7m).
Pleistocene deposits consist of stiff to very stiff oxidized
clays interbedded with layers and lenses of silts and sands
Boring TS-1U, a 5-inch diameter, 100 foot deep
undisturbed boring, was made at the test section site. The
plotted boring log is presented as Figure 3. A generalized
view of the stratification is presented in Figure 4

Figure 3 TS-1U Boring
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Figure 4 Generalized Site Statigraphy and Soil
Properties

TEST PROGRAM GOALS
The test program was planned for three phases: a bench
scale test and a full-scale test section in two phases, the
specific objectives of which were:
1) Bench Scale Test and Phase I Test - To obtain
comparative data regarding the in-situ relationship
between column shear strength and column design
parameters, such as design mix, loading rate, and
mixing energy.
2) Bench Scale Test and Phase I Test – From fullscale column data, adjust the initial design for the
Phase II test section so that loading to failure could
be achieved.
3) Phase II Load Test - To verify column/soil
interaction assumptions made for infinite levee
slope stability analyses upon which the actual
flood protection levee design would be based.
4) Phases I and II Test - To study the construction
methods, quality test methods, and intangible
aspects of construction using lime cement
columns.
To accomplish the stated goals, a full-scale test section was
to be loaded to failure in Phase II.

BENCH SCALE TEST
A bench scale test was conducted to evaluate the effect of
binder component proportion and loading rate on shear
strength for each distinct soil type for the study depth.
Bench scale test data are not to be relied on for design, but
are reliable indicators of strength trends and good
predictors of full-scale test data. The procedure used
reflects the European and Swedish standards and in
particular are consistent with the provisions of
“EuroSoilStab – Laboratory Procedure for Preparation and
Storing of Test Samples of Soil Stabilized by Lime and
Cement-Type Materials, for Deep Mixing Applications.”
Samples from the four different types of soil from the
undisturbed boring were mixed in the laboratory with five
different mixtures and dosages of binder. They were then
pressed and compacted into plastic molds to form samples
50mm in diameter and 100 mm high. Two chemical
additives were added as binder: Portland Type II cement
and high calcium quicklime. Four specimens of each
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combination were made so that unconfined compressive
strength tests could be performed after 7-day, 14-day, 28
day, and 56-day curing periods. Unconfined compression
test were run on all eighty specimens. The specimens were
tested in an electronically controlled loading frame and
loaded to failure by deformation control at a strain rate of
1.5% per minute. After compressive strength testing, water
content and density were measured for the test specimens.
The design mixtures and unconfined shear strength results
are reported in Figure 5. Ten data points were considered
“suspicious” by the authors, these points are underlined and
in italics.
In general, all four-soil types confirmed that the shear
strength was dependent on binder content and age. Also
(with the exception of the Intermediate Deposit), samples
mixed with 100% cement binder yielded higher strengths
than those mixed with lime and cement. A continuing
strength increase beyond 28 days for all soil types was
observed, except for the Organic Deposit.
Swamp Deposit. As shown in Figure 5, only the 100%
Cement, 200-kg/m3 mix exceeded the 28-day criterion of
290 kPa shear strength, although the 100% Cement mix
exceeded the criterion in the interval 28 to 56 days.
Organic Deposit. It was expected that the organic deposit
would require greater cement loading rate for strength
improvement.
Figure 5 indicates that no specimen
exceeded 211 kPA even at 56 days curing time. A
substantially higher strength was observed for the 100%
Cement, 200-kg/m3 mix over the 100% Cement, 150-kg/m3
mix (i.e., about 60 % increase at 28 to 56 days). A binder
dosage of at least 200-kg/m3 and a binder content of 100 %
Cement would be required to meet the load test design
requirement.
Figure 5. Bench Scale Test Data
Deposit

Swamp

Organic

Intermediate

Interdistributary

Mix

Dosage

Shear Strength

(kPa)

Cement/Lime

kg/m3

Days
7
14

28

56

50/50
50/50
100/0

100
150
100

97

144

297

86

160
89

161

103

159

229

116

189

100/0
100/0
50/50
50/50
100/0

150
200
100
150
100

233

221

273

306

293

438

376

435

85

84

103

95

104

114

115

99

94

105

116

103

100/0
100/0

150
200

124

118

131

125

129

192

211

199

50/50
50/50

100
150

110

165

296

552

229

329

582

1134

100/0
100/0

100
150

162

198

304

313

257

296

277

581

100/0
50/50
50/50
100/0
100/0
100/0

200
100
150
100
150
200

393

506

669

982

159

204

334

399

198
274
340
251

283
307
480
540

369
382
520
676

686
392
655
919
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Intermediate and Interdistributary Deposits All design
combinations exceeded the 28-day compressive strength
criterion, as shown in Figure 5.
It was concluded from this bench test that the only way
to achieve the design strength in the organic deposit was to
use 100% cement. However lime application adds greater
column ductility. So, lime cement columns were also
included in Phase I of the test section.

PHASE I TEST
One objective of Phase I was to obtain comparative data
regarding the in-situ relationship between column shear and
column design parameters (design mix, loading rate, and
mixing energy). Triplicate sets of the eight combinations of
design parameters shown in the matrix in Figure 6 were
installed outside of the footprint of Phase II load test cells.
All columns were 10-m deep and 800 mm in diameter.
An important objective of Phase I was to gain
confidence in a QA/QC test method that would be
immediate enough to evaluate column quality during a
construction contract without delaying the installation. This
would be a requirement for acceptance of deep mixing
technology as a means of improving slope stability for
flood protection projects. For the triplicate columns, the
specifications called for pressuremeter and Reverse Column
Penetration (RCPT) testing to be performed for each type of
column. Of the eight remaining columns, the four 100 %
cement columns were to be exposed for coring and
laboratory testing while the four remaining 3:1 cement/lime
columns were to have field axial compression tests
performed. However as discussed below and presented in
Figure 7, the testing program was modified during
construction in response to actual circumstances.
Actual strength was to be measured by pulling a
probe, installed with the column, through the column at
prescribed column ages. These data would then be
correlated to their equivalent bench scale test results,
providing a valuable link for establishing the design
mixture for the project. This would also provide the basis
for QA/QC testing for the production columns. However,
for the first three attempts at probe testing after five days
curing time, the probe could not be pulled through the
columns.

Figure 7 As-Built Phase I Columns and Testing

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

MIX
COMPOSITION

CEMENT
FACTOR

MIX
METHOD

100% C
100% C
100% C
100% C
25%L/75%C
100% C
100% C
100% C
100% C
100% C
25%L/75%C
100% C
100% C
100% C
100% C
100% C
25%L/75%C
100% C
100% C
100% C
100% C
100% C
25%L/75%C
100% C

150 kg/m3
150 kg/m3
150 kg/m3
150 kg/m3
150 kg/m3
134 kg/m3
200 kg/m3
130 kg/m3
200 kg/m3
139 kg/m3
200 kg/m3
136 kg/m3
200 kg/m3
130 kg/m3
150 kg/m3
144 kg/m3
150 kg/m3
153 kg/m3
200 kg/m3
200 kg/m3
200 kg/m3
154 kg/m3
200 kg/m3
150 kg/m3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1

TESTING
TYPE
RCPT
PM
EXP
RCPT
PM
RCPT
RCPT
PM
EXP
PM
PM
RCPT
RCPT
PM
EXP
PM
PM
RCPT
RCPT
PM
EXP
PM
PM
CPT

RCPT=Reverse Column Penetration Test
PM=Pressuremeter
EXP=Exposed for 6’ Coring and UU testing
Columns 2,5,8,11,14,17,20 and 23 were also bored using 3inch
sampler and UU testing
Mix Method 1 – Injection of binder during both penetration and
withdrawal
Mix Method 2 – Same as Mix Method 1 with a remix in Organic
layer

Figure 6. Phase I Column Design
Mix
Composition

Binder factor

Mixing Method

100%
Cement

150 kg/m3

Uniform for all soils

3

25%
50 % increase in
200 kg/m
Lime/75%
Organic Layer
Cement/
Penetration rate varied between 9 and 16 mm/rev
Penetration was limited to 10-mm/min by specifications
Withdrawal rate varied between 3 and 26 mm/rev
Mixing Tool shown in Figure 8
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Figure 8 Mixing Tool
Problems were encountered when attempting to
conduct each of the three RCPT. In the first instance, the
probe cable may have become kinked during the double
mixing process the contractor elected to perform; for the
other two attempts, the probe could not be mobilized
beyond a few inches under the applied maximum tensile
capacity of the 0.5-inch diameter steel cable. Because of
this unanticipated development, pressuremeter testing was
conducted on the next eight columns installed. The eight
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Figure 10 Full Scale Compression Test
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columns subjected to pressuremeter testing were cored
using a variety of different samplers to include a triple tube
core barrel, Shelby tubes, and a Pitcher sampler.
The upper 5.2m of four columns were excavated
(Figure 9), sealed in plastic wrap, and transported to the
New Orleans District reservation for visual inspection.
Additional testing was performed using an instrumented
and calibrated hydraulic press capable of applying 900 KN
of axial load, or approximately 1725 kPa applied
compressive stress to the column, see Figure 10.
Additionally, the column sections were cored axially and
150 mm diameter specimens were tested at the Waterways
Experiment Station in Vicksburg, MS. There, controlled
unconsolidated-undrained triaxial compression tests were
conducted to measure the shear strength of the columns.
Test results from the pressuremeter tests, the 6-inch
UU tests, the 3-inch UU test and the full-scale compression
test on the 100% Cement columns are presented in Figure
11.
As shown in Figure 12, pressuremeter tests conducted
on 23-day old columns constructed using a the 150 kg/m3
and 200 kg/m3, with 3:1 ratio of cement to lime, recorded
strength values below the target of 290 kPa shear strength
in the organic deposit, while tests exceeded the target for
the silt and interdistributary deposits. In the 100% cement
columns, Figure 10, the strength values in the silt and
interdistributary deposits were even greater and tests for the
organic layer averaged 290 kPa. It was at this point that the
decision was made to use only cement for the test section
columns.
Field pressuremeter test results and laboratory bench
scale data for binder dosages of 150 kg/m3 and 200-kg/m3
cement are presented in Figures 13 and 14. Except for the
obvious strength gain with time, no direct correlation
between the bench scale and in-situ pressuremeter tests was
evident.
The remaining eight columns installed in Phase I were
installed using a design mix of 100% cement, single-mixed,
and applying a binder dosage of 100 kg/m3 for all of the
columns except for the organic layer, where the dosage was
increased to 175 kg/m3 by slowing down penetration rate
and speed of withdrawal. These columns were tested as
follows: one column by using a conventional CPT for

4

ORGANICS

INTERMEDIATE

6

8

INTERDISTRIBUTARY

10
Pressuremeter, 130 Kg/m3, 27 days
Pressuremeter,130 Kg/m3, D.M. 13' - 21', 26 days
Pressuremeter, 150 Kg/m3,26 days
Pressuremeter, 200 Kg/m3, D.M. 13' - 21, 27 days'
UU on 3 inch samples @ 79 Days, 130Kg/m3
UU on 3 inch samples @ 90 Days, 200Kg/m3
UU on 6 inch samles5-150 Kg/m3 (165 Days)
UU on 6 inch samples-200 Kg/m3 (165 Days)
UU on 6 inch samples-150 Kg/m3 (165 Days)
UU on 6 inch samples-200 Kg/m3 (165 Days)
UCT on 32 inch sample, 277 days

Figure 11 Test Results on 100% Cement Columns

Figure 9 Column Extraction
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the initial seven hours of curing with CPTs performed at t =
0.5 hr, t = 3 hr, and t = 6 hr after installation; three columns
by using the RCPT at t = 24 hr, t = 48 hr, and t = 72 hr; two
columns by using a pressuremeter at t = 5 days; and two
using the RCPT at t = 5 days. Normalized CPT results from
the first 6 hours after column installation are presented in
Figure 15, showing the net column strengths, (column
strength – in-situ soil strength) are shown. It can be seen
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Col. 17, 150 Kg/m3, 75% Cement - 25% Lime,
D.M. 13' - 21'
Col. 5, 150 Kg/m3, 75% Cement - 25% Lime
Col. 23, 200 Kg/m3, 75% Cement - 25% Lime,
D.M. 13' - 21'
Col. 11, 200 Kg/m3, 75% Cement - 25% Lime

Figure 14 Bench Scale vs. In-situ Pressuremeter Test,
3
200 kg/m cement

Figure 12 Pressuremeter Test Results on 75%
Cement / 25% Lime Columns
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Figure 13 Bench Scale vs. In-situ Pressuremeter Test,
3
150 kg/m cement
that there is a strength increase from t= 30 min to t=6hrs,
but it is important to note that column installation initially
decreases original in-situ strength. It is not until the binder
hydrates and sets up over time that strength increase above
original in-situ strength occurs. This is important for
immediate construction or loading over freshly installed
columns. CPTs were also conducted at 70 days at distances
of 686mm and 1372 mm from center of the columns to
investigate the possibility of any strength gain outside of
the column. These CPT results shown in Figure 16 indicate
that there was no increase in shear strength outside of
columns.
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9
10
11
12
13
t = 30 min. minus Insitu
t = 3 hr. minus Insitu
t = 6 hrs. minus Insitu

Figure 15 Normalized CPT Data
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8
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14
CPT taken 686mm from center of column 2
CPT taken half-way b/w four columns, 1372mm
from any one column
CPT taken half-way b/w four columns, 1372mm
from any one column
CPT taken near Boring TS-1U away from columns

Figure 16 CPT Data
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Field axial compression tests were planned for selected
columns to estimate the elastic modulus for the in-situ
columns. This idea was abandoned as impractical as no
provisions could be made for measuring strain with depth
for the column. Also, considering that the considerable side
friction forces along the column would gradually counteract
the applied compressive force, the compressive stress felt
by the column would not be constant and measurable, but
would decrease with depth until fully dissipated, and at
some depth, no compressive load would be felt.
High shear strength would be desirable for production
columns, but for the Phase II columns, the average strength
had to be predictable, but weak enough to permit failure.
To achieve a more uniform strength throughout, the
contractor recommended injecting 60% of the binder (150
kg/m3) at ½-inch penetration per revolution through the
organic layer, followed by an increase in penetration rate to
5/8-inch per revolution below the organic layer. On the
way back up, the binder flow was turned off until the
organic layer was reached, when the remaining 40% of the
binder was injected. The tool was then reintroduced into
the column to remix the upper couple of meters. The
contractor installed the trench support columns, which were
not to be tested, using a binder loading of 150 kg/m3
injecting 60% on the way down and 40% on the way up for
the entire length of the column. Higher strengths are easily
obtainable by increasing the binder-loading rate. However,
to insure failure of the test section maximum shear strength
of 40 psi was targeted.
The phase II columns to be loaded were arranged in
panels with an overlap of 6 inches to inhibit a progressive
failure of individual columns. (Broms, 1999) After Phase
II columns were installed the area to be loaded was
excavated down to the tops of the columns. The loading
platform was not installed directly on top of the columns;
rather alternating layers of soil and geotextile were used to
create a load transfer pad. It was decided to load the
columns with steel plates for a more uniform loading
regime and therefore an easier back analysis of
performance. Also the height of the load would have been
at least three times as high using soil or concrete, creating
an unsafe condition.

OBSERVATIONS
During Phase I of the test program, the Corps of Engineers
staff was able to observe column installation, and so the
pitfalls and unforeseen challenges associated with
administering an actual construction contract to install dry
mix columns. Observations included:
1. Columns of uniform strength were not practical to
construct in the stratified foundations.
2. The centers of the columns were not well mixed,
resulting in weak centers.
3. Subsurface roots presented no problem for the
column installation.
4. The pitcher sampler produced better samples for
laboratory testing than the triple tube sampler or
the Shelby tube.
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7.

8.

9.

LI= (w-PL)/PI

Regardless of the water content, when the LI is
less that 0.5, the available moisture is insufficient
for hydration. It was suggested that although the
water content of the soil was 40%, much of the
pore water is not available to hydrate the binder
when the liquidity index is below 0.5. (Esrig,
1999) Moisture content or piezometric level alone
is not per se a guarantee that dry mixing can be
conducted. A graphical representation of the
Liquidity index vs. Depth for Boring TS-1U is
presented in Figure 17. To create effective dry mix
columns in soils with LI less than 0.5, some prewetting of the soil may be necessary to ensure that
enough water is available for cement hydration. In
Figures 18 and 19, the graphical representation of
the Liquidity index from Figure 17 has been
superimposed over Figures 13 and 14. This would
indicate that shear strength increase from
additional of binder is directly related to value of
the Liquidity index.
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0
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6
8
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14

Figure 17 Liquidity Index vs. Depth
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(2)

Where LI= Liquidity Index; w = water content
PL= Plastic Limit; PI= Plasticity Index
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Liquidity Index
0

Depth (m)

6.

Of the QA measures taken, the pressuremeter gave
the best results, although scatter of the data is
significant. With all the QA methods, except
RCPT and CPT, immediacy of test results is a
problem since columns requires at least three days
to cure before testing.
No increase in soil shear strength was observed 27
inches from the center of columns.
During penetration, binder flow was not turned on
until the binder port was a meter below the ground
surface; during withdrawal binder flow was shut
off a meter below ground. This was in order to
limit release of binder into the atmosphere.
However, even with limiting binder flow to a
meter below the ground surface, plumes of binder
would exit the ground surface on completion of the
column, creating a dust concern. During
production this concern can be alleviated by
placing three feet of levee embankment prior to
installation of deep mixed columns.
There was no apparent correlation between the
bench scale test results and the in-situ
pressuremeter tests on the columns. Prediction of
actual column strength could not be based on the
bench scale data.
During excavation of Phase I columns it was
noticed that the upper portion of column was of
not fully formed. Faint outlines of the columns
were observed, however the columns were no
stronger than the original in-situ soil. It appears
that the upper 4.5 to 6 feet of soil is too dry to
provide enough moisture for cement hydration.
The Liquidity Index of the in-situ soil as a measure
of the available moisture was suggested. (Esrig,
1999) Liquidity Index is defined as:

Depth (m)
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Figure 18 Liquidity Index superimposed over Figure
13
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Figure 19 Liquidity Index superimposed over Figure
14
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Levee Stability Application for Deep Mixing (2) – Conclusions from Test
Section Using Dry Mixed Soil Cement Columns
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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, P.O. Box 60267, New Orleans, Louisiana 70160
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ABSTRACT: The New Orleans District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is considering Deep Mixing to improve the
foundation beneath a planned earthen levee. To evaluate the performance of panels of soil cement columns in slope stability
improvement, a full-scale test section using dry mix columns was instrumented and loaded to failure. Test data, results, and
observations are presented. Conclusions and recommendations are offered by the authors in this companion paper.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Before deep mixing technology could be applied to flood
protection slope stability, the New Orleans District of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers invested in a full-scale test
section to study design and construction processes, column
performance, and quality assurance methods for dry mix
columns. The test site was adjacent to the site of a planned
replacement ship lock along the Inner Harbor Navigation
Canal, located in urban New Orleans. A full description of
the site, including relevant geologic and geotechnical data
is provided in the companion to this paper (Cali et al.,
2005). The test section was constructed in three phases. A
bench scale study was conducted to optimize the lime and
cement ratio and binder application rate for the four soil
types within the foundation. In Phase I of the test section,
ten-meter long, 800-mm diameter dry mix columns were
constructed and tested using coring and either
pressuremeter or laboratory testing of the cores. Also,
Reverse Cone Penetrometer Tests (RCPT) were conducted
on some columns. Design mix, mixing energy, shear
strength testing methods, and construction processes were
studied.
To obtain data verifying column/soil interaction
assumptions made for infinite levee slope stability analyses
upon which the actual flood protection levee design would
be based, two test cells were constructed in Phase II of the
project. Three column array replacement ratios were
originally planned: 20%, 30%, and 40%, (Figure 1*).
However, unexpected funding shortages delayed delivery of
the dead load, which would then be insufficient to fail the
column array at their predicted 90-day strength. This
necessitated a reduction of scope of the test to two cells
with replacement ratios of 12% and 20% of the loaded
footprint, as shown in Figure 2. Columns were arranged in
panels as recommended by Broms (Broms, 1999), or shear
walls, oriented parallel to the axis of failure. All Phase II
test columns were constructed using Type II Portland
cement as the sole binder. The typical penetration rate was
as stated in the companion paper (Cali et al., 2005).
Each cell was to be loaded separately and was to be
isolated from side forces by means of side trenches parallel
to the direction of failure. This became a practical
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impossibility due to probability of side slope failure into the
trenches. A trench was excavated in front of the cells and
provided the initial load on the test section. Columns were
installed on the unloaded sides of the trenches to prevent
trench collapse toward the loaded section. Dead load was
applied until failure. Based on the Method of Planes slope
stability analysis, the theoretical ultimate applied load
capacity of the soil column matrix for failure at 30-ft depth
would be 604,405 kilograms (128 kN/m2) for the 12% cell
and 972,500 kilograms (178 kN/m2) for the 20% cell,
compared to 105 kN/m2 that would be exerted by the levee.
To ensure failure of the test section, 1,134,000 kilograms of
steel was stockpiled for use. Each cell was instrumented to
measure load distribution between the soil and columns,
pore pressure increase in the soil, and depth and inclination
of the failure surface, in real time.
An untreated reference cell was also loaded to failure
to assist in a clear and direct evaluation of the effects of the
reinforcing columns. By extrapolating the data from the
12% and 20% replacement ratios, along with high quality
untreated soil test data, an actual failure load for the
untreated cell was estimated.
From earlier levee slope stability analyses, it was
calculated that the shear strength of the soil mass in the
failure prism would have to be improved from the in-situ
average shear strength of 12 kN/m2 to 96 kN/m2 to yield the
approved levee design safety factor of 1.30 with respect to
failure into the new channel, (Figure 3).
A 30% replacement ratio of columns having an
average shear strength of 290 kN/m2 would yield a
composite average of 96 kN/m2. In laboratory bench scale
tests, it was evident that this was easily achievable for all
foundation deposits except the organic clay layer present
from approx. el. –3.6 m to –5.5m. The test section ultimate
applied load was then calculated using the Method of
Planes slope stability analysis, assuming 290-kN/m2
uniform shear strength for the entire column length.
*(Conversions: 1 meter = 3.28 feet; 1 inch = 2.54 cm; 1 psi =
6.895 kN/m2.)
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Figure 1. Foreseen Cell Layout with 20%, 30%, and
40% Replacement Ratios (1m = 3.28 feet)

12%

20%

Plan
View
33 ’’

Side
View

33
33 ’’

Figure 2. As Built Cell Configuration with 12% and
20% Replacement Ratios (1m = 3.28 feet)

LOAD TEST SETUP
Before subjected to dead load, the test cells were
instrumented and reinforced in the weak direction using
geotextile strips to resist possible failure perpendicular to
the intended direction. 0.9m of soil was removed from the
natural ground surface to the tops of the columns over the
7.6 m by 23 m test section footprint so that instrumentation
could be installed. The upper meter was not treated since
binder flow was turned off near the ground surface to
prevent pressurized binder flow from entering atmosphere.
After instrumentation was installed, the 7.6 m by 23 m area
was backfilled in 15 cm lifts with four layers of 46 cm wide
high strength geotextile strips to resist bearing failure in the
weak direction of column reinforcement, (Figure 4).
Four In-Place (IP) inclinometers were installed at 2 m
and 4.3 m from the front face of the columns in each cell to
a depth of 20 meters. The automatic inclinometers had 15
sensors each, ten of which were placed at one meter
intervals along the 10-m columns, with the remaining five
sensors at 2 meter intervals below the column bottoms. Ten
inclinometer casings were installed to a depth of 20 meters.
Two of these could be manually read during installation,
the rest were under the footprint of the excavation. Four
piezometer tranducers were installed in the organic clay
layer, one between the test columns, and one adjacent to the
columns in each cell. Twelve earth pressure cells were
installed. In each cell, four cells were placed directly on top
of columns and two were place on untreated soil. With the
exception of the ten-inclinometer casings, all the
instrumentation was wired and connected to a data logger
housed within an onsite trailer. The data logger was
attached to two computers: one housing the database and
one to serve as a web server so data could be viewed in real
time as loading was taking place.
Columns fitted with inclinometer casings were cored
with a 76 mm diameter Pitcher sampler. Column samples
underwent unconfined compression tests, and three
columns were subjected to pressuremeter testing, the results
of which are presented in Figure 5.
Pressuremeter readings were interpreted using a model
based on the assumption that the columns behaved as
elastic cohesive materials. The data were also interpreted
using the limit pressure model recommended in ASTM
D4719. The cohesive model was used in test section data
analysis since it gave more conservative values that better
correlated to the laboratory test data.

Figure 3. Slope Stability of Earthen Levee
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138, 139,140, and B18 a similar series of events occurred.
The trench was then excavated to a depth of only 5.2m in
front of Cell A.

Figure 4. Placement of Geotextile Reinforcement
Strips
Column I-3, 76 mm UU

0

Column I-4, 76 mm UU

Depth (m)

Column I-7, 76 mm UU

2

Column I-8, 76 mm UU

4

Column 1,
Pressuremeter
Column 2,
Pressuremeter
Column 4,

6

8

DEAD WEIGHT – SECOND STAGE OF LOADING
Wooden mats were placed in alternating directions to create
a 61cm thick pad over the 73 square meter loading area.
The dead load applied was a stack of 15cm x 23cm by 7.6m
long steel billets. Ultimately, a total of 133.6 kN/m2 was
placed on Cell B. The face of the dead load adjacent to the
trench moved downward 113.7cm during loading while the
rear moved down 27cm. The entire load translated 51cm
towards the trench in combined subsurface movement and
surface sliding. After loading of Cell B was complete, the
trench in front of Cell B was backfilled. Cracks were
observed emanating from either side of the loaded footprint
of Cell B during loading, some of which translated into Cell
A.
Prior to loading Cell A, the trench north of the cell was
loosely backfilled to prevent collapse of the facing columns
as was experienced in Cell B. A total of 183.5 kN/m2 was
loaded onto Cell A, (Figure 6). By end of loading, Cell A
had moved downward an average of 41.4cm; two hours
later it had moved down an average of 46.1cm; and two
days later (after half of the load had been removed from
Cell A), the average downward movement of Cell A was
measured as 47.5cm.
An unreinforced cell, Cell C, was loaded similarly to
Cells A and B. A trench was cut in front of Cell C to a
depth of 4.3m, then loosely backfilled. Timber mats and six
layers of billets were placed for a total load of 63.6 kN/m2.
After 5 layers were placed the rear of the load had moved
down 3.6cm while the front (adjacent to the backfilled
trench) had moved down 14.2cm. Inclinometer readings
were recorded after each load stage and four days after
loading was completed.
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Figure 5. Column Shear Strength Testing Data
TRENCH CUTTING – FIRST STAGE OF LOADING
Trenches were cut across the faces of the test cells to
minimize the steel required for the dead load and to insure
failure in the planned direction. The trench excavation
served as the initial load on the test section, with support
columns guaranteeing no failure of the unloaded trench
faces. Cell B (12% replacement ratio) was loaded first,
followed by Cell A (20%).
When the trench was
excavated to a depth of 10 meters in front of Cell B,
columns along the trench face 145, 146, 147, and B36
collapsed into the trench. Columns 145, 146, and 147 were
4.6m deep and slid into the trench in their entirety; B36 was
10m deep and broke off at a depth of 4.6m. When the
trench was excavated to a depth of 10m in front of Columns
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Figure 6. Cell A Fully Loaded with 1 million kilograms
2
of Steel (183.5 kN/m )
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DATA ANALYSIS
Cell B (12% Replacement Ratio). Piezometers were
installed in the organic layer between columns as shown in
Figure 7. The data logger continuously recorded the pore
water pressure increase corresponding to stage loading,
Figure 8. Piezometric data along with load cell data
provided the basis for conclusions reached regarding the
soil/column load distribution. Figure 8 shows a drop in
pore pressure immediately after the trench was cut,
probably resulting from lateral expansion of the foundation
beneath the cell footprint. As groundwater began to fill the
lower portion of the trench, pore pressure rebounded
slightly, and then responded predictably to placement of the
mats. A similar (but lesser) drop in pore pressure was
measured when a shallower trench was excavated for Cell
A. As the geotextile strips were installed and the Cell B was
backfilled (12 and 13 May), there was predictable response
from the piezometers.

As steel was placed on the cell, the piezometric level
rose correspondingly. The pore pressure rose slightly over
the weekend after 94,545 kg had been placed on the cell.
With every subsequent loading event (average of 109,000
kg per day), except after the 20 May 2003 loading event,
the piezometric level was observed to dissipate overnight
until loading started again the next morning. Pore pressures
during unloading reflected the reduction in load, and the
residual piezometric level was recorded as 0.6m higher than
the initial reading.
The average responses from the load cells beneath Cell
B are shown in Figure 9. Noticeable responses were
recorded when the Cell was backfilled on 13 May and when
the trench was cut on 14 May. Load cell responses are
more clearly shown in Figure 10, showing the response of
the six load cells under Cell B in the time frame of the
trench cutting.
Figure 10 shows that the two load cells over columns
next to the trench (LC B2 01 and LC B2 03, the two upper
lines, up triangle and down triangle) indicate a marked
increase in load transfer when the trench was cut to a depth
of 5.2m between 1300 and 1340 hours and again when the
trench was cut to a depth of 10m between 1540 and 1630.
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Figure 7. Cell B Instrumentation
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Figure 8 Cell B Piezometer readings
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Figure 9 Load response for Cell B
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Figure 10 Cell B, Load Cell Data, 14 May 2003
(Trench cutting)
The column load cells to the rear of the cell
(LC B1 01and LC B1 03, central lines, X and square) show
less of an increase in load during trench cutting due to
greater distance from the trench. It is interesting to note that
during the cut to a depth of 10m, load cell (LC B1 03,
denoted by square) readings jumped down as reading from
the front two column load cells and rear soil load cell
jumped up. The readings from the load cell over the soil
near the trench (LC B2 02, lower line, circle) decreased
during trench cutting, as did the load cell over the soil to the
rear of the cell (LC B1 02, denoted by diamond) except
when it picked up load with the front columns when some
columns tipped toward the trench. The load cell data
indicate that twice as much of the applied load was
transferred to the columns as was transferred to the soil , a
ratio that increased with increased load application until the
load cells were lost before final loading.
Two slope inclinometers were installed between the
columns to measure soil movement versus depth from
which the angle of inclination of the failure wedge could be
estimated. The 20m deep inclinometers were installed 10m
below the bottoms of the columns with Inclinometer B2
situated 2m from the trench and Inclinometer B1 placed
4.3m away.
The inclinometer readings are presented in Figure 11
give insight into the soil column interaction. The points of
inflection immediately after trench cutting occurred at an
approximate depth of 9m, indicating that the entire
soil/column matrix simply translated toward the trench.
This observation is logical since the dead weight of the
soil would be transferred uniformly along the full length of
the columns. However, when the steel dead load was
subsequently applied, the points of inflection moved
upward to depths of 4m for B-1 (solid lines) and 5m for B-2
(dashed lines). This scribes a failure arc or plane having an
angle of failure of 30° from the horizontal with
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Figure 11 Cell B - Inclinometer Data
failure occurring in the organic deposit.
The authors believe that a complex load transfer
occurred in the soil/column matrix. After the trench was
cut, the total weight of the nearly saturated soil was
transferred uniformly throughout the length of the columns.
The applied steel dead load was transferred initially to the
upper zone of the columns – in the organic deposit and
above, where the columns were their weakest. Load
delivered directly to the soil consolidated the clay in the
foundation, as supported by the decrease in pore pressure
during static load periods, such as from 13-27 May, Figure
8. As the soil consolidated near the soil/column interface,
load was transferred from the soil back to the columns, not
unlike the effects of negative skin friction on end-bearing
piles. Ultimately, the applied dead load migrated down to
the weakest zone where the system failed – in the organic
layer between 4.2 and 6 meters of depth. If this truly
occurred, the 2:1 column:soil load ratio measured by the
Cell B load cells was only applicable to the upper zone of
the columns and would be misleading if applied to the
columns for their full length. At greater depth, such as near
the apparent failure zone of 4 to 5 meters of depth, the load
distribution may have been much greater, and conversely,
below this zone, the ratio may have been closer to 1:1.
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Coring a completed column and installing load cells at
various depths to measure load transfer with depth could
further investigate this theory of load transfer between the
columns and soil.
Cell A (20 % Replacement Ratio Cell). In all,
1,001,965 kilograms (183.3 kN/m2) of dead load was
applied to Cell A, an amount that represented over 170% of
the projected load from the earthen levee. As observed for
Cell B, pore pressures in the soil dropped as a result of
stress release during trench cutting, Figure 12, although not
as significantly as for Cell A since the trench was cut only
to a depth of 5.2m and the replacement ratio was higher for
Cell A. Again, as for Cell B, the pore pressure in the soil
increased with increases in applied load and dissipated
during static loading between 29 May and 3 June, Figure
13, indicating consolidation in the clay layers.
Load cell data were available throughout loading and
unloading of Cell A, Figure 14, where the columns
supported half of the 1,001,965 kilograms of applied load.
Figure 15 shows that the ratio increased with increased load
to a maximum of 5:1 and retraced its ramp up during
unloading. During unloading, the ratio was predictably
higher than during loading due to the relatively larger
modulus of the columns over the soil.
Like Cell B, two 20m deep slope inclinometers were
installed between the columns to measure soil movement
versus depth from which the angle of inclination of the
failure wedge could be estimated. Inclinometer A2 was
situated 2.1m from the trench and Inclinometer A1 was
located 4.3m away. As the steel dead load was applied, the
inclinometer points of inflection shifted from lower to
higher depths 10m to 4m depth for A-1 (solid lines) and 3m
for A-2 (dashed lines). Inclinometer data is presented in
Figure 16. Like Cell B, this indicates a failure arc or plane
having an angle of failure of 30° from the horizontal with
failure occurring in the organic deposit. Only one

Figure 13 Piezometric data during loading and
unloading of Cell A (20% Replacement Ratio)
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Figure 12 All piezometric data 10 May to 15 May 2003
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Figure 14 – Cell A – Load Cell Data
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inclinometer, which was installed into a column, could be
read. It was located 4.3m from the trench face and just
outside of Cell A. The measurements, shown in Figure 17,
indicate bending in a similar mode as those in the soil
between the columns, but without a distinct inflection point.
Cell C (zero replacement cell). A control cell was
constructed with no reinforcement to assist in the
evaluation of the data and loaded with 347,748 kg (63.6
kN/m2). An inclinometer located 2.1m from the trench
recorded lateral movement, but no piezometers or load cells
were available for this phase. As for Cells A and B, a
trench was excavated to release pore pressure in the soil,
but was then loosely backfilled to prevent the trench
sidewalls of the unreinforced cell from caving. In Figure
18, the initial reading before any actions were taken would
be a vertical line at zero; the 7:35 am reading was after the
trench was cut; the 8:05 am reading was after trench was
backfilled; and the 9:06am reading was after the timber
mats were placed. The next 5 reading were taken after each
layer of steel was placed. The inclinometer was read on the
next morning (6 June) and again on 9 June, after three days
of static load. Failure occurred at a depth of 2.7 m at a
distance of 2.1 m from the face of the trench. With only
data point, an estimation of the failure arc or plane was not
possible.

Figure 15 Cell A – Ratio of load cell values
(Columns/Soil) vs. Load
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Figure 16 Cell A Inclinometer Data
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Figure 17 Manual Inclinometer Reading from
Inclinometer within column
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Figure 19 Failure Surfaces (1m = 3.28 feet)

Figure 18 Inclinometer reading from Cell C (0%
replacement cell)
MODE OF FAILURE
While the failure surfaces for Cells A and B were
delineated reasonably clearly by the slope inclinometers,
Figure 19, the mode of failure was not so clear. The
Method of Planes was used to best represent the angularity
of the failure plane, although an arc could be scribed
through the inclinometer inflection points and could be
argued as representative. Based on the pressuremeter tests
conducted on Columns 1, 2, and 4, the average column
shear strength within the failure zone was approximately
310 kN/m2 according to the cohesive model but 420 kN/m2
according to the ASTM model. To estimate the applied
load at system failure, the cohesive model data were
averaged and combined with the UU soil test data to create
a composite strength and overall resistance to failure along
the active wedge. Subtraction of the driving force of the
soil column matrix from the available resistance force gave
the necessary applied force to result in a factor of safety of
1.0. For Cell B, where 133.6 kN/m2 was placed on the
section, the system failed at the load equivalent of 74kN/m2 surface pressure using the cohesive model column
strengths and 106 kN/m2 using the ASTM. For Cell A, 184
kN/m2 was applied, and the surface pressures at failure
were 107 kN/m2 using the cohesive model and 154 kN/m2
using the ASTM model. Extrapolating these calculations
for the 30% replacement estimated for the levee design and
originally planned for the test section, the failure load could
be predicted. Using the more conservative cohesive model,
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i.e., average column strength of 310 kN/m2, the applied
load at failure would equate to 164 kN/m2 for Cell B and
183 kN/m2 for Cell A. It is likely that failure of a 30%
replacement test section would not have been realized using
the available steel dead load. By substituting the average
column strength of 310 kN/m2 indicated by the cohesive
model into the levee slope stability analysis, the
soil/column matrix would have a composite strength of 102
kN/m2, and the factor of safety would be 1.36.

OBSERVATIONS
Design and Analysis
Columns were not homogeneous and mixing was not
uniform. Cement was concentrated in spiral bands. There
was little bond between overlapped columns within panels.
The column:soil load distribution ratio increased with
increased applied load, and retraced this pattern during
unloading of Cell A. It averaged 2:1 for Cell B (12%
replacement) and 5:1 for Cell A (20% replacement) at
failure load.
Mix Design
The upper 1.4 to 1.8 m of the soil at the IHNC site was too
dry to create a competent column, and introduction of water
may be necessary for any production columns.
Organic clay layers required 200 kg/m3 cement to produce
columns having a shear strength of 276 kN/m2. Double
mixing in the organic layer produced stronger columns than
single mixing.
Lime cement columns found to be weaker than 100%
cement columns for equal binder dose, especially in the
organic layer
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QA/QC
Cone penetrometer testing worked well the first day of
column life. Pressuremeter testing yielded more reliable
data than did RCPT, CPT, or coring with laboratory testing.
Coring with a triple tube sampler did not produce samples
adequate for testing; using a pitcher sampler produced
better quality samples.
The unconsolidated-undrained triaxial tests conducted on
the 76mm diameter cored samples yielded lower shear
strengths values than those from the 152mm (6 inch)
diameter cored samples and the in-situ pressuremeter
testing.
Using the ASTM model to reduce pressuremeter data gives
results that were 50% higher than the Gibson model.
PROCESS AND INTANGIBLES
Valuable experience was gained regarding the actual cost
for installation and testing, which will assist the Corps of
Engineers cost engineers in estimating cost of future Deep
Mixing work.
Deficiencies in current specifications were noted.
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CONCLUSIONS
The optimum binder design mixture for this site was 100%
cement, 200 kg/m3, with double mixing in the swamp and
organic clay deposits. Columns having a shear strength
exceeding 2000 kN/m2 are possible for sand and silt,
whereas 276 kN/m2is more realistic for the swamp and
organic clay.
Pressuremeter testing resulted in the most consistent
QA/QC data. As an added quality improvement measure,
hollow cement cylinders could be tested to verify the
accuracy of the field pressuremeter tests. These hollow
cement cylinders would be of known and predictable shear
strength within the range of interest and cast under
controlled conditions in a laboratory. Periodically during
construction, the pressuremeter data would be verified for
accuracy by field-testing the hollow cement cylinders with
the pressuremeter.
No conclusion was reached from the data regarding the
most applicable method for slope stability analysis.
Whether using an arc analysis or the Method of Planes, a
potential failure surface located solely in the weakest zone
of reinforcement must be considered. In this case, the
failure plane or arc was tangent to 30° from the horizontal
and located in the weak organic clay layer.
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Mass Stabilisation in Smista Allé (2002) and Moraberg (2003) by the Cell
and Block Stabilisation Methods
Dahlström, M. & Eriksson, H.
LCM AB. Östra Lindomevägen 437 34 Lindome, Sweden
marcus.dahlstrom@lcm.se, helena.eriksson@lcm.se
ABSTRACT: Two peat bog mass stabilisation works have been executed in the Stockholm's area, Sweden. The first mass
stabilisation project was carried out in Smista allé 2002 and the second one in Moraberg 2003. The main objective with this
paper is to compare the two different methods, cell and block stabilisation. This is done by describing the development of
settlements and shear strength in the mass stabilised soil for the two sites.
1

THE PROJECTS

1.1 Smista allé
The Cell Stabilisation Method (CS) was used for a peat bog
in Smista allé, a local street in Huddinge outside
Stockholm. Cell Stabilisaton (CS) means that columns are
created by stabilising the soil with a dry binder. The
columns are overlapping each other and the grid layout has
a pattern of a cell, see figure 2. A total of 35 000m3 peat
and gyttja were stabilised with a bindermix of Standard
Portland Cement and blast furnace slag. A binder amount of
225 kg/m3 was used. The main contractor was Peab and the
design was made by Anders Hugner WSP. Production
drawing cell stabilisation (CS) can be seen in figure 2 and
machine with CS-tool can be seen in figure 1.

is a measure of the mixing energy and means the total
number of mixing blades passing during 1m of shaft lifting
(Larsson 2003)) was put into the soil.
1.2 Moraberg, Gärtunavägen
The second site was at Moraberg, Gärtunavägen. The road
that was to be built is a connection road to the new road
225. Block Stabilisation (BS), together with a small amount
of CS, was performed. Block Stabilisation (BS) with a
binder of Standard Portland Cement and the total volume
was 33 000m3. A binder amount of 175 kg/m3 was used.
Production drawing block stabilisation (BS) can be seen in
figure 4 machine with BS-tool can be seen in figure 3.

Figure 3. MS-machine with specialised BS-tool .
Figure 1. LPS-machine and specialised CS peat-tool
The CS peat-tool has three levels and with a lifting
speed of 15 mm/turn and a rotation of 150 rpm a total
mixing energy of 400 BRN* (Blade Rotation Number,
BRN,

The BS-tool has one level with three mixing blades.
The tool mixes the soil three times during insertion of
binder. Lifting and insertion speed is 50 mm/turn, rotation
of 250 rpm and a total mixing energy of 360 BRN was put
into the soil.

Figure 2. Production drawing block stabilisation (BS)
Figure 2. Production drawing cell stabilisation (CS)
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Figure 4. Production drawing block stabilisation (BS)
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1.3 Soil conditions
The soil conditions were similar for the two sites. With an
upper peat layer, followed by gyttja, with underlying clay
resting upon moraine. Both projects were executed during
the summer period.
1.3.1

preloading embankment of 1 to 2m. Lime-cement columns
were installed prior CS underneath the organic layer to firm
ground. Figure 5 show the design at a typical section at
0/900-1/045 at Smista allé.

Smista allé

Soil conditions for section 1/020 were a 2.1m peat layer
with a water content wN=730 to 1000%, followed by a 1.2m
gyttja with a water content wN=300% with underlying 9 to
12m of clay with a water content wN=90%, and shear
strength Cu=6 to 12 kPa.
Soil conditions for section 1/190 were 1.6 to 2m of
peat with a water content wN=600 to 700%, followed by
0.5m gyttja with a water content wN=130 to 250%, with an
underlying 7m clay layer with a water content wN=70%,
and shear strength Cu=10kPa.

Figure 5. Cross section Smista allé

1.3.2

1.4.2

Moraberg, Gärtunavägen

The soil conditions for section 0/670 were 2.4 to 2.6m of
peat with a water content wN=500 to 1000%, followed by a
0.3 to 0.5m layer of gyttja with a water content wN=150%,
with an underlying 12m silty clay layer with a water
content wN=60%, and shear strength Cu=10 to 20kPa.
Soil conditions for section 0/780 were 2.2 to 2.6m of
peat with a water content wN=600 to 1200%, followed by
0.5m gyttja with a water content wN=130 to 250%, with an
underlying 13m silty clay layer with a water content wN=50
to 70%, and shear strength Cu=10 to 25 kPa.
Soil conditions for section 0/030 were 1.8 to 2.2m of
peat with a water content wN=600 to 1200%, followed by
0.5m gyttja with a water content wN=130 to 250%, with an
underlying 10m silty clay layer with a water content wN=50
to 70%, and shear strength Cu=10 to 25 kPa.
1.4 Design
The design was based upon recommendations from the
report SGF 2:2000 and the report Rapport 48. There are
several factors that influence the design. The most
significant factors are the amount of binder and binder
material, the water content in the soil and the mixing
energy. Axelsson et. al. (2000) concluded from experience
from stabilising at Arlanda, Sweden that “if not have
enough binder the peat will not react”.
Preloading the stabilised peat is an other factor
essential for strength gain. In both of the project 0.8m fill
was applied within 24 hrs on the stabilised peat. Åhnberg
et. al. (2201) stated “An even and early loading is important
in order to improve the homogeneity as well as the strength
of the stabilised peat”.
1.4.1

Design, Smista allé

The CS stabilising depth varied between predefined depth
of 3-4m. Section 1/020 had CS depth of 4m. Section 1/190
had CS depth of 3m. The mass stabilised soil was designed
for an embankment height of 0.8 to 1.9, with an 8 months
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Design, Moraberg, Gärtunavägen

The BS stabilising depth varied between 1-3m. Excavation
pits were done to verify the BS depth to ensure that all
organic material was BS. Section 0/670, 0/780 and 0/030
had a BS depth of 3m. The mass stabilised soil was
designed for an embankment height of 1.4-5m. The final
embankment height was placed after lime-cement columns
were installed prior BS underneath the organic layers down
to firm ground or maximum 10 depth. Figure 6 show the
design at section 0/780 for Moraberg.

Figure 6. Cross section Moraberg
2 FIELD TESTS
The same field test methods, Column Penetration Tests
(ColumnPT), visual examination and settlement
measurements with horizontal inclinometers, were used for
both projects. ColumnPT method is described by Axelsson
& Rehnman (1999).
ColumnPT were made to ensure that the required shear
strength had been achieved and to investigate the variations
over the block. Visual examinations were executed to gain
an overall view of the homogeneity of the mixed soil and
consistency. Settlement measurements with horizontal
inclinometers were made to document the consolidation
process and decide the time for loading stages.
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Jelisic (2004) stated that "It seems almost impossible
to take undisturbed samples from stabilized peat with the
equipment available today and therefore it is suggested that
no efforts should be made to obtain such samples with
existing equipment". For the very same reason it was
chosen, in 2002 and 2003 respectively, not to take any
undisturbed samples for the two projects.
2.2 Test results from Smista allé

2.3 Test results from Moraberg, Gärtunavägen
2.3.1
Visual examinations Moraberg,Gärtunavägen
By visually examining trial pits after BS installation it can
be seen that the soil has been homogeneously mixed. The
mixed soil had similar colure and there were no sign of
columns in the soil. The structure had no difference
compared to un stabilised soil, see Figure 10.

2.2.1 Visual examinations Smista allé
By visually examining trial pits after CS installation it can
be seen that columns have been created, see figure 7.

Figure 10. BS trial pit at Moraberg, Gärtunavägen
Figure 7. CS trial pit at Smista allé

2.3.2 Settlement follow-ups, Moraberg

Futhermore it appears like the stabilised soil has a dryer
consistence than the unstabilised soil.
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2.3.3 Penetration resistance, ColumnPT, Moraberg
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Figure 12. ColumnPT from Moraberg
Figure 9. 5 ColumnPT from Smista Allé
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3

EVALUATION

3.1 Visual examination
As can be seen from Figure 7 and 9, columns are formed
during cell stabilisation, whereas the block stabilised soil
has no sign of columns. The BS soil has the same colour as
the non stabilised peat. In both cases there is a significant
smell of cement in the soil.
3.2 Evaluation of settlements
The settlements have been measured by horizontal
inclinometers for a number of sections. Evaluations of five
sections have been carried out. See figure 13.
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During the first days 30 to 60% of the total settlements took
place. After 30 days, with a 0.8m embankment preload (15
kPa), 70 to 90% of the total settlements occurred. The
second graph in figure 13 shows that only limited
settlements occur after the first preloading stage. Further
loading after 30 days with an additional 10 to 25 kPa shows
that only small settlements of 2 to 7 cm occurred. Carlsten
and Olsson (2004) presented similar results for Road 44 in
Sweden where approximately 80% of the settlements
occurred during the first week.
3.3 Evaluation of ColumnPTs
A large number of Column Penetration Tests (ColumnPT)
were preformed at the two sites. The ColumnPT results
have been evaluated for the projects and compared. As a
rule of thumb Åhnberg et. al. (2003) stated "the strength of
a soil stabilised with a specific binder increases with
decreasing water content.".
At Smista allé 36 ColumnPTs were preformed on the
CS. The average shear strength was evaluated to be 150
kPa. The magnitude of the strength varied between 25 to
>400 kPa.
At Moraberg 42 ColumnPTs were preformed on the
BS. The average shear strength was evaluated to be 100
kPa. The magnitude of the strength varied between 20 to
350 kPa.
The average shear strength in both projects were
higher than the design shear strength. In Smista allé the
design shear strength was 25 kPa and the average shear
strength was found to be 150 kPa. The Moraberg design
shear strength was 50 kPa and the average shear strength
was found to be 100 kPa.
Compared to the ColumnPTs the CS project (225
kg/m3) had a higher shear strength than the MS project (175
kg/m3).
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0/670 - moraberg

Comparation of settlements
Moraberg and Smista allé
time (day´s)

settlements (m)

0
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200
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0,050
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0,250
0,300
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1/190 - smista allé

0/780 - moraberg
0/670 - moraberg

1/020 - smista allé

Figure 13. Total settlements for 2 sections in
Smista allé and 3 sections in Moraberg.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
The two projects are comparable as they both were
executed in nearby areas with similar soil conditions,
during the warm season (May to October). It was the same
Contractor for both projects and the load were similar. The
final embankment height varied, but the preloading
embankment height in Smista allé were comparable to the
final embankment in Moraberg. The similarities between
the Smista allé and Moraberg projects makes it possible to
compare the two different methods, Cell Stabilisation (CS)
respective Block Stabilisation (BS). However, the binder
content and type of binder need also to be taken into
consideration.
From the above results it can be seen that both BS
and CS are suitable mass stabilisation methods for
stabilising organic soils as peat and gyttja. From the two
projects where CS and BS have been used there are no
significant differences in shear strength, range of
settlements or consolidation time. The main issue with
stabilising organic soils especially peat is to mix the
material properly and to use a suitable binder content. The
design and time of placement of the first preloading stage
are of outmost importance due to the fact that 70 to 90% of
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the total settlements occur during this first preload. This can
be seen from the results in both of the projects.
After hardening of the mass stabilised soil the
construction can be compared to as a block with similar
properties, which transfers the load to underlying soil
layers. The compression modulus in the block is difficult to
determine during the hardening process in the soil. The
compression module is increasing major during the first 1
month of preloading. Therefore it is suggested to evaluate a
large number of settlement measurements in a large number
of projects to be able to evaluate a compression module in
stabilised peat. The compression modulus depends on a
large number of factors. From our experience from the two
projects it could be determined that the most significant
factors influencing the stabilisation effect on peat are.
−
−
−
−

Binder amount, and type
Water content
Mixing energy
The period in between mass stabilisation and
placing of the preloading.

It can be concluded from the horizontal inclinometers that
for the Smista allé and Moraberg mass stabilising projects
there were no significant differences between the
consolidation time and range of settlements. This means
that the differences in amount of binder, 225 kg/m3 (Smista
allé) compared to 175 kg/m3 (Moraberg), had no significant
affect on the range of settlements and the consolidation
times, even though the ColumnPTs show that the CS
project had a higher average shear strength than the BS
project.
The ColumnPT results showed that there were larger
variations of shear strength in the BS project than in the CS
project. The main reason for this may be that CS is
preformed vertical as ordinary columns, with the same
mixing energy and binder content throughout the depth. In
BS the binder amount and mixing energy varies over the
depth due to the fact that the mixing tool is not fixed in a
horizontal position.
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Soil Displacements Due to Installation of Lime Cement Columns
Hallingberg, A
Swedish National Rail Administrations, Western Region, Box 1014, SE-405 21 Göteborg, Sweden
anders.hallingberg@banverket.se

ABSTRACT: In order to reduce vibrations generated by railway traffic into adjacent residences, lime cement columns
were constructed in the village Kåhög outside Göteborg, Sweden. The spreading of vibrations is feasible due to the
occurrence of a thick layer of soft clay. Columns were arranged in a square, continuous pattern constituting a 290 m long
barrier. Ground displacements in horizontal and vertical direction were measured in the track and in points of measuring
during the installation. The relation between horizontal and vertical displacements was about 2:1.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the village of Kåhög, about 10 km east of Göteborg,
Sweden, a number of inhabitants were complaining about
vibrations caused by the railway traffic on the double track
main throughline between Stockholm and Göteborg. In
order to reduce the vibrations a barrier of lime cement
columns between the railway line and the residences was
designed. The barrier was realized in 2003.

2

SITE ACCOUNT

2.1 General description
The throughline passes south of the residential district in
Kåhög. The distance between the railway line and the
buildings is about 50 – 60 meters. The river of Säveån is
situated about 100 m south of the installation area for the
lime cement columns, see figure 1.

2.2 Topographical conditions
The natural ground surface in the nearby area has a minor
incline against the river. The gradient in this area is about
1:30, but closer to the river the slope is steeper. Close by
the river a landslide occurred in 1999. The embankment for
the railway line is levelled about 0 to 1 m above the ground
surface.

2.3 Geotechnical conditions
The soil deposits of the site consist of 20 to 25 meters of
soft silty clay, partly interrupted by a layer of sand 12
meters below ground surface. The characteristic undrained
shear strength is 14 to 18 kPa down to about 5 m below
ground surface. Beneath this level the strength increases;
advancing about 2 kPa per metre. The sensitivity of the clay
is mainly medium, except around the sand layer where the
clay could be quick. The water content is approximately 60
% down to 10 m depth. Beneath this level the water content
is decreasing towards 30 %. The fall-cone liquid limit is
somewhat below the water content.
Closest to the ground surface, up till 1,5 to 2 m depth,
the clay has a dry crust and a layer of silty topsoil. The
railway embankment is constituted by about 1 m sub ballast
and ballast filling.
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3

THE LIME CEMENT COLUMN BARRIER

3.1 Geometry
The 290 m long barrier was constructed with the centre line
around 14 m from the centre of the closest track. The
barrier was designed with a width of 12,5 m; that means
that the column closest to the tracks was placed about 6,5 m
from the nearest rail.
The lime cement columns were arranged in a square,
continuous pattern, forming a grid. The purpose was to
achieve a sufficient stiff barrier, in order to reduce
vibrations reaching the residences, see Figure 1.
The lime cement columns were installed to a depth of
12 m below ground surface. The diameter of the columns
was 800 mm. An overlapping of 0,15 m was shown, see
Figure 2. A cross section is shown in Figure 3.
After the completion a noise reduction embankment
was filled up over the barrier.

3.2 Stabilization facts
After evaluation of an adequate stabilization ratio to
achieve shear strength of at least 100 kPa, it was decided to
mix 80 kg/m3 of binding agents into the columns, equal
amounts of lime and cement. With the current geometry it
means that about 5000 kg of lime and cement were installed
for every meter of the barrier. The total installed amount of
binding agents along the barrier was exceeding 1400
tonnes.
Contractor for the lime column work was LCM. An
installation tool with radial consoles fixed to the centre rod
(the “pinnborr”) was used, applying a retrieval rate of 25
mm per revolution and a rotation speed of medium 150
revolutions per minute. The air pressure in the shuttles of
the machine was about 600 kPa.

3.3 Installation progress
The installations begun in the middle of March 2003 and
was completed in the end of April the same year. With a
time overlap columns also were installed for the slopes
around an intersecting road under the railway. This
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The river

Figure 1. Plan of the lime cement column barrier, situated along the tracks in Kåhög, shielding the residences
from train induced vibrations. The scale of the map is shown by the km-marking along the tracks (100 m
between markings).

Figure 2. Detail of the barrier pattern (spacing in meters).
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Figure 3. Cross section of the tracks and the barrier.

Figure 4. The installations of lime cement columns close to the tracks. Photo Anders Lundman, LCM
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Columns produced at 2003-03-20 (above).

Columns produced at 2003-04-01.

Columns produced at 2003-04-08.

Columns produced at 2003-04-15.

Columns produced at 2003-04-22 (the barrier is completed).
Figure 5. Approximate progress of the installation work.
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somewhat more remote installation (connecting to the
eastern bound of the barrier) could maybe affect the results
of the measurements in the eastern part of the area, se
below.
In Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. a photo is shown
over the installation work at the site.
The progress of the installation work at the barrier is
presented in Figure 5. The amount of finished columns is
shown at different dates. It might be some uncertainty in
the presentation of the exact production of columns at each
day, but the figures should be seen as a schematic basis for
the evaluation.

4 TEST RESULTS
4.1 Results of the measurements
During the installation process measurements were made of
the ground displacements by surveying equipment, (total
station). The accuracy of the surveying is not very high
depending on the lack of firm reference points. It is
supposed to be some (less than 5) millimetres. The
accuracy between values from different points at the same
measurement occasion is probably better. Line 1 was
arranged on the northern rail of the northern track. Line 2
was constituted by gauges on the ground over a sewer pipe.

Efforts were also made to measure in a line transversely to
the tracks, but the results were somewhat confusing and are
not presented here.
With the existing geometrical conditions the maximum
heave was about 15 mm in the closest rail and 20 mm over
the sewer (line 1 respectively line 2). The horizontal
displacements were about 35 mm in both lines. In broad
outlines the relation between the vertical and horizontal
deformations was about 1:2.
The results indicate that the displacements take place
relatively direct after the front of columns passes the actual
measurement point. It could be noticed that the
displacements seem to be larger at the area around the
centre of the barrier than at the endings in the west and in
the east. This ought to be an effect of the geometrical
conditions.
In line 1 one could notice a strange effect in the sense
that there was a northerly deformation before the columns
of the actual part of the barrier was manufactured. It could
possibly be an effect of the lime cement columns for
stabilizing the slopes for the future cutting of the adjacent
intersecting road.
It is likely that the deformations after a while will
decrease, in the same way as after pile driving (Dugan and
Freed, 1984). This effect was however not recorded.
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Figure 6. Vertical displacements in line 1.
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Figure 8. Vertical displacements in line 2
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Figure 9. Horizontal displacements in line 2

4.2 Discussion
Comparison could possibly be made to the movements
close to a pile driving site. Hagerty and Peck (1971) found,
with a level surface, that saturated insensitive soils behave
in an incompressible way during pile driving and that about
half the surface heave will occur within the surface area
where the piling takes place, the other half outside this area.
Olsson and Holm (1993) report a method to assume the
heave around driven piles. Presupposing the following
conditions;
• a level ground surface with no loadings
• half the heave is occurring outside the installation
area (Hagerty and Peck, 1971)
• a triangular distribution of the heave outside the
installation area, assumed maximum heave at the
border of that area and stationary at a distance
corresponding to the installation depth of the
columns
• a bulk density of 18 kN/m3 of the mixed
lime/cement
• the volume of the stabilizers will give a mass
displacement corresponding to the density,
the heave factor η will be about 0,55 – 0,85, (for driven
piles the heave factor will be 0,5 – 1,0, normally 0,75,
according to Olsson and Holm, 1993). For lateral
deformations it seems as this simple way to calculate is not
working very well.
The installation sequence seems to have some influence on
the horizontal displacement of the ground. Ground
movements are possibly increased in the direction towards
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the installed columns, in the same way as for pile driving,
referring to Dugan and Freed (1984).
The deformations in the tracks resulted in the need of
track maintenance and the decision to keep the train speed
reduced to 70 km/h during the whole installation process.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Installation of lime cement columns on the actual site,
current geometry and installation conditions, resulted in
maximum heave in the closest rail and sewer of about 15 to
20 mm. The lateral movements were about twice as large.
The deformations can, although in many cases they might
be considered relatively moderate, be of decisive
importance for the need of track maintenance and for the
allowable train speed.
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Use of Deep Stabilisation as a Countermeasure against Vehicle Generated Ground Vibration
Koivisto, K. & Forsman, J.
Ramboll Finland Ltd, P.O.Box 3, Piispanmäentie 5, 02241 Espoo, Finland
kirsi.koivisto@ramboll.fi, juha.forsman@ramboll.fi
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ABSTRACT: Many different methods exist to restrain traffic-induced ground vibrations. As deep stabilisation is already a
generally used ground improvement method in soft soils, the deep stabilisation structure can be used as a ground improvement structure at the same time when it functions as a vibration preventing structure. The vibration reducing effect of stabilisation columns was studied with test structures. Three differently shaped walls of stabilisation columns were constructed.
The vibration measurement results were back-calculated both numerically and analytically.

1 INTRODUCTION
For a long time deep stabilisation has been used as a ground
improvement method for road embankments. A new application for deep stabilisation is for reduction of trafficinduced ground vibration in housing areas located near
roads and railways. As vibration problems are concentrated
mainly in soft soils, the use of deep stabilisation is often a
good alternative, particularly if the vibration reduction
structures are also functioning as ground improvement for
other structures.
Deep stabilisation can be used both under the structure
to stiffen the subsoil, and as a barrier beside the structure to
reduce the propagation of ground vibrations. The advantage
of deep stabilisation compared to many other vibration
reduction methods for soft soils is that in addition to reducing high frequency vibration, it also reduces low frequency vibration (Bahrekazemi 2001). However, for frequencies below 5 Hz the use of deep stabilisation faces
problems, as the wave lengths may be sufficiently long to
pass beneath the stabilisation columns (With et al. 2004).
Deep stabilisation has been used for vibration mitigation in many countries. In Table 1, some applications found
in the literature are presented, together with their primary
observations.
In Finland the use of deep stabilisation as a vibration
mitigation measure has been investigated in a recent study
in co-operation between the Finnish Rail Administration,
the Finnish Road Administration, the Public Works Department of the City of Helsinki, the City of Espoo, the City
of Vantaa, YIT Construction Ltd and Ramboll Finland Ltd.
In this study, test structures were built in a future housing
and park area in Koivukylä, Vantaa (see Figure 1). Vibrations with varying frequencies were generated beside the
test structures, and the response on the opposite side of the
structures was measured.
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Table 1 Cases in which deep stabilisation has been
used to reduce traffic vibrations.
Site

Structure

Observations

Ledsgård,
Sweden

Stabilisation
lamels in
rectangular
pattern under
the track.
Stabilisation
wall under a
noise barrier
beside the
track.

Vibrations have clearly Holm et al.
2002
been reduced at the
track and in the proximity of the track.

Liersvigen,
Norwey

Stabilisation
wall beside a
railroad.

Reduction of vibrations at the frequency
of 20 Hz and at frequencies over 40 Hz.

Hildebrand
2003

Tokaido
Shinkasen
,
Japan
Frillesås,
Sweden

Individual
columns under
a railroad.

20 % reduction of the
particle displacements
at the track.

Sunaga
2001

Kåhög,
Sweden

Researcher
/ Reference

With et al.
Very effective reduc2004
tion of vibrations at
frequencies over 15 Hz
and > 30 % reduction
at 4…15 Hz frequencies. At frequencies
under 4 Hz the reduction was slight.

Not presented in the
Stabilisation
project card
lamels in
rectangular
pattern under a
railroad.

LCM 2002,
project
card
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2 SOIL CONDITIONS
Field investigations were made by conducting weight and
CPTU soundings, vane tests and collecting undisturbed
samples for laboratory analyses. In the laboratory, soil
classification tests were performed first, followed by determination of strength, compressibility and dynamic properties of the soil.
The test area was in a field underlain by a soft, thick
clay layer. The ground water level is 1 to 1.5 m below the
ground surface. At the surface there is a dry crust layer of
0.8 to 1.5 m thickness, underlain by soft clay with a variable thickness of 5.5 to 7.5 m. The thickness of the soft soil
increases towards the south and west. The soft clay consists
of two layers: the upper layer 1.5 to 5.5 m thick and the
lower layer 1.0 to 4.1 m thick. The unreduced vane shear
strength varies between 7 and 10 kPa in the upper clay

layer, and between 9 and 17 kPa in the lower clay layer.
Below the clay there lies silty sand and glacial till. The
weight soundings have stopped in dense glacial till at a
depth of 7 to 14 m below ground surface. A typical CPTU
sounding diagram from the Poppelitie area is shown in
Figure 2.
Results from the classification tests and oedometer
tests are presented in Figures 3 and 4. Bender element and
resonant column tests were done from samples of both the
soft clay layers. The shear wave velocities obtained from
the bender element measurements are presented in Figure 5.
For the upper clay layer the shear wave velocity varied
between 56 and 72 m/s for confining pressures between 20
to 60 kPa, and for the lower clay layer between 79 and
109 m/s for confining pressures of 30 to 90 kPa.

Test structures

Figure 2 Typical CPTU sounding profile from the
Poppelitie area (point V2). Also shown are soil layer
boundaries.

Figure 1 Location of the vibration test structures of
Poppelitie in Finland.
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Figure 3 Index and strength properties for the soil samples of Poppelitie.
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Figure 4 Deformation properties for the soil samples of Poppelitie.

3

CONSTRUCTION OF THE TEST
STRUCTURES

300

3.1 Test structure types
Five different types of deep stabilisation test structures
were built. Two of the test structures were located under a
lane (Poppelipolku), while the others were constructed in a
nearby park (Poppelipuisto), see Figure 6. Vibrations were
generated on the embankments built next to the test structures. The measurements were then made in survey lines
through the test structures. Reference values were obtained
by measuring vibrations levels in survey lines were no
mitigation measures were done. Herein only results from
the thin test structures C, D and E will be discussed.
3.2 Column stabilisation
In the test structures deep stabilisation columns were made
to the bottom of the clay layer (depth of 6 to 8 m). The
target shear strength of the columns was 90 kPa. To reach
target shear strength, 24 kg/m of lime/cement admixture
(1:1) was used. The stabilisations were made at June-July
2003. The diameter of the stabilisation columns at tests
structures C, D and E is 800 mm and the centre to centre
spacings are 0.7 m (test structures C and D) and 0.5 m (test
structure E), see Table 2. In test structure C the columns are
installed in one row, in test structure D they are installed in
pairs in two separate rows, and in test structure E they are
installed in a sawtooth pattern.
Undisturbed samples were taken from the stabilised
columns after curing time of 3 months. Samples were taken
from depths representing both soft clay layers. Bender element and resonant column test were performed to both
samples five months after the stabilisation work. The shear
wave velocities obtained from the bender element meas-
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Shear wave velocity, m/s

250
200
150
100

Clay, depth 2.1 m
Clay, depth 5.1 m
Stab. column, depth 3.4 m
Stab. column, depth 6.7 m

50
0
0

20

40

60
80
100
Confining pressure, kPa

120

140

Figure 5 Shear wave velocities determined from
bender element tests for clay layers and Ø 800 mm
stabilisation columns.
Table 2 Location diagram of stabilisation walls in test
structures C, D and E.
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Figure 6 Measurement lines, test structures and embankments for vibration sources at the Poppelitie test site. In
this article only results of the thin test structures of C, D and E are discussed.
urements are presented in Figure 5. The shear wave velocity varied between 168 and 197 m/s for confining pressures
between 30 to 110 kPa for the samples from the upper
layer, and between 262 and 287 m/s for confining pressures
of 40 to 110 kPa for the samples from the lower layer.
Based on the column sounding measurements, the target
shear strength of 90 kPa was clearly exceeded.
The embankments were constructed of gravel to 0.7 m
high and were built in August 2003.

4

VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS

4.1 Test arrangement
At lines 4 to 7 the measurements were done at four different
points while the vibration source was on the embankment
II. Vertical particle acceleration was measured at all measurement points, whereas horizontal particle acceleration
was measured at three measurement points. The distance of
the measurement points from the vibration source and the
directions of the measured particle accelerations at different
points are presented in Table 3. The measurement points
are also presented in Figure 6.
A vibrating roller and a hydraulic hammer attached to
an excavator were used as the vibration sources. The frequency of the vibrating roller was adjustable from 20 to
40 Hz, and the theoretical impact rate of the hammer was
from 150 to 600 bpm (2.5 to 10 impacts/s). In reality, the
impact rate varied considerably.
4.2 Results
The vertical vibrations have clearly been reduced at the test
structures C, D and E, compared to the measurements per-
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formed at reference line 7. Transmission coefficients ty
were determined for different points using equation 1:

ty =

ali
a0i

(1)

where
ty is transmission coefficient, %
maximum vertical particle acceleration at line l and
ali
distance i from the source, mm/s2
a0i
maximum vertical particle acceleration at line 7 and
distance i from the source, mm/s2
The magnitude of transmission coefficients at different
frequencies on lines 4 to 6 have been presented in Figure 7.
On the basis of the results, the greatest reduction of low
frequency vertical vibrations has been achieved at the sawtooth shaped stabilisation screen of test structure E. The
reflected vibrations were also very pronounced at structure
E. The continuous stabilisation wall of test structure C had
the least low frequency attenuation of the three walls.
The vertical vibration was reduced by 30 to 80 % at
low frequencies of 3 to 10 Hz, as well as at higher frequencies of 30 to 40 Hz. The frequencies of about 12 and 20 Hz
did not exhibit attenuation, on the contrary, they actually
increased in magnitude. This phenomenon may possibly be
explained by unknown changes in the geometry of the soil
layers. It is also possible that the phenomenon is due to the
similar natural frequencies of the soil and the columns. The
fundamental frequency of the clay was analytically evaluated to be 4 Hz (± 1 Hz) and that of columns to be 12 Hz (±
1 Hz).
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a)

Table 3 Distance of the measurement points from the
vibration source and the measured directions of particle acceleration at lines 4 to 7.
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Figure 7 Transmission coefficient ty of vertical particle acceleration at a) line 4 (continuos stabilisation wall), b)
line 5 (column pairs in two separate rows) and c) line 6 (sawtooth shaped screen of columns). The left boundary
of the picture is at the center line of the screen of columns.
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5

MODELLING THE GROUND VIBRATIONS

5.1 Geometric model
The element calculation was done with the 2D computer
program PLAXIS v. 8.2 (Brinkgreve 2002) that is based on
the finite element method. An axisymmetric model was
used in the calculations, because in the axisymmetric state
the wave propagation is similar to the wave propagation
observed in reality. Also, modelling a local load such as the
one created by a vibrating roller is simpler in the axisymmetric state. In the model, 15-node triangular elements
were used. The average element size was 0.6 m in all cases.
Absorbent boundaries were used at the foot of the model
and at the right borderline to prevent wave reflection at the
boundaries.
In the calculations, the stabilisation columns have been
modelled as strips (compare Figure 8: Plane strain model),
whose width de was calculated with equation 2 to correspond to the real geometry of the columns. (Viatek 2000):

de =

πα
4 ek / k

(2)

where
d is diameter of the columns, m
ek/k
center to center spacing of the columns, m
The principles of the applied geometry models are
further illustrated in Figure 8. The measurement points,
material sets and applied boundary conditions for the measurement line 4 are shown in Figure 9.
The construction was modelled in four phases. In the
first phase the initial stresses were calculated. In the second
phase the stabilisations and the embankment were constructed. In the third phase the static load was activated, and
the fourth phase was the dynamic calculation, where the
dynamic load was activated.

stabilisation columns were determined from column
soundings, resonant column tests and bender element tests.
Based on the back calculations, the modulus of the embankment gravel was determined to be 250 MPa. The parameters of the linear elastic model used in calculations are
presented in Table 4.
Additionally the Rayleigh damping coefficients were
determined for the soil layers (see Table 5). However, the β
values turned out to be excessively high, due to an error
that was noticed only after the calculations had been done.
In the sensitivity analysis the effect of the error to the calculations was analysed, and it was found that its significance was minimal.
Use of the dynamic harmonic load in PLAXIS (v. 8.2)
leads to ‘tension’ in the soil. This is caused by the harmonic
sine wave alternating between the range of -F to F, where F
is the determined maximum amplitude. In reality the load
does not cause tension in the ground; rather, the vibrating
roller loads the soil with amplitude of 0 to F. However,
because the load curve is assumed to follow the shape of
the harmonic sine wave, the zero level of the load curve has
to be changed. This was accomplished by dividing the
counterforce of the ground (FB) to static (Fs) and dynamic
(Fd) loads. Based on the calculations it was assumed that a
static load of at least 30 kN magnitude was directed at the
ground continuously. Thus the static load can be calculated
from equation 3:
Fs =

FB
+ 30 kN
2

(3)

and the dynamic load from equation 4:
Fd =

FB
− 30 kN
2

(4)

The static and dynamic loads used in calculations are presented in Table 6.

5.2 Soil parameters and dynamic loading
A linear elastic soil model was used for all layers. The
material parameters for subsoil were determined from
CPTU soundings, resonant column tests, bender element
tests, oedometer tests and triaxial tests. The parameters for

Figure 8 Principles of the applied axisymmetric and plane strain models (Viatek 2000).
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Figure 9 The measurement points, material sets and applied boundary conditions for the measurement line 4.

Table 4 Parameters of the linear elastic model in
Poppelitie (ν = 0.3).
Material
set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

γsat

γunsat

vS

Eref

Eincr

yref

[kN/m3]
20
19.4
14.5
17.1
20
19.5
14.6
17.2

[kN/m3]
17
19.4
14.5
17.1
17
19.5
14.6
17.2

[m/s]
235
88
60
88
73
109
167
273

[kN/m2]
250000
40140
13835
35097
24310
75000
107917
339749

[kN/m2]
0
17680
1193
2913
0
0
2392
4718

[m]
0
0
1.5
4.8
0
0
1.5
4.8

In table 4:
γsat on unit weight below the ground water surface
γunsat
unit weight over the ground water surface
vS
shear wave velocity
Eref
dynamic modulus of elasticity in the reference
depth
ν
Poisson’s ratio
Eincr
increase in the modulus of elasticity per one metre
increase in depth
yref
reference depth

Table 5 The determined Rayleigh damping coefficients for calculations.

Material
set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

α
[-]
0
0
0.028
0.028
0
0
0.02
0.028

Description
Embankment
Dry crust
Clay 1
Clay 2
Silt
Columns 1
Columns 2
Columns 3

β*
[-]
0
0
0.0009
0.0005
0
0
0.0002
0.0005

* The β values were later found out to be too high

Table 6 The load values used in modelling the Poppelitie test structures.
f

FB

Fs

Fd

[Hz]

[kN]

[kN]

[kN/m2]

[kN]

[kN/m2]

20

104

82

145

22

39

30
40

196
170

128
115

226
203

68
55

120
97

In table 6:
f is frequency
FB
counterforce of the ground
Fs
static load
Fd
dynamic load
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5.5 Analytical modelling
Analytical modelling was done according to the method
presented by Hildebrand (2003), in which the attenuation
effect (transmission coefficient) of a wave barrier positioned in the soil is calculated. A finite bar model (fixed at
the bottom by the bedrock) was used for vertical dynamic
stiffness of the barrier. For best possible fitting of the curve
to the measured results, the modulus of elasticity was backcalculated to be 82 400 kPa and a loss factor η = 0.2 for the
barrier material was used. In other respects, the parameters
were same as in the PLAXIS calculations. The case is
acoustically deep at frequencies over 10 Hz. The backcalculated transmission coefficient from the model and the
transmission coefficients based on measured results at survey line 4 have been plotted in Figure 12.
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Figure 10 Measured and calculated maximum vertical
particle acceleration values at line 4. Also shown is
the attenuation curve of the calculation without stabilisation. Vibration source frequency is 20 Hz.
Line 6 - source frequency 20 Hz
columns

4000
Vertical particle velocity (mm/s 2)

5.4 Sensitivity analysis
During the calculations a small-scale sensitivity study was
performed to analyse the effect of certain features. It was
observed that after the modulus of elasticity had risen to a
certain value, further increase did not affect the vertical
acceleration values. Additionally, the damping ratio has a
very small value, to which the material damping increases
significantly, but after which there was no real increase in
the material damping. This explains why the too high β
values did not cause distortion in the results.
It was also observed that alterations of the thickness of
the two upper soil layers (dry crust and clay 1) resulted in
significant changes in the vertical particle acceleration.
Alterations of the ground water level had no observable
effect on the results in the linear elastic soil model.

Line 4 - source frequency 20 Hz
columns

measured
calculated with '4 strips'
calculated with '1 strip'
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Figure 11 Measured and calculated maximum vertical
particle acceleration values at line 6. Vibration source
frequency is 20 Hz.
4

3
Transmission coefficient

5.3 Back-calculations
The back-calculation of the results was begun by searching
the best possible fit to the attenuation curves of vertical
particle acceleration at reference line 7. After this the backcalculation for stabilisation walls at lines 4 to 6 was performed.
At lines 7 (reference) and 4 (continuous wall) the calculation models led to a successful fitting of the curves.
Lines 5 (column pairs in two rows) and 6 (sawtooth wall)
were more problematic to model in a two dimensional program, due to the 3D nature of the walls. Several different
methods to model these walls in 2D were tried, but only
two of the methods gave acceptable results. In the first, all
the columns were modelled as one single strip, and in the
second, every row of columns was modelled as an individual strip. The ‘one strip method’ seems to give a little better
fitting of the two methods, but the difference is very small.
A comparison calculation at line 4 was performed to
determine, what the model would show the vibration to be
at the measurement line without the stabilisation wall. According to the calculation model, the vertical particle acceleration attenuates between 15 and 30 % due to the stabilisation screen.
At all cases, the calculations were performed with
source frequencies of 20, 30 and 40 Hz. The measurement
and back calculation results of lines 4 and 6 at vibration
source frequency of 20 Hz are shown in Figures 10 and 11.

ty ( f )
ty10

2

ty15
1

0

10

20

30

40

f , foma
Frequency, [Hz]

Figure 12 Transmission coefficient at different frequencies in line 4, predicted with the method presented by Hildebrand (2003) (ty(f)) and based on the
measured results at distances of 10 m (ty10) and 15 m
(ty15) from the vibration source.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
At the vibration measurements that were performed at the
Poppelitie test structures, the greatest reduction of low
frequency vertical vibrations took place at the sawtooth
shaped stabilisation screen of test structure E. At low frequencies of 3 to 10 Hz the vertical vibration in tests structure D was reduced by 30 to 80 % and in test structure C by
0 to 80 %. At higher frequencies of 30 to 40 Hz the vertical
vibration in tests structures C and D was amplified at
< 10 m distance from the source, and reduced by 0 to 60 %
at > 10 m distance. Test structure E reduced the vertical
vibration by 30 to 80 % as well at lower frequencies of 3 to
10 Hz as at higher frequencies of 30 to 40 Hz.
As the propagation of vibration waves is a complicated
three dimensional problem, the design of vibration preventing structures has been regarded to demand three dimensional modelling. In practice there usually is neither
time nor economical resources for 3D modelling in minor
projects. To have perception of how 2D modelling can be
applied to this kind of structures, the measured results were
compared to results calculated with the 2D finite element
program PLAXIS.
At survey lines 7 (reference) and 4 (continuous wall)
the calculation models led to a successful fitting of the
curves. Survey lines 5 (column pairs in two rows) and 6
(sawtooth wall) were more problematic to model in two
dimensional program, due to the 3D nature of the walls.
The conclusion based on the results was, that 2D modelling
can be used in simple cases to model vibration propagation
and to design vibration preventing deep stabilisation structures.
Analytical modelling was performed according to the
calculation method for wave barriers presented by Hildebrand (2003). The proportion of vertical vibration that
passes through the stabilisation wall was quite successfully
calculated with this method. The problem with the method
is, that on soft soils the requirement that columns must be
acoustically deep can rarely be met at frequencies under 20
Hz.
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Towards Sustainable Development Process with Mass and Deep
Stabilisation – The Case of Vuosaari Seaport, Finland
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ABSTRACT: City of Helsinki is building the new seaport in Vuosaari, where about 16 million m3 of different type of soils
and rocks will be processed during the construction works in 2003 to 2008. For the whole seaport project the masscoordination group has been established which purpose is the optimal utilisation of the soil and rock materials. One of this
group’s biggest targets was that all soft soils will be stabilised and utilised so that materials need not to transported and
landfilled. This new mass-coordination method is big challenge for mass-stabilisation techniques. Mass-stabilisation
techniques has been planned to use for the soils under the constructions as deep stabilisation and for excavated soil as massstabilisation and utilisation of the stabilised masses in some soil construction.

1

INTRODUCTION

The conventional earth construction technology is based on
the exploitation of natural stone resources like gravel and
crushed stones. There are problems with the availability and
costs of proper stone materials in Finland. Approximately
70 million tonnes of stone materials are consumed in soil
construction in Finland every year. About 60 % of this
amount is gravel and sand (Rintala 2002). In general, large
amounts of lower quality soil materials are excavated and
transported to landfills or specially designed monofills.
Especially regions, which are situated in clay areas the soft
materials, are produced. For example, in metropolitan area
in Finland approximately 1,5 million tons of lower grade
materials are produced annually.
City of Helsinki is building the new seaport in Vuosaari. In
the Vuosaari seaport about 16 million m3 of different type
of soils and rocks will be handled during the construction
works in 2003 to 2008. This is one of the largest earth
construction projects in the history of Finland. In the
Vuosaari seaport about 1.5 million m3 of soft soils in the
land area and lot of more in the sea (dredged materials) are
developed during its construction works. Helsinki capital
area is lacking of places for soil deposits and therefore it is
becoming more expensive. It is both economical and as the
principle of sustainable development to stabilise the soft
soil and utilise it within the seaport project in order to save
valuable virgin materials.
For the whole seaport project the mass-coordination group
has been established which purpose is the optimal
utilisation of the soil and rock materials. One of this
group’s biggest targets was that all soft soils will be
stabilised and utilised so that materials need not to transport
and land filled. This target is in line with EU-Commissions
strategy of sustainable development (COM, 2003).
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This new mass-coordination method is big challenge for
mass-stabilisation techniques. Mass-stabilisation techniques
have been planned to use for the soils under the
constructions as deep stabilisation and for excavated soil as
mass-stabilisation and utilisation of the stabilised mass in
some soil construction (EuroSoilStab 2000). In some cases
it is economical to use industrial by-product mixes as
binder materials. Also, technical demands for different soil
constructions may change a lot (Lahtinen 2001). In this
paper the test results of different binders with laboratory
results are presented. Utilisation of industrial by-products,
the technical properties, environmental and economical
aspects are presented.
2

MASS CO-ORDINATION, TOWARDS
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN EARTH
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Mass co-ordination, aiming to support sustainable
development, should be starting to plan in the very early
stage of the earth construction projects. Construction
project should be divided into reasonable groups, where it
is easier to design, calculate and define different soil types
and plan overall mass balances of needed work tasks. In the
planning stage different alternative plans could be
established and therefore avoid of producing poor quality
soil masses. To avoid poor quality masses for instance,
stabilisation techniques could be planned and used.
Above described process requires various sources of
information and processing of data. For instance, subsoil
exploration including soil samples are vital starting point of
the whole project. This requires determination of the
different soil types and possibilities to process soil
materials into valuable constructions. Processing studies
includes:
- mass balances of lower quality soil masses
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-

mass stabilisation opportunities
other stabilisation techniques (stack mixing, see figure
1)
use (address) of stack mixed stabilised masses

When going into detailed planning of construction sites, the
opportunity to use poor quality masses are therefore
possible.

and FTM the amount of binder usage from 140 kg/m3 to
200 kg/m3 does not gain extra compression strength.
Another interesting feature is the fact, that some binders
“need” threshold level of binder when starting to work
properly. For instance cement+slag mixture needs
approximately threshold level of 100 kg/m3, showing
“exponential” rise of compression strength. Therefore, the
best binder must be selected with various alternative
amounts of different binders and their mixtures.

Figure 1. The method of stack mixing. Excavated
poor quality soils are stabilised effectively with stack
mixer.

2.1 Primary information of soils and processing
opportunities
In traditional construction projects, usually, subsoil
investigations are not comprehensive enough from the
perspective of utilisation of poor quality soils such as clay,
silt or peat in the earth constructions. These soils and their
quality should be studied in the laboratory scale for some
utility purposes in earth constructions. The quality of soils
should be tested with stabilisation studies and optimising of
binder materials is essential.

3

Figure 2. Amount of binder (40 – 200 kg/m ) and
compression strength kPa of 28 d laboratory testing.
(FT2, FTC, FTM are lime/gypsum based commercial
binder materials)
In figure 3 curing time effect from 28 d to 180 d are
presented with binder usage of 60 kg/m3. Here the mixture
of cement + slag and cement + CaO shows highest
compression strength.

In the Vuosaari seaport road connection project abandoned
materials were studied systematically from different weak
soil areas. In the areas stabilisation of soils altered
remarkably. Therefore, binder optimisation was carried out
in each area. By using industrial by-products as binders
some economical and environmental savings were aimed to
achieve.
In figures 2 and 3 some results from primary binder
optimisations in the laboratory scale are presented. Cement
and other commercial binders were tested. In figure 2,
dependence between binder usage and compression
strength is presented, while in the figure 3 shows the curing
time effect of different binder options. Cement typically
shows high compression strengths in lower dosages and
with first 28 days of curing time. However, taking into
account especially longer curing time alternative binder
materials shows highest compression strengths. In figure 2,
one can see that for instance in case of cement+slag, FTC
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Figure 3. Curing time effect and compression strength
3
of different binder mixtures of 60 kg/m . (FT2, FTC,
FTM are lime/gypsum based commercial binder
materials)
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After above presented primary studies some industrial byproducts as binder materials were tested. Primary testing,
with alternative binder amounts, ratios and curing times
showed some potential binder and binder mixtures for
further optimisation studies. In addition, economical
savings through by-product utilisation with binders were
interest of mass co-ordination. Therefore, by-products were
tested relatively widely within Vuosaari seaport project.
Different cement and slag mixtures and fly ashes showed
high potential for alternative binders comparing to
commercial binders.

piling structures, which are relatively expensive comparing
to stabilised structure.

2.2 Utilisation possibilities of poor quality soils in
Vuosaari seaport project
There were many possibilities of utilisation of poor quality
soils in Vuosaari seaport project. Basically all clay material
which were designed to replace with mass change, were
actually able to stabilise as construction by using mass
stabilisation
or
column
stabilisation
techniques.
Stabilisation of masses improves, however, the properties
of the excavated masses of poor/lower quality so that
instead of transporting this matrial to landfill, it can be used
to other construction purposes such as:
- road structures
- filling
- noise barriers
- coast banks
- etc.
In the Vuosaari seaport project the utilisation of
stabilisation techniques as well as the utilisation of
stabilised poor quality soils are presented in figures 4, 5,
and 6.

Figure 5. Deep stabilisation of soft clay. Deep
stabilisation replaces the need pile structures.
In figure 6 the method of stabilising poor quality soils such
as silt are presented. In this method soils are excavated and
stabilised with stack mixer. The stabilised soils are
available of using with different constructions such as road
embankments, field structures, noise barriers etc.

Figure 6. Poor quality soils (e.g. silt) are excavated
stabilised with stack mixer. Stabilised soils are used in
construction layers.

2.3 Material logistics
In utilisation of poor quality soils the whole material
logistics and the overall timetable are very important
factors. In situ stabilisation, material excavations and stack
mixing stabilisations and utilisation constructions have to
design in the way where unwanted transports are not
necessary.
Figure 4. Mass exchange
stabilisation in soft clay areas.

replaced

by

mass

In Vuosaari seaport project many of the construction sites
are situated in soft clay areas. Basically all soft clay areas
which were designed to mass exchanged, were able to
stabilise by using mass or deep stabilisation techniques. In
figure 4 the principle of mass stabilisation of soft clay is
introduced and in figure 5 deep stabilisation method is
presented. Deep stabilisation method replaces the need of
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3

ENVIRONMENTAL
AND
ECONOMICAL
ASPECTS OF MASS COORDINATION AND
STABILISATION

Mass stabilisation and the recycling of industrial byproducts as binder materials will bring many benefits for
the society. Environmental benefits through mass
stabilisation with recycled binders include decreasing
quantity of waste being deposit in landfills and less need for
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land-use for landfills. Furthermore, mass stabilisation
supports saving of natural stone resources like eskars and
rocky hills as well as protection of landscape. In addition,
avoidance of material taking from eskars protects the
important groundwater resources against pollution. Byproduct utilisation with mass stabilisation usually has
technical properties of being lighter than the natural stone
materials which make it possible to construct thinner
structural courses. Therefore, the recycling with mass
stabilisation saves both energy and virgin materials.

In the table 1 the cost savings through mass utilisation is
presented. When the mass exchange is replaced by mass
stabilisation techniques the cost savings are remarkable.
Therefore, the cost save by using mass stabilisation
techniques and alternative industrial by-products becomes
very attractive. About 70 % of the total mass stabilisation
costs are originated from binder costs. When using byproduct mixtures there is a massive opportunity for cost
savings. In this example the cost savings with 150000 m3 of
mass stabilisation is approximately 2,5 million euros.

In figure 7 typical and simplify situation of mass exchange
is presented (Vuosaari seaport road connections subprojects MRU-1 and MRU-2). Approximately 150000 m3
of poor quality masses are excavated and transported to
land- or specially designed monofill. On the other hand
approximately same amount of natural aggregates are
transported to fill of the excavated lower grade soils.

Table 1. Cost savings through mass utilisation within
the project.

4

Figure 7. Typical process of material exchange of
poor quality soils and replacing the excavated soils
with virgin materials.

CONCLUSIONS

Poor quality mass utilisation has become technically,
economically and environmentally possible by using
different stabilisation techniques. Utilisation of poor quality
masses include:
- Alternative planning in the very early stages of
earth construction projects
- Poor quality masses inventory through proper
studies of basic quality of soil masses
- Stabilisation technology inventory of the
candidate stabilisation possibilities (i.e. mass
stabilisation, column stabilisation, stack mix
stabilisation)
- Binder optimisation, possibility to use industrial
by-products
- Economical calculations of alternative solutions

5
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ABSTRACT: This paper describes an early application of dry soil mixing within the UK as part of the remedial works
following the failure of a quay wall at the Port of Tilbury. The results of the column strength verification tests (including
Pull Out Resistance Tests, Cone Penetration Tests, exhumation of columns and laboratory testing of samples taken from the
columns) are presented and discussed. Visual inspection, high quality sampling and laboratory strength testing of mixed
material have been identified as critical factors in verifying in situ test data and column strengths.
1

INTRODUCTION

1.1
General
The Port of Tilbury is located on the north bank of the
River Thames in Essex, approximately 35km east of
London.
In May 2002, Berths 7 and 8 at the Port of Tilbury,
which were being used to stockpile aggregate unloaded
from ships, failed. A significant rotational or semirotational / translational slip occurred resulting in over
100m of quay wall collapsing into the dock (as shown in
Figure 1)
Mott MacDonald were commissioned to design the
remedial works, to restore the quay back to use. The
remedial works included a significant amount of ground
treatment to be carried out using dry soil mixing
techniques.
In order to verify that the required column strengths
had been achieved a range of in situ and laboratory tests
were carried out including Pull Out Resistance Tests
(PORTs, also known as FOPS or Reverse Column
Penetration Tests), Cone Penetration Tests (CPTs), soil
mixed column exhumation and triaxial testing.
1.2
Ground Conditions
The ground conditions across the site were assessed during
a number of phases of site investigation, both before and
concurrent with the remedial works.
Ground conditions may be summarised as a layer of
Made Ground, typically 1m thick but varying across the site
up to 5m thick in the failed area. This was due to the
downward movement of stockpiled material during the
failure, to below the original quay level. The Made Ground
consisted mainly of the Type 1 aggregate stockpiled on
Berths 7 and 8. A typical section through the quay,
showing the pre and post failure geometries, is shown in
Figure 2
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110m
Figure 1: The Failure at Berths 7 and 8

Figure 2: Typical Section through the Quay
The Made Ground was overlying up to 12m of very
soft to soft alluvial clay interbedded with peat layers up to
1m thick. The undrained shear strength of the alluvial clay
was estimated to be between 20kPa and 35kPa. Plasticity
Indices were between 16% and 81% (average 51%)
indicating the clay was generally of intermediate to high
plasticity. The peat was black fibrous material with a pH of
approximately 5.
Underlying the site were Terrace Gravels consisting of
an upper layer of medium dense fine to medium sand
approximately 100mm to 500mm thick above dense
subangular to rounded flint gravel.
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Figure 3: Typical Ground Conditions
The ground conditions are summarised in Figure 3
which also presents index test data and typical CPT data for
the in situ material.
1.3
Soil Mixing Works
The works were designed by Mott MacDonald to provide a
sufficient factor of safety against a similar rotational failure
occurring. Limit equilibrium methods were used to analyse
the pre-failure, post-failure and remediated quay
geometries. The design methodology was consistent with
the recommendations of CEN TC 288 Execution of special
geotechnical works – deep mixing (CEN TC 288, 2002)
and EuroSoilStab (2002).
The main contractor for the remedial works was John
Martin Construction Ltd (a wholly owned subsidiary of
Edmund Nuttall Ltd). Dry soil mixing was carried out
during 2003 and 2004 by Keller Ground Engineering Ltd
and LCM AB using a Stabila 3000 soil mixing rig (see
Figure 4).
Over 3100 dry soil mixed columns with a diameter of
800mm were installed in an area 140m by 45m. Columns
were typically 13m long, with a minimum embedment of
0.5m into the underlying gravels. A wall type column
layout was adopted with walls running perpendicular to the
quay wall as shown in Figure 5. Columns were spaced at
700mm centres along the walls, with a distance of between
2300mm and 2800mm between the walls.
Following a preliminary trial, the contractor selected to
use 150kgm-3 of Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) binder in
the main works.
To ensure the structure of the peat was fully broken
down and the binder evenly distributed throughout the
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column area, a blade rotation number (T) between 200 and
400 per metre was specified. Blade rotation number is
defined by CEN TC 288 Execution of special geotechnical
works – deep mixing, (CEN TC 288, 2002) as:

T =M

Nu
Vu

(1)

Where T is the blade rotation number per metre, M is
the total number of mixing blades, Nu is the rotational speed
of the blades during retrieval (lifting) in revolutions per
minute and Vu is the retrieval rate (lift speed) in metres per
minute.
A target blade rotation number of approximately 270

Figure 4: LCM Stabila 3000 Soil Mixing Rig
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2300mm

700mm
800mm

Figure 5: Typical Detail of Soil Mixing Layout
per metre was adopted by the contractor in both the peat
and the clay.
A number of obstructions were present on the site. It
was not always possible to penetrate the mixing tool
through the compacted aggregate present in the Made
Ground. The contractor found it was necessary to loosen
the aggregate with an excavator along the column
alignment. Notwithstanding this loosening, the layer of
aggregate resulted in a significant increase in wear on the
mixing tool.
Relic concrete pavements were also found at various
depths within the Made Ground, most notably at
approximately 5m below ground level where the rotational
failure had carried near surface material to depth. These
pavements were constructed of weak and generally
unreinforced concrete up to 200mm thick. At shallow
depths it was sometimes possible to break through the
concrete using the mixing tool however this was not
possible at depth. The contractor was therefore required to
excavate down to and remove the concrete before soil
mixing could proceed in these areas.

2

SOIL MIX COLUMN STRENGTH
VERIFICATION
There is considerable experience worldwide in the
execution of soil mixing however the validation of the
works tends to be country specific.

Figure 7: Mixed Material at 5 Days
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Figure 6: Exhumed Soil Mixed Column
Puppala and Porbaha (2004) have reported that across
Europe and Asia, 89% of deep mixing projects employed in
situ testing methods while in the USA, field sampling and
laboratory test methods are favoured. Halkola (1999) notes
that, while in Japan strength verification is typically
undertaken using unconfined compressive testing of core
samples, in situ techniques are favoured in Sweden and
Finland.
With limited history of soil mixing in the UK, the
verification of the soil mix column strength was designed
such that a number of techniques were used to provide a
robust method of assessing compliance with the contract
specification. In situ techniques were to be used
extensively, combined with a programme of sampling and
laboratory testing. The laboratory testing aimed at
confirming the strength correlations for in situ tests (from
the available literature) were valid at the site.
Under the specification the contractor was required to
achieve an average undrained shear strength in the columns
of 150kPa, 28 days after column installation.
2.1
Column Exhumation
As part of the preliminary trial specified by Mott
MacDonald, three columns were exhumed to allow close
inspection.
Column T150/6 lay outside the main area of the failure
and was exhumed in the dry with the excavation battered
back to allow safe man entry. The column surface was

Figure 8: Unmixed Material Adjacent to Column
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photographed and inspected (See Figure 6).
The column was exposed to a depth of 4m and was
found to be well mixed with few inhomogeneities visible.
The column was well formed throughout the depth
inspected, with no bulging or necking apparent. The
strength of the column was manually estimated (in
accordance with BS 5930:1999, Table 13) to be above
150kPa after 5 days, in the alluvial clay. This represented a
significant improvement over the strength of the untreated
soil which, within 20mm of the edge of the column, was
estimated to have remained at 20 to 30kPa as shown in
Figures 7 and 8.
The other two columns exhumed were within the main
area of the failure and the excavations to expose the
columns became flooded from approximately 2m below
ground level. It was therefore not possible to enter the
excavations. Observations made on site however
(including a sample removed using an excavator), indicated
that the columns were similar to T150/6.

(2001)). A total of 17 data sets were reviewed and
normalised against 28 day strength. These have been
plotted in Figure 9. The figure shows the average (mean)
strength gain profile for the data and also the upper (Max)
and lower (Min) bounds.
Cone Penetration Testing during the works, to assess
the strength of the mixed material, was typically carried out
7 to 8 days after column installation (data available from 16
tests). However, the test series also incorporated a limited
number of tests in columns at different ages; 17 to 18 days
old (5 tests) and 37 to 43 days old (6 tests).
For each of these age groups, average undrained shear
strengths measured in the columns were calculated and
normalised against the 28 day strength (which was assumed
to be equal to the 37 to 43 day strength).
Thus it is possible to compare the strength gain
measured by the CPTs to the strength gain profiles
estimated from the literature review, as shown in Figure 9.
The analysis of the CPTs indicates that strength gains
at this site were towards the upper bound of the data
reviewed. Columns gained strength relatively rapidly and
achieved their full strength well before 28 days.

2.2
Strength Gain
The specification required an average undrained shear
strength in the columns of 150kPa, 28 days after column
installation. Sample and in situ testing was carried out at
range of ages, between 7 and 28 days, due to the desire to
obtain laboratory test data at a number of column ages and
the perceived limitations of in situ testing in high strength
columns. It was therefore necessary to estimate the
strength gain profile with time within the mixed material, to
allow direct comparison of estimated 28 day strengths
against the specification requirements.
A literature review of strength gain profiles was
carried out using a number of publications (Åhnberg et al.
(1995), Al-Tabbaa et al.(2003), Asano et al.(1996),
Hatakeda and Fukazawa (1996), Nagaraj et al. (1996),
Broms (1999), Andersson et al. (2001), Hebib and Farrell

2.3
Sampling
MOSTAP sampling uses a CPT rig to advance a cone
through the ground (see Figure 10). At the required depth a
fishing tool is used to disengage the centre of the cone. The
cone housing, acting as a cutting shoe, is then advanced
1.2m into the ground. The sample enters the housing where
the centre of the cone was formerly located and is stored
(within a stocking) in a plastic tube. The sampler is then
brought back to the surface where the undisturbed sample
in the plastic tube may be removed. The equipment is then
cleaned and reassembled with a new sample tube and
stocking before being advanced to the next sample depth.
Using this equipment a semi-continuous core
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Figure 10: MOSTAP Sampling Equipment
(approximately 70mm diameter) of undisturbed soil mixed
material may be obtained from a column. Typically 10m to
14m of column could be sampled each day using this
technique.
Three phases of testing were undertaken, one during a
preliminary trial and two subsequent phases during the
main works.
While Unconfined Compressive (UC) testing is
generally favoured due to its low cost and simplicity, a
number of studies, such as Tsuchida and Tanaka (1995),
have demonstrated its limitations. As the samples were to
be used to verify the strength correlations used in
interpreting in situ test data, higher quality undrained
triaxial testing was used in this project. Samples were
tested at their in situ total stress level using undrained
triaxial techniques in accordance with BS 1377:1990 Part 7
Method 8.
Two columns were sampled during the preliminary
trial 2 to 3 days after the column was installed. However,
observations on site of the material in the MOSTAP cutting
shoes indicated that the sampler had deviated out of the
columns and into the natural ground at depth.
The samples were stored, before being extruded and
inspected at 28 days. The contractor found it was not
possible to prepare samples for triaxial testing due to the
brittle nature of the material. The cores were logged,
photographed and the undrained shear strength estimated
manually (in accordance with BS 5930:1999, Table 13) and
by using a pocket penetrometer. The results indicated that
the strength of the mixed material was in excess of 150kPa.
Where the sampler had exited the column, undrained shear
strengths of approximately 20 to 40kPa were estimated,
consistent with the strength of the untreated ground.
Due to the failure to prepare suitable specimens for
laboratory testing from the first sets of samples, Mott
MacDonald requested that another column was sampled,
again within two days of installation. Following the
difficulties with the samplers deviating out of the column
during the previous phase of testing, a high degree of care
was taken in accurately locating the centre of column to be
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sampled and in ensuring that the CPT rig was perfectly
level before sampling commenced. This allowed columns
to be sampled to their full depth, until the sampler refused
within the Terrace Gravels.
The MOSTAPs were then immediately sent to the
laboratory to be extruded and triaxial test specimens
prepared. These specimens were sealed and stored until 7,
14 or 28 days old, at which point they could be removed
and tested.
Even after only a few days the laboratory experienced
difficulty in preparing suitable undisturbed test specimens
from the samples. Braaten et al. (1999) reported similar
difficulties with sample preparation, particularly in ensuring
specimens had flat and parallel ends.
Visual inspection of the samples indicated that
undrained shear strengths were well in excess of 150kPa,
but that small pockets of soft, untreated material were also
present. Measured undrained shear strengths were,
however, considerably lower than the visually assessed
strengths.
The final phase of sampling focussed on attempting to
sample peaty material from near the base of the columns.
This zone had been identified by CPTs as being the weakest
part of the columns. Three non-working columns were
installed and immediately sampled. The samples were
stored, in their sampling tubes, under water. The samples
from two of the columns were extruded after 14 days when
the cores were photographed and visually inspected. The
strength of the samples was estimated manually (in
accordance with BS 5930:1999, Table 13) and by using a
pocket penetrometer. The visual inspections carried out at
14 days indicated again that generally undrained shear
strengths were well in excess of 150kPa, but that small
pockets of soft, untreated material were also present.
Where possible, specimens were prepared for triaxial
testing.
The peat had been fully comminuted by the mixing
process, indicating mixing energies were sufficient,
however this material was found to be very brittle and
friable. It is thought that much of the cement mixed with
the peat was required to raise the soil pH enough to allow
the cement setting and hardening reactions to take place
(noting that cement hydration can only occur in an alkali
environment). Hence only a small amount of residual
cement was available to bind the mixed material together.
Much of the observed increase in strength may therefore be
attributed to the drying associated with these chemical
reactions.
The results of the triaxial testing were found to be
higher than during previous phases (see Figure 11). It is
possible however that the results are unrepresentative as it
was only possible to prepare samples from the more
competent and homogeneous material.
The samples from the final column were left sealed to
be extruded, photographed and prepared for testing at 28
days. The 28 day test results were poor, ranging from 26 to
145kPa and it is probable that the testing again suffered
from difficulties with sample preparation.
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The results of all the triaxial tests are shown in Figure
11.

2.4
CPT
Cone Penetration Testing allows continuous measurements
of cone resistance and sleeve friction to be made as a cone
is pushed into the ground (Lunne et al., 1997). CPTs were
used to test both soil mixed material in columns and the
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In summary, the results of visual inspection and testing
with a pocket penetrometer indicated that the body of the
soil mixing appeared to achieve strengths in excess of
150kPa within 14 days of column installation. The samples
appeared significantly drier than the natural ground and the
general improvement in strength was marked. Some
isolated zones of low strength material were observed
where the soil had not been mixed with cement, but these
were small (not more than a few centimetres across). Such
small, weak inclusions would not significantly adversely
affect the strength of 800mm diameter columns, but would
explain the low strengths obtained from small triaxial test
samples.
While it is considered that triaxial testing offers a
number of advantages over the more common unconfined
compressive testing, preparation of representative samples
from within the columns was found to be just as difficult,
mainly due to physical disturbance weakening the samples
during sample extrusion and specimen preparation, prior to
testing but also because the friable nature of the material
leads to difficulties in creating square ends to triaxial
specimens. This resulted in stress concentrations and
premature failure during testing. Particular difficulties
were experienced in sampling in peat, where the mixed
material was generally weaker. Strengths measured varied
significantly from 26kPa to 450kPa, with samples failing at
strains between 0.5% and 3%. Visual inspection indicated
a much more consistent strength had been achieved in the
columns.
It is concluded that MOSTAP sampling represents an
economic method of obtaining undisturbed samples of soil
mixed material, particularly if CPT equipment has already
been mobilised to site for column strength testing purposes.
There are still however significant difficulties to be
overcome in the preparation of samples for testing. Neither
immediate sample preparation at 2 to 3 days or preparation
of material once it had set and hardened at 14 or 28 days
were found to be particularly successful.
It is recommended that samples of mixed material be
taken and inspected to confirm that, particularly in difficult
layers to mix such as fibrous peats, the soil has been fully
mixed and that the binder quantity was sufficient to create
an alkali pH and result in an appreciable strength gain.
While only qualitative, this is a key check of the mix
design.
Ideally high quality laboratory test data is required to
confirm site specific correlations for in situ tests, however
sampling brittle cement stabilised soils remains a challenge.
It is considered that weak rock sample preparation
techniques are more appropriate than soil sample
preparation techniques when dealing with such materials.
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Figure 11: Results of Triaxial Testing
natural ground. Static electrical cone penetrometer testing
was carried out in accordance with BS 1377: Part 9 1990
(BSI, 1990) by Lankelma CPT Ltd, using a low ground
bearing tracked rig.
The advantages of this technique include its speed and
sensitivity to variations in ground conditions over short
distances. The availability of CPT data from previous
phases of site investigation allowed a comparison of
resistances measured through the columns with that
measured in the natural ground.
As with all in situ test methods involving pushing a
probe into the soil mixed columns, it was possible for the
CPT to be deflected out of the column before reaching the
Terrace Gravels at full depth. However, during the working
column tests a significant proportion of CPTs were
successfully penetrated, within the column, to the Terrace
Gravels underlying the site. These included columns older
than 28 days where strengths were estimated to be in excess
of 150kPa.
It was observed that the success of the CPT in
penetrating to the full depth of the column (up to 14m) was
most sensitive to the accurate relocation of the centre of the
column and the careful levelling of the CPT equipment
prior to the test. Off centre CPTs tended to be pushed out of
the column at shallow depths.
There is significant experience in the use of CPT to
measure shear strength in natural ground, such as the soft
Alluvium present, however correlations for soil mixed
materials are not generally available. The undrained shear
strength (cu) may be estimated using Equation 2 where qc is
the CPT cone resistance, σv0 is the in situ total vertical
stress and Nk is the CPT cone factor.

cu =

qc − σ v 0
Nk

(2)
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The cone factor (Nk) for the untreated alluvium based
on its index properties was estimated to be 16. The
undrained shear strength of the natural ground was
determined from the cone resistance using this cone factor.
A literature review indicated that for soil mixed
ground the cone factor could be in the range 10-20, but was
most likely to be at the lower end of this range. The
EuroSoilStab (2002) project indicates 10-13 is appropriate
for treated organic clays.
A CPT cone factor of 10 was adopted in the mixed
material, to be confirmed by comparison with the other test
data. It is noted that this is a significantly lower value than
a cone factor of 18 proposed by Puppala et al. (2004).
As discussed by Halkola (1999), it is appropriate to
consider the average strength profile of a statistically
significant number of CPTs when assessing the strength of
the soil mixed columns. This allows for the influence of
small weak zones within the columns which, while causing
a significant reduction in the measured cone resistance,
have little impact on the mass strength of the columns. The
average strength profile from the CPT data is shown in
Figure 12 along with the individual CPT profiles.
The data presented in Figure 12 has been normalised
to predicted 28 day strength using the strength gain profile
calculated from the CPT data (see Section 2.2). Data has
been excluded where the cone deviated out of the column
and into the natural ground. The CPT data has been
smoothed using the method described by Harder & Von
Bloh (1988) to assist with interpretation.
A typical CPT profile within the untreated ground is
also shown in Figure 12 for comparative purposes.

2.5
PORT
Pull Out Resistance Testing is a technique which has been
developed in Sweden specifically to test soil mixed
columns. This method involves the installation of a vane at
the base of a column during construction. The vane is
attached to a wire which runs through the centre of the
column to the ground surface. When the column has
reached the desired age, the vane may be pulled through the
column via the wire using a CPT rig. The force required to
pull the vane up is measured to provide a continuous profile
of vane resistance within the column.
The main advantage of this technique is that, as the
vane is pulled up through the column, it always remains
within the column. Also the vane is large compared to the
CPT cone and therefore determines an average strength
over the diameter of the column.
PORTs were carried out in accordance with Section 2,
Appendix B of SGF Report 4:95E (SGF, 1997), by
Lankelma CPT Ltd using the same rig as used for the CPT
tests. The force required to pull the vane through the
ground was measured by recording the pressure required to
raise the hydraulic rams on the CPT rig. This led to some
difficulties in calculating the pull out force applied to the
cable and was sensitive to external factors such as
temperature. It is recommended that, in future, the pull out
force on the cable is measured directly using a load cell.
Significant difficulties were experienced during the
works with PORTs. A high proportion (over 60%) of the
PORTs attempted failed due to the cable snapping,
including two tests within 24 hours of installation. All test
failures occurred in the cable at the connection to the test
apparatus, at the ground surface. A number of installation
techniques were tried by the contractor, including raising
the vane between 0.5m and 1m shortly after installation to
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2.6
Interpretation of PORTs and CPTs
The PORT and CPT data has been interpreted by
considering the average (mean) undrained strength profile
within the soil mixed column.
Both the CPT and PORT data have been normalised to
predicted 28 day strengths. The PORT data has also been
corrected for the effect of cable friction. PORT, CPT and
Triaxial Test data are presented in Figure 14 for
comparative purposes.
It is noted that, using a vane factor of 10 for the PORT
data and a cone factor of 10 for the CPT data, the average
undrained shear strength profiles are in general agreement,
except over the top 2m of the columns and at between 0
mAOD and -3 mAOD.
At the top of the column, the measured PORT pull out
resistance falls to zero as the vane approaches the ground
surface and the confining stress provided by the overburden
reduces. This is therefore lower than the strength measured
by the CPT which is not affected in the same manner.
Between 0 mAOD and -3 mAOD the strength
measured by the CPT is higher than the strength measured
by the PORT. Referring to Figures 12 and 13, it is apparent
that this is due to anomalously high strengths measured in a
small number of CPTs at this depth.
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break any bond between the ground and the cable and
varying the depths of the vane and mixed material.
The interpretation of PORT data is summarised by
Axelsson & Rehnman (1999) and described in SGF Report
4:95E (SGF, 1997) and EuroSoilStab (2002) which
conclude that a PORT vane factor of 10 is appropriate for
calculating the undrained shear strength of a column, based
on the pull out load. There is however no guidance on how
this value might vary in different ground conditions.
A series of PORTs were instructed by Mott
MacDonald, with binder only being added to a varying
upper length of each column, to allow an assessment of the
effect of cable friction to be made. This included two
columns with no binder added.
The measured undrained shear strength when the vane
was in the unmixed remoulded material below the base of
the mixed column was assumed to result from friction
between the cable and the soil mixed column (the
contribution of the vane was assumed to be negligible
within the unmixed remoulded alluvial clay).
An undrained shear strength of 55kPa was measured
below 10m of soil mixed column. Assuming a constant
value of cable friction a value of 5.5kPa per metre was
estimated.
The effect of cable friction can therefore become
significant in deep columns. The data presented in Figure
13 has been corrected for the effect of cable friction,
normalised to predicted 28 day strength using the strength
gain profile calculated from the CPT data (see Section 2.2)
and smoothed in the same way as the CPT data (see Section
2.4). The average strength profile from the PORT data is
shown in Figure 13 along with the individual PORT
profiles
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Figure 14: CPT, PORT and Triaxial Test Data
Due to the difficulties encountered in preparing
undisturbed laboratory samples it was not possible to refine
further the correlations used in the analysis. While the data
presented shows that CPT and PORT strengths were
consistent with observations from samples of mixed
material it was not possible to define precise cone and vane
factors for the site.
Watn et al. (1999) found that strengths measured using
PORTs in Norweigan silty clays were 50-100% higher than
strengths measured by CPT. While it is possible that this
difference is in part due to the larger vane size used in the
PORT and higher sensitivity of the CPT to small
unrepresentative weak zones within the column, the
difference is thought to be substantially due to the cone and
vane factors selected.
In the absence of an independent and accurate strength
profile within the columns it is not possible to confirm that
the respective cone and vane factors used in the analysis of
the in situ testing are anything more than first
approximations to the correct values.
This was not an issue on this project where average
column strengths were found to be in excess of the design
requirements. On other projects however, this may be of
critical importance. Where column strengths are close to
required design strengths the assumed cone and vane
factors may make the difference between compliance and
non-compliance with the contract requirements. This could
have serious financial and programme implications for the
soil mixing contractor, for example if additional works are
required. A consequence of this lack of confidence in
assumed cone and vane factors will be overly conservative
design.
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Further work is required to establish a method of
accurately assessing site specific cone and vane factors.

3
CONCLUSIONS
Sampling and laboratory testing was not successful because
of the difficulties in preparing undisturbed samples.
Appropriate procedures for high quality sampling,
sample preparation and laboratory strength testing require
further development. Sampling brittle cemented materials
is inherently difficult. High quality sampling is essential.
In the laboratory, rock mechanics sample preparation and
testing techniques are more appropriate than soil mechanics
methods.
Sampling and visual inspection of mixed material
should be considered an essential check on mix design and
a critical part of any testing programme. The importance of
visual examination of the soil mixed material cannot be
overemphasised. Both in situ examination of exhumed soil
mixed columns and inspection of sampled material in the
laboratory is vitally important in order to assess the
effectiveness of mixing between soil and cement and
facilitate interpretation of in situ and laboratory strength
tests. For peat layers it is also important to confirm that
enough cement has been added to raise the pH sufficiently
to enable cement hydration to occur.
CPTs were found to be a successful rapid method of in
situ testing. However, due to the sensitivity of the CPT to
detect small unrepresentative weak zones within the
column, it is recommended that a statistically significant
number of CPTs (at least 10 as suggested by Halkola
(1999)) are considered when assessing the strength of the
columns to allow for the variability in strength of individual
CPTs. CPTs were successfully advanced to 14m within
columns more than 28 days old.
Difficulties were experienced in the installation and
successful testing of PORTs. In addition they were found
to be slower than CPTs and required preselection of the
columns to be tested. When successful, however, they
provided a more consistent measurement of the bulk
undrained shear strength of the column, due to the large
area of the PORT vane. Although strength variability
between PORTs was less than between CPTs, as with the
CPT, a minimum of 10 PORTs is recommended when
assessing the strength of the columns. Further refinement
of PORT techniques are necessary. More accurate
measurement of pull out load (direct measurement using a
load cell) is needed, together with more careful
identification and measurement of potential friction effects
which may lead to inaccurate pull out load measurements.
With PORTs, cable friction is a significant factor
particularly for deep columns. Cable friction needs to be
checked on a site specific basis by a series of tests in
columns of varying length or another method which allows
the cable friction to be measured independently of the vane
pull out load.
Site specific laboratory strength gain testing is
recommended for soil mixing works. The strength gain
within the soil mixed columns at Tilbury was found to be at
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the upper bound of data from a range of previously
published studies, with columns achieving their full
strength before 28 days.
It is considered inappropriate to rely solely on in situ
techniques or on a programme of sampling and laboratory
testing. It is recommended that a more robust approach,
using both in situ techniques and laboratory testing, is
needed.
It was not possible to verify the CPT cone factor and
PORT vane factor used in the analysis as, due to the
discussed difficulties in preparing and testing undisturbed
samples of mixed material, it was not possible to develop
an independent strength profile within the columns for
comparison with the PORT and CPT strength profiles. This
presented a problem in accurately verifying the column
strengths at this site.
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Application of Stiffened Deep Cement mixed Column in Ground
Improvement
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ABSTRACT: A new technique for treating soft soil, stiffened deep cement mixed (SDCM) method, is proposed in this
paper. A series of tests were conducted to investigate the bearing behaviours of SDCM columns. Tests results indicated that
higher bearing capacity and lower cost of SDCM column can be obtained mainly because of applying the reasonable
composite structure. Designs method and construction processes of SDCM columns were also presented in this paper.

1

INTRODUCTION

Ground improvement with deep cement mixed column has
been widely used to improve the engineering properties of
thick deposits of soft ground. DCM column method is an
environmentally friendly and economical way to treat soft
soil (Lin and Wong 1999). However, unexpected failure
modes often happened due to the low strength and stiffness
of the DCM column. Thus this kind of column may lead to
a lower carrying capacity and excessive total and/or
differential settlement. Generally, the ideal failure mode for
engineering column is the strength failure of soil that bears
on the column. However, in engineering practice, a sharp
decrease of strength with the increasing of depth or
discontinuity of strength along the DCM column shaft,
often leads to strength failure of column at the stage when
soil strength has not been fully exerted (Duan et al. 1994).
In this paper, a new soil treatment method that
employs stiffened DCM (SDCM) column is proposed. The
method ensures that the advantages of DCM column
method are kept while eliminating its disadvantages.
SDCM column can also be used as structural members to
resist vertical loads as well as lateral loads. Emphasis is
placed on the vertical ultimate bearing capacity of the
composite column. Both theoretical analysis and project
investigations have proved that SDCM column method is
safe, reliable and environmentally friendly for treating soft
soil (Wu 2001). Frictional resistance test, full-scale and
model axial compression load tests are carried out and the
results are presented and analyzed in this paper, on the basis
of which the design method of vertical bearing capacity of
SDCM column is developed. The application of SDCM
column as retaining structure and the construction
procedure of SDCM column are also introduced.

2 COMPOSITE STRUCTURE OF SDCM COLUMN
SDCM column is a kind of composite column as shown in
Fig 1. Immediately after the construction of wet mixing
DCM column, a precast concrete stiffer core of higher
strength and stiffness is inserted into the center of the DCM
column, or a hole is bored in the center of the DCM column
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and fresh concrete is poured into the hole to act as stiffer
core. Thus, the two-layer structure of SDCM column is
built. The two parts of the composite column work together
to bear and transfer the vertical load effectively. The
cement-soil column forms the outer layer to surround and
brace the stiffer core while the stiffer core is of higher
stiffness and it serves to resist compress stress along the
pile shaft. The outer layer of cement-soil has a large
external surface that can effectively transmit the applied
load to the surrounding soil. When the load of the
superstructure is transferred to the top of the composite
pile, the stiffer core takes most of the load and gradually
transmits it to the cement-soil via the interface between the
stiffer core and cement-soil. Furthermore, the cement-soil
transfers the load to the surrounding soil through the pilesoil interface. Thus, the SDCM pile combines the
advantages of concrete pile and DCM pile. Increasingly
more projects applied this new technique in China to treat
soft soil for its high bearing capacity and low cost.

Stiff core pile

l
L

Cement soil

Fig 1 Schematic of SDCM pile
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3

BEARING CAPACITY OF SDCM COLUMN

3.1 Frictional Resistance Test
The main reason that the stiffer core and the cement-soil
can cooperate and bear the vertical load, is that there is
strong enough cohesive force or frictional resistance on the
interface between the two parts. So it is important to know
the load transfer behaviour between these two parts, which
is the basis to study the bearing capacity of the SDCM
column.
Six specimens were tested. Each test specimen
consisted of three parts: the concrete core, the cement-soil
and the outer rigid tube as shown in Fig. 2. The concrete
core was surrounded by the cement-soil to simulate the
structure of the SDCM column. All the concrete cores were
identical in geometric configuration and compression
strength. The unconfined compression strengths of cementsoil of each specimen were different from each other.
Outer tube
Concrete core

Support
A

A

Cement-soil
Schematic Planform of Specimens
50

200
100

50
Jack

Steel plate

τ u = p u / AL

(1)

τ u was also named as cohesion strength.
The ratio of the cohesive strength τ u to the unconfined

where

compression strength fcu was named cohesive coefficient,
which represented the frictional resistance per unit cementsoil strength provided on per unit side area. So α was a
dimensionless quantity calculated by the following
equation:

α = τ

(2)

f cu

u

The settlement of the concrete core under each load
step was measured by the dial gauges. The concrete core
settled slowly at the early stages, and no evident slippage
on the interface could be observed. With the increasing of
the applying load on the core, the core settled more and
more quickly , with interface slippage between the core and
cement-soil happened and developed. Finally the concrete
core was pushed out along the interface, while the body of
the cement-soil was not damaged apparently.
From the test results of the 6 friction specimens we
found that the cohesive strength τ u increased with the
increment of fcu. The two parameters indicated
approximately linear relationship as shown in Fig.3.

300

Concrete core

The load just before the failure of the specimen was
taken as the ultimate frictional resistance, named as pu.
Assumed the entire side area of the stiffer core was AL.
Thus we could get the value of ultimate frictional resistance
per unit side area, τ u , by the following equation:

Support
100
50

200

50

Section A-A

Fig.2 Frictional resistance specimen (unit: mm)
The test specimen was placed on the concrete support.
Thus the shear force undertaken by the cement-soil was
transmitted to the outer rigid tube, then to the support. This
load transfer path avoided the stress concentrating and the
unexpected damage of the cement-soil near the support.
Because the area of the interface between the cement-soil
and the outer rigid tube was much larger than that of the
interface between the stiffer core and the cement-soil, the
damage will not happen on the former interface.
Two dial gauges were placed on the top of the
concrete core to measure the settlement of it.
The load was applied step-by-step using a jack. Each
load step was 1/8 to 1/10 of the expected ultimate
capacity. The stability criterion for each step of load was
that the settlement speed of the concrete core decreased to
0.1mm/30 min. The failure criterion was that the settlement
of the concrete core can’t converge.
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Cohesive strength(kPa)

800

600

400

200

0
0

1000
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Cement-soil strength( kPa)

Fig.3

τ u - fcu

curve

The cohesive coefficient of the 6 specimens varied
from 0.174 to 0.213 with the mean value of 0.194, which
indicated that the cohesive strength is approximately 0.194
times that of the value of fcu. Because the shear strength of
cement-soil is about 0.2 to 0.3 times that of fcu, the shear
damage almost happened at the interface between the
cement-soil and the concrete core.
Moreover full-scale test showed that the ultimate
frictional resistance between the SDCM column and
surrounding soil is less than 50 kPa. Because the strength of
cement-soil is higher than 1.0 MPa in practice, the ultimate
Deep Mixing´05

3.2 Model Test to Study Load Transfer Mechanism
of SDCM Column
On the basis of the frictional test result, a model test of
SDCM column was carried out to study the load transfer
mechanism of SDCM column. Two SDCM model columns
with the same parameters were installed on the same site.
Four strain gauges were attached along the center of precast
concrete stiffer core in model column A to measure the
strain under various steps of vertical load applied on the top
of the column. The subsoil below column B was removed
to simulate the case that the point resistance of the column
was zero. The schematic of column A is shown in Fig 4.
The cement content was 15%. The stiffer core was 1.2 m
long, square in cross section with the top sides measuring
120 mm and tip sides 100 mm. The compressive strength of
the concrete stiffer core was 30 MPa.

From Fig 5, we found that at the ultimate load (45.5
kN), the stiffer core carried about 35 kN, which was about
77% of the total load applied at the ground surface. During
the whole test procedure, the stiffer core consistently
provided approximately 80% of the total resistance of the
test column. At each stage, the friction transferred from the
stiffer core to the cemented soil was shown in Fig 6, from
which we found that the side friction decreases from the top
to the tip along the shaft of the stiffer core.
Shaft load of stiffer core ( kN)
0

5

10 15 20 25 30 35 40

0. 0
0. 2

Depth ( m)

frictional resistance on the interface between stiffer core
and the cement-soil is at least 4 times bigger than that on
the interface between the cement-soil and the surrounding
soil. According to the above relationship we can determine
the design parameters of the composite columns rationally.

0. 4
0. 6

Q=7kN

Q=14kN

0. 8

Q=21kN

1. 0

Q=35kN

1. 2

Q=28kN

Q=42kN

Qu=45. 5kN

Fig 5 Axial load distribution along stiffer core
Strain measuring
gauge

Section A-A

Side friction of stiffer core (kPa)
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
0. 0

Fig 4 Schematic of test column A (unit:mm)

Static loading test was conducted 30 days after
installation. The ultimate bearing capacity of column A was
45.5kN and for column B, it was 35.0kN. Because the
subsoil below column B was removed, the ultimate bearing
capacity of column B was supplied entirely by the friction
resistance. For the reason that column A and column B
were identical except for the subsoil condition, we can
determine that the ultimate friction resistance of column A
was also 35.0kN. Thus the ultimate point resistance of
column A was approximately 10.5 kN, which was about
23% of the total ultimate bearing capacity of the composite
column.
According to the strain value measured by the installed
gauges and the elastic modulus of the concrete, the axial
load along the shaft of the stiffer core could be derived,
thus the load transferred between the stiffer core and the
cemented soil could be estimated. Under loads at different
stages, the axial load along the stiffer core shaft and the
friction transferred from the side of the stiffer core to the
cemented soil are shown in Figs 5 and 6, respectively.
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Depth (m)

0. 2
0. 4
0. 6
0. 8
1. 0

Qu=45. 5kN
Q=21kN

1. 2

Fig 6 Side friction curves for stiffer core

3.3 Full-scale Test to Study the Bearing Capacity
Three groups of test columns (piles) were installed and
tested to study the vertical bearing capacity of SDCM
columns. The subsoil conditions of test field were listed in
Table 1. Each group involved two deep cement mixed
columns, two bored and cast-in-place concrete piles and
four SDCM columns. The length and diameter of test
columns (piles) of each group were identical. For example,
the test columns (piles) in group A were 10.0 m long with
the diameter of 500 mm. The parameters and test results of
the test columns (piles) of group A are listed in Table 2. In
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group A, the mean ultimate bearing capacity of SDCM
column was 780 kN, which was 4.73 times that of the DCM
columns and 1.48 times that of the bored and cast-in-place
piles. The other two groups with the pile (column) length of
11.0 m and 8.5 m, respectively, showed similar results.
From the test results we found that the SDCM column

evidently had greater vertical bearing capacity. The loadsettlement curves for test pile(column) A1, A4, A6 are
plotted in Fig 7, which clearly indicates the higher bearing
capacity and lesser settlement of the new composite column
at vertical load.

Table 1 Subsoil conditions of test field

Depth below
Moisture
round surface (m) content (%)

Type of soil

nit weight
Void ratio Liquidity index
(kN/m3)

Artificial fill

0

24.7

18.8

0.79

Clay

1.9-3.2

28.7

18.5

0.91

―
0.58

Silt

3.2-3.7

28.4

18.9

0.83

1.13

Clay and silty clay

4.8-6.0

36.8

18.2

1.05

1.35

Silty clay

10.9-11.2

26.0

19.6

0.75

0.72

Clay

-16.3

23.5

20.0

0.69

0.69

Table 2 Parameters and results of test column/pile of group A
Parameters of stiffer core
Cement

Water-

Length content*

cement

Upper side Lower side
Number

Type

length

length

(diameter) (diameter)
(mm)

(mm)

(m)

(%)

ratio

Ultimate
bearing
capacity
(kN)

A1

DCM column

―

―

―

15

0.6

180

A2

DCM column

―

―

―

15

0.6

150

A3

Cast-in-place pile

―

―

―

―

0.6

500

A4

Cast-in-place pile

―

―

―

―

0.6

550

A5

SDCM column

354

114

6.0

12/18**

0.6

800

A6

SDCM column

354

114

6.0

12/18

0.6

720

A7

SDCM column

6.0

12/18

0.6

800

A8
SDCM column
6.0
12/18
* : Percentage of the weight of the cement to the wet weight of the soil to be improved.
**: Cement content of the upper 6m length is 12% and the lower 4m length 18%.

0.6

800

φ 400
φ 400

φ 100
φ 100

Table 3 Comparison of bearing capacity
Tested value of SDCM column
（kN）

Comparison of
ultimate bearing capacity

Concrete pile
Ultimate Ultimate Ultimate
Number bearing
point
frictional Calculacapacity resistance resistance ted value Ratio
(kN)
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(1)

(2)

(3)

A5

800

105

695

A6

720

90

630

A7

800

112

688

A8

800

65

735

(4)

(1)/(4)

DCM column
Calculated value
(kN)
(5)

1.04-1.52

(1)/(5)

(6)

2.95-3.57

0.94-1.36
528-768

Ratio

Comparison of ultimate point/frictional
resistance with concrete pile
Ultimate point
Ultimate frictional
resistance
resistance
CalculaCalculated value Ratio ted value Ratio
(kN)
(kN)

2.66-3.21
224-271

(2)/(6)

(7)

(3)/(7)

0.97-1.19

1.05-1.58

0.83-1.02
88-108

0.95-1.43
440-660

1.04-1.52

2.95-3.57

1.04-1.27

1.04-1.56

1.04-1.52

2.95-3.57

0.60-0.73

1.11-1.67
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Because each test group involved only two DCM
columns and two concrete piles, an empirical method was
applied to evaluate the bearing capacity of these two kinds
of columns/piles to eliminate the error caused by the
randomicity of the test results. Thus, the tested value of
SDCM column could be compared with the calculated
value by the empirical method. According to the empirical
method introduced by the Technical Code for Building Pile
Foundations of China and Technical Code for Ground
Treatment of Buildings of China, we estimated the bearing
capacity of concrete piles and DCM columns respectively
by referring to the soil property indexes listed in Table 1.
Accordingly, the ultimate frictional resistance and point
bearing capacity of SDCM columns were decided by the
empirical Q~S method introduced by Shen (1991). All the
calculated and tested values are listed in Table 3. The
values in the “Ratio” column denote the ratio of bearing
capacity of SDCM column to the other kinds of piles.
The test result indicated that the bearing capacity of
SDCM column was 0.94 to 1.04 times the upper limit of
calculated bearing capacity of bored and cast-in-place pile.
The ratio between the tested bearing capacity of SDCM
column and the lower limit varied from 1.36 to 1.52.
Similarly, the bearing capacity of SDCM column was 2.66
to 3.57 times the tested value of DCM column. By adding
the stiffer core, the stiffness and strength of the composite
column were enhanced considerably. As a result, the
frictional and point resistance of the composite column
increased significantly, so did the total ultimate bearing
capacity of the SDCM column.
0

300

Load( kN)
600

900

1200

0

Deformation(mm)

5

A6

10

A4

15

A1

20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Fig 7 Load-settlement curves for test columns/piles

Similar conclusions were drawn from the test results of
groups B and C. Generally, (1) the ultimate bearing
capacity of SDCM column is equal to or larger than the
bearing capacity of bored and cast-in-place concrete pile
with the same diameter and length; (2) the ultimate
frictional resistance of SDCM column is larger than that of
the concrete pile; and (3) the ultimate point resistance of
SDCM column is about 80% of that of the concrete pile.
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3.4 Design Method of SDCM Column
The DCM column can be installed with the traditional
method and the stiffer core should meet the following
requirements: (1) The total side area of the stiffer core
should be 1/4~1/3 to that of the SDCM column and meet
the load transfer request; (2) The length ratio between
stiffer core and the cement-soil column should not be less
than 0.8 and the taper degree of the stiffer core should be
less than 1.0% in case of split failure of the cement-soil.
In accordance with large amount of full-scale load test
results, the SDCM column has similar bearing properties to
bored-and-cast-in-place concrete pile. Traditionally, the
ultimate load-carrying capacity of a column can be given by
a simple equation as the sum of the load carried at the
column point plus the total skin friction derived from the
soil-column interface. Thus, the bearing capacity of SDCM
column can be calculated by referring to the empirical
factors of bored and cast-in-place concrete pile: the total
side friction is the same as concrete pile and the end bearing
capacity is about 0.4 to 0.6 times that of concrete pile. So
the bearing capacity of SDCM column is given by
n

Q u = u p ∑ q si l i + α q p A p

(3)

i =1

Qu is the ultimate axial load bearing capacity of
SDCM column (kN), u p the perimeter of the cross section
where

of SDCM column (m),

q si the ultimate unit friction

resistance of concrete pile at the depth of the ith soil layers
(kPa), l i the depth of the ith soil layer (m); α the reduction
factor of end bearing capacity, varying from 0.4 to 0.6, and
q p the ultimate unit point resistance of concrete pile.

4

APPLICATION OF SDCM COLUMN IN
SUPPORTING FOUNDATION PIT
In addition to being used to resist compression load, SDCM
column can also be used as retaining structure in deep
foundation pit engineering (Yuan et al. 2002). For a deep
foundation pit, a commonly used supporting system is the
combination of DCM columns and bored-and-cast-in-place
piles as shown in Fig 8. The overlapped DCM columns are
used as a waterproof wall and the concrete piles are used as
a sustain structure to bear the lateral soil pressure. These
two parts must be constructed respectively. Therefore the
construction time is very long and the construction
procedure is complicated because the two lines of
piles/columns are so near to each other. However, the
construction course will become easier and timesaving if
SDCM columns were adopted as a supporting system (Fig
9). The composite structure of SDCM column plays double
roles in this circumstance: the cement-soil builds a
waterproof wall and the high stiffness core enables the
composite column to resist the bending moment induced by
the lateral soil pressure and keeps the slope stable. SDCM
columns have been used as foundation pit supporting
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system in many projects and desired purpose have been
achieved.
A

silent static force driver is adopted instead of the hammers
or vibratory drivers. In sum, the construction procedure of
SDCM column is simple and safe.

DCM column

Concrete pile
A

Concrete pile

DCM column

Foundation pit

6 CONCLUSIONS
SDCM column is a new type of composite column that
combines the advantages of concrete pile and DCM
column. Its high bearing capacity ensures the treated
foundation and the superstructure to be safer. The
construction course of SDCM column is beneficial to the
protection of the environment and is safe to adjacent
buildings. With more emphasis being placed on safety
control and environment protecting, the SDCM column is
undoubtedly a good choice to engineers in foundation
engineering.

7

A-A Section
Fig 8 Traditional supporting system
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5 CONSTRUCTION OF SDCM COLUMN
The construction procedure of SDCM column consists of
two steps: deep wet mixing of soil with cement and then
installing of the stiffer core. The deep mixing process of
SDCM column is the same as that of common DCM
column. Shortly after the mixing of soil and cement, the
stiffer core is installed by static force that makes no noise
and vibration. Because the cement-soils are mixed
sufficiently and appear as semi-liquid state, the friction that
resists the insertion of stiffer core is much smaller than the
native soil. As a consequence, the power needed to push the
concrete core down is relatively smaller. Thus, in the
construction course of the SDCM columns, the safety and
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ABSTRACT: The 160 km long electrified double track railway line between Rawang and Ipoh in Malaysia is designed for
speeds of 160 km/h. The alignment passes over areas where tin mining activities have been carried out and have left behind
large areas of very soft tin mine tailings. Dry Deep Soil Mixing (also referred to as the Lime Cement Column Method or
LCM) was used to treat the soft soils over an 800m length of the railway line. Over 50,000 lin.m. of 0.6m diameter columns
were installed to depths between 6m and 14m. Embankment heights varied between 1.5 and 3 meters. The paper presents
details of the dry DSM method and describes the soil conditions and works carried out at site. Performance is assessed based
on results of the load tests and instrumentation monitoring.

1 INTRODUCTION
The project is between Rawang in the state of Selangor and
Ipoh in the state of Perak in Peninsular Malaysia with a
project length of approximately 160 km. Figure 1 shows the
location of the project site in Peninsular Malaysia.

Figure 1 Location of project site in
Peninsular Malaysia
The geotechnical design of the project involves ground
improvement on the existing foundation to sustain the
imposed dead and traffic loads for train speeds of 160 km/h.
The client’s design requirements of the project is a
maximum post construction settlement of 25mm in 6
months and a maximum differential settlement of 10mm in
10 meters. In addition, the degree of consolidation to be
achieved is not to be lower than 85-90%. A factor of safety
of 1.5 for stability is required for the permanent
embankments. Ground improvement was required to ensure
adequate performance of the embankment in terms of
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settlement and stability. Ground improvement by means of
Dry Deep Soil Mixing (Dry DSM, also referred to as the
Lime Cement Column Method or LCM) allows for the
treatment of a wide range of soils, ranging from loose sands
to clays by forming reinforcing elements of low
compressibility and high shear strength.
2 DRY DEEP SOIL MIXING
Dry deep soil mixing technology is a development of the
lime-cement column method, which was invented by Kjeld
Paus almost 30 years ago. It is a form of soil improvement
involving the introduction and mechanical mixing of in-situ
soft and weak soils with a cementitious compound such as
lime, cement or a combination of both in different
proportions. The mixture of these compounds is often
referred to as the binder. The binder is injected into the soil
in a dry form. The moisture in the soil is utilised for the
binding process, resulting in an improved soil with higher
shear strength and lower compressibility. The removal of
the moisture from the soil also results in an improvement in
the soft soil surrounding the mixed soil. The reader is
referred to Holm (1999) for further details.
Typical applications of the deep soil mixing method
include foundations of embankment fill for highway and
railways, slope stabilisation, stabilisation of deep
excavations, foundations for housing development and
improvement of clay sub-grade below pavements (Mitchell,
2002). The range of soils applicable spans over soft
cohesive deposits, expansive clays, loose-granular soils and
pulverised fuel ash. The technology is primarily used to
reduce subsidence and increase shear strength and bearing
capacity of the composite soil mass. It can also be used in
cases where reduction of vibrations is required. For
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example vibrations caused by high-speed trains can be
reduced by dry DSM technique in order to achieve an
acceptable dynamic performance of the rail system (Holm
2002).

withdrawal and the rate of injection of binder are adjusted
such that the desired amount of binder is thoroughly mixed
with the soil. The rate of rotation ranges between 120rpm
and 150rpm and the rate of withdrawal range between
15mm and 30mm per revolution.

Dry DSM methods have been used in Sweden and
Finland since 1967 for soil improvement in soft clays and
organic soils and are mainly used to increase the stability
and to reduce the settlements of embankments. The
technique has also found extensive application in Japan.
In the case of using cement as the binding agent, this
usually consists of standard Portland type, grains sized less
than 0.01mm, and contains approximately 65% of activated
CaO. The anticipated amounts of binding agents commonly
used are approximately 100 – 150 kg/m3 in silty clay and
clayey silt materials. The strength develops differently over
time depending on the type of soil, amount of cement and
proportion used. In most cases, the strength starts to
increase after a few hours and then continues to increase
rapidly during the first week. In normal cases,
approximately 90% of the final strength is reached after
about three weeks.
2.1 Method of Construction
A typical dry DSM unit consists of a track mounted
installation rig fitted with a leader and a drill motor as
shown in Figure 2. The binder is carried in pressurised
tanks, which are mounted on the rig itself or on a separate
shuttle as shown in the Figure 2. Mixing is achieved by
using an auger-mixing tool connected to the drill motor by
a kelly bar. The mixing tool is drilled down to firm ground
or the intended depth. Once at the required depth, the tool is
drilled out with the simultaneous injection of the binder.

Figure 3 Photo showing the ejection of the binder
from the mixing tool in a dry form
The process of rotation, withdrawal of mixing tool and
transportation of the binder is schematically showed in
Figure 4. The amount of binder injected into the ground is
continuously monitored by continuously weighing the
binder storage tank using load cells. Using this method, it
can be verified whether the required amount of binder has
actually been utilised uniformly over the length of the
column (see further details in Section 6 “Quality Control”).

Figure 2 Schematic showing a Dry DSM machine
installing columns (Source: LCM Marktechnik)

The binder is transported from the container to the
mixing point in the ground in a dry state using compressed
air as shown in Figure 3. The rate of rotation, rate of
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Figure 4 Schematic showing mixing operation
in dry DSM process (Source: LCM Marktechnik)
The final result of the deep soil mixing process is a
soil mass in the shape of a cylindrical column with
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improved deformation and shear resistance characteristics.
The diameter of the column typically ranges between 0.6m
and 0.8m. Column spacings generally range between 1.0m
and 1.5m. Maximum treatment depth is in the range of 20m
to 25m.

A total of 25 electric cone penetration tests (CPT)
were carried out to investigate the existing subsoil and its
engineering properties. The results of soil investigation
revealed the presence of a wide range of soils along the
track, ranging from very soft silty CLAY or clayey SILT to
loose silty clayey SAND. Figure 7 shows a typical CPT
plot. The top 5m was made up of a soft Clayey SILT with a
tip resistance of about 200 kPa implying a shear strength in
the order of 10kPa to 15kPa. This is followed by an
approximately 1.5m thick silty SAND layer with a tip
resistance of about 3MPa. This is followed by alternating
layers made up of soft clayey SILTS and loose silty
SANDS to a depth of 11m followed by dense SAND layers.
Ground water was found at a depth of approximately 1m
below ground level.

For more details on design approach of the dry DSM
and evaluation of improved deformation and shear strength
parameters, the reader is referred to Broms (1999) and the
Swedish Geotechnical Society (1997).
Depth [M]

4 SOIL CONDITIONS AT THE IPOH-RAWANG
The treatment area was located between CH 341,650 and
CH 342,450 of the Ipoh-Rawang Double Track project near
the town of Serendah. The site is 800m long with a width
ranging between 20m and 25m. Figure 6 shows a plan view
of the treatment area.
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Figure 5 Schematic showing geo-mechanical design
philosophy for dry DSM (Source: Euro Soil Stab)

Figure 6 Plan view of the site showing the
treatment area (shaded area)
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3 DESIGN METHODOLOGY
The design philosophy for dry DSM is to produce a
stabilised soil mass that mechanically interacts with the
surrounding natural soil. The intention is not to produce
rigid elements like piles which will attract the entire load.
This method of semi-rigid stabilisation is often referred to
as the ‘soft treatment’. The ‘soft treatment’ can be achieved
by designing with low binder contents, which can achieve
improved shear strength values (typically undrained shear
strengths range between 100kPa and 250kPa depending on
characteristics of the in-situ soil). The applied load is partly
carried by the columns and partly by the natural soil
between the columns. Therefore, a too rigidly stabilised
material is not necessarily the best solution since such a
material will prevent an effective interaction and load
distribution between the stabilised soil mass and
surrounding natural soil. This philosophy is schematically
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 7 Plot of typical CPT result
Additional CPTs were carried out along with the
treatment works and these additional CPTs revealed very
soft soil conditions beneath the proposed new track area
between CH. 342,275 and CH. 342,350.
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5 TREATMENT SCHEME AND EXECUTION
The specification for the ground treatment below the
railway embankment designed for a train speed of 160
kmph which required the following performance:

settlement recorded during the test was less than 15mm
which indicated an acceptable performance of the cement
columns in the trial area.

• Post construction settlement to be limited to a
maximum of 25mm over a period of 6 months of
commercial rail service
• Maximum differential settlement of 10mm over a
length of 10m (1 in 1000) along the embankment
centreline over a period of 6 months of commercial
rail service
• Minimum long-term factor of safety of 1.5 against
circular slope failure

After successful field trial, the site was first cleared of
vegetation and organic material by excavating out the top
30cm and the site was levelled. Following this, a 1.0m thick
sand blanket was placed to serve as a working platform
during column installation and later for load transfer to the
columns. Cement columns were installed while working
from the top of sand blanket. After penetrating to the
required depth, injection of binder and mixing started and
was terminated 0.5m below the top of the sand blanket to
avoid hard spots at the top of the sand blanket. Columns
were installed from toe to toe of embankment and were
installed down to the dense sand layers resulting in lengths
ranging between 7m and 14m.

The design of the ground improvement was carried out
based on the standard design principles proposed by Broms
(1999) and the Swedish Geotechnical Society (1997). A
column diameter of 600mm was chosen. Design shear
strength of the mixed soil was 150 kPa under the
embankment area. Relatively rigid columns were designed
with a higher shear strength of 250 kPa underneath the rails.
Based on the embankment load corresponding to
heights ranging between 1.5m and 3.0m and a live load of
30 kPa, the required spacing was determined. Typically the
spacing of the column grids (square/rectangle) varied
between 1m to 1.3m centre-to-centre under the rails and
1.4m to 1.5m centre-to-centre in the remaining area
underneath the embankment. Typical cross section of
embankment for new and rehab tracks along with treatment
scheme is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Schematic showing typical cross section of
embankment and treatment scheme
Before installation of cement columns in the working
area, a field trial was carried out to assess the performance
of the treatment scheme. An area of 30m x 20m was chosen
with similar soil conditions and cement columns were
installed with configuration similar to the design treatment
scheme. A 4-column load test was carried out with
maximum load up to 102t (150% of design load). The
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For the stretch between CH. 341,650 and CH. 341750,
the columns were installed right under the existing track
during the day time allowing train operation in the night
time. The works were progressed in this area in stages of
25m stretches by cutting the existing track followed by
installation of cement columns and this was followed by
reforming the track in position (within 10 hours).
A typical picture showing the installation of cement
columns right under the existing track area is shown in
Figure 9.

Figure 9 Typical picture showing installation of
cement columns under the existing track
As additional CPTs revealed very soft soil conditions
beneath the proposed new track area between CH. 342,275
and CH. 342,350 and the embankment was higher due to
super-elevation, the columns were installed in panels for
this area to increase stability against slope failure. The
schematic sketch of the column layout in panels is shown in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10 Schematic showing
column layout in panels
Since relatively high strength columns (250kPa) were
used underneath the tracks, it was decided to place a
geotextile reinforcement to assist in load transfer.
Geotextile reinforcement having a tensile strength of
150kN/m (2 layers of 100kN/m x 50kN/m each) in both
longitudinal and transverse directions was laid on the top of
the cement columns following completion of the works.
The geotextile was also placed underneath the existing
track during rehabilitation works after diverting the trains
on to the new track. The strength of the geotextile was
calculated based on the British standard BS: 8006.

6 QUALITY CONTROL
In all ground improvement techniques, quality control
during execution is important to ensure uniform
improvement of the soil. In deep soil mixing, it is important
to be able to ensure that the required amount of binder has
been mixed with the soil and mixed uniformly over the
length of the column.
For this purpose, the DSM machines are equipped with
electronic recording devices, which record all relevant
production parameters. The main objective of the system is
to ensure that the correct quantity of binder is injected at a
particular depth at any time. The depth of the mixing tool
and the weight of the binder in the mobile silo unit are
continuously measured and correlated to assess the binder
amount consumed in the soil per meter depth. In addition
the mixing/withdrawal speed of the tool is recorded in
relation to the depth. Such a typical record is shown in the
Figure 11.

Figure 11 Typical computer record of the dry DSM
(Source: LCM Marktechnik)

7 LOAD TEST RESULTS
After completion of the treatment, 3 nos. of 4-column plate
load tests were carried out. One test was carried out for
every 5,000m2 of treated area. A schematic set-up of plate
bearing test is shown in Figure 12. After levelling the test
location to a horizontal surface, a 3m x 3m concrete block
was placed symmetrically over four columns and a
hydraulic jack was placed at the centroid of the block for
loading purposes. By jacking the concrete block against
reaction from kentledge a set of varying loads can be
applied over a 3m x 3m area. The maximum design load for
a location of 2.2m high embankment is 74 kPa, which
implies a working load of approximately 68t over a 3m x
3m test area. The load test was carried out with 25%, 50%,
75%, 100%, 125% and 150% of the 68t load in two load
cycles and settlements were measured using 4 dial gauges
for each stage of loading. The test results are plotted as
shown in Figure 13 which shows settlement within 10mm
for 150% load.

Figure 12 Schematic of plate load test
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Figure 13 Typical result of plate load test
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8 MONITORING RESULTS
During the construction of embankment over the treated
ground, settlements and lateral movements of the
embankment were monitored using rod settlement gauges
and inclinometers. A total of 8 nos. of rod settlement
gauges (RSG) were installed at every 100m length along
the centreline of the embankment. A total of 4 nos. of
inclinometers (I) were also installed along the toe of the
embankment. Figure 14 shows a plan view of the
instrumentation scheme.

60

0.0

-10.0
-20.0
-30.0
RSG-3

RSG-6

Figure 15 Plot showing the results of
rod settlement gauges
A maximum settlement of about 20mm was recorded
for heights ranging between 1.5m and 2.5m which is well
within the requirements as per the specification detailed in
Section 5 above.
The inclinometers showed lateral movements to be
within 25mm in the direction perpendicular to the
embankment alignment. Maximum displacement was
observed at the ground level. Typical results of lateral
displacement are shown in Figure 16. The lateral
displacements shown in Figure 16 correspond to the
cumulative readings as on the last day of monitoring.
Figure 14 Plan view showing
instrumentation scheme
Settlement gauges showed marginal movement (less
than10mm) for an embankment height ranging from 1m to
1.5m (about 70% of the proposed height). This shows
significant improvement of the in-situ soft soil which would
have otherwise experience an estimated settlement of over
150mm in the case of without improvement under the same
embankment load. Typical results of rod settlement gauges
are shown in Figure 15.
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The inclinometer I-4 was influenced by a nearby
excavation for a cable trench. It showed a maximum lateral
movement of about 100mm in the top 2m. This
measurement is not relevant to the purpose of monitoring
overall embankment stability and is hence not included in
the plot above.
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9 CONCLUSIONS
Dry Deep Soil Mixing is a well developed technique to
treat soft soils in order to reduce settlements and to increase
shear strength and bearing capacity parameters. The method
has been extensively used in Nordic countries and Japan
and has now found application in the soft soils in Malaysia.
Treatment to depths of up to 14m has been carried out and
results from load tests, settlement and inclinometer readings
indicate that the stringent performance requirements of the
new railway line will be met.
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DJM-PVD combined method innovation and practice in soft ground
improvement

Songyu LIU, Yankai WU, Zhenshun HONG and Guangyin DU,
Institute of Geotechnical Engineering, Southeast University, Nanjing, China

ABSTRACT: A remarkable combined method of the dry mixing with vertical drains (DJM-PVD combined method) is
innovated and successfully practiced in a highway project on very soft clay in Jiangsu, China. The mechanism, construction
issues, in-situ testing results on dry mixing columns and soils between the columns, and pilot project monitoring results are
presented in the paper. The results indicate that the DJM-PVD combined method makes the dry mixing much more reliable
and economical.

1
INTRODUCTION
Dry Jet Mixing (DJM) is a soil improvement technique that
pneumatically delivers powdered reagent into the ground
and mixes it with in situ soils to form a soil-cement column.
The chemical reactions between soils and dry reagents such
as cement powder or lime increase the strength and reduce
the compressibility of soft ground. Due to its many
advantages, DJM has attracted increasing attention
compared to other in-situ soil stabilization methods since its
development in Sweden and Japan. In the 1980’s a large
increase in DJM usage occurred in the Nordic countries and
in Japan. Today the method is used worldwide, specifically
in Europe, North America and Asia (Bruce et al., 1999).
The dry jet mixing method was introduced to China in the
early 1980’s. The first DJM equipment in China was
developed in 1983 at the Wuhan Research Institute of
Engineering Machinery of China. It was successful in soft
soil improvement for railway engineering. After that, DJM
rapidly spread throughout China in the 1990’s, especially
for road and railway embankment applications. Many
engineering practices of DJM in China have demonstrated
that DJM has many merits, e.g. easily and rapidly
constructions and relatively small vibration. More
importantly it can effectively reduce the settlement and
increase the stability of soft ground (Liu and Hryciw, 2003,
Cai et al, 2002). However, DJM installation often
encounters following problems in China.
(1) The DJM construction is relatively costly method for
soft ground improvement due to adaptation of
relatively small column distance (1.1m~1.5m).
(2) The improved depth is limited to being less than 15m.
(3) DJM construction may induce slope failure.
(4) DJM construction may damage surrounding structures.
(5) The DJM columns may suddenly drop into the ground
after the construction.
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For overcoming the above shortcomings of DJM, a
new technique is proposed in this study combining the DJM
with vertical drains, designated DJM-PVD combined
method (dry jet method and vertical drain method). This
study focuses on introducing the principles of the DJMPVD combined method and field experiments in a highway
practice.

2
FUNDAMENTALS OF DJM-PVD COMBINED
METHOD
Johansson (1999) has reported that the maximum pore
pressure caused by lime-mixed column installation is about
1.5 times the static pore pressure when the pneumatic jet
pressure is 420~450kPa. Vriend (2000) has measured the
maximum excessive pore pressure of 130kPa at the distance
of 5.5m from the installed dry jet mixed column, he also
reported the effect of installation of DJ mixed column on
surrounding clays can reach 14m from the column. The
lateral pressure and shear stress can exerted on surrounding
clays during the installation of DJM columns (Shen and
Miura, 1999). It is the lateral pressure and shear stress
induced during DJM installation that cause the
shortcomings of DJM mentioned previously. The DJMPVD combined method can effectively utilize this lateral
pressure and shear stress. It effectively combines the two
independent techniques of DJM and vertical drain method
into a new technique. The DJM-PVD combined method
utilize the lateral pressure and shear stress as a powerful
way of accelerating the consolidation of surrounding clays
through the vertical drain, consequently effectively
increasing the strength of surrounding clays. On the other
hand, the fracturing caused by excessive pore pressure and
drain action of vertical drains can in turn make the
installation of DJ mixed columns more easily, especially in
deeper layers, enabling the mixing of columns more
homogeneously, consequently increasing the in-situ
strength of cement/lime-mixed-columns. The schematic
plot of the new DJM-PVD combined method is shown in
Figure 1. The fabricated vertical drain (PVD) is installed
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into the soft ground. Then the DJM columns are installed in
the pattern shown in the schematic figure. The improved
ground is completed after a mat is placed. The strength of
the improved ground can be further increased when the
embankment load is loaded due to the existence of the PVD.
In a summary, DJM-PVD combined method is of merits as
follows:
1) It can be easily applied in engineering practice because
both the independent two techniques of DJM and
vertical drain method have well established
construction equipments and practical experiences. The
construction of the DJM-PVD combined method is
simple, similar to the DJM and the PVD.
2) Diverting the disadvantage of the lateral pressure and
shear stress caused by DJM installation into a powerful
energy of accelerating the consolidation of the
surrounding clays with the drainage of PVD. It is
expected to increase the strength of surrounding clays
due to the drainage of PVD.
3) It is expected to increase the homogeneous extent of
the mixed columns with the drainage capacity of PVD,
consequently increasing the strength of the mixed
columns.
4) The fracturing caused during installation of mixed
columns may increase the permeability of surrounding
clays.
5) The installation depth of DJM may be increased to
more than 20m due to the drainage of PVD.
6) It is expected to increase the DJ mixed column
distance much because both the DJ column strength and the
surrounding clay strength can be increased. Hence it is
predicted to decrease much the cost of ground improvement.

3

FIELD EXPERIMENTS OF 2D METHOD

3.1 Soil Profile
The field experiments of 2D method were performed on
soft ground section of K19+688~K19+798 in Hui-Yan
highway which was being constructed. The conventional
DJM tests were also carried out for comparison. The soft
ground has a thickness of about 13m, a maximum water
content of 86.4% and a maximum void ratio of 2.1. The
highway has four lanes in both sides, and the design speed
is 120km/h, the design height of embankment is 3.7~4.3m.
The investigated soft ground consists of three layers. The
top clay layer has a thickness of 1.5~2.0m with gray to
yellowish-brown color. The second soft clay layer consists
of two sub-layers. The ②-1 layer is of 0.8~1.1m thickness
with gray to gray-black color, and the ② -2 layer is of
8.0~8.9m thickness. The third clay layer is relatively hard
with gray to gray-blue color, and the mixed column was not
completely penetrated through this layer. The physical and
mechanical indices of the ground are shown in Tables 1 and
2. The ground properties show high natural water contents,
large compressibility, high clay contents, low strength and
low permeability. Most plasticity index is larger than 35.
The above behavior indicates the ground should be treated
for road embankment construction.
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Fig.1 Schematic plot of DJM-PVD combined method
Table.1 In-situ parameters of the soils in the
experimental section

Soil

Cone Penetration
Tests (CPT)

laye

qc

r

(MPa
)

Vane shear
tests

fs

Rf

Cu

Cu’

(kPa)

(%)

(kPa)

(kPa)

20.9

7.3

2.8

16.8

4.9

3.4

①

0.316

18.1

5.7

②-1

0.265

7.2

2.6

②-2

0.316

4.4

1.4

③

1.664

52.9

3.2

St

Table 2 Laboratory parameters of the soft clay
Maximum
value

Minimum
value

Average
value

Natural water content (%)

86.4

49.4

63.0

Liquid limit （%）

77.8

55.9

68.9

Plastic limit (%）

30.2

20.3

27.4

Plasticity index

48.3

26.2

39.9

Liquidity index

1.31

0.50

0.87

void ratio

2.1

1.3

1.7

Shear
test
(CU)

12

0

7.5

21

5

13

36.1

2.1

16.5

4.91

0.55

2.34

4.79

0.91

1.68

Cohesion C (kPa)

Angle of internal
friction φ(°)
Unconfined
compressive
strength (kPa)
Compressive parameter
a1-2(MPa-1)
Compressive modulus Es
(MPa)

3.2 Experiment Program
The experimental section was classified into three areas,
designated Section A, Section B and Section C respectively.
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DJM was adopted in Sections A and C, DJM-PVD
combined method was used in Section B. Detail
information is shown in Table 3 and Figure 2. Table 4 gives
the experimental programs.
3.3 Experiment Results
Excessive pore pressure
Figures 3 and 4 show the relationships between excessive
pore pressure and elapsed time at distances of 1m, 2m and
4m from the mixed column for DJM and DJM-PVD
combined method respectively. The excessive pore pressure
increases with time during mixed-column installation and
dissipates with time after installation. The single column
test of DJM-PVD combined method is shown in Figure 5.
Twenty PVDs were installed with depth of 13.0m. The
SPB-IB type of PVD board was adopted with thickness of
4.0±0.2mm, width of 100±2mm. The discharge capacity of
the PVD is 35cm2/s, the maximum tensile strength is larger
than 1.3KN/10cm at the tensile rate of about 10%. After the
completion of PVD installation, the single DJM was
installed with the same depth as PVD, 13m as shown in
Figure 5. From Figure 3 and 4, it can be known:
1) The DJM installation causes the increase in pore
pressure of surrounding clays, and the excessive pore
pressure gradually dissipates with elapsed time after
the DJM column installation.
2) The increase magnitude of pore pressure decreases

with increasing the distance from the column. At the
depth of 10.5m from the column of 1.0m, the
maximum excessive pore pressure for DJM method is
74kPa and only 39kPa for DJM-PVD combined
method.
3) For conventional DJM, the excessive pore pressure at a
distance of 4.0m from the DJM column is very small.
The effect distance caused by column installation for
conventional DJM is about 3.0m. Whereas for the
DJM-PVD combined method, the excessive pore
pressure at a distance of 4.0m still reaches a relatively
large value, indicating the effect zone caused by
column installation may reaches 4.0m.
4) The dissipation time of excessive pore pressure varies
with the distance from the column. The longer the
dissipation time, the closer the distance is. The
existence of PVD increases significantly dissipation
rate of excessive pore pressure. The dissipation time is
about 2 days for conventional DJM, and is much short
with the minimum being about several hours for the
DJM-PVD combined method.
The above results indicate that PVD in the DJM-PVD
combined method acts as powerful drainage way,
accelerating the dissipation of excessive pore pressure.

Table.4 Experimental programs.
Table.3 Description of the experimental section
location
Length (m)
Treated
width(m)
Embankment
hight (m)
DJM
depth (m)
DJM
column
space(m)

Remark

K19+688～
K19+738
50

K19+738～
K19+788
50

K19+788～
K19+798
10

39

39

40

3.7

3.7

4.3

13

13

13

1.5

2.2

1.3

Section A
(DJM)

Section B
(2D
method)

Section C
(DJM)
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test

single
column
test

group
column
test
In-situ
monitoring

programs
6 single columns including 3 conventional
DJM and 3 columns with 2D method. For
each column::
During installation: monitoring the pore
water pressure and jet
pressure
After installation:: Strength measuring of the
surrounding clays (CPT
and vane shear test);
column strength (SPT)
During installation: monitoring pore water
pressure
After installation: column strength (SPT);
Plane Load Testing(PLT) including stress
ratio measure
Pore water pressure; stress ; settlement
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Fig.2 Schematic plan of the experimental sections
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Fig.3b excessive pore pressure and elapsed time at
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Fig.4a excessive pore pressure and elapsed time at
distances of 1m from the single DJM with DJM-PVD
combined method
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Fig.5 Schematic of the single column with DJM-PVD combined method

Strength Variation of Surrounding Clays
For single cement-mixed-column tests, cone penetration
tests and in-situ vane shear tests were performed on
surrounding clays of cement-mixed columns at the
distances of 0.2m, 0.5m, 1.0m and 2.0m from the column
after 1day, 7days, 14 days and 28days of column
installations respectively. For group cement-mixed-columns
tests, cone penetration tests and in-situ vane shear tests
were performed on surrounding clays at the distances of
0.2m, 0.5m for different elapsed times. These tests aim at
investigating the effect range of column installation and the
behavior change of surrounding clays. The typical results of
the soft layer ranging from the depths of 2m to 12m are
shown in Figure 6. The results indicate:
1) The DJM installation damages the soil structure of
intact surrounding clays, consequently decreasing the
strength of the surrounding clays after the installation.
The damage extents at 0.2m and 0.5m are greater than
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those at 1.0m and 2.0m, i.e. the larger the damage
extent, the closer the distances to the installed column .
2) The strength of surrounding clays recovers gradually
with elapsed time after the installation of 7 days, and
the increasing magnitudes at 0.2m and 0.5m are larger
than those at 1.0m and 2.0m.
3) The surrounding clays of DJM-PVD combined method
have a greater increasing rate than that of traditional
DJM. For the former, at 28 days of elapsed time after
installation, the strength of surrounding clays exceeds
that of the intact clays before installation. Whereas for
the latter, the strength at 28 days after installation is
almost the same as the original strength. This
comparison indicates that the drainage of PVD can
improve the surrounding clays.
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Fig.6a CPT Cone resistance of the surrounding soils
at different distances from the single DJM column
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Fig.6b CPT Cone resistance of the surrounding soils at different
distances from the single column with DJM-PVD combined method
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Fig.6c In-situ vane shear test results with time in the
surrounding soils of the single DJM column

Fig.6d Vane shear test strength changes with time
between group columns with DJM-PVD combined
method
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Fig.7 changes of soil water content before and after
installation with DJM-PVD combined method

Laboratory Test Results
Undisturbed samples of surrounding clays were obtained
before and after the cement-mixed-column installation.
Figures 7 and 8 show the change in water content and
unconfined compressive strength of surrounding clays
before and after column installation of DJM-PVD
combined method respectively. It can be seen that the water
content decreases and the strength increases due to the
drainage of PVD.
Quality of Cement-Mixed Column
In order to investigate the quality of cement-mixed columns
for both traditional DJM and DJM-PVD combined method,
coring samples and standard penetration tests (SPT) were
performed on the columns. The curing times are 28~31
days. The N values of SPT are shown in Figure 9. It can be
seen that the N values of DJM-PVD combined method are
much larger than those of traditional DJM. This comparison
indicates that the drainage of PVD can improve much the
cement-mixed column quality.
Bearing Capacity Tests
Four bearing capacity tests and two bearing capacity tests
were performed on the DJM-PVD combined method
improved ground and traditional DJM combined ground
respectively. The test results are shown in Table 5. The
bearing capacities for both the two improvement methods
are almost the same, although the distance of column to
column for the DJM-PVD combined method is much larger
than that of traditional DJM. Moreover, the stress ratio of
column to surrounding clays for the DJM-PVD combined
method is smaller than that of traditional DJM. Above
results again indicate the effectiveness of the DJM-PVD
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changes before and after installation with DJM-PVD
combined method

combined method for ground improvement.
4
FIELD MONITORING RESULTS
The embankment construction began in March 2004.
Before construction the settlement plates, piezometers and
stress gauges were installed in the experimental zone. The
monitoring results updates are shown in Table 6 and Figure
10. The results indicate:
1) The total settlement of DJM-PVD combined method
improved ground is smaller than that of traditional
DJM combined ground, although the distance of
column to column for the former is much larger than
that for the latter.
2) The excessive pore pressure for traditional DJM is
larger than that for the DJM-PVD combined method,
and the dissipated rate of excessive pore pressure for
the former is slower than that for the latter, especially
at deeper layer.
3) When the filled height of embankment is relatively low,
the stress ratios of column to surrounding clays are
almost the same for both the DJM and DJM-PVD
combined method. The stress ratios of column to
surrounding clays for the former become larger than
that for the latter with the increase in embankment
height. The stress ratios are low for all cases due to the
low embankment
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Table.5 SLT Bearing capacity comparison in the experimental section

Test number

column
number

column
diameter
(mm)

column
length
(m)

age
(d)

500

13.5

29

500

13.5

33

bearing capability(kPa)

column
space
(m)

Value of
bearing
capacity
(kPa)

Tangent
method

Relative
deformation
(S/D=0.01)

2.2

128

135

130

2.2

140

130

135

Max. stress
ratio of
column
to soil
6.6

No. 1（2D）

21/34

No. 2（2D）

34/35

No.3（2D）

13/16

500

11.5

78

2.2

120

125

125

6.82

No. 4（2D）

14/3

500

11.5

91

2.2

135

130

130

6.76

No. 5（DJM）

6/65

500

11.3

175

1.5

135

135

135.

7.39

No. 6（DJM）

16/64

500

11.3

182

1.5

130

126

126

6.5

7.72
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Fig.9 Comparison of the SPT number between DJM-PVD combined method and DJM (K28+500)
Table.6 The measured settlements comparison between different improved sections

Location
k16+700
k16+840

column depth(m)
9.0
9.0m

column space(m)
1.3m
1.3m

Embankment height(m)
4.33
3.21

Max. settlement(mm)
87
95

k17+900
k19+720
k20+100
k24+000
k24+550

9.0m
12.0
13.0m
8.0m
14.0m

1.3m
1.5m
1.3m
1.3m
1.3m

2.88
2.60
2.80
2.70
2.47

65
89
57
71
205

k28+760

8.5

1.3m

2.23

75

DJM-PVD
combined
method

13.0

2.2m

2.60

64
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ground at DJM-PVD combined method section B
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5
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions and outlooks for the future obtained in this
study are summarized as follows.
(1)
The DJM installation causes lateral pressure and
shear stress exerted on surrounding clays, consequently
increasing the excessive pore pressure. Single column
installation affects the surrounding clays up to 3m from the
column. The dissipation of induced excessive pore pressure
takes about 1 day. The group columns causes repeat effects,
inducing larger excessive pore pressure than single column
and the dissipation time becomes longer.
(2)
The DJM disturbs the surrounding clays. There is
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Fig.10d stress ratio changes during embankment filling

a relatively period of time for strength recovery. The
traditional DJM construction needs about one month to
reach the intact strength before column installation.
Whereas after one month for the construction of 2D
method the strength of surrounding clays exceeds the intact
strength before column installation.
(3)
The drainage of PVD in the 2D method can
effectively dissipate the induced excessive pore pressure,
and increase the surrounding clays.
(4)
The cement-mixed column quality can be
significantly improved due to the existence of drainage of
PVD, consequently increases the strength of the cement-
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mixed column.
(5)
The 2D method can be used to improve
effectively soft ground, especially with high natural water
content. The 2D method can reduce the project budget
(about 35%) compared with the traditional DJM combined
ground. It is expected that the new 2D technique can be
applied in engineering practice.
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APPLICATION OF DMM FOR GRADE SEPARATION /
INTERCHANGE PROJECTS
Yang, D. S. & Takeshima S.
Raito, Inc. 1660 Factor Avenue, San Leandro, CA 94577, USA
dsyang@raitoinc.com, jrtakeshima@raitoinc.com

ABSTRACT: Engineers and constructors frequently encounter adverse subsurface conditions during the design and
construction of transportation projects, especially in the metropolitan areas where the flexibility to change the alignment is
limited. In locations where the intersections are located, the problems become more complex due to the need to construct
grade separation or interchange structures within the existing right of way. DM (Deep Mixing) has been used to improve the
soft ground for the construction of grade separation and interchange structures in the United States. This paper presents five
applications of DM for grade separation and interchange projects. The subsurface conditions, geotechnical and geometric
design of DM, and construction of each project are also discussed.
1 INTRODUCTION
The construction of highway interchanges and grade
separation structures generally requires deep excavation
and/or placement of elevated embankment fill at predetermined locations within limited spaces around
intersections. Generally, there is a lack of flexibility in
adjusting the roadway alignment or relocating the
interchange or grade separation structures. When the
subsurface soil conditions are adequate, a temporary
excavation support wall would be sufficient for the
construction of the underpass structures and regular fill
placement would allow for the construction of overpass
structures. In cases of adverse subsurface soil conditions,
ground improvement becomes the selected solution to
facilitate the construction.
A classic case example is the Boston Central Artery
and Tunnel project, where a variety of ground
improvement technologies, including massive deep mixing
ground treatment, were utilized to make the completion of
this project possible (O’Rourke and MaCuine, 2004). This
paper presents recent applications of DM (Deep Mixing)
for the construction of highway interchanges and grade
separation structures for five projects: 1) Skyport Drive
Grade Separation Project, San Jose International Airport,
California; 2) South 180 Street Grade Separation Project,
Tukwila, Washington; 3) Glenn Street Grade Separation
Project, Minneapolis, Minnesota; 4) I-95 / Route 1
Interchange, Woodrow Wilson Bridge Project, Virginia;
and 5) Oakland Airport Roadway Projects, Oakland,
California. The subsurface conditions and challenges for
each project are discussed and the applications of DM are
presented emphasizing the geometric design or treatment
layout to cope with project demands.

2

DEEP MIXING METHOD USED

2.1 Equipment
The wet DM equipment was used for these five grade
separation and interchange projects. The soil-cement is
produced by multiple-shafts soil-mixing tool with
overlapping augers and blades, guided by a lead mounted
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on a crawler base machine. The mixing shafts are
positioned to overlap one another to form continuously
mixed overlapping columns. Each stroke of the mixing
tool produces multiple overlapping soil-cement columns.
The grout is premixed in a mixing plant, which combines
dry materials and water in predetermined proportions. The
mixing plant consists of a grout mixer, grout agitator, grout
pump, batching scales, and a computer control unit.
2.2 Installation Procedure
Soil and grout are mixed together in place by the pugmilltype action of the specially designed overlapping augers
and blades on the mixing shafts. As the mixing shafts are
advanced into the soil, grout is pumped through the hollow
stem of the shafts and injected into the soil at the shaft tips.
Auger flights and mixing blades on the shafts blend the
soil with cement grout in a pugmill fashion. When the
design depth is reached, the mixing shafts are withdrawn
while the mixing process is continued. The process is then
repeated to form a continuous wall or other configurations
of overlapping columns.
2.3 QA/QC
A real-time QA/QC system is used to monitor and record
the soil mixing parameters, including the mixing tool
penetration/withdrawal speed, mixing tool rotation speed,
and grout injection rate. Verification of the strength and
uniformity results are based on full-depth continuous
sampling, discrete wet sampling, and strength testing of
samples. Uniformity is determined based on core recovery
and amount of soil lumps contained in the core samples.

3 DM CASE EXAMPLES
DM has been used to construct soil-cement cutoff walls,
excavation support walls, seal slabs, gravity retaining
structures, lateral spreading barrier, grid or buttress
foundations for the construction of grade separation and
interchange structures. The design and application are
presented using five case examples. The term "CDSM"
(Cement Deep Soil Mixing) shown in several figures of
this paper was initiated by the Port of Oakland together
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Figure 1 - San Jose Airport, Skyport Drive Grade Separation Structure
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Figure 3 – Soil-Cement Wall
Figure 2 – Geometric Design Layout and
Elevation of the Soil-Cement Wall
with its consultants to represent the specific DM
equipment, installation and quality control procedures it
selected to use for the construction of soil-cement walls,
buttresses, and blocks for the development or expansion of
its facilities at the Port of Oakland and the Oakland
International Airport. This term and the corresponding
procedures have been adopted and used in the plans and
specifications of other projects.
3.1 Skyport Drive Grade Separation Project,
San Jose International Airport, California
This grade separation project consisted of a cut-and-cover
tunnel, a depressed road with two channel walls and a
temporary slab bridge. The cut-and-cover tunnel is a castin-place reinforced box approximately 246 m long, 15 m
wide, and extends about 6.6 m below finished grade as
shown in Figure 1. Temporary shoring and groundwater
control were required along the depressed roadway for
construction. The maximum excavation was 8.4 m below
the existing roadway grade.
The subsurface soils along the depressed roadway
generally consist of alternating clay and sand layers. The
clay layer extends from existing grade down to a depth of
4.8 m on the north and to 9 m on the south. The
groundwater is located approximately 4.5 m below grade
and is affected by the water level in the Guadalupe River
running parallel within 30 to 60 m of the proposed
depressed roadway. Historical records indicate that the
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Figure 4 – Completed Grade Separation Structure
water level could reach an elevation of approximately 30
cm below the existing grade of Airport Boulevard.
The construction of the depressed road and tunnel
required excavation below the groundwater table and the
water level at the Guadalupe River. A soil-cement wall
was constructed for temporary excavation support and
groundwater control to maintain the groundwater below
the bottom of the excavation. The cutoff portion of the
soil-cement wall was designed to key into the clay layer at
approximately 9 to 15 m below the existing grade for the
control of lateral groundwater flow. The lateral earth
pressure and water pressure were resisted by the portion of
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Figure 5 – Soil-Cement Seal Slab and Shoofly, South 180th Street Grade Separation Project
the reinforced soil-cement wall extending only 4.5 m
below bottom of excavation, approximately 2 to 4.5 m
above the lower tip of the soil-cement cutoff wall as shown
in Figure 2. H-piles were used for reinforcement, which in
turn were generally supported by one level of tiebacks at
1.2 m average horizontal spacing. The geometric design of
the soil-cement wall and steel reinforcement are shown in
Figure 2. The soil-cement was designed to have a
permeability of 1 x 10-6 cm/sec and a 28-day unconfined
compressive strength of 690 KPa (100 psi). In addition to
temporary construction purposes, the soil-cement wall also
provides long-term uplift resistance for the concrete
structures of the depressed road and tunnel. A view of the
soil-cement wall is shown in Figure 3 and the completed
grade separation structure is shown in Figure 4.
th

3.2 South 180 Street Grade Separation Project,
Tukwila, Washington
This underpass construction project provides grade

separation between the railroad traffic and street traffic to
improve the east-west mobility of South 180th Street. The
underpass structure mainly consists of a soil-cement seal
slab under the pavement and concrete secant pile retaining
walls. The underpass is about 232 m long, 21.3 m wide,
and 7.9 m below surface grade at the railroad crossing as
shown in Figure 5. A shoofly over the soil-cement
foundation was constructed for railroad traffic during the
construction of the underpass and permanent railroad
bridge.
The subsurface soils at site consists of 3.4 to 5.2 m of
heterogeneous fills overlying interbedded layers of finegrained and medium-grained alluvial deposits and a 1.5 to
5.2 m layer of recent flood plain organic deposits (Mitchell
and Wu, 2004). The final underpass grade was located in
soils varying from soft organic silt, clay, and peat to high
permeability sand and gravel deposits. The underpass was
constructed in two distinct water-bearing zones separated
by the recent flood plain organic deposits. The upper

60 cm

Ø90 cm
60 cm

19 cm

Layout Detail

Figure 6 – Perspective of Grade
Separation Structure
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Figure 7 – Geometric Design
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Figure 8 – Completed South 180th Street
Grade Separation Structure

Figure 9 – Artistic Perspective
Courtesy
MN DOT
Figure
8 – of
Completed

groundwater zone in the medium-grained alluvium and
organic deposits generally is encountered at depths varying
from 3.4 to 5.2 m below ground surface. The lower
groundwater zone in the fine-grained and medium-grained
alluvium generally is encountered at depths varying from
5.5 to 7.0 m below ground surface. After the evaluation of
various foundation design options, the design team
selected the secant pile wall as retaining walls and a soilcement seal slab as the underpass foundation as shown in
Figure 6.
The soil-cement seal slab works as a low permeability
horizontal barrier to minimize the vertical seepage flow
into the underpass, which is 4.6 m below the groundwater
surface at the lowest grade below the railroad bridge. The
coefficient of permeability of the soil-cement was
specified to be 1 x 10-5 cm/sec or lower. The soil-cement
seal slab also provided the uplift resistance to vertical
hydraulic pressure acting at the bottom of the seal slab.
The specified total unit weights were 15 kN/m3 (95 pounds
per cubic foot, pcf) and 16.5 kN/m3 (105 pcf) for soilcement produced in the organic deposits and alluvium
deposits, respectively. The specified average unconfined
compressive strengths of soil-cement produced in the
organic deposits were 240 KPa (35 psi) and 345 KPa (50
psi) at 28-day and 90-day curing ages, respectively. The
specified average unconfined compressive strengths of
soil-cement produced in the alluvium deposits were 1035
KPa (150 psi) and 1380 KPa (200 psi)) at 28-day and 90-

day curing ages, respectively. The seal slab extended 1.5
m beyond the width of the pavement section for the
concrete secant pile wall to key-in and provided lateral
support to the secant pile wall below the underpass grade
level. The layout design for DM construction is presented
in Figure 7. A total of 44000 m3 of soil-cement were
installed in approximately 5 months using two sets of deep
mixing equipment. Core samples were retrieved every
1145 m3 (1500 yd3) of DM production. The 28-day
unconfined compressive strength ranged from 410 to
10200 KPa for soil-cement produced in the organic
deposits and ranged from 1720 to 11890 KPa for soilcement produced in the alluvium deposits, exceeding both
the 28-day and 90-day strength requirement. A view of the
completed underpass structure is shown in Figure 8.
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3.3 Glenn Road Grade Separation Project,
Minneapolis, Minnesota
The Glen Road Exchange, involving three bridges and six
approach ramps, was designed to provide grade separation
and replace three intersections. The approach ramps
associated to the central bridge consists of 11 m high
vertical embankment fills supported by two reinforced
concrete retaining walls as shown in Figure 9.
The site subsurface soils consisted of 6 to 9 m of
loose to medium dense sand with firm to stiff clay lenses.
This stratum is underlain by Dolostone in most of the
project area. At the location adjacent to the bridge, a local

Bridge Limits
STA. 103+108 to 103+211

Figure 10 - Deep Mixing Treatment, Glenn Road Grade Separation Project
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beam bridge that could tolerate only 25 mm differential
deflections (Desenbrock, 2004). In additional, large
consolidation settlements were expected to occur under the
elevated embankment fills and retaining walls. After
evaluation of various alternatives, deep mixing was
selected to treat the soils for use as a foundation system of
the central bridge and associated approach ramps.
The soil-cement foundation system consists of soilcement walls and panels installed by deep mixing. Soilcement walls are designed to carry the vertical and
horizontal loads from the two retaining walls along the
outside boundaries of the ramps and soil-cement panels are
designed to support the vertical load from the embankment
fills at the central portion of the ramps. The treatment
ratio of the foundation system varies with the vertical loads
from the bridge and the height of the embankment fills.
Under and adjacent to the bridge where the structure load
is high and the height of embankment fills is about 11 m,
the treatment ratios are 95 percent and 30 percent under
the retaining walls and central embankment fills,
respectively, as shown in Figure 10. As the height of the
embankment fills reduces along the approach ramps, the
treatment ratios gradually reduced to 33 percent and 20
percent under the retaining walls and central embankment
fills, respectively. The layout design and treatment ratio
are presented in Figure 10 and Figure 11. The soil-cement
foundation system was designed to resist three critical wall
footing design conditions: 1) vertical compression of soilcement column with a factor of safety of 2; 2) bearing
capacity of retaining wall footing under the heel and toe
pressure with a factor of safety of 3; and 3) slide wedge
stability with a factor of safety of 3. The average
unconfined compressive strength of soil-cement is required
Figure 11 – Geometric Design of Soil-Cement
Foundation System
erosion feature has resulted in a deep channel infilled up to
23 m of soft cohesive soils. Between 100 mm and 300 mm
of settlement was predicted under the central curved steel

Figure 12 – Deep Mixing Treatment in
Main Interchange Area
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Figure 13 - Geometric Design,
I - 95/Route 1 Interchange
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to be 1035 KPa (150 psi) in most of the area and 1380 KPa
(200 psi) in some localized area. During and after the
construction of the soil-cement foundation, both core and
wet samples were obtained for construction quality
control. Due to the high percentage of gravels inside the
soil-cement, cracks were generated during the coring
process and most of the samples became unsuitable for
strength testing. The 14-day unconfined compressive
strength of wet samples ranged from 1484 KPa (215 psi)
to 4,500 KPa (652 psi) exceeding the design strength
requirement. A total of 24900 m3 of soil-cement was
installed, constituting the soil-cement foundation system.
3.4 I-95 / Route 1 Interchange,
Woodrow Wilson Bridge Project, Virginia
I-95 / Route 1 Interchange project, as part of the Woodrow
Wilson Bridge Replacement Project, required widening of
existing embankment into the adjacent swampy ground
that are underlain by 3 m to 9 m of highly compressible
soft organic clay. The construction schedule did not
permit sufficient time for using drains and surcharge in
much of the U.S. Route 1 interchange area. Therefore

deep mixing was selected to provide the necessary ground
stabilization (Lambrechts, 2003).
The subsurface soils on site consist of heterogeneous
fills overlying 2.5 to 7.5 m of alluvium clays. These
alluvium clays are highly plastic and have organic contents
ranging from 4 to over 30 percent. This alluvium clay
layer is underlain by Terrace deposits consisting of sands
and gravels. For settlement control and stability of the
new embankment fills, soil-cement columns and walls
were designed to reinforce the soft alluvium clays and
transfer the loads to the competent terrace deposits. In the
main interchange area, the overlapped buttress, consisted
of transverse soil-cement walls perpendicular to the slope
and longitudinal walls were designed to resist the lateral or
sliding force and maintain the stability of the widened
embankment slope. In area away from the slope where the
main force is the vertical fill load, soil-cement columns
were designed for settlement control. The layout design of
soil-cement columns and walls are shown in Figures 12
and 13. The soil-cement buttress was also used as
foundation of MSE wall, used to maintain the stability of
the existing effluent channel, and used to protect the
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Figure 14 – Geometric Design of Soil-Cement Gravity Wall,
Oakland Airport Interchange at Aircargo Road and Taxiway B.
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Figure 15 - Design of Soil-Cement Gravity Wall System
existing transmission towers from displacement that might
be caused from the widened embankment.
Triple-shaft soil mixing equipment was used to install
soil-cement buttress and single-shaft auger was used to
install the singular soil-cement columns. The core samples
retrieved from soil-cement produced by triple-shaft mixing
tool met the required uniformity, the average and
minimum 28-day strengths of 1104 KPa (160 psi) and 690
KPa (100 psi), respectively. However, the core samples of
soil-cement produced by single-shaft mixing tool could not
meet the same requirements. The triple-shaft mixing tool
was used to install triple-column elements to replace the
soil-cement columns produced by single-shaft mixing tool
and to install all the remaining column elements as shown
in Figure 12.

Figure 16 – Exposed Soil-Cement Gravity Wall
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3.5 Oakland Airport Roadway Projects,
Oakland, California
The Oakland airport roadway project included three new
grade separation structures. The DM method was used to
construct cutoff walls, soil-cement foundations and soilcement gravity retaining walls for the construction of these
grade separation structures.
At Air Cargo Road/Taxiway B intersection, Taxiway
B was raised a maximum of 2.4 m above the existing
grade, and Air Cargo road was depressed a maximum of
about 4.5 m below the existing grade. A block-type DM
treatment was used to construct a permanent retaining
structure, which also functioned as part of a temporary
shoring system during construction. The block-type
treatment also included a single-row DM cutoff wall to
provide permanent seepage control and reduce dewatering
requirements during construction as shown in Figure 14.
This grade separation structure is located in the
vicinity of a former borrow pit in-filled with 6 to 7.5 m of
sediments including soft silty clays, loose silts and sands.
The subsurface soils outside the former borrow pit area
generally consist of about 3 to 4.5 m of sand fill overlying
relatively thin deposits of soft Bay Mud, usually less than
1 m. The fill and Bay Mud are underlain by competent
sands and clays. The sand fill and loose sand in-fill
materials are subject to liquefaction during a strong
earthquake. The groundwater levels generally vary from
1.5 to 3 m below the existing ground surface.
The overlapping soil-cement elements were designed
as a gravity retaining structure, which included soil nails
for reinforcement and a permanent concrete wall facing, as
shown in Figure 15. The gravity retaining structures were
designed to limit the permanent lateral deformations to
approximately 15 cm during a design earthquake with a
probability of exceedance of 20 percent in 50 years. The
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Figure 17 – Completed Oakland Airport Interchange
at Aircargo Road and Taxiway B.

ROAD
AIR CARGO

minimum width of the gravity wall equals the maximum
excavation depth during construction and the depth of the
gravity wall extended a minimum of 1.2 m below the
maximum depth of excavation. To minimize the amount
of dewatering required during construction and the amount

of water pumped from the drainage system on a permanent
basis, a DM cutoff wall was incorporated in the center of
the soil-cement gravity wall and extended beneath the
bottom of the gravity wall to reduce the flow of seepage
from the gravelly soil layer under the gravity wall. The
exposed soil-cement wall before placement of concrete
facing is shown in Figure 16 and the complete structure is
shown in Figure 17.
At the Airport Drive overcrossing above Air Cargo
Road, a new 6 m high earth embankment supported by
MSE walls was constructed.
The subsurface soils
consisted of 3 to 4.5 m of loose sand fills underlain by a 90
cm layer of soft Bay Mud and loose native sand. The
loose sand fills and native sand are liquefiable under strong
earthquake shaking. These materials are in turn underlain
by competent sands and clays.
A block-type DM
treatment was used to improve the foundation soils around
the perimeter of the embankment to limit lateral spreading
during seismic loading conditions. In areas where the
MSE wall extends for the full embankment height, the
soil-cement block is also used as the foundation for the
MSE wall. The layout design is shown in Figure 18. The
completed overpass structure is shown in Figure 19.
The design 28-day average and minimum unconfined

AIRPORT
DRIVE

Plan
View
Plan View

75 cm

Perspective View
60 cm

Ø90 cm

Layout Detail
Figure 18 – Geometric Design of Soil-Cement Foundation, Oakland Airport Overpass Bridge Abutment
Supported by MSE Wall
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Deep Soil Mix Bottom Seal," Proceeding of 29th Annual
conference on Deep foundation Emerging Technologies,
Deep Foundation Institute, pp 215-225.
O'Rourke, T. D. and McGinn, A. J. (2004), "Case History
of Deep Mixing Soil Stabilization for Boston Central
Artery," Geotechnical Special Publication No. 126, GeoInstitute, ASCE. pp 77-136

Figure 19 – Completed Overpass Structure Bridge
Abutment Supported by MSE Wall
compressive strength required for the soil-cement gravity
wall and foundation are 1035 KPa (150 psi) and 690 KPa
(100 psi), respectively.
The average unconfined
compressive strength of the core samples retrieved during
full production is 3057 KPa (443 psi). The minimum
strength requirement of 690 KPa is the controlling
requirement, which had greater influence on the mix
design, resulting in the high average strength of soilcement. A total of 45800 m3 of soil-cement gravity
retaining wall and foundation were installed.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Soil-Cement Panels were installed by wet DM method
using multiple-shaft mixing tool.
Through the
arrangement of the DM panels in varying geometry, the
soil-cement groundwater cutoff/excavation support walls,
seal slabs, gravity retaining walls and foundation systems
were installed to provide the bearing capacity, settlement
control, and/or maintain the stability for the construction of
grade separation and interchange structures.
The
geometric design defines the zone of DM treatment and
produces underground soil-cement structures to cope with
various subsurface challenges of transportation projects.
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Wet Soil Mixing to Construct Soilcrete Columns for the Transfer of
Large Oil Tank Loads through Highly Compressible Deltaic Deposits
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ABSTRACT: The wet method of deep mixing has been used to construct several large-diameter (310-foot (94.5 m)) oil
storage tanks over very weak and highly compressible Holocene age deltaic deposits in south Louisiana. Eight-foot
diameter soilcrete columns transmit the tank loads through the upper 27 feet (8.2 m) of the weakest soils. Two tanks were
constructed without preloading, and the underlying soft to medium stiff clays were consolidated during staged water load
tests. The tanks are now in service, and the foundations are performing well.

1 INTRODUCTION
Large-diameter (310-foot (94.5m)) oil storage tanks are
being constructed over very weak and highly compressible
Holocene age deltaic deposits at a site in Lafourche Parish
Louisiana, about 35 miles (56.3 km) southwest of New
Orleans, near the community of Galliano. The tanks will be
50 feet (15.2 m) tall and are designed to contain 46 feet
(14.0 m) of product. The limited bearing capacity of the
foundation soils precluded the use of a shallow foundation
system. Driven pile foundations were considered, but the
projected cost was high.
The authors were requested to develop an alternative,
cost-effective foundation system. The selected system
utilizes the wet method of deep soil mixing to create large
diameter soilcrete columns to transmit the tank loads
through the upper 27 feet (8.2 m) of the weakest soils. A
load transfer platform consisting of multiple layers of
biaxial geogrid and sand fill was used to improve load
transfer to the columns. Soils underlying the soilcrete
columns were strengthened by consolidation during staged
water loading of the first two tanks. Prefabricated vertical
drains were used to accelerate this process. The duration of
each incremental water load was based on the strength gain
necessary to maintain stability upon application of the
subsequent water load increment.
An extensive
instrumentation system was installed to monitor
consolidation, foundation stability, and distortion of the
tanks.
This paper describes the subsurface conditions at the
site, foundation design considerations, construction of the
foundation system, performance criteria, instrumentation
and observations during the water load test for the first tank
constructed at the site. The project schedule permitted the
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third and subsequent tanks to be constructed using a soil
preload placed after construction of the soilcrete columns
and the load transfer platform, but before construction of
the tank. The tanks constructed with preloading will be the
subject of another paper.
2 SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
Subsurface conditions at each tank location were
investigated by means of one soil boring and eight cone
penetrometer (CPT) soundings. The borings extended to a
depth of 150 feet (45.7 m). Samples of the fine-grained
soils were obtained using a 3-inch (7.6 cm) diameter thinwalled Shelby tube sampler. Samples of the coarse-grained
soils were obtained with a split-spoon sampler using the
Standard Penetration Test Method. The depth of the CPTs
ranged from 60 feet to 80 feet (18.3 to 24.3 m). Laboratory
testing included Atterberg liquid and plastic limit tests,
sieve
analyses,
unconfined
compression
tests,
unconsolidated-undrained triaxial compression tests and
consolidation tests.
The site is located in a region of complex alluvial
deposition. The surface deposits are of Holocene age,
which are classified as deltaic at this project site. The
Holocene deposits are underlain below a depth of about 115
feet (35.0 m) by Pleistocene age alluvial deposits.
The Holocene alluvium is somewhat variable, but can
be generally described by five strata. From the surface to a
depth of about 27 feet (8.2 m), the alluvium consists
predominantly of very soft to soft clays (Upper Clay). A
stratum of medium dense to dense sands (Upper Sand)
underlies the Upper Clay to a depth of about 42 feet (12.8
m). Within the depth interval from about 42 feet to 68 feet
(12.8 to 20.7 m), the Holocene alluvium is classified as soft
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4 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The primary considerations in the geotechnical design of
the tank foundations were stability and settlement.
Calculations showed that the shear strength of the Upper
Clay was not sufficient to prevent bearing capacity failure
of a ground supported tank, even if these clays were fully
consolidated by slow stage loading. In addition, distortion
of the tank bottom and walls due to consolidation of the
Holocene clays would have been unacceptable.
The inclusion of soilcrete columns through the Upper
Clay and into the Upper Sand served to transmit the tank
loads down to the somewhat stronger and somewhat less
compressible Middle Clay. However, analyses indicated
that quick loading of the tank would still result in an
unacceptable factor of safety against edge shear bearing
capacity failure in the Middle Clay. Stage loading of the
tank to allow consolidation and strength gain in the Middle
Clay would be required to successfully fill the tank.
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Figure 1: Generalized Soil Profile
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3 SOIL PROPERTY VALUES
Typical soil property values are presented graphically in
Figure 2. Undrained shear strengths in the Upper Clay
range from 125 psf to 650 psf (6.0 to 31.1 kPa). The higher
values of shear strength occur near the surface in a zone of
desiccation, which is also evident in the CPT data. Below
the zone of desiccation, the CPT tip resistance generally
ranges from about 1.5 to 3.0 tsf (143.6 to 287.3 kPa) and
the sleeve friction varies from about 0.03 to 0.12 tsf (2.9 to
11.5 kPa). Water contents in the Upper Clay range from 35
to 68 percent.
Undrained shear strengths in the Middle Clay range
from 250 to 450 psf (12.0 to 21.5 kPa). Cone tip resistance
ranges from about 6.5 to 8.0 tsf (622.4 to 766.0 kPa), and
the sleeve resistance varies from 0.1 to 0.25 tsf (9.6 to 23.9
kPa). Water contents in the Middle Clay range from 53 to
61 percent.
Undrained shear strengths in the Lower Clay range
from 470 to 1,465 psf (22.5 to 70.1 kPa). Water contents in
the Lower Clay range from 45 to 62 percent.
Standard penetration test blow counts in the Upper
Sand range from 18 to 50 blows per foot (59 to 164 per
meter). Penetration resistances in the Lower Sand vary
from 28 to 86 blows per foot (92 to 282 per meter).
With the exception of the surficial desiccated zone, the
clays are approximately normally consolidated. Onedimensional consolidation tests indicate an average
compression ratio of 0.26, and a coefficient of
consolidation in the range of 0.02 to 0.03 ft2 per day (0.7 to
1.0 m² per year).

Prefabricated vertical drains (PVDs) were used to
accelerate consolidation of the Middle Clay.

Depth (ft)

and medium stiff clay (Middle Clay). Another sand stratum
occurs from about 68 feet to 79 feet (20.7 to 24.1 m)
(Lower Sand). The remainder of the Holocene sequence
consists of medium stiff to stiff clays (Lower Clay).
The underlying Pleistocene alluvial soils include stiff
clays and dense to very dense sands. The Pleistocene age
soils were encountered to the 150-foot (45.7 m) terminal
depth of the borings. The generalized soil profile is shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 2: Soil Properties Profile
Analyses were performed to estimate (1) the
magnitude of immediate and consolidation settlements; (2)
base shear and edge shear bearing capacity factors of
safety; (3) structural capacity of the soil mix columns; (4)
load transfer platform reinforcement requirements; and (5)
the time rate of consolidation, strength gain, and loading
schedule.
The analyses were based on the following foundation
system: (1) 30-foot (9.1 m) long, 8-foot (2.4 m) diameter
columns on a 16-foot (4.9 m) center-to-center spacing
beneath the tank bottom plate, (2) alternating 30-foot (9.1
m) long and 15-foot (4.6 m) long columns to form a
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continuous ring of tangent columns beneath the tank wall,
(3) prefabricated vertical drains spaced at 4.3 feet (1.3 m) in
a triangular array pattern, and (4) a load transfer platform
that varied in thickness from 5 feet (1.5 m) at the edges to
8.5 feet (2.6 m) in the center.
4.1 Settlement
The magnitude of immediate distortion settlement
contributed by the Middle and Lower Clays was estimated
using the procedures in D’Orazio and Duncan (1987) and
Christian and Carrier (1978). The compression of the
Middle Sand and the Lower Sand were estimated using the
procedures in D’Appolonia et al. (1970). Compression of
the soil mix columns was also included in the immediate
settlement calculation.
Considering all factors, the
immediate settlement was estimated to be in the range of
0.4 to 0.6 feet (12.2 to 18.3 cm).
The magnitude of primary consolidation settlement
was estimated using one-dimensional consolidation
calculations. The induced vertical stress was estimated
using procedures in D’Orazio and Duncan (1987). The
estimated primary consolidation settlements at the center
and edge of the tank were 4.7 and 2.7 feet (143.2 cm and
82.3 cm), respectively.
4.2 Bearing Capacity
The bearing capacity of the tank in terms of base shear and
edge shear was estimated using the procedures outlined by
Duncan and D’Orazio (1984). It was assumed in these
analyses that the tank load would be effectively transferred
to the base of the Upper Sand by the soilcrete columns.
Base shear bearing capacity analyses were performed
considering potential shearing surfaces extending to the
base of the Middle Clay and to the base of the Lower Clay.
The minimum computed factor of safety against base shear
failure was 1.5 under the full load of 46 feet (14.0 m) of
water that would be applied in the water load test.
Factors of safety against edge shear failure were
calculated for trial surfaces in the Middle and Lower Clays.
The minimum factor of safety corresponded to a failure
surface extending to about the mid-height of the Middle
Clay. For the tank fully loaded with 46 feet (14.0 m) of
water, the calculated factor of safety was 0.8. Additional
analyses resulted in a factor of safety slightly greater than
1.3 when the tank was loaded with water to a depth of 20
feet (6.1 m).
4.3 Structural Capacity of Columns
The maximum vertical compressive stress in individual
columns for a fully loaded tank was estimated to be 93 psi,
conservatively assuming that 100% of the loads from the
tank, the tank contents, and the load transfer platform
would be carried by the soilcrete columns. The minimum
unconfined compressive strength specified for the soilcrete
was 175 psi (1.2 MPa).
4.4 Load Transfer Platform
The load transfer platform design was prepared by Dr.
James G. Collin of The Collin Group, LTD. Load transfer
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is achieved through soil arching, which is enhanced by
layers of biaxial geogrid distributed through the depth of
the platform. The design called for a minimum platform
thickness of 4.67 feet (1.4 m). Four layers of geogrid
reinforcement were required – two layers of Tensar BX
1200 and two layers of Tensar BX 1100. In anticipation of
larger settlements at the center of the tank than at the edge,
the load transfer platform was designed to be 5 feet (1.5 m)
thick at the edges of the tank and 8.5 feet (2.6 m) thick in
the center.
4.5 Time Rate of Consolidation, Strength Gain,
and Estimated Loading Schedule
Edge shear bearing capacity analyses indicated that the tank
could be safely loaded with water to a depth of 20 feet (6.1
m). Strength gain in the Middle Clay would be required
before additional water could be added. A total water depth
of 46 feet (14.0 m) was required to satisfy regulatory
requirements for the water load test prior to filling the tank
with oil. Through iterative analysis, it was determined that
a loading sequence of 20 feet (6.1 m), 36 feet (11.0 m), 41
feet (12.5 m), 44 feet (13.4 m), and 46 feet (14.0 m)with
sufficient hold times at each load level would be efficient.
Time rate of consolidation analyses were performed to
estimate the hold times that would be necessary at each
water level to permit sufficient consolidation of the Middle
Clay so that a factor of safety against edge shear failure at
least equal to 1.3 would be achieved during loading to the
next water level. The time rate of consolidation analyses
considered vertical flow to the Upper Sand and Lower
Sand, as well as radial flow to the wick drains. The average
shear strength along potential failure surfaces was estimated
using a ratio of undrained shear strength to effective
consolidation pressure, su/p', equal to 0.22. (Terzaghi et al.
1996).
5 CONSTRUCTION
The wet method of soil mixing was used for the
construction of the soilcrete columns on the project. The
binders considered for the project were Type I Portland
cement and Ground Blast Furnace Slag (GBFS). The GBFS
binder material was considered due to the organic nature of
the soils treated at the site. Preconstruction mix design
studies were performed on cement, GBFS and a
combination of both to analyse the effects of the various
binder contents and their appropriate strength gains when
mixed with site soils. The results of the preliminary mix
design study for the binder choice and various treatment
ratios of 30, 35 and 40% are shown in Figure 3. Further
preproduction testing was performed on a chosen GBFS/PC
binder combination of 3:1 at three different specific
gravities of 1.55, 1.60 and 1.65 with the results shown in
Figure 4. The production mix design chosen for the project
consisted of a premixed 3:1 GBFS/Cement blend utilizing a
specific gravity of 1.55 until sufficient data gathered in the
field supported a change in the specific gravity. A binder
content of 14.4 lb/ft³ (230.7 kg/m³) was targeted for the
initial phases of the project. As the project progressed the
binder contents and specific gravity was adjusted to an
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average of 14.8 lb/ft³ (237.1 kg/m³) and 1.58, respectively.
The results of the culmination of the measured field
strength from specimens taken from the 129,100 yd³
(98,704 m³) mixed soil are shown on Figure 5.
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A discontinuous mixing tool was used to construct the 8foot (2.4 m) diameter columns as shown in Figure 6. The
tool was attached to a hydraulic drill which had the
available power to spin the tool through the upper 30 to 35
feet (9.1 to 10.7 m) of soft clay while maintaining a Blade
Rotation No. of 400. Due to the upper soft soils, a series of
mats were used to provide a stable platform for the drill rig
while maintaining good mobility. Figure 7 shows the rig
working at the site. This type of mixing rig has served the
project well, providing the needed stability and depth
required for the project.
The binder was mixed with site water in a high
velocity valve arrangement to provide high quality slurry at
the needed rates demanded by the large column size and
high mix energy. Required output of the batch pant reached
46 cubic yards (35.2 m³) per hour at times during the
normal course of the day. A progressive cavity type pump
conveyed the slurry through the drill. The progressive
cavity pump, specifically designed for this project, allowed
the reduction of the slurry output during slow penetration
and during remixing of lower portions of the columns. This
ensured the proper amount of binder delivered to any given
portion of the column in real time. The monitoring of the
complete soil mixing process was controlled via the on
board monitoring of the drilling rig.
An 8-inch (20.3 cm) thick sand layer was installed
over the soilcrete columns through which 70-foot (21.3 m)
long PVDs were installed on 4.3-foot (1.3 m) triangular
spacing within the tank area. The drains were installed in a
triple ring perimeter arrangement outside the tank as well so
that the final perimeter road would settle at approximately
the same rate. The drains were tied into a strip drain system
to facilitate drainage from under the tank during use. The
completion of the drains can be seen in Figure 8.
The 55-inch (139.7 cm) thick load transfer platform
finished off the construction of each tank foundation. The
platform was constructed using imported sand from the
nearby Mississippi River and biaxial geogrid installed in 4
layers with each layer orientated 90° from the other. The
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construction of the sequence of the pad can be seen in
Figure 9.

Figure 9: Construction of Load Transfer Pad
6
Figure 6: Soil Mixing Tool

Figure 7: Soil Mixing Work

Figure 8: Strip Drains and Wicks
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR THE WATER LOAD TEST
The time rate calculations described above provided a
general idea of the time that would be necessary for
consolidation of the Middle Clay between stages of the
water load test. However, those calculation times are
affected by uncertainty in such factors as the values of
coefficient of consolidation due to vertical and horizontal
drainage, as well as the possible existence of sand layers in
the Middle Clay. Consequently, other criteria based on
observational data were established to determine when the
water level in the tank could be increased. Two of the
criteria addressed the time rate of consolidation (settlement
of the tank and pore pressure dissipation in the Middle
Clay), one criterion was used to monitor the edge shear
stability (lateral displacement of the Middle Clay), and
three criteria addressed tank distortion (center-to-edge
differential settlement to diameter ratio, maximum-to-edge
differential settlement, and out-of-plane settlement of the
tank wall).
6.1 Tank Settlement
The required settlement criteria were determined based on
the amount of consolidation of the Middle Clay that would
be necessary to produce strength increases sufficient to
prevent edge shear failure in the Middle Clay, as described
above.
Tank settlements were monitored at 36 survey
monuments established along the ring plate just outside the
tank wall. Elevations of the tank bottom plate were
measured through twenty-seven openings in the tank’s
floating roof.
In addition, two horizontal slope
inclinometer casings were installed in the load transfer
platform above the columns and beneath the tank bottom.
These inclinometer casings were installed along
perpendicular diagonals to permit development of
continuous settlement profiles across the tank.
6.2 Pore Pressure Dissipation
The settlement calculations described above were subject to
uncertainty due to assumptions regarding stratigraphy,
compressibility, load distribution, and the differing rates of
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compression of the various materials, particularly the
Middle Clay with PVDs and the Lower Clay without PVDs.
Consequently, it was decided to also monitor pore water
pressure dissipation in the clay strata.
Pneumatic piezometers were installed near the center
of the tank in both the Middle and Lower Clay layers.
Piezometers were positioned near the center of each layer,
about 5 feet (1.5 m) below the top of each layer, and about
5 feet (1.5 m) above the bottom of each layer. Additional
pneumatic piezometers were installed in the Middle Clay
layer at two locations about 50 feet (15.2 m) inside the edge
of the tank at depths similar to those beneath the center of
the tank. Altogether twelve pneumatic piezometers were
installed.
In addition, one open standpipe piezometer was
installed in the Upper Sand approximately 85 feet (25.9 m)
from the tank to monitor natural fluctuations in
groundwater levels. Another open standpipe piezometer
was installed adjacent to the tank to measure the water level
in the tank pad.
Considering that the piezometers in the Middle Clay
were installed at an average depth of 55 feet (16.8 m), and
that PVDs had been installed at a close spacing, the
horizontal distance between the piezometers and the PVDs
could not be controlled precisely. This limited the
usefulness of the piezometer data. Furthermore, the
piezometers consistently and substantially under-registered
the expected pore pressure response to load, even though
the piezometers were installed in saturated clays and care
was taken to saturate the filter elements. Nevertheless, the
measured pore pressure dissipation in the Middle Clay was
consistent with the observed settlement rates. Pore pressure
dissipation in the Lower Clay, which did not have PVDs
installed, was very small over the time period of the water
load test. These observations provided qualitative support
for interpretation of the settlement data, upon which
primary reliance was placed to establish that consolidation
of the Middle Clay was occurring.
6.3 Edge Shear Stability
To monitor lateral bulging of the Middle Clay, four vertical
inclinometers were installed at 90 degree intervals around
the perimeter of the tank. The inclinometers extended to a
depth of 150 feet (45.7 m) and were positioned about 20
feet (6.1 m) outside the edge of the tank. Prior to
increasing the water level, the vertical inclinometer data
were examined to verify that the time rate of lateral
displacement was decreasing, which would indicate a stable
condition prior to applying the next increment of water
load. It was also found that normalizing the lateral
displacement by the water load was useful for comparing
the response at different stages of the water load test.
6.4 Tank Distortion
Two criteria were used to assess tank bottom distortion, and
one criterion was used to assess out-of-plane tank wall
settlements.
One of the criteria for tank bottom distortion was the
ratio of the differential settlement between the center and
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the edge of the tank to the tank diameter. Duncan and
D’Orazio (1987) recommend limiting values of this ratio
based on tank bottom shape. For the tank bottom shape
disclosed by the horizontal inclinometers and the throughthe-roof survey, a limiting value of 0.005 is applicable in
this case for the ratio of the center-to-edge differential
settlement to tank diameter. For the purposes of evaluating
this criterion, the tank center settlement was obtained as the
average of the measured values within 18 feet (5.5 m) of
the center of the tank, and the edge settlement was obtained
as the average of the ring plate settlements.
The second criterion for tank bottom distortion was
developed by Mr. William B. Aiken using finite element
analyses. The finite element analyses were based on the
tank bottom shape observed during the early stages of the
20-foot (6.1 m) water load increment and proportional
increases in settlement everywhere as consolidation
progressed. According to Aiken’s analyses, the differential
settlement between the area of maximum tank bottom
settlement and the tank wall should be limited to 39 inches
(99 cm). For the purposes of evaluating this criterion, the
maximum tank bottom settlement was obtained as the
average of the measured values within 18 feet (5.5 m) of
the location of maximum settlement, and the edge
settlement was obtained as the average of the ring plate
settlements.
The criterion for out-of-plane settlement of the tank
wall was obtained from American Petroleum Institute
Standard 653 (API date). For the geometry of this tank, the
maximum permissible out-of-plane settlement is 1.2 inches
3 cm), beyond which additional structural analyses should
be done to evaluate the influence of distortions on tank
performance.
The field data for evaluation against these criteria were
obtained from ring plate settlement surveys, through-theroof surveys, and horizontal inclinometer readings.
7 TANK PERFORMANCE DURING STAGED
WATER LOAD TEST
The staged water load test began by filling the tank to a
depth of 20 feet (6.1 m), holding this load for 110 days, and
then increasing the water level to 36 feet (11.0 m). At this
point, some of the performance criteria were exceeded as
described below, and the tank was emptied and re-leveled.
The tank was then filled in stages to 46 feet (14.0 m), as
indicated in Table 1. Performance data for the water load
test are shown in Figures 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17.
The Stage 1 load (20 feet (6.1 m) of water) was held
long enough to permit back-calculation of the vertical and
radial coefficients of consolidation that would be in
agreement with the observed data. Figure 10 shows the
ring plate settlement data for Stage 1 plotted versus square
root of time, together with the initial straight line, the 15%
offset line appropriate for vertical drainage, and the trend
line of the data to permit an evaluation using Taylor’s
(1948) method. It can be seen that the time to 90%
consolidation is about 128 days. For radial drainage, a 17%
offset line should be used, which produces a time of 137
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Table 1: Staged Water Load Test
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Figure 10: Time Rate of Settlement during Stage 1
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days to 90% consolidation. Because the drainage regime in
the Middle Clay was dominated by radial flow to the PVDs,
the more conservative value of 137 days was used to backcalculate vertical and radial coefficients of consolidation
equal to 0.15 and 0.30 ft2 per day (5.1 and 10.2 m²/yr),
respectively. The 2:1 ratio of the radial to vertical
coefficient of consolidation was arbitrarily assumed for
these calculations. The back-calculated values are an order
of magnitude higher than those derived from the laboratory
tests. The laboratory values were obtained using
Casagrande’s log-time procedure. According to Duncan
(1993), values of the coefficient of consolidation
determined using Taylor’s square-root-of-time procedure
are often higher than values determined using Casagrande’s
log-time procedure. Another factor that can increase the
time rate of consolidation in the field is the presence of silt
and sand layers that shorten the actual drainage path lengths
compared to the drainage path lengths assumed in back
calculations. The back-calculated values of coefficient of
consolidation from field loading were used in subsequent
calculations of time rates of consolidation of the Middle
Clay to make estimates of the time needed to strengthen the
Middle Clay enough to permit loading to the next water
load stage. In addition, the magnitude of observed
settlements during Stage 1 provided a basis for refining the
estimated settlements during subsequent load Stages. Both
the magnitude of tank settlement corresponding to the
desired degree of consolidation of the Middle Clay and the
estimated time to achieve the desired degree of
consolidation of the Middle Clay were used to establish that
sufficient strength gain in the Middle Clay had occurred to
permit loading to the next water load stage.
Figure 11 shows the settlement profiles obtained from
one of the horizontal inclinometers installed in the load
transfer platform beneath the tank. It can be seen that the
maximum settlement under the 46-foot (14.0 m) water load
was 4.5 feet (1.4 m), and that this occurred in“sag” located
away from the center of the tank.
Figure 12 shows the contours of tank bottom
settlement obtained from the through-the-roof surveys.
These surveys were only performed after the re-leveling, so
they include only the settlement for Stages 2b through 5, as
listed in Table 1. The contours in Figure 12 show that the
sag is located towards the northeast from the center of the
tank. The data in Figure 11 was obtained from an
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Figure 11: Settlement Profiles Obtained from a
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5
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inclinometer casing aligned from the southwest to the
northeast, so it traverses the sag.
Figure 13 shows evaluation of the Duncan and
D’Orazio (1987) criterion for tank bottom distortion.
During Stage 1 loading, the center-to-edge differential
settlement ratio increased to a value of 0.0034, which is less
than the limiting value of 0.005. During Stage 2 loading
(36-foot water depth), the center-to-edge differential
settlement ratio quickly increased to exceed the limiting
value, and the tank was emptied.
Figure 14 shows evaluation of the Aiken criterion for
tank bottom distortion. During Stage 1 loading, the sag-toedge differential settlement increased to a value of about 19
inches (48.3 cm), which is less than the limiting value of 39
inches (99 cm). During Stage 2 loading, the sag-to-edge
differential settlement increased to a value of about 27
inches (68.6 cm) at the time the tank was emptied.
Figure 15 shows evaluation of the API out-of-plane
settlement criterion for tank wall distortion. During Stage 1
loading, the out-of-plane settlement increased to a value of
0.9 inches (2.3 cm), which is less than the limiting value of
1.2 inches (3.0 cm). During Stage 2 loading, the out-ofplane settlement quickly increased to exceed the limiting
value. As mentioned above, the tank was emptied at this
time.

0
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Figure 15: API 653 Out-of-Plane Settlement
The decision to empty the tank was based on
exceeding the Duncan and D’Orazio (1987) and API
criteria, even though the API criterion is simply a trigger to
perform detailed structural analysis and even though the
Aiken criterion was not exceeded. After the tank was
emptied, it was re-leveled using pressure grouting, and the
staged water load test was resumed by re-filling the tank to
a water depth of 36 feet (11.0 m). As shown in Figures 13
through 15, the staged water load test was completed, with
all criteria related to tank distortion satisfied.
In addition to monitoring tank settlement and tank
distortion, lateral bulging of the Middle Clay was
monitored as a check against tank edge shear instability in
the Middle Clay beneath the soilcrete columns. Data from
one of the vertical inclinometers is shown in Figure 16.
The restraining effects of the Upper Sand and the Lower
Sand are clearly evident. There is a slight amount of lateral
bulging of the inclinometer casing in the very soft to soft
Upper Clay, which is reinforced with soilcrete columns,
and a much larger amount of lateral bulging in the soft to
medium stiff Middle Clay, which was not reinforced with
soilcrete columns. This clearly shows the beneficial effect
of the soilcrete columns and the transfer of load through the
Upper Clay and Upper Sand into the Middle Clay. The
amount of bulging in the Middle Clay increased from about
1.5 inches (3.8 cm) at the end of Stage 1 (20 feet (6.1 m) of
water in the tank) to over 3 inches (7.6 cm) at the end of
Stage 5 (46 feet (14.0 m) of water in the tank).
The lateral bulging of the Middle Clay at depth 52 feet
(15.8 m) is shown in Figure 17. In the upper panel of
Figure 17, the displacement is shown versus time, and in
the lower panel, the displacement normalized by water level
is plotted versus time. It can be seen that the magnitude of
lateral displacement increases with increasing water level,
but that the time rate of lateral displacement decreases with
time for constant water level, which indicates a stable
condition at the end of each water loading stage. The
values of normalized lateral displacement increase slightly
with increasing water level, which indicates a slightly
nonlinear response of the Middle Clay to load.
The staged water load test permitted filling the tank
with the required 46 feet (14.0 m) of water without causing
an edge shear bearing capacity failure in the Middle Clay.
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conducted in a staged fashion to prevent edge shear failure
beneath the soilcrete columns in the Middle Clay.
The total settlements and differential settlements of the
tank were large due to compression of the soils beneath the
soilcrete columns. Settlement points around and within the
tank were monitored, as were horizontal inclinometers
located beneath the tank. The resulting data were used to
monitor tank distortion during the water load test. When
the data reached limiting criteria for tank distortion during
water loading to 36 feet (11.0 m), the tank was emptied and
re-leveled using pressure grouting. After re-leveling, the
staged water load test was continued to 46 feet (14.0 m),
and the tank distortion criteria were satisfied throughout the
remainder of the test.
The tank is now in service, and performance of the
foundation system has been good.
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8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Thirty-foot long, 8-foot (2.4 m) diameter soilcrete columns
effectively transferred the loads from a 310-foot (94.5 m)
diameter storage tank through a weak and highly
compressible Upper Clay layer into the underlying soils at a
tank farm site in Louisiana. Vertical inclinometer data
showed that the Middle Clay, which is located below the
columns, exhibited significant lateral bulging during a
water load test of the tank. The water load test was
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ABSTRACT: The paper presents the MDM (Modified Dry Method) which incorporates the advantages from wet and dry
mixing into one single rig. The method switches seamless from wet to dry during each individual installation. The paper
briefly presents some results from three field tests with focus on functionality of installation procedure as well as column
quality. Tests were performed in typical soft Scandinavian clay and dry stiff sand. Finally, some results from a foundation of
a parking garage on MDM columns are presented.

1

SOME DRAWBACKS AND ADVANTAGES OF
DRY MIXING
Nordic Dry Mixing has its origin in the improvement of
very soft clays performed with small lightweight rigs with a
torque capacity of approximately 5 to 10 kNm. The
evolution towards longer and stiffer columns with increased
binder quantities as well as widened applications has
required development of the equipment. The machines have
become heavier to sustain the twenty to twenty-five meter
long leaders and rotary tables with torque in the order of 40
kNm. The available pressure of the compressed air has also
increased from 0.2 to 1.0 MPa (Bredenberg, 1999).
Computer controlled installation process is the
prevailing system for many contractors performing dry
mixing. The binder quantity, penetration and withdrawal
speed, rotation speed, leader inclination and air pressure are
monitored (Hansson et al, 2003). The computer control
focuses on mixing energy and binder quantities. However,
the accuracy of the scales is often limited to ±2 kg. For
typical dry mixing projects, the binder quantity is
approximately 80 kg/m3 to 100 kg/m3 and the accepted
deviations 10 to 20%. This results in acceptance criteria in
the same order as the system resolution.
For long columns, the required air pressure is often as
high as 0.6 to 1.0 MPa to be able to exceed the back
pressure. The high pressure and large air volumes (8 to 10
m3/min.) introduced into the soil requires extensive
consolidation even if part of the air dissipates during the
installation. During withdrawal, especially through a
competent dry crust, a crater is often created due to
insufficient disaggregation of the crust and blockage of the
air (Figure 5).
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Some advantages and drawbacks for dry mixing are
summarized below:
¾

¾

Advantages
o Easy to mobilize
o Low ground pressure under crawlers
o High installation capacity
o Cost-effective
o No or low spoil quantities
o Low noise and vibration levels
o No premixing required
o Can be performed in peat, gyttja, very
soft clay as well as silt and sand
Drawbacks
o Limited to very soft and soft soils
o Introduces large quantities of air during
installation
o Often requires surcharge to consolidate
the composite soil
o Causes heave and soil displacement
during installation
o Lack of accurate quality control methods

2 THE PRINCIPLES OF THE MDM SYSTEM
During installation, the dry binder is fed pneumatically. At
the same time, water is added through separate injection
ports on the mixing tool. The addition of water facilitates
penetration of stiff soils, fluidises low plastic clays as well
as ensures the complete hydration of the added binder
(Gunther et al 2004). During upstroke, the same process as
during penetration can be repeated; alternatively, only
binder is added as long as sufficient premixing and binder
activation has been performed. The mixing energy, water
and binder quantities can be varied within three
programmed zones during each stroke. The principles of the
system are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 3

Figure 1

Site logistics and principles of the MDM
process.

The equipment consists of a specially equipped mixing
tool and appropriate valves for water, in addition to a pump
and control means for the water to be injected. Water and
binder are fed through individual conduits to the mixing
tool and are injected into the soil through separate nozzles
to prevent clogging (Figures 2 and 3).

Peripheral conduits for water and central
part of hollow stem for binder transport.

Compared to dry mixing, the MDM experiences the
following advantages:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Penetration of stiff to firm soils
Immediate activation and hydration of large
quantities of binder
Fluidization and disaggregation of plastic soils
Higher homogeneity
Stabilization of dry soils

Due to the flexibility of the system, the number of
suitable applications increases. Direct foundation on highstrength columns as well as installation of cut-off walls is
easily performed as a consequence of the modified system.
If required, the columns can be reinforced with e.g. steel
pipes.
3 FUNCTIONALITY FIELD TESTS
The following field tests are only briefly described. Instead
reference is made to the paper by Gunther et al (2004).
3.1 Very soft clay at Bro

Figure 2

Example of mixing tool used at the
Gamletull jobsite in Halmstad. Binder outlet
and valves for water are shown.

The rigs are standard dry mixing units with a separate
carrier and installer. In order to execute the MDM process,
the rigs are equipped with a separate water tank, water
pump and flow cell. As for the conventional dry mixing,
also the water quantity and pressure are governed by the
PLC and monitored by the cabin computer.
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An initial field test was conducted on a typical soft clay site
west of Stockholm. The subsoil comprised three meter
competent dry crust overlaying very soft clay on moraine.
At this stage, the introduction of binder was only possible
during withdrawal of the mixing tool.
The primary aim was to adjust and modify the
installation process as well as compare conventional dry
mixing with the MDM regarding homogeneity.
For both column types, a binder quantity of 100 and
300 kg/m3 was used.
Core sampling was performed on one column of each
method whereupon visual inspection was conducted to gain
information on the quality of the columns (Figure 4). Core
sampling was performed in columns installed with 300
kg/m3 binder. In the columns with high binder content, it
was evident that the binder was activated to a higher degree
when water was added during the installation process, even
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if the natural water content was sufficient to hydrate the
binder.
Another observation during this initial field test was
the possibility to perform MDM columns all the way up to
the ground surface, through the competent dry crust. It is a
well-known phenomenon that dry mixing can not
disaggregate the dry, stiff clay sufficiently, often resulting
in craters during the withdrawal through the dry crust
(Figures 5 and 6).

Figure 6

MDM column performed through the dry
crust. Excavation has been conducted for
the upper 0.5 meters.

3.2 Dry, stiff sand at Tullinge

Figure 4

Core samples from Dry Mix- (left) and
MDM-columns (right). Both columns were
3
installed with 300 kg/m cement.

Figure 5

Crater experienced during installation of
Dry Mix column.
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The Tullinge site is situated within a sand quarry of fluvial
deposits with the ground water level located at great depth.
The soil profile, according to Swedish Weight Sounding,
consisted of medium dense to dense, slightly silty sand. The
sand was semi-dry and had occasional horizontal layers of
fine silt. Figure 7 shows the results of the Swedish Weight
Sounding (Smoltczyk, 2002). Based on empirical
correlations (Bergdahl, 1984), the weight sounding results
corresponds to (CPT) qc-values in the order of 15 to 25
MPa.

Figure 7

Swedish weight sounding test at Tullinge
(lower plateau).

Eighteen, 10 m long columns were installed with 100,
300 and 450 kg/m3 cement (CEM II/A-L).
The introduction of binder was only performed during
the withdrawal stroke.
After 4 months of curing, some of the columns were
extracted at five meters depth for further visual inspection
(Figure 8). Single barrel core sampling was performed in 4
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columns. The unconfined compressive strength varied from
1.5 to more than 11 MPa (Figures 9 and 10). The variation
is quite normal for deep mixing and due to many factors
such as:

0
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0
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Varying aggregates
Varying mixing energy
Varying binder quantity
Varying water/cement ratio
Single or double stroke process

2
Depth [m]

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

UCS [MPa]

Column Ac

3

Column Ar
Column B

4
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5
6
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Figure 10 Unconfined compressive strength achieved
on core samples at the Tullinge test site.
3.3 Summary of findings
The following main conclusions were drawn during the
functionality field tests:
¾
¾
¾
Figure 8

3

Columns installed with 450 kg/m cement
in semi-dry sand.

¾

Columns can be performed in plastic, very stiff
clay
Columns can be performed in very dense and
semi-dry sand
The single stroke process is insufficient when
homogeneity is important
Addition of water improves the column
homogeneity

4

COMPARATIVE TEST EMBANKMENT IN VERY
SOFT CLAY WITH HIGH SENSITIVITY
Two test embankments were built at a soft clay site on the
west coast of Sweden, close to the town of Uddevalla
(Figure 11).
One embankment was performed with MDM and one
with traditional dry mixing.

Figure 9

Core sampling performed in MDMcolumns.

Figure 11 Construction of 3 m high test
embankments.
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4.1 Aim and scope of the field test
The purpose of the field test was to compare the behaviour
of the two test embankments. The following details were
investigated during and after construction of the
embankments:
¾

Functional behaviour of embankment
o Settlement
o Generated pore pressure
o Stress distribution
¾ Column quality
o Visual inspection
o Unconfined compressive test
o Chemical analysis (not presented here)
The geometry of both embankments was
approximately 225 m2 (15 by 15 m) and the height was 3 m.
The fill comprised sandy gravel from a nearby borrow-pit.
The MDM-columns were installed with a spacing of
2.2 m and a length varying from 8 to 12 m. All columns had
binder content (100% CEM II/A-L) of 450 kg/m3. A load
transfer platform with three Tensar geogrids was installed
above the columns (Figure 12).
The dry mix columns had a spacing of 1.2 m and the
length varied from 12 to 14 m. Binder comprised a 50/50
blend of unslaked lime and cement (CEM II/A-L). The
binder content was 90 kg/m3.
All columns had a diameter of 0.6 m and the binder
was only introduced during withdrawal of the mixing tool.
In the central part of the MDM-embankment, two pore
pressure gauges were installed. Above and between two
columns, four pressure gauges were mounted with purpose
to compare the generated stresses and thereby validating the
design model (Figure 13). A total of six settlement gauges
registered the settlement above and between columns.
The dry mix embankment had a similar
instrumentation except for the pressure gauges which could
not be installed due to practical reasons.
After installation, the columns were cured for
approximately one month before construction of the
embankment commenced.

Figure 13 Pressure cells installed above column, on a
cushion of sand (Soil Instruments Ltd).
Monitoring of the embankments was performed for
approximately three months.
4.2 Subsoil investigations
The following soil investigations were performed on the
virgin soil:
¾
¾

Static penetration test
Undisturbed sampling with evaluation of
o Shear strength
o Oedometer modulus
o Consistency limits
o Sensitivity

The soundings and laboratory analyses showed that the
dry crust was approximately 3 m thick with shear strength
in the order of 200 to 300 kPa. Shear strength in the
normally consolidated clay was rather constant. The fallcone test assessed the shear strength to approximately 20
kPa (Figure 14). The sensitivity of the clay was high
throughout the whole profile, increasing to become quick
clay at greater depth.

Figure 12 Installation of load transfer platform.
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barrel (column D5 in Figure 17) as well as a 45 mm single
barrel (column D4 in Figure 17).

Shear strength (kPa)
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0
2

Depth (m)
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10

Figure 16 Core samples taken in the MDM-columns.

12
14
16

Figure 14 Undrained shear strength evaluated from
the Swedish fall-cone test on undisturbed
samples.

The results varies to a great extent due to the singlestroke installation procedure, influence by the sampling
method and to some extent the varying soil conditions.
However, it is confusing that the samples taken by the
single barrel generally gives higher column strength than
the double barrel.

UCS [kPa]

The water content was in the same level as the liquid
limit or higher. Liquidity index varied from 0.2 in the dry
crust increasing to almost 3 at greater depth (Figure 15).
Due to the high sensitivity (and high liquidity index),
the test site was very suitable to conventional dry mixing.
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Figure 15 Water content and consistency limits for
the very soft clay at Uddevalla.

4.3 Investigation of column quality
Column quality was checked by performing unconfined
compression tests on core samples (Figures 16 and 17). The
sampling was performed with a 72 mm double, split tube
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Figure 17 Unconfined compressive strength versus
depth for core samples taken by the single
(D4) and double (D5) barrel core sampler.
A number of reasons for the variation can be found,
including:
¾ Single-stroke installation procedure
¾ No computer control of the injection of water
¾ Variation of aggregate in the soil
Most likely, the single stroke procedure, where the
binder is introduced during withdrawal, creates thin zones
with lack of binder.
The secant Young’s modulus is often assessed as a
factor times the unconfined compressive strength. This
empirical factor normally lies between 50 and 100 and for
the actual core samples the same factor falls between 70
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and 200 (Figure 18). The failure strain varied between 0.8
and 1.2%.
500

Column D4
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Column D5
E50=70*UCS

400

E50=200*UCS

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

2 000

4 000

UCS [kPa]

Figure 18 Young’s modulus as a function of
unconfined compressive strength.
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The MDM-embankment was built to full design height
during one week. After two months of consolidation,
another 1.5 m was added.
The primary consolidation was completed after
approximately one week (Figures 19 and 20). When the
additional surcharge was added after 2 months of
consolidation, the primary consolidation for that step was
equally fast. However, some secondary consolidation was
ongoing when the monitoring had to be aborted due to
practical reasons (the test area, located on a farm land, was
only rented for three months).
The measured stresses above and between columns
diverged from the theoretical, using the Young’s modulus
evaluated from the unconfined compression tests and virgin
soil stiffness according to the CRS oedometer tests.
However, the stress cells were installed on a cushion of 0.3
m of sandy gravel and the three metre thick dry crust was
not taken into account. At a post-construction 3D-Plaxis
analysis, the accurate soil and column parameters were
accounted for and resulted in roughly the same stresses as
in Figure 21.
Primary consolidation for the dry mix embankment
continued for a much longer time. Even after three months,
the excess pore pressure was slightly higher than the initial
steady state pore pressure.
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4.4 Evaluation of embankment behaviour
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Figure 19 Experienced settlement of MDM-embankment. Circular points are settlement gauges above columns
and crosses are gauges located between the columns.
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Figure 20 Pore pressure measured between the columns at the centre of the embankment. Gauges were
installed to approximately 5.5 m depth.
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Figure 21 Stress measured with pressure cells. Circular points are pressure gauges above columns and
crosses are gauges located between the columns.

5 COMPETITIVE FIELD TEST IN HALMSTAD
At a site in the centre of Halmstad, on the west coast of
Sweden, the local government awarded Hercules
Grundläggning the contract to perform the foundation of a
parking garage. Due to settlement-sensitive buildings in the
surroundings, the recommended pile type was bored or
auger pile types. The contract was won with CFA-piles as
the solution. The client accepted that pre-tests were
performed with MDM-columns with the purpose to
evaluate and compare achieved quality and costs with the
recommended CFA-solution (Figure 22).
The test was split into three different steps:
¾ Development of installation procedures
¾ Visual inspection of MDM-columns
¾ Static load tests on columns installed in blocks
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The soil at the site was layered and comprised sand
overlaying silty clay on top of another layer of sand, very
soft clay and sandy silt. The ground water was located
approximately 1.5 m below ground level.
After the initial modification of the installation
procedure and visual inspection, two columns were
installed to a depth of 7 m followed by the insertion of a
63.5 mm central GEWI-bar. After one week, the columns
were load-tested followed by extraction of the whole
columns (Figure 23). Based on results from static tension
tests (Figure 24) and extraction of the columns, evaluation
of the shaft resistance was performed and correlated with
the bearing capacity achieved from the model proposed by
Eslami and Fellenius (1997).
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Figure 22 View of the construction site at Gamletull,
in Halmstad.

A specially equipped wire saw was used to cut slices out of
the column (Figure 25).
Roughly three weeks after installation of two blocks
comprising 9 overlapping columns, static load tests were
performed. The columns were installed to 12 and 16 m
depth below cut-off level. The design loads for the blocks
were 2100 kN and the intention was to load the blocks with
3000 kN. Block number one (Figure 26) achieved a
permanent settlement of 4 mm at the design load. The
requirement set up by the client was an accepted settlement
of 40 mm with a maximum differential settlement of 1:800.
For block number two (Figure 27), one of the reaction
anchors failed at a load of approximately 2000 kN so the
test had to be aborted. However, the behaviour was
perfectly elastic and no permanent settlement was achieved,
nor on top of the slab, neither at six metres depth
(monitored by tell-tales).
Force [kN]

Deformation [mm]

0
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
140

500

1000

MDM
Rod
Pl axi s 3D

Figure 24 Tensile load test on single, 7 m long, MDMcolumn performed one week after
installation.

Figure 23 Extraction of whole columns.
The 7 m long extracted columns were laid down
horizontally on the ground for inspection. The first column
broke when it was laid down due to moment of its own
weight. Based on the measured length (projected horizontal
length when the column failed), diameter and weight of the
column, the tensile strength was evaluated to 1100 kPa.
According to Terashi et al (1980), the tensile strength is in
the order of 10% to 20% of the unconfined compressive
strength. For the actual column, the average compressive
strength then becomes 7.3 MPa which is in the same order
as the performed unconfined compressive tests (Figure 30).
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Figure 25 Cutting of extracted columns using a wire
saw. The GEWI-bar is visual in the middle.
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Figure 26 Static load test performed on a block of 9 MDM-columns according to the maintained load test
procedure. The columns were 12 m long and installed overlapping by 100 mm.
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Figure 27 Static load test performed on a block of 9 MDM-columns according to the maintained load test
procedure. The columns were 16 m long and installed overlapping by 100 mm. During load test, one
of the tension anchors failed and the load test had to be aborted.
After a revised design based on the performed field
tests, it was decided to change from CFA piles to the MDM
concept. The main advantages for this specific project were:
¾
¾

Lower cost
Reduced installation time

The columns were performed without reinforcement.
The horizontal forces were taken care of by direct shear in
the columns and contact stress in the soil.
Based on anticipated compressive strength of 3 MPa,
the design strength was set to 850 kPa. This resulted in
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installation of approximately 500 columns with lengths
varying from 14 to 16 m below cut-off level.
Three out of 48 slabs were installed close to an
existing building. The horizontal movement and uplift was
measured to 5 mm which was within the acceptable limits.
Complete installation of all columns took approximately 3
weeks.
Quality control of the columns was performed by
taking core samples in 5 columns followed by unconfined
compression tests performed at the Swedish Geotechnical
Institute (Figure 30). The variation of column strength
follows quite well the variation of the virgin soil. Between
nine and twelve metres depth, there was a soft clay layer
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present. Above and below this layer, the soil was dominated
by silty sand and sandy silt with some clay inclusions.
All columns were installed overlapping, forming
blocks comprising 4 to 32 columns (Figure 28).
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Figure 28 Block of columns excavated down to cut-off
level directly after installation.

Figure 29 Concrete slab casted directly on the block
of 9 columns.
After two days of curing, the slabs were cast directly
on top of the columns without any further preparation
(Figure 29).
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Figure 30 Results from unconfined compression tests
performed on cores from 5 different
columns.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Based on the field tests and the foundation of the parking
garage, the following conclusions are drawn regarding the
MDM system:
¾ The spoil is limited to 0.05 – 0.1 m3 per column,
independent of column length
¾ Limited horizontal and vertical displacements
were experienced during column installation in
layered sandy, silty and clayey soils close to the
existing building
¾ Columns can be installed in very dense, dry sand
¾ Columns can be created in very stiff dry crust
¾ Despite the assumed low permeability of the
columns, the consolidation in soft clay requires
shorter time then conventional dry mix columns
¾ The overall time for completion as well as the
project cost is reduced
¾ The type of applications is widened due to the
possibility to conduct dry mixing as well as MDM
with the same equipment, even for the same
column
¾ Reinforcement can easily be installed in the
liquefied column directly after installation
¾ Unconfined compressive strength in the order of 3
and 10 MPa can be achieved in soft clay and sand
respectively.
¾ Columns in combination with load transfer
platforms creates high quality, cost-effective
solutions
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Cutter Soil Mixing (CSM)
An innovation in Soil Mixing for creating cut-off and retaining walls
Fiorotto, R., Stötzer, E., Schöpf, M. & Brunner W.
BAUER Maschinen GmbH, 5 Wittelsbachersraße, D-86529 Schrobenhausen, Germany
renato.fiorotto@bauer.de, erwin.stoetzer@bauer.de ,manfred.schoepf@bauer.de, wolfgang.brunner@bauer.de
ABSTRACT: Deep mixing methods can be used economically for the construction of cut-off or excavation support walls
where other systems such as traditional soldier beams and lagging walls would yield unsatisfactory performance, where the
installation of vibrated or driven sheet piles could cause vibration induced settlements and where concrete diaphragm walls
would be time consuming and expensive. The new CSM method can largely replace the more conventional single or
multiple auger methods of soil mixing or jet grouting.
1 CONVENTIONAL SOIL MIXING
In 1962 Norman Liver patented an auger-based soil mixing
technique that has become the basis for the world’s current
technology.
The deep mixing method (DMM), as it is known
today, is an in situ soil treatment and improvement
technology where the soil is blended with binders and/or
other materials that are introduced in a slurry or dry form.
Typically one or more hollow, rotating mixing shafts
tipped with some type of cutting tool are mounted vertically
to the mast of a base carrier and are driven into the ground
by hydraulic or electrically powered rotary heads. The
shafts above the cutting tool may be further equipped with
discontinuous auger flights and/or mixing paddles. The
binder is injected through the hollow shafts to nozzles
located near the cutting tool where it is mixed with the
ground to form columns of treated soil.

The particular geometry that is chosen is dictated by the
purpose of the DMM application and reflects the
mechanical capabilities and characteristics of the method
used. The main groups of applications are:
• Hydraulic cut-off walls
• Excavation support walls
• Large volume ground treatment
• Liquefaction mitigation, In situ reinforcement
• Piles, gravity walls
• Environmental remediation.
2 CUTTER SOIL MIXING C.S.M.
In the year 2003 Bauer developed the CSM method by
exploiting its experience in the manufacture and use of the
trench cutter systems to excavate diaphragm walls panels.
The CSM method differs from the traditional DMM
method in so far as it makes use of two sets of cutting
wheels that revolve round a horizontal axis to produce
rectangular panels of treated soil rather than one or more
vertical rotating shafts that produce circular columns of
treated soil.

Fig. 1 Types of column arrangement
Individual column diameters range from 0,6m to 1,5m
and may extend to 40 m in depth. They can be arranged
individually or in contiguous or secant patterns to produce a
wide range of treated soil structures on both land and
marine projects. Typical configurations are: Single
elements, rows of overlapping (secant) elements, grids,
lattices and blocks (see Fig. 1)
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Fig. 2 CSM Head
Two cutter gear boxes are connected to a special
mounting that is in turn connected to a robust Kelly bar.
The Kelly bar is connected to the mast of a drill rig by two
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guide sledges that steer and provide crowd and extraction
forces and, if necessary, rotation to the cutting tool
assembly.
As the cutting wheels rotate and penetrate into the
ground they break up and loosen the soil. During this phase
a fluidifying agent or the binder itself is injected into the
area between the two cutting wheels. In the extraction
phase the cutting wheels rotate in a mixing mode and blend
the binder and soil to form a rectangular panel of treated
material.

This means that when using the CSM method we need to
treat significantly smaller volumes of soil to obtain the
same effect. Clearly this implies savings in the total energy
expenditure in producing the wall and a saving in the
amount of binder that is used.
When additional strength or resistance to bending
moments is required, the CSM wall can be reinforced
efficiently with steel ‘H’ sections or cages. Given the
rectangular shape of the panels, distribution of the steel in
the panels can be designed to optimize the quantity of steel.

Fig. 5 CSM wall reinforcement
If we design the wall to act as a cut-off wall, the single
CSM panel is continuous over a 2200 mm (2800 mm)
length whereas an equivalent secant column wall will have
at least 3 joints. There is a much lower risk of leakage
through the CSM panel.
Fig. 3 Typical Cutter Unit

Many joints (secant pile wall

The parameters of the machines we have designed and
built to-date are:
Length of panel
2200, 2400 & 2800 mm
Width of panel
500 mm to 1200 mm
Torque output
30 kNm, 50 kNm, 80 kNm
Max wheel speed
40 rpm
Max cutter unit power
150 kW, 200 kW, 300 kW
Weight of cutter unit
3700 kg, 5100 kg, 7400 kg
Maximum depth capability with a single tube Kelly 35 m
Maximum depth capability with cable suspension
70 m
On future machines the lengths of the panels could be
extended to 3200 mm and their width capability up to 1500
mm.
The rectangular panel, when compared to a series of
contiguous or secant columns, offers a number of distinct
advantages: structurally, if we compare the properties of a
rectangular shaped panel to those of secant or contiguous
columns whose diameter is equivalent to the width of the
panel, we find that the former is a much more efficient
shape; the areas of treated soil in compression and tension
are larger and the lever arm of the rectangular section is
larger; this implies a higher moment of resistance.
Waste
Effective section
Waste

Fig. 4 Structural Wall

When considering a secant column wall, column
diameters need to be much bigger than the thickness of the
rectangular panel to produce a section of equivalent width.
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One joint CSM wall

Fig. 6 Cut-off Wall
There are a number of other advantages that the CSM
method and machinery offers when compared to the
traditional rotating augers or paddles, notably: the only
moving parts in the CSM method are the cutting wheels, as
a result we can mount instruments inside the cutter gearbox
support frame that give real time information throughout
the treatment depth. Information such as verticality,
deviations, excess pressure build-up in the surrounding soil
etc. In addition, by varying the relative speeds of the two
cutting wheels the operator can correct any deviation that
may occur. Further as the Kelly bar does not rotate there is
no energy expenditure like in the traditional DMM methods
where a certain amount of energy is lost to overcome
friction between the long shafts of the augers and the
soil/cement mix.
Similarly to when using circular columns, the
rectangular panels can be arranged individually, or in
contiguous or secant patterns to produce a wide range of
treated soil structures. Typical configurations are: Single
elements, rows of overlapping (secant) elements, grids,
lattices and blocks (see Fig. 7)
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Average blending performance (Up):
62.73 m2/hr
Overall average productivity:
13.8 m2/hr
The important parameters in the construction of the
shaft are summarized in Table 1

Excavating
Time

Blending
Time

Consumption of
Bentonite mud

Consumption of
cement grout

m2

min

min

m3

m3

P1

44

126

48

10

6,6

P7

41.8

140

57

10

7.2

P9

44

135

42

14,2

7.5

P11

44

133

35

11,8

7.7

S2

44

176

55

14,5

8.2

S4

44

109

46

10

7,0

S6

41.8

153

31

10

6,0

S8

41.8

170

30

9,4

5,3

S10

41.8

130

44

9,5

6,8

S12

41.8

163

36

10.6

6,8

S14

44

185

47

12,2

6,1

Element
Number

Surface area

Table 1 Construction parameters (Aresing)

Fig. 7 Types of panel arrangements
3

THE FIRST TEST in Aresing – Germany in a
joint effort with SOLETANCHE - BACHY
A dobe Sy stems

Two panels that were excavated using the bentonite +
fluidifier were performed at an average penetration rate of
31 m2/hr; the average blending performance was 67 m2/hr.
This implies that an average productivity 21 m2/hr can be
achieved.
The average consumption of bentonite powder was
44,5 kg/m3 of treated soil and the average consumption of
cement was 444 kg/m3 of treated soil.
The in-situ soil at the test site is generally sandy gravel
with a 2 m to 3 m thick clayey sand layer at approximately
12 m below ground level. The final strength of the
soil/cement mix, given by compression strength tests
carried out on cores taken in different panels, ranged from 5
MPa to 8 MPa.

Fig. 8 C.S.M. Shaft in Aresing
Most of the research effort on this first test was
dedicated to finding a fluidifying agent that would give the
best penetration performance during the cutting and mixing
phase: we started with a water and stone powder mix and
then tried other mixes including bentonite, polymers, the
cement binder and finally a mix of bentonite and a fluidifier
(Bentocryl) that gave the best results.
Bentonite mud was made up using a water/bentonite
ratio of 12 and the grout was made up using a water/cement
ratio of 0,5. Average performance rates in executing the
panels that made up the shaft perimeter ring were:
Average excavating performance (Down):
18.05 m2/hr
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Fig. 9 Shaft showing perimeter
and fresh-on-fresh panels
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Fig. 10
panel
4

Exhumed

TEST IN JAPAN (TOKYO)

intersection of primary and secondary panels - 100
mm.
cement content: 200 - 250 kg/m³ of treated soil.
approx. 70 % of theoretical binder volume on the
down stroke, 30 % on the up stroke.
high speed (during the test we worked at 50 - 70
cm/min on the downward stroke and 70 - 120
cm/min upwards using high pump rates of 200 300 l/min).

Observations.
Levels of torque during the cutting and mixing phases were
low and the speeds of penetration and extraction were
sustained throughout. (see Fig. 15 at the end of the article).
This was due to the nature of the soils, the large volumes of
liquid that were injected into the soil/cement mix and the
action of compressed air that kept the slurry in the panel
turbulent and fluid throughout the process. The degree of
blending and the consistency of the mix were very good; a
visual check of this quality, done after exposing some of the
panels, showed the mix to be very homogeneous, much
better than expected.
Table 2 Selected construction parameters (Japan)
Panel
No.

Fig. 11 Top of excavated wall
A second test was carried out in conjunction with Messrs
D.K. Com in May 2004 in the Tokyo bay area in Japan
where soil conditions are typically 6 m to 9 m of soft clays
underlain by fine silty sands. The object of the test,
performed strictly according to normal Japanese soil mixing
practice for retaining walls, was to create a series of panels
of improved soil that were fluid enough to permit the
problem-free installation of steel beams. Other
requirements were: good homogeneity of the mix,
continuity of treatment throughout the panel and good
quality joints; strength was of secondary importance (5
kg/cm2 was sufficient). Other characteristics that were
adopted for the test so that results could be compared with
the traditional SMW methods in Japan were:
• use of compressed air, injected together with the
binder, during both the downward cutting and
upward mixing strokes;
• a high water/cement ratio binder and the injection
of cement binder on both the downward and
upward strokes.
The main working parameters used for the test were:
• depth of panels - 20 m.
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Depth
(m)

Total time
(min)

Total Vol. of
binder (Litres)

Productivit
y
m2/hr

2/6

20

86’

15200 l

30,7

2/8b

19,4

48’

10600 l

53,3

2/7

18,7

44’

13300 l

56,1

2/9

20

64’

12900 l

41,3

2/11

20

55’

11000 l

48,0

2/10

20

71’

12650 l

37,2

2/13

20

63’

13355 l

42,0

2/12

20

72’

13300 l

36,7

2/5

19,4

60’

6990 l

42,7

2/4

20

57’

7260 l

46,3

5 RETAINING WALL IN HOLLAND
A CSM retaining wall (approx. 700 m²) was offered as an
alternative solution by HOFFMANN GROEP (Helmond)
for the construction of a retaining wall to support 3 sides of
an excavation for a 2-storey basement. The original design
was for a series of contiguous, soil mix columns reinforced
with steel beams.
The site is located in Valkenburg (Netherlands) in a
hilly area between Aachen and Maastricht.
Some of the main criteria imposed were:
• The work had to be performed from within the
site, a confined area; this was particularly
restrictive in some of the corners.
• There was minimum clearance to the
neighbourhood buildings and structures
• The system had to be vibration-free.
• Strength was of secondary importance. The
structural design assumed that horizontal loads
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•

would be transferred by the vertical steel beams
(270 x 280 mm at 1m centres).
Backflow quantity was to be minimised to reduce
the amount of cement used and the removal of
spoil.

•

that the beams would penetrate easily under their
self weight. This occurred only at a few locations;
mostly they had to be pushed down with the aid of
a small backhoe. The stiff clay layer proved to
offer the largest resistance to their penetration.
Performance: The overall performance was
influenced by many side activities, mainly by the
installation of the beams. Nevertheless, overall
performance was
86 m2/day (8 hours). The average net, cutting and
mixing performance was 16,4 m2/hr.

Fig. 12 Propped reinforced C.S.M wall
Soil conditions were generally: a fine grained soil (silty fine
sand, with clayey lenses) with a stiff clay layer generally
between 5 m and 6 m below ground. There was no
groundwater.
The working parameters were:
• panel size 2,2 m x 0,5 m, 10 m deep
• overlap = 150 mm
• water/cement ratio: Several w/c ratios were tried in
order to find an optimum mix. W/C 1,0 proved to
be too dry; W/C 1,33 to 1,6 - the fluidifying effect
was better but there was some concern about final
strength; W/C 1,2 was finally adopted as a good
compromise between workability and strength.
• Cement content: 250 kg/m³ of treated soil.
• Use of cement slurry from start (approx. 85 % of
theoretical volume downwards, 15 % upwards)
Observations:
• high torque levels on the mixing wheels were
required.
• Generally the mixing and cutting direction was
outwards. Sometimes the direction was changed to
inwards when extracting the tool.
• Visual check of mixing quality: very
homogeneous backflow with thick, mortar-like
consistency. Sometimes small lumps of unmixed
soil were found in the backflow.
•
Beam Installation: 2 beams (270 x 280) were
installed in every panel. Due to the confined size
of the site, the beams had to be installed with the
auxiliary winch of the BG 15H. It was assumed
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Fig. 13 Basement excavation
6 CONCLUSIONS
The cutter soil mixing method, CSM, is an innovative
method for carrying out Deep Soil Mixing, It constitutes a
new item in the Soil Mixing Methods chart (Bruce et al,
2003, see Fig. 14), its use is widespread and it offers
numerous advantages over the more conventional methods
of mixing soils using standard rotary tools. The method has
been greeted with enthusiasm by the DMM community and
promises to develop into a powerful construction tool.
The method is new, the tests described in this paper
were some of the first applications of the method and there
is still much to be learned. Bauer is currently carrying out
an extensive series of additional tests in order to optimize
the machinery: we are carrying out work using cutting
wheels with a different geometry of the cutting and mixing
blades in order to improve productivity and to reduce wear.
Some of our Japanese clients are applying the method in
different soil conditions in Japan in order to optimize the
working procedures and parameters and the concentrations
of different fluids that can be used during the cutting and
blending phases of the work.
There is much research work to be done in this field
and we invite the DMM community to participate in this
work.
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DEEP MIXING METHODS

SLURRY

ROTARY

C.S.M.

END

DRY

ROTARY + JET
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SHAFT

END
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SWING

DJM
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GEOJET

Lime-Cement columns

MULTIMIX
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Fig. 14 Deep Mixing Methods

Fig. 15 Typical printout of working parameters (Japan)
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Testing of the shear strength of cement columns by using the total sounding method
Jelisic, N.
Swedish Road Administration, Region Mälardalen, P. O. Box 1140, S-631 80 Eskilstuna, Sweden
nenad.jelisic@vv.se
Nilsson, G.
WSP Group, 121 88, Stockholm-Globen, Sweden
gunnar.nilsson@wspgroup.se
ABSTRACT: Testing of the shear strength of column stabilized soil by using the total sounding technique is described in
this paper. The main purpose of the paper is to present total sounding, used for the first time in Sweden, to test the shear
strength of column stabilized soil.

1

TESTING PROCEDURES

1.1 Background
Deep stabilization has been used in Scandinavia since the
1970’s. In the process of deep stabilization, strengthened
columns are formed through the mixing of stabilizer (lime,
lime-cement or cement). At the beginning only lime columns were installed. The lime columns had a shear strength
of about 40 - 50 kPa and to test their shear strengths, the
column penetration test was developed, see figure 1. The
column penetration test uses a probe equipped with two
vanes. The sizes of the vanes are 400 x 20, 500 x 15 or 600
x 15 mm. The probe has a conical tip with a diameter of 50
mm. The cross-sectional area of the probe is 0.01 m2 (concerns Ø 500 - 600 mm). The sounding is performed as the
probe is driven down into the column. The total sounding
resistance (kN) is registered as a force during the sounding.
To register the frictional resistance, the probe is pulled up
and subsequently pushed down while the force is registered.
The registered force (1 - 3 kN) at the bottom is used as an
approximate value for the frictional resistance. The
undrained shear strength is evaluated as 0.10 x [(total
sounding resistance - frictional resistance) divided by the
cross-sectional area of column probe].
Boman et al. (1979) performed Swedish weight soundings and pyramid penetration tests on lime columns. With
the aid of the results from these tests, they concluded that
Swedish weight soundings and pyramid penetration tests
were not useful as the result from the soundings was very
variable due to the heterogeneities of the columns. Furthermore, they concluded that the column penetration test is
a meaningful and proper test for lime columns.
During the latter part of the 1980s, the dry mixing
method was developed further and lime columns were more
or less replaced by lime-cement columns, which had a shear
strength of about 100 - 300 kPa. The controlling technique
was still the column penetration test, however it was performed with difficulties. The column penetration tests were
suitable for columns with shear strengths up to 150 kPa and
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maximum lengths of 8-10 m (Ekström, 1994). If the columns were pre-drilled with a 50 - 60 mm borehole to guide
the column probe through the column, the column penetration tests could be used for columns with a shear strength of
up to 300 - 350 kPa (Carlsten & Ekström, 1995) and maximum length of 12-15 m (Ekström, 1994).

Figure 1

Standard column penetration test (from
Geotech AB Sweden)

To overcome the disadvantages of the column penetration test, a reversed column penetration test was developed.
The reversed column penetration test is performed by a
probe equipped with two vanes attached to a wire. The
probe is installed at the bottom of the column in connection
with column installation. The wire goes through the whole
column to the ground surface. The column is tested by
pulling the probe up through the column. However, the
tested columns have to be selected in advance and there is a
risk that the chosen columns will not be representative of
the site.
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In Sweden, cement columns began to be used in the
1980s, even though in a much lesser extent than limecement columns, which are representing the predominant
mixing technique in Sweden. When testing the shear
strength of cement columns, it is preferable to use a column
penetration test, which measures the average resistance
over the whole cross section. However, due to the highpressure force required to penetrate cement or hard
lime/cement columns, the column penetration tests are
often unworkable. Thus, a new testing technique for these
types of columns is necessary.
In Helsinki city, Finland, CPT-tests have been used
extensively to test columns and when the CPT cone cannot
penetrate the column, static-dynamic sounding has been
performed (Halkola, 1999). The experience from Finland is
that a single CPT-test recording is not representative of the
characteristic column shear strength. However, when interpreting several CPT-tests with statistical methods, a reliable
picture of the characteristic column shear strength is obtained. The disadvantage with CPT-tests is that the rod is
too slender and bends and the cone goes out of the column.
In practice, maximum testing depth is about 7 m (Halkola,
1999).

such as cobbles and boulders or a very stiff soil layer, a
conventional drilling procedure is employed with percussion and flushing. When the obstacle has been penetrated
the static/rotary procedure resumes.
During 2001, the total sounding records were compared with the CPT-test in loose clay with sand layers. The
penetration speed was 20 mm/s. The records show a very
good correlation, see figure 3. They also show that the total
sounding is sensitive enough to make possible evaluation of
soil characteristics in granular soils, stiff clay and stabilized
soils. However, the method is not suitable for evaluation of
soil characteristics in loose clayey and silty soils, but it may
be used to evaluate the layer thickness.

1.2 Total sounding technique
The total sounding technique was developed in Norway in
the 1980s where it is now the most common sounding
method. Total sounding is also known as the Norwegian
total sounding. In Sweden, the method has been used on
several occasions over the last few years, particularly in the
Stockholm area, with good results (Nilsson and Forssman,
2001).
The equipment consists of a Ø 44 mm Geo-rod and a
Ø 57 mm fixed drill bit. The drill bit is equipped with a
reversed valve to prevent loose soils from entering and
plugging the drill rod, see figure 2. The drill rig must have
capacity to attain a pressure force of 30 kN and a torque of
1.0 kNm.
Figure 3

Figure 2

Total sounding equipment (photo from
Geonor A/S Norway)

The drill rod is pressed down with a constant penetration
rate and constant rotation speed. The Norwegian regulation
stipulates a penetration speed of 3 m/min (50 mm/s) and a
rotation speed of 25 rpm. However, experience with total
sounding in Sweden indicated that a penetration speed of
1.2 m/min (20 mm/s) gave a better control over the sounding procedure and lesser stress at the drill rods. It is also
believed that the reduced speed will provide a greater sensitivity when recording the resistance (Nilsson and Forssman,
2001; Nilsson and Forssman, 2004).
During the penetration, the soil’s resistance is registered continuously. If the drill bit encounters an obstacle
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2

A comparison between total sounding and
CPT-test (Nilsson and Forssman, 2001)

HUSBY

2.1 Location and description of the site
The site is a bridge construction situated in Husby in the
middle of Sweden, where regional road 764 crosses the Dal
River. The road joins the regional road 67/70 near Hedemora.
2.2 Geotechnical properties
The soil layer sequence consists of silt, sandy silt and silty
sand on top of clay, followed by clayey silt underlain by
moraine. The silt, sandy silt and silty sand layer is about 13 16 m thick. The thickness of the clay layer is approximately 2
- 3 m. The clayey silt layer is about 3 m thick. The silt,
sandy silt and silty sand layer have very low to low firmness.
The water content in the clay varies between 49 and 53%.
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The clay is medium stiff with an unreduced shear strength
of approximately 37 - 39 kPa (fall-cone test) and 45 - 50
kPa (field vane test). The sensitivity of the clay is in the
order of 7, i.e. the clay is low sensitive.
2.3 Stability analyses
Stability analyses were performed by using the SLOPE/W
computer program, developed by Geo-Slope International,
Canada. The calculations were performed with undrained
and combined analyses. Combined analysis means that for
each part of the slip surface, the lowest value (characteristic
value) of undrained, drained and combined shear strengths
is chosen.
The stability analyses for the north-eastern bridgeabutment gave factors of safety in the order of Fc = 1.10
(undrained analysis) and Fcomb = 1.04 (combined analysis).

Figure 4

Well ring placed over a cement column

Figure 5

The cement column tested with total
sounding

2.4 Cement column stabilization
To improve the stability conditions of the north-eastern
bridge-abutment, i.e. to increase the factor of safety from
Fcomb = 1.04 to Fcomb =1.65, it was decided to column stabilize an area, measuring 12 x 20 m2. The diameter of the columns was 0.8 m and centre distance of columns was 0.6 m.
The columns were installed in rows with a spacing of 1.65 m.
The stabilizer used for column stabilization was cement and
its quantity was 150 kg/m3.
2.5 Testing of the shear strength of cement columns by using the column penetration test
The testing method, which was considered in the beginning
of the project, was the standard column penetration test, but it
became apparent that it did not work because it could not
penetrate the very hard columns (> 500 kPa). Therefore, it
was decided to use total sounding for the testing procedure. It
was probably the first time that the total sounding technique
has been performed to control cement columns. Neither lime
nor lime-cement columns have been tested with the total
sounding technique.
2.6 Testing procedure for the cement columns
with total sounding
Blasted rocks covered the cement columns. To avoid frictional resistance to the drill rods during sounding, the
blasted rocks were removed from the columns that were to
be tested and concrete well rings were placed on them, see
figure 4.
The drill rig consisted of a Geotech 605DD. To be
certain that the required pressure force could be obtained,
the drill rig was anchored to the ground with an auger at the
upper layer of the column.
To limit the deflection rate of the drill rods, the maximum pressure force was set to 20 kN at the static/rotary
procedure.
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To minimize the frictional resistance to the rods during
the sounding procedure the drill hole was always filled with
water, which acted as a lubricant. Before a new rod section
was joined, the drill rod was pulled up about 0.5 m and
subsequently pushed down and the force was registered.
The registered force was used as an approximate value of
the frictional resistance. With the aid of the results of these
tests, it could be concluded that the frictional resistance was
very low during the testing procedure and that it is essential
to use water as a lubricant.
A Ø 57 mm drill bit (cross-sectional area of 0.0025
m2) was used. There was also an idea to use a Ø 64 mm
drill bit (cross-sectional area of 0.0032 m2). However, as
there was a lack of experience of the larger drill bit, the
standard drill bit was chosen. Experience from Norway
(when sounding in coarse-grained soils) has shown that it
can be a problem to extract the Ø 64 mm drill bit using
standard drill rods.
A comparison between cross-sectional area of drill bit,
column probe (column penetration test) and CPT cone
showed that the drill bit, which was used in the project, has
a 2.5 times larger area than a CPT cone (0.001 m2) but
much lesser area than a column probe (0.01 m2).
During the static/rotary procedure, the probe was
driven with a penetration speed of 20 mm/s and a rotation
speed of 25 rpm.
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2.7 Evaluation of the sounding result
When sounding is performed with the column penetration
test in Sweden, the shear strength is evaluated in accordance with experience made from trials with iskymeter
sounding in clay (Kallstenius, 1961; Axelsson, 2001). The
factor of bearing capacity, N, is the ratio of the net sounding
pressure of column to the shear strength of column and it
has been set to 10 (Carlsten and Ekström, 1995). When
evaluation of sounding results is undertaken in Finland, N
ranges between 10 and 15 depending on the results of complementary tests using the column vane test (Halkola,
1999). It is considered that the ratio, N, is cross-sectional
area dependent.
According to Eide (1973) and Bergdahl and Eriksson
(1983), the results from pyramid penetration tests in stiff
clay (>50 kPa) showed a clear relationship between the
sounding resistance and shear strength when N was set to
15.
The best agreement between the shear strength determined by unconfined compression test and the shear
strength determined by column penetration test is obtained
when N was set to 15 (Axelsson, 2000).
By considering the above aspects, N was set to 15 in
this project.
2.8 The sounding result
In total, 18 cement columns were tested. The tested columns were evenly distributed over the whole column stabilized area. The required characteristic shear strength was set
to 150 kPa.
Two of the soundings were carried out inclined at
about 60° to the horizontal. The result from one of the inclined soundings is shown in figure 6.
A vertical sounding is shown in figure 7. It can be seen
that the column has a weak section at about 4, 7, 11 and
17 m depth. Note that the column had not reached the noncohesive soil below the clay layer. An advantage with total
sounding is that it can register the distance to the noncohesive soil, which can be compared with the theoretical
length.
However, when studying the single sounding result
and comparing it with other results, it was quite difficult to
draw any plain conclusions. The cause for that is that a
comparison between the single columns did not show the
same zones of weakness for the same depths.
The average shear strength values obtained in cement
column rows 1 and 2 are shown in figures 8 and 9. The
result gives an understandable idea of the average soil mixing result.

3 CONCLUSIONS
A column penetration test, which measures an average
resistance over the whole cross section through the columns, is preferable whenever possible. However, when it is
required to penetrate cement columns or hard lime/cement
columns; the column penetration test is often unworkable
because of its inability to penetrate these types of columns.
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In these situations, the total sounding technique is an option.

Figure 6

Measured shear strength values of a
cement column. Inclined sounding.

Figure 7

Measured shear strength values of a
cement column

Figure 8

Average shear strength values of cement
column row 1

Figure 9

Average shear strength values of cement
column row 2
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Use of total sounding to get a reliable picture of the
characteristic column shear strength is highly recommendable. Preferably, the test site should be divided into areas
where the average shear strength value should be interpreted within each area.
Because of the heterogeneities of the columns, conclusions from a single sounding must be followed up by further testing, preferably sampling. Complementary testing,
for instance column penetration test or some geophysical
method, can be made in the sounding hole of the column.
It is also possible to perform inclined sounding
through a soil mixed volume.
By using total sounding, the testing can be made
through the columns and down to the non-cohesive soil.
The level of the friction soil is registered and a comparison
between the designed column length and the actual column
length can be made.
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ABSTRACT: Cement Deep Mixing is a method for improving the ground to a prescribed strength by mixing cement slurry
with the soft soil in situ. In recent years, according to the increase of ground improvement requirements in urban areas,
ground displacement in adjacent areas due to the improvement works has been a concern. Therefore, the CDM-LODIC
method, which enables reduction of the ground displacement, was developed and the accumulated volume of ground
improved using this method has now reached 3.5 million m3. The development of large-size machines has made increase of
the column diameter possible to a large scale. The authors conducted an in-situ test for large diameter CDM-LODIC, and
investigated the relationship between displacement and heaved soil, binder volume and column strength, and core condition
and quality. As a result, the improvement effect and effect of reducing the displacement of large diameter CDM-LODIC
was verified.

Penetration Stage

Displacement B

volume of the plunged mixing tool during the penetration
stage. The other is the volume of the injected stabilizing
agent.
Thus, by removing the soil equivalent to the volume
of the plunged mixing tool and the injected stabilizing
agent, the ground displacement can be minimized
theoretically.
Figure-2 shows the amounts of observed ground
displacement in case of CDM and CDM-LODIC on an
actual site. These case studies indicate that the ground
displacement can be reduced by removing the soil.

Displacement A

1 INTRODUCTION
The injected cement slurry may cause some ground
displacement during Cement Deep Mixing (CDM)
operation. In recent years, according to an increase in
requirements for ground improvement works in urban
areas, there is an increase of concern that buildings near the
CDM site will be influenced undesirably.
The deep mixing method with reduced displacement
due to mixing (CDM-LODIC method) enables the ground
displacement to be reduced by removing the soil equivalent
to the amount of injected cement slurry and the volume of
the plunged mixing tool, which will cause some ground
displacement. When the construction site is near some
structures, which exist on or under the ground, this method
can be used in order to minimize the ground displacement.
Further, the diameter of the cement deep mixing
column tends to become larger, as the installation machines
become larger. So larger CDM-LODIC diameters of 1.2m
or 1.3m have been developed, following the previous
diameter of 1.0m. In this paper, a summary of the CDMLODIC method and the results of the verification
experiment of the method are shared.

Retrieval Stage
Injecting and Mixing Stabilizing Agent

2 SUMMARY OF CDM-LODIC METHOD
It is considered there are two main causes of ground
displacement as shown in Figure-1. One of them is the
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Figure-1 Displacement Occurrence Model
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Monitoring Point

Horizontal Displacement U (cm)

Stabilized
Area
Ordinary Type
(Clay)

Low Displacement
Type(Clay)

Ordinary Type
(Sand)

Low Displacement
Type(Sand)

Low Displacement Type
Upper Limit

Figure-2 Observed Ground Displacement
The installation machines for CDM-LODIC or ordinary
CDM are shown in Figure-3. A CDM-LODIC machine is
equipped with the following features that are not provided
on an ordinary CDM machine.
1.
2.

It is noted that there are three types of screws, such as a
continuous line type, a broken line type and a propeller
type, as shown in Figure-4.

Some screws are attached on the side of the mixing
shaft in order to remove the soil to the ground surface.
There are two stabilizing agent injection outlets at the
topside and underside of a mixing blade, and a device
is equipped to switch these injection outlets.

Drive Unit

Drive

(a) Continuous Line Type

(b)Broken Line Type

(c) Propeller Type

Figure-4 Screw Base Shape Variation
Screw

3
Base Machine

Base Machine
Upper Injection
Outlet
Mixing Blade

Mixing
Ordinary CDM Machine

Injection Outlet

CDM-LODIC Machine

Figure-3 Installation Machine of CDM-LODIC
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Under Injection
Outlet

VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT OF LARGE
DIAMETER CDM-LODIC
The verification experiment of large diameter CDMLODIC was conducted on the construction site for CDMMega method, which is conventional large diameter
(diameter=1.2m) CDM method. The outline of the
experiment is described in the following.
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3.1 STABILIZATION SPECIFICATION
• Diameter 1.2m * 2 axes, A=2.26m2/set
• The cement addition amount is 170kg/m3
• Average of the column length is 19.0m
3.2 GROUND CONDITIONS
• Gravelly silt
• N value range is 2 - 20 (soft - hard)
3.3 EXPERIMENT CASE
Total number of stabilized columns:
2 screw types * 5 specification variations=10
• Screw type: normal and large types (2types)
• Specification: 5 variations
Cement addition amount
Blade rotation speed
(kg/m3)
170
Normal,faster, slower
(3types)
113
Normal
100
Normal
A layer of the ground in which the experiment was
conducted, and the monitoring point are shown in Figure-5.
A site view is shown in Picture-1.
Picture-1 Site View

Stabilizing
Area

Inclinometer

3m
GL±0

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
As large diameter CDM-LODIC increases the volumes of
the soil that should be removed and the stabilizing agent,
the amount of ground displacement and removed soil, in
case of ordinary and larger screw respectively, were
measured.
The inclinometer measurement results are shown in
Figure-6. The results show that the ordinary screw size can
be used with little amount of ground displacement.

Silt
N=1～5

Gravelly silt
N=10～20

-20
Sandstone

Figure-5 Ground Layer, Inclinometer Location
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CDM-LODIC Strength at Site (MPa)

0

Depth（
ｍ）

-5

- 10

- 15

CDM-Mega Strength at Site (MPa)

Figure-7 Stabilized Column Strength
- 20
CDM- Mega
CDM- LODIC (Ordinary Screw)
CDM- LODIC (Large Screw)

- 25

-5

0

5

10

Horizontal Displacement (cm)
Figure-6 Inclinometer Measure Results
Some cores were taken from the column installed by the
ordinary screw size as specimens. Three cores were taken at
each level of top, middle and bottom of the columns. Then
the unconfined compression tests of these cores were
conducted. Check boring data from the CDM-Mega
operation site was used to compare CDM-Mega with CDMLODIC. The strength of the stabilized body by CDMLODIC method was compared with the CDM-Mega
method in Figure-7. According to these results, it was
confirmed that the strength of stabilized body by CDMLODIC is equal or stronger than CDM-MEGA.

As concerns the quality, which usually depends on the
blade rotation number and the cement addition amount, the
quality becomes better by increasing the blade rotation
speed, and less cement makes it poor. For the sake of
workability, excavation work had been done for softening
the ground before the CDM-LODIC operation, because the
clay of the original ground was so hard.
As the above results show, it was confirmed that
larger diameter CDM-LODIC is capable of minimizing the
ground displacement and achieving the same level of
strength of stabilized columns as CDM conventional
method.

4 LARGE DIAMETER LODIC SPECIFICATION
There are 3 variations of specification for large diameter
CDM-LODIC, such as 1.0m diameter * 2 axes, 1.2m
diameter * 2 axes and 1.3m diameter * 2 axes.
The available conditions of the ground and the column
length for each column diameter are shown in Table-1.
Table-2 shows the shapes of the cross section of the
stabilized columns.
Table-1 Available Conditions for each of Column
Diameters
Stabilized Column
Diameter

Available Ground Conditions(Max)
Clay

Sand

Penetration
Length(m)

φ 1.0m× 2Axes

ｃ≦ 80kN/ m2
(N≦ 8)

N≦ 15

L' ≦ 40m

φ 1.2m× 2Axes

ｃ≦ 50kN?m2
(N≦ 6)

N≦ 12

L' ≦ 30m

φ 1.3m× 2Axes

ｃ≦ 40kN?m2
(N≦ 4)

N≦ 10

L' ≦ 20m

Table-2 Stabilized Column Shape
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φ1.0 ｍ× 2 Axes

φ1.2 ｍ × 2 Axes

φ1.3 ｍ × 2 Axes

Lap length 200mm

Lap length 200mm

Lap length 200mm

Stabilized Area
A=1.50㎡/set

Stabilized Area
A=2.17㎡/set

Stabilized Area
A=2.56㎡/set

5 CONCLUSION
The CDM-LODIC is able to accomplish soil improvement
with minimal influence on the surrounding ground and
structures. So the accumulated volume of soil improvement
using the method is increasing near important structures in
urban areas.
In this study, the verification experiment of large
diameter CDM-LODIC was conducted. It was confirmed
that this method could be used to minimize the ground
displacement, and achieve the same quality as ordinary
CDM. Based on these results, 1.2m and 1.3m diameter type
CDM-LODIC methods were developed, following the
previous 1.0m diameter type. Thus, the cost of CDMLODIC operation has been reduced.

6 REFERENCES
Kamimura et al, 1999, CASE STUDY OF CDM-LODIC
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The most significant improved land areas in Helsinki using deep mixing
method
Kangas, H. & Korhonen, O.
City of Helsinki, Geotechnical division, FIN-00099 CITY OF HELSINKI, Finland
heikki.kangas@hel.fi, osmo.e.korhonen@hel.fi

ABSTRACT: Deep mixing of clay has been utilized systematically in Helsinki since the late 1970’s. It was in the early
1980’s that ground improvement technology began to be widely used and today it is included in normal geotechnical engineering in the area of Helsinki. The city of Helsinki has reached a situation where most of the areas with excellent ground
conditions are in use. Deep mixing method is the most common ground improvement methods currently. The main task of
deep mixing is to reduce settlements and sometimes also improve the stability of soft soil.

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 History
Deep mixing method (DMM) of clay has been utilized
systematically in Helsinki since the late 1970’s. First trials
of reducing large settlement were carried out in eastern
parts of Helsinki in 1976 as test-embankment. That time
there was no competitor for DMM except vertical drains
and surcharge load. During the late 60’s and early 70’s
large clay areas of the eastern and northern parts of Helsinki were built without any method of reducing settlement.
Nowadays settlements of about 300 – 500 mm on streets of
those areas can be measured. At the same time, on areas
where deep stabilization was used, no severe settlement can
be found. The measured settlements are typically less that
100 - 150 mm.
1.2 Role of deep mixing
The main task of deep mixing is to reduce the settlement
and sometimes also improve the stability of soft soil. By
economically designed deep mixing one can reduce the
settlements to one third or to one fourth of the settlement
compared to the case where no soil improvement is carried
out.
Nowadays there are regulations to control the quality
of building areas by controlling the maximum tolerated
settlement. Earlier nobody was interested in future settlements, nowadays, at least in Helsinki, settlement calculations are obligatory.

1.3 Ground improvement
The city of Helsinki has reached a situation where most of
the areas with excellent ground conditions are in use. Now
construction is mostly directed to new areas with more
inadequate ground conditions. Due to this, geotechnical
problems have grown and ground-engineering costs have
increased. It was in the early 1980’s that ground improve-
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ment technology began to be used in Helsinki and today it
is included in normal geotechnical engineering. The idea is
that the ground conditions can be centrally reinforced before the actual construction takes place (streets, houses
etc.). Improvement can help in making substantial savings
in ground engineering, repair and maintenance costs. Approximately 8.5 hectares of land have been improved annually at the average cost of some 4 mill.€. The amount of
deep mixing by lime-cement columns varies yearly between
100 – 600 km which represents area of 10 000 – 80 000 sqm of land.
Among the most significant improved sites in Helsinki
recently completed are Arabianranta, Viikki, Kivikko and
Fallkulla areas. Among others, the old airport of Malmi and
Töölö bay areas may be the main improvement sites in
Helsinki in the near future. This paper will focus in more
detail on a few cases; Pikku-Huopalahti, Tali and Fallkulla.
Mass-stabilization is also a still growing method in the
Helsinki area. The method is relevant in comparatively
weak (1-5m) or average types of clay, peat or organic clay
areas.

2

PLANNING AND DESIGN

2.1 Available geotechnical methods
The Geotechnical division has over 20 years experience of
design and quality control in soil improvement.
There are several types of ground improvement methods. When choosing the proper method several issues must
be taken into account. For example available time, the geotechnical properties of the sub-grade, the planned use of the
site, the final loadings of the ground and the total costs are
issues to be taken into account. DMM is the most common
soil improvement method currently. Other methods are preconsolidation by an embankment (also with vertical drainage), mass-stabilization, discharge, soil displacement and
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use of reinforcing geosynthetics. Cleaning of contaminated
soil can also be included in improvement.

factor Ecol/Esoil so, that the settlement on soil and column is
set equal.

2.2 Design principles
The principle of design for DMM is to decrease harmful
settlements and settlement differences on site.
The practice of design in Geotechnical division is to
determine materials and method of work accurately beforehand. The planner will select the type of binding material
and mixing parameters based on earlier experience and
expert knowledge. Also, trial deep mixing in the field is an
important part of planning. Contractors can’t considerably
influence the choice of design parameters.
The tolerated settlements of different building areas
are illustrated in figure 1. Also the tolerated difference of
settlements between structures is shown in figure 1. Nowadays in Helsinki the maximum tolerated settlement is less
than 200 mm nearby buildings and it is related with the
nearby distance from a non-settling structure.

s = pcol/Ecol = psoil/Esoil ,

time (year)
Relative settlement (%) from tolerated limit

entrances

pavements
green areas

other court-yard areas

Distance from piled structure or zone

invalid slopes, concrete slabs

(Largest tolerated settlement is 200 mm in court-yard areas)

Fig.1a. Largest tolerated settlement on building areas,
percent of maximum.

Initial earth surface
settled surface

where
s
= settlement
Esoil = Young’s modulus of soil
Ecol = Young’s modulus of deep mixed column
p = stress, which depends on the dimensions and the
geometry of columns.
The parameter Esoil is determined by triaxial tests or by
oedometer tests. Parameter Ecol is determined by uniaxial
or triaxial compression test with mixed soil samples. Soil
samples are remoulded and strengthened by lime or cement
or their combination and kept in cold 28 days before compression tests.
On large building areas test of deep mixing is carried
out on the building site. In this case, several mixtures of
lime or cement are tested by CPT or vane tests. In cases,
where poor stability is a problem or a new kind of earth
structure with DMM is under design, also a test embankment or excavation is carried out.
The rate of strain is assumed to follow the simplest
possible differential equation (DE) (2).
ds/dt = vi x (soo - s)2

(2)

s = t/(1/ vi +t/soo )

(3)

where
s
= settlement or horizontal displacement
soo = final settlement or horizontal displacement
vi = initial rate of strain
t
= time
Parameter vi is determined by oedometer tests.

Piled building or nonsettling structure
side area

(1)

transition region

court-yard area

Largest tolerated
settlement is 200
mm in court-yard
0%
- invalid slopes, concrete slabs areas
0-30 % - entrances
0-50 % - pavements
0-60 % - green areas
(%) from largest tolerated settlement

Fig. 1b. The largest tolerated differential settlement on
building areas.

Equation (2) is a special case of Riccati’s DE. Equation (2) shows, that the rate of strain is proportional to the
initial value of the rate of strain and proportional to the
square of the remaining settlement.

3

OBSERVATIONS

3.1 Case Pikku-Huopalahti
Pikku-Huopalahti area – built in 1987-91 – is a suburb
situated about 5 km northwest of the centre of Helsinki. The
total area of soil improvement was 260 000 sq-m.

The principle of calculating settlements on deep mixed
areas is simply based on the non-linear modulus of clay and
linear Young’s modulus of mixed column. The vertical
applied stress is assumed to be centred on columns by the
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land fill level +3

land fill level +2

On large areas of Pikku-Huopalahti, DMM was chosen as
an improvement method (Juntunen and Korhonen, 2002).
The rate of settlement of stabilized clay is quite rarely
observed. Some information of the long-term behavior of
stabilized clay is illustrated in fig. 3. In these cases, the
calculated settlement of non-improved clay is in the range
of 400 – 700 mm during 50 years. The observed settlement
is nearby 30 % of the calculated settlement of nonimproved clay. Typically, the time elapsed for the 50 %
consolidation, is around 3 – 10 years. This result shows, at
least in these cases, that the cement or lime columns do not
act as vertical drains.
earth surface, m
settlement, mm

Fig. 2a Pikku-Huopalahti. Calculated settlements (m),
no DMM.

year

Fig. 3 Pikku-Huopalahti, deep mixed area. Measured
settlements (dots). Estimated settlements from eq. 3
(full curve).
initial position
in 1990
fill
mud

clay

silt
moraine

the measured displacements
between 1990-2002

Fig. 4a. Measured horizontal displacements during
consolidation between 1990 - 2002.
Fig 2b. Pikku-Huopalahti, ground improvement. Estimated from measured settlements (10 years, mm) for
the first 50 years.

In fig. 4, a set of horizontal displacements during consolidation is shown. From Fig 4b one can see that Equation
(3) holds quite well and one can easily predict the final
deformation, in this case around 567 mm.

The thickness of soft clay varies between 13 – 20 m.
Water content varies between 70 – 150 % from dry weight.
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Measured horizontal displacements in Pikku-Huopalahti
10,00

time/deformation [days/mm]

9,00

y = 0,0018x + 0,7880
R2 = 0,9911

8,00
7,00
6,00
5,00
4,00
3,00
2,00
1,00
0,00

0

1000

2000
time [days]

3000

4000

Fig. 4b. Measured horizontal displacements in PikkuHuopalahti. Maximum measured value is 526 mm
during 12 years.

3.2 Case Tali
Tali area represents a typical soft soil ground in the western
part of Helsinki. Actual deep mixing work was executed at
Tali area in 1991.
The Area used to be an old industrial and landfill site
since 1950. The thickness of surface fill varies from 0.5 to
3.5 meters. Under the fill the thickness of soft clay varies
between 3 and 11 m.
The water content of sub-grade clay varies between 50
% and 110 %. The shear strength varies between 10 and 20
kPa, determined with the field vane test. Under the clay is
relatively thin silt layer and under that sand and moraine.
Water table is at the top of clay layer.
The improvement method was designed to be both
deep mixing and discharge with lightweight gravel. The
used methods are illustrated in more detail in Fig. 5.

The design criteria for settlements covered a period of
50 years. During this period, the maximum settlement was
determined to be 200 mm in street areas and 300 mm in
courtyard areas. The criterion limits are lower nowadays
(see Fig. 1a).
Without the improvement, the maximum settlements
could have been more than 1300 mm.
As part of the design, trial deep mixings were conducted. These trials included different amounts of binder
and binder mixture (lime-cement ratio).
Trial columns were tested at the age of 30 and 90 days.
According to the results, the least variation of shear
strength in columns was reached using the pure lime binder.
Thus, 100 % lime was chosen as deep mixing material.
The present trend is that the mixture of cement and
lime is typically 50 %-50 % to 30 %-70 % (lime-cement).
After completion, several quality control operations
were accomplished. Field observations were mainly carried
out as modified cone penetration test, dynamic probing and
column vane shear test.
Long-term observations of settlements have been carried out in the area since 1993. These observations have
been analysed to estimate and predict remaining settlements
in street areas (Paatsema and Kangas, 2003). In addition,
the settlement parameters for both natural clay and mixed
columns were analysed. For further analysis, additional
field tests, including cone penetration tests, vane shear tests
and sampling for both natural and mixed clay were carried
out in 2003. Laboratory tests were also included. The settlements were calculated with a tangent modulus method
using freeware computer program ’KPO-Painuma’, acquired by the city of Espoo. The calculated and the observed time-settlement curves are presented in Figure 6. It
can be seen that the shape of settlement curve during the
observation period is different than calculated.
In the calculation, the secant modulus of the column
was estimated to be 50 times the column shear strength.
The used estimation is average, experimental value for lime
columns. In the computer calculation, the water permeability ratio between the lime column and natural clay was
originally estimated to be 40.

0

dicharge
deep
mixing

Settlement, mm

10
20

Dec. -03

Dec. -02

Dec. -01

Dec. -00

Dec. -99

Dec. -98

Dec. -97

Dec. -96

Dec. -95

Dec. -94

Dec. -93

time

Modeled value
Observed value

30
40
50
60
70

Fig. 5. Ground improvement in Tali.
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Fig. 6. The calculated and the measured timesettlement curves in deep mixed street area in Tali.
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The value is chosen from a literature survey. The ratio is
presented to be even 100 - 1000 in some sources (Broms
and Boman, 1978). Other parameters are based on laboratory tests.
The long-term observations show that settlement of
deep mixed area is still ongoing after 10 years. Also, the
total amount of settlement is rather low. The process of
settlement does not seem to decay and will continue for
several years. The prediction of total settlement is presented
in Fig. 7.

settlement, mm

year

Fig. 7. Tali, deep mixed area. Measured settlements
(dots). Estimated settlements from eq. 2 (solid curve).
According to the extrapolated curve, the total settlement will be approximately 100 mm at the presented observation point in the street area.
The field observations were fitted to mathematical
model in order to gain estimation for the ratio of water
permeability between the natural soil and mixed column
(Paatsema, Kangas and Korhonen, 2003). The modelled
permeability ratio between the column and natural clay is
presented in Table 1.

where
knatural= estimated water permeability for the natural soil
ktreated= estimated water permeability for the mixed column
Also, back-calculation with computer program (Länsivaara, 2002) was included. According to back calculation,
the ratio (value x) is about 5. Although the estimations are
quite coarse, it is evident that in the Tali case, the water
permeability of a column seems to be rather low. The column does not seem to function as a vertical drain.
Similar results are observed and analysed in the other
case, in Helsinki. The long-term settlements are observed in
Itä-Keskus (‘East central’) since 1978 where a kindergarten
is founded on lime columns. The observations were started
in 1978 and are still ongoing. Observed settlements give
similar values of water permeability, ktreated = 4…6.5 *
knatural.

3.3 Case Fallkulla
Fallkulla is one of the largest DMM sites, implemented in
Helsinki. It is the new residential area near the old Malmi
airport. The zoned area is about 12.2 hectares large. The
total floor area is about 55 000 m2 including 640 dwellings.
The length of end-bearing piles is 9…20 m
The site is a former farmland area with a level ground.
The topsoil is about 0.5 m, under that is the clay layer
6…13 m (water content = 50…120 %, shear strength =
6…20 kPa), and silt, sand and moraine layers at the bottom.
The ground improvement was executed in two phases.
The first phase was conducted in 2000 and the second in
2001-2002. Over 520.000 meters of lime-cement columns
were made during the work.
Ground improvement was mainly designed using
DMM. Some courtyard areas were discharged with lightweight gravel. Different methods are presented in more
detail in Fig. 8.

Table 1. The modelled permeability ratio between the
column and natural clay.
Observation
point (no.)

(ktreated = x* knatural)
x

203

0.3

205

4.1

206

7.3

302

1.2

305

2.0

401

3.0

503

2.4

Phase 1

Phase 2

Deep mixing in courtyards, pile diameter 500
mm
Deep mixing in streets, pile diameter 600 mm
Discharge, light weight gravel

Fig. 8. Ground improvement in Fallkulla area.
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The design time for settlements was set to 30 years.
The maximum acceptable settlement was determined to be
50 mm in street areas and 100…150 mm in courtyard areas.
This criterion is commonly used currently.
Trial deep mixings were conducted as part of design.
Trials included different amounts of binder and binder
mixture (lime-cement ratio). Also, different types of blades
were tested.
Trial columns were tested at age of 30 and 90 days.
According to the results, the least variation of shear
strength in columns was reached using the open type blade
called ‘Christmas tree’. Dry mix method was used in all
cases.
The implementation of deep mixing in the street areas
using was:
- column diameter; 0.6 m
- lime-cement columns (binder 50 % - 50 %)
- column distance; 1.0 m
- binder amount; 42 kg/m or 148 kg /m3
- total amount about 200 000 mof columns
The implementation of deep mixing in the courtyard
areas was:
column diameter; 0.5 m
lime-cement columns (binder 50 % - 50 %)
- column distance; 1.0 m
29 kg/ lineal meter or 149 kg /m3
total amount about 320 000 mof columns
Trial columns were tested at the age of 30 and 90 days
in both phases of work. During the second phase of mixing
work (in year 2002), better trial results were obtained when
the lowest 5 m of the column was mixed with less binder
amount (-20 %) and extra binder amount (+20 %) was focused on upper 5 m column. In this way, the typical loss of
shear strength at the upper area of the column was decreased (Paatsema and Kangas, 2003).

Fig. 9. Fallkulla, the closed shaped mixing blade.
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Fig. 10. Fallkulla, the open shaped mixing blade.
The mentioned change in mixing work did not increase
the original contract price. Also, during the second phase of
mixing work, according to the results, better shear strength
and less variation in results were reached using the openshaped blade, improved by the contractor. Commonly used
closed shaped ‘pot type’ blade was replaced with this open
shaped model in courtyard areas. Used blades are illustrated
in Figs. 9 and 10.
After completion, several quality control operations
were accomplished. Field observations were mainly carried
out as modified cone penetration test.
The quality control results were satisfactory. Chosen
mixing methods including the changed blade type and
binder distribution showed increasing shear strength and
less variation (Paatsema and Kangas, 2003).
The long-term observations of settlements will be
started at Fallkulla area, when the construction sites will
quiet down in late 2004.
Total ground improvement costs in Fallkulla were 4.3
million € (78 €/ floor m2) of which 1.6 million € (49.4 €/
floor m2) for street areas and 2.7 million € (28.6 €/ floor m2)
for courtyard areas.

4 QUALITY CONROL
The quality control of DMM as well as mass-stabilization is
mainly control of the mixing work and the mixed ground
itself. There are several methods for quality control in use.
The principal method for quality control is the nondestructive drillings. Based on results gained from drillings,
more accurate sampling and laboratory tests can be focused
on suspicious areas.
The Helsinki geotechnical division’s base quality
control method is the use of two different types of drill
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heads. These heads are illustrated in figures 11 and 12. The
first one is shaped like a typical cone penetration head but
has bigger diameter and cross-sectional area (50 cm2). The
second one is three-winged model with the cross-sectional
area of 100 cm2. In order to monitor the accurate strength of
columns, it is necessary to measure the compression force
with the drilling machine all the time. This needs enough
compression power and heavy machine. The hammer penetration is not desirable because of inaccuracy. The heavy
type drill rig is presented in figure 13.
The best and most expensive method is to cut and
remove the whole column from the ground. This needs
heavy steel pipe and special lifting machine. The lifted
column can be surveyed and samples can be tested both in
the field and the laboratory. The lifting operation is illustrated in figures 14. and 15.
Fig. 13. The heavy drill rig.

Fig. 11. Normal and modified cone. The modified
head is commonly used in quality control in Helsinki
Geotechnical division.

Fig. 14. Full-scale column sampling in Arabianranta.

2

Fig. 12. The modified 100 cm head.
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Fig. 15. Lifted column in Arabianranta.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
Deep mixing method (DMM) has proved to be a very powerful method of reducing settlements of soft soil areas.
Almost 30-years’ experience of DMM has shown that only
in one large project, the measured settlements have been
much larger than expected.
The method is in economical sense effective, because
no large soil transportations are needed when compared to
surcharge of embankments with vertical drains. Also time is
saved.
Lime or cement materials are cheap and you can usually use ash mixtures in cement with no remarkable loss of
column strength.
The design methods are still rough after 30 years’
experience and usually the design is based on documented
observations in earlier projects.
Trial deep mixings have become a general part of
ground improvement design in Helsinki currently.
The quality control of DMM is mainly control of the
mixing work and the mixed ground itself.
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ABSTRACT: Deep stabilization is a very common soft soil ground improvement method under embankment fills in
Scandinavia and Japan. Often the method offers a cost effective and sustainable solution when constructing on different
types of soft soils. The current design methods are, however, very crude and fail to account for the non-linear behaviour of
the soft soil and the stabilized columns. Numerical modelling can offer an alternative way of investigating the problem.
Results of 2D and 3D unit cell analyses demonstrate that the interaction between the embankment and underlying stabilized
soil is really complex. The preliminary studies suggest that 3D analyses are needed to study this problem rigorously.
Systematic parametric studies are required to fully understand the phenomena involved.

1 INTRODUCTION
As more and more construction is concentrating on densely
populated urban areas, there is an increasing need to
construct on soft subsoils, which were considered
unsuitable for construction just a couple of decades ago.
The properties of very soft clays, silts and organic soils can
be improved with deep-stabilization. Deep-stabilized
columns form one of the most versatile types of ground
improvement methods and have been used for decades
under embankment fills in Scandinavia and Japan.
The installation of columns will reduce the ultimate
settlements and may also speed up consolidation. In
parallel, the presence of columns will increase the overall
equivalent shear strength of the subsoil system, hence
improving the factor of safety. The method is often
economical compared to other more conventional
techniques, such as soil replacement and embankment piles.
Furthermore, in contrast to stone column techniques, no
virgin materials are needed. The amounts of binder required
are relatively small and there is relatively little spoil.
Consequently, deep-stabilization is often very economic
and sustainable ground improvement method on soft soils
with relatively high water contents.
The research in deep-stabilization has so far mainly
concentrated in ensuring increases in key design
parameters, such as the undrained shear strength and the
stiffness of the stabilized soil, by considering various mixes
in laboratory. The method of mixing in the field is,
however, very different from the process used in the
laboratory, and consequently, the results from laboratory
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experiments tend to be just qualitative. In the field, due to
the manufacturing technique, the results can be very
variable and never nearly as good as the laboratory tests
would indicate.
The recent research by Aalto (2003) has, however,
shown that it is possible to achieve relatively homogeneous
high quality columns in the field through a systematic R&D
programme. Aalto (2003) used a half-scale column manufacturing machine in the laboratory for testing various types
of mixing tools and then applied the most promising
prototypes in the field. The resulting columns were far
superior to those produced by commonly used mixing tools
(Aalto 2003). When the results of such R&D are combined
with careful monitoring of manufacturing process in the
field, it is possible to create relatively homogenous columns
with reasonably high strength and stiffness.
There has been, however, until now relatively little
progress in design methods, i.e. in predicting the long-term
performance of structures founded on stabilized soils. The
most recent design guidelines in Sweden (Carlsten &
Ekström 1995) and Finland (Korkiala-Tanttu 1997), on
which the design guide by EuroSoilStab (2002) is based,
rely on the ideas proposed by Broms & Boman (1977).
These rely on simple rigid-plastic solutions to predict
ultimate loads and empirical (elastic) techniques to predict
settlements. The guidelines assume that the columns fully
interact with the soft soil and that the system overall
exhibits uniform settlement. The non-linearity of the
material behaviour is largely ignored. The interaction
between the columns and the soft soil is, however, very
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Vanttila clay 2.4-3.1 m
M=1.35, α =0.52
p' m=18.5 kPa
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Figure 1. Initial yield curve for Vanttila clay
(Karstunen & Koskinen 2004).
complex and may significantly differ from the design
assumptions, in particular as the relative stiffness of the
columns increases or the column spacing increases.
An alternative to the conventional design methods is
to use numerical techniques, such as finite element
analyses. The major advantage of numerical modelling is
that the complex stress-strain behaviour of the soft soil and
the stabilized soil, respectively, can be taken into account
by advanced constitutive models. Natural soft soils are
often structured and as a consequence they exhibit
anisotropy in their stress-strain behaviour and some
apparent bonding. Both the anisotropy and the amount of
bonding change due to plastic straining. Accordingly,
reliance on standard isotropic models, such as the Modified
Cam Clay, results in severe underprediction of vertical
displacements
and
overprediction
of
horizontal
displacements, as shown by Karstunen et al. (in press b) for
(unstabilized) Murro test embankment.
Stabilized soils also exhibit notably non-linear stress
strain response. Results shown by Karstunen et al. (in press
a) demonstrate that the stress-strain behaviour of cementstabilized clay is highly non-linear. Hence, it is inherently
erroneous to assume fixed values for the moduli of the soft
soil and the columns, respectively, as is the practice when
the current design methods are adopted. Both moduli are
highly stress-dependent and the stress levels are not known
in advance. In numerical analyses no such assumptions
need to be made, provided appropriate constitutive models
are chosen. Numerical analyses however make sense only
when adequate laboratory data is available. In particular
data on the stress strain behaviour of the stabilized column
is lacking.
The paper discusses the results from a numerical
modelling exercise, which considered an embankment on
stabilized soft soil. The analyses account for the non-linear
nature of the constituent materials, i.e. the stabilized
columns and the soft clay. The values for the soil constants
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required by the constitutive models have been derived
based on laboratory test on natural and reconstituted
Vanttila clay and the laboratory tests on samples of
stabilized Vanttila clay that have sub-sampled from cement
columns exhumed in situ.
The problem itself, an embankment on stabilized clay,
is a truly three-dimensional one. The practicing engineers
are often restricted to adopt two-dimensional analyses. A
simple approach that is often used adopts axisymmetric unit
cells. This approach, however, may yield very different
results compared to true three dimensional unit cell
analyses. The paper compares these two numerical
modelling approaches. The simulations demonstrate that
the material models adopted to represent the soft clay affect
notably the results. Secondly, the results highlight that the
2D idealisation yields very different results to the 3D unit
cell analyses, and therefore, its use is questionable.

2 NATURAL AND STABILIZED VANTTILA CLAY
Vanttila clay is a soft sensitive post-glacial clay from
Espoo, in Southern Finland, and can be considered as a
typical example of soft sensitive Scandinavian clays.
Vanttila clay has a high clay mineral content (48%) with
illite as the main clay mineral (Messerklinger 2002). The
natural water content of Vanttila clay is very high and
exceeds the liquid limit. The estimated sensitivity St of 3090 had to be back calculated based on void ratios of natural
and reconstituted clay samples, because it was not possible
to measure the remoulded strength in the laboratory.
The stress strain behaviour of Vanttila clay was
investigated by performing oedometer and triaxial tests on
natural (undisturbed) and reconstituted (re-moulded and
one-dimensionally reconsolidated) samples. Vanttila clay in
its natural state is highly structured with a high degree of
initial anisotropy (Karstunen & Koskinen 2004, Koskinen
& Karstunen 2004). Because of the initial anisotropy, the
yield surface of Vanttila clay is inclined in p’-q –space
(where p’ is the mean effective stress and q the deviator
stress). Figure 1 shows the experimental yield points of
Vanttila clay from a depth of 2.4-3.1m (determined from
liner stress-strain plots), together with a yield curve
proposed by advanced constitutive model called S-CLAY1
(Wheeler et al. 2003) and S-CLAY1S (Koskinen et al.
2002), which will be described in Section 4. Based on
Figure 1, a simple isotropic model, such as Modified Cam
Clay is only able to predict yielding correctly for a single
stress path, for which the yield curve is fitted to match.
The high sensitivity of Vanttila clay is an indication of
presence of some apparent bonding. Due to bonding, the
apparent gradient of the normal compression line (i.e. the
stress-strain curve in e-ln p’ –space, where e is the void
ratio) is highly dependent on the stress path as shown in
Figure 2. The solid triangles correspond to the values that
have been determined from the first loading stage of a
multi-stage drained triaxial test, with a stress ratio of
η1=q/p’, on undisturbed samples of Vanttila clay. The
gradient has been determined from the steepest section of
the stress-strain curve. The open triangles correspond to the
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Figure 2. Slopes of normal compression and
swelling lines for Vanttila clay vs. η.
slope from an oedometer test on natural clay sample,
assuming a K0 value predicted by Jaky’s simplified formula
in calculating the stress ratio. Also shown, by using solid
and open circles are the values of κ (slope of the swelling
line) corresponding to the initial (elastic) loading. The solid
rectangle represents the slope of the normal compression
line derived from an oedometer test on reconstituted
Vanttila clay (i.e. slope of the intrinsic compression line λi).
The results indicate that the higher the stress ratio the
higher the apparent value of λ. The experimental data
shown by Koskinen & Karstunen (2004) indicate that the
same applies in opposite manner in triaxial extension: the
apparent λ is higher with very low η -values, similarly to
the trend-line fitted through the data in Figure 2. The
apparent stress path dependence of λ-values results from
destructuration (the gradual destruction of bonds due to
plastic straining), which is more dominant for stress path
involving large plastic shear strains (i.e. high η values in
triaxial compression and low η values in triaxial extension).
This type of behaviour can be accounted for by adopting a
constitutive model that accounts both for anisotropy and
destructuration, such as the S-CLAY1S model discussed in
Section 4. Figure 2 also suggests some apparent stress path
dependence in the κ -values, but from practical point of
view that can be considered negligible.
Vanttila clay was also one of the test materials for a
parallel study on deep stabilization of soft Finnish clays at
Helsinki University of Technology. The project
investigated the influence of the shape of the mixing tools
as well as the manufacturing process (speed of lifting and
rotation). The laboratory model tests were followed by fullscale field tests, as reported by Aalto (2003). The properties
of the stabilized columns adopted for the studies in this
paper correspond to cement columns in Vanttila clay that
were manufactured using a spiral mixing-tool (referred to
as model K1 by Aalto (2003)). The columns were formed
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using 150 kg of cement/m3 of clay. Some of the columns
were subsequently exhumed and sub-samples were taken
for testing in laboratory. The test programme involved a
number of drained and undrained triaxial tests. Results of
the consolidated drained shear tests shown by Karstunen et
al. (in press a) demonstrated that although cement was used
as the stabilising agent, the response of the Vanttila claycement mix was rather ductile and somewhat similar to the
behaviour of overconsolidated clays.
Samples of natural Vanttila clay were also exposed to
drained shearing, but due to the very soft nature of the clay,
the triaxial shear apparatus run out of axial travel well
before the failure in critical state. The strength at critical
state for natural Vanttila clay had to be consequently
estimated based on results of CU test. Therefore, although
the column material appeared to be ductile, it is very brittle
compared to the extremely soft natural clay. Consequently,
the strengths in the clay and in the columns mobilise at
different rates and it is very difficult to estimate a priori
what value of undrained strength to use in design for the
column material.
Furthermore, the results by Karstunen et al. (in press
a) indicated highly non-linear stress strain response of the
column material. Consequently, the apparent modulus of
stabilized Vanttila clay is highly stress dependent. This can
only be modelled by using advanced elasto-plastic
constitutive models in conjunction with numerical
modelling techniques, such as the finite element method.

3 NUMERICAL MODELLING
The 2D and 3D numerical analyses considered an
embankment founded on Vanttila clay, which had been
improved by cement-column stabilization. The geometry of
the problem is shown in Figure 3. The deposit was
idealized by representing it with only two layers: an overconsolidated dry crust of 1 m underlain by 11 m of soft,
almost normally consolidated, clay (Fig. 3a). The ground
water table was assumed to be at 1 m depth. The height of
the embankment fill is assumed to be 2.5 m. The deepstabilized columns, with a diameter of 0.6 m, were assumed
to be installed in a periodic grid and different c/c (centre to
centre) spacings were considered using two modelling
approaches: 2D axisymmetric unit cells and true 3D unit
cells.
In the 2D models, the undrained construction of the
columns and the embankment was modelled with the 2D
finite element code PLAXIS Version 8.2. Each
axisymmetric unit cell (Fig. 3a) was discretised by using a
finite element mesh with typically about 150 15-noded
triangular elements (depending on the column spacing).
The lateral boundaries of the mesh were constrained in
horizontal directions and the bottom boundaries were
constrained in both directions. Drainage boundaries were
assumed to be at the level of the water table and at the
bottom of the mesh. The radius of the unit cell depended on
the c/c-spacing of the columns. The model is a crude 2D
idealisation of columns installed in a square grid under the
centreline of an infinitely wide embankment fill.
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a)

b)

Figure 3. a) Soil profile and axisymmetric model
b) cross section of 3D model.
The numerical simulation involved several steps. First,
the columns were installed by replacing the soil with the
column material. Next, the embankment material was
applied as an additional layer. This occurred under
undrained conditions beneath the water table, whilst
assuming materials above the water table to be drained.
Finally, a consolidation phase was simulated via a fully
coupled static consolidation analysis.
Analogously to the 2D calculations, true 3D unit cells
were created (Fig. 3b). An advanced version of the
PLAXIS 3D Tunnel code was used, which enabled the
rotation of the gravity axis. The 2D model shown in Fig. 3a
served as the front plane. The cross-section was copied at
out-of-plane intervals (z-direction) and the 3D model was
then generated by a linear extension of the 2D mesh in the
third dimension. The 3D meshes consisted of
approximately 1200 quadratic 15-noded wedge elements.
The fixities were assumed to be identical to the 2D case.
Due to restrictions in the code, all calculation phases for the
3D simulations were computed as drained. All analyses
were conducted as small strain analyses.

4 CONSTITUTIVE MODELLING
The constitutive models used are briefly introduced in this
section. The embankment is modelled by using a simple
Mohr Coulomb model assuming the following parameter
values: Young’s modulus E’=40000 kPa, friction angle
ϕ’=38°, dilatancy angle ψ’=0° and the unit weight of the
fill material γ=20kN/m3. For computational reasons, a small
value of apparent cohesion was assumed (c’=1kPa).
The so-called Hardening-Soil model (Brinkgreve
2002) implemented in PLAXIS was utilized to describe the
behaviour of the deep-stabilized columns. This model
accounts for stress-dependent stiffness via hyperbolic
stress-strain relationship and there is a distinction between
primary loading and unloading/reloading. The model
incorporates a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. The input
parameters of the Hardening Soil model are a reference
stiffness for plastic straining due to primary deviatoric
loading (E50ref), a reference stiffness for plastic straining
due to primary compression (Eoedref), the stiffness and
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Poisson’s ratio for elastic unloading/reloading (Eurref and
νur, respectively) and the parameters for the Mohr Coulomb
failure model, namely ϕ’, c’ and ψ’. Furthermore, an input
value for m, the exponent, needs to be given. The value of
m is typically 0.5<m<1.0 and with m=1 a logarithmic stress
dependency is recovered. As shown by Karstunen et al. (in
press a), the Hardening-Soil model gives a reasonably good
match with the experimental data on stabilized Vanttila
clay, when the values for model constants (listed in Table
1) were used. The values correspond to soft to medium-stiff
columns after Korkiala-Tanttu (1997).
Table 1. Values for the input parameters for the
columns.
Eoedref
Eurref
νur
m ϕ’
c’
ψ’
E50ref
[kPa]
[kPa]
[kPa]
[º]
[kPa] [º]
12000*

12000*

27000*

0.35

0.8

36

27

15

* Reference stress for stiffness, pref=100kPa
The advanced constitutive models chosen to represent
the behaviour of the dry crust and the soft clay layers were
the S-CLAY1 model (Wheeler et al. 2003) and the SCLAY1S model (Koskinen et al. 2002). In addition, the
standard isotropic Modified Cam Clay model (MCC) and
the Soft-Soil-Creep model (Brinkgreve 2002) were used in
the 2D and 3D simulations, respectively, as the isotropic
reference models. MCC and Soft-Soil-Creep models predict
almost identical response for axisymmetric loading, when a
very small value is given for the parameter describing the
creep rate. The key differences between the models (in
addition to viscosity) are the compression relationship and
failure condition. The Soft-Soil-Creep model assumes
natural compression relationship, using modified
compression and swelling indices (λ* and κ*), whilst the
MCC model adopts a semi-logarithmic compression
relationship for λ and κ. Furthermore, whilst MCC adopts
the Drucker-Prager failure condition, the Soft-Soil-Creep
model is using Mohr Coulomb hexagon. There are also
some differences in the way the two models describe the
behaviour in the “dry side” of the critical state and in the
shape of the yield curve. These differences, however, are
unlikely to play major role in the simulations shown.
The S-CLAY1S model, developed at the University of
Glasgow (GU), is a critical state model that is able to
account for both initial and plastic strain induced
anisotropy and degradation of bonding. It seems to give a
realistic representation of natural soft clay behaviour for
both drained and undrained triaxial loading (see e.g.
Koskinen et al. 2002, Zentar et al. 2002, Karstunen &
Koskinen 2004). By setting certain initial state parameters
and soil constants to zero, and by using a value for the
apparent λ determined from an oedometer test on a natural
clay, instead of the intrinsic value λi of a reconstituted clay,
S-CLAY1S reduces to the S-CLAY1 model that accounts
for plastic anisotropy only, and ultimately to the MCC
model.
The yield surface of the S-CLAY1 model is a sheared
ellipsoid (see Koskinen et al., 2002 and Wheeler et al.,
2003 for the model formulation), as shown in Figure 1 in
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triaxial stress space for Vanttila clay. The effect of bonding
can be described by an “intrinsic yield surface” following
the ideas by Gens and Nova (1993) representing the
yielding of an equivalent unbonded soil. The intrinsic yield
surface is of the same shape and inclination as the yield
surface for the natural soil, but with a size p’mi that is
related to p’m, the size of the yield surface for the natural
clay by

p' m = (1 + x)p' mi

(1)

where x is the amount of bonding. The initial value of x can
be estimated based on sensitivity (x≈St-1).
If the soil in-situ can be initially assumed to be crossanisotropic, the inclination of the initial yield surface,
described by a deviatoric fabric tensor (a dimensionless
second order tensor that is defined analogously to the
deviatoric stress tensor), can be calculated based on a scalar
parameter α, which for normally or lightly
overconsolidated soils is a function of friction angle (see
Wheeler et al. 2003 for details). The description of initial
state with S-CLAY1S model does not hence require any
non-standard laboratory tests.
S-CLAY1S incorporates three hardening laws. The
first one, similar to that of Modifies Cam Clay, describes
the change in the size of the intrinsic yield surface and is
related to the plastic volumetric strains. The second and the
third hardening laws describe, respectively, the rotation of
the yield surface and the degradation of bonding with
plastic straining. Both processes are assumed to be linked
to the evolution of plastic strains (see Koskinen et al. 2002
for details).
Parameters µ and β relate to the rotation of the yield
curve. Just like the initial value of α, the value for β can be
derived theoretically based on the friction angle. The value
for µ is typically about 10/λ… 15/λ. Parameters a and b
relate to the rate of destructuration. Ideally, the values for a
and b are optimised by comparing model simulations with
triaxial test results. However, for most clays that the SCLAY1S model has been applied to so far, a≈9-11 and
b≈0.2. The S-CLAY1 model assumes isotropic elasticity,
similarly to the MCC model and associated flow.
The S-CLAY1S model has been implemented in the
2D PLAXIS Version 8.2 finite element code at GU by
Wiltafsky via the user-defined model interface. The userdefined model interface is, however, yet not available in the
3D version of the code. Consequently, in the 3D
simulations the Soft-Soil-Creep model (Brinkgreve et al.
2001), with an extremely low value for the creep parameter,
was used to represent the dry crust (Layer 1 in the
following tables) and the soft clay (Layer 2). With a low
value for the creep parameter, the effect of creep is
negligible. In Fig. 4, this version of the model is referred to
as the SS model.
The values for the soil parameters have been chosen to
correspond to Vanttila clay (Koskinen & Karstunen 2004).
Results from oedometer tests and standard consolidated
undrained triaxial tests on natural and/or reconstituted
samples were used to derive the values listed in Tables 3-4.
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The preconsolidation of the soil is modelled by assuming
the values given in Table 2 for the vertical pre-overburden
pressure POP, defined as POP=σp’-σv0’ (where σp’ and σv0’
are, respectively, the maximum past value and the in-situ
value of the vertical effective stress). The coefficient of the
earth pressure at rest, K0, has been computed
(unrealistically) using Jaky’s simplified formula (K0=1sinϕ') to enable comparisons with the 3D simulations.
(Because the column problem had to be simulated by
rotating the gravity axis in the 3D Tunnel version of
PLAXIS, it was not possible to assume values for the insitu horizontal effective stress that account for the light
over-consolidation). The values of the input parameters for
MCC, S-CLAY1 and S-CLAY1S are given in Tables 2-3.
For the simulations with the SS model, the values of κ* and
λ* have been calculated based on κ- and λ -values in Table
3 using the void ratios (e0) in Table 2.
The permeability (k) of the soil was assumed to be the
same in the vertical (y) and horizontal (x) direction, as no
information was available on the horizontal permeability.
The design guidelines (e.g. EuroSoilStab 2002) suggest that
the permeability of stabilized soil is greater than the
permeability of the natural clay. This may be true if the
stabilizing agent used is unslaked lime. In the simulations
shown, the permeability of the columns is assumed to be
the same as for the soil, because it is unlikely that the
introduction of additional fines, in the form of cement, is
noticeably improving the permeability.
The column diameter of 0.6 m is kept constant for all
simulations. The c/c-spacing is varied as 1.0 m, 1.2 m and
1.4 m, to investigate the effect of column spacing.
Table 2. Initial values for state parameters.
Layer
Depth
e0
POP
α

x

1
2

90
20

[m]

0-1
1-12

[kPa]

1.7
3.2

30
10

0.63
0.46

Table 3. The values for conventional soil constants.
Layer γ
κ
ν’
λ
M
kx=ky
[kN/m3]

1
2

13.8
13.8

Table 4.
Layer
1
2

[m/day]

0.029
0.032

0.2
0.2

0.25
0.88

1.6
1.2

6.9E-5

The values for additional soil constants.
β
µ
λi
a
b
1.07
15
0.07
11
0.2
0.76
40
0.27
11
0.2

5 NUMERICAL PREDICTIONS
In the following, just a brief summary of the finite element
analyses is presented. Additional comparisons can be found
in Krenn & Karstunen (2004) and Karstunen et al. (in
press). The sign convention used assumed compression and
settlements negative. The predicted differential settlements
(between the soil and the columns) were, in general, less
than 1 mm. Thus, assuming equal strains in the columns
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2D MCC
2D S-CLAY1
2D S-CLAY1S
3D SS

-0.2
-0.3
Displacements [m]

and the soil, as adopted in conventional design, would be
appropriate in the cases considered.
Figure 4 shows the predicted final values of vertical
displacement at the surface (within the soft soil between the
columns). For the 2D unit cell analyses this corresponds to
a time at the end of consolidation with a maximum excess
pore pressure of 1 kPa. The results from the 3D analyses
represent the behaviour after the drained construction of the
embankment fill.
Based on Figure 4, increasing column spacing results
in an increase in the predicted magnitude of settlements, as
expected, and the increase is in general non-linear. The
smallest settlement is predicted by the 2D analysis with the
isotropic MCC model corresponding to 1.0 m c/c -spacing.
The vertical displacements predicted by S-CLAY1 and SCLAY1S are almost identical, but there are minor
differences as the c/c –spacing increases. With 1.4 m
spacing S-CLAY1S model predicted slightly larger
settlement than S-CLAY1.
The differences in the prediction by the isotropic MCC
model and the anisotropic models are huge, despite the fact
that S-CLAY1 used exactly the same parameters (κ and λ)
for compressibility as the MCC model. For 1D loading, the
two models would give identical prediction with the same
values of POP. Hence, the differences here must be caused
by stress rotations resulting from the complex stress
redistribution processes between the soft soil and the
column. So, even though the predicted settlements (in the
soil and in the columns) are almost uniform at the surface
of the model, the problem is far from a 1D problem.
Anisotropic models, such as S-CLAY1, predict plastic
straining when the principal stress directions rotate even if
the stress invariants were kept constant (see e.g. Zentar et
al. 2002). Given the differences between S-CLAY1 and SCLAY1S are almost negligible, the effects of bonding and
destructuration are far less important than anisotropy in this
boundary value problem.
Interestingly, the 3D simulations (with a isotropic
model) systematically predicted notably higher vertical
settlements than the 2D analyses. One possible reason for
this is that none of the constitutive models used in the 2D
analyses were direct equivalents of the SS model used in
the 3D simulations. Karstunen & Krenn (2004) showed
corresponding simulations where the results with the 2D
Soft-Soil model that had no creep (available in PLAXIS)
were compared with the 3D predictions by the Soft-SoilCreep model (with creep effectively switched off by
assuming an extremely low value for the creep coefficient).
The results were comparable to the results shown in Fig. 4:
the 3D unit cell simulations predicted notably higher
settlements than the corresponding 2D simulations for
practically identical constitutive models.
According to Brinkgreve (2004), for one-dimensional
consolidation the results by the Soft-Soil and Soft-SoilCreep models are almost identical, provided the creep
coefficient is given a very low value. However, although
the 2D and 3D unit cells considered globally deform in
almost one-dimensional manner, the pattern of deformation
locally can be far from one-dimensional. Additional
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Figure 4. Influence on column spacing on
settlements (Krenn & Karstunen 2004).
parametric studies are hence needed to investigate whether
the notable differences between the 2D and 3D model
prediction are due to the geometry (and discretization) or
simply due to creep effects. The stress distributions in the
soil and the columns, shown by Karstunen et al. (in press a)
suggest the latter.
Karstunen & Krenn (in press a) demonstrated that
there is notable redistribution of stresses from the columns
to the soil and from the soil back to the columns in the top
three metres. When the column spacing increases, this
complex phenomenon extends further down. Similarly, if
the relative stiffness of the soil and the column changes, or
the strength of the columns changes, the details in the
redistribution mechanisms change and this may reflect on
the global response. The problem analysed is hence a very
complex soil-structure interaction problem, which is largely
ignored by the current design methods. 3D numerical
analyses that include systematic parametric studies will
enable to study these mechanisms in detail. This will be one
of the key tasks in AMGISS-project, an EC-funded Marie
Curie Research Training network on “Advanced Modelling
of Ground Improvement on Soft Soils” (see Section 7).

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper deep-stabilized columns under embankment
fill were analysed with finite elements using two different
modelling approaches: 2D axisymmetric unit cells and true
3D unit cells. The models represent columns installed in a
periodic manner supporting an infinitely wide embankment
fill. Advanced constitutive models, namely the S-CLAY1S
and S-CLAY1 models developed at GU, as well as the
well-known Modified Cam Clay model, were used to
model the stress-strain behaviour of the soft soil. The
columns were modelled using a so-called Hardening-Soil
model available in PLAXIS. The results of the 2D
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simulations were compared with true 3D unit cell
predictions that utilised the isotropic Soft-Soil-Creep model
as the constitutive model for the soft soil. The viscous part
of the model was effectively switched off by using an
extremely low value for the creep coefficient.
The values for the soil and column parameters were
chosen based on laboratory tests on natural and
reconstituted Vanttila clay and triaxial data on sub-samples
from exhumed cement columns from Vanttila test site. The
stress-strain behaviour of cement stabilized Vanttila clay is
highly non-linear. The Hardening-Soil model was found to
be a reasonable stress-strain relationship for deep-stabilized
columns, albeit full validation will require further
experimental testing. In future alternative models, including
the one proposed by Vepsäläinen & Lojander (2004), will
be investigated and compared systematically with
experimental data on exhumed stabilized samples as a part
of the AMGISS project.
Based on the results of the 2D simulations
incorporation of anisotropy resulted in about 30% increase
in the predicted vertical settlements and is hence very
important to account for. Destructuration seemed to have
only a minor effect. Similar conclusions apply to
embankments on unimproved soft soil, as shown by Krenn
et al. (2003) and Karstunen et al. (in press). The 3D
analyses predicted a notable increase in the vertical
settlements compared to the corresponding simulations
with the 2D model: the predicted settlements more than
doubled. Whether this might be a true geometric effect,
rather than due to creep effects that may be influencing the
3D simulation results, needs to be investigated by
performing further parametric studies.
The simulations demonstrate that the constitutive
models used have a significant effect of the results. Soft
natural clays and stabilized clay are complex non-linear
materials. Therefore, it is important that the constituent
materials are modelled by using appropriate constitutive
models. The use e.g. simple isotropic constitutive models,
such as the isotropic MCC model, can lead to severe
underprediction of vertical settlements. The practice of
using fixed moduli for the soft soil and columns,
respectively, as proposed by the current design guidelines,
is inherently unsound.
The results suggest that the problem of an
embankment fill on deep-stabilized soil is a complex 3D
soil-structure interaction problem, which cannot be
simulated with a simplified 2D unit cell analyses. Further
parametric studies are needed to conclusively confirm that
the differences in the 2D and 3D simulations are really due
to geometry and/or discretization rather than due to
differences in the constitutive models used. Parametric
studies will also yield important information on how the
relative stiffness of the columns and the soil, as well as the
strength of the columns, influence the overall behaviour of
the system. Whilst 3D analyses are ideal for research
purposes, they are much more complex and time
consuming that the 2D analyses and hence unlikely to be
used in practice. An alternative may be the application of
volume averaging techniques (see e.g. Lee & Pande 1998)
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for analyses in 2D. This will be one of the approaches
investigated during the AMGISS project.
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On the use of CPT for quality assessment of lime-cement columns
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents results from a somewhat unusual application, where CPT was performed inclined in
order to investigate the overlapping zone in lime-cement column rows. The column rows had been subjected to large
movements due to an embankment failure. The discussion touches upon the evaluation of strength properties, advantages
and major drawbacks. The results show that the upper part of the column rows was held together in spite of the fact that the
rows had been subjected to large movements. However, the value of using CPT with respect to the assessment of strength
properties is strongly questioned due to the small probe size.

1
INTRODUCTION
The quality assessment of lime-cement columns has been
lively discussed ever since the practical introduction of the
method in the mid 1970s. Methods for quality control
gradually developed from standard geotechnical methods to
penetration tests specific for lime columns. It was observed
that the strength properties over column cross-sections were
highly variable and the column penetrometer test was developed 1980 in order to test a large part of the column
section (Torstensson, 1980). This probe type has since then
been common practice for the quality control of limecement columns in Sweden (SGF, 2000).
The use of small probes like the cone penetration test
(CPT) has rarely been used in practice in Sweden. However, the cone penetration test has been considered when
the column strength is high and the column penetrometer
test can not be used. In spite of the fact that there are wide
experiences in Sweden, CPT tests are required in projects,
mainly outside Sweden, at regular intervals.
This paper presents results from a somewhat unusual
application, were CPT was performed inclined in order to
investigate the overlapping zone between the columns in
lime-cement column rows. The column rows had been
subjected to large movements due to failure of a highway
embankment during construction. The purpose of the inclined CPT tests was to study the relative motions between
different columns in the row, i.e. internal failure mechanisms. The discussion also touches upon the evaluation of
strength properties, advantages, and major drawbacks of
using CPT in lime-cement columns. The paper is limited to
the study of tests related to two column rows and is not
intended to be a contribution to the failure investigation.
The failure investigation is discussed by Holm (2002).
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2
COLUMN ROWS AT NORRALA
In the end of 1997, an embankment failure occurred at the
construction of a highway at Norrala, outside Söderhamn in
Sweden. The soft soil under the highway embankment was
stabilised by lime-cement columns. Under the embankment
slope the columns were installed in rows. Some installation
records are shown in Table 1. The failure occurred during
the last step of the construction of the embankment, up to 44.5 m over ground surface. The failure extended over 160
m and slightly more than half the roadway as shown in
Figure 1.
The soil profile consists of a thin crust (0.5-1.0 m
below ground surface), very soft gyttja and clay-bearing
gyttja (0.5-4 m), very soft sulphide clay (4-6 m), and very
soft clay (6-8 m) on moraine. This condition is considered
to be relatively difficult with respect to the performance of
chemical stabilisation.
Before testing, the 4m high embankment over the
column rows was removed. A total of 21 soundings were
performed in two column rows, named 2180 and 2208 in
the paper. The soundings were performed inclined by an
angle of approximately 45º from the top of the columns. At
each test the angle was carefully measured at the surface of
the column rows and the coordinates of the centre of each
Table 1 Installation data of the column rows
Property
Diameter; mm
800
Retrieval rate; mm/rev
15
Rotational speed; rev/min
140-150
Blade rotation number; n/m
400
Binder type
lime/cement
100
Binder content; kg/m3
Distance between columns; mm 700
Number of columns in a row
13
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column was determined. The area of the CPT probe (type
Geotech) is approximately 10 cm2 and considered to be an
appropriate area in relation to the width of the overlapping
zone between the columns.
Field and laboratory tests were performed before construction and in connection to the failure investigation. In
this paper some selected test data are presented for the
comparison with the CPT tests.

3

Column row 2208
The 9 soundings in column row 2208 are passing through
29 overlapping zones. Of these, 19 exhibit a typical minimum value where the evaluated overlapping zone is located. The row is approximately perpendicular to the
ground surface. Tests 2081, 2061 and 2021 have probably
left the row at level +1 to +2m (corresponding to 2-3 m
below the top of the columns). The friction quota is 2-4%.
At the location of the evaluated overlapping zones the friction quote is somewhat higher 4-8%

RESULTS

3.1 CPT tests
Figures 2 and 3 show the results from the CPT tests in the
two column rows respectively. The maximum measured
cone resistances was 18MPa, however in most cases up to
10MPa. The cone resistances show typical pulsing results.
The minimums recur at a distance of 0.8 to 1.1 m, which
corresponds to a horizontal distance of 0.6 to 0.8 m, i.e. the
low values are probably at the overlapping zones between
the columns.
Column row 2180
The 12 soundings are passing through 25 overlapping zones
and the cone resistance is very low at 19 of these. The assumed inclination of the columns indicates that the column
row is perpendicular to the ground surface. Tests 801, 1001,
and 1201 have probable passed through the whole column
row. Tests 401, 402, and 601 may have been driven sideways out of the row at level +1 to +1.5 m (corresponding to
3 m below the top of the columns). Tests 602 and 125 have
probably left the row at its front at level +1m. The friction
quota is relatively uniform, 2-4%. At the location of the
evaluated overlapping zones the friction quota is somewhat
higher 4-8%.

3.2 Laboratory test
Two samples from a column were taken at 2m depth; prepared and trimmed manually. The compressive strength
evaluated from unconfined compression tests were 1240
and 1350 kPa respectively. The corresponding cone resistance at the same level was roughly 10 MPa.
In a final year project at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, results from 20 shear box tests, 20
triaxial compression tests (CU and CD), and 4 unconfined
compression tests were presented (Björkman & Ryding,
1996). Samples from two columns were taken at the same
site at Norrala but at a distance away and long before the
embankment failure. All samples were taken 3 m below
ground surface were the soil consisted of gyttja. The compressive strength evaluated from unconfined compression
tests was approximately 1100 kPa, i.e. in the same range as
the results obtained from the unconfined compression tests
in the present case. An evaluation of the test results made
by Larsson (1999) showed that the cohesion was 120 kPa
and 35 kPa, evaluated from the shear box test and the triaxial tests respectively. The internal angle of friction was
approximately 55º for both tests methods, which is considerably higher than normally considered for lime-cement
columns. However, the scatter in the results allows for
Original embankment section

Embankment section after failure

≈4m

≈ 8m

13 columns, 9.2m

Assessed slip surface

Figure 1. A cross-section of the embankment after failure. The assessed location of the slip surface is marked in
the figure (modified after Holm, 2002)
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Figure 2. The results of the CPT tests in column row 2180
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Evaluated location of the overlapping
zone between the columns in the row

25 m left of the
centre of the road

20 m left of the
centre of the road

Cone resistance
(MPa)

15 m left of the
centre of the road
(above sea level)

Level

Figure 3. The results of the CPT tests in column row 2208
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Evaluated location of the overlapping
zone between the columns in the row

25 m left of the
centre of the road

20 m left of the
centre of the road

Cone resistance
(MP a)

15 m left of the
centre of the road
(a bove sea level)

Level

alternative evaluations with higher cohesion and lower
angle of friction. The unconfined compressive strength
obtained from unconfined compression tests is considerable
higher than the results obtained from triaxial tests. The
reason, according to Larsson (1999), may be negative pore
water pressures in the unsaturated samples, which are
strengthened when the samples dilates during shearing at
low confining pressures.

4

DISCUSSION

Movements between columns in the rows
The main purpose of performing inclined CPT tests was to
investigate the relative movements between different columns in the column rows, i.e. failure mechanisms.
The cone resistance varied considerably over the column cross-sections with a typical minimum in most of the
overlapping zones. If the overlapping zone has lower
strength the row cannot be considered to behave as a block.
The columns will behave as singular columns standing
close to each other. But what is the reason for the low cone
resistance in the overlapping zone? This question must be
treated before studying consequences.
The column rows were exposed for relatively large
movements, approximately 3-3.5 m in the horizontal direction and 2 m in the vertical direction. The columns may
have been damaged, and also the overlapping zone between
the columns. However, the cone resistances decrease
gradually which is contrary to this explanation. Another
explanation is the difficulty to incorporate and to spread the
binder uniformly over the column cross-section. However,
no weakening of the outer parts of the columns was observed at the visual examination of extracted columns, as

reported by Holm (2002). A third possible explanation is an
uncertain failure mechanism around the CPT probe in the
overlapping zone. The strength and deformation properties
differ between the stabilised and the surrounding unstabilised soft soil. The surrounding soft soil may not mobilize
enough confining pressure, resulting in a cracking mechanism in the outer part of the columns and thus a low cone
resistance. This third explanation is considered by the author to be reasonable and cannot be rejected without tests. It
is therefore not possible, with reference to the CPT tests, to
prove a low strength in the overlapping zone.
A number of tests were performed after the embankment failure; weight sounding tests, column penetration
tests, sampling, and extraction of whole columns (Holm et
al., 1999; Holm, 2002). The tests indicate a slip surface at
the transition zone between the gyttja bearing clay and the
sulphide clay, at level ±0 to +2 m (corresponding to 2-4 m
below the top of the columns). It was stated that the
strength in the columns at this level was low and probably
due to the soil conditions. Figure 4 shows a number of
weight sounding tests and column penetration tests performed in the vicinity of the present CPT tests. There is a
large scatter in the results and it is difficult to draw conclusions from these tests. The extraction of whole columns
was essential for the failure investigation.
The evaluation of the CPT results indicate that the
columns are inclined approximately perpendicular to the
upper surface of the column rows. The upper parts of the
column rows, roughly 4 m, have probably been held together during the embankment failure. Thus, the CPT tests
strengthen the conclusion that the slip surface was located
at level ±0 to +2 m.

Figure 4. The results from a number of weight sounding tests (Vim) and column penetration tests (Ks)
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Evaluation of strength properties
There exists no unique undrained shear strength in limecement columns. The shear strength depends on the failure
mode, anisotropy, strain rate and stress history (e.g. Lunne
et al., 1992). However, there is a tradition to evaluate the
undrained shear strength in lime-cement columns from CPT
tests (and column penetration tests) in the Scandinavian
countries. The undrained shear strength in the improved soil
cu,col is normally assessed using a bearing capacity relation

cu ,col =

(qc − σ v 0 )
Nk

where qc is the cone resistance, σv0 is the effective overburden pressure, and Nk is the cone factor. It is recommended
to relate the cone factor to more reliable and accepted test
methods or undrained triaxial tests. However, there is a lack
of published records where correlations to e.g. triaxial tests
or direct shear tests have been reported.
An additional draw back is the uncertainty of the
evaluated properties of the improved soil with reference to
the assumption of an undrained stress case, as discussed by
Larsson (2005). The effective stress approach may be more
appropriate. Thus, production control methods for the assessment of the cohesion, internal friction, and the pore
pressure in the stabilised soil are required. It should be
investigated whereas CPT tests can be useful for the assessment of cohesion and internal friction in spite of the
fact that only a small part of the stabilised volume is tested.
For the quality assessment with respect to the strength,
the average value may be of greatest importance for most
applications. In these cases, the uncertainty in the evaluation of the average value is decisive. In order to assess a
statistical reliable mean strength from a small probe, a
number of tests must be performed on different parts of the
column cross-section. Furthermore, the variance associated
with small tests is larger than the variance of the average
value. The strength variability is highly volume dependent
and the CPT probe is too small to represent the strength of a
whole column cross-section. Consequently, the results from
single tests where a small part of the column cross-section
is tested may be misleading.
At present, direct determination of the strength and
deformation properties may require special equipments and
evaluations, such as pressuremeter tests or the use of load
tests. Due to the uncertainties concerning CPT tests, the
method should be avoided and only be used as an indication
of the variability and uniformity of strength with depth.

5
CONCLUSIONS
The results show that the upper parts of the column rows
were moved approximately as a rigid body during the embankment failure. No inner failures were found.
The main and a crucial disadvantage is the small volume tested. The strength correlation structure, i.e. the variation of strength from one point to another, has an influence
on the distance between the tests in order to obtain representative measures. The strength properties over column
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cross-sections are highly variable. The mixing process
generates a mixture with certain properties where the property variability and the correlation structure are connected
to the mixing process.
The results of the different field and laboratory tests
performed at this site show clearly the difficulties of comparing different methods. Different failure mechanisms and
conditions during testing may result differently. Furthermore, the small probe and samples result in large variabilities, which should be expected in lime-cement treated soil.
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ABSTRACT: This paper covers findings in a research project concerning influencing factors of the installation process for
lime-cement columns. Some of the findings are tested by results of column penetration tests performed in connection with
the construction work of Road 45 and Norway/Vänern rail link on the Swedish west coast. The column penetration tests
validated the tested findings: the strength depends on the linked factor “blade rotation number”; small geometrical differences seem to have little influence and the column strength is highly stochastic with relatively high variability.

1
INTRODUCTION
The work presented in this paper covers findings in a research project which is a part of the work of the Swedish
Deep Stabilization Research Centre (SD), concerning influencing factors of the installation process for lime-cement
columns by deep mixing. Within this project, two extensive
field tests were performed in order to investigate a number
of influencing factors in the installation process. The two
field tests are extensively presented in two papers (Larsson
et al., 2005a, 2005b).
Statistical analyses of variance, ANOVA, were used to
investigate the influence of a number of factors in the mixing process: retrieval rate; number of mixing blades; rotation speed; air pressure in the binder tank and; diameter of
the binder outlet hole. The analyses were performed with
respect to the stabilisation effect and the coefficient of
variation, evaluated from hand-operated penetrometer tests
on excavated column sections in open test pits. An important finding from these tests was that the retrieval rate and
the number of mixing blades have a significant effect on
stabilisation and the coefficient of variation. The two most
used mixing devices in Sweden were found to perform
similarly, i.e. small differences in the mixing device geometry was found to have no influence. Drawbacks from these
two field tests were that the penetrometer tests were performed only at shallow depths by a non-commonly used
test device. There is a need of a test of the findings by investigations on whole column lengths and by a commonly
used test device.
This paper summarizes the test programme and the
main findings from the two field tests. The paper also presents results from a number of test locations where column
penetration tests have been performed in columns installed
by different types of mixing devices. These tests were performed as a part of field trial tests in order to form the basis
for extensive stabilisation works for the construction of
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Road 45 and Norway/Vänern rail link on the Swedish west
coast (Andréasson et al., 2002; Edstam et al., 2004). The
tests were co-ordinated between the Swedish National Rail
Administration and the Swedish Road Administration. The
results are used in this paper to test some of the findings
from the SD-research project.

2

FIELD TESTS AT HÅBY AND STRÄNGNÄS

2.1 The two test sites
The two test sites are located at Håby on Europe Road E6,
20 km north of Uddevalla, and at Strängnäs on Road E20,
80 km west of Stockholm. Some soil properties at the test
levels (1.9-2.3 m below ground surface) are summarised in
Table 1.
2.2 Outline of the test methodology
All columns were tested approximately one week after
installation. The test columns were excavated down to 1.9
and 2.3 m under the ground surface in open test pits (Figure
1a). The column cross-sections were cut manually by a
shovel, just before the testing. The tests were performed by
a large number of hand-operated penetrometer tests, approximately one week after installation (Figure 1b). The
penetrometer that has been used to determine the relative
strength is shown in Figure 1c.
Table 1. Soil properties at the test levels, 1.9-2.3 m
below ground surface.
Property
Håby
Strängnäs
undrained shear strength; kPa
16-45
13-26
water content; %
38-70
74-136
liquid limit; %
46-73
72-144
liquidity index; 0.21-1.0
0.75-1.1
sensitivity
3-20
10-15
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engraved scale

500 mm

sliding ring

spring housing

replaceable
cylindrical probe

a)
b)
c)
Figure 1 (a) Excavation of test pit; (b) hand-operated penetrometer tests; and (c) the hand operated penetrometer (Larsson et al., 2005a)
The spring deformation δ, for the cylindrical-shaped
probe to penetrate the soil approximately 30 mm, was registered as a relative measure of the strength. The results have
been evaluated as the stabilisation effect Seff defined by

S eff =

δ col
δ soil

(1)

where δ col and δ soil are the average spring deformations in
the column and in the surrounding soil, respectively. Seff is
thus an average value for the column cross-section. δ col
and δ soil are evaluated from 20 and 5 penetrometer tests,
respectively, on the two test levels. The coefficient of variation Vcol with respect to the results from the hand-operated

a)

penetrometer tests for each column cross-section, as a
measure of the mixing quality, is calculated as:

Vcol =

s col

(2)

δ col

where scol is the standard deviation for the Gaussian normal
distribution, which is considered to be an appropriate probability distribution based on tests performed by Hedman &
Kuokkanen (2003).
The results from the penetrometer tests were analysed
by statistical multi-variable analysis, analyses of variance
ANOVA, and tested for the significance of the factorial
effects, using the 5% level of significance. The statistical
tests were performed based on the null-hypotheses that the
following factors, connected to the installation process, did

b)

c)

Figure 2. (a) The Pinnborr and LCM-standard; and (b) the Pinnborr with 8 blades; and (c) the Pinnborr with 12
blades (Larsson et al., 2005a, 2005b)
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not have an influence on the stabilisation effect and the
coefficient of variation:
• number of blades on the mixing tool; 0, 2, 4, 6, 8,
and 12 blades (Figure 2)
• mixing tool; Standard and Pinnborr (Figure 2a)
• retrieval rate; 15 and 30 mm/rev
• rotational speed; 80 and 160 rpm
• binder outlet hole; 22 and 37 mm
• binder tank air pressure; 350 and 550 kPa
66 columns were tested at Håby and 80 at Strängnäs.
Totally over 7000 penetrometer tests were analysed by a
large number of statistical analyses of variance.
2.3 Findings of the work at Håby and Strängnäs
This paper presents the overall findings of the work at Håby
and Strängnäs. A summary of the findings are shown in
Table 2. The results are presented in detail and discussed in
Larsson et al. (2005a, 2005b).
The upper pair of mixing blades, in connection with
the binder outlet hole, has a significant and determining
influence on the binder dispersion. The observations show
that the binder is incorporated and spread in the cavity
formed by the mixing blades during rotation. This cavity is
essential for the binder dispersion over the column crosssection.
The rheological properties of the soil have a major
influence on the strength of the columns and the coefficient
of variation. As shown in Figure 3a, the magnitude of the
stabilisation effect S eff after one week is approximately
twice as high at Strängnäs than at Håby. According to an
empirical correlation, the coefficient of variation depends
on the quotient between the water content w, and the liquid
limit wL, multiplied by the blade rotation number T
(T(w/wL)). The “blade rotation number”, T, is the total
number of mixing blades passing during one meter of shaft
movement. Fig. 3b shows the coefficient of variation Vcol as

Table 2 Outline of the findings of the work at
Håby and Strängnäs
Factor
Strength
magnitude and variability
Upper pair of blades
++
Rheological properties
++
Retrieval rate
+
Number of blades
+
Rotational speed
0
Outlet hole
0
Tank pressure
0
Combination of factors
++ Significant and major influence.
+ Significant influence.
0 No significant influence.
No or weak influence. Uncertain results.
a function of the quotient between the water content and the
liquid limit multiplied by the blade rotation number,
T(w/wL). Similar results are obtained from the two test sites
with the exception of the low interval T<200/m, where the
coefficient of variation is somewhat higher at the test site in
Strängnäs. The results show that the stabilisation effect
depends much on the soil composition, while the coefficient
of variation is similar at the two test sites.
Based on the results from the analyses of variance, it
can be concluded that the retrieval rate and the number of
blades have a significant influence on the stabilisation effect Seff and the coefficient of variation Vcol. The two factors
can be linked to the coupled factor “blade rotation number”,
T. The study indicates that the stabilisation effect and the
coefficient of variation is a function of the logarithm of the
blade rotation number, Figure 3.

25

0.7
0.6

20

0.5
Seff

Vcol

15
10

0.4
0.3
0.2

5

Strängnäs

0.1

Håby
0.0

0
0

200
400
600
Blade rotation number, T: n /m

800

0

200

400
T(w/wL): n /m

600

800

Figure 3. a) The stabilisation effect Seff, as a function of the blade rotation number T; and b) the coefficient of variation Vcol, as a function of the blade rotation number multiplied by the quotient between the
water content and the liquid limit T(w/wL) (Larsson et al., 2005b)
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Furthermore, the tests indicate that there are no significant differences between the Standard mixing tool and
the Pinnborr, provided that the installation is performed by
the same blade rotation number. Small geometrical differences seem to have no significant influence.
Neither the rotational speed, the binder tank pressure
nor the diameter of the binder outlet hole has any significant influence on the stabilisation effect or the coefficient
of variation according to the statistical analyses. However,
it must be emphasized that the influence of these factors
only were tested at two relatively narrow levels. The tests
do not show whether these factors have an influence in
wider intervals.
The tests show that the column strength and variability
can differ considerably even though they are installed in the
same way. The strength is highly stochastic and the variability is large even if the installation is performed with
great care. Single or few tests can therefore result in misleading conclusions.
3
COLUMN PENETRATION TESTS
Extensive ground improvement works are planned for the
construction of Road 45 and Norway/Vänern rail link on
the Swedish west coast (Andréasson et al., 2002; Edstam et
al., 2004). The road and railroad are partly located in the
valley of Göta river where the soft clay deposits along parts
of the section are more than 50 m thick.
In connection to larger lime-cement column projects it
is custom to install test columns in order to determine engineering properties. At a number of locations, test columns
were installed in advance in order to form the basis for the
stabilisation work; suitable binder contents and installation
parameters. According to Swedish practice it is common to
specify the use of a standard mixing tool according to SGF
(2000), or similar, for the production of lime-cement columns. In this project it was decided to investigate if small
differences in mixing tool geometry have a significant influence on the column strength. Therefore test columns
were installed by two relatively similar mixing tools, named
“SGF 2:2000” and “LCM-standard”, Figure 4. The main
difference between these two mixing tools is the form on

a)

the lower blades and the inclination of the blades. On the
contractors initiative, an additional comparison with the
mixing tool “Pinnborr” was performed (see Figure 2a). The
results from four test sites are presented in the following.
The comparisons between these three mixing tools are
of interest for the present paper since they provide the opportunity to test findings from the field tests at Håby and
Strängnäs. Accordingly, 1) there are no significant differences between the Standard mixing tool and the Pinnborr
provided that the installation is performed by the same
blade rotation number; 2) small geometrical differences
seem to have no significant influence; and 3) the column
strength and variability can differ considerably even though
they are installed in the same way.
3.1 The test sites and test columns
At each test site approximately 50 columns were manufactured. Half of the columns were manufactured with binder
content 90 kg/m3, and half with 120 kg/m3. The proportion
of binder was 50% quicklime and 50% cement. The length
of the columns was about 8 m and the diameter 0.6 m. The
rotational speed was 150-200 rev/min.
The retrieval rate was 20 mm/rev for the “SGF
2:2000”-, and the “LCM-standard” mixing tool, and 30
mm/rev for the “Pinnborr”. The blade rotation number was
thus 200/m for all test columns.
The soil profiles are summarized in Table 3. The soil
profiles are relatively similar at the five test sites and typical for the region. The natural water content wn, the liquid
limit wL, the undrained shear strength and the sensitivity of
the upper 12 m at the five test sites are shown in Figures 58.
Table 3 The soil profiles at the five test sites.
Älvängen
Nödinge
Nol
Surte
1.5 m dry crust, 1 m silty
30 m sulphidic clay,
30 m clay.
clay

2 m dry crust,
3 m clay with
streaks of veg.,
25 m sulphidic
clay.

1 m frict. mtrl.,
2 m clay with
streaks of veg.,
25 m clay

b)

Figure 4 (a) The Standard mixing tool according to SGF (2000) and; (b) the LCM-standard mixing tool (Photo:
Torbjörn Edstam)
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3.2 Testing procedure
The results presented are determined by column penetration
tests where the probe is provided with a pressure gauge to
measure the penetration resistance, exclusive of bar friction,
and an inclinometer for verticality control (see Larsson,
2005). An outline of the column penetrometer tests is
shown in Table 4.
3.3 Results and discussion
This paper summarizes findings from a SD-research project
where two extensive field tests were performed in order to
test influencing factors in the installation process for limecement columns. Since these results are presented and discussed in two other papers, this present discussion focuses
mainly on the results of the column penetrometer tests performed in connection with the construction works of road
45 and Norway/Vänern rail link.
The results of the column penetration tests at the four
test locations are shown in Figures 5 to 8. The results are
presented separately in totally 11 groups with respect to the
binder content and the column age at testing.
Columns installed by the mixing tool “Pinnborr” were
only tested by one column penetration test per column
group, which makes the comparison difficult. The installation and testing of these columns were performed on the
contractors initiative. However, since the mixing tool
“Pinnborr” was tested at 9 of the groups at three tests sites,
the results are of interest and considered to be valuable. The
results from the test sites at Älvängen and Surte show that
the sounding resistance in the columns, installed by the
mixing tool “Pinnborr”, is equivalent to the sounding resistance in the columns installed by the mixing tools “SGF
2:2000” and “LCM-standard” (5 test groups, Figures 5 and
7). At Nödinge the sounding resistance in the columns
installed by the mixing tool “Pinnborr” is somewhat higher
in some parts (4 test groups, Figure 6). However, an overall
judgement is that the column strength in the columns installed by the “Pinnborr” is similar to that of the two other
mixing tools. Consequently, the column penetration tests
strengthen the findings from the field tests at Håby and
Strängnäs where it was concluded that it may be technically
favourable to provide the mixing tool with more blades and
thereby improve the mixing quality and increase the column strength. The retrieval rate can most probably be increased in proportion to the number of blades with preserved column strength. There is, however, some drawbacks of using many blades on the mixing tool. At the field
tests at Håby and Strängnäs it was observed that the mixing
tool provided with 12 blades (Figure 2c) was wobbling a
little and created slightly oval columns. Many blades result
in a relatively long mixing tool and the distance between
the outlet hole and the bottom of the mixing tool becomes
long. There is thus a risk that the column does not reach the
firm soil. Furthermore, when the mixing work increases, the
torque increases and it may be difficult to use a high rotational speed. It is beneficial to use a high rotational speed
and thereby decrease the installation time. There should be
a balance between the requisite mixing quality and a costeffective installation.
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Table 4 Outline of
tests
Test site
Binder
content
(kg/m3)
Älvängen

Nödinge

Nol
Surte

90
90
120
120
90
90
120
120
90
120
90

the column penetrometer
Column Mixing device
age
(days)
SGF
LCM2:2000 std
3
3
11
3
3
11
3
3
21
2
3
4
3
14
8
4
3
14
9
22
6
6
4
3
4
3
-

Pinnborr
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

The base for the comparison between the mixing tool
“SGF 2:2000” and the “LCM-standard” is much better
(Table 4). The results from four column groups clearly
show that the column strength is similar for the columns
installed by the two mixing tools (4 column groups, Figures
5 and 8). Small geometrical differences seem to have minor
influence and this finding has of course a certain practical
value. The results are not very remarkable but important
since discussions concerning the differences between geometrically similar mixing tools (with small differences) are
common in connection to projects. However, it seems logical to assume that larger differences do have an influence.
This assumption or hypothesis should be tested.
The coefficient of variation with respect to the sounding resistances between the different penetration tests at the
same level is in the range 20-25% (see e.g. Fig. 8). However, in the dry crust the coefficient of variation is higher.
Notice that the coefficient of variation, with respect to the
stabilisation effect for blade rotation number 200/m, is
roughly 20% at Håby and 35% at Strängnäs as shown in
Figure 3a. The stabilisation effect can be seen as an average
value of the strength over the column cross-section and
should be comparable to the column penetration test that
tests a relatively large part of the column cross-section.
However, it is not possible to predict the strength magnitude based only upon the mixing work since the strength in
stabilised soil highly depends on the composition and the
conditions during the curing period. This fact is clearly
shown in Figure 3a where the stabilisation effect is significantly higher at Strängnäs. Furthermore, the influence of
the mixing work on the stabilisation effect is much stronger
at Strängnäs. The tests clearly show that improved soil is
highly variable with respect to the strength properties even
though they are installed in the same way. Single or few
tests may therefore result in misleading conclusions.
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Figure 5 Soil properties and results of the column penetration tests at Älvängen
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Figure 6 Soil properties and results of the column penetration tests at Nödinge
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Figure 7 Soil properties and results of the column penetration tests at Surte

Figure 8 Soil properties and results of the column penetration tests at Nol
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4
CONCLUSIONS
This paper summarizes the findings from a research project
where the influence of a number of factors in the installation process for lime-cement columns have been investigated. Some of the findings are tested with respect to column penetration tests performed in connection to the construction of Road 45 and Norway/Vänern rail link on the
Swedish west coast. Based upon the results presented in
this paper, the following conclusions can be drawn:
•

•
•

The retrieval rate can most probably be increased
in proportion to the number of blades with preserved column strength. The column strength depends on the blade rotation number, i.e. the total
number of mixing blades passing during 1 m of
shaft movement.
Small geometrical differences have minor influence on the column strength.
The results from the tests columns at Road 45 and
Norway/Vänern rail link show that it is possible to
draw conclusions from column penetration tests
provided that a requisite number of tests are performed. The improved soil is highly variable with
respect to the column strength even though they
are installed in the same way. Single or few tests
can therefore result in misleading conclusions.

Hopefully the results presented in this paper will provide some guidance for lime-cement column projects. The
installation process is often discussed in projects even
though tests are not performed. Furthermore, some simple
tests may cause questions and confusion owing to the fact
that too few tests have been performed. As discussed, improved soil has high property variability depending on the
tested volume.
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Soil-Cement Stabilized Dredged Slope; Central Artery/Tunnel Project
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ABSTRACT: During design, stability analyses had indicated that an existing timber pile-supported granite masonry seawall
would become unstable during 17m-deep dredging for an adjacent concrete immersed tube tunnel. To resolve the problem, soilcement columns were installed into the soil in front of the seawall. This ensured that the soil immediately adjacent to the wall
stayed in place during dredging thereby providing the required additional lateral resistance against sliding. This paper describes
the design rationale for the soil-cement columns, the quality assurance performed to assess the in situ soil-cement, and the
performance of the seawall.

1 INTRODUCTION
During design, stability analyses had indicated that an existing
timber pile-supported granite masonry seawall would become
unstable during 17m-deep dredging for an adjacent concrete
immersed tube tunnel (ITT). Installation of the ITT – one of
six that were to be installed across the Fort Point Channel
(FPC) - was part of the Central Artery/Tunnel (CA/T)
Project’s extension of the existing Massachusetts Turnpike (I90) to Logan International Airport.
Stabilization of the existing seawall was part of an
excavation support system that was required at the corner
where the seawall intersected the dredged excavation for the
ITT that would be part of Ramp D (refer to Figure 1).
Development of an effective excavation support system at this
corner was critical because (1) automatic mail sorting
equipment that was sensitive to differential settlement was
housed in that part of an adjacent Postal Annex, (2) the area
between the existing seawall and the Postal Annex had to be
kept accessible at all times for use by the Annex mail
distribution vehicles, and (3) since the ITT was to be
supported by concrete drilled shafts that were not designed for
unbalanced lateral earth loads, part of the support system
selected would have to provide both short- and long-term
lateral resistance.
This paper describes the original design for the soilcement mix and jet grout based excavation support system at
the Postal Annex corner identified in Figure 1. Thereafter, the
paper focuses only on the design modifications for stabilizing
the seawall; the design rationale for modifying it to just soilcement columns placed in front of the wall; the quality
assurance performed to assess the in situ soil-cement; and the
performance of the seawall. For details regarding design
modifications and performance of the rest of the excavation
support system at this corner, refer to Maswoswe and Nee,
2001.
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2 SITE CONDITIONS
As shown in Figure 1, the existing timber pile-supported
granite seawall borders the Fort Point Channel.
Approximately 20m west of the seawall is the United States
Postal Service’s mail distribution facility (South Postal
Annex) that provides 24-hour-service to the northeast region.
Between the seawall and the Annex are Dorchester Road and
the Annex loading dock.
The subsurface conditions on land-side, behind the
existing seawall, consisted of (in descending order from
ground surface): 5m of miscellaneous granular fill, 6m of
organic deposits, 1.5m of sand, 12m of Boston blue clay, 3m
of glacial till, and argillite bedrock; and on the channel side
conditions were similar, except that there was no fill (refer to
Figures 2). Groundwater conditions consisted of a lower,
confined aquifer in the till and an upper unconfined aquifer
above the clay (in the fill). Since the site was adjacent to a
channel that was connected to the Boston Harbor, water levels
in the upper aquifer were influenced by the tide. Tidal
fluctuation in the channel from mean high to mean low water
was approximately 3m, with mean low water at an
approximate elevation of 28.5m.
Many man-made obstructions were known to exist in and
around the channel, reflecting centuries of previous
construction that had been demolished above the water line,
abandoned in place, and/or covered with fill.

3 ORIGINAL DESIGN
West of the corner where the excavation for proposed Ramp
D intersected the existing seawall, Ramp D was to be
constructed in a 17m-deep braced excavation consisting of
soil-cement buttresses, a concrete slurry T-wall to the north
and a temporary HZ wall (combination of steel sheeting & Hpiles) to the south (Figure 1). Ramp D’s slurry and HZ walls
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FIGURE 2: SECTION A-A OF ORIGINAL SOIL IMPROVEMENT DESIGN
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would be interconnected with the steel sheeting cofferdam
shown in Figure 1 to provide a bulkhead that would facilitate
subsequent mating with the adjacent ITT. When at least 60m
of the adjacent Ramp D had been constructed in the braced
excavation and backfilled, approximately 17m-deep dredging
would then be performed in the Fort Point Channel, concrete
drilled shafts installed, the ITT placed onto the drilled shafts,
and excavation backfilled.
After considering various options for the Annex corner, it
was ultimately decided to develop a design that utilized soilcement and/or jet grout buttresses to stabilize the dredged
excavation adjacent to the Postal Annex. However,
developing such a design was particularly difficult. Since the
till stratum would not be dewatered during ITT installation,
the vertical effective stress at the soil-cement/till interface in
front of the excavation support system would be relatively
low, thereby making the soil-cement less efficient as a buttress
(refer to Figures 1 and 2). Furthermore, any option to
stabilize the ground between existing seawall and Postal
Annex would have to contend with rubble obstructions known
to be buried behind the seawall; and the equipment utilized
would have to be small enough to keep the adjacent area
accessible to traffic. Installation of soil-cement buttresses in
front of the excavation support wall would require waterbased equipment. This would be relatively slow and more
expensive than installation on land.
Despite these technical difficulties, an excavation support
system was developed. It involved removing approximately
14m of the existing seawall (including the timber piles) closest
to the dredged excavation and replacing it with steel sheeting;
and leaving the rest of the seawall (northeastward) in place
(refer to Figure 1). Additional lateral resistance was to be
provided by soil-cement buttresses installed down to till in
front of the steel sheeting and seawall; and the jet grouted
timber piles beneath the seawall. Such buttresses would be
designed to act monolithically to permanently resist lateral
pressures, primarily through base shear into the till.
The most critical part of the excavation was right at the
corner, next to the slurry wall and steel sheeting, where the
dredged excavation would be vertical with little or no soilcement in front. With only the soil-cement shown on Figure
2, the factors of safety against sliding for the support system
varied from as low as 0.9 at the corner, gradually increasing
northeastward, with the size of the soil-cement berm in front
of the wall, to a value that indicated stability. Rather than
extend the soil-cement buttresses (below proposed ITT invert)
further into the channel until the required factor of safety was
attained, it was decided that the most cost effective means of
stabilizing the walls would be to reduce the driving force.
This was to be accomplished by installing approximately
15,500m3 of jet grout behind the walls (refer to Figures 1 and
2). Jet grouting was selected because the rigs are relatively
small and have the advantage of being able to penetrate the
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rubble obstructions that were known to exist behind the
seawall. The soil-cement in the channel was to be installed
using water-based rigs. At the time of design, placing fill in
the Fort Point Channel to facilitate obstruction removal and
enable the use of land-based soil-cement rigs was not an
option.

4 MODIFIED DESIGN
Due primarily to schedule and access constraints, installation
of the jet grout mass became impractical. Therefore, it was
decided to develop an effective excavation support system
that would require soil improvement only in front of the walls.
As part of that change, the 22m of seawall closest to the
corner was to be replaced by a concrete T wall and a soldier
pile & tremie concrete (SPTC) wall (refer to Figure 3); and
granular fill was to be placed into the Fort Point Channel, in
front of the seawall, to enable land-based soil-cement mixing.
This paper only discusses the modifications for the closest
part of the seawall that was not demolished.
4.1 Analyses
Total and effective stress block stability analyses of the
closest section of the remaining seawall, with only the soilcement buttresses in front, were performed using the soil
properties listed in Tables 1 and 2. The soil-cement columns
were to be installed down to at least 0.3m into the glacial till.
Such columns would be designed to act monolithically to
permanently resist lateral pressures, primarily through base
shear into the till. A minimum factor of safety against sliding
failure of 1.5 was required.
The load combinations considered included: active
driving forces in all soils; passive resisting forces in the till;
at-rest resisting forces in the cohesive soils; and a surcharge
behind the walls. For the clay, the undrained shear strengths
(Su) were estimated using the SHANSEP method (Ladd and
Foott, 1974) and the at-rest coefficients (Ko) were estimated
using a CA/T derived relationship (Ko=0.53 OCR0.4, where
OCR is the overconsolidation ratio). The Ko equation was
developed from the unloading phase of numerous SHANSEP
triaxial tests and lateral-strain oedometer tests on CA/T clay
samples. For the rest of the soils, Jaky’s equation (1-sin φ')
was used to estimate Ko.
The analyses indicated that for the 8m of seawall closest
to the SPTC wall, soil-cement installed down into top of till
provided an adequate factor of safety against deep-seated
failure. From 8m to about 24m from the SPTC wall, the soil
berm in front of the seawall increased and it was felt that the
installation of deep soil-cement might not be necessary.
Beyond 24m from the SPTC wall, the untreated soil berm in
front of the seawall was far enough to be stable during
dredging and ground treatment was not required.
As an initial step to determine the depth of shallow soil-
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TABLE 1. GENERAL SOIL AND SOIL-CEMENT PROPERTIES
Engineering Property
Unit Weight, γ (kNm-3)
Friction Angle, φ' (degrees.)
Undrained Shear Strength, Su (kPa)

Fill
20
32
-

Organics
17
30
19

Sand
20
32
-

Clay
19
29
See Table 2

Till
21
38
-

Soil-Cement
16.5
690

TABLE 2. CLAY STRENGTH AND PRE-CONCOLIDATION PRESSURE
On Land
In Fort Point Channel
Elevation (m)
Su (kPa)
Pc (kPa)
Su (kPa)
Pc (kPa)
21
105
765
65
720
18
75
480
55
445
15
65
400
50
385
12
60
375
55
385
9
60
360
60
385
Note: Su is undrained shear strength; and Pc is pre-consolidation pressure prior to dredging.
cement required to stabilize the seawall (8 to 24m from SPTC
wall), total and effective stress two-dimensional block stability
analyses were performed for the seawall in its original
condition, i.e., without any dredging or ground improvement,
using the soil properties listed in Tables 1 and 2. The results
indicated a factor of safety against lateral sliding of
approximately 1.3. Therefore, it was decided to achieve at
least that value of safety for the seawall during the
construction phase. The lower safety factor was acceptable
because the soil berm in front of this section of the seawall
reduced the impact of dredging and made stabilization of the
seawall a temporary short-term condition.
Additional analyses were then performed for the
following condition: soil-cement installed in front of the
seawall down to elevation 16.5m (tip of timber piles); and the
soil-cement or untreated soil in front of the seawall dredged
down to proposed immersed tube tunnel invert (elevation
16.5m) at a slope of 2.5H:1V. Due to the presence of the soilcement columns in front of the seawall, it was assumed that
any failure modes that developed would occur below the base
of the columns. The load combinations considered included:
active driving forces behind the seawall; passive resisting
forces in front of the soil-cement columns; and a
construction/traffic surcharge behind the seawall. For this
condition, the seawall had a factor of safety against lateral
sliding of less than 1. Since the required factor was 1.3, the
lateral sliding resistance of the soil-cement columns had to be
increased.
Rather than extending the soil-cement columns down into
till, a less expensive option was to increase the size of the
berm by soil-cement mixing the fill that was to be placed in
front of the seawall to enable land-based soil-cement mixing.
Instead of dredging the soil-cement installed in front of the
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seawall into a slope, it could be left in place at an approximate
elevation of 34m. Analyses showed that, provided a berm
(with top at elevation 34m) extending at least 12m towards the
excavation was left in place during dredging for the ITT, that
section of the seawall would be stable with an estimated factor
of safety of approximately 1.35.
In addition, due to the added load from the soil-cement
mixed fill left in front of the seawall, the factor of safety
against bearing capacity failure for the shallow soil-cement
mixed berm had to be evaluated. Taking into consideration the
gain in clay strength due to the placement of fill prior to soilcement mixing and dredging, the bearing capacity factor of
safety was found to be approximately 2.1. This factor of safety
was considered adequate for the temporary dredged condition.
During soil-cement mixing in front of the seawall, it was
expected that the rig might encounter battered timber piles at
shallow depths. Rather than jet grout that zone, it was decided
to allow soil-cement mixing only to wherever the piles were
encountered. Additional analyses indicated that the revised
configuration, though resulting in a lower but acceptable
factor of safety against bearing capacity failure, would still be
effective in keeping the seawall stable during dredging for the
immersed tube tunnel.
4.2 Overall Modification
As a result of the analyses described above, the original
design was modified as follows (refer to Figure 2):
• obtain environmental permit and place granular fill at
least 12m into the channel (over the area that was to be
soil-cement mixed) up to approximate existing grade
(elevation 34m), to enable soil-cement installation using
land-based rig;
• demolish 22m of existing seawall (instead of just 14m)
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•

•

and remove surrounding obstructions to facilitate
extension of Ramp D support system as concrete slurry T
and SPTC walls (refer to Figure 3) instead of the steel
sheeting shown in Figure 1;
install soil-cement down into at least 0.3m of till in front
of the 8m of remaining seawall closest to the SPTC wall,
dredge the soil-cement towards the proposed immersed
tube tunnel invert at a slope of 2 to 2.5H:1V, and dredge
the untreated soil beyond the soil-cement at a slope of
approximately 1H:2V; and
reduce the depth of soil-cement in front of the next 16m
(instead of 30m) of remaining seawall to elevation 16.5m,
instead of into top of till (approximate elevation 10m).
For this area, increase stability by requiring that the 12mwide zone of fill placed in front of the seawall be soilcement mixed and left in place at approximate elevation
34m during dredging for the immersed tube tunnel.

5 CONSTRUCTION
Land was created by pushing fill over the top of existing
seawall and into the channel. A mud wave that developed at
the toe of the fill was dredged and disposed of as necessary.
Thereafter, 22m of the seawall and surrounding obstructions
were removed and replaced by concrete slurry T and SPTC
walls (Figure 3) that were installed using standard slurry wall
construction equipment.
For the closest 24m of the seawall that was left in place,
soil-cement columns were installed in front of the seawall in
the configuration shown in Figure 3. The soil-cement
consisted of full and partial overlapping columns that were
perpendicular to the seawall and spaced less than a column
diameter in the transverse direction to ensure monolithic
behavior. The columns were installed using a rig with three
overlapping, 1.5m-diameter augers.
As anticipated during design, battered timber piles were
encountered adjacent to the seawall at shallow depths of about
3m to 6m, depending on distance from the wall. Those areas
were soil-cement mixed down to wherever the piles were
encountered. The two farthest rows of soil-cement elements
(each element consisting of 3 overlapping columns) from the
seawall were fully installed to the required design elevation.
The outer two elements for the 8m of seawall closest to the
SPTC wall were installed down into top of till; and the
elements for the next 8 to 24m of seawall were installed at a
relatively shallow elevation of approximately 16.5m.
5.1 Quality Control
Quality control (QC) for installation of the soil-cement was
based on procedures developed earlier during test programs
at other stabilized areas shown in Figure 3 (Maswoswe, 2001).
The soil-cement installation parameters (e.g., auger rotation
rate, auger withdrawal rate, grout flow, drilling water rate,
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column verticality, at least 0.3m auger penetration into the till)
were recorded manually. The data were submitted to the
Engineer for review to assess consistency of installation. A
review of the data indicated that installation parameters were
maintained reasonably close to target values (within 10%).
5.2 Quality Assurance
Quality assurance (QA) included evaluating the effectiveness
of soil-cement installation by continuous core sampling at the
locations shown in Figure 3. Coring was performed using an
8cm-I.D. triple core barrel to minimize disturbance and
maximize recovery. Core holes were typically performed
approximately 0.5m off center of the nearest column or at
column overlaps.
Four logs for core holes performed at soil-cement mixed
locations in front of the seawall (refer to Figure 3) are shown
in Figure 4. The cores from the four core holes were visually
identified (by means that included color and resistance to
probing with a sharp pick or knife) as being satisfactory; and
the rest of the cores were identified as untreated.
Unconfined compression strength (UCS) tests were
performed on select core samples at least 56 days after
installation. The resultant strengths, which are shown on the
logs in Figure 4, ranged between 1.8 and 9.8 MPa - greater
than the assumed design UCS of 1.4 MPa (with corresponding
design shear strength of 0.7 MPa). The unit weight of the
samples was also measured and typically ranged between 16
and 17kNm-3 for an average of approximately 16.5kNm-3 greater than the assumed design value of 15kNm-3.
For the deep soil-cement mixed area, the log for core hole
no. 7539A3 indicates that treatment in the center of the
column was effective down to approximate elevation 10.5m;
but the log for core hole no. 7539A2 indicates that 0.5m off
column center, treatment was less effective and extended
down to about elevation 15m. For the shallow soil-cement mix
area, both core holes were performed 0.5m off column center
and the logs indicate that treatment was effective down to
about elevation 19.5m.
5.3 Assessment
In evaluating the quality of the in situ soil-cement, issues that
had to be considered included the unconfined compression
strength of the in situ material; the uniformity of the material;
whether it would act monolithically with the enclosed,
untreated soil; and whether the soil-cement had been installed
to the required depth, especially where it was required to
penetrate into the till (to maximize frictional resistance at the
interface). Taking those issues into consideration, it was
concluded that the soil-cement would be effective in retaining
the untreated soil in front of the seawall and maintaining
stability. Figure 5 shows the approximate as-built buttress and
dredged slope limits for the deep soil-cement at Section B-B;
and the shallow soil-cement at Section C-C (refer to Figure 3).
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ELEVATION (m)

36

7539A2

7539A3

7540I2

7540C2

30
C:6.3
C:3.0

24

C:2.0

C:4.7

C:1.9

C:1.9

18

C:4.0
C:3.0
C:9.8

KEY
7539A2 CORE HOLE NUMBER

12

NO CORE RECOVERY
C:1.8
UNTREATED SOIL
SATISFACTORY SOIL-CEMENT
C:1.9 CORE SAMPLE UCS, MPa

6

Notes:
1. 7539A2, 7540I2 and 7540C2 performed 0.5m off-center
2. 7539A3 performed at center of column
3. Satisfactory soil-cement classified as cores with UCS greater than 1.4 MPa

FIGURE 4: SOIL-CEMENT CORE LOGS
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ELEVATION (m)

40

SOUTH POSTAL ANNEX
EXISTING & FINAL
GROUND EL. 34+

35

EXISTING SEAWALL

LOADING DOCK
TOP OF ORGANICS
30

25

MEAN HIGH WATER

TOP OF FILL

TOP OF SAND

MEAN LOW WATER

TIMBER

DREDGED LIMITS OF
SHALLOW SOIL-CEMENT

PILES

(SECTION C-C)

TOP OF CLAY

20

15

BOTTOM OF SHALLOW
PIPE PILES
TOP OF TILL

10

SOIL-CEMENT (SECTION C-C)
100% SOIL-CEMENT

DREDGED LIMITS OF DEEP
SOIL-CEMENT (SECTION B-B)

BOTTOM OF DEEP SOIL-CEMENT
(SECTION B-B)
TOP OF ROCK

5

0

-5
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FIGURE 5: AS-BUILT SOIL-CEMENT BUTTRESS AT SECTIONS B-B AND C-C
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6 PROJECT STATUS
Dredging, installation of concrete drilled shafts and placement
of the ITT into its final location in the Fort Point Channel
were successfully completed four years ago. As required by
the contract, 24-hour vehicular traffic was maintained at the
Annex during the entire construction phase.
Three inclinometers installed 3 to 13m behind the
seawall and three deformation/settlement monitoring points
installed on the seawall indicated less than 5mm horizontal or
vertical displacement during dredging and installation of the
ITT. These readings were confirmation that the soil-cement
columns had been effectively utilized to stabilize the seawall.

7
•

•
•

•
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CONCLUSIONS
Cost was reduced and schedule improved by: placing fill
into the channel to enable soil-cement mixing in the
channel using land-based equipment; placing a temporary
berm in front of the seawall to improve resistance instead
of jet grouting behind the wall; reducing the depth of soilcement in front of the seawall and leaving untreated soil
below the elevation that timber piles were encountered.
Utilizing outer perimeter soil-cement columns to retain
untreated soil in front of the existing seawall effectively
increased lateral resistance.
A solid mass of soil-cement was not essential to ensure
stability. However, it was essential that (a) the outer
perimeter columns be spaced close enough to ensure
retention of the untreated soil and (b) the grout mix be
designed so that the in situ soil-cement had adequate
structural strength.
Stabilization by only installing soil-cement columns in

front of the seawall effectively minimized the impact to
the Annex and maintained 24-hour vehicular traffic
during construction.
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ABSTRACT: The paper presents results from seismic tests conducted on dry mixing columns. The research is performed
on laboratory mixed samples as well as full-scale field columns installed in soft clay. Laboratory unconfined compression
tests were performed with bender elements inserted into the ends of the samples. Correlation between UCS and shear wave
velocities are presented as well as comparison of field measurements compared to conventional column penetration testing.
The field measurements indicate that it is possible to achieve fair estimates of the shear strength in dry mix columns using
seismic down-hole measurements.

NEW SEISMIC CONTROL METHOD FOR DRY
MIXING

1.1 Nordic state of practice control methods
The main purpose for dry mixing is to improve the
mechanical properties in the soil, e.g. increase of strength
and modulus as well as reduction of earth pressure
(Axelsson 2001).
The wing shaped devices utilized for quality control of deep
mixing was developed for low strength lime-columns. The
shear vanes were able to penetrate columns to considerable
depth and shear strength could be evaluated by simple
semi-empirical methods.
During the late 80´s, higher binder quantities as well as a
change from pure unslaked lime into a blend of lime and
cement was the normal binder mix. This resulted into
higher strength achieved earlier in the hydration process.
Still the same types of sounding devices were dominating
quality control in the field. There are obvious limitations
regarding the possibility to penetrate the columns and the
probe is often deviating out of the column when strength
and depth increases. Typical limits are shear strength and
depth in the order of 150 to 200 kPa and seven to eight
metres respectively.
The wing-shaped probes are either pushed down into the
column (KPS) or withdrawn up through the column. To
facilitate the penetration for the KPS and avoid deviation, a
central prebored hole in the column is sometimes created.
The evaluation of shear strength of the column is made by a
bearing capacity based model, see equation 1.

τ col =

σn
N

=

F
F
=
N ⋅ A 10 ⋅ A
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τcol
σn
F
N

undrained column shear strength, kPa
net pressure on probe, kPa
net force on probe, kN
bearing capacity factor, normally equal to
10
A = cross section of probe in direction of
sounding, normally 0.01 m2
The relation between column strength and penetration
resistance is based on the SGI Iskymeter (Kallstenius 1961)
and column probes in natural clays.
Figure 1 shows the principle of the KPS device utilized in
the Nordic countries for quality control of dry mix columns.
More details are found in e.g. a thesis by Axelsson (2001)
and a state of the art paper by Porbaha (2002).
The conventional penetration tests possess both advantages
and drawbacks compared to more advanced control
methods, see below.
¾ Advantages
o Easy to perform
o Low cost
o Gives average parameters across the
column section
¾ Drawbacks
o Limited to short and soft or semi-hard
columns
o The procedure is not standardized
o Evaluation of shear strength utilizes a
simplified, somewhat crude model
o Sometimes hard to locate the column due
to termination of column below ground
surface
where

1

=
=
=
=

[1]
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Figure 1

Typical standard column penetration test
device (from homepage of Geotech).

1.2 Scope of investigation
The main purpose of this development project was to
investigate the possibilities to use down-hole techniques as
a production control method for dry mixing.
Today, seismic down-hole equipment of good quality is
commercially available to reasonable costs. The project aim
is to develop this technique into a reliable and practical tool
for quality control of dry mix columns.
The project was divided into two parts. Part one comprised
laboratory tests using bender elements during unconfined
compression tests. The correlation between UCS and shear
wave velocity was established for later use during the field
test, see Figure 5 and Porbaha et al (2004) and Hird et al
(2005). During part two of the project, the following field
tests and analyses were performed;
¾ Down-hole measurements
¾ KPS-soundings
¾ Correlation between laboratory and field
investigations

2

In soils stabilised with chemical binders, the shear strength
is to a great extent made up by the cementation created by
the binders. What factors determine the initial shear
modulus has not been investigated, but it is assumed that it
is mainly the same factors as for unstabilised soil that create
the strength. There might thereby be a useful correlation
between the initial shear modulus and the strength also in
this type of material. Correlations between the initial shear
modulus and the compressive strength or shear strength are
therefore sought to be established.
Ideally, these relations should be established in the field
and in triaxial tests at the same stress conditions as in situ.
However, the vertical and horizontal in situ stresses in the
soil are relatively low before any extra load is applied to the
stabilised soil and the results of unconfined compression
tests and triaxial compression tests at the in situ stresses are
normally fairly similar. Unconfined compression tests are
also used in the normal pre-testing procedure of stabilised
soils in the laboratory and in testing of samples of stabilised
soils taken in the field.
The shear modulus at small strain can be measured in the
laboratory by bender element tests (Dyvik and Madshus
1985). The bender elements are small and thin plates and
are built into the bottom and top pieces in the compression
test equipment (Figure 2).

CORRELATION BETWEEN LOW STRAIN
SHEAR MODULUS AND UNCONFINED
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

2.1 Equipment set-up and test procedures
In unstabilised soils, there is a relation between the initial
shear modulus at low strain and the effective stress,
overconsolidation ratio and void ratio in the soil (Hardin
1978). The undrained shear strength is also a function of the
effective stress and the overconsolidation ratio. The void
ratio in water saturated soil is related to the water content
and the void ratio at a particular effective stress and
overconsolidation ratio can normally be related to the liquid
limit of the soil. In normally consolidated clays, the initial
shear modulus can thus be related to the undrained shear
strength together with the water content or liquid limit
(Larsson and Mulabdic 1991).
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Figure 2

Location of bender elements at the bottom
and top pieces.

The non-destructive bender element tests can be performed
before or at any stage during the strength test. At mounting
of the test specimen, the small bender elements are inserted
firmly into the ends of the specimen. In soft clay
specimens, this can be made by pressing the element into
the soil. In a firm stabilised soil specimen, a thin groove is
first made in each end. The grooves are filled with gypsum,
and the bender elements are pressed into the wet gypsum
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Figure 3

End surface with gypsum filled groove.

Figure 4 shows the specimen mounted in the compression
test machine.

2.2 Proposed correlation of G0 and UCS
Comprehensive tests by Hird et al (2005) have shown good
correlation between the unconfined compression strength
and the shear wave velocity (and initial shear modulus)
measured in this way. However, for correlation tests with
shear wave velocities measured in the field, it is better to
directly use the measured shear wave velocity Vs.
In this project, bender element tests were included in the
laboratory test programme on the natural soil that should be
stabilised with lime-cement columns. The tests were
performed on sets of specimens with two different amounts
of binder added, and also at two different times after
mixing.
The results show a fairly good relation between the
undrained shear strength and the shear wave velocity
(figure 5).
Undrained shear strength [kPa]

that is allowed to harden before the tests are performed
(Figure 3).

300
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τ fu = 0,0424V s1,462
R2 = 0.9681

200
150
100
50
0
0

100

200

300

400

Shear wave velocity [m/s]

Figure 5

Figure 4

Unconfined compression test apparatus
with specimen mounted.

Before the unconfined compression test is started, the shear
wave velocity is measured by applying an electrical pulse to
one of the bender elements. This makes the element bend
and creates a shear wave that propagates through the
specimen. When the wave reaches the opposite bender
element, this element bends and an electrical pulse is
created. The shear wave velocity is calculated from the
travel time for the shear wave through the specimen and the
distance between the bender elements. The shear modulus
is calculated from Equation 2.

G0 = ρVs
where

2

G0

ρ

Vs
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Correlation between undrained shear
strength and shear wave velocity in
unconfined compression tests on limecement stabilised Uppsala clay.

The data distribution of the laboratory tests is similar to that
reported by Hird et al (2005), but the best fit equation is
different. Different relations can thus be expected in
different types of soils and with different types of
stabilising agents. The estimated relation for Uppsala clay
stabilised with a mixture of lime and cement in proportions
of 50/50 (80 and 120 kg/m3) in unconfined compression
tests is:

cu = 0.0424 Vs1.462

[3]

where cu = undrained shear strength, kPa

[2]
= initial shear modulus, Pa
= density of the specimen, kg/m3
= shear wave velocity, m/s
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3

TRY-OUT OF LABORATORY FINDINGS AT A
FIELD TEST

3.1 Description of performed field tests
Thirty lime-cement columns (length 11 m and φ = 600 mm)
were installed especially for this investigation. The columns
were divided into four groups (A, B, C and D) with
different installation properties of each group respectively.
The amount of binder (lime/cement 50/50) added to the soil
was 80 and 120 kg/m3 and the withdrawal speed during
installation was set to 15 or 30 mm/revolution according to
Table 1.
Table 1
Column

A1-A9
B1-B7
C1-C7
D1-D7

Binder quantities and mixing energy for the
thirty trial columns at Uppsala.
Withdrawal
Amount
speed (mm/rev)
of binder
(kg/m3)
80
15
80
30
120
15
120
30

Immediately after the installation of one column, the
mixing tool was removed and a plastic hose (φout = 90 mm)
was attached on the outside of the drilling rod. The drilling
rod was inserted in the centre of the column and the hose
was pulled down to the bottom of each column.
Furthermore, an additional plastic pipe, 2 m long (φout = 90
mm), was pushed down to 1 m depth, 0.3 m beside the
plastic hose. Plastic hoses and pipes were also installed
with a similar configuration in the natural soil. Figure 6
shows the installed plastic hoses in the columns.

Figure 6

Two plastic hoses installed in each column,
one short for triggering and one long for
geophone installation.

During the construction of the A8 and A9 columns, bad
sections in the columns were simulated by interrupting the
injection of binder material while raising the mixing tool
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0.5-1.0 m. This was done at two different levels in each
column.
In order to test if it is possible to detect shear wave signals
on the outside of the columns, plastic hoses for the
geophones were also installed just outside of the A5 and A7
columns.
3.2 Soft clay subsurface conditions
The subsurface investigation of the natural soil prior to the
column installation included laboratory tests such as soil
classification, unconfined compression tests, CRS
oedometer tests, water content etc, and field tests using
different penetration tests and field vane tests. At the test
site, the ground consisted of a 1 m thick dry crust followed
by up to 15 m of soft normally consolidated clay on till.
From 1.0 to 6.0 m depth the soft clay had a bulk density of
1.5-1.6 t/m3, the water content was 65-85% and the
undrained shear strength was around 12 kPa. Below 6.0 m
depth, the bulk density was around 1.7 t/m3, the water
content was 50-60% and the undrained shear strength
increased with depth from 10 kPa at 6 m depth to 20 kPa in
the bottom part of the clay layer. The consistency limits
were measured on homogenized clay between 2 and 11 m
depth, and the plasticity and liquidity indicies were
calculated to 34 and 1.12 respectively.
The level of pore pressure in the clay corresponded to a
ground water table approximately 1.0 m below the ground
surface.
3.3 Description of the seismic field method
The basic principle of the seismic method used here was to
generate seismic shear waves at the top of the column and
to estimate their velocity Vs as a function of depth. The
waves were detected by geophones located in the vertical
pipe in the centre of the column (Figure 7). State of the art,
commercially available, equipment was used. Shear waves
were generated in the short pipe close to the ground surface,
by a piezo-electric borehole source powered by a 5 kV
impulse generator. The seismic waves were detected by a
string of three 5-component borehole geophones, with 1.0
m separation, and the data collection was performed with a
24-channel seismograph. The data collection was carried
out in steps of 1.0 m from the bottom up to the top of the
columns. Several waves were generated with the geophones
in a constant position but with the source tool rotated
around its vertical axis. This was done in order to achieve a
phase shift, which helps identifying the shear waves. The
time of the first arriving shear wave was picked digitally
from each seismogram and since the source and geophone
positions are known, the shear wave velocity was easily
calculated if a straight ray path is assumed.
Test measurements with a “home made” mechanical
borehole hammer were performed in the columns A6, B5,
C2, D2, and also in the natural soil. The reason for this test
was to see if it was possible to use a shear wave source that
is simple and inexpensive in comparison to the commercial
source described above.
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3.4 Evaluation of field measurements
Seismic down-hole measurements were performed in 26 of
the 30 lime cement columns. Four columns (columns A1,
A2, C7 and D7) and one installation in natural soil were not
accessible . One reference measurement was performed in
the natural soil beside the columns, and another reference
measurement in natural soil from an initial field test
performed at the same site 6 months prior to this
investigation, was also used in the evaluation.
The seismic data were rearranged and sorted as stacked
sections with reference to the geophone depth,
positive/negative phase of the source signal and also by
separating the 5 channels recorded from each geophone; see
an example in Figure 8. The time of the first arriving shear
wave was picked digitally from the stacked sections.

Figure 7

Schematic picture of seismic down-hole
measurement in a lime-cement column

Figure 8

Seismic data as stacked sections with reference to the geophone depth. Upper left: Natural soil
measured with the commercial piezo-electric source. Upper right: Natural soil measured with the
mechanical borehole hammer as source. Lower left: Column C4, high quality data. Lower right:
Column B4, noisy data.
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The black and red lines in Figure 8, denote perpendicular
directions of the seismic source.
The data quality in the natural soil measurements was very
good and in the seismograms it is possible to identify the
first arriving compression wave (v = 1250 m/s), as well as
the sound wave (v = 340 m/s) and the shear wave (Figure 8,
upper left). The data achieved from the test with the
mechanical borehole hammer in natural soil shows good
agreement compared to the commercial source tool (figure
8, upper right).
The data from the column measurements are more complex,
and the quality varies within columns and between different
columns. An example of high quality data with low noise, a
distinct signal and a clear phase shift is presented in Figure
8 (column C4). The interpreted shear wave velocity is fairly
constant along the entire column with an average of Vs =
280 m/s. However, for several columns the seismograms
are complex, clearly showing indications of multiple
frequency signals that interfere with each other, high noise
levels and a lack of phase shifts, which turns a reliable
picking of first arriving shear waves into a difficult task
(figure 8, column B4). The high quality data has a
frequency range of 150-250 Hz and an average velocity of
250-350 m/s (resulting in wave lengths of 1.0-2.3 m). When
picking first arrivals the criteria was that the signal should
be within the above noted frequency range and that there
should be clear phase shifts for a majority of the
seismograms, otherwise the data were rejected. This
resulted in a general lack of arrival times along the
uppermost 1-3 m of the columns, and for the B-columns
there are very few arrival time picks above 6 m depth.
Estimations of shear wave velocities were performed by use
of two different techniques. The 1:st arrival times were
plotted against the source-receiver distance, and linear
regression analysis was applied to selected linear segments
identified in the time-distance graph. The slope of the fitted
line indicates a mean shear wave velocity along the selected
segment of the column. Average shear wave velocities from
the linear regression analyses are presented in Table 2.
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The other approach was to calculate the shear wave velocity
in 2 m sections as a function of depth. This was done by
dividing the difference in depth between the two geophones
located above and below the desired position with the
difference in arrival time for the same geophones. The
velocity estimation is very sensitive to minor anomalies in
the arrival time data, and the shear wave velocities will thus
be more scattered compared to those achieved from the
linear regression analyses. Shear wave velocity data as a
function of depth are presented for individual columns in
Figure 9 and column averages are presented together with
natural soil data in Figure 10.
The scatter in the data is sometimes high but in general
there is a consistency within and between columns. The
results indicate that the shear wave velocity along the upper
5 m of the A-columns is around 250 m/s and below 5 m
depth the velocity is greater than 300 m/s. The data quality
from the upper parts of the B-columns is poor and the high
velocity in B5 estimated from the measurements with the
mechanical source appears to be unrealistic. The lower 5-10
m of the B-columns have an average shear wave velocity of
approximately 300 m/s and there seems to be a trend of
increasing velocity with depth in these columns (figure 10).
The best data were recorded in the C-columns. Along the
section 1-5 m the mean shear wave velocity is 250 m/s
(disregarding outlying C2), and at 5-11 m depth the average
velocity is 300 m/s. The data from the uppermost 5 m of
the D-columns indicate an average shear wave velocity of
Vs = 370 m/s and for the lower 5-10 m of the D-columns
the scattered data indicate an average velocity of
approximately 300 m/s. The natural soil measurements
show very consistent results and there is a trend of
increasing velocity with depth in all three measurements.
Based on the linear regression analyses the average shear
wave velocity between 2 m and 10 m depth is Vs = 74 m/s,
and at 10 m to 13 m depth the average velocity is Vs = 165
m/s.
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Table 2
Column

Average shear wave velocities for columns and natural soil estimated from linear regression
analyses.
Vs (upper section of column)

A3

Vs (lower section of column)

Comment

371 m/s (5.1-11.1 m)

A4

416 m/s (3.5-5.5 m)

A5

141 m/s (3.0-5.0 m)

A6M

196 m/s (1.2-3.2 m)

326 (3.2-7.2 m)

A7

228 m/s (2.2-7.2 m)

310 m/s (9.2-12.2)

B1

Mechanical source

332 m/s (5.4-10.4 m)

B2

335 m/s (7.7-10.7)

Poor data quality

B3

179 (6.3-10.3 m)

Poor data quality

B4

295 m/s (3.0-5.0 m)

B5
B5M

335 m/s (6.5-9.5 m)
802 m/s (1.5-4.5 m)

337 m/s (6.5-9.5 m)

B6

369 m/s (8.0-11.0 m)

B7

316 m/s (5.8-10.8 m)

C1

Poor data quality

262 m/s (1.5-6.5 m)

C2

493 m/s (2.4-5.4 m)

310 m/s (6.4-9.4 m)

C2M

270 m/s (1.4-4.4 m)

376 m/s (6.4-8.4)

C3

222 m/s (3.0-5.0 m)

297 m/s (5.0-8.0 m)

C4

233 m/s (1.5-4.5 m)

304 m/s (4.5-9.5 m)

C5

223 m/s (2.5-5.5 m)

C6

284 m/s (4.0-7.0 m)

D1
D2

Mechanical source

279 m/s (8.0-11.0 m)
340 m/s (6.5-9.5 m)

339 m/s (6.5-8.5 m)

D2M
352 m/s (3.5-11.5 m)

D4

388 m/s (1.7-5.7 m)

D6

partly poor data quality

147 m/s (8.5-10.5 m)
333 m/s (5.4-10.4)

D3

Mechanical source

Mechanical source

391 m/s (8.7-11.7 m)
239 m/s (6.0-11.0 m)

Nat. Soil

80 m/s (2.5-8.5 m)

180 m/s (8.5-10.5 m)

Nat. Soil

67 m/s (3.0-9.0 m)

174 m/s (9.0-11.0)

measurement 2003 commercial source

Nat. Soil M

74 m/s (2.0-10.0 m)

142 m/s (10.0-13.0 m)

measurement 2004 mechanical source
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measurement 2004 commercial source
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Figure 9
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Estimated shear wave velocity as a function of depth for individual columns. Hatched lines indicate
data collected by use of the mechanical borehole hammer as source.
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a wave that is not a true shear wave. However, when
plotting two channels from the same hammer strike
direction on top of each other there is a phase shift in the
seismograms, indicating that some kind of shear waves are
actually measured (Figure 11). Data from the commercial
source also show phase shifts when comparing the same
shot direction, though this source tool also shows a phase
shift when it is rotated. A possible tube wave along the
borehole does not provide a probable explanation since the
velocity varies with depth and also since the boreholes
generally were air filled during the measurements. The
results call for further investigations.

Figure 10 Estimated average shear wave velocity as
a function of depth for each column type A,
B, C and D, together with data from the
natural soil.
The quality of the seismic data collected in the unstabilised
natural soil is very high and the estimated shear wave
velocities correlate very well between the different
measurements. These data therefore constitute an important
reference for the evaluation of the measurements in the
columns.
The shear wave velocities in the columns are generally 2-6
times greater than those in the natural soil. The accuracy in
the velocity determinations as a function of depth is
estimated at ±30-50 m/s and when using the linear
regression technique the accuracy is generally better. From
the linear regression analyses there is an indication of
velocities of 200-250 m/s along the uppermost 1-5 m of the
A- and C-columns, which is lower compared to the 5-10 m
section where the velocity is indicated at Vs = 300-350 m/s.
In the B-columns there is a depth dependent trend in the
velocity data indicating an increase from 250 m/s at 7 m
depth to 380 m/s at 11 m depth. The highest average shear
wave velocities are found in the B- and D-columns with Vs
= 324 m/s and Vs = 326 m/s respectively. The average
velocity for the A-columns is Vs= 306 m/s and for the Ccolumns it is Vs = 280 m/s. However, the differences are
not statistically significant.
The test measurements with the mechanical borehole
hammer give results that correspond fairly well to the
commercial source, especially in the natural soil. A lack of
phase shift in the data when rotating the mechanical source
is bewildering, and may suggest that the hammer generates
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Figure 11 Seismograms from measurements with the
mechanical borehole hammer in natural
soil (same data as in figure 8). The two
sets of data (black and red lines) show two
different horizontal components from one
single hammer strike.
The measurements performed with the geophones in a pipe
located just outside of the column (columns A5 and A7) did
not result in any useful data. The seismograms are very
complex and there is little consistency between
measurements at different levels. A probable reason for this
is that only a small portion of energy goes straight from the
source to the receivers. Most of the initial wave energy is
most likely kept within the column and it is turned into
reflected and refracted waves. The measurements in the
columns with simulated failures (A8 and A9) were also
unsuccessful and did not produce any reliable results.

4

COMPARISON OF STATIC SOUNDING AND
DOWN-HOLE ANALYSIS
The lime-cement columns were tested by standard column
penetration tests (figure 1) using a specially designed probe.
This probe had a wing width of 400 mm and a thickness of
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20 mm. The test was performed with a constant speed of
penetration. The shear strength was evaluated according to
equation 1.
A large number of lime-cement columns at the test site
were tested by both the static penetrations test, KPS and the
seismic DH measurements. The tests were performed in all
of the four groups of lime-cement columns produced. Both
methods were also used in the natural soil.
The DH and the KPS methods show similar results
regarding shear strength in the natural soil (Figure 12).
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Figure 13 Shear strength of lime-cement columns in
group C according to standard column
penetration test (KPS) and down-hole
measurements (DH).
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Figure 12 Undrained shear strength in natural soil,
evaluated from standard column
penetration test (KPS), down hole
measurements (DH) and unconfined
compressive test (UCS).

Excluding the extreme values, the DH measurements show
fairly consistent values. At larger depths the KPS in most
cases have deviated out of the column, in a few cases
already at smaller depths. This is a drawback of the KPS
method. The DH measurements show a better possibility to
determine the strength of lime-cement columns at larger
depths.

In the lime-cement columns, the DH measurements often
show a higher strength than the KPS. Here it is important to
keep in mind that the evaluation of the KPS is based on an
empirical bearing capacity factor while the evaluation of
the DH measurements is based on an empirical relationship
between measured shear wave velocity and mechanical
properties. In Figures 13 and 14, the comparison between
the KPS and the DH measurement results for two groups of
lime-cement columns are presented. The undrained shear
strength based on DM-measurements was evaluated from
equation 3, assessed from laboratory tests.
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the columns is always missing, it is often a crater, and this
is the main reason why a borehole source was used to
generate the shear waves. To ensure good contact with the
column, the borehole source was placed at a depth of 0.51.5 m. It is very difficult to receive good data in the direct
vicinity (within 1-2 m) of the source point. This means that
with the current instrument setup there will always be a
lack of data in the top 2-3 m of the columns. However, it
should be fairly easy to overcome this problem by e.g.
placing the source at greater depth in the long pipe, used
here for the geophone string, and then using the shorter
“source pipe” as receiver pipe for the geophones.

6
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12
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DH

Figure 14 Shear strength of lime-cement columns in
group A according to standard column
penetration test (KPS) and down-hole
measurements (DH).

FUTURE POTENTIAL AND RECOGNIZED
DRAWBACKS
Seismic measurements provide a robust technique which is
fairly simple to perform and the outcome is general and
easily understood. The major potential when using the shear
wave velocity for evaluating the quality of lime-cement
columns is the direct physical relationship between the
measured shear wave velocity, Vs, and mechanical
properties of the column. When the data quality is high, the
velocity determinations by use of linear regression analysis
are made with accuracy better than ±15 m/s.
Important drawbacks with the seismic method are the large
number of missing data points and the fairly high scatter in
the velocity determinations. Missing data points are
generally caused by bad data which prevents reliable time
picking. Some of the rejected seismograms were probably
affected by technical difficulties (miss-triggering problems
during the first day of measurements) and by noise caused
by a caterpillar sometimes working very close to the test
site. However, natural variations in the physical properties
of the columns may also play an important role for the
quality of the seismic data. This is clearly indicated by the
lack of results from the measurements in the columns A8
and A9 in which column failures were simulated. Thus, a
high degree of scatter in the velocity estimation could
indicate large variations in the homogeneity of the columns.
The general lack of data along the uppermost 2-3 m of the
columns is caused by a number of factors. The top 0.5 m of

6 CONCLUSIONS
A new practicable method for estimating the mechanical
properties of lime-cement columns using seismic
measurements has been developed and tested. The
relationship between the shear wave velocity and undrained
shear strength can be estimated from laboratory tests such
as bender element test and unconfined compression test on
samples. The relationship, which is valid for the actual type
of soil and binder, can then be used to estimate the strength
properties of columns in situ based on the results from
down hole measurements inside columns.
Some conclusions and comments regarding the results from
this study are as follows:
•

5
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The performed lab tests show a fairly good
correlation between the undrained shear strength
and the shear wave velocity. For Uppsala clay
stabilised with a mixture of lime and cement in
proportions of 50/50 the relation is:

cu = 0.0424 ⋅Vs1.462
•

The field DH-measurements in unstabilised natural
clay show consistent results. The quality of
seismic data is high and the estimated shear wave
velocities correlate well between different
measurements. The undrained shear strength
evaluated according to the equation above
corresponds to the results from the penetration
tests in unstabilised soil.

•

The data from the DH-measurements in columns
are more complex and the quality varies within
columns and between different columns. The DH
measurements often show a higher strength than
the KPS. However, excluding the extreme values
the DH measurements show fairly consistent
values.

•

A main advantage with this seismic test method is
the direct physical relationship between the
measured shear wave velocity, Vs, and mechanical
properties of the soil, compared to traditional
column penetration tests, for which the evaluation
is based on an assumed shear failure and an
empirical bearing capacity factor.
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•

Another important aspect is the possibility to test
columns at greater depths where normal
penetration tests often find their way out of the
column. Furthermore, it is a non-destructive
testing method and measurements can be
performed in the same column at different times
after installation, which enables the investigation
of strength increase with time.

•

The difficulty to detect shear waves in columns
with simulated interruptions indicates that there
are problems to get reliable results below an
extensive zone of weakness.

•

The general lack of data along the uppermost 2-3
m of the columns could be overcome by placing
the source at greater depth in the long plastic hose
and using the shallow plastic pipe as receiver pipe
for the geophones.

•

A method for installing plastic hoses/pipes in lime
cement columns during installation has been
developed, which is a requirement for rational
seismic measurements. The method should be
applicable to all kind of present column installers.
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The Project of Off-shore CDM Soil Improvement at ”Dejima District in
Hiroshima, Japan”
Masatoki NAKANISHI (CDM Association Japan)
Penta-Ocean Construction Co., Ltd. 2-2-8, Koraku Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 112-8576, Japan
E-mail: Masatoki.Nakanishi@mail.penta-ocean.co.jp
Phone: +81 3 3817 7655, Fax: +81 3 3817 7805
Masayoshi KURUSHIMA (CDM Association Japan)
Penta-Ocean Construction Co., Ltd. 2-2-8, Koraku Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 112-8576, Japan
E-mail: Masayoshi KURUSHIMA@mail.penta-ocean.co.jp
Phone: +81 3 3817 7655, Fax: +81 3 3817 7805
ABSTRACT: The project of “Dejima reclamation” is the recent major project in Japan, where CDM marine work was
employed on a large scale. All the improvement volume is estimated approx. 750,000 cu.m. Since the project commenced in
July 2003, three contractors have provided six large DM barges at work as of January 2004. The site is located off-shore at
water depth of C.D.-13m, and maximum improvement depth shall reach C.D.-35m. This report provides the practice of the
site improvement works introducing marine DM equipment, its work method, work speed and strength of treated soil, etc.

1 CONSTRUCTIONSITE
The Dejima District Project introduced in this report is a
seawall ground soil improvement work for a reclamation
project in south Hiroshima Port. The location of the
construction site is shown in Figure 1.
Location
Shimaｎｅ Ｐｒ
ｅｆ
ｅｃｔ
ｕｒ
ｅ
Okayama Ｐｒ
ｅｆ
ｅｃｔ
ｕｒ
ｅ

Hiroshima City
Hiroshima Ｐｒ
ｅｆ
ｅｃｔ
ｕｒ
ｅ

Hiroshima Ｃｉ
ｔ
ｙ

Yamaguchi Ｃｉ
ｔ
ｙ
Matuyama Ｃｉ
ｔ
ｙ

Hiroshima
Tokyo
JAPAN
Figure 1. Location
Hiroshima prefecture, located 900 km west of the capital
city Tokyo, with a population of 2.9 million, is the nation’s
12th largest regional urban center. Hiroshima City is well
known throughout the world as an international peace
culture center. Hiroshima prefecture, in order to establish
its port as a stronghold of regional development and
cultural exchange, is advancing the project called
“Hiroshima Port Renaissance 21”. The project plan calls for
reclamation of approximately 130 hectares, construction of
harbor facilities, establishment of hotels and commercial
facilities, and creation of an industrial and logistics
stronghold.
2 OUTLINE OF THE PROJECT
Figure 2 shows the ground plan of the planned reclamation.
The plan is to divide the project into five project zones,
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Zone

Zone

2

Zone

1

Zone

3

Zone

5

4

from zone 1 through zone 5, and carry out construction
gradually. This report discusses the project to improve the
foundation soil of the seawall in zone 5.
Figure 3 is the ground plan of the soil improvement in Zone
5. The plan for Zone 5 will extend the reclamation
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improving the ground soil for the foundation of seawalls.
At this Zone 5, after the seawall construction, the reclaimed
area, which is planned to be used for industrial waste
disposal area, there is a requirement to construct the
improved ground as well as sea wall in a manner that will
block the spoiled water from percolating into the
surrounding sea water. To satisfy this requirement, rather
than using the SCP method to make compacted pilings in
the ground which increases soil’s permeability, it is planned
to use the CDM Method, which increases strength using
cement churning without the risk to increase the
permeability.
The maximum depth of the soil improvement, up to N value
15 extending down to the bottom of the weak silt/clay
stratum, is 34.5 meters ACD. The improvement width is 66
meters, and the improvement body is a wall type. The
standard cross section of the seawall is shown in Figure 4.
3 CDM IMPROVEMENT VESSELS
There are currently 16 medium-sized and large CDM soil
improvement vessels operating in Japan. They are listed in
Table 1.
Table 1 List of CDM Improvement Vessels in Japan
(medium to large sized vessels)
Dimensions

Spec.

approximately 300 meters eastward using the existing
seawall on the west side.
The seabed ground in this water area is composed of soft
silt/clay, therefore it is necessary to improve the ground soil
in order to maintain the stability of the seawall. In Japan it
is usual to employ the Sand Compaction Piling (SCP)
Method or the Cement Deep Mixing (CDM) Method for
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Mideum class

Large class

Length(m) Bredth(m)
Ship's name
DECOM No.7
POCOM No.2
DCM No.3
DECOM No.5
DCM No.6
CMC No.8
POCOM No.10
POCOM No.11
DECOM No.8
POCOM No.8
CMC No.3
CMC No.5
DECOM-S No.3
DCM No.7
DCM No.5
DECOM S-5

63.0
48.0
47.5
60.0
56.0
53.0
52.0
50.0
55.6
38.0
45.0
40.0
30.0
45.0
38.6
35.0

30.0
28.0
28.0
27.0
26.0
24.0
22.8
26.4
24.0
16.8
18.0
18.0
15.0
19.2
18.6
12.0

Mixing machine
Mixing
depth
(below
-70.0
-65.0
-65.0
-60.0
-60.0
-46.0
-49.0
-40.0
-46.5
-30.0
-40.0
-35.0
-27.0
-36.0
-40.0
-30.0

Draft(m)

Mixing area
2
(m )

3.2
3.0
3.0
2.7
2.2
2.0
2.8
2.5
2.9
1.5
2.4
2.3
1.5
2.2
1.4
1.3

5.74
5.75
5.74
6.91
4.42
4.63
4.65
3.81
4.08
2.23
2.20
2.20
2.23
3.47
3.47
2.23

Mixing
ability
3
(m /hr)
＞90
＞90
＞90
＞90
50～70
50～70
50～70
50～70
50～70
30～50
30＞
30＞
30＞
30～50
30＞
30＞

The vessels designated for these projects bear a “○ ” seal.
As noticed from the table, this project is the recent
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Worked
for
Dejima
Project
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

outstanding large scaled soil improvement project where
the most of existing large CDM improvement vessels are
employed. A view of the operations at an October 2004
project site is shown in Figure 5.
POCOM NO.2 and POCOM NO.10, two of the soil
improvement vessels used in project zone 5 are briefly
explained here. The outlines of two soil improvement
vessels are shown In Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2. As its
mixing tool is attached to a tower at the tip of the pontoons,
POCOM NO.10 is suitable for soil improvements in the

Figure 5. Picture of Work Site (October 2004)
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vicinity of existing quays and seawalls. As its mixing tool
is attached to a tower in the central area of the pontoons,
POCOM NO.2 is very stable. The improvement equipment
on POCOM NO.10 comprises four 1.3-meter diameter
bladed shafts; the POCOM NO.2 is equipped with eight
1.01-meter bladed shafts. The area covered by one stroke of
Pokomu 10 is 4.65 m2, and that of the POCOM NO.2 is
5.75 m2. The POCOM NO.10 has a depth range of 48
meters below sea level; and the POCOM NO.2 is capable of
carrying out improvement at a depth of up to 65 meters.
Two examples of large soil improvement vessels are
described above, but within Japan various similar soil
improvement vessels are in operation, and appropriate soil
improvement vessels are used according to project scale
and site conditions.
4 CONSTRUCTION METHOD
Construction works follow the procedure shown in the flow
chart in Figure 7.
Preparation

Calibration Meter
Test Penetration

Positioning

GO TO NEXT CYCLE

Start Penetration

Touching Hard Strata
Bottom Treatment
Start Retrieval
Completion of a Cycle

Figure 7. Flowchart of Work Cycle
4.1 Quality Standards and Management Methods
Soil improvement form and quality are as shown below.
Design improvement strength qu = 2,700 kN/㎡
Permeability: coefficient (k) shall be less than 1 x 10-5
cm/sec
Bottom footing : N value 15 or greater
To secure design strength, a mixing test is done beforehand
on the soil extracted at the site. The mix proportion of the
hardening agents according to plan is as in Table 2.

Item
Cement
Water
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Table 2. Mix Proportion Details
Name of material
Quantity
Slag cement
195 kg/m3
Sea water
117kg/m3

For quality management during construction, the volumes
of cement and mixed in sea water are managed by weight,
and the churning frequency and the slurry expulsion
volume of the pumping mechanism are automatically
measured and recorded. Moreover, after construction, check
boring is carried out and axial compression is tested to
verify the strength.
In usual churning improvement mechanisms, no special
management is done during construction to prevent
degradation of the permeability, but after construction a
check boring sample is taken and the coefficient of
permeability is confirmed.
The method for management of the bottom footing is to
grasp the relationship between data collected from boring
before construction and the recorded output values of drive
shaft torque at the time of test construction, managing the
torque during construction to maintain an N value of 15 for
the soil improvement.
4.2 Standards for Test Construction and Bottom
Treatment
Test construction is carried out by seeking the correlation of
the stratification condition of the original footing and the
depth of the improvement mechanism, with the readings of
the various instruments taking measurements such as the
load, the shaft rotation, shaft torque, and penetration speed.
These are the bases for setting the bottom evaluation
standards.
The bottom evaluation standards adopted for this project,
with N value of 15 or higher for the footing and equivalent
piercing conditions, were a piercing speed of 0.5 meters per
minute and torque of 20 MPa.
4.3 Soil Improvement Work
Figure 8 shows one cycle of the improvement process using
the floating CDM improvement vessel. Figure 9 shows
the graph for one cycle of standard time and depth. This
presents the improvement method by the POCOM NO.2.
(1) Positioning
The positioning of the vessel is done using a Global
Positioning System (GPS). In this system, geodetic data
from the CDM soil improvement vessel and the
standardizing station set up on land are processed, and the
vessel’s position is automatically shown on a monitor in the
operation room.
(2) Mixing Tool Penetration, Bottom Footing
The mixing tool penetrates into the seabed using revolving
churning paddles at its tip. Standard penetration speed is 1
meter per minute, which is lowered to around 0.5 meters
per minute when the anticipated depth is approached. The
mixing tool’s rotation is regulated to match the rotation
number of the mixing blades to the speed of penetration
into the ground.
Generally when the CDM improvement vessel is on the sea,
the slurry is not expelled during penetration but rather
during withdrawal. This is in case work is stopped by a
breakdown during drilling, in order to prevent inability to
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(3) Tip Care
Two expulsion outlets are located on the upper and lower
parts of the tip of the mixing tool. In order to prevent
weakening of the area between these two outlets, the
following procedures are performed at the tip during
foundation strengthening.
- The slurry is expelled by raising the mixing tool 2.2
meters above the bottom, and then inserting it again. At this
time, the insertion speed is 0.5 meters per minute.
- When the mixing tool reaches the very bottom, rotation is
maintained and slurry is expelled for one minute. Again the
slurry is stopped and rotation is reversed for one minute.
- Rotation is returned to normal, and mixing is done with
the tip raised 2 meters.
In this way, in order to thoroughly mix the slurry and
improvement soil at the tip, the number of rotations is set
high.
(4) Expulsion during withdrawal
After caring for the tip, the slurry is expelled while
withdrawing the mixing tool. The speed of withdrawal is 1
meter per minute. Within one meter of the improvement
surface, rotation speed is decreased to 0.5 meters per
minute. This is to prevent compromising the quality of the
upper surface of the improved area.
5

QUALITY OF THE BORING CORE SAMPLE
AFTER IMPROVEMENT
After foundation improvement, the SEP vessel is positioned
and boring is carried out from the sea surface, sampling the
improvement body. Axial compression test results and
permeability test results are collected. They are shown in
the Figures 10 and 11. As shown in Figure 10, the
improvement strength test data for design value 2700kN/m2
averages 6644 kN/m2, with a standard deviation of
2393kN/m2, satisfying the standard of strength.1) The
coefficient of permeability, average value k= 3x10-8cm/sec
also satisfies the legal standard of 1.0x10-5 cm/sec or below.
6 CONCLUSION
This report has described the Hiroshima Port Dejima Area
Project, as a representative example of a foundation
improvement project using a CDM improvement vessel.
CDM vessels were developed in the 1970s in Japan; and the
volume of soil improved has reached 200 million m3 to date.
The method of improvement introduced here is one of the
typical methods which were developed throughout these
large number of site experiences. It is said that this work
method was effective to form sufficiently strengthened and
less permeable cement-mixed soil body in accordance with
the post-improvement test results.
withdraw the pumping mechanism due to hardening of the
cement. In contrast to on-land improvement, due to tidal
fluctuations during maritime work, if the pumping
mechanism is stopped and left idle, there is also danger of a
heavy load being exerted on the vessel by the mixing tool’s
shaft.
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Figure 9 Time-Depth Chart of One Stroke of Improvement
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Reinforced Deep Mixed Columns for a Bridge Ramp Foundation in the
San Francisco Bay Area
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the preliminary results of load tests for a 42-in (107 mm) diameter deep mixed columns
reinforced with 30-in (762 mm) pipe piles installed in bay mud for a bridge ramp foundation in the congested downtown of
San Francisco bay area in California. The project background, the results of subsurface investigations, design
considerations, specification requirements, installation process, quality assurance, bond strength verification, laboratory test
using unconfined compression test, and the filed load test results completed so far are discussed in detail.

1 INTRODUCTION
As part of the global seismic retrofit of the West Anchorage
of the Oakland Bay Bridge, California Department of
Transportation (CALTRANS) is widening the 4th street exit
from East Bound I-80 in downtown San Francisco,
California. The new lane and shoulder being added to the
existing freeway requires the construction of a new column
at each of the existing bents. Because of the proximity of
the existing building and concerns about impacting the
local community, the use of driven piles for the foundation
of the column bents was not permitted. Instead, the project
was sent out to bid with two foundation elements to choose
from, rotated/oscillated 30-inch diameter Cast-in-SteelShell Piles or the installation of a 30-inch (76 mm) pipe pile
in a 42-inch (107 mm) diameter column of soil-cement.
Although the method of pile group foundation
construction has been used extensively in the Bay Area for
many years, this project marks the first time that
CALTRANS has utilized pipe pile foundations set in soilcement for a permanent foundation. Consequently, the
current project at 4th Street includes four sacrificial test
piles, which will be tested in compression and tension to
failure to evaluate the ability of the soil-cement mixture to
transfer the load from the pile to the surrounding soils.
2 SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
The project is located west of the Oakland Bay Bridge West
Anchorage in an established urban environment. The soils
at the site consist of fill soil and debris up to 15-ft (5 m) in
depth. The fill is underlain by Bay Mud, which varies in
depth from 40-ft to 80-ft (13 to 26 m) depending on the
location along the alignment. It should be noted that there
are sand layers within the Bay Mud at varying elevations.
Colma Sands underlay the bay mud layer(s) at the site. The
Colma sands are dense, clayey sands with SPT-N value of
80 to 100 blows per foot.
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Figure 1 – Geo-jet equipment used in limited access
urban environment
3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Although the pile foundations carry the dead and live loads
in compression, the controlling design loading condition is
seismic tension loads. Tension loads range from 240 to 570
Kips (9.1 to 21.7 MN). Essentially, the pile design is based
on the performance of the soil-cement encased steel pipe
pile acting as a tie-down anchor under earthquake loading.
The tension load carrying capacity of the steel piles set
in soil-cement columns is controlled by three factors:
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1) Size and strength of the steel pile inserted
2) Strength of soil-cement bond to steel pile
3) Bond strength between soil-cement and native soils
Once the factored superstructure load for each element
has been determined, the steel pile can be sized based on
the factored steel load capacity required. In this case, the
job was originally designed with 1-in walled, 30-in CISS
Piles; the option for a Soil-Cement pile would the use of ½in walled pipe for some portion of the pile length. With the
pipe pile size determined, the minimum diameter of the
soil-cement element necessary to provide cover and permit
construction of the foundation can be established. With the
diameter established, the length of the soil-cement element
necessary to mobilize sufficient geotechnical bond capacity
to carry the required load is estimated. The minimum
required ultimate soil-cement to steel bond is then
determined from the expected ultimate geotechnical
capacity of the combined system and the surface area of the
steel pile.
The capacity of the steel pile is easily verified through
mill certifications which rely on the repeatability and
consistency of the steel manufacturing process to correlate
limited strength testing to an entire mill rolling. The
capacity of the soil-cement to bond to the steel pile is not so
easily verified during production installations. Although
computer data acquisition systems allow the contractor to
confirm the repeatability of the cement injection process,
one of the main constituents in soil-cement columns are the
native, potentially variable, in-situ soils. As a consequence
of the variability of the soils, the results of limited
compressive strengths performed on samples of in-situ soilcement are more difficult to apply to the larger project and
in a similar vein, the geotechnical capacity of the soilcement with steel insert element is more difficult to verify
for the same reason.
Because of the inherent variability of soils, the
current project includes four full scale load tests, at two
separate locations along the alignment of the project, to
verify CALTRANS design assumptions for geotechnical
capacity and soil-cement to steel bond capacity of soilcement columns with steel inserts. Since CALTRANS
specified the required compressive strength of the soilcement (152 psi or 1049 kPa) based on a factor of safety
and the assumption that the ultimate bond stress is 10% of
the compressive strength, it was thought that the load tests
would provide an opportunity to confirm that the bond was
in fact 10% or more of the compressive strength of the soilcement.
4 SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
Based on the design considerations, the project
specifications were drafted with a four-step system for
verifying that the design assumptions were achieved
consistently in the field during construction.
1) Install a complete test section, consisting of
six reaction piles and two test piles, for each
segment of the project to determine ultimate
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geotechnical capacity and verify steel to soilcement bond.
2) Construct all soil-cement columns with real
time data acquisition monitoring of the
rotation speed, penetration rate, grout flow
rate, and grout density.
3) Core completed test columns to assess the
consistency of the soil-cement product with a
requirement of 85% recovery over the cores’
entire length.
4) Perform compressive strength testing on the
core samples every meter over the entire
length of the core. Required capacity is 152
psi (0.9 MPa), with an allowable capacity of
109 psi (0.64 MPa) for 5% of the samples.
Using the relation between bond strength and
compressive strength, established by the Load
Tests, these compression test results are to be
used to verify the mixing of the soil to insure
the quality of the pile being installed.
5 INSTALLATION OF TEST SECTIONS
5.1 Test sections constructed
Soil-cement columns constructed for test sections are as
follows:
1) Eight soil-cement columns were constructed
without steel inserts to verify rates and obtain
initial core samples.
2) Then four soil-cement columns were
constructed with 24-inch diameter steel pile
inserts for determination of the ultimate bond
strength between soil-cement and steel pipe
pile.
3) Two test sections for CALTRANS load
testing were constructed at two different
locations, per the contract requirements. Each
test section consists of six reaction piles and
two test piles. At one location, one of the two
test piles was drilled out and an instrumented
steel cage installed and encased in concrete.
5.2 Equipment & methods
All installations of soil-cement columns were performed
using a Soilmec 930 that was modified to provide increased
rotation speed and extended depth capabilities. All cement
grout was batched using a Halliburton RCM plant, which
was also modified to permit the addition of cement
admixtures into the grout. In order to monitor the
installation process, a data acquisition system was installed
on the rig.
The data acquisition system records the following
parameters:
• Grout Density
• Grout Flow rate
• Grout Pressure
• Rotational Speed of Mixing Tool
• Penetration Rate of the Mixing Tool
• Verticality of the Rig
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6 TESTING OF INSTALLED SOIL-CEMENT STEEL
PILE ELEMENTS
6.1 Post construction quality assurance
Following the completion of the soil-cement columns, the
results of the process were analyzed in three separate ways
to assess the quality of the in place product. The methods
utilized for the test sections were consistent with the
methods required to be used during the production
installation.

Coring of Soil-Cement Elements
Once the installed soil-cement columns have achieved a
minimum age of 21-days, core samples were obtained using
a PQ size triple tube coring system. The size and type of
coring system was selected to maximize the core recovery
and minimize the damage to the core samples, which must
be transported to the laboratory for compressive strength
testing. During the coring process, an independent geologist
was on site logging the coring operations so that a reliable
record of the recovery ratio and the mixing achieved would
be established.

Soil-Cement Column Installation Records
Following the completion of a soil-cement column
installation, the installation parameters are downloaded
from the data acquisition system. Once downloaded, the
installation parameters are run through a post processor that
calculates the grout injected per length of column and the
number of tool rotations per length of column. After the
post processor work is completed, the record for the column
is printed and reviewed to determine whether the
installation process met the installation parameters. This
review process does not itself guarantee any particular
results; it merely assures that the installation process is
equivalent to the process used for construction of the
sacrificial test piles upon which the design is ultimately
confirmed.
In general, the four installation parameters given the
most attention in assessing whether a particular soil-cement
column installation has been within the tolerances of the
approved construction procedures are listed below.
1) Maximum penetration rates not exceeded.
2) Minimum rotation speeds maintained.
3) Minimum grout volume per column length
met or exceeded.
4) Minimum grout density met or exceeded.
Figure 3 – Soil cement core samples

Figure 2 – Soil cement coring operations
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Compressive Strength Testing
Once the core samples have been retrieved and logged, they
are transported to a testing laboratory where individual
specimens are cut from the cores and tested in accordance
with ASTM D2166. The Special Provisions for the project
require that one soil-cement sample per every meter of core
be tested. Quite often the specified minimum L/D ratio of
2:1 can not be achieved due to cracks and breaks in the core
which result from the coring process. However, ASTM
C79, Compressive Strength of Cored Concrete Samples and
ASTM D 1633, Compressive strength of molded soilcement cylinders allow for the application of a reduction
factor to the compressive strength achieved from samples
with a L/D ratio between 1:1 and 2:1. The use of shorter
samples has permitted compressive strength tests to be
performed on substantially more of the core run.
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6.2 Soil-cement bond strength load testing
During the initial submittal phase of the project, it became
apparent that the critical aspect of the design for
CALTRANS Engineering was the bond strength between
the soil-cement and steel pipe pile. As a result, the
contractor proposed installing four piles approximately 20ft in length in their calibration test section and testing them
to failure to assess the bond strength. This additional work
performed at the contractors’ own expense was welcomed
by CALTRANS.

Figure 4 – Soil-cement to steel bond pull out test
General Layout and Testing Program
The Contractor’s testing program consisted of 24-inch (60
mm) diameter steel piles inserted into a wet 42-inch (107
mm) diameter soil-cement column. Since the purpose of
the test was to determine ultimate soil-cement to steel bond,
it was thought that the smaller diameter pile would force
the pile to fail at the soil-cement to steel interface as
opposed to the soil-cement to soil interface. A total of four
piles were installed; the piles were spaced approximately 7ft (2.3 m) apart.
Once the soil-cement had cured approximately 84days, core samples were taken from each column. These
core samples were logged and tested in accordance with the
Special Provisions prior to setting up the testing apparatus.
Based on the limited number of compression tests that were
performed, an average compressive strength at 84-days was
determined for three of the four piles.
After coring was complete, the pipe piles were cleaned
out over their entire length and the testing system was set
up. The testing apparatus consisted of a short reaction
beam that was supported by a stack of steel beams on both
sides of the test pile, placed on steel plates to evenly
distribute the load, resting on the soil cement column
directly adjacent to the test pile. The location of the reaction
on the soil-cement was also done in an effort to force the
failure to occur on the soil-cement steel interface.
Load Test Results
The results of the four tension tests conducted are shown in
Figure 5. The two piles CJA 8 and CJA 11 were
constructed with a lower water/cement (w:c ) ratio grout.
As a consequence, the soil-cement in these columns has a
higher compressive strength, and these piles appear to
exhibit a more brittle failure in comparison to piles CJA 9
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and CJA 10 which were both installed with a higher w:c
ratio grout. The two piles with the lower compressive
strength exhibit a more plastic failure with a lower ultimate
load occurring at a greater displacement than the stronger
soil-cement piles.
Load, psi
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n

Figure 5 – Results of tension testing for reinforced dm
columns [the deflection in the vertical axis is in inches]
(1 in=2.54 mm; and 1 psi=6.9 kPa)
Table 1: Tension test results
Pile Number

CJA 8

CJA 9

CJA 10

CJA 11

Max Load, kips
(kN)

308
(1386)

168
(756)

202
(909)

252
(1134)

Pile Diameter, in
(mm)

24
(60)

24
(60)

24
(60)

24
(60)

Pile Embedment, ft
(m)
Steel to SoilCement Bond
Stress, psi (kPa)

19
(6)

19
(6)

19
(6)

13
(4)

17.9
(123)

9.8
(68)

11.8
(81)

21.4
(148)

Average
Compressive
Strength , psi (kPa)

577
(3981)

n/a

213
(1470)

488
(3367)

3%

n/a

6%

4%

Bond Strength to
Compressive
Strength

While the stress-strain behavior of the piles
corresponds well to the relative difference in compressive
strength between the piles, the ratio of apparent bond stress
to compressive strength appears considerably lower than
expected. While the failure of the pile in tension appears to
have occurred at the steel to soil-cement interface, the
resultant bond stresses appear too low. If the tension failure
had occurred between the soil-cement and the native soils,
it would be expected that the ultimate load and stress-strain
curve for all four tests would have been similar. The fact
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that the piles behaved in a manner consistent with the
limited compressive strength data suggests that the piles did
in fact fail at the steel to soil-cement bond.
6.3 CALTRANS’ load testing
CALTRANS’ testing frame consists of two reaction beams
placed over the top of four reaction piles installed around
the Test Pile. Depending on the test being performed, the
reaction beams can be tied down to the reaction piles by
high-strength rods threaded through steel plates that are
threaded through the reaction pile itself. The load beam is
then laid across the two reaction beams. CALTRANS has
four 300-ton hydraulic rams that are in its own frame that
allows them to be placed either directly on top of a large
bearing plate that is welded on the pile, or on top of the
load beam with a series of high-strength bars threaded into
the top of the pile, in order to test the pile in compression
and tension.
At each test location a long and short pile were
installed. Each pile will be tested to failure in compression
and then in tension.
To date only the short pile (53-ft or 18 m embed) at
one location has been tested. The pile took 520 Kips in
tension before pulling out the ground almost 8-inches. The
soil-cement steel pile failed as a unit with the entire mass of
soil-cement pulling out with the steel pile. In this case, the
compression test was performed after the tension test. The
pile was re-seated and took approximately 950 Kips before
it started moving. The capacity achieved in compression
after the tension failure appears to confirm that the pile
failed geotechnically as opposed to failing at the steel to
soil-cement interface.
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7 CONCLUSION
A total of four reinforced DM columns, spaced
approximately 7-ft (2.3 m) apart, were installed and tested
in the field. Core samples were also taken from each
column cured approximately 84-days and tested in the
laboratory using unconfined compression test. The results
of field and laboratory tests are presented here.
Although the testing has not been completed, it
appears that from the first full scale load test that the piles
are achieving the necessary loads and that at the ultimate
load the piles are failing geotechnically. This type of failure
confirms that the soil-cement to steel pile bond is adequate
to transfer the required loads in these soils. However, the
results from the preliminary tension tests will require
further consideration and comparison to the working soilcement to steel bond stresses determined from the three
subsequent full scale load tests.
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ABSTRACT: This study presents the results of a series of borehole geophysical tests using P-S Suspension log for deep
mixed soil cement columns of 900 mm in diameter treated up to a depth of 13 m using wet mixed method. Data obtained
from the field are compared with those from core samples tested using unconfined compression tests. The details of
subsurface conditions, filed testing, shear wave and compression wave velocities, shear and Young’s moduli, and
correlations of field data with laboratory tests are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION
Borehole geophysics is the process of recording and
analyzing measurements in boreholes for determining
physical and chemical properties of soils and rocks.
Borehole geophysics has been applied for a wide range of
applications including (a) Identification of lithology and
stratigraphic correlation; (b) Measuring porosity,
permeability, bulk density, and elastic properties; (c)
characterizing fractures and secondary porosity; (d)
Determining water quality; (e) Identifying contaminant
plumes; and (f) Verifying well construction (Allen et al.
1980; Mooney, 1984; Hoar, 1982; U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation, 1992).
The main objective of borehole geophysics is to
obtain more information about the subsurface than can be
obtained from drilling, sampling, and testing. Geophysical
logs provide continuous analog or digital records of in situ
properties of soils and rocks, their contained fluids. Logs
may be interpreted in terms of lithology, thickness, and
continuity of aquifers and confining beds; permeability,
porosity, bulk density, resistivity, moisture content, and
specific yield; and the source, movement, chemical and
physical characteristics of groundwater and the integrity of
the treated ground. Log data are repeatable over a long
period of time, and comparable, even when measured with
different equipment. Repeatability and comparability
provide the basis for measuring changes in material
properties with time. Thus, logs may be used to establish
baseline properties to determine how substantial future
changes may be or what degradation may have already
occurred. Logs that are digitized in the field or later in the
office may be corrected rapidly, collated, and analyzed with
computers (Nigbor and Imai, 1994; Sheriff and Geldart,
1995; Stokoe 1980)
Some borehole geophysical tools sample or
investigate a volume of rock many times larger than core or
cuttings that may have been extracted from the borehole.
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Some probes record data from rock beyond that disturbed
by the drilling process. Samples provide point data from
laboratory analysis. In contrast, borehole logs usually are
continuous data, and can be analyzed in real time at the site
to guide completion or testing procedures. Unlike
descriptive logs written by a driller that are limited by the
authors' experience and purpose and are highly subjective,
geophysical logs may provide information on some
characteristics not recognized at the time of geophysical
logging. Data from geophysical logs are useful in the
development of digital models of subsurface condition.
Stratigraphic correlation is a common use of geophysical
logs; logs also permit the lateral extrapolation of
quantitative data from test or core holes (Sternberg 190;
ASTM 1988; Kalinski 1998).
The objective of this paper is to characterize
elastic properties of deep mixed soil cement using deep
mixing and to obtain laboratory and field correlations. Soil
cement columns of 900 mm in diameter of 900 mm
installed up to a depth of 13 m using wet mixed method. A
series of borehole geophysical tests were conducted at the
project site one month after construction. The field tests
included P-S suspension log, electrical resistivity, and sonic
based methods. In addition, core samples were taken four
weeks after construction for laboratory testing. This paper
presents the results of P-S suspension log and correlations
with unconfined compression test.
2 SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
A detailed subsurface investigation was conducted before
the start of ground stabilization work. This included general
soil classification, laboratory tests using unconfined
compression test and field test using Vane shear test. The
soil in the first 0.7 m is dry nonplastic yellowish brown silt
with sand (ML) and traces of cobbles. From 0.7 to 1.5 m
soil is dry low to medium plasticity yellowish brown lean
clay (CL). From 1.5 to 2.5 m from the surface soil is firm
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moist low plasticity yellowish brown lean clay with fine
sand (CL). The unconfined compressive strength for this
layer is qu=259 kPa and undrained shear strength is
Su=48kPa using vane test. Wet plastic yellowish brown
sandy silt (ML) comprises the soil from 2.5 to 3.1 m.
Whereas, wet medium dense yellowish brown poorly
graded medium sand (SP) with traces of gravel (2 to 10 %
subrounded) is from 3.1 to 6.9 m .
In the depth ranging from 6.9 to 7.2 m soil is stiff
moist low to medium plasticity grayish brown lean clay
(CL). Medium dense moist non plastic grayish brown silty
fine sand (SM) with silt lenses up to 300 mm thick is from
7.2 to 10.4 m. This layer is overlain by a thin layer (from
10.4 to 11.3 m) of dense moist low plasticity grayish brown
silt (ML) with trace of gravel/cobbles up to 100 mm. For
this layer the unconfined compressive strength and
undrained shear stress are qu=67 kPa and Su=29 kPa,
respectively. Soil stratum changes from 11.3 to 12.2 m to
wet medium sand matrix grayish brown sandy fine to
coarse gravel with minor cobbles. Below that layer, form
12.2 to 13.5 m, is medium dense wet grayish brown poorly
graded medium sand (SP). Finally, the site investigation
shows some cobbles and gravel (GW) with medium sand
matrix, very dense, extending form 13.5 to 16.5 m from the
surface.
3 FIELD TEST
The objectives of borehole geophysical measurement using
OYO P-S Suspension Logging system, as discussed by
Hughes (2002), are to obtain in-situ shear wave(Vs) and
compression wave (Vp) velocities. The logging system,
used in this study, consists of a downhole probe connected
to a surface winch and seismograph. The probe contains a
seismic source and a set of oriented geophones separated by
a fixed one m distance. Because the source is at a constant
distance from the receivers, interval velocities can be
recorded with greater detail and at greater depths than
conventional (surface-source) downhole shear wave
surveys (see Figure 1).
The source is a self-contained, electronically
activated hammer. The hammer transmits pulses through
the borehole fluid into the adjacent medium. The pulse
generates refracted P waves and converted shear waves.
In addition to P waves and converted S waves, the pulse
generates a surface wave on the borehole wall with a
velocity equivalent to the formation shear wave. This wave
is often referred to as a flexural wave. Other waves are also
generated, but only those pertinent to this investigation are
presented here. The refracted P wave, P-converted S wave
and flexural wave are transmitted back into the borehole
fluid, where they are detected by the geophones. The
arrival times of the different waves at each geophone are
then used to calculate P- and S- wave velocities for the
interval between them. To aid in identification of S waves,
the hammer fires two oppositely-polarized pulses. The
resulting change in S-wave polarity, recorded on separate
geophone channels, can then be used to determine the onset
of the S-wave and flexural wave. In low-velocity materials,
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body waves (P and S waves) cannot be directly measured
due to refraction of those waves into the formation and
away from the borehole.
To accommodate site-specific conditions, the
distance between the source and the geophones can be
varied via detachable spacers, i.e., filter tubes of fixed
lengths. The distance between source and geophones can
be varied up to 3 m, to maximize signal amplitude,
minimize record length and provide a sufficient
measurement interval to allow recognition of the source
pulse at the geophones.
The seismograph consists of a central processing
unit connected to a signal monitor and printer. Six channels
(three for each geophone) are recorded with each
measurement and displayed on the monitor. Recording
gains are individually adjustable for each channel.
Additionally, multiple shots may be recorded and stacked
with each measurement for additional signal enhancement
(Hughes, 2002).

R

R

R

S

Figure 1: P-S Suspension velocity logging setup
( R: Receiver, S: Source )
4

DISCUSSION OF FIELD TEST RESULTS

4.1 Shear and compression wave velocities
Figure 2 shows the variations of shear wave and
compression wave velocities with depth for column A324.
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The results obtained for the first two m from the surface are
not reliable due to initial adjustment of the equipment into
the borehole. At 2 to 3 m from the surface the shear wave
velocity is in the range of 650 to 850 m/s in which the soil
layer is fine-grain (clayey to silty soil). For the sand layer ,
from 3 m and extending up to a depth of about 7 m, there is
a jump in the shear wave velocity ranging from 750 m/s to
about 1300 m/s. The increase in fine content from depth of
7 m reduces shear wave velocity linearly to about 600 m/s.
Furthermore, Figure 2 shows that the changes in Pwave velocity are relatively proportional to the changes in
S-wave velocity with depth. The ratio of P-wave to S-wave
velocity is in the range of 1.5 to 3.3, corresponding to
similar soil stratification.
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Figure 3: Variation of shear wave (Vs) and
compression wave (Vp) velocities with depth for
column B366.
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The variations of shear wave and compression
wave velocities with depth for column B374 are shown in
Figure 4.
Shear wave velocity ranges from 860 to 940 m/s
from 2 to 3 m from the surface in which the soil layer is
fine-grain (clay to silty soil). For the sand layer the shear
wave velocity remains consistent for the most part with a
mean value of 940 m/s. From the depth of 7 where medium
sand starts the shear wave velocity starts to decrease to 670
m/s up to a depth of about 10.5 m. For the depth of 10.5 to
12 where silt with trace of gravel is present, the shear wave
velocity increases almost linearly with depth from 670 to
860 m/s. The shear wave velocity starts to increase in the
sand layer starting from 12 m with a mean value of 920 m/s
Figure 4 shows that the changes in P-wave velocity are also
proportional to the changes in S-wave velocity with a ratio
of about 2.0 to 3.4, corresponding to the same soil
stratification.

A324 Vp (m/s)

Figure 2: Variation of shear wave (Vs) and
compression wave (Vp) velocities with depth for
column A324.
Figure 3 shows the variations of shear wave and
compression wave velocities with depth for column B366.
This soil cement column is deeper than A324, extended to
the depth of 13 m. The soil profile could be divided into
four main layers, as shown in Figure 3. Disregarding the
results of the first two m from the surface, as discussed
earlier, the mean shear wave velocity from 3 to 7 m from
the surface is about 1200 m/s where poorly graded medium
sand is present. The range of shear wave velocity values for
this layer is about 1100 m/s to about 1300 m/s. The mean
shear wave velocity reduces to about 1050 m/s in the silty
sand layer located at a depth 7 to 10.5 m. The shear wave
velocity then starts to increase to a value of 1470 m/s at the
depth of about 12.7 m.
The ratio of P-wave velocity to S-wave velocity,
as shown in Figure 3, is about 1.7 to 2.4. The changes in Pwave velocity are not as significant as it is in S-wave
velocity. As shown in Figure 3, the values of P-wave
velocity remains almost constant all along the depth,
disregarding the first two meters.
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4.2 Shear and Young’s Moduli
The elastic properties such as Poisson’s ratio ( υ ), shear
modulus (G) and Young’s modulus (E) are derived from
shear wave velocity (Vs) and compression wave velocity
(Vp) using the following equations:

υ =[1-2(Vs/Vp)2]/[2-2(Vs/Vp)2]
G=

γ
9.81

× Vs × 10 − 6
2

(1)
(2)
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E = 2(1 + υ ) × G

(3)

(see Equation 3), the range is within 0.30 to 0.40 for cement
treated soil.

where γ is the unit weight. Based on the subsurface
conditions described in previous sections the soil profile
could be divided into several distinctive strata.
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Figure 6 shows the variations of shear and
Young’s modulus for column B366. For the first 3 m a
layer of fine grained soil exists, according to the subsurface
conditions described earlier. For this layer shear modulus is
in the range of 1.7 to 2.8 GPa with a mean value of 2.3
GPa. The soil layer changes from 3 to 8 m to a coarse
grained soil. The shear modulus in this layer ranges from
2.1 to 3.3 GPa with a mean value of 3.0 GPa.
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Figure 5: Variation of moduli with depth for column
A324. (G= shear modulus, E= Young’s modulus)
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Figure 5 shows the variation of shear modulus and
Young’s modulus with depth for Column A324. The shear
modulus is within 1.2 to 1.5 GPa for the top fine grain
layer, 3 m from the surface. The mean shear modulus for
this layer is 1.4 GPa. The soil layer from 3 to 8 m is coarse
grained soil in which the shear modulus increases to 2.0 to
3.7 GPa with a mean value of 2.3 GPa. This coarse grain
soil is sandwiched between two fine grain layers.
Therefore, the shear modulus in the fine grain from 8 to 11
m is in the range of 1.2 GPa to 1.6 GPa with a mean value
of 1.4 GPa. This mean value is identical to the mean shear
modulus for the fine grain soil in the top 3 m.
Figure 5 shows that the variations in the Young’s
modulus with depth are proportional to the variations of
shear modulus with depth. The ratio of the Young’s
modulus to the shear modulus ranges between 2.6 to 2.8.
Back calculating the Poisson’s ratio using elastic theory
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Figure 4: Variation of shear wave (Vs) and
compression wave (Vp) velocities with depth for
column B374.
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Figure 6: Variation of moduli with depth for column
B366. (G= shear modulus, E= Young’s modulus)
For the fine grained soil from 8 m to 11.3 m the
range of shear modulus is within 2.4 to 2.8 GPa with a
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as compressive strength of the soil cement increases. This
trend is consistent for all cases, as expected.
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mean value of 2.6 GPa. The soil type changes to coarse
grain form 11.3 m and below. The shear modulus values are
in the range of 3.2 to 5.2 GPa and the mean value is 4.2
GPa. As expected, the changes in the Young’s modulus
with depth are proportional to the changes in shear
modulus. The ratio of the Young’s modulus to shear
modulus for this soil cement column is in the range of 2.5
to 2.8.
The variations of shear modulus and Young’s
modulus with depth for column B374 are shown in Figure
7. For the fine grained soil at the top 3 m the shear modulus
is from 1.5 to 2.1 GPa with a mean value of 1.8 GPa. The
soil layer changes at the depth of 3 to 8 m to a coarse
grained soil. Shear wave velocity in this layer is increased
within a range of 1.5 to 2.1 GPa and the mean value is 1.9
GPa.
The shear modulus values for the fine grained soil
from 8 m and 11.3 m is reduced to a mean value of 1.1
GPa and the range is within 1.0 to 1.2 GPa. For the depth
of 11.3 and below, the soil type is coarse grained soil, and
the range of shear modulus value for this layer 1.4 to 2.1
GPa with a mean value of 1.8 GPa. As expected, the
changes in the Young’s modulus with depth are
proportional to the changes in shear modulus with depth.
The ratio of the Young’s modulus to shear modulus is
between 2.7 GPa to 2.9 GPa.
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Figure 8: Correlation of shear wave velocity with
unconfined compressive strength for column A324
Regression analyses were performed to obtain
relationships between the shear wave velocity and
unconfined compressive strength. The linear relationship
developed for columns A324, B366 and B374 are,
respectively, as follows:

15

Vs = 0.075qu + 564

(4)

Vs = 0.017qu + 1055

(5)

Vs = 0.048qu + 737

(6)

In which Vs is the shear wave velocity and qu is the
unconfined compressive strength.
The shear wave and compression wave velocities
versus unconfined compressive strength for all data are
plotted in Figures 11 and 12.
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E (374)

Figure 7: Variation of moduli with depth for column
B374. (G= shear modulus, E= Young’s modulus)
5
LAB AND FIELD CORRELATIONS
Core samples of 84 mm in diameter were taken seven days
after construction and were kept in the moist curing room.
The unconfined compression tests were conducted at the
age of 28 days. Figures 8 to 10 show the relationship
between shear wave velocity and unconfined compressive
strength for the cored samples. The general trend, as shown
in the figures, indicates an increase in shear wave velocity
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Figure 9: Correlation of shear wave velocity with
unconfined compressive strength for column B366
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Figure 10: Correlation of shear wave velocity with
unconfined compressive strength for column B374
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Figure 12: Correlation of compression wave velocity
with unconfined compressive strength for all three
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The equations derived to represent the linear
relationship between S-wave and P-wave velocities and
unconfined compressive strength for data available are as
follows:
Vs = 0.049 qu + 781

(7)

Vp = 0.054 qu + 2043

(8)

These equations demonstrate an overall estimation of how
Vs and Vp are correlated with unconfined compressive
strength, qu. Attempts are underway to develop
relationships to represent various soil types in terms of fine
grain or coarse grain soils with field test results.
In addition, Figures 11 and 12 show the upper and
lower bound limits of all data for shear and compression
wave velocities. α and β are the slopes of the lower and
upper bound envelops passing through the origin. Table 1
summarizes the values for α and β related to shear and
compression wave velocities of each individual column, the
mean values and the overall values for all data in this study.
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Figure 11: Variation of shear wave velocity with
unconfined compressive strength for all three columns
(α= lower bound limit, β= upper bound limit)
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(α= slope of the lower bound limit, β= slope of the
upper bound limit)
In terms of S-wave velocity α ranges from 0.13 to 0.23
with a mean value of 0.18, whereas β is in the range of
0.25 to 0.60 with a mean value of 0.41. These values result
in an overall envelop in the range between 0.13 and 0.60 for
shear wave velocity, as correlated with unconfined
compressive strength.
In terms of compression wave velocity, α is in the
range of 0.35 to 0.55 with a mean value of 0.41; and β is
from 0.62 to 1.66 with a mean value of 1.02. The overall
envelope for compression wave velocity is within 0.35 to
1.66.
5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study the borehole geophysical technique using P-S
suspension logger was employed to estimate the shear wave
and compression wave velocities for deep mixed soil
cement columns. The shear wave and compression wave
velocities were used to obtain elastic properties of soil
cement. Furthermore, correlations were developed to relate
wave velocities with laboratory results from unconfined
compression test. The conclusions derived from this ongoing study are as follows:
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1.While shear wave velocity was a better tool to identify
variations of soil strata, the variations of compression wave
with depth was so small that made it impossible to make
any conclusive remarks due to soil stratification. It should
be kept in mind that soil type is not the only factor affecting
wave velocity in the treated soil.
2.The shear wave and compression wave velocities vary
linearly with unconfined compressive strength. The
relationships could be represented by equations 7 and 8.
3. The overall ratio of Young’s modulus to shear modulus
of soil cement for all data from this study is in the range
between 2.6 to 2.9.
4. The envelope bounding lower and upper limits of shear
wave velocity with compressive strength is in the range of
0.13 to 0.60. Whereas for compression waves the range is
from 0.35 to 1.66
Further results, to be available from additional field and lab
tests, will shed light on the applicability of borehole
geophysics to characterize deep mixed soil cement
columns.
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ABSTRACT: A variety of in situ testing methods has been employed to assess quality of deep mixed columns in Asia,
Europe and North America. Accordingly, the objective of this study is to present a knowledge base of various quality
assurance (QA) techniques practiced in different regions around the world. An international survey is analyzed and the
results are presented along with the proposed protocols for in situ quality assurance of deep mixed columns using
pressuremeter practiced in the US. This protocol and few case histories signify the need to standardize testing procedures.

1 INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
Deep mixing involves in situ mixing of the soils with
chemical binders, usually cement, lime or combinations of
both, forming stabilized soil columns in various
configurations including columns, walls, grids or blocks
(Porbaha, 2000 and 2002). This treated soil is expected to
enhance the engineering behaviour of problematic soils.
The choice of the binder and layout of the columns largely
depend on the site conditions and the purpose of ground
treatment (Holm, 1983; Porbaha, 2000; Bruce and Bruce,
2003).
Several deep mixing (DM) techniques and installation
methods have been developed and are reported in the
literature, suiting a variety of field applications for the
installation of deep soil mixing columns. Due to the success
of these DM based ground treatments, several advances
have been made in deep soil mixing technology. As a
result, new methods were introduced and labelled with
various terminologies. Currently, there are more than
eighteen different terminologies used to identify different
types of deep soil mixing methods (Porbaha, 2000).
Though the knowledge of chemical reactions in treated
soil was well understood, there are still issues that need to
be addressed with respect to laboratory simulation of the
deep mixing process. Since the success of a deep mixing
project depends on the attainment of good mixing of the
soils, a good quality assurance (QA) program is required in
the field for addressing the mixing process. Quality
assurance of deep mixing methods can be evaluated by
several in situ and laboratory tests. In situ methods are often
preferred due to quick turnaround time for evaluations and
relatively inexpensive with respect to laboratory testing on
field cores. It is important to develop a knowledge base on
various methods on QA of treated soil columns since there
is no uniformity across several countries in their QA
practices. Such knowledge base will also lead to more
reliable in situ test protocols for QA studies.
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The main objective of this research is hence to
understand various QA practices developed around the
world to assess the strength and deformation properties of
deep mixed treated columns. This paper presents a
comprehensive survey to query and learn different QA
practices, application areas and project criteria for the DM
projects. The survey responses were analyzed and the
results are presented in this paper along with proposed
testing protocols for quality assurance using pressuremeter
in the US. Future research needs for generalization of QA
methods are also discussed in detail.

2 VARIABLES INFLUENCING QA STUDIES
The primary goal of quality assurance or QA studies in a
deep mixing project is to ensure that the strength and other
properties of stabilized soil columns met the designed or
targeted properties from laboratory tests. Hence, it is a
normal practice to evaluate the field compressive strength
of the soil columns by using undisturbed core sampling and
conducting laboratory strength tests. The differences in core
recovery ratio, time duration for collecting the cores after
the DM operation and the condition of the cores will affect
the strength of the improved soil. Double tube or triple tube
samplers using either wet sampling or core sampling
methods are generally used depending on the targeted
strength of the columns (Porbaha, 2000).
During sampling, twisted or disturbed samples are
often cored due to high rigidity of the column. Both coring
process and the rotation of the sampling core often result in
remolded samples, which may show low strength due to
breaking of cementation bonds during the coring process. In
addition, the sampling core diameter was also found to have
a considerable influence on the strength of the cores
(Hosoya et al. 1996). The results of the unconfined
compression strength tests on core samples from treated
sandy soils to clayey soils tend to vary considerably with
the strengths measured from laboratory prepared soil
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specimens due to confining stress effects. Overall, there is a
variation of about 20 to 80% among the field and laboratory
strength values (Kamon, 1996).
Both stabilizer and their dosage rates also influence the
field strength properties of treated soils. The choice of
chemical binders and the method of mixing depend on the
intended application of the construction project and the
location of the ground water table of the project site.
Cement, lime or combinations of both are commonly used
as binders (Hosoya et al. 1996). Industrial waste stabilizers
including slag and ashes are also being used as co-additives
for property enhancements (Porbaha, 2000). Hence, a large
database of strength properties exists due to wide variations
in stabilizers and their dosages.
The chemical intake and injection rate also influence
the strength and homogeneity of the treated column. Also,
the amount of water being added to the binder depends on
the proximity of the ground water table and natural in situ
moisture content of the soil during construction. The
mixing operation in the field has considerable effect on the
strength of the deep mixed soil columns. The rate of
penetration, number of mixing shafts, number of rigs and
finally the rotations per minute (rpm) are a few other
factors that affect the quality of the treated soil during DM
installation process (Hosoya et al. 1996).
All these operational and stabilizer variables
complicate the quality assurance process since it is often
difficult to properly estimate the true strength of the treated
soil in the ground. Hence, it is necessary to look into the
QA practices adopted in various parts of the world, which
will help in the better selection of QA method for the
treated soil columns.
In situ techniques are relatively more accurate than
laboratory testing on undisturbed cores due to the
differences in the environmental conditions in the
laboratory and field settings. The most direct way of
verifying the effectiveness of a particular soil improvement
technique is to measure the ground properties before and
after soil improvements. Several in situ intrusive and nonintrusive methods have been used in DM projects and there
is extensive literature information available that provides
descriptions of these methods and their methodologies.
One of the major limitations of this information is the
lack of consistency or agreement between QA studies
conducted in Europe, Asia and the United States.
Additionally, a few novel methods developed for QA
studies in one country are not well-known outside that
country (Porbaha and Roblee, 2001). Hence, an attempt was
made to learn more about in situ practices for QA studies
on columns via a survey conducted worldwide.

3 SUMMARY OF DEEP MIXING SURVEYS
In view of all the advances and modifications in the current
QA practices discussed above, a comprehensive survey
form was prepared by including all the above discussed DM
parameters. This questionnaire was sent to various deep
mixing practitioners, researchers, contractors and
academicians from Europe, Australia, and the United
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States. The survey form queries mainly pertain to the type
of in situ technique adopted, time lag between installation
and testing, intent of ground improvement and if there were
any difficulties performing the in situ tests that were
undertaken. The authors would like to acknowledge the cooperation from several practitioners and experts, who
kindly participated in both international and US surveys
and the follow up interviews.
Surveys were sent to researchers and practitioners
around the world. Out of 144 surveys mailed,
approximately 33 responses were received. This represents
approximately 24% of total respondents contacted. A total
of 8 responses were received from Far East Asia, 5 from
USA and the rest from Europe.
Majority of the received responses were from
practitioners (60%), followed by researchers (30%) and
contractors (21%). It should be mentioned that some of the
respondents were involved in more than one activity, i.e.
research and engineering practice. Hence, the total percents
do not add up to 100%. Most of the responses were either
by electronic mail or by postal mail.
The first query was pertaining to the type of method
usually adopted for quality assessment of deep mixed soil
columns. Majority of the respondents, 81% reported the use
of in situ testing, followed by 79% of the respondents, who
preferred field sampling and laboratory testing on
undisturbed cores. These samples can either be wet cores
from young columns or samples retrieved from the columns
after subsequent curing periods. Approximately 45% of the
respondents either used or preferred post construction
instrumentation and monitoring of DM columns both
around and inside the treated area. From the responses
indicated, it can be mentioned that both in situ testing and
laboratory testing on field cores are most widely used
methods for quality assessments of treated soil columns.
One of the important aspects that were brought out
from the surveys is the need to estimate the approximate
range of strength properties of treated soils. Based on the
strength properties, the selection of a proper in situ
technique can be made. Puppala et al. (2004) reported
strength properties of various soil types stabilized by deep
mixing method using different binders. The information is
given in Table 1 and was compiled from an extensive
literature review of several case studies reported in Sweden
and Japan.
The next query was regarding the preferred method of
sampling of the cores for laboratory testing. The different
sampling methods used by the respondents are indicated in
Figure 1. The majority of the respondents preferred core
sampling (33%) followed by double tube sampling. The
disturbance in core specimens obtained by various sampling
methods leads to a significant scatter of strength results
when tested in the laboratory. Hence, sampling techniques
have a vital role in assessing the properties of the improved
soil. Among core sampling, 15% of the respondents used
double tube coring and 9% of them preferred triple tube
coring. Other preferred excavation sampling, block
sampling and wet grab sampling.
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The method of mixing, wet or dry mixing in the field
is dependant on the elevation of ground water table at the
project site. Overall 49% of the respondents listed dry
mixing method whereas 30% of them listed wet mixing
method. Approximately, 24% of the respondents listed both
methods. In USA, the wet mixing method is preferred over
the dry mixing method by a ratio of 4 to 1 due to low water
table level at the project sites. In Europe, dry mixing
method is preferred since the deep mixing is predominantly
used to stabilize soft and organic clays.
Table 1. Interpreted unconfined compression strength
(values in kPa)
Soil Type

Cement

CementLime
Lime
Peat
20-300
20-200
20-200
Organic Clays
20-300
20-200
20-150
Sensitive Clays
50-400
50-300
40-300
Clays
100-1800
50-1600
50-1400
Silty Clays
100-1800
100-1600
50-1600
Clayey Silts
100-2000
100-1800 100-1800
Silts
100-1600
100-1800
100-800
Sands
100-5000
100-1800
100-800
*
compiled from various papers published during 19961999 deep mixing conferences
When queried regarding the choice of binders, 85% of
the respondents indicated cement as the primary binder
followed by lime (40%) and others (42%). Other stabilizers
used by the survey respondents include fly ash, gypsum,
blast furnace slag, or other industrial by-products. From the
responses, it can be concluded that cement is the preferred
choice among the stabilizers for field treatments.
Figure 2 presents the survey responses corresponding
to the choice of in situ testing methods used for QA studies.
Several DM users from the surveys have noted that the in
situ practices were not always preferable for QA tasks of
cement columns, particularly those installed with high
cement contents or for strength enhancements. Despite
these limitations, the in situ methods are still preferred by
several DM practitioners primarily due to the rapid and
reliable assessments of treated ground.
The various in situ methods listed in the surveys
include Standard Penetration Test (SPT), Cone Penetration
Test (CPT), Piezocone Test (PCPT), Seismic Cone
Penetration Test (SCPT), Pressuremeter (PMT), Dynamic
Cone Penetrometer (DCP), Rotary Penetration Test (RPT),
Conventional Column Penetration Test (CCP), Reverse
Column Penetration Test (RCPT), Static Dynamic
Penetration Test (SDP), Column Vane Penetrometer Test
(CVP), Dilatometer Test (DMT) as well as two geophysical
tests including P-S Logging test (PSL) and Column
Integrity Test (CIT).
As can be observed from Figure 2, in most cases, the
CPT method was preferred over other in situ methods for
DM studies since the CPT method provides a continuous
record of data which is operator independent and provides
consistent and reliable strength and compressibility
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parameters. The main advantages of CPT method are the
abilities of these devices to provide interpretations of total
and effective shear strength properties, to assess
stabilization homogeneity versus depth and to evaluate
localized weak zones in treated soils. The limitations are
the difficulty to push through hard columns, which may
result in breaking of the cones and veer into weak zones
during penetration.
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Figure 1. Survey response for methods of sampling
The Conventional Column Penetration (CCP) test is
the next popular in situ technique as indicated by the survey
responses. The process is similar to the CPT method except
that the cone is replaced by a cone with two, three or four
wings. This method is more commonly used on low
strength columns (Halkola, 1983). Other observations noted
from the surveys are that the SPT and CPT methods are
preferred in situ methods for QA studies in Asia and
Europe whereas the PMT method is the preferred QA
assessment technique in the United States. Despite some
limitations with respect to energy corrections and use of
empirical equations, the SPT method is still being used in
DM projects due to high confidence of practitioners in the
SPT method. In addition, there is a large and extensive
database of SPT results, which can be used to address the
strength property variations in treated soil columns.
Among the geophysical methods, the PSL method is
most widely used method, followed by column integrity
test. Overall, the geophysical techniques are still lagging
relative to the intrusion technologies for QA studies. This
could be due to the limited information reported on these
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of importance to 18% of the respondents, and permeability
was of importance to only 6% of the respondents. As noted
earlier, that the total percent of the respondents do not yield
to 100% since respondents were allowed to check more
than one answer for some queries if necessary.

% Responses

methods and their application in DM projects. Detailed
information on the above mentioned in situ methods and
their QA studies can be found in Puppala (2003).

45
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6-10%

Dep ends
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Figure 3 Response on % of columns to be evaluated
for QA in deep mixing projects
The final inquiry was to learn the problems
encountered during in situ testing of the columns. The
responses are presented in Table 2. As can be observed
from Table 2, majority of the respondents (64%) reported
the problems encountered during cone penetration testing
on the DM columns, damage to the cone penetrometer and
veering of cones during penetration into soil columns.
Table 2. Problems commonly reported during in situ
tests on deep soil mixing columns
Nature of problem encountered
Figure 2. Survey response and recommendations on
various in situ methods for QA
Another important question is the number of columns
to be tested for QA studies. According to the percentage of
DM columns to be assessed for QA studies at a given
project site, 39% of the respondents check marked between
0.5 and 1 percent of the DM columns, 18% checked less
than 0.5 percent, 18% checked 2 to 5 percent, and 6%
checked 6 to 10 percent as shown in Figure 3.
Approximately 18% of the respondents mentioned that
the number of DM columns to undergo quality assessment
studies depend on the project site. Overall, the majority of
the respondents recommended the use of 1 out of every 100
columns for QA assessments of DM treatments adapted in
the field.
Approximately, 57% of the respondents indicated a
time lag of 28 days prior to testing the column followed by
32% of respondents, who opined that the lag depends on the
project objective. Around 21% of the respondents noted a
time lag of 1-2 days and 12% noted with in a week. Also,
strength was of importance for almost 91% of the
respondents, settlement or compressibility properties were
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Poor interpretations
Time consuming
Expensive
Damage to in situ device
Buckling of pushing rods
Difficulty to push through high
strength columns

% of responses
30%
32%
30%
6%
12%
64%

Follow-up Surveys
The following summary is prepared based on the follow-up
surveys conducted with a few practitioners of original
surveys. The SPT method has been used frequently for QA
studies in both Far East Asia and USA (Liu and Hryciw,
2003). Case studies in Japan, Thailand and China showed
good match between strength properties obtained from
empirical relationships and those measured from core
samples. Seismic cone penetrometer was used in few case
studies, where both strength and stiffness characteristics of
treated soils were measured from cone tests. Though this
technique is useful in quality assessments of both strength
and deformation characteristics, it is still limited by the
problems experienced during cone testing on DM columns.
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Overall, it can be mentioned that cone tests could be used
for QA studies on low to medium strength columns.
The new cones developed in Sweden, conventional
cone penetration (CCP) and reverse column penetration
(RCP) test devices, as well as vane penetrometer are also
useful for QA studies on low strength columns (Halkola,
1999). In the US, these cones (CCP and RCP) did not
provide appropriate QA results simply due to high strength
of DM columns (Hosoya et al. 1996; Halkola, 1999).
One area where the geophysical methods can be used
for QA studies is still at preliminary stages as only a few
DM case studies used seismic and resistivity measurements
for strength and stiffness property assessments. Though a
few of these methods showed promise in their evaluations,
they still need to be used more frequently in the QA tasks
on the DM columns. Such usage and evaluations will lead
to the development of geophysical methods for QA of DM
columns.

4 PRESSUREMETER PROTOCOL FOR QA
The pressuremeter test method was successfully used for
QA studies on a few DM projects in Boston CA/T, Los
Angeles and reconstruction of I-95, Salt Lake City (Esrig et
al. 2003). Results from these tests were used to interpret the
undrained shear strength and elastic moduli properties of
treated soil columns via cavity expansion modelling
theories. Overall, however, this method is not frequently
used outside the United States. Figure 4 shows a
pressuremeter device used for QA studies.

studies information available in the USA. Figure 6 presents
a case study data where pressuremeter was used for QA
studies on DM column in California.
Several other protocols were developed for other types
of in situ devices. These protocols need to be used in a few
other DM projects for further QA evaluations. Such
evaluations would refine these test protocols and hence
would make them applicable for quality assurance tasks.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are listed here based on the
survey results reported in this paper:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The international survey results indicated that cement
binders were used in majority of deep mixing projects.
Wet mixing method and lime binders were the next
best frequently used DM variables in the projects.
Majority of the respondents recommended the use of 1
out of every 100 columns and a time lag of 28 days for
QA studies on DM columns.
Traditional cone penetrometer (CPT and Seismic
Cone) and new cone devices (CCP and RCP)
developed in Sweden are mostly used for in situ based
QA studies. These methods were also limited owing to
buckling and breaking of cone devices and cones
steering out of columns during penetration and hence
are only applicable for QA studies on low strength
columns. Other in situ devices including pressuremeter
and SPT method were also used for QA studies on both
high to low strength columns.
Though a few geophysical methods have been used for
QA studies, they still need to be used for providing
strength and stiffness property assessments. These
methods can provide valuable assessments since they
are predominantly non-destructive type and can
provide rapid property assessments.
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Figure 4 Pressuremeter device used for QA Studies
Hughes (2001)
Figure 5 describes the various steps involved in a
pressuremeter test protocol for quality assurance
application. This protocol was developed based on case
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Determine site soil conditions, binder types, dosages and mixing
methods (dry or wet)

Establish approximate UCS values from Table 1

Select a suitable pressuremeter device and perform the tests at selected
depths by preboring

Select DM columns randomly (approximately 1 to 2% of the total
columns need to be evaluated)

Location of testing is important. Perform the test at the center in case
of isolated columns and center line of overlapped and non overlapped
areas in case of overlapping columns (provide a minimum cover of
200 mm)

During testing, monitor displacements of the three internal transducers
at various membrane expansion pressures

If the variation among the sensor readings is more than 20%, then the
mix quality in the field is considered non homogeneous

Modify cavity
expansion analysis

Undrained shear strength and shear modulus can be obtained by
performing cavity expansion analysis with finite boundaries

Compare the results with
a. Laboratory tests on core samples
b. Target strength properties
Good Interpretation
Enhances the reliability of PMT for QA procedures

If the results match those of the untreated ground, the PMT may have
steered out of the column

Figure 5 Pressuremeter test protocol for quality assurance studies
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ABSTRACT: The quality of deep-mixed soil cement columns is basically controlled through the specification-based
approach in Japan. This approach often lacks the clearly defined target performance or quality standard. The authors have
been working on the development of a new construction management system, which would be applicable to the future
performance-based approach. This paper reports this new construction control system “3-D Quality Control System” and
presents a case study of its application to deep mixing method for small-scale housing construction.
1
INTRODUCTION
Quality control in deep mixing methods of soil
stabilization in Japan today is based on specification
control of each pile or column, i.e. in the execution process,
it is necessary to confirm whether measured values of
previously established control items satisfy the
specifications or not. Concerning the method of control, it
depends on eye measurement and experience most of the
time, and variations in control results between groups of
columns are not considered. However, for accomplishing
execution control with emphasis placed on quality after
finishing, a system that can estimate accuracy and
unevenness objectively in specified execution units is
required.
This research examines control systems based on
performance, and introduces the fundamental way of
thinking and application examples of the 3-Dimensional
Quality Control System (3-DQCS), which visually
indicates the stability, changes, and unevenness of entire
constructions.

2

BASIC CONCEPT

2.1 Performance-based control and
specifications-based control
To establish the method of rational design based on
performance, it is important to consider the ground as well
as changes and unevenness in the quality of execution. Due
to the limits of estimation at the stage of design, it is
important to estimate changes and unevenness from the
real circumstances of execution and to confirm whether
estimated unevenness in design is proper or not.
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Figure 1 shows the relation between the present
specification-based control and the future performancebased control. Control and inspection nowadays mostly
emphasize materials supply quantities and output levels in
order to comply with estimated values. Regarding the
control results, many measured values are output and a vast
quantity of documented data and so on are accumulated,
however, there is neither discussion about quality after
execution, nor examination of variation in results.
Although the fundamental view of control is shown in
many technical standards and indicators, the method of
control, control values, control frequency, and details of a
control position and time are only indicated under the
expression "Refer to separate specifications and design
documents". And also, it is not clear in many cases about
the basis of control values and the present condition of
management results.

Specification-Based Control
(Current System)

Performance-Based Control
(3D-Control System)

Execution Method and Machine

Target Performance and
Quality Standard

Specifications of
Design and Execution

Design and Execution Condition

Establish and Management for
Execution Process and Operation

Establish and Management for
Linking Directly to Quality

Manual Control
Based on Experience

Automatically Control Based on
Quantitative Evaluation

Confirmation of Specifications

Confirmation of Required Quality

Figure 1 Specification-based and performancebased control
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2.2 Indication and preservation of control results
In order to realize performance design, it is important to
indicate performance clearly. At the same time, in order to
realize performance control, it is necessary to analyze
execution information and to indicate execution conditions
quantitatively. For example, in soil improvement using the
deep mixing method, the execution situation is mainly
checked by just taking a look. However, because there are
higher social demands on quality these days, control results
have come to be collected and saved. These data collected
and saved by automatic measurement are distributed over
underground 3-dimensional space. Moreover, in many
cases, neither analysis nor examination is performed, but
the data are only saved because of the huge quantities and
complicated contents involved, even in small-scale
construction projects like residences. A new system that
can process measurement data efficiently, perform exact
analysis, and use the results in order to rationalize the
design method and execution method, as well as develop
new methods of execution is required. Today, thanks to
progress in electronic communication technology, it is
possible to devise ways of performing effective
management using currently collected measurement values
without carrying out special plant-and-equipment
investment.

3

3-DIMENSIONAL QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM

3.1 Execution information
If execution information is divided roughly in
consideration for the role of control, or the timing of
execution, the following four items can be considered:
(1) Construction position,
(2) Supply situation of used materials,
(3) Operating state of execution machines, and
(4) Excavation resistance of ground.
With regard to Construction position, it is necessary
to also consider core deviation and vertical accuracy.
For Supply situation of used materials, the amount of
supply per unit depth of a soil stabilizer liquid (cement
slurry) serves as a control index.
About Operating state of execution machines, the
rotation speed of the work rod, number of rotations, and the
penetration speed in the vertical direction can be
considered. Construction time is also important. If the
execution time per unit depth is the same, it may be
deemed that execution conditions are stable; however,
when execution time is changing, it may be inferred that
there is contact with subterranean obstacles or that the
execution machinery is in poor condition, and these
conditions are effective for analyzing the results of control.
About Excavation resistance of ground, execution
information on penetration resistance of the ground when
penetrating with an execution machine, for example,
current, oil pressure, rotation torque, and pressure input,
can be considered. Not only ground resistance to the tip
portions of a pile or a column but the axial rod of an
execution machine and the frictional resistance of the
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circumferential ground are contained in these penetration
resistance values. Therefore, N-value of the tip foundation
etc. cannot be correctly presumed from sizes, such as a
current value, however, by comparing the information on
each job, it is possible to grasp the stability of execution
and change of stratum characteristics.
3.2 Summary of 3-DQCS
3-DQCS is based on simplifying and visualizing the
above-mentioned execution information about arbitrary
vertical sections and horizontal sections within the
execution space. 3-DQCS operates on the spreadsheet
software, Microsoft Excel®, and the processing program is
created using macro language of the software, VBA®
(Visual Basic for Applications).
First, various kinds of execution information are
measured and recorded per column. Although it is better to
collect as many data as possible in order to perform
suitable analysis, in this stage, it does not matter if the
record intervals and the number of data are arbitrary.
Next, data are extracted for every certain depth
determined as 1m or 0.5m etc. and the various amounts per
unit depth (an addition value, average value, etc.) are
computed. Required 2-dimensional data (the horizontal
section; X-Y plane, or vertical section; X-Y or Y-Z plane)
are cut off from these 3-dimensional data (Figure 2), and
outputs to a new worksheet by fitting the data coordinates
to the worksheet cell coordinates. Furthermore, each cell of
the worksheet is colored by the size of the numerical value
of those data so that it may be easy to judge execution
information visually. Moreover, if needed, statistical
analysis results, such as average of the various amounts,
distributions, and standard deviations, are added, or are
expressed by graph.
The future goal of this system is to realize display of
synthetic execution results including soil investigation
results or quality control results (execution accuracy,
strength examination, etc.). At the present time, a system
that only presents the information has been created as the
first step of development.
Horizontal Plane
X

Vertical
Section 1

Y
Column
Z

Elevation 1

Elevation 2
Vertical Section 2
Horizontal Section

Figure 2 Outputs of 3-DQCS
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Figure 5 Total Amount of Cement Slurry Discharge
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Figure 4 Layout Plan of Columns

Column length
Amount of cement slurry

Wsw
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Table 1 Control Items and Standard Values
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3-3 Example of application of 3-DQCS
Soil improvement constructions of 6 detached houses
(Building-A to Building-F) were carried out in a city facing
Tokyo Bay using deep mixing method of soil stabilization.
Since the surface layer of this area was weak, soil
improvement was performed up to 1.0m depth using the
dry mixing method. Figure 3 shows the result of Swedish
Weight Sounding (SWS) after surface improvement.
According to the SWS result, weak layer was found
between 1.5m and 2.0m depth when Wsw < 1 kN. After
comparing several foundation types as well as examining
the workability, execution period and economic efficiency,
it was decided to improve the soil using the deep-mixing
method up to 4.5m depth on the Building-A, and up to
3.0m depth on Building-B to Building-F.
The layout plan of the columns for Building-A is
shown in Figure 4. Construction control items and those
standard values are shown in Table 1. The double mixing
method was used as the mixing technique. About
measurement, the system which records the data obtained
from the execution machine for excavation / mixing on a
computer through data logger was used. Below, the case
study which carried out visualization processing of this
execution data by the 3-DQCS system is examined.
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Figure 3 SWS Results
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Figure 7 Execution Times per 1 m
(Plane View)

2) Interruption of work by obstacles
Figure 7 shows average execution time per unit length of
each column on Building-A. It was understood that most of
the columns were constructed in 26 to 35 seconds per 1
meter except for Nos. 29 and 34. The cells of No. 29 and
35 are colored dark and numerical data are also large.
Figure 8 shows the output of 3-DQCS concerning the
vertical section of average execution time concerning No.
25 to 34, and Figure 9 shows the relationship between
mixing depth and time. The cells with dark color in Figure
8 are the spots where the mixing rod was stuck due to
obstacles such as rock or mudstone.
When penetration speed is changed, the amount of
cement slurry and number of mixing rotations are also
changed. Particularly, if those values fall below standards,
execution quality may deteriorate. Vertical sections of all
columns are shown in Figures 10 and 11, which are output
by 3-DQCS concerning the amount of the slurry and
number of mixing rotations per unit depth. The cells where
the mixing rod was stuck show nearly the same or larger
values than in the surrounding area. Accordingly, it is
confirmed that the execution work has been done
appropriately in all improvement areas.
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0

Depth(m)
深さ（m）

1) Confirmation of standard control values
Figures 5 and 6 shows the outputs of 3-DQCS on
Building-A concerning the total amount of cement slurry
discharge and total number of mixing rod rotations. These
outputs show the representative values of each improved
column, and give outlines about the mixing work. From
these charts, we could recognize that the mixing process
was carried out well without large dispersion.

25
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a.Building-A No.29

C
b.Building-A No.34

Figure 9 Relationship of Mixing Depth and Time
3) Resistance in the first penetration stage
Figure 12 shows the comparison of torque averages for a
total of 154 columns in the first penetration stage, first
retrieval stage and last retrieval stage.
The torque value gets large at the depths of about 1m
and 3m. Increase of the torque at 1m depth is considered to
be influenced by the surface improvement before execution,
while increase at 3m depth is influenced by stiffness of the
middle layer. From SWS results, it is not realized that the
ground stiffness is changed. However, the torque may
show the value reflecting delicate change of soil
characteristics. Nowadays, neither the N-value nor
Nsw-value can be presumed from the value of torque. But
improving the precision of estimation will be possible by
development and/or investigation of the measurement
system.
4) Homogeneity of column
In Figure 12, the torque in the final retrieval process
generally becomes smaller than in the first penetration
process, and the coefficient of variation (Cv) shows the
same tendency. These phenomena show that sufficient
mixture was performed, and homogeneous columns were
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Figure 10 Amount of Cement Slurry Discharge per 1 meter (for all cross sections)
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Figure 11 Number of Mixing Rod Rotations per 1 meter (for all cross sections)
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Figure 12 Change of Torque on Mixing Rod

constructed. If the relationship between torque and the
degree of mixing degree for typical soil is quantified, it is
possible to predict the mixing condition. The torque value
is often used for estimation of the bearing layer position.
Furthermore, it may be possible to predict the intensity of
columns.

Deep Mixing´05

3.4 Usage of recorded data
Using this system, which displays the execution situation
visually as compared to a management index, it is possible
to judge the certainty of execution control. The system also
provides useful information for deciding the positions of
the test for quality inspection or for checking the effect of
improvement. Figure 13 shows the synthetic execution
management system using computer network. The system
unifies the control data of each execution site via computer
networks. By creating a database system of execution
records, it allows easier information sharing for more
efficient work.

4
CONCLUSIONS
Recording and preservation of design and execution
information in this process is not certain yet. We have new
regulations requiring that design documents of new houses
be kept for 10 or 20 years, but it is rare for circumstantial
execution records to be preserved. The execution records
are required in order to confirm reliability of the execution
works because execution plans are often upset by obstacles
in the ground or misjudgment of depth to the bearing layer.
Furthermore, detailed records are necessary when pile
foundations or improved grounds are reused.
The performance of the execution method adopted under
the specifications can be evaluated by in-situ or
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110.0 127.5
107.5 105.0
90.0 117.5
122.5 105.0
92.5 125.0
110.0 102.5
130.0 117.5
135.0 115.0
130.0 147.5
142.5 120.0
120.0 125.0
137.5
125.0
102.5 102.5
50.0 110.0
100.0 212.5
122.5
145.0
0.0 142.5 162.5 145.0
95.0
97.5
165.0
137.5
125.0
100.0
132.5
117.5
97.5 115.0
95.0 120.0
112.5
115.0
115.0
95.0 100.0
20.0 125.0
122.5
0.6
92.5 115.0
85.0
1.0 97.5
90.0 125.0
112.5
127.5157.5
105.0 110.0
115.0 120.0
130.0 100.0
107.5192.5
105.0122.5
92.5 125.0
95.0 175.0
112.5 135.0115.0
152.5 102.5
127.5 112.5
152.5 127.5
145.0
145.0 87.5
105.0190.0
90.0 92.5
100.0
140.0
135.0 127.5
0.0 107.5
115.0
157.5
97.5
1.4 110.0
90.0 122.5
105.0
100.0
97.5 140.0
132.5 105.0
120.0 100.0
105.0 117.5
105.0
95.0 115.0
115.0 97.5
95.0 127.5
110.0170.0
142.5 107.5
145.0 115.0
120.0 100.0
122.5 102.5
107.5 175.0
117.5 172.5
102.5 112.5
100.0 107.5
45.0 107.5
102.5 102.5
115.0 110.0
100.0
0.0 130.0 0.0 107.5
90.0
115.0
110.0
132.5
110.0
115.0
127.5
97.5 110.0
125.0
110.0
127.5
187.5
120.0
130.0
112.5
105.0
107.5
120.0
135.0
100.0
122.5
0.8
85.0 130.0
115.0
115.0
120.0
87.5
125.0
110.0
117.5
195.0
127.5
147.5
120.0
125.0
97.5 125.0
1.2 137.5
95.0 127.5
115.0
112.5187.5
97.5 102.5
122.5100.0
115.0160.0
110.0
107.5135.0
90.0 105.0
122.5
92.5 182.5
110.0107.5
130.0100.0
135.0100.0
130.0102.5
142.5172.5
120.0175.0
137.5112.5
125.0 137.5
102.5265.0
50.0 87.5
100.0 122.5
145.0 120.0
0.0 142.5
102.5 120.0
187.5
120.0
85.0
1.6 110.0
95.0 182.5
110.0 120.0
107.5
97.5 132.5
165.0 105.0
137.5 115.0
110.0 130.0
120.0 107.5
100.0 105.0
125.0 180.0
100.0
105.0 155.0
132.5
175.0 135.0
117.5 152.5
117.5 127.5
102.5 152.5
112.5 127.5
97.5 172.5
95.0 167.5
112.5 105.0
115.0 115.0
95.0 127.5
20.0 122.5 0.0 107.5
95.0
127.5
130.0
127.5
120.0
95.0 100.0
120.0
90.0 112.5
92.5 125.0
95.0 112.5
90.0
1.4 1.0
90.0 120.0
105.0
100.0 127.5
97.5 150.0
132.5107.5
120.0 100.0
105.0 122.5
105.0130.0
95.0 115.0
95.0 110.0
142.5 140.0
145.0 112.5
120.0 122.5
122.5 102.5
107.5 107.5
117.5 145.0
102.5 145.0
100.0 127.5
45.0 102.5
115.0 140.0
100.0 135.0
0.0 130.0
157.5
160.0
122.5
107.5
87.5
1.8 132.5
90.0 152.5
115.0
122.5
110.0 200.0
132.5 102.5
110.0
115.0 190.0
127.5 182.5
97.5 107.5
125.0 102.5
115.0
110.0157.5
127.5
187.5 105.0
120.0 100.0
130.0 105.0
112.5 180.0
127.5 172.5
105.0 100.0
107.5 125.0
120.0 355.0
137.5 145.0
135.0
100.0 122.5
110.0 145.0
122.5 0.0 142.5
97.5
115.0
175.0
167.5
102.5
130.0
140.0
127.5
100.0
107.5
132.5
125.0
120.0
127.5
155.0
117.5
110.0
100.0
107.5
177.5
177.5
125.0
97.5 100.0
115.0
1.2
95.0 115.0
112.5
97.5 122.5
115.0
110.0
90.0
122.5
92.5
110.0
130.0
135.0
130.0
142.5
120.0
137.5
102.5
50.0
1.6 210.0
95.0 185.0
110.0
107.5220.0
97.5 185.0
165.0
137.5217.5
110.0205.0
120.0130.0
100.0 202.5
125.0132.5
100.0140.0
105.0100.0
132.5102.5
175.0102.5
117.5110.0
117.5170.0
102.5165.0
112.5122.5
97.5 85.0
95.0 237.5
112.5170.0
115.0
115.0 120.0
95.0 20.0 122.5
175.0
130.0
170.0
107.5
95.0
2.0
95.0
110.0
182.5
120.0
127.5
132.5
150.0
130.0
100.0
122.5
105.0
180.0
127.5
155.0
120.0
140.0
112.5
122.5
102.5
107.5
172.5
167.5
127.5
95.0
120.0
127.5
120.0 110.0
110.0
97.5 100.0
125.0
157.5
97.5 105.0
100.0
117.5
122.5
97.5 110.0
127.5
170.0
107.5
115.0
100.0
102.5
175.0
172.5
112.5
87.5 102.5
190.0
92.5 100.0
1.4
90.0 105.0
97.5
132.5
95.0
100.0
45.0
0.0 130.0
1.8 115.0
90.0 217.5
115.0
122.5
110.0 157.5
132.5110.0
110.0 120.0
115.0
127.5 105.0
97.5 192.5
125.0 115.0
115.0 95.0
110.0
127.5 142.5
187.5 145.0
120.0 120.0
130.0 122.5
112.5 107.5
127.5 117.5
105.0 102.5
107.5187.5
120.0197.5
137.5
135.0 115.0
100.0
110.0 122.5
175.0
127.5
97.5
2.2 105.0
97.5 177.5
115.0
175.0
167.5 162.5
102.5 190.0
130.0
140.0 365.0
127.5 290.0
100.0 135.0
107.5 117.5
132.5150.0
202.5130.0
125.0 105.0
120.0 110.0
127.5 105.0
155.0 115.0
117.5 180.0
110.0 257.5
100.0 190.0
107.5 92.5
177.5
177.5
125.0
97.5 115.0
120.0 20.0 122.5
120.0
115.0
102.5
120.0
137.5
127.5
130.0
187.5
102.5
100.0
160.0
187.5
135.0
105.0
120.0
182.5
107.5
100.0
100.0
172.5
175.0
112.5
85.0 115.0
265.0
87.5
1.6
95.0 162.5
110.0
107.5
97.5
165.0
137.5
120.0
100.0
125.0
100.0
132.5
175.0
117.5
117.5
102.5
112.5
97.5
95.0
112.5
2.0 180.0
95.0 237.5
110.0
182.5212.5
120.0187.5
127.5172.5
132.5282.5
150.0 110.0
130.0132.5
100.0135.0
122.5190.0
105.0137.5
180.0102.5
127.5132.5
155.0177.5
120.0285.0
140.0389.5
112.5185.0
122.5220.0
102.5132.5
107.5257.5
172.5252.5
167.5
127.5 115.0
95.0 95.0
120.0 127.5
160.0 172.5
2.4 110.0
120.0 157.5
110.0 132.5
115.0
110.0 122.5
97.5 160.0
125.0 132.5
157.5 110.0
157.5 115.0
97.5 190.0
100.0 182.5
117.5 125.0
192.5 115.0
122.5 110.0
97.5 157.5
127.5 187.5
170.0 120.0
107.5 130.0
115.0 112.5
100.0 127.5
102.5 105.0
175.0 107.5
172.5 120.0
112.5
87.5 145.0
190.0 100.0
92.5
162.5
152.5
122.5
87.5 137.5
355.0
90.0 115.0
2.2 1.8
97.5 282.9
115.0
175.0 120.0
167.5 110.0
102.5 200.0
130.0 102.5
140.0 107.5
127.5 127.5
100.0 97.5
107.5 130.0
132.5 102.5
202.5297.5
125.0 127.5
120.0 107.5
127.5 105.0
155.0 100.0
117.5 105.0
110.0 180.0
100.0 172.5
107.5 100.0
177.5 177.5
125.0 135.0
97.5 115.0 110.0
120.0 122.5
267.5
272.5
2.6 255.0
120.0 225.0
115.0
102.5
120.0 182.5
137.5 197.5
127.5 180.0
130.0 132.5
187.5 150.0
102.5 172.5
100.0 130.0
160.0232.5
187.5132.5
135.0
105.0 142.5
120.0 232.5
182.5 145.0
107.5 140.0
100.0 112.5
100.0 247.5
102.5 110.0
172.5 107.5
175.0 215.0
112.5
85.0 170.0
265.0 95.0
87.5
152.5
115.0
210.0
170.0
220.0
217.5
205.0
130.0
95.0 180.0
132.5
140.0
100.0
102.5
170.0
165.0
85.0 167.5
237.5
2.0 130.0
95.0 110.0
2.4 175.0
120.0
110.0
115.0 185.0
110.0 120.0
97.5 127.5
125.0 185.0
157.5 107.5
157.5 130.0
97.5 100.0
100.0 122.5
117.5 105.0
192.5
122.5 127.5
97.5 155.0
127.5 120.0
170.0 102.5
107.5 110.0
115.0 122.5
100.0 102.5
102.5 122.5
175.0 172.5
172.5
112.5 127.5
87.5 190.0 120.0
92.5 127.5
342.3
85.0
92.5
2.8 690.0
162.5 175.0
110.0
157.5
132.5 175.0
152.5 362.5
120.0 130.0
160.0 130.0
200.0 140.0
102.5 175.0
107.5 100.0
190.0186.8
182.5107.5
130.0 90.0
102.5 127.5
122.5 100.0
157.5
107.5 155.0
105.0 117.5
100.0 110.0
105.0 122.5
180.0 107.5
172.5 177.5
100.0
87.5 197.5
355.0 145.0
157.5
112.5
177.5
127.5
162.5
365.0
290.0
135.0
117.5
150.0
130.0
97.5 197.5
110.0
257.5
92.5 177.5
187.5
2.2 105.0
97.5 115.0
167.5
102.5
127.5
132.5
202.5
125.0
120.0
127.5
100.0
2.6 120.0
115.0
102.5 217.5
120.0420.5
137.5165.0
127.5 190.0
130.0 110.0
187.5320.0
102.5175.0
100.0 107.5
160.0 65.0
187.5100.0
135.0170.0
105.0185.0
120.0
182.5 105.0
107.5 115.0
100.0 180.0
100.0117.5
102.5 190.0
172.5 175.0
112.5 125.0
85.0 97.5
265.0 115.0
87.5 120.0
3.0 122.5
152.5 160.0
115.0
175.0 110.0
130.0 115.0
210.0 110.0
185.0 212.5
170.0 125.0
220.0 157.5
185.0 157.5
107.5 217.5
205.0 117.5
130.0 192.5
95.0 122.5
132.5 102.5
140.0
100.0 170.0
102.5 107.5
102.5 115.0
110.0 100.0
170.0 102.5
165.0 175.0
122.5 172.5
85.0 252.5
237.5 170.0
197.5
172.5
132.5
190.0
137.5
132.5
185.0
2.4 120.0
97.5 142.5
127.5
2.8 162.5
110.0 180.0
157.5 237.5
132.5 162.5
152.5 97.5
120.0 187.5
160.0 172.5
200.0 282.5
102.5 97.5
107.5 100.0
190.0 135.0
182.5 97.5
130.0115.0
102.5192.5
122.5
157.5 177.5
107.5 285.0
105.0 389.5
100.0190.0
105.0 220.0
180.0 132.5
172.5 257.5
100.0 112.5
87.5 87.5
355.0 190.0
145.0 92.5
3.2 195.0
157.5 267.5
112.5
175.0 115.0
105.0 102.5
177.5 120.0
217.5 137.5
127.5 197.5
162.5 130.0
190.0 187.5
110.0 365.0 100.0
290.0 160.0
135.0 232.5
117.5 132.5
150.0 297.5
130.0 120.0
97.5 232.5
110.0 107.5
105.0 100.0
115.0 100.0
180.0 102.5
257.5 172.5
190.0 175.0
92.5 215.0
187.5 197.5
297.5
255.0
142.5
2.6 120.0
187.5
85.0 265.0
3.0 152.5
115.0 225.0
175.0 282.9
130.0 272.5
210.0 185.0 127.5
170.0 180.0
220.0 185.0 102.5
107.5 172.5
217.5 130.0
205.0162.5
130.0 135.0
95.0 105.0
132.5142.5
140.0 182.5
100.0 145.0
102.5 102.5182.5
110.0 247.5
170.0 110.0
165.0 122.5 112.5
85.0 237.5
170.0 87.5
3.4 125.0
197.5 122.5
160.0 110.0
172.5 180.0 132.5
237.5 152.5
162.5 362.5
212.5 160.0
187.5 200.0
172.5 282.5 107.5
132.5
135.0 209.1
190.0 122.5
137.5
102.5 157.5
132.5 107.5
177.5
285.0 100.0
389.5 185.0 180.0
220.0 172.5
132.5 257.5 252.5
265.0
690.0
85.0 186.8
90.0 122.5
127.5
92.5 105.0
2.8 162.5
182.5
130.0
87.5 355.0
3.2 157.5
112.5 175.0 157.5
105.0 342.3
177.5 217.5 120.0
127.5 130.0
162.5 190.0 102.5
110.0 175.0
365.0 190.0
290.0
135.0 107.5
117.5 102.5
150.0
130.0 100.0
97.5 110.0
105.0 115.0 105.0
180.0 122.5
257.5 190.0 100.0
92.5 187.5
197.5 145.0
3.6 107.5
297.5 195.0
267.5 115.0
255.0 175.0
225.0 130.0
282.9 210.0
272.5 185.0
197.5 220.0
180.0 185.0 107.5
172.5 205.0
130.0 130.0
232.5
132.5
297.5 140.0
142.5 100.0
232.5 102.5
145.0 102.5 110.0 170.0
247.5 165.0
110.0 122.5 215.0
80.0
420.5
165.0
320.0
175.0
65.0
100.0
170.0
185.0
197.5
117.5
3.0
152.5
170.0
217.5
95.0
132.5
85.0
237.5
3.4 197.5 122.5 160.0 172.5 180.0 237.5 162.5 212.5 187.5 172.5 282.5
132.5 135.0 190.0 137.5 102.5 132.5 177.5 285.0 389.5 185.0 220.0 132.5 257.5 252.5 170.0
3.8 255.6
265.0 125.0
690.0 175.0 105.0 177.5
342.3
362.5 130.0 190.0 110.0 365.0
175.0 290.0
85.0 186.8 117.5
107.5
90.0 192.5
127.5 142.5
100.0
92.5
122.5 190.0 92.5 187.5 197.5
97.5 150.0
115.0
190.0 257.5
3.2 157.5
97.5 110.0
3.6 297.5
195.0 112.5
267.5 255.0 225.0 282.9 217.5
272.5 127.5 162.5
197.5 180.0
172.5 135.0
130.0 232.5
132.5 130.0
297.5 142.5
232.5 105.0
145.0 115.0 180.0
247.5 110.0
215.0
4.0 80.0 107.5
420.5 165.0 187.5 172.5 282.5
320.0 175.0 132.5 162.5
65.0 209.1
100.0 137.5
170.0 102.5
185.0 132.5
197.5
117.5 220.0 132.5 257.5 252.5
182.5 185.0
3.4 197.5
3.8 265.0
125.0 122.5 160.0
690.0 172.5 180.0 237.5
342.3 162.5 212.5
362.5 130.0
175.0 85.0 135.0
186.8 190.0
107.5 122.5
90.0 142.5
127.5 100.0 177.5
92.5 285.0 389.5
122.5
4.2
255.6 297.5 195.0 267.5 255.0 225.0 282.9 272.5
97.5 132.5
115.0 192.5 142.5
142.5
190.0 247.5 110.0
215.0
4.0 3.6
80.0 107.5
420.5 197.5
165.0 180.0
320.0 172.5
175.0 130.0 232.5
65.0 100.0 297.5
170.0 185.0 232.5
197.5 145.0
117.5
4.4
162.5 107.5
209.1 122.5
142.5 100.0 92.5
182.5
690.0
342.3
362.5 130.0
175.0 85.0 186.8
90.0 127.5
4.2 3.8 265.0
255.6 125.0
97.5 115.0
192.5 142.5
190.0 122.5
420.5 165.0
320.0 175.0
65.0 100.0
4.4 4.0 80.0 107.5
162.5
209.1 170.0
122.5 185.0
142.5 197.5
182.5 117.5
4.2
255.6
97.5 115.0 192.5 142.5
190.0
4.4
162.5 209.1 122.5 142.5
182.5

Y- 5

time
Cement slurry

Mixing process

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.8
4.0
4.2
4.4

Vertical cross sections
(Volume of cement slurry)
セメントスラリー投入量鉛直断面図
セメントスラリー投入量鉛直断面図
セメントスラリー投入量鉛直断面図
セメントスラリー投入量鉛直断面図

02
7.5
120.0
115.0
115.0
0.2
112.5
0.4
115.0
0.6
105.0
0.8
110.0
1.0
115.0
1.2
110.0
1.4
115.0
1.6
110.0
1.8
115.0
2.0
110.0
2.2
115.0
2.4
112.5
2.6
122.5
2.8
195.0
3.0
125.0
3.2
107.5
3.4
255.6
3.6
3.8
4.0
4.2
4.4

Y- 2

Volume

Depth

time

01
25.0
80.0
92.5
85.0
90.0
95.0
90.0
95.0
90.0
95.0
97.5
120.0
120.0
162.5
152.5
157.5
197.5
297.5
265.0
80.0

Y- 2

Information on
the similar
ground

Information of Control value in Executing

Y- 3

8

Y- 3

4 669.5 , 9 549

Y- 3

900 , 9 549

Y- 3

7

9 150
9 450

Y- 4

4 669.5 , 8 424

Y- 4

4 669.5 , 7 249.5

Y- 4

283 2, 7249 .5

6

8 250
8 550
8 850

Y- 4

900 , 7 249.5

7 350
7 650
7 950

Y- 5

7 050

・Evaluation of the improvements, and release of defaults and re-construction
information to the construction site.

Directions of a
construction method
based on a quality control

3

Y- 5

5 250
5 550
5 850

深さ (m)

283 2, 4774 .5

Depth

4 669.5 , 4 374.5
0, 477 4.5 900 , 4 774.5

Y- 5

215 0, 2299 .5

4 350
4 650
4 950

1
4 669.5 , 1 999.5
0, 229 9.5

3 450
3 750
4 050

Y- 5

2 250
2 550
2 850
3 150

200

1.0

1 050

1 950

Execution
Information

Nsw (回/m)

0

・Computer visualization of gathered information.
・Total construction evaluation by visualizing the information of necessary
improvements.
・ Decision of check-boring and release necessary checkpoints to the
construction site.

Information
Processing

43.0
43.0

43.4
45.0

43.4

43.0
43.4

40.9

43.4

42.5

44.4

42.5

Quality (performance) Control
Torque of the last retrieval
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.00
3.20
3.40
3.60
3.80
4.00
4.20
4.40
4.60
4.80
5.00

03

04

08

14

15

20

24

1.25
1.37
1.63
1.55
1.89
1.77
2.05
2.21
1.98
2.72
3.90
4.66
7.52
6.96
4.10
1.85
1.55
1.33
1.25
1.21
1.21
1.32
1.49
1.67

1.21
1.27
1.38
1.43
1.66
1.78
2.15
3.62
3.76
7.07
8.72
8.78
8.81
7.37
6.80
3.57
1.78
1.59
1.41
1.38
1.31
1.64
1.63
2.20

1.34
1.54
1.52
1.43
1.50
1.57
1.84
2.00
1.95
2.05
1.88
3.38
3.60
5.23
6.54
3.61
1.81
1.47
1.41
1.43
1.61
1.76
2.04
2.26

1.42
1.60
1.68
1.84
1.79
3.56
3.57
5.13
6.95
3.65
2.35
6.34
2.37
1.91
1.63
1.49
1.29
1.29
1.42
1.60
1.91
2.02
2.44

1.42
1.48
1.68
1.83
3.90
4.01
7.61
8.68
8.87
8.68
8.69
7.09
6.66
2.45
1.86
1.59
1.50
1.56
1.74
3.53
3.93
8.30
8.77

1.38
1.58
1.62
1.62
1.78
1.89
3.57
3.49
4.89
6.54
2.38
2.42
2.34
2.19
2.16
1.98
1.65
1.47
1.42
1.59
1.83
2.13
2.57
2.40

1.15
1.25
1.34
1.51
1.76
3.51
2.63
5.30
2.18
3.42
1.92
2.26
2.21
4.22
2.63
6.32
2.21
1.96
1.88
1.62
1.62
1.53
1.62

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

1.64
1.82
2.03
2.20
2.33
2.20
2.20
3.58
3.90
8.05
8.50
8.54
7.03
6.66
4.09
2.03
1.70
1.63
1.52
1.50
1.60
1.75
2.22

1.39
1.56
1.72
1.95
2.54
2.22
4.76
3.83
7.65
8.71
9.05
8.56
7.28
6.48
2.10
1.76
1.56
1.45
1.49
1.60
1.77
1.41
2.29

1.48
1.53
1.72
1.85
2.22
2.31
3.72
4.34
5.37
7.58
3.63
2.97
3.06
2.42
2.02
1.73
1.53
1.41
1.48
1.58
1.85
2.05
2.28

1.31
1.41
1.58
1.70
2.15
2.18
3.99
3.78
4.54
8.41
8.52
7.06
6.44
3.63
2.05
1.75
1.57
1.40
1.44
1.49
1.70
1.97
2.00

1.42
1.60
1.68
1.84
1.79
3.56
3.57
5.13
6.95
3.65
2.35
6.34
2.37
1.91
1.63
1.49
1.29
1.29
1.42
1.60
1.91
2.02
2.44

1.42
1.48
1.68
1.83
3.90
4.01
7.61
8.68
8.87
8.68
8.69
7.09
6.66
2.45
1.86
1.59
1.50
1.56
1.74
3.53
3.93
8.30
8.77

1.33
1.27
1.26
1.32
1.55
2.18
2.16
2.90
3.72
2.14
1.97
1.81
1.89
1.68
1.63
1.47
1.32
1.48
1.63
3.23
2.20
5.11
2.23

1.32
1.23
1.11
1.09
1.13
1.27
1.46
1.67
1.96
2.06
2.09
2.01
1.84
1.71
1.54
1.49
1.34
1.42
1.64
3.30
2.30
5.63
2.40

1.32
1.34
1.25
1.21
1.13
1.10
1.08
1.11
1.19
1.39
1.56
1.68
1.86
1.57
1.65
1.70
1.54
1.60
1.68
2.12
3.63
4.26
8.29
7.71

・The homogeneity of improved columns and
those intensity are presumed from the
torque values
・Inspection positions are given by checking
the outputs of cross sections for applied
slurry and blade rotation number.

Figure 13 Synthetic Management System using Computer Network
laboratory tests for strength or deformation capacity. And it
is important to evaluate the extent of error in the execution
stage, i.e. difference in quality between the actual situation
and specifications
3-DQCS is effective in both the above cases. The
authors plan to accumulate further data and provide further
examinations to develop the system into a new
performance-based execution management technique.
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Reduction in ground displacement by improvement of mixing tool
of Dry Mixing in Japan
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Sanshin Corporation, 1-2-7 Koraku, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan
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Hioki, Y.
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ABSTRACT: Impact on adjacent structures have to be taken into account when executing deep mixing near sensitive
structures. During execution of Japanese dry mixing (DJM) method, supplementary work or improvement of mixing tool is
mainly adopted. Especially, a new mixing tool, with injection outlets on the edge of mixing blade and by which air is
injected toward the mixing shaft, contributes to the reduction of ground displacement and avoids scattering of air into the
ground surrounding the column.

1 INTRODUCTION
Powder-type (dry) and slurry-type (wet) deep mixing
methods are widely used in Japan. Among the dry mixing
techniques, DJM method is considered as the standard deep
mixing method. The application purposes of DJM method
are diverse since the type of stabilizing binder and design
strength are highly flexible. As of 2003, the total ground
improved by this method has reached 26 million m3 (Yasui
et al, 2005). Moreover, there are many variations of
construction equipment, and therefore, the method can be
applied to different construction conditions (DJM
Association, 2004; Fujita, 1996).
Because of new large-scale developments in recent
years, demands arise for effective use and repair of existing
infrastructures. In this regard, soft ground improvement
adjacent to existing structures, roads and railways has
become necessary. When DJM method is implemented
adjacent to these structures, it is important to adopt
countermeasures against construction-induced detrimental
effects, such as ground displacements. Therefore, careful
attention must be paid during execution of the method.

during construction:
(1) Ground displacement induced by air pressure;
(2) Escape of compressed air and residual air;
(3) Decrease in construction efficiency due to jamming of
injection outlets;
(4) Fluctuation in injection quantity accompanying changes
in air flow rate
Table 1 conceptually shows the effects of transporting air.

3 COUNTERMEASURES DURING CONSTRUCTION
NEAR STRUCTURES
3.1 Structural countermeasures
When implementing DJM method adjacent to structures,
devices that minimize displacement (such as displacement
absorption slots, air collection holes, and steel sheet piles)
should be installed at the boundary of the structure (see
Table 2).
Table 1 Factors influencing ground displacement in
DJM method

2 INFLUENCE ON ADJACENT STRUCTURES
Item
2.1 Factors inducing ground displacement
Compared to wet mixing, DJM method produces less ground
displacements during execution (Hiraide and Baba, 1996;
Kihara et al, 1996). However, based on the factors listed in
Table 1, detrimental ground displacements may occur.
Among these factors, it is obvious that transporting air has
the most significant effect.
2.2 Influence of transporting air
In implementing DJM method, compressed air is an
important element as transporting medium for binders.
Hence, it is necessary to consider the following points
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Over-all site condition

During
DJM
operation

Main factors affecting ground
displacement
Soil structure of the target
ground, topography, distance
from construction position

During
machine
transport

Machine weight, stiffness of
scaffolds

During
penetration
and
retrieval

Mixing shaft capacity, operating
speed, operating specification
(improvement ratio, treatment
depth, binder mix quantity, and
transporting air quantity)
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Table 2 Examples of countermeasure works
(modified from Mizuno et al, 1986)
Countermeasure

Conceptual diagram

Remarks

Displacement
-absorbing
slot

Element digging,
double sheet pile,
hole filled-up
with bentonite or
DJM (w/o binder)

Air collection
hole

Collection of
transporting air

Steel
sheetpile

efficiency and increase in cost must be considered.
(1) Modification of direction and sequence of placement
(2) Modification of binder feeding method
(3) Modification of mixing quantity of the binder

4 DEVELOPMENT OF DISPLACEMENT- REDUCING
MIXING BLADES
After the compressed air has spread-out the binders in DJM
method, air is collected on the ground through the
circumference of the mixing shaft. However, air can escape
outside the treatment zone due to the outward orientation of
the nozzle. Leakage is possible out of the treatment zone by
the blockage of air collection holes located along the
circumference of mixing shaft (refer to Fig. 2).
One way to solve this problem is to modify the
structure of the conventional mixing blade (hereafter called
the conventional blade). In order to decrease ground
displacement with improvement of air collection efficiency

Fig. 1 Effect of air collection hole (Mizuno et al,
1986)

Fig. 3 Examples of inward-injection blade

Fig. 2 Influence of transporting air in DJM method
With these countermeasures, ground displacements are
reduced by about 1/2-1/3, as shown in Fig. 1 (Mizuno et al,
1986; Uchiyama, 1996). Although they are effective
countermeasures, consideration on excessive costs besides
those needed for DJM is necessary.
3.2 Construction method countermeasures
By modifying the construction method as listed below,
ground displacement can be reduced. However, decrease in
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Fig. 4 Difference between conventional blade and
inward-injection blade
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FEATURES OF
MIXING BLADES

DISPLACEMENT-REDUCING

Injection during Retrival
○
△
Muximum ●
▲
Average

1
2

Sandy
Silt

Fine
Sand

0

:Conventional
;Inward- Type
:Conventional
;Inward- Type

2

3

3

4

4

5
6

Injection during Penetration

1

Depth (m)

Clayey
Silt

Silt y
Sand

5

0

Fill

Depth (m)

and to increase the efficiency of air collection itself, a new
type of rotating blade was developed. This features inwardoriented injection outlets for compressed air around the
mixing blade (hereafter referred to as inward-injection
blade). The forms of conventional blade and inwardinjection blade are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.

5
6

7

7

8

8

9

9

○ :Conventional
△ ;Inward- Type
Muximum ● :Conventional
▲ ;Inward- Type
Average

5.1 Air collection effect (Site A)
10
10
0
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
0
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
(1) Method of measuring collected air quantity
Air Speed (m/ min)
Air Speed (m/ min)
To monitor the volume of collected air, an air velocity
meter located at the outlet of the dust-proof cover of the
Fig. 6 Velocity of collected air
mixing machine is employed. A comparison between the
Two types of air velocity meter are available: thermal
amount of air collected using the conventional blade and that
type
and vane-type. Since thermal air velocity meter
of inward-injection blade was performed.
measures
air velocity from the quantity of radiated heat due
An overview of construction site A and surrounding
to
the
cooling
action of the air, it is suitable for measuring
conditions are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 5, respectively.
air velocity inside a pipe under constant temperature and
pressure. However, in the case of DJM, large scatter in
Table 3 Construction specifications in Site A
values of air velocity is observed because of the effects of
frictional heat of soil and reaction heat of cement. On the
Specification
Size, Dimension, etc.
other hand, although the precision of vane-type air velocity
Diameter of
meter is rather low, it is not affected by temperature
1000 mm
mixing tool
variation. Therefore, a portable vane-type air velocity meter
Machine for limited headroom
was used in the tests.
Mixing machine
(DJM1070E)
(2) Evaluation of air effects
Placement length/
Comparison of collected air velocity using conventional
10.0 m / 9.0 m
column length
blade and inward-injection blade is shown in Fig. 6.
Clayey silt, sandy silt,
Considering average values, air velocity by inward-injection
Target ground
fine sand
blade is about 1.3 times that of conventional blade during
retrieval injection. On the other hand, the flow velocity for
155 kg/m3 (Blast furnace
Binder quantity
inward-injection blade during penetration injection is
cement, Type B)
increased by 1.5 times. At constant pressure, considering the
Design strength
qu=300 kN/m2
ratio of air velocity to air volume, the inward-injection blade
Air speed
Vane-type air velocity meter
is about 1.3-1.5 times better in air collection efficiency than
measurement
conventional blade.
At the work site, some drain pipes were installed about
20-50 m away from the treatment zone as air-collecting
holes. Tests using conventional blade confirmed the
collection of air from the drain pipes, while it was not
observed using inward-injection blade. This observation is
consistent with the results of flow velocity measurement of
collected air.

Fig. 5 Construction condition (Site A)
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5.2 Displacement-reduction effect (Site B)
Considering ground improvement in relation to river repair
works, ground displacement measurement was performed at
the site using push-type inclinometer. The conditions are
shown in Table 4 and Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows the construction
condition of machine for limited headroom under the hightension wires.
(1) Subsurface displacement
An evaluation is made on 19 holes constructed within
each test site, as shown in Fig. 7. On the other hand, Fig. 9
illustrates the data from in-place borehole inclinometers
during implementation at each test site.
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Fig. 7 Arrangement plan for Site B
Table 4

Construction specifications in Site B

Specification
Diameter of
mixing tool

Size, Dimension, etc.
1000 mm

Mixing machine

Machine for limited headroom
(DJM1070E)

Placement length/
column length

11.7 m / 9.0 m - 10.4 m

Improvement ratio
Target ground
Binder quantity
Injection phase
Subsurface
displacement
measurement
Surface
displacement
measurement
Pressure gauge
location

34.9% (1.50 x 1.50: alternate
arrangement)
humid soil, silt
520 kg/m3, 100 kg/m3
(Portland cement)
During retrieval
Push-type inclinometer
L=24.0 m, 4 units,
2 measuring lines
Survey stake displacement,
5 measuring lines

Fig. 8 Construction condition (Site B)

line (Line Measurement No. 1), maximum ground
displacement of 20 mm occurred for conventional blade,
while for inward-injection blade, it was a little less than 8
mm, or a reduction in displacement of about 1/3-1/2.
Almost similar subsurface displacement patterns can be Similarly, along the 5 m line (Line Measurement No. 2), the
observed in lateral direction for both cases, with local subsurface displacement was reduced by about 1/3-1/2 using
maximum values at a depth of around 3-4 m. Along the 3 m inward-injection blade.
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Measuring pipe,
L=16.0, 2 units
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Fig. 9 Subsurface displacement during operation
As for subsurface displacement along vertical direction,
large values occurred for conventional blade near the ground
surface, with bulging toward the downstream side by as
much as 12 mm. On the other hand, inward-injection blade
shows displacement of only few mm.
Note that aside from the effect of feeding type, the
above-mentioned difference in subsurface displacement
pattern along vertical direction can be due to the significant
effects of geographical feature (soil profile) in vertical
direction at the site.
(3) Surface displacement
Surface heaves at each test section corresponding to
Measurement Line Nos. 1-3 are shown in Fig. 10. There is
general tendency for the amount of heave to increase with
the progress of construction. When the operation was
completed, the amount of heave along Line No. 2 and Line
No. 3 are smaller for inward-injection blade by about 3 mm.
Along Line No. 1, settlement occurred during construction.
It is believed that this is associated with the pulling down
effect of the embankment on the data near the ground
surface as obtained by the borehole inclinometer.
(4) Others
In this test, monitoring pipe was installed at the site
to detect the air pressure remaining within the ground.
However, significant pressure change was not observed at
each test site.

Fig. 10 Surface displacement during operation
blades by DJM, inward-injection blade was adopted as
standard, and satisfactory stabilizing effects have been
achieved (Fig. 13).

6 SUMMARY
Inward-injection blade is a mixing blade developed for the
purpose of improving the efficiency of air collection. In this
paper, a comparison of inward-injection blade with
conventional blade was performed in terms of air collection
efficiency and displacement reduction effects. The following
results were obtained.
(1) Air collection efficiency was improved by as much as
5.3 Quality of treated soil
1.5 times by the inward-injection blade, and air leakage
In order to inject binder from the peripheral section of
to the surroundings has been eliminated.
inward-injection blade, the binder is homogenously spread
and mixed in the mixing zone. Thus, it is necessary to verify (2) Inward-injection blade can reduce subsurface ground
displacement by about 1/3-1/2 as compared with
that the specified binder quality is obtained. The quality of
conventional blade.
columns using inward-injection blade was checked in detail
by boring investigation, and it was confirmed that they (3) Performance of treated soil using inward-injection blade
is satisfactory, and a quality equal to or even better than
possessed the same quality as that by conventional blade
that of conventional blade can be expected
(Figs. 11 and 12). Thus, in operations involving enlarged
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Fig. 11 Unconfined compression strength of column
(Site A)
Unconfined Comression Strength（KPa）
Fill
Clay
Humid
Soil

0

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

0.0m

2.0m

4.0m

Fig. 13 Unconfined compression strength of column
(example with enlarged diameter DJM)

7 CONCLUSION
Subsurface displacement in DJM is smaller and ground
heave is lesser as compared with slurry-type (wet) deep
mixing method; hence, DJM method does not induce large
influence on the surrounding environment. Subsurface
ground displacement is further reduced through the inwardinjection blade reported herein. With the combination of
devices for improving air collection, such as mixing shaft
fins, it is possible to perform operation adjacent to
structures. Moreover, it is believed that it is a significant
solution to the problem of air leakage to the surroundings.

6.0m
Silt y
Clay

8.0m

10.0m

12.0m
Silt Sndy
Silt

Conventional Type
Inward Type
14.0m

Fig. 12 Unconfined compression strength of column
(Site B)
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Quality Control of Cement Deep Mixing Method (Wet Mixing Method)
in Japan
Usui, H. (CDM Association)
TOA CORPORATION, 5, Yonbancho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 102-8451, Japan
h_usui@toa-const.co.jp
ABSTRACT: The Cement Deep Mixing (CDM) Method using a variety of binders in slurry form has been developed since
1975 in Japan. Technical manuals of the CDM Method have become available based on a large number of marine works as
well as on-land works. To ensure sufficiently stabilized columns by the CDM Method, prudent quality control is required.
The quality control can be divided into I) laboratory mixing test before execution, II) execution control, III) quality
verification after execution. This paper describes the quality control based on the latest technical manuals.

1

OUTLINE OF QUALITY CONTROL

The soil improvement achieved by the CDM Method
is affected by many factors such as soil properties, type and
quantity of binder, degree of mixing, and curing conditions.
The quality control procedure for the Cement Deep
Mixing (CDM) method is schematically presented in Figure
1. To ensure sufficient quality of the stabilized column by
the CDM method, prudent quality control and quality
assurance are required before, during and after CDM
execution. As shown in Figure 1, the quality control for the
CDM method can be divided into i) laboratory mixing test,
ii) execution control, and iii) quality verification after
execution (Coastal Development Institute of Technology,
2002).

Design Strength

Laboratory Mixing Test
If necessary

Field Trial Test

Execution Control

Quality Verification
Figure 1. Quality control of CDM Method

2

DESIGN STRENGTH

As shown in Table 1, the strength increase of the
stabilized columns by the CDM method is affected by many
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factors such as i) characteristics of binder, ii) characteristics
and conditions of soil, iii) mixing conditions, iv) curing
conditions (Coastal Development Institute of Technology,
2002 and Usui, 2002).
Table 1. Factors affecting strength increase
Category
Characteristics of
binder

Item
1. Type of binder
2. Quantity
3. Mixing water
4. Additives

1. Chemical properties
2. Mineralogical properties
Characteristics and
3. Organic content
conditions of soil
4. pH
5. Water content
Mixing conditions

1. Degree of mixing
2. Timing of mixing/re-mixing
3. Quantity of binder

Curing conditions

1. Temperature
2. Curing time
3. Humidity

The design of CDM Method can be divided into two
concepts, i) structural design concept, ii) composite ground
design concept (Public Works Research Center, 2004). In
terms of CDM improvement, there are block type, wall type,
grid type (lattice type), and column type pattern as shown in
Figure 2.
In the structural design concept, stabilized columns are
considered as continuous foundation structures. The
structural design especially applies for block type and wall
type patterns of important structures. These improvement
patterns have overlapping portions to connect stabilized
columns as shown in Figure 2.
In the composite ground design concept, stabilized
columns and untreated ground are considered as a
composite ground to introduce the average strength of the
composite ground. The composite ground design applies for
column type pattern.
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Table 2. Parameters for structural design
Parameter On-land Work
0.8 - 0.9
α ∗β

γ ∗λ

1/2 - 1/3

qu ck (kPa)

Marine Work
0.8

γ = 2/3
λ = 1 (Middle or large vessel)
λ = 1/2 - 1 (Small vessel)
1,500 - 2,500

2.2 COMPOSITE GROUND DESIGN CONCEPT

Figure 2. Improvement pattern of CDM Method

2.1 STRUCTURAL DESIGN CONCEPT
The strength increase by the CDM Method is
calculated according to elastic theory. The allowable
strengths of the stabilized columns are defined by
Equations 1 to 4.
Standard values of the design parameters in these
equations are summarized in Table 2 (Coastal Development
Institute of Technology, 1999 and Public Works Research
Center, 2004). The design parameters should be determined
carefully for on-land works or marine works. For marine
works, parameter λ should be determined depending on the
size of vessels.

σ ca

1
= α ⋅ β ⋅ quck ⋅
Fs

σ ca = α ⋅ β ⋅ γ ⋅ λ ⋅ qu l ⋅

quck = γ ⋅ qu f = γ ⋅ λ ⋅ qul

(Eq. 5)

Table 3. Parameters for composite ground design
Parameter On-land Work

γ ∗λ

1/3 - 1/4

qu ck (kPa)

100 - 600

Marine Work

γ = 2/3
λ = 1 (Middle or large vessel)
λ = 1/2 - 1 (Small vessel)
500 - 1,500

(Eq. 1)

1
Fs

1
2

3

LABORATORY MIXING TEST

(Eq. 2)

τ a = σ ca

(Eq. 3)

σ ta = 0.15σ ca ≤ σ ta (max) = 200kPa

(Eq. 4)

where,
σca: allowable compressive strength
τa: allowable shear strength
σta: allowable tensile strength
quck: design unconfined compressive strength
quf: average unconfined compressive strength of insitu treated column
qul: average unconfined compressive strength of
treated soil in laboratory
α: coefficient of effective width of treated column
β: reliability coefficient of overlapping
γ: correction factor for scattered strength
λ: ratio of quf/qul
Fs: safety factor
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The composite ground design has been frequently
applied for embankments or retaining walls in order to
prevent sliding failure, to reduce deformation, and to
increase bearing capacity. The design unconfined
compressive strength is defined by Equation 5.
Standard values of the design parameters regarding the
composite ground design are summarized in Table 3. The
design parameters should be determined carefully for onland works or marine works. For marine works, parameter
λ should be determined depending on the size of vessels.

Once the average laboratory strength, qul is derived
from the design strength, laboratory mixing tests should be
conducted to determine a suitable type and quantity of
binder in order to ensure the required strength of the in-situ
column. The procedure of laboratory mixing test is shown
in Figure 3. Specification of laboratory mixing test is
summarized in Table 4 (Public Works Research Center,
2004).
As a binder for the CDM method, Portland cement or
Portland blast furnace slag cement Type-B (including 30%
to 60% slag in total) are usually used. In addition, dozens
of special cement binders are also available in Japan for
special soils such as organic soil and extremely soft soil
with high water content.
Laboratory strength is influenced by many factors such
as how to mold specimens, curing conditions, and testing
conditions. To minimize the influence of these factors, the
Japanese Geotechnical Society (JGS) standardized a
laboratory mold test procedure in 1990, and made a minor
revision in 2000 (Japan Geotechnical Society, 2000).
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execution are summarized in Table 6 (Public Works
Research Center, 2004).

Sampling
Binder

Table 5. Execution control of CDM Method

Water

Item

Description
1. Binder
Volume
2. Water
measuremet
3. Admixture
1. Slurry volume
Binder content
2. Speed of shaft during penetration
3
(kg/m )
and retrieval
Mixing degree Blade rotation number

Mixing

Molding (JGS T0821)

Curing

Table 6. Specification of CDM execution
Injection
sequence
Penetration speed
(m/min.)
Retrieval speed
(m/min.)
Blade rotation
number (nos/m)

Unconfined Compressive Test (JIS A1216)

Leaching Test for Chromium

Figure 3. Procedure of laboratory mixing test

Penetration
injection

Retrieval
injection

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.7

350

350

Table 4. Specification of laboratory mixing test
Item

Description
1. Portland cement
2. Portland blast furnace slag cement
Type of Binder
(Type-B)
3. Special cement
Water / Binder 0.6 - 1.2
80 - 200 (Clayey soil)
Binder content
80 - 300 (Sandy soil)
3
(kg/m )
200 - 500 (Special soil)
Age (day)
7, 28

4

The mixing degree of soil and binder is one of the
most important factors affecting the strength of in-situ
treated column. In Japan, the mixing degree is often
expressed in terms of the “blade rotation number”. The
blade rotation number refers to the total number of rotations
of mixing blades passing through vertical 1m shaft
movement, and is defined by the following equation in the
case of the penetration injection sequence.
(Eq. 6)
T = ΣM × {(N d Vd ) + (N u Vu )}
where,
T: blade rotation number (n/min)
M: total number of mixing blades
Nd: rotation speed of blades during penetration (rpm)
Vd: penetration velocity of mixing blade (m/min)
Nu: rotation speed of blades during retrieval (rpm)
Vu: retrieval velocity of mixing blade (m/min)

EXECUTION CONTROL

There are two basic execution procedures depending
on injection sequence of binder: i) penetration injection
method and ii) retrieval injection method, as shown in
Figure 4.
5

Figure 4. Injection sequence of binder
To assure the quality of stabilized columns, it is
essential to keep the designed conditions in the actual
execution by monitoring quantity of material, rotation
speed of mixing blade, and speed of shaft movement as
shown in Table 5. Standard specifications of CDM
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QUALITY VERIFICATION

After the soil improvement by the CDM method, the
quality of the in-situ stabilized columns should be verified
in advance of the following superstructure construction in
order to confirm the design requirement such as strength,
permeability, or improvement dimension.
Unconfined compression tests on the stabilized
columns are frequently conducted for strength verification.
Recently, in-situ tests have also been applied for the quality
verification together with the unconfined compression test;
these include i) integrity test, ii) rotary sounding test, and
iii) vertical loading test.
5.1 CHECK BORING
Unconfined compression tests on the stabilized
columns are frequently conducted for quality verification;
in which undisturbed samples are taken from the stabilized
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columns by check borings. The number of check borings is
dependent upon the improved volume or the total number
of stabilized columns as shown in Table 7 (Coastal
Development Institute of Technology, 1999 and Public
Works Research Center, 2004). The average unconfined
compressive strength of the in-situ stabilized column should
be more than the design unconfined compressive strength.
In the check boring, in-situ samples are taken
throughout the depth in order to verify the continuity of the
stabilized column. The quality of the samples depends on
the quality of boring machine, sampling tool and the skill of
workmen. Sometimes, low quality samples with some
cracks can be obtained. A Denison type sampler, double
tube core sampler, or triple tube core sampler can be used
for stabilized columns whose unconfined compressive
strength ranges from 100 (kPa) to 6,000 (kPa). It is
advisable to use samplers of a relatively large diameter such
as 86 (mm) in order to take high quality samples.

The following relationship can be formulated if the
field strength quf of the stabilized soil is assumed to have
normal distribution curve. Table 8 shows the relationship
between coefficient K and defect rate. For the strength
deviation of the CDM stabilized column, usually K is set to
be 1 (defect rate is 15.9%).

qu f ≥ qu ck + K ⋅ σ

Table 8. Coefficient K vs. defect rate

Table 7. Check boring of CDM Method
Item

On-land Work

Marine Work

Sampling
method

Double core sampler
Triple core sampler
Denison type sampler
Diameter φ = 86mm - 116mm

Sampling
frequency

3 samplings ( <500cols.)
3
1 sampling / 10,000m
1 sampling / 250cols.

Unconfined
compressive
strength

Unconfined compression test (JIS A 1216)
qu > 0.85∗qu ck
qu(ave) > qu ck

5.2 STATISTICAL METHOD
Frequency distribution of unconfined compressive
strengths of the laboratory treated soil and in-situ stabilized
column are schematically shown in Figure 5. It is usual
that the in-situ column has smaller average strength and
larger strength deviation than those of the laboratory treated
soil (Coastal Development Institute of Technology, 2002).
In big projects, the number of check borings is large
(say more than 25), frequency distribution of unconfined
compressive strengths can be assumed to have normal
distribution curve. In this case, statistical method can be
adopted.

(Eq. 7)

where,
K: coefficient
σ: standard deviation of the field strength

6

Coefficient
K

0.5

1.0

1.3

1.645

2.0

Defect
rate (%)

30.9

15.9

10.0

5.0

2.3

CONCLUSIONS

The soil improvement achieved by the CDM Method
is affected by many factors such as soil properties, type and
quantity of binder, degree of mixing, and curing conditions.
To ensure sufficient quality of the stabilized column
by the CDM method, prudent quality control and quality
assurance are required before, during and after CDM
execution. The quality control for the CDM method shall
be conducted carefully in i) laboratory mixing test, ii)
execution control, and iii) quality verification after CDM
execution.
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